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FOREWORD

Tescope of de-ployable aerodynainic decelerator requirements, techniques, acid applicable technology
has developed to tile point tit wh icih an upl-to-datte guide is requiiredl for decelerator system selection, de-

tatil desi gc, and performniice predi cti~m. It is increasingly clear that a system point of view must Ile
aidopted in which all pertinent aspects of mission, state-of-the-art, and technology are taken into account.

'Ihis report, therefore, brings together infornation and insights on all major factor" that must be con-
sidered in designing and developing successful arrodynamic decelerator "ystems. Each subject is sys-
tematically developed, both individually and ss it relattes to other pertinent aspects. 11Theory, experience
and judgment go hand-in-hand in the design of dlecelerators. T1he value of applying sound engineering
principles from the very outset of the design consideration cannot be overemphasized. '1hie decelerator

is increasingly essential for successful mission performance, and its optimization should begin with the
initial conception and design of the system.

TIh is1 in the second major revision of the UISAF Parachute llandbook. It represents an increase over it~s
predecessors of approximately two-thirds in technical scope and content - a point which underscores the
progress and development experienced in this field. A cut-off date of approximately mid-1962 was applied
to the data collection and references.

Prepared under Contract No. AlF 33(616)-8112, Project No. 6065, TIask No. 606.903, this report is the

product of a joint effort by the staffs of the Iletardation and ilecovery Branch, Flight Accessories Labora-
tory, Aeronautical Systems D~ivision, Mr. James 11. lDeWerse, Project Engineer, and of the American Power
Jet Company, Ilidgefield, New Jersey, under the supervision of Mr. George Chemnowitz.

Special thanks for thdr individual -ontributions are due to Mr. Aludi J. Berndt of the Hetardation and
Ilecovery Branch, Flight Accessories Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems D~ivision, an~d to M~. Ilelmut J.
Hleinrich, of the University of Minnesota. 11-~ cooperation of Governmental Aýgencies and Industry in
numeroius regards is also gratefully acknowledged.

lleconimendations with respect to corrections, deletions, additions, or any other changes to improve

the format or contents of this report should be forwarded to the AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory, lHe-

seorch and Tlechnology D~ivision, Air Force Systems Command, Wri gh t-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,

Attn: !"F011.

*Nowi Recovery and Crew Station Branch, Vehicle Equipeent Divisions AF flight
Dynamics laboratory, Research and Technology Division.



ABSTRACT

The present state-of-the-art, technology, and theory applicable to deployable
aerodynamic decelerators, especially textile parachute canopies, Fre rresented.
i'I•jor types of decelerators are described, end their aerodynamic and uperational
characteristics, as well as applications, are discussed. Detailed coverace is
given to decelerator materials, design and construction, hardware, test methods
and vehicles, and test instrumentation. Decelerator design procedures and per-
formance prediction techniques are demonstrated by sample calculations.

TlEis report las I ev, revier•,.d and is alpproved.

Gecrge '. solt, Jr.

Chief, Recovery nnd Cr -V -tstion Branch
Vehiele -quip,.ent divi •ion

IF FlIY ht Oynmrics l1,-brotory
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INTRODUCTION

lDeilloyable neroliulyniic lece lerators tire levicrs Chineser, and! this early dJevice ajppetrm Obvioupi.
which, by virtue of( their desiign confittirntion and per- The first known plictorital evidence of the dIrag prin-
formitnee charatuterimtitti, augotent the bas~ic drag, and cipie apJpeamred in the rsketchbook of I eonardo, tin Vinci
ill soolle cane" thle "tabilit 'Y, of flight vehicles to in 1514 (Fig. I). Thie device pictured wall it pyramid.
which they are attached. Ill all aerodynamic drag de.- mlhapcd sitructure by meanto of which, the skteth im-
vice", the retarding force is generated by changing jIlied, so man might 'cupl from a tower without greatly
the momentum of the air through which the device endangering hill life. However, as far lost its k nown,
papsses. Ihis action brings about the 'lesiredl chang~e
in flight-vehicle velocity and providesm for to conlstant
or programmed rate of dlescent of the mumpendel load.
AlIthough di.ploybl~e a erntdv n aIn ic d.e elera tors tire
uiled with flight vehicle.s, tile *lo41 not specifically
form at part of thle flight-vehcli' s4tructure.

Atmong deployable !irrodlvnamic decelerators., tile
self-inflating textile parachlute canopy in undoid-ted-
ly the best known, andi ill the mosit widely utih:sed
because of its high drag efficiency and its relative
simplicity of isystem anA component dlesign. (onse-
quently. primary emphasmis is given in thle following
chapters to the design cons iderations andi psrrtto...
characteristics of textile parachute canopies of vari-
ous configurations.

I [he word parachute ist derived from thle French
words parare, "to shield or defend," andi chute. " as
fall." Fly definition, a parachute is a folding umbrella-
like device used for making a safe .lescent through
the air. Although the parachute was initially con-
ceived for use by human beingso, devices for making
safe descents are used today not only for premedi-
tated and emergency escape of crew members from
aeri-lspace vehicles8, or for the air drop of equipment.
but they have also become one of the most important
components in many types of flight vehicles. In fact,
the changes in "parachute" configuration which have
taken place during the last twenty years have led to
defining drag devices in somewhat broader tern-inol-
cogy as "deployable aerodynamic decelerntors."

Early flistory. The history of parachutes dates back
to medieval days. Evidence found in the historical
archives at Peking, China, and translated by the
French monk, Valsson, indicates that parachute-like
devices, were used as early as the 12th Century.
Stories relate that some form )f parachute was used
during circus-type stunts arranged to entertain guests
at Chinese court ceremonials. Tlhe relation between
the umbrella, known to, have been invented by the Fig. I Leonardo Da Vinci's Inzrachute, 1452-1519
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ings, (l-ig. :1). After Montgolfier had demonstrated bul-
loohn flying am practical, a more suitoible platform was
, ,iralabile, anud an increase in parachute jumping, al-

though Mtill for stunt purposes, is recorded.)
The nurib•r of balloon accidents which occurred

uluring thim period led to the consideration of the para-
chute its to possible mearit of maying lives. T1his trend
wis um celerated late ini the Ifth century when Jean

Pierre Blanchard, one of the most famous balloonists
of the dily ani the fit-at man to soar out over the IEng-
lish Chuinnel, hecame interested in the parachute.

After trying it successfully on animals, including his
own dog, BIlanchuard personally made several success-

ful jumps. At the turn of the century, between 1797
7 and 1802, Andrew Jacques Garnerin, who achieved

fame by the number, daring, and success of his jumps,
*A made a smeries of parachute drops both in England and

in France ,cunminating in a jump from an altitude of ap-

e. 2 Fausto |eranzio's "Uomo I'olans", 1595

d(i Vinci did not reduce hii sketch to practice. Almost
one hundred years lapsed before the concept of the
parachute was again recorded in the annals of history.

In 1595, Faunto Veranzio (Fig. 2), IHungarian mathe-
matician living in Italy, published the idea of a para-
chute as a "fall breaker", and described several
successful trial jumps which he claimed to have made , L
from a tower in Venice; however, his claims to auc-
ce.sful jumps have not really been substantiatd.

%lore authorsty cdn Se attached to the experiments
of the Frenchman, Joseph Montgolfier, who, late in
the 18th Century, began to put some of the then cur-
rent scientific findings to practical use. Concurrent
with his experiments on hot-air ialloons, he became
interested in the concept of parachute-like devices,
and tested the invention he evolved by dropping a
number of animals from towers. Subsequently, he him-
self test-jumped from the roof of his house at Annonay
and later from "greater height", presumably from
one of his balloon gondolas. A French contemporary
of Montgolfier, Sebantinn lenormand, successfully
attempted a demonstration of the parachute concept
by descending with the aid of a parachute-like device
from the top of the Montpelier Observatory in Paris.
It is not certain how far Montgolfier actually pursued
his parachute experiments; however, it can be said
that his balloons gave parachute jumping a sudden
and practical impetus.

(lip to this time, professional exhibitionists and Fig. 3 Sebastian Lenormand Jumps from Rooftops,
stuntmen had been jumping from towers or high build- Montpelier, France, 1783
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.inst D)eaign Conceptu. One can safely assume that

the first Chinese parac~hute was umbrella-shaped.
Da Vinci's parachute (Fig. 1), however, ronsisted of
four triangular pieces of cloth joined to form a pyra-
mid from which the jumper was suspended by means
of ropes. Da Vinci, in the Code% Atlanticas, 149,:,
added the following details: "If a man have a tent
roof of calked linen, twelve braccia broad and twelve
braccia high, he will be able to let himself fall from
any height without danger to himself." Presumably,
this parachute would have worked, at least to a de-
gree. The parachute conceived by Veranzio (Fig. 2)
consisted of a square of linen held rigid on a wooden
frame. The jumper held on to four cords, one attached
at each comer. Veranzio claimed that his design
proved successful, and there is no reason to belie.ve
that it would not have worked.

rhe parachute with which Gameria conducted his
experimenta was again umbrella-shaped, and like the
umbrella, was reinforced by a central stem ( see
Fig. 4). 'lis, at the time, was a revolutionary de-
parture from having the parachute held open perma-
nently by a rigid framework. Ilowever, Garnerio un-
countered serious oscillatory problems during his
experiments, and initiated efforts to find the causes

._and possible remedies for these discouraging gyra-

Fig. 4 Design for a Parachute, c. 1802 (Garserin) tions. Sonic of his contemporaries also concerned
themselves with finding a solution to the oscillatory
problem. rhe English scholar, Sir George Cayley,

proximately 2400 meters in a cylindrical basket sus- proposed as a remedy a cone-shaped parachute which
pended from a parachute. All of the recorded parachute would be used with the apex pointing downwards.
jumps up to this time had been of a premeditated Cayley developed this idea, and according to his re-
nature. The first recorded emergency landing by para- port, it wa used with success by the German, Lorenz

chute was not made until 24 July 1808 when the Pal- Ilengler. Ilengler, in fact, made several jumps with
ith aeronaut Jordaki Koparento descended safely from this cone-ahaped parachute from heights of from 30 to
his burning balloon over the city of Warsaw. 120 meters "without experiencing the least diacom-

The years of experimentatioe with parachutes until fort."

the turn of the 20th century had produced very little A number of additional jumps were made, and ex-
more than crude and sometimes unreliable devices perience proved that the inverted cone-shaped para-
for the purpose of performing stunts and providing chute was essentially sound in theory, but consistent
entertainment. Inevitably, some parachatists were success in practice was another matter. Consequently,
killed, with a consequent dampening of the enthusiasm more accidents inevitably happened. An English art-
of other jumpers. The advent of the airplane, however, ist, Robert Cocking, experimented in 1837 with a
changed this situation quickly. Partly because of the parachute design (Fig. 5) based on Hengler's concept
new thrill found in jumping from a moving aerial plat- and was killed when his cone-shaped parachute dis-
form, and partly owing to the necessity of providing integrated during a jump from 1700 meters altitude,
escape from disabled airplanes (considering their probably because its construction was not sufficient-
added complexities of operation), further development ly strong to support the 200 lb of suspended weight.
of the parachute accelerated. Besides changes to the Since Cocking's parachute had been widely publi-
parachute itself, changes in techniques of use became cized as the solution to the strange behavior of Gar-

necessary. Thus, the advent of the airplane caused nerin's parachute, his death caused even wider public
the Inunching of a series of scientific experiments disbelief in and disapproval of the parachute concept.
to make the parachute more airworthy and led to the However, efforts were continued by others to solve

deployable aerodynamic decelerator of today. the oscillation problem.
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thin exhibition to keep the entire parachute assembly
intact until the very moment it wan to be used. This
contfiner or bag idea, however, did not take hold

immediately, and wan not even utilized during the
first Jumps, from the moving platform of the airplane.

Grant Morton, some believe, was the first man to
jump by parachute from an airplane, although Captain
Albert [Jerry, who had previounly jumped from bul-
loons, is another claimant for that honor. Morton, late

_) .in 1911, is reported to have jumped from a Wright
Model 11 airplane flying over Venice Beach, Cali-
fornin. Morton carried his folded parachute in his
arms; as he jumped he threw the parachute canopy
into the air. The parachute opened, and Morton landed
"safely. Captain Albert Berry, who like his father John,

-Z" K- was somewhat experienced with balloons and para-
chutes, completed a successful parachute jump from
"a two-seated pusher plane near St. Louis. Ilin 36-ft-
diameter parachute was packed in a cone-shaped

-- container fastened underneath the fuselage. Instead
of being strapped in a harnes, Berry was sitting on
a trapeze bar attached to the suspension lines.

Fig. 5 Cocking'a Parachute, 18 These parachutes and all others used before, were
of the "automatic" type, measing that they were

The French astronomer Lelandes theorized that either inflated prior to the jump or were pulled into
the cause of the oscillatory motions of the parachute the airstream from a container fastened to the aerial
was the air trapped under the drag-producing surface platform. This type of parachute, however, soon prov-
and spilling out, first under one side and then the ed to be iundequate for safe escape from moving
other. lie alleviated the problem by permitting a con- aerial platforms. In 1908, Leo Stevens devised the
stant and steadying flow of air to escape upward first parachute which could be opened by the jumper
through a hole provided in the apex of the drag- with a ripcord, although the "free" type parachute
producing surface. This wan the first vent; and it was not utilized substantially until 1920.
worked. A patent granted early in 1911 to an Italian inves-

Deployment Origins. A solution to the oscillatory tor named Pino for a flexible parachute, including a
problem had now been found and stunts with pare- pilot chute, must be considered an one of the major
chutes continued. Up to now, however, all parachutes milestones in parachute history. As claimed in the
used had been of the rigid or semi-rigid type, held patent, the jumper using this new device would wear
open by a wooden frame. Early in 1804, a Frenchman his parachute in a pack like a knapsack. On his head
named Bourget proved during a parachute jump in would be a Lat-like device fashioned into a leather
Germany that a completely collapsible parachute was cap, which would blossom out into a smaller open
not only practical, but was much more convenient to parachute. During the jump, the small pilot chute
carry around. It could be folded when not in use, and would pall off the hat and deploy the larger parachute
it relied on air pressure alone to hold it open. Ex- from the kuapauck.
periments wth foldable parachutes continued, and in Military Development. When World War I began in
1887 Captain Thomas Baldwin, an American jumper 1914, very few crew members of balloons or airplanes
of much renown, introduced a collapsible silk para- carried parachutes. The Germans were probably tIe
chute with vent opening in this country. first to appreciate that a pilot's or crew member's

In 1890, Paul Letteman and Kaethe Paulus, German life must be saved in case of emergency, and that
exhibition jumpers, demonstrated the first use of pare- the parachute was the means to accomplish this.
chutes folded and packed in bags. Their innovation Within a year, the Germans had equipped their bal-
grew out of a special act, a double parachute jump, loon crews with a parachute developed by the woman
in which both performerp left a balloon by nrenas of parachutist, Kaethe Paulus. The British and French
one parachute; then one made a second jump with the followed this example, equipping their balloons with
other parachute. A beg-like container was used in parachutes packed in conical containers positioned



outside the gotidola, and the Americans adopted the with a rope to a harness worn by the jumper; in the
French balloon parachute. The heavy loan of aviatorm asconnd, the parachute wom packed in a bag, worn by
in balloon and airplane atcikeatm, and downing. the jumper. nnd the rope connected the parachute
caused by enemy actions, brought the parachute into directly to the airplane. In either cane, the pilot or
its own. jumper had only to jump, and when he reached the

An Austrian pilot made the first escape by para. end of the rope, the parachute was automatically
chute from a disabled plane, on the Russian front in pulled out of its container and into the airstream.
1916. Three ,monthm later, another kastrian pilot made G;reat difficulties were experienced during attempts
a safe escape from another disabled plane. fly 1917, to perfect this type of parachute deployment, and
the parachute had proven itseIf, and both (;ermans although hundreds of tests were conducted with these
and English were equipping their air forces with these models, none met the rigorous requirements which
life-saving devices. By the summer of 1918, para- had been established.
chutes were in wide use on all frontb. Thought was again given to a "free" parachute to

'These early life-saving paras'hute, were basically be released from the pack by the operator after he
of the bag type and operated "automatically". The jumped. 'The first model, known as Model A, was :38 ft
(;erman version was the Ileincke Sack parachute; the in diameter, a flat circular parachute canopy made
Knglish, the Calthorp or "(;uardian %ngel" parachute. of straight-cut silk. It was composed of 40 gores with
They were attached to the flier Ihy means of is har- 40 braided suspension lines and had a vent 40 in.
ness, and the bag-type p,,rachute lw,.'uame, when not in diameter controlled by thick rubber bands. It was
in uae, a sort of cushin. Vro,, within ita bag, the packed in a back-type pack. r'his model was later
canopy was attached by it st,,tic line to the plane. altered to a 24-ft-Jliameter canopy in a neat-type
When the pilot jumped, the, tightening static line pack.
pulled the parachute from its container ready for Considerable effort was expended on the develop-
action, ment of the free parachute; on 28 April 1919, after a

Improvements continued Lo be umade to both para- number of successful dummy tests, the new parachute

chutes (luring the following year to increase their was life-tested by jumping from an altitude of 1500 ft.

operational reliability. 'The Germunm successfully Other tests followed, and the free parachute was

incortorated a prin(iple first published by Pino, that accepted.

of utilizing a smaller pilot parachute to deploy the Iresting of this parachute type, and further experi-

large parachute, although the pilot parachute con- mentation with other types, continued in this country
tinure ptotub e pleploycu by staticline. purthuter -od- and abroad. The first parachute which was standard-
tinned to be deployed by to static line. Further modi- ized by the I'. S. A'rmy Air Corps, after considerable
fications were made also to th- ",uardian Aingel." development effort and experimental testing, was of

Still, the parachutes used (luring World War I were, the seat type, for use by pilots and crew members.
by modern standards, makeshift contraptions. They It consisted of a pack containing a flat circular solid-
had proven their worth, however, and formed the basis cloth canopy, 24 ft in diameter, incorporating a three-
for experiments in design which were initiated im- point harness release. It was given the designation
mediately after the war and have continued since. S-I, and became standard in 1926. One year later,

General William Mitchell, Commander of the 1U.S. a second seat-type parachute was standardized under
Air Force in France, was primarily instrumental in the designation S-2. It retained all the features of
getting an organized parachute test and development the S-1 parachute, except that it used a flat circular
program started in the United States. As a result of solid-cloth canopy 28 ft in diameter, to insure the
his pleas for more and better parachutes for his pi- safe descent of somewhat heavier crew memberm.
lots, a parachute facility wa, established at McCook By this time, several other applications for the pars-
Field, Dayton, Ohio, and began functioning in the chute, aside from insuring the safe escape of crew
summer of 1918. In December 1918, Major E. L. Hoff- members, became apparent, and parachutes for such
man was put in charge of the project, which had now specific applications as premeditated escape (para-
become of considerable importance. Major changeb troops) and air drop of supplies had to be developed.
in parachute design can be attributed to the collec- Major Hoffman, who was in charge of the Parachute
tive and individual efforts of the members of this Unit at Wilbur Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, started
group. the development of a radically new type of parachute

Initially, experiments at McCook Field were con- canopy, the triangular type, in 1929. In 1932, the
ducted on automatic parachutes of two general types. triangulnr canopy was standardized and adaptv:d to
In one, the parachute and its container were attached a seat-type parachute (S-3). It also found appli ation
to the airplane, and the parachute was connected in the first training parachute (C-1), which wag a
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combination of seat and back type, and in the first went the ,.evwt.ioment of paraliut, s for tie air drop-
quick-attachable cheat parachute (k-1) for inuring pinac of amiilit'r- eluipamnent. Atho'ugh the. air dropping
the maneuverability of gunners, observers, and pho- of food, aaedi,'ine, mail, arold other essentials by means
tographers within aircrafti, of parachuts (over ar.am inaccessible to ordinary

Paratroopa. Undoubtedly the largest impetus given means of tranltportation was practiced in both Russia
the further development of the parachute was the con- and the United States dluring the late 1920's and early
cept of "Vertical Invelopment." The paratroop train- 19:10's, it was not until shortly before the start of
ing program in the Urtited Statep, was launched, un- Woirld War II that concerted attempts were made in
officially, as far back as the fall of 1928. At the the United States to air-drop military equipment of
instigation of General Mitchell,six armed parachutists significant weight. Naturally, in order to deliver these
jumped from a Martin bomber over Kelly Field, T,-xas. heavier loads successfully, either larger parachute
This demonstration, however, was regarded as merely canopies or t6e use of canopies in clusters had to
another stunt. Although limited experimentation con- bl developed.
tinued, it was not unti; the spring of 1940 that the The first successful test in which parachute cano-
United States established an official paratroop train- pies were used in clustered configurations was ac-
ing program at Ft. Benning, Georgia. The first troop- complished in 1941 at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina. A
type parachute (T-I) consisted of two ripcord-opened mountain gun weighing 840 lb waits delivered by means
packs attached permanently to a single haurness with of three silk parachutes 22 ft in diameter, and follow-
two sets of risers; a back pack containing a 28-ft ing this a 75mm howitzer, separated into two bundles
flat circular solid-cloth canopy; and n chest pack of 840 lb and 670 lb, was air dropped by means of

containing n 22-ft flat circular canopy. D)uring subse- clustered parachutes. By 1943, an entire series of
quent modifications, harness webbirg of to lighter cargo parachutes was standardized, starting with a

weight was substituted ,r-3), and initiation of de- 24-ft-diameter rayon canopy (G-0) for the air drop of
ploymentwas changed from ripcord actuation to static- supplies. Parachute canopies with diameters of 28 ft
line actuation (T-4). and 48 ft followed, and canopies with diameters up

Probably one of the most important improvements to 100 ft (;-I I) are today in standard use.
irt the efficient utilization of the parachute at that Materials. For many years silk had been the favored
time was made by the introduction of the quick-relea.e material for the fabrication of parachutes. However,
harness. The quick-release mechanism was patented as early as 1940, experiments were made with man-
in 1929 in Great Britain, and manufactured in the made fibers as a substitute for silk. A large number
United States by the Irving Air Chute Co., Buffalo, of canopies, particularly cargo types, were fabricated
N.Y. In 1944, the quick-release device became stand- of rayon. Nylon first perfected in 1938 soon came into
ard equipment in the 1U. S. Army Air Corps, and was its own, and has found extensive use in the manu-
incorporated in the seat-type parachute (S-5), the facture of parachutes. By 1940, an extensive testiug
troop-type parachute (T-7). the chest-type parachute program with nylon canopies had been instituted, and
(A-4), and the back-type parachute (B-9). by the end of 1F3., nylon canopies were in wide use.

Abroad, actual establishment of paratroop units The Scientific Approach. It must be noted that, in
and their training was initiated somewhat earlier that general, steps taken up to about 1940 toward the de-
in the United States. France, for example, organized velopment of parachutes were rather crude and arbi-
its first battalion of air troops in 1938, but ahandoned trary. The cut-and-try method was the most widely
the idea in 1939. Both Russia and Germany were utilized, and the only prerequisites for parachute
training paratroopers long before this time. The first design and construction appeared to be a knowledge
recorded jump, made by the national hero (;romov, of the tailor's trade. It was not until the beginning of
occurred in Russia in 1927, and at her Sports Festival World War II that sufficient emphasis was placed upon
in 1930, Russia demonstrated the concept of "Vertical the "science" of parachute design and performance
Invasion" by having armed men jump from an airplane prediction. The Germans and the British must be
by parachute to occupy the "headquarters of an en- given credit as the first to appreciate the need for,
emy." Germany's paratroop program was under way and actually embark upon, scientific investigations
as early as 1935, and further experiments were launch- to determine the more fundamental aspects of pars-
ed that led to the exploitation of parachutes for other chute design anti operation. Most of the major devel-
than personnel applications. opments in parachutes to satisfy the diversity of

Air Drop. Parallel with the development of para- applicatinns have occurred during and since the days
chutes for personnel applications, in particular to of World War II.
develop fully the concept of "Vertical Invasion," The primary center for parachute research and de-
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velopment in cermany was the Research Institute on the development of ballistic missiles, brought
"(;raf Zeppelin" near Stuttgart. Ilere, under the di- about the requirement for an accelerated research
rection of P'rofessor D)r. G. Madelung, Mr. Theodore and development program for parachutes and other
Knacke, and I)r. Ilelmut G. Ileinrich, aignificant ad- deployable aerodynamic decelerators, and consequent
vancements in parachute technology were accom- further advancements in the atate of the art. The pri-
plished. As a result of increasing requirements for mary center for research and development in the area
parachutes to decelerate and stabilize bombs, mines, of parachute technology has been and still is at

torpedoes. ,11i"Kile components. etc., and to decel- Wright Field.
crate aircraft and gliders during the landing phases, Under the direction and guidance of Capt. R.
two radically different types of parachute canopies Barnes (1948-1951), Maj. W. McComb (1951), Maj.
were evolved at this institute: the ribbon canopy R. Wheeler (1953), and Mr. Warren P. Shepardson

(l)r. Nladelang, Mr. knacke) and the guide-surface! (1952 and since 1955), the Parachute Branch at
canopy (D)r. Ileinrich). Both types were developed to Wright Field has conducted or sponsored a consider-
a high degree of excellence sifter considerable theo- able number of projects designed to develop oper-
retical study and experimental effort. ational parachute systems for a variety of applica-

The ribbon parachute found its fira operational tions, ranging from premeditated or emergency escape
application for in-flight and landing deceleration of of aircraft crew members to the delivery of military
manned gliders. 'I'he capture of Fort Eben-Emael, equipment and weapons, and including the in-flight
Belgium, in 1940 by German paratroops and glider and landing deceleration of jet aircraft and the recov-
units demonstrated the effectiveness of the ribbon ery of drones and missile components. In addition,
parachute as an aircraft decelerator and as a device applied research has been emphasized to increase
to assist landing. In further modifications of the rib- fundamental knowledge in the field of aerodynamic
bon canopy, reefing systems were developed mad deceleration.
added, and the parachute wan employed not only to In the course of thin extensive program, the first

decelerate glideos, conventional aircraft, and later aircraft-decelerstion parachute system for bomber
the first jet aircraft (such an the Arsdo 234 (1945), aircraft (B-47) utilizing a ribbon canopy, was devel-
and the Meaae-4chmitt 163 and 262), but also to de- oped and standardized in 1949. Subsequently, all
celerate mines and deliver military supplies safely operational jet combat aircraft in the U. S. Air Force
from high- or low-flying aircraft with pinpoint ac- were equipped with parachute in-flight or landing
'rnecy. Indeed, the Natter (194445) was developed deceleration systems, or both. The first live ejection-
as an interceptor without landing gear, which was seat test was made late in 1945, recovering the sub-
launched vertically. After completion of a mission, ject successfully by parachute. The ring-slot canopy
the pilot would fly to safe territory, where he actuated was developed during 1949 and 1950, and replaced
a mechanism that separated the aircraft into major the ribbon canopy in some applications.
subassemblies and deployed parachutea for the safe In the area of parachute system for premeditated
descent of both pilot and subassemblies. and emergency escape, important advancements were

The guide-surface parachute was first employed also realized. A new personnel parachute canopy
operationally for the trajectory control of bombs be- became available in the extended-skirt type, which
cause of its excellent stability characteristica. First was standardized for paratroop use in 1952 under the

attempts to recover guided missiles or missile com- designation T-10. In search of a parachute canopy

ponents (V-1 and V-2) were successfully accomplished which wvuld develop a lower opening shock and be

in 1944 utilizing ribbon parachute canopies. These highly stable, the personnel guide-surface canopy,
were also employed successfully for the stabilization conceived by Dr. H. G. Heinrich, was developed dur-
and deceleration of the first ejection neat is early ing the middle 1950's an a personnel parachute cano-

1945. In addition, extensive theoretical efforts were py for aircraft crew members.
carried on to analyze the operation of parachute cano- Probably the most important single device which
pies and to obtain fundamental knowledge about the wan incorporated into the personnel parachute is the
aerodynamic characteristics of parachute canopies. automatic ripcord release device. As early as 1938,

Research and development efforts also continued the Doronin brothers in Russia introduced an auto-
in the United States during the war years; however, matic parachute incorporating a device for opening
a aizeable increase in the scope and extent of the the parachute pack mechanically rather than by means
overall program was not realized until after the war. of a ripcord. Personnel parachutes incorporating auto-

Recent History. The advancement of supersonic matic ripcord releases were introduced in the United

operations of military equipment, and the emphasis States during the early 1950'., although considerable
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tenting with experimental device% had been accomp- 'I'he major area of textile parachute application.,
lished earlier, naturally, is the subeouic-opeed, low-altitude regime

As the altitude ceiling of aircraft increased, new in which recovery or terminal deceleration operations
coacepta of emergency escape for crew membera had of flight vehicles are initiated and accomplished. In

to be explored. The essiann parachutist Kharkohonov general, it can be assumed that reliable self-iaflation
demonstrated in August 1940 that emergency escape of textile parachute canopies can be achieved under

from high altitudes is possible, by jumping from an dynamic pressure conditions greater than 1 lb per sq
aircraft flying at an altitude of 40,813 ft. In the ft. At dynamic pressures below this value, utilization
United States, Arthur If. Starnes made a high altitude of inflation aid* shonld be considered. The second
jump in the summer of 1942 from 30,800 ft, followed broad area of textile-parachute application is the
by I[A. Col. Randolph Lovelace who, in 1943, de- supersonic flight regime. It in beouded by a constant
scended safely from an altitude of 40,200 ft. Irevious dynamic pressure line of 1 lb per sq ft (below which
high-altitude parachuting records were broken when reliable self-inflation of flexible drag devices cannot

U. S. Air Force Captains Maxza and Wheeler jumped be expected, nad preasure-inflated or rigid aerody-
from altitudes of 42,176 ft. mad 42,048 ft., reapect- namic-deceleration devices may be required); by a
ively. The cuvest record is held by U. S. Air Force line above which disassociation effects become no-
Capt. J. Kittinger who, in 1960, descended from ticeable; nad by a line of constant dynamic pressure
an open balloon gondola floating at an altitude of of 10,000 lb per eq ft, above which the structural
97,200 ft. Initially free-falliag, and atabilixed by a problems associated with flexible drag-devices may

smaller parachute, his main parschute opened auto- become insurmountable. A stagnation temperature
matically at approximately 15,000 ft altitude and lime of 1000 F is shown is Fig. 6, which may be the
provided for a safe descent. limit for the we of currently known arganic fibers

Concarrost with theme advances in parachutes for suck as HT-1, so far as the effects of aerodynamic
emergency-escape applications, the development of heating are concerned.
parachutes for the air drop of very heavy military With the initiation of space travel, however, there
equipment, the recovery of target dronen, and the has bees a broadening of perspectives, and the reali-
initial deceleration and stabilixation of flight vehicles zation that the utilixation of textile self-inflating
from transonic and aupersonic velocities was vigor- parachutes was not quite so limitless as it first ap-

ounly pursued. peared. Out of this realization, an entirely new tech-
The clastering of parachute canopies of all size's rical field was born, that of aerodynamic decelerator

ad nearly all types became standard operational technology. The third area of aerodynamic decel-

procedure, primarily for fimal-stage recovery appli- erator application, lies in the hypereonic speed, low

cations of heavy equipmeat or vehicles. Major empha- dymamic-premeure regime, is which augmenting drag-
sis, however, was placed ipos efforts to extend the devices may be effectively utilized to minimize and

operational capabilities of textile parackhte canopien limit aerodynamic heating and deceleration values
into the higher superesonic and high dynamic-pressure on re-entering vehicles, as well as to control the final
flight regimes, where parachute canopies of relatively vehicle landing point. Since these devices will be
small size are required initially to decelerate and required to operate at relatively low dynamic pres-

then to stabilize flight vehicles to a velocity and oure, they most be either preasure-inflated or machan-
altitude where the safe deployment of larger recovery- ically inflated. This flight regime, for the purpose of
parachutes cam be accomplished. As a result of con- defining aerodynamic decelerator operations, is bound-

tinuing state-of-the-art advances, a ribbon caopy was ed by a line of equilibrium temperature (2000 F),
successfully utilized in 1957 to recover the first above which materials selection are a nevere problem,

ballistic missile nome cone after having re-entered and by a line of constsat dynamic pressure, 10 lb per
the earth's atmosphere. Space travel had become a sq ft, below which trajectory control by means of
reality and the potential for the application of pare- aerodynamic drag variation becomes generally in-
chute canopies suddenly seemed unlimited, effective, although some re-entry trajectory control

Outlook. In considering the types of applications may be achieved at lower dynamic pressures under
for deployable aerodynamic deceleratow, specific certain conditions.
boundaries of the regime concerned with Mack number New concepts, new techniques, and entirely new
and altitude for potential drag-device operations cam shapes of aerodysnmic decelerators are coming into
be drawn. The resulting operational flight spectrum being. Different problems are awaiting their solution.
can thas be further divided (Fig. 6) to define the However, research in the specialized field of para-
operational fInction. which may be required of the chute technology must continue, to increase the drag
aerodynamic decelerator, efficiency and operational reliability, and to further
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the unlerstantling (if the aerodynamic and operational The information and technical data presented in
characteristics of the most efficient aerodynamic the following chapters represent the present sate of
decelerator presently known: the conventional textile the art of parachute technology. This information will
parachute canopy. 'T'o this end, the cooperative efforts be revised am new knowledge becomes available
of both government agencies and industry are required. through tests and experience.
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CHAPTER 1
STANDARD SYMBOLS AND GLOSSARY OF

DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR TERMS

SEC. 1 LIST OF SYMBOLS
The symbols listed below are a compilation of all standard symbols utilized throughout this report. This listing

does not include some of the symbols which are defined an they are used in the text.

1.1 Primary Concepts

.4 Area, general (other than reference area of the aerodynamic decelerator) (ft 2 or in. 2)

a Acceleration (ft per sc2)

as Speed of sound in air (knots or ft/sec)

a Arc which defines the gore width of a shaped-gore canopy (- 2r/'n) (ft or in.)

atmax r Region where additional local widening of the gore produces a lobe at the periphery

a Constant, used in obtaining an approximate weight value for a parachute canopy

8 Number of blades in a rotary-type aerodynamic decelerator
8 1R Horizontal ribbon width (in.)

BRR Radial ribbon width (in.)

RVL Vent line width (in.)

SIR Vertical ribbon width (in.)

b Constant, used in obtaining an approximate weight value for a parachute canopy

C Effective porosity (ratio of outflow velocity to inflow velocity through a porous fabric canopy)

c Factor related to suspension line convergence angle

(CD Drag coefficient, general

('o 0 Drag coefficient related to the surface area, So (equivalent to CT : a , 0)

cr) o (eif) Effective drag coefficient related to the surface area, S. (a function of the angle of attack)

Cop Drag coefficient related to the projected (inflated) surface area, Sp (equivalent to CT at a = 0)

CD4 Drag area of a body, general (ft2 )

(C1 )S)0,P Drag area of the aerodynamic decelerator, based on either total surface (nominal) or projected(inflated) area (ft2 )

(CDS)R D)rag area of a reefed canopy (ft) 2

CL Lift coefficient, general

Cm Moment coefficient, general
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C Niruiatl force tilffit itlil geneoral

C Taangent forte v oeffiiit-tit. genueral

1) D~rag (11)) air Diaaiiette (ft), gen~er~al

Do. Diamie ter. t on~ltrl ted (ft

00 Nominuain dilameter if till *meroalilllolaa .ic eeleraittor %(4 ~7f 0

P0,111 D~iamleter if the. atrotis namila dleceleraotr (either anomin~al oir ;arojet tee, lIN appicitabile') (ft)

OF. P rmj euated (or in fl at ed di aimeate.r 4if t he ate ra ilnaim ia teol eraltor (ft)

p RSkirt dliamieter of reefe'd carinjoi (ft)

/j R Iiuame' er of ret-fing line if lul Is infl~at ed 4ant'.jv (eqiuiv'alenet to) Ii. (ft)

b)(:llip Nk irt Ii~ame''let ft )

d D iaamet er of jto inwrt bod% ( ft)

F Moadulus4 of ttaistitita olf tanfloJ% mnaterial (11) per in.

E ~ Kinortif enrriov (ft 11))

1' IllFatorl relaittel to strengtha losm by ablr~asion

I. ~Baise %ittha of golre (in.)

1. Gore width tit v.ent (in.)

r Gor widhth alt the skit'. of titac extension (in.)

F Toltall retairding force (ib)

F1  Air( raft retarding force immlnedialtely beffore brtakes tire aipplied (ib)

Ftb, Aircraft retartding force immalediaately aafter briakes aarc aipplied (Ib)

Fr Coanstalnt retalrding force' (11))

F fAircraift frictionali force (Ib)

F1' Mlax~imiuml opening force (06)

FS Line snatcha force (06)

f Frequency of tilt pleriodic mootion oIf tihe alerotdynamlit dece lerattor (mec-1)

.9 Acceleration duelt tel gralviti' (ft p~er seo: ) (32.2 lIt s'ai level)

ha height or altitude (ft)

ha Actual constructed height. elf gore Oin.)

hrlleiglmt of go~re extension metasMured along centerililne (in.)

ha h eight of gote (in.)

I ~~Masms mom~lent elf inertial (slug-ft2)
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Iap Specific impulse (lb per mct: per unit)

i Safety factor

KO Factor related to orifice efficiency of inflatable bags

Ka Knudmen number

k Factor related to strength loss by fatigue

L Lift force (Ib)

ba ~Free length of pocket band (in.)

Lb Length of intercept in the skirt (pocket band) (in.)

LO Length of gore (in.)

1 R Length of reefing line (ft or in.)

lS, Is Length of suspension linen (ft or in.)

I D)istace, general (ft or in.)

M Mach number

V Moment (ft Ib)

in Mama, general (slugs)

N, n Number of gores (used interchangeably)

N Normal force (Ib)

"nI•R Number of horizontal ribbons

nVL Number of vent line.

0 Factor related to strength loam in material from water and water vapor absorption

P Pressure, general (lb per in. 2 or lb per ft2)

P Tractive force, general (Ib)

Pr IPrandtl number

PA RequireJ hovering power (horsepower)

P Static pressure (lb per in. 2 or lb per ft 2)

q Dynamic pressure (- 0.5 p v2) (lb per ft2)

q, Impact pressure corresponding to the velocity at snatch force (lb per ft2 )

Re Reynolds number

RN Nose radius of primary body (ft)

Rs Distance between adjacent horizontal ribbons (in.)

r Radius, general (ft)

rb Bulge radium (in.)

S Reference area, general (ft 2 or in. 2)
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S . Area of gore (in. 2)

Sh Stress in canopy cloth

SIIR Area cov,.red by horizontal ribbons (in. 2)

.SL Aircraft landing roll distance (ft)

.5o Surface areki of aerodynamic decelerator (ft2 or in.2)

$o. p Characteristic canopy area (ft2 or in.2 )

Sp Projected (inflated) area of aerodynamic decelerator (ft2 or in. 2)

Spi Instantaneous projected canopy area (ft 2 )

SRR Area of reinforcing bands (in. 2 )

SRR Area covered by radial ribbons (in. 2)

SVR Area covered by vertical tapes (in. 2 )

SA 'I otal slot area of Ringnlot canopy (ft 2)

so Vent area of canopy (ft 2 or in. 2)

T Temperature. general (OF oroll)

T Tangential force (Ib)

9 Time, general (sec)

If Filling time of aerodynamic decelerator (sec)

U Strength loss factor at the connection point of the suspension line and the drag-producing surface
or riser

V Volume, general (ft 3 or in.3)

v Velocity, gencral (knots or ft per sec)

Udl Deployment velocity (knots or ft per sec)

Ve Equilibrium velocity (ft per sec)

Vet Equilibrium velocity at sea level density (ft per sec)

VO ILaunch velocity (knots or ft per uec)

VS Velocity at suspension line stretch (knots or ft per sac)

vt Terminal velocity (ft per aec)

VV Vertical descent velocity (ft per sec)

F Weight, general (Ib)

X Opening-shock factor denoting the relationship between maximum opening force and constant drag
force (- Fo/Fc)

X Ordinate along X-axis

y Ordinate along Y-axis

z Ordinate along Z-axis
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/ Numnber of siispaension linesa

cx .Angle of .attak (deg)

(ore vertf, • angle (deg)

y Ratio of secific heant

Sulpenmiuo line confluhiicn tangle (daeg)

Si Small incremlient (not iNied lItlIne)

5 Ilatio of catiopsi skirt diamueters

l'intimivity of material

A Vavelength

A1 (Geome tric canopy porosity (pertent)

Am Mechanical porosityV (pe.nneubilits, of fabric)

At Total canopy porosity (per'ent)

P (Coefficient of friction

1 ~EfficiencY factor

El'ongatiofn of suspension lines (percent)

1, Kinematic viscosity (ft2 mec)

""I Polygon shape factor

p Density of air at given altitude (slugs per ft3)

Po Density of air at sea level (0.002:L9 slugs per ft 3 )

U Density ratio (, p po )

12 Rotational speed of rotating aerodynlantii dec'elerator (radians per sec)

f,) Angular velocity (radians per sect)

0 lrajectory inclination angle (deg)

, Aspect angle (deg)

1.2 Secondary Concepts (Used ans subscripts and secondary subscripts)

a Added; additional; absolute; actual; apparent

at) Average

41it Adiabatic wall

tl Body; bulge

1, (Canopy; critical; constant; constructed; uninflated

d Neploynient

I) Drag

e iEquilibrium; exit; earth
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f FIilling; fabric; friction

g (,eometric; gore

h Ihori ontal hoop; ho)vering

i Inlet; inNtantameoup.; included; anrbitrary; i,,itiual

I. L~oad, local

"I Material; mains

V Moment

V Normal

o Opening; reference condition; noeuinal

p Projected; premsure; purachute

R Inioer; radius; reefing

r liesultant; radi-l

8 Skirt; snatch; suspension linen; static

sq Squidding

SL Sea level

I Tangential; total

T Total

th Theoretical

v Vertical; vent

w Wall; wind; wake; weight

x X-direction

v Y'-direction

z Z-direction

0 Free stream
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SEC. 2 GLOSSARY OF AERODYNAMIC Bar, Packing. A long, flat bar of metal, plastic or
DECELERATOR TERMS wood, used to fold the canopy of a parachute during

Accordion Folding. See folding, accordion. the Packing Proces., and to aid in closing the pack.
Adapter, Harness Strap. A rectangular metal fit- Bartack. A concentrated series of zigzag-like

ting with a crosiber. It is incorporated in a parachute stitches used to reinforce points of stress.
harness to penfit proper adjustment of webbing. Basting. Temporary stitching, usually with long,

Adapter, Harness, Quick-Fit. An adapter with the loose stitches.

fixed crossbar replaced by a floating friction grip. [he Beeswax. A was used with paraffin to prevent

adapter is incorporated in a harness web to permit fraying of webbing.

quick adjustment. Bond Test. A prescribed method of subjecting rip-

Air Bogs. Flexible, gas-filled bhag that er inflat- cord pin, to a certain weight-pull in order to determine

ed during load descent and valved to release their hardness and ductility.

pressure upon ground coatact to absorb impact forces. Bias. A cut or seam running obliquely across the

Air Drop. A method of air movement wherein per- threads of a fabric.

honnel, supplies, and equipment are unloaded from Binding. A piece of tape or fabric folded over and

aircraft in flight, stitched to a raw edge of the fabric to prevent raveling

Anchor Cable. A cable in an aircraft to which the or fraying.

parachute static liue or straps are attached. Blanketing. A result, caused by the relative air

Apex. The center and topmost point of a parachute flow over a load or body, which oppose. the intended

canopy. action of a pilot chute or parachute canopy by reversal

Awl. A small, sharp-pointed tool used to make of flow and turbulence.

holes in heavy fabric or webbings for hand sewing. Block Seam. Amy seam which man parallel to the

Backstitch. Used to anchor a row of stitching by warp or filling threads of material used in canopy coan-

turning material and sewing beck over original stitch- strnction.

ing a short distance. Board, Tension. A device that is usually hooked

Bockatrop. A part of the harness that extends to the parachute connector links to place tension on

across the small of the wearer's back. It my or may the canopy during inspection and packing.

not be adjustable. Bobbin. A small, metal spool ueed to hold thread,
Bog, Deployment. A container, ssually of di in a sewing machine.

fabric, in which a parachute canopy is stowed for Bodkin. A large-eyed needle, fnat or round, and
deployment. There may or may not be provision for usually blunt, used to draw tape, ribbon, elastic, or
stowing suspension lines on the beg. Usually, either cord through a loop or hem.
a static line or pilot chute lifts the deployment beg Bolt. A compact package or roll of fabric of any
away or extracts it from a parachute pack or storage standard width, used in the United States as the des-
container. Normally, with this system the suspension ignation for a length of 40 yards of material.

lines are extended before the drag producing surface Bottom, False. A piece of pack fabric stitched to
emerges from the deployment bag. the inside of a pack for the purpose of retaining the

Bond, Lower Lateral. A webbing hand inserted in peck frame; it also may serve as a base for stitching
the skirt hem of the dreg.producing surface to reinforce of the suspension-line retaining-loops.
the skirt. Breokcord. A thread or tape tied between pars-

Boand, Upper Lateral. A webbing bend inserted in chute components that in intended to break under de-
the vent hem of the drag-producing surface to reinforce sired load durinj deployment. See Thread, Break
the vent. Breathing, Canopy. The pulsating or pumping me-

Bond, Pocket. A piece of tape or line attached at tion of an inflated canopy during descent.

the outside of the skirt, acoss radial seams, is a Bridle. The arrangement of cords or webbing.
manner that causes the gores to be palled outward at attaching the pilot chute to the apex of one or more
inflation, thus improving the opening characteristics canopies, or to the deployment bag or bags containing.

of the canopy. those canopies.
Band, Rei focem t. Reinforcing tape, webbing, Broken Pick. A broken filling-dtreod, usually ap-

or ribbon, inserted in varied positions to reinforce pearing as a streak along the fabric.
weak points of cnstruction or design in a drag-pro- Bunched Stitching. A defective seam resulting
ducing surface. from stitches being too close together; more stitches

Band, Retainer. A rubber band used to hold fold- per inch than required.
ed suspension lines or static lines to deployment Bungoes. See Elaatics, pack-opeinag.
bags or parachute packs.
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Buns, Friction. The result of rapid rubbing to- the pack. A hole in drilled longitudinally through the
gRather of two textile surfaces, generating frictional cone a short distance from the top to admit the ripcord
heat, which reduces the tensile strength of the textile locking-pin. Grommets of the opposing flap and the end
and cauo•e deterioration of individual threads. It oc- tabs are placed over the cone@ and are held tightly in
curu primarily during parachute deployment and initial place by the insertion of ripeord pies to the holes
inflation, provided.

Cabinet, Drying. A facility used for the acceler- Construction, Bias. A type of construction for
ated driing of parachutes. drag-producing aurfaces in which the sections are cut

Cable, Rlpcord. A flexible cable joining the lock- nad arranged in the gores so that the threads and sec-
ing pins and the ripcord grip. 'rhe ripcord cable usual- tion seams make an angle of other than 90 deg (asual-
ly ia of carbon steel or corrosion-resistant flexible ly 45 deog) to the centerlinea of the gorea. Bias con-
steel, normally 3/32 inch in diameter. It consists of straction in used for additional strength, and for the
seven strands with seven wires per strand. economy of material that can be achieved by cutting

Cmnnibalize. To remove serviceable parts from sections from standard-width materials.
one item of equipment in order to install them om Construction, Block. A type of construction for
another item of equipment. drag-producing surfaces in which the sections are cut

Canopy. The portion of a parachute consisting of and arranged in the gorea so that the warp threads and
the drag-pwoducing surface and the suspension lines section seams make an angle of 90 dog to the center-
extented to one or more mutual confluence points. line of the gore and are parallel to the skirt hem.

Canopy-Release Assemblies. Devices which al- Container, Air-Drop. A container designed for the
low immediate detachment of the canopy. They con- purpose of dropping equipmest and supplies by pars-
nect the harness main web straps to the canopy risers, chute from aircraft in flight. The container may be

Chain. Method of shortening suspenaion lines for constructed of cotton, duck, metal, fiberglass, ply-
storage by looping and interlocking lives. wood, aetting, or other suitable material, depending

Chainstitch. Ornamental, basting, or seam stitch on the type, weight, and shape of the cargo to be de-
in which thread or threads are not interlocked but are livered. The container my or my not incorporate a
held by a loop of needle thread being passed through harneas for transmitting forces developed during cano-
another loop of needle thread or through a loop of bob- py opening, and it my be carried on exteranl racks
bin thread. May be single- , double- , or triple-thread or inside the aircraft.
chain stitching. CoAtrollod - Peracht Tower. Also called

Chmnnel, Canopy. The space or opening through ConuoLLed Tower. See Tower, ControUed Parachute
which the suspension lines are paseed. It is formed Cords. See Lines, Saspensioo.
by the overlapping of the fabric in the main seas, or Cord, Arming. A cord that pulls the firing wire out
by the addition of cover tape to the drag-pwoducing of a reefinag-lise cutter, or other actuating device,
surface. thereby arming the device.

Cheststrap. One of the harness straps sewed Critical Closing Speed. The speed during ac-
across the chest with a snap and a V-ring to prevent celeration at which a normally inflated canopy will
the wearer from falling out of the harness, collapse into the squid form.

Chute. A term used interchangeably with the word Critical Opening Speed. The speed during de-
"parachute." celeration at which a canopy in the squid form as.

Clevis. A U-shaped metal fitting, with a hole in ames normal inflation, but shove which it will not
each end to receive a pin or bolt. It is used on cargo fully inflate.
parachutes and heavy drop kits. Crown. Specifically, a fabric panel uaed to cover

Clevis Pin. A metal rod, usually fitted with cotter a closed apex-vent in certain types of canopies, each
pin or threaded to receive a nut, inserted through holes as the G-13 cargo parachute. In general, the part of a
in the end of clevis to hold cievis shut. canopy around the apex.

Clip, Safety. A U-shaped metal fitting used to pre- Cushion, Back. A pad attached to the inside of
vent the accidental opening of the parachute harness the harness of personnel parachutes to provide com-
release. fort for the wearer, and to hold the harness in place.

Cluster. A group of two or more parachutes that Cutter, Roefing-Line. A device designed to cut
are attached to a single load and are designed to open through the reefing line of a canopy. It normally in-
simultaneously. corporates a delay device (mechanical or pyrotechai-

Cone, Pack (Locking Cone). A small, cone- call, a power device (mechanical or pyrotechnical),
shaped metal post sewn to one of the side flaps of and a knife-edged cutter.
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Damping. The reductioit of induced oscillation of Diameter, Projected, (Dp). The ii'ean diameter of
a parachute during descent, the inflated canopy, measured in the phine of the max-

Dart. A short, tapered seam. imninm cros-section area. On canopies where the fabric

Deployment. That portion of a parachute's oper- curves out between the suspension lines, the projected

ation occurring from the initiation of ejection to the diameter is the mean diameter of the inner and outer

instant the lines are fully stretched, but prior to the diameter..

initial inflation of the canopy. Disconnect, Ground. A device that instantane-

Deployment, Bag. A method of canopy deployment ously releases the canopy from the suspended load

utilizing a container, usually of fabric, for retaining upon ground contact. 'his device may be actuated

the drag-producing surface of the canopy until the electrically, by the action of ground-contact switches
suspension lines are deployed. This reduces the or g-sensing devices; or it may be entirely mechanical
anatch force by allowing the acceleration of the cano- and sensitive to canopy-load reduction.

py mass in small increments only. 'Ihe lines may or Disreefing. The process of removing or changing

may not be stowed on the bag, depending on the in- the restrictive characteristic, of a reefing system to

tended use. increase the drag area of a canopy. This may be ac-
Deployment, Controlled Bag. A method of canopy complished in one stage, in several stages, or con-

deployment in which the deployment bag is attached tinuously, until the canopy is fully inflated.
to a static line and remains on the static line after Double-W. A type of reinforcing stitch in which

the canopy is released. one W is offset approximately % in. and superimposed
Deployment, Free Bag. A method of canopy de- upon another W.

ployment in which the deployment bag is attached to Drift. The horizontal displacement ofthe canopy
a pilot chute. When a static line is used to open a during descent. Ilhis mae, be caused by wind or gusts

pack, the bag remains in the pack until it is removed or by the inherent gliding tendencies of some canopy

by the pilot chute. types.

D-Ring. A metai fitting shaped like a D into which
snap connectors are hooked.

Drogue. A fabric surface shaped like a cone, usu-
ally used as tow target or wind sock, but sometimes
used as a name for a bmall, first-stage canopy.

Drop Altitude. Actual altitude of an aircraft above

the ground at the time of initiation of an air-drop op-
eration.

Dropmaster. (1) An Air Force technician qualified

Channel, Canopy to prepare, perform acceptance-inspection, load, lash,

Development. That portion of a parachute's oper- and eject material for air drop. (2) An air-crew member

ation occuring from the moment of completion of sus- who during air drop operations will relay any re-

penslon-line stretch to the moment of full inflation of quired information between the pilot and jumpmester.

the canopy. Used synonymously with "infladtion". Drop Test. See Test, Drop.

Diameter, Constructed. A designation of the size Dummy, Parachute. Torso-shaped dummy ot vari-

of a canopy, based upon design dimensions. able weight used for testing personnel pareahutes.

Diameter, Nominal, (Do). The computed diameter It may be of rigid or articulated construction.

designation of anydesign of canopy, which equals the Elastics, Flap-Removing. See Elastics, Pack-

diameter of a circlehaving the same total area as the Opening.

total area of the drag-producing surface, which includes Elastics, Pack-Opening. Elastic cords, with a

all openings in the drag-producing surface, such as means of attachment at each end, installed on the

slots and vent. Since it refers to all canopies on a pack under tension, used to separate the end flaps

common basis, that is, in terms of surface area, this from the side flaps when the ripcord is pulled. These

method of diameter designation is preferred for the cords may be either rubber or metal spring@.

comparison of drag effi~iencies of different canopy Ends. Warp yams in a woven fabric.

designs. For canopies, that have a vent area larger Eye. A small, steel-wire loop attached to the pars-

than one per cent of the total area, the vent area is chute pack, into which in fastened a hook on a pack-

deducted from the total ares (for example, airfoil para- opening elastic.

chutes). This term is not used for canopies of the Eyelet. A small, metal reinforcement for a hole in

guide-surface type (ribbed and ribless). fabrics, similar to a grommet, but thinner and smaller,
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duaThe eyelet in used to r e mitterial.
iti having no washer. reinforce "Finite-Moss" Condition. A state of parachute

False Bottom. See Bottom, FIcse,. rsl..ricti,,n. UTse of ,hii condition in calculation offilling
Fale Btto. Se ouoitime. .lnt ,.nn shock of canopies stipulates that

Fastener, Glove. A small, metal fastener consist- tie velopitg th e iflan is substant

ing of button with socket and stud with eyelet. tihe velocity derfy during tb e infloe ion th aulantinal

Fastener, Interlocking. A type of fastener made ,rod muit. thereforen be pronsidered in the a lculation.
(iftwo linm o tpe itha srie o menI coos i*,ample: o)pen ing of permo)nnel and cargo parachutes.

of two links of tape with a series of metal SCOOlpS FIST. Abbreviated torn, used to dlesi gnate flat

which are interlocked by a pull-slide.

Fastener, "Lift.the-Dot". A small, metial device virc'ilumr ribbon canopies. These canopies are charac-

made of four parts: the stud, the washer, the socket, Icrizel by ires constructed of ribbons, usually 2 in.

alnd tile clinch plate. When the stud is manufactured in width. placed parallel to the skirt, with ^lots of

with a screw base. the washer is eliminated. "lift- preet.termined dimensions between the ribbons. These

the.-)ot" fasteners are made in several types ,f motal, C119ic,,peN were first designed in Germany by Flueo-

with different stud-lengths for use with the various technimchi.s Institat Der Technimchen hlochschule

weights of material. The term "l.ift-the-l)ot" indicates Stuttgaurt. The use if this term is being discouraged.

that the fastener is opened by lifting at one point Flop, Locking-Pin Protector. A flap that covers

only; that is, at a position beneath the small "dot" the locking pins and cones to prevent the pack from

on the socket. being opened by any means other than pulling the rip-

Fastener, Parachute-Pack. A metal fitting at- cord.

tached to a pack flap and designed to fit over a lock- Flop, Pack. A fabric extension, on a side or end

ing cone. of the pack, designed to enclose and protect the

Fastener, "Tri-Lock". A button-type fastener tcanopy.

that provides for release in only one quadrant. It Flaring. Method of splitting, taping, and stitching

serves the same purpose its is 'l.ift-the-i)ot" fastener, the end of the webbing to widen it and prevent it from

but it provides a smoother surface. slipping through a fastener or adapter.

Feed Dog. A mechanical device which feeds the Folding, Accordion. Folding a canopy into folds

material through a sewing machine, of unifori length, accordion-fashion, before it is

Fid. A small, flat, tapered bar of metal or wood placed into the bag or pack. A folding bar can be used

used during packing to insert the corner flaps into the to help make neat and properly spaced folds.

pack. Force, Snatch. A force of short duration that is

imposed by the sudden acceleration of the canopy

mass at the instant of complete extension of the sus-

pension lines or similar components of a parachute

system prior to inflation of the canopy.

FILLING WARP Fortison. A cellulose fabric that has great strength
but very little elasticity.

Free-Drop. Delivery of supplies and equipment

front aircraft in flight without use of parachuteb.
French Serving. A form of whipping used on sus-

pension lines of pilot parachutes to form a loop for
the point of attachment of bridle cord or line. Also
called French spiral-serving.

-EDGE General-Purpose Bag. When used by the individ-

ual parachutist, it is an adjustable container designed
for attachment to the parachute's harness to carry

individual or team equipment that must accompany the

Filling parachutist during an airborne operation.
Gore. That portion of the drag producing surface

contained between two adjacent suspension lines or

radial seams.
Filling. Also called woof. These are the threads Grip. See iandle, Ripcord.

that run across the cloth as it comes from the loom. Grommet. A metal eyelet and washer, used as a

This term is not to be confused with "filling" in the reinforcement around a hole in fabric. Grommets are

sense of sizing, which means the addition of sub- used on pack flaps to fit over locking cones.

stances that give body or decreased porosity to the Handle, Ripcord. A metal loop designed to pro-
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NHe-Riggod Conopy. A canopy whose suapen-
sion linen are attached to the skirt hem and do not
pass over the drag-producing surface.

Hositator, Skirt. A device that restricts the skirt
of the drag-producing surface, thus preventing iNfla-
tion until the expiration of the snatch force, at which
time the hesitator line breaks and allows inflation of
the canopy. This device reduce@ snatch force and
possibility of canopy malfunctions.

High-Velocity Drop. The act or process of deliv-
ering supplies or equipment from an aircraft in flight
where the rate of descent exceeds that obtained uti-
lizing conventional cargo parachute methods (low-

velocity drop) but less than terminal velocity (free-fall).

00 Knot, Groasy

GORET

Hitch, Clove Knot, Square

Hitch, Clove. A type of hitch used for attaching
Gore the suspension line, of a canopy to the connector

links.
vide a pip for polling locking pine from the locking Hook, Apex. A hook placed at the end of the
cimes af gp forpulling paoachiugps.f packing table that positions and holds the apex of the
coana of rip~cord-actueted parachutes.

Hanger Lime. A line or cord circling the skirt of a canopy to keep-it under tension for packing or inspec-

canopy within the skirt hem in place of the lower tion.
lateral bond, and designed to distibute the load from Hook, Pock-Opening Elastic. Small, formed,
the ruspeasion lined, as on d -13 cargo parachute steel-wire devices attached at both ends of pack.
canopies i opening elastics. These are hooked in the eyes sewn

Hardware. All metal fittings uasd on parachutes, on the pack.

parachute systems, and suspended loads. Hook, Stow. A packing tool consisting of a handle

Hormess. An arrangement of webbiug, with metal and a bent-wire hook. It is used to pull the suspension

fittings, designed to conform to the shape of the load lines into place in stow loops during packing of cer-

in order to secure a. properly, and to properly distrib- tain types of parachutes.

ute the soress hom opesiag shock sad the weight of Horizontal Bockstrnp. That part of the backstrap
the loed. which crosses the wearer's back horizontally.

H• ess Relsos. A manually operated device Housing, Rlpcord. A flexible metal tubing in

fixed to one ead of harness webbing and equipped with which the ripcord cable is installed. The tubing pro-
three prongs to aceomodate luog on free ends of her- tect. the ripcord cable from smagging and provides a
ness webbing; it is designed to permit rapid release free path for it.
of woop4ype herness. Also used on the A-21 container. "Infinite-Mass" Condition. In the analysis of

"H.. Fabric folded beck upon itself and sewed in the dynamics of parachute opening, the approach
this position to form both the peripheral edge and the which stipulates that the velocity of the panchute-
vant of the canopy. load configuration does not change appreciably during
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the period of canopy inflation, and can therefore be nect the drag-producing surface of the canopy to the
considered constant, harness or load. They provide the means for suspension

Inversion. A state in which the canopy has been of the person or load from the inflated drag-producing
turned inside out, identified by upper and lower lateral surface.
band folds and gore numbers appearing on the inside, Line-Stowing. The process of drawing the suspen-
and V-tabs appearing on outside. sion lines into suspension-line retaining-loops in the

Jumping Attitude. Steady, level flight of a troop- parachute paek to prevent entanglement of the lines
carrier aircraft at a speed necessary to permit pars- during opening of the canopy. Stows may be held by
chutists to make a safe exit. retaining loops or rubber bands, or may be tied to

Keepers (Pack, Harness, Suspension.Line). stowing straps.
Length of webbing sewed on a pack, or around saus- Lines, Twisted Suspension. A type of malfunc-
pension lines or risers, sad adjusted to hold the pack tion during canopy deployment caused by relative
firaly to the harness or load on which it is used, or rotation of a suupeuded load, or pack, to the position
to form a confluence point for suspension linen or of the canopy. One full twist is defined as a 360-deg
risers to prevent relative movement of lines or risers, rotation. This method is sometimes deliberately used

Knot, Grasny. A kind of readily made and insecure to increase the opening time, and decrease the open-

knot often made by the inexperienced in place of a ing shock, of canopies.

square knot. Link, Connector. Usually identified as a small,

Knot, Overhond. A simple knot tied in each run- rectangular metal fitting used to connect ends of

ning end of a piece of cord above a square knot or risers or lift webs to suspension lines. The suspen-

surgeon's knot (which in similar to a square knot) to sion lines are tied and sewn around one part of the
prevent the end from slipping back through the knot. link, and the webs are stitched around the other part.

Knot, Square. A strong knot for joining two ropes Ihe design of the link may vary in size and shape,

or lines, which does not slip or loosen easily. according to the intended use.

Knot, Surgeones. A type of knot commonly used Link, Separable Connector. Any connector link

in place of a square knot to prevent mis-tying. comprised of readily separable elements, which may

Legstrsp. That part of the harness that passes be owed to facilitate assembly of canopies to a riser

under the wearer's leg and connects to the legstrap system.

loop, or pausses under the wearer's leg through the Loading, Canopy. Parachute canopy loading is

strap loop, and to the hormess release, defined an the ratio of the force transmitted from cano-

Liftweb. That part of the harness comprising the py to suspended load to the drag area of the canopy.

main webbing support, extending from the connector Lockstitch. A sewing machine stitch in which two
links down through the saddle and up to the opposite threads are :uterlocked by one thread being passed
connector links, around the other.

Line Burns. Burns caused by a suspension line Log Record, Arm) Parachute. (DA Form 1042).
pausing over part of canopy. A small booklet serving as a diary for a parachate

Line, Guide or Centol. One or more of the pars- with entrics for station, inspections, packing, jumps

chite lines that run from a slot or orifice in a steer- or drops, modifications, and major repairs.

able canopy to the harness providing a better facility Loop, Retaining. Loop of webbing or tape, usual-
to warp the canopy skirt for steerability. When such ly elastic, used to hold folded lines or excess web-
lines are under tension dering parachute opening or bing in position.
descent, they are classed as sospension lines. Loop, Stow. Webbing loop on deployment bag or

Line, Reefing. A length of cord or line passed pack to hold suspension lines in place on packed
through rings on the skirt of the drag-producing ow- parachutes.
face to delay or control the opening of the canopy. Lowering Strap. A webbing strap attached to pars-

Line, Static. A line, cable, or webbing, one end chutist's equipment-bag or weapone-case and to pars-
of which is fastened to the pack, canopy, or deploy- chutist's harness to permit lowering of container be-
meat bag, and the other to some part of the launching low the jumper approximately 20 ft before landing.
vehicle. It is used to open a pack or to deploy a cano- Low-Velocity Drop. The act or process of deliv-
py. ering personnel, supplies, or equipment from aircraft

Line, Suspension. Cords or webbings of silk, ny- in flight, utilizing sufficient parachute retardation to
Ion, cotton, rayon, or other textile materials, that con- prevent any injry or damage upon ground impact.
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(See High- I el,,citv Prop.) Parachute, Air-Drop. A parachute denigued to de-

Lug. k flat, metil fitting oittached to the ends of liver equipme.nt and supplies front in aircraft in flight.

harness webbing to provide atttchment to the Iurness It iN used synonymously with the tern rargo parachute,

release. Pornc! ute. ,ttached-Type. A parachute, the pack

Malfunction. The cmuplete or partial failure of it of which is so attaiched to in aircraft or other carrier

canopy to achieve proper opening or descent. Some that the canopyli deploys front the pack as the load

causes of malfunction tre high porosity, canopy dam- falls away.

age, twisted suspension lines, improper packing or Parachute, Back-Type. A parachute designed to
rigging, and improper or blanketed deployrent. he worn on a wearer's hack and shoulders.

Mispick. .% pick that failed to pass over or under Parachute, Cargo. A parachute used to lower car-
the appropriate warp yarns (luring weaving, go from aircraft in flight.

Opening, Premature. Any accidental opening of Parachute, Chest-Type. A parachute designed for
the canopy before the desired time of opening. attachment to the wearer's chest.

Oscillation. The penduluiu-like motion of a para- Parachute, Extraction. A parachute used to ex-
chute-suspended load (luring descent. tract cargo from aircraft in flight, and to deploy cargo

Overedge. Long slanting stitches over raw edges parachutes.

of materiil to prevent raveling. Also called whip. Parachute, First-Stage. A parachute used for

s titch, initial deceleration and stabilization of a falling

Pack (Pack Assembly). The term pack usually object so that either the intermediate or the final-

denotes the container alone. When so used, it is de- recovery parachute can be safely deployed. This term

fined as a container that encloses the canopy or de- applies only to parachute recovery-systems. The terms

ployment bag and provides for a means of opening to drogue and parabrake may be used also; however, the

allow deployment of the canopy. The canopy may or use of these terais is being discouraged.

may not be placed in a deployment bag or sleeve. Parachute, Free-Type. A parachute, not attached

Pack Cover. A piece of duck or canvas with static to an aircraft or other carrier, that is operated by the

line attached, used to cover a packed canopy in sonie jumper at his discretion

types of pack assemblies. Parachute, Intermediate. A parachute that has

Pock End-Tab. .A metal fitting secured to each the purpose of further decelerating an object, after

end flap of a pack. The end tabs fit over locking cones the first-stage parachute has been disconnected, to

and secure the end flaps in a closed position until a speed at which it is safe to deploy the final-recovery

the locking pins are pulled, parachute. This term applies only to parachute recov-

Pock Flap. A fabric extension on a side or end of ery-systems.

the pack body designed to enclose and protect the Parachute, Landing-Approach. A parachute used

canopy. in flight to improve jet aircraft flight characteristics

Pock Frame. A rigid or flexible frame used to (luring normal landing approach, or in approach under

maintain a desired pack shape. marginal weather conditions.

Pack-Opening Spring- Band. A cloth -covered Parachute, Landing-Deceleration. A parachute

steel-spring assembly with a hook at each end, used generally used on jet aircraft to decrease aircraft

to expedite opening of pack by rapidly pulling flaps landing-roll distance. Drag parachute is used as an

away from canopy. alternate term.

Paddle. A flat, narrow piece of wood used for Parachute, Personnel. 4 parachute used to lower

dressing the parachute pack and for stowing certain personnel from an aerospace vehicle in flight.

webbings or flaps in retainers. Parachute, Reserve. A second parachute, usually

Palm, Sewing. A hand protector used in heavy worn on the chest of personnel making a premeditated

hand-sewing to direct the needle through heavy ma- jump. It is used in the event of malfunction of the

terial. main parachute.

Parachute. An assembly consisting of canopy, Paochute, Stabilization-Broke. A parachute

risers, or bridles, deployment bag, and in some cases, used to maintain, or to make it possible to maintain,

a pilot chute. The pack and attaching webbings (har- the attitude of a falling body, and to retard its fall.

ness) are considered a part of the parachute when Parachute, Static-Line. A parachute in which
they are not built into the suspended load an an in- deployment of the canopy is initiated by means of a

tegral part of the load. static line attached to an aircraft or other carrier. BIoth
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"troop type" and smie "air-itrop type" parachutes cut porosities.
may be placed in this category. Rate of Descent. The vertical velocity, in feet

Parachute, Troop. A parachute used primarily by per second, of a descending object.
paratroopers for a premedlitated jump over a designated Recovery..System, Parachute. A parachute recov-
area. ery-system includes all items that are required to

Parachute Rotation. The turning of a parachute recover an object from fliglat and to land it safely on
canopy about its vertical axis (luring descent, the ground or on water with a minimum of damage. In

Partial Inversion. One or more suspension lines general, the following subsystems are included: first-
passing over the top of the canopy during deployment, stage, intermediate, and final-recovery parachutes;
preventing complete inflation of the canopy. Also controlling devices; actuating devices; and landing
culled hfae /eSt., or flotation devices, or both.

Peak. See 4pex. Reefing, Skirt. A restriction of the skirt of a drag-
Permeability. A term uscd to designate the meas- producing surface to a diameter less than its diameter

ured volume of air in cubic feet that will flow through when it is fully inflated. Rleefing in used to decrease
one square foot of cloth in one minute at a given pres- the opening shock, to decrease drag area, and to en-
sure. In the IUnited States, permeability is measured hance stability,
by using a pressure of !i in. of water. In (Great BIritain, Reefing, Vent. A means of altering the inflated
10 in. of water pressure is used. shape of the canopy by pulling down the vent. This

Pick. An individual filling yarn in webbing or fab- type of reefing may be used to change the drag area
ric. and to enhance stability.

Pilot Chute. A small parachute used to aid and Release, Canopy. A device that is designed to
accelerate main-canopy deployment. Some types of permit rapid separation of canopy and risers from the
pilot chutes are equipped with a spring-operated, suspended load.
quick-opening device. 'The frame is so compressed Release, Harness. A manually operated device in-
that it will open immediately when it is released from corporated in a harness. It is designed to permit thethe pack.cop atdi hrn s.tis esg e top rtte

Pi, pacl. Srapid release of the harness from the wearer.
Pin, Clovis. See Clevis Pin. Repairs, Minor. Any repairs required to return the
Pin, Locking. Short, metal prongs attached to a parachute to perfect condition, but which, if not made,

ripcord cable. ILocking pins are inserted into locking will not periously affect its performance or airworthi-
cones to secure the pack flaps as a function of clos- nor ring a parachute pack.ne.

Rigger-Roll. Tro prepare an unpacked parachute for
Pin, Ripcord. See Pin, Locking. storage or movement by rolling the canopy into a ball
Platform. A base that serves Li the support oil and then rolling the suspension lines around the cano-

which equipment may be loaded for air drop. py. The canopy may be secured with a pack, if attach-
Pocket, Log Record. A small patch-pocket sewed ed.

to a part of the parachute, usually the pack or riser. Rigger's Check. A routine inspection of a troop
for carrying the parachute record card, parachute, including check of harness adjustment,

Porosity, Effective. The ratio of the average performed by a qualified parachute rigger immediately
velociry of air through aporous sheetto the free-stream prior to enplaning of the paratrooper.
velocity. It is utilized for performance calculations Rigging. The method of preparing a particular
to relate cloth permeability to the pressure differen- piece of equipment or load of supplies for heavy air-
tial experienced across the cloth, drop, as in "Rigging the 105mm Howitzer for Air De-

Porosity, Geometric. 'Ile ratio of the open area livery."
of a canopy drag-producing surface to the total canopy Rings, Reefing. Metal rings attached to the skirt
drag-producing surface area, of a drag-producing surface at the suspension-line

Porosity, Mechanical or Ribbon. The porosity connection-points, through which a reefing line is
expressed in per cent, of the material (ribbons) in passed. These rings are designed to eliminate any
ribbon or ring-slot type canopies. Mechanical porosity hinging action in the ring, which could mean conse-
is obtained by dividing the ribbon permeability by quent binding of the reefing line.
27.4 cu ftr sq ft'min. Ripcord. A locking device, consisting of cable,

Porosity, Total. The total porosity, expressed locking pins, and grip, that secures the pack in a
in per cent, of the canopy drag-producing surface. The closed condition. It permits the release of the canopy
total porosity is the sum of the geomitric and mechani- fron, the pack.
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Ripotop, Nylon. Nylon fabric woven in intermit- OA
tent box forn with three or four additional closely
picked yarns, designed to prevent travel of a rip or

teo.
Riser. That portion of the suspension system be-

tween the confluence point of suspension lines and

the point of attachment to the load. Since it most be

aS strong an the total strength of all suapension lines
attached thereto. it usually in fabricated firom high-
strength material, such as textile webbing or, in some
case@, steel cable.

Saddle. The part of the harness that is positioned
in the main lift-web at the seat of wearer and widened Seam, Folded Fell

amdreinforcedto provide a seat or sling for the wearer.
Safety. A thread or wire of specified breaking

strength used to prevent accidental or prematve re-
lease or separation of parts, as on the ripcord of the
reserve parachute. Also used as a verb.

Safety Clip. See Clip, Safety.
Soil. A tens used to designate a condition noted in

the deployment of a parachute canopy when the caao-
py, just after leaving its pack but still attached to a
static line, ia exposed broadside to the airstream and Sear, French Fell
temporarily assumes a shape similar to a sail.

Seam. TIe fold or line formed by the sewing to- lapping them as shown in the sketch, and sewing with
gether of two pieces of material. two (or more) rows of stitches, which also secure the

Seam, Bias. The radial or diametral seam of a turned positions.

bias-constructed drag-producing surtace. Sean4 Radial. A seam that extends from the skirt
Seaus, Block. A seam that runs parallel to the to the vent and joins two gores. A portion of the sus-

warp, or filling threads, of material used in block pension lines may be concealed mn tubes formed by
cosntruction of drag-producing surfaces. radial seams.

Seam, Diahgoal. The diagonal or horizontal seams Searing. Method of sealing ends of nylon cord or
that join the sections of each gore of a biae-con- webbing by melting them to prevent raveling.
structed drag-producing surface. Section. Any one of the pieces of cloth which,

when assembled, form one gore of a drag-producing
surface.

Selvage. The woven edge of cloth.
._ Separator, Line. A slotted metal or wood device

used to hold suspension lines at the canopy skirt

i+ after separation into groups during packing.

Serving. A method of wrapping or binding the ends

Sean, English Fell of cord or line so they will not unravel, or to provide
protection for loops. It in also referred to as uAipping.

Seam, English-Fell. A type of seam in which one Served loops are sometimes used to replace connector
piece of material is folded beck on itself and the links at the load end of the suspension lines. The
other piece i a plain overlap, latter construction, however, makes maintenance cost-

Sean, Folded-Fell. In forming thiu type of seam, ly and difficult.
the plies of material are first joined as shown in (a). Shakoot. Method of suspending a canopy and
The one ply is then turned back, the edge of the other shaking each gore in succesaioa to free the canopy of
ply is turned, mid the two plies are sewed with a loose dirt mid debris.
second row of stitching, as shown in (b). Shock, Deployment. See Force, Snaoch.

Seam, French-Fell. Thia type of seam in formed Shock, Lending. The force imposed upon the sus-
by turning the edges of both plies of the material, pended load at pround impact.
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Shock, Opening. I'rhe ,nxi,',, force developed Squidding. A state of incomplete canopy inflation
during inflation of the canopiy. in which the canopy hal i pear-like or squid-like

Shoulder Strap. That part of the harness which slhape. Squiddling occurs if the canopy is deployed
crosses the wearer'm sahouller. above a critical speed.

Shot Bog. -% parachute packing tool. k rectangular
duck bag is filled with sand or shot and umed to hold
folded gore" in position during packing.

ii N
N,

Single.X Stitch Squid Shape

Single-X. A stitch pattern representing an X-forma-
tion, usually used with a box-stitch. Squid Shape. See illustration.

Skirt. The reinforced hem forming the periphery of Stability, Dynamic. The tendency of a moving
a drag-producing surface. body to develop moments that act to damp motion.

Sleeve. k tapered, fabric tube in which a canopy Stability, Static. The tendency of a moving body
is placed to control the canopy's deployment, to develop steady-stage restoring moments when dis-

Slipping, Controlled. A method of guiding an in- turbed from a position of equilibrium.
flated canopy in a desired direction by manipulation Stiffener, Pack. Rectangular strips of metal or fi-
of the suspension lines, spilling the air from one side ber placed in the pack flaps to stiffen the flaps. These
of the skirt. This action causes an increased average strips are also used for shaping the sides and bottom
rate of descent until the lines return to full length. of packs.

Slot. An opening within a gore of a drag-produc-
ing surface. The size and number of slots will deter-
mine or control the geometric porosity of certain canopy
designs.

Snap, Friction Harness. A, sliding-grip friction
buckle wvith a metal snap attached to a parachute har-
ness to secure two parts of the harness together, and
also to permit quick fit adjustments on the wearer
or load.

Snap, Harness. k hook-shaped spring-loaded met-
al fastener that snaps over a V- or D-ring to secure
two parts of an assembly.

Snap, Static-Line. A metal device usod to connect
the free end of a static line to a cable or ring in an Stitch, Lock
aircraft.

Speed, Critical Opening. See Critical Opening Stitch, Box. A rectangular or square stitch pat-
Speed. tern, generally used to enclose a single-Xortriple-X

Speed, Critical Closing. See Critical Closing stitch formation.
Speed. Stitch, Chain. Ornamental, basting, or seam stitch

Speed, Sinking. See Rate of Descent. in which thread, or threads, is not interlocked but is
Spike, Recovery. A pointed-beam extension on the held by a loop of needle thread or a loop of bobbin

nose of the load, which absorbs ground-impact energy thread. There may be single- , double- , or triple-
by penetrating the ground. thread chain stitching.
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Stitch, Double-Throw. /.ig/,,g mtithing ill wluivh link.

the ne.ed Ie iai Atkeis c en I r ,t ih i , It It ( 'eith e aIt Ih ft Tape, Reinforcement. ITape or wehbing sewed to
and right stitch. the pack or canopy to strengthen the fabric at a weak

Stitch, Four-Needle. . method of stiht it g that spot or point if stress.

can be performed ia one op,.rntio byli a four.nei'dhe Tear Strength. S., Streng•t,, 7'ear.
sewing machine. It is used in sMewing the tolp hl.i. Template. A pattern cut from durable material.
,rhe circumferentinal hem, ad the radial mraitim of Terminal Velocity. The greatest velocity that a
lrag-jroducing surface, free-falling body, starting from rest, can attain against

Stitch, Luck. A nonraveling stitch used to Iorn it tile resistance of air at any given altitude.

Mrk,,., Test, Drop. A test to determine the working effi-
Stitch, Single-Throw. /.ig•ag stitching in which ciency of a parachute and its systems by releasing

the needles travel 'omiiletel%, from one side to thI' it from nn aircraft or fromn some height above the
other between stitches. ground under conditions very similar to those found,

Stitching, Bunched. A dmefective. se.anm resultitum or anticipated, in norinal operation.

from a higher concentration of stitv.h,.s per in It timon Thread, Break. A stitching intended to break
is required. easily under a relatively small stress. In certain types

Stitching, Zigzag. Stitching done Il mv s.ewing of packs, for example, a break-thread is used to fasten
machine that makes stitches alternately on two or tlme lift webs inside the pack. This thread breaks dur-
more parallel diagonal lines. It is used to reinforce- ing the deployment or opening of the canopy.
and anchor the suspension line-I to tile drag-pro,lucig Thread, Marker. A colored thread woven into
surface, webbing to identify the breaking strength.

Stow. Any one loop of static line or suspension Tie-Down. A chain -and-binder assembly used to
line compuctlv secured to the parachute pack. lash cargo to tie-down rings in aircraft or to heavy-

Stow Hook. A packing tool consisting of a handle drop plitformis.

and a wire hook used to pull the suspension lines Time, Filling. The time elapsed between the full
into place in stow loops during parachute packing, extension of the suspension lines (after canopy de-

Stow Loop. A webbing loop on the deployment ployment) and the opening of the canopy to its fullest

hag, designed to hold suspension lines in place on extent.

a packed parachute. Time, Opening. The elapsed time between the

Streamer. 4 malfunction in which it canopy .4tretches initiation of canopy deployment and the opening of

full-length during descent without reaching a squid the canopy to its fullest extent.

shape. Tower, Controlled-Parachute. A tower having the

Strength, Tear. The average force, measured in mechanism and equipment that allow a parachute to

pounds, required for a continuous tear across either conmc straight down between cables. Such a tower is

the filling or the warp of a fabric, used for training in parachute jumping.

Strength, Tensile. The tension, measured in Tower, Drying. A facility where parachutes are

pounds, iequired to break a material. The tensile suspended for drying and airing.

strength of a fabric is stated in pounds per inch width Triple-X. A stitch pattern resembling three ad-

for warp and for filling. The tensile strength of web- joining X'V. It is often used with a boxstitch.

bingo and tapes in stated for the full width, such as Tuck. A shortening of material caused by pulling
250-lb tape. fabric up in folds and stitching across the gathered

Surface, Drag-Producing. That portion of a cano- fabric.

py consisting of the cloth area designed to, produce Twist, Suspension-Lines. The twisting of each
the desired drag. group of suspension lines separately, usually caused

Swage. To join metal parts by pressure, such as by rotat',n of the pack or harness between the two

in attaching ripcord locking pins to ripcord cable. groups.

Tacking. A slight sewing, usually by hand, with Underfold. A fold in which insufficient material
long stitches as in basting, but usually concentrated hats been folded inside the seam, usually resulticg
in a certain area or around a certain point, in exposed raw edges.

Tangle. The passing of one group of suspension Velocity, Equilibrium. The velocity that a fall-

lines through a second group, usually caused by pack ing body can attain when the drag is equal to the
or harness passing between two lines above connector weight; i.e., the acceleration equals zero.
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Vent. An opening in the cloth surfaccz of the tightly around it uuspernmi.e line nand stitched to the

canopy; .pecifically, the opening at the top, or apex skirt hem.

of the drag-producing surfaice. Warp. 'l ice threuedc thiect run parallel to the selvage

Vent, Puckered. A cloth sleeve or collar attached edge of cloth; those threadim that tire cromsed by the

to and encircling the vent, puckered by the use of an filling three,,Im, al1ee called weft. (lor sketch, see

elastic member that is tightly drawn at the apex of T'hreads. Filling.)

the vent. Wax, Paraffin. Wax generally usedl with 50 per

V-Ring. A metal fitting in the fonr of a closed let- rent beeewatx as it hot dip to prevent the fraying of

ter V that is used with snaps to secure or attach at cut ends of webbing, cord, and tape.

load to a canopy. Web, Lift. See Riser.

V-Tap. A short length of tape or webbing wrapped Webbing. See Harness.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN REFERENCE DATA

SEC. 1 CONVERSION FACTORS log e N or In N 0.4343 hoglO N
meters 3.2808 feet
meters 39.37 Inches

Multiply iBy To Obtain meters per min 3.281 feet per minute
meters per min 0.05468 feet per second

atmospheres 76.0 cms of mercury meters per min 0.03728 miles per hour

atmospheres N9.92 inches of mercury meters per sec 3.284 feet per second
atmospheres 33.90 feet of water meters per sec 2.237 miles per hour

atmospheres 10,333 kg per sq meter meterspersvc per 3.281 feet per sec per sec

centimeters 0.39:37 inches sec

c ms of mercur. 0.01316 atmosphers miles 1.609x10 5 centimeters
cms of mercury 0.44161 feet of water miles 1.6093 kilometers
cms of mercury 136.0 kg per square meter miles per hr 44.70 centimeters per sec
cms of mercury 0.1024 feet per second miles Per hour 88 feet per minute
cms per second 0.03281 feet per second miles per hour 1.467 feet per second
cms per second 0.02237 miles per hour miles per hour 1.6093 kilometers per hour
cm per secpersec 0.03281 ft per sec per sec miles per hour 0.8684 knots
cubic centimeters 3.531x10"5 cubic feet pounds 453.6 grams
cubic feet 2.832x004 cubic cms pounds per cu ft 0.01602 grams per cubic cm
cubic inches 16.39 cubic centimeters pounds per cubic ft 16.02 kg per cubic meter
cubic meters 61.023 cubic inches pounds per cu in. 27.68 grams per cubic cm
cubic yards 7.646x105 cubic centimeters pounds per cu in. 17128 pounds per cu ft
degrees (angle) 0.01745, radians pounds per foot 1.488 kg per meter
feet 310.48 centimeters pounds per inch 178.6 grams per cm
feet per sec 30.48 cms per sec pounds per sq ft 0.01602 feet of water
feet per sec 0.6818 miles per hour pounds per sq ft 4.882 kg per square meter
ft per sec pcrsec 30.48 cm per sec per sec pounds per sq ft 6.944x10"3 pounds per sq inch

grams 2.205x10"3 pounds pounds per sq in. 0.06804 atmospheres

Inches 103 mils pounds per sq inch 2.307 feet of water

Inches of mercury 0.03342 atmospheres pounds per sq in. 2.036 inches of m'ercury
Inches of mercury 1.133 feet of water sq centimeters 1.076x10 3 square feet

Inches of mercury 345.3 kg per square meter sq centimeters 0.1550 square inches

Inches of mercury 70.73 pounds per square ft sq feet 929.0 square centimeters

Inches of mercury 0.4912 pounds per square in. square feet 0.09290 oquare meters

Inches of water 0.002458 atmospheres square inches 6.452 square centimeters

Inches of water 0.07355 inches of mercury square inches 6.94410"3 square feet
Inches of water 25.40 kg per square meter Temp(degs C) I abs temp (degs C)
Inches of water 5.204 pounds per square ft +273
Inches of water 0.03613 pounds per square in. Temp (degs C) 1.8 temp (degs F'ahr)
Kilograms 2.2046 pounds +17.8

Knots 6080 feet per hr temp (degs F) I abs temp (degs F)
knots 1.152 miles per hr +460

logl 0 N 2.303 log/e N or In N temp (degs F)-32 5/9 temp (degs Cent)
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SEC. 2 PARAMETRIC TRAJECTORY CURVES !) W; l" 2 J (r I',,)
AND NOMOGRAMS It' C/i. I- I - d ___1

D~erivation if E'quations: The parionetrit tr.&je taary %hlere the mubscri1,t ''o' refers ta, initinl coanditions.

curves shown in lVig. 2-1 through 2.9 halve been ex- ktmreoe the' iiatirvaal .\ I

tructed fromt a report ptre~pared by Mr. Tl.A. hurms. (H() p 1)- l if %I ' sea level
G;enerail Electric Co., Missile aand Spacre Vehicle D~e-

partmlent, til led. * Pardimetric Tlrajectory Curves for thn
the Preliminary D~esign of P

t arachute RecoverY Sys- -) a~____ -* (/I l,1
tents," Aerodynwutics Dhata Memio No. 4.64. (Q p 'a e

Tlhe assumptions used in deriving the working eqluta. i's 1
lions tire as follows: Non dimenasitmaali.,ing Iqluatioan (0).

1. The vehicle maty be consid eredl it point meam-. (r (U'/ 1 1)2 a
2. The earth is assumied round cand nonrotaiting. [- ''

3. Gravity is consitant. ( 10) p I () 2

4. Drag in introduced ats a step function.
5. iLS s constant for a given velocity vs. time Mirr lo a/g is it parameter.

plot.
The famatiii ar e.qua ti ons of mot ion of a body fal liin g S t tatiigF~a aio i).a ogwtI h eain

through the atmiosphere (See Sketch) tire:SusiuigVoton(),angwhterlto.
shill i,2 1 2 into lKquation (7) yields,

(1) "aj dl It' sin 0-P - ().S .f eo (1, 1(,)2
di ,(II) i' - n 0.ý-

(2) fit -1 os F 1F(,/

(3) d/-t V sn09 

)a F

dt Theli non-dintiensioanal form of Equations (2), (3) and
(4) isN:

(4) - - I Cos 0 P1
(it (12) - - Cos 0

where 0 IPath Angle of Vehicle (1)d (11k 1 1,i
// Al.&titude(3)di ) - sn

R flange

p 2 1 V dl (14) d 1 o2
(5) sin 0- 01 .-S - dgd (I 10 cos

TIhe terma (9' Cpf). is colnsidered to he:

(6WOS)/, *(C,)S)p '(WC))

w eetesubscript "Pb" refers to the varachate an0hw eetesubscript "b"' re-fers to the vehircclte 

0n 

heRewriting Equation (5) in terms of velocity ratios
y ield~s,
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FronI Equations (11), (12), (13) and (14) the dimen- Known HIelad
sionlers variables and paraumeteri are established am Ao Ag A Ig ARg I'
f ol low: I I,--'

Variables 0

A Ihg
(a) V- V, Vo (c) All /1 7 I2 A li Atg AIRg I

0 1A Ag At A 11g I
VbA- (I TR --

Parameters e " 2 10 2 0 U

(() , 0 2I Atg A//g ARg

( 'e 0 ' V I 4,0 I 10 0 0 2 0o2

Io Ig A llg A/ g I'

p..
To define the curves Ve is considered as the equili- ro 0 0o

brium velocity at the initial altitude or Ieo * P arameter
(f) then is expressed as Vo/yeo The approximate nature of these curves should be
The foliosing 'rable outlines the known values which emphasized. They are for preliminary design only. A
are needed to enter the parametric trajectory curves computer check using the point mass equations of
shown in Figs. 2-1 through 2-9 and the values which motion should be made on all systems which are de-
may be read. signed hv the use of theme data.
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CHAPTER 3
DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS, GENERAL

The deployable aerodynamic decelerator system is made up of components which, functioning to-
gether, provide a means for the controlled descent, deceleration, or stabilization of a mass. Natu-
rally, its most important component ia the deployable aerodynamic decelerator. In addition, the sys-
tern must provide means for the deployment of the aerodynamic decelerator, support for the suspended
load, and, in some cases, the system must contain provisions for the automatic detachment of the
aerodynamic decelerator from the suspended load.

Generally, the first considerations for the selection and design of the deployable aerodynamic de-
celeration device are those of the required drag and stability characteristics for the intended opera-
tional speed-and-altitude regime. Both drag and stability characteristics are determined almobt en-
tirely by the design configuration of the deployable aerodynamic decelerator.

A secondary consideration is the attasnment of a high drag-efficiency in terms of weight or packed
volume per aerodynamic decelerator drag area. This consideration may take on added significance if
the available storage space is limited and the weight to be added to a given weapon system has to be
held to a minimum.

A third consideration, but not necessarily third in importance, involves the selection and design of
a deployment system for the aerodynamic decelerator, shock-attenuation systems, and associated
hardware.

Many types of deployable aerodynamic decelerators have been investigated in the course of the
Aerodynamic Decelerator Research and Development Program. Since many alternative shapes might
be considered for the deceleration and/or stabilization of aerospace vehicles, it is virtually impos-
sible to present a complete study of all possible variations. The designs and shapes discussed in
the following sections represent those that have undergone sufficient investigation to establish some
specific characteristics in performance, and are either most commonly used in general aerodynamic
decelerator applications or have shown sufficient potential for future applications.

type guide surface canopies. The symbol for the drag

SEC. I TEXTILE PARACHUTE CANOPIES coefficient related to the area S. is CpD. For ribbed
and riblesa type guide surface canopies, the drag coef-

Among the variety of deployable aerodynamic de- ficient is based upon the area S (projected area of
celeration devices which may be considered for wea- the inflated canopy). For these canopy types, the
pon system applications, conventional textile para- symbol for the .irag coefficient is CDp.
chute canopies have the least weight and, in a majority Data presented in the following table are intended
of cases, the least bulk for a given drag area. Con- only for purposes of comparison. The drag coefficients,
sequently, the textile parachute has found wide appli- ratios of force to the product of dynamic pressure and
cation for the deceleration, stabilization, and recovery reference area, and values of average angle of oscilla-
of aerospace vehicles or their payloads. In view of its tion values presented are peculiar only to the canopy
wideuse and application, the parachute will be treated size and operational conditions stated. At present,
in much more detail than any othertype of aerodynamic no accurate performance relationship between model
decelerator in the following Chapters and Sections. and full-size parachute canopies can be established.

In all cases except the ribbed and ribless guide- For additional values of performance and design
surface canopies, canopy diameter as referred to characteristics of larger-size canopies, refer to Chap-
hereafter is the "nominal diameter Do". For ribbed ter 4, Aerodynamic and Operational Characteristics of
and ribless guide-surface canopies, the "constructed Canopies; Chapter 5, Deployable Aerodynamic De-
diameter Dc" is commonly used, which is equivalent, celerator Applications; and Chapter 7, Design of Tex-
in these cases, to the "inflated diameter D1p". tile Canopies and Parachute Systems. Unless other-

Drag coefficients as presented hereafter are based wise specified, all values listed in the following
upon the area So (total area of the drag-producing paragraphs refer to subsonic applications and sea-
surface), in all cases except for ribbed and ribless level density.
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TA Illl,, F &I TY I ICAIM, I 11,11)IRM ANC(: I: (I AItAIC•(TI'3MISTICIS OF1 I, I'Al CI11TV C:A NOI I VS

('onistructe(I D)iameter Drag Oparting Stabi lity
Slkpe It at i os (Coe ffici ent Shock

Average Factor Average
11a 1 oit I r I) 1) Ilange (Prelim. (infinite XCM r3o Angle ofV iew V iew ) c 11 IDe si g n,) M a ss) (about 0° ().('i 1.

Canopy Tye ngle of (Free

attack) Descent)

lait -. 70 1.00 C I)o CI)" 2,0 positive :t 300
Circular ( 0.65 0.75

to
0.90

Extended -. 76 1.24 (I)o CI)o - 1.8 positive - 20o
Skirt 0.h5 0.70

% to to

0.85 0.75

Guide."- 1.0 1.60 (:1) C- 1.1 negative 12 0
Surface •. for 0.8 0.95

(Staeili. I, to
Sat in) Ogores 1.0

Guide - -. 95 1.51 (:C) C1) 1.1 negative + 30
"• Surface ,", for 0.75 0.80

(Ilibless) 10 to 1.4

;,: 0.85

(Guide- . .05 1.5 CI) Cj) 1.1 negative + 5V
Surface - to

0.75 0.78(Modified • o1.4

Ilibless) 0.85

Surface -. 73 1.15 C1) 0 D -. 1.6 positive

(Personnel 0.68 0.72

0.80

Shaped -. 70 1.08 C~o C no -1.8 positive + 20t
(Conical) 0.62o 0.72

0.95

Shaped-Gore -1.0 1.41 Cl)o C])o -1.8 positive 1 250
(Ilemi- j-0.65 0.75
spherical) 

to

6 0.85
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TAIIIBk 3-1 ki:ont'd)

Co(ntrut v,,d I )iameter Drag Opening Stability
Shape, Ila*tio m (Coe fficien t S•hock

Average Factor Average
Plan I.rofiI 0 Dc Do D},. Ilange (Prelim. (Infinite £("M'/()a Angle of
View Tpw Design) Mams) (about 0" Oscill.Canopy Type angle of (Free

attack) Descent)

"Flat C1)o (CDo - 1.05 negative f 50

Circular .67 I .00 0.4.5 0. 50
t o

0.55

Conical -. 710 1.08 C(J)" C()o - 1.00 negative ±- 30

a7 o 0.45 0.50
to

ý Q0.55

Sfling Sail . .70 1.16 CI),, CI)o - 1.05 negative <±. 100

P • •0.95

Iling Slot .71 1.0(1 l)° C1). - 1.05 negative + 10"

0.45 0.55

to

0.65
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1.1 Solid Textile Co ies 1.1.L.7 l'enaars. ThIi ma.,opy type is relatively
1.1.1 FLAT CIRC'IUIAI CANOPY emasy to miumufut'ture. Itm ,tiability c(haracteristirs kind
1.1.1.1 Canopy Design. This canopy is constructed dlril,,viWent s.p'ri limiiitations. make it unsuitable for

as a flat circular surface with a center orifice (vent), app 1r111, li(,iti,,,s.
and comausts of a number of gores stitched together Do .701_
laterally, the joints forming the main radial seams.

1.1.1.2 Drag Coefficient. 'rhe drag coefficient
CD, of this caopy ranges from 0.65 to 0.90, depend-
ing upon canopy size, cloth permeability, and rate of
descent. For preliminary calculations, an average
CD)0 of 0.75 is generally used.

1.1.1.3 Stability. For small canopies (below 32-ft
diameter), oscillations of approximately --30 deg are
common. On larger canopies, the average angle of
oscillation generally decreases with increasing size.

1.1.1.4 Openiag-Shock. F'or "infinite mass" con- 0.35 o
ditions, (see Glossary) the opening-shock factor ap- 1.0 D
proaches 2.0.

1.1.1.5 Application. Flat circular canopies are
in wide use for personnel and air-drop applications.

1.1.1.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limitations.
T]his canopy is very reliable. Hlowever, it is gen-
erally limited to low-speed uses because, at higher
speeds, it opens rapidly and has excessive opening-
shock. Safe deployment-speed limitations for several
specific canopy and load configurations are an followsi

S N

Canopy Type and No. of Suspended Deployment
Diameter, ft Gores Load, lb Canopy Materil ,n Velocity, Knots

C-9 28 28 200 1.1 oz Nylon 550 lb 275
G-12 64 64 2200 2.25 oi Nylon 1000 lb 175
G-1lA 100 120 7000 1.6 oz Nylon 550 Ib 180
(with 2 sec. W.RP
reefing) TYPICAL GORE

1.4 POIMT OF ".X. FORCE

1.2 SNN 160ICH27

1 14.25 LB/FT1.01

1.0 - .c---------- --

vi .0.-
U

. :0.6 . . . . .. (REF. 3-2)

-' "Do - 11.9 FT (REF. 3-1) 0.4 .....

-- o - 24FT ) S

...--Do - 100 FT (REF. 3.27) 0.2 %C-

I -- I 0 L
00 20 30 40

VERTICAL VELOCITY, V, FT/SEC
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1.1.2 CONIC(AI CANO(PY

1.1.2.1 Canopy Design. This tanopy in con-
mtructed by joining gores havig an includeul angle ti
of a value leas than 360" V (depending on the desired

cone angle of the canopy -see drawing). lhe value of
this incluled angle is determined by equation: 1 -

-12 8in'0 oaD)(-in2'j 11.9 FT
300 CONEANGLE

where ti - lncludeýThangle of gore; 3t Io (REtr. 3-1)

a C (one angle of canopy; and

,V Number of gores in canopy. J -

1.1.2.2 Drag Coefficient. The drag coefficient "I

(C) of this canopy type ranges from 0.62 to 0.9.•,,
chiefly depending upon size, cone angle, and rateof .
descent. F'or preliminary calculations, a drag coeffi-
cient CD of 0.72 in used. > 0

1.1.2MA Stabilitv. Oscillation of the solid cloth VERTICAL VELOCITY, V. FT/SEC 40
conical canopy ranges between 130 and +-10 (leg de-
pending on rate of descent, size. and cone angle.

1.1.2.4 Opening-Shock. For infinite-niang con-

ditions, the openint.-.,hock fNctor i. i'jproximlttely I1.H.

- _ z ---

1.6 ---- ~---63- -

:1.2 D 11.9 FT . . . 6 --

' 300 CONE ANGLE (REF. 3-1) 2 F

-2 CONE ANGLE (R=F. 3-2) - -- (E.-E.5 FT . .......

.4

10 20 30 40 so 60 100 200 300
VERTICAL VELOCITY V. FT/SEC AIRCRAFT (RELEASE) VELOCITY V. (KNOTS)
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1.1.3.1. (.ftlnVpýP1Ie.sarr Thisi t(iiio41. dlesigni I

..imtilior to that of the.- soih i flailI tvje'. will, the ext(e)..
t ion tIliat I lie gorr e' ii gn dr'vice tem fromi t he trionregubi r

piitte'rn. Iecaiume' of the dncwv vierijetions of shoptee't

g~ore canopy~I~ demigliN. it ime iiipraiiiiciel to uiat mpo rifie

perforoiemine fi girt'N.

1.1.3.2 Ibrae'(itie~i' c irii. %lo *s'e mhoipied gore' cmieo-

py dereignm haive been te'nte'd. dud drog coeffi cie'Imt inl
the order of thom~e for flail tiruiulir tiflopie' )i.i%#. bcl~hiI

1.1. 3:3 Suushi/it'. Sta~d.olits % iriem with dr~ign.4f

Somre of the tsj'M t4's te'l Sae howne mtoiiijtv ime.

proemenoets over the' flail vire'uItr Itv pe c im il v s.
1. 1.3.4 h),e'ncnu-ShorA. For ijifirti I-mies condi-

!ions. the op'ni ng-shiiu'k fitctor im slightly Ic-4' thhitf

tho se for flailt vircuiir cnit hi tde Nigis.

1 .1 .3. 5 I ;eplicatiimn. Theme ciitlopfI ' tpets Jilly fa
demigned for ith)IlittttiiinN 1111 require' reduced ovvn-

ing-shock or mlightl 'v better mNtibility th.,ur iN foond ine
falt uirculohr cuflopieis. or b)oth.

1.1.3.6 ()pening Reliabilit'.. hieliitb~ilit'. v.iurie.q

izreittl 'v with dlesign. hlenerii-pheii-tiel cenuipy ilesigun

bove been found relijiele for severiol iopplicintiofnn.
1.1.3.7 h'e'euarks. Shimpe'.lgore culiopies4 generitllY

hoive slightly more bulk on. %%vight than others ofcoin-
joiir~e lie performancen *

FLAT DEVELOPMENTS FOR30
a SURFACE OF REVOLUT ION
b FILUTED SURFACE
c PERIPPIERAL LOGEC

TOP p- r

S At

frb DE IGN
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1.4 .... . ..
1* D4-- 11.9 FT

V 1.2 . . .. .
,•(REF. 3-1)

~I0 -

C--SHAPED-GORE,
, a~HEMISPHERICAL

~ 0.4

010 20 30 40 50 60

VERTICAL VELOCITY, V. (FT/SEC)

z
0

- 40-
-J D -11.9 FT

S 20-- - REF. - - -31

10 --

I0 20 30 40
VERTICAL VELOCITY, VV (FT/SEC)

400o D0 A 02 Fi

"BASEBALL" CHUTE
SUSPENDED LOAD - 200 LB
(REF.3-6)- -

(REF. 3-7)

011 l00 200 300 400 Soo

AIRCRAFT (RELEASE) VELOCITY V, (KNOTS)
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I.1I. P~I:N IIFNlD)-sk I! II I'IA tlCI I( Ii ITE C i"1 JI' (if 0.70 jos generailly usied.

1.1. 1. 1 C1np Ie ipJ Iaf hi.t Evedel-skirt Ctan 1..4. I)rag Coefficient of the Canopy (Full Ex-
Hkii %I tidesi gn is? cI iatrnmc Ieri ted Its it flat circulItsr tended-Skirt). lThe tirag coefficient Ca),,ranges between

ctWellr. t o M60 tin addied an e xt.'nmion in thet foru i , f. 0.70 aind 0.85, d ependling on pressure, pornsi ty * ratte

.n 11 nm 111talir riann', uid ,tf I 4%illtl I-i ghsantted 14M It perceint of (i-cet ti site. For pirelimiinary calculations, a
otf flat circul~ar dijatmetter as shotwn in (1). Tihe shapqe of C/),, of 0.75, is generally used.

If, gotre is sinoný n in (2). Tlhe nomlienclIanture for thtis 1-1-11 ';1"!'ihiv "Wt"c 'h C011v (FIXl Ixttendef-,it'i).

aI pe of vanopyý itnetitdes thne sitte (anomninal diouncter OIscililation of the- full extended-skirt canopy genter.

1))and tine percenit of th *.xtertisint. hin aditio 14 til ly ringes between L. 10 and 4 20 degrees, depend-

the. full iname. Foir ex nwil~le: 52-ft nominal diamitle r, i~ands i.N nlrt fdset

10 per cent flat extendled-skirt parachteit vao% Ii1. LbStahilnto of th Cwartopv (Flat Exten de d-Skirt).
1.1.4.2 Canopy D~esign (Full Extennlen-Skirt Con Avvrage oscillation tingles for tine flat extended-skirt

pni). Th'iis destigno is eli aroctc-ri/c byn lit flat cnirculnar Canopy are sr igiatlY less than theme for the full ex-

center, to Ahnichn is added anl exteesion it' thne for'" tendedl-skirt canopy.
of tin inverted truncated cone hauv~ ng it top dinameter I.L1..7, n )enitap-Shork. For infi ni te-inass condi-
equanl to the diameter of tine flat circultir center por- tions, the opening-shock factor is approximately 1.8.

tioti, its shown in (3). T'he cone aingle is such that tie 1.1.4.8 Applic-ation. At prcsent, the full extend-

cone formied by the s~uspension lines in a continuation cit-skirt canopy is used only for air drop and for final-

of the inverted tnincata'd cone extension. 'le shape stage recovery of aernispace vehicles. 'The flat ex-

of the gore is shown in (4). In this design, tingle 0 is tended-skirt canolnv is being used for both personnel

not equal to angle a. and, mnust be determined in order and air-drop applications.

to meet the requirement that the cone of the suspen- 1.1.4.') Openuing Reliability and Speed Limitations.

sion lines be a continuation of the cone of the exten- These canopies are considered to be sufficiently

sion. Tihe nomenclature for this canopy includes the reliiable for aill air-drop applications. The flat extend-

size (nominal diameter P.O) andI the p~ercentage of th ed-skirt catnopy with pocket bands is considered to be

extension in addition to the full name. For example: ins reliable an the flat circular canopy and is used for

67.3-ft nominal diameter. 14.3 pier cent full extendedi- personnel nipplicatiouis. Biecause of reduced opening-
skir canpy.shock forces, these canopies may be used at somnewhat

1.1.4.3 IPrag Coefficient of the Canopy (Flat Ex higher deployment velocities than those of the flat

tended-Skirt). The drag coefficient Clp0 averages 40.70; circular type. Safe deployment speed limitations for

however, it will varv with rate of descent, size, anti several specific c anopy-and -load configurations are

length of extension. For preliminary calculations, a ats follows:

Cnnnop'i Type. No. of Suspen.led Cmanopy D~eploymaent

and lDiannecter Gores Load, lb Manterial L ines, lb V'elocity, Knots

NlC-l 35 ft
10"; extentded 28 200 1.1 oz 37,5 300
(nomninal)

67.3 52 2300 1.]1. 2.25 oz 550 27.5
14.3% extended

3- 30-

D 11.9 PT W
41 O Do11.9PFT

0 PUL EXENE e 10% SKIRT EXTENS.
Usa (REP. 3-1) Jl(E.31

I II 4 0(E.31

49

-C 0 10 20 30 40 010 20 30 40
VERTICAL VELOCITY, V, PT/SEC VER i ICAL VELOCITY, V., (FT/SEC)

7 4



1.1.4.10 Remarks. Blecause of the lower dlrg- POINT OF'MAX, FOR

c o e f fic ie n t, th e a e c a m o p ie s a r e s lig h tl y m o r e b u lk y C E
than the flat circular type for identical ratesu of den- 1.2 ...
cent. In a similar reupect, manufacturing costs are
slightly higher dita those for the flat circular type. 10r- SKIRT EXTENS.

0.6 S 1600 INCH

q 14.25 LB'FT
2

0.4 -SEC

0

1.6

U 10 SKIRT EXTENS.
" 1.2 0. - 11.9•F•

u 31(REF.( 34R)

0O. 0 O - IU 10- SKIRT. EXTTENS. 0T

~ lO SKIT EXTENS. I
00.40D =W - (REP. 3-16) XT -. 1.2Do19FT

(REF. 3 RTI) L I F6 y D 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 0
VERTICAL VELOCITY. V,Y FT/SEC

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
VERTICAL VELOCITY, V. FT/SEC

40

30 - I- l .1 - - l, .. ,6 OZ I --

I!

"00 000! 1, 2.25 oz NY LON
.7 1 0 so 100 400

WEIGHT (LB)



FLAT -" o.-:
"CIRCULAR . 1r
PORTION %

ANNULAR% \ I / 2
RING

% \) %/D

CXTNSIONICAL f,-

FLAT CIRCULAR 'I / /
PORTION S 'I

3)1 141

D_ (REF. 3-1)

SKIRT EXTENS.
33.15 FT

0.80

.3-16 08TOo'1.0S.. .. ~1.0 D, )

Vv FT/SEC
40 50 60 f

FLIGHT PROFILL FLIGHT PROFILE
FULL EXTENDED-SIIRT 10% EXTENDED SKIRT

FULL EXTENDED FLAT EXTENDED

- 66 FT DIA NOMINAL , - 56 FT DIA

SUSPENDED LOAD . .1780 LB SUSPENDED LOAD - 1600 LB

ui u (RE F. 3-26) -- -u4u

z" TYPE MC.1 CANOPY ---

35 FT DIA
0

- . -- SUSPENDED LOAD- 200 LB -.

0.o0

400 lo 0EC200 0
3 0 0  

100 200 300AIRCRAFT (RELEASE) VELOCITY (KNOTS) AIRCRAFTI (REI E:ASE) VELOCITY (KNOTS)



1.1.5 111 1 ,IKSS (UITII]:-SI1luII" :IA (C:ANOP'Y

.1.5.1. (.,,pi j)eDsign. This type is cotnstructed

of iell-Nha.ped roof panels and guide-, urfite plitnelI ,
joined together to fonm tdie mna in ielas.

1.1.5.2 Drag Coefficient. The drag cotefficient
Cpp averages between 0.75 and 0.85). For ptreliminary

itlculations. C.) value of 0.80 is generally used.
1.1.5.3 Stahilily. 'h i ('sinopy i m extremely z 20 l -

stable and has excellent damping ciharacteristics. 4!
Oscillition in free oir is Welow L3. deg, t. 1

1 .1.5.4 Opening-Shock. For infinite-mams c'n- J

ditions. the opening-shock factor ranges between 1.1 0 (RE11.9-FT
and 1.4, depending on specific design characteristics. "- - (REF. 3-1)

1. 1.5.5 fpplication. This caiolly olay we ,,redt
for .sta•ilizaution. deceleration. or extraction aippdicta-
tiois, and for other applicalions requiring extretme

itabili' y, quick opening, and high reliability. -1 20 30 40

1.1.5.6 Opening R,'Iiahilitv and Speed Limitations. VERTICAL VELOCITY, V, FT/SEC

In most applications this canopy is highly reliable.
Deployment speed limititions for specific canopy con-

figurations and nearly infinite-mtss conditions are its
follows:

Nylon
(:ariopy Sumpended No. of Canopy Deployment

Diameter, ft Itoid (Sled Test) (;ores Material, oz ines, lb Velocity, Knots

6.5 Infinite mass 12 4.75 2250 360

6.5 Infinite nmas 16 14 9000 720

1.1.5.7 Remarks. The manufacturing cost of this

canopy type is somewhat less than that of the ribbed

type. F'or most applications it can replace the ribbed

type.

POINT OF MAX FORCE

I 1.2 - I I -

CD VERSUS VERTICAL VELOCITIY 1.0-
p° 1 ."°/

Dc = 11.9 FT -Z 0.8

L. - -(REF. 3-1) u.

0.6 -

0 (t)
UP

0.- SEC

0.5 o0.21

Sc - 1200 IN.2

q 14.25 LB/FT
2

10 20 30 40
VERTICAL VELOCITY, Vv FT/SEC



uso

30830

~3O - 6.5 FT L)IA

I0 MASS

11.9 FT z10

F. -1 1.3 c .0 • '

F.73.0 2100 00 300 400 500 600 700
CANOPY DEPLOYMENT VELOCITY V, (KNOTS)

30 40
FT/SEC

0. DR .050D 1 /
DIRECTION OF WARP i

0.230~ 3620
c N

TYPICALGID~ESURFACE -____________

T YPICAL TOP PANdEL

E

2

SEC

/FT2 40

WEIGHT (LB)
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1 .1.6.1 Canoliv I)e~s~i g. Thi s cimoupy is intrivtem
in Ot.ape. It in constructed (if roof panels, guidle'-%ur-
face painels, andi internal ribse joined together to form
the main seems.

1.1.6.2 IDrag Coefficient. 'Ilite drag coefficient
Cpranges upward from 0.8. For pre limninary tillculiC-

tion 5. a CVI )value of 0.95 is ge-nerallyv used.0
1.1.6.3 Stabilitv. Tihis parachute cuinopy is ex- 0

treniely stable. Oscillation in free stream a~verages Z1
below t- 0e.D 9F

1.1.6.4 Opening-Shock, Vor infinite-mass condi- 10- - - -(E.3I

tions, tiae opening-shock factor is aplproximadtely ~I.)
1.1.6.5 4pplication. TIbm can(Ijpv maya be umrd -- - - --

for stabilizration anti deceleration, or for other uappli- 1cations where extreme stability. reliability, andi uni-
fortnity of the functional sequence tire required. 010 20 30 40z

1.1.6.6 Opening Reliability and Speed L~imitations. >ETCLVLCT ~(TSC
In most applications, thin canopy is highly reliable.
Safe deployment saueed limitations for several MpeCifiC

canopy configurations andi nearly infinite-massm condi-
tions are as follows:

Canopy Suspended No, of Nylon Canopy D~eployment
D~iameter, ft Loatd (Sled Test) Gores Miaterial. Oz Lines, lb Velocity, Knots

6.5 Infinite mass 12 7 2250 405

6.11 Infinite mass 16 14 0000 6 0

1.1.6.7 Remarks. TIhis canopy is somewhat diffi-
cult to manufacture, and manufacturing cost is rela-
tiv'ely high. Tlhe ribleaq guide-surface canopy will
replace the ribbed type in many applications.

POIN011T OF MAX M -
4012 -- -

INFINITE- MASI .0 -
30 0.6-

0.6-

10 -OA - - - -

z 100 200 300 400 500 600 0. -- -
9L CANOPY DIFPLOYMENT VELOCITY V, (KNOTS)0'12 l/T



.10 D VENT DIA APPROXIMATE PROFILE

SYM. ABOUT CL p OF INFLATED GORL

°--,.,- 1 2
D 0

D- 11.9 FT(REF.3 .,) ._ FLAT PATTERNS
TYPICAL ROOF & GUIDE

PROFLE TPICA RIB SURFACE PANELS (LESS
D ONE AT EACH SEAM 7 SEAM ALLOW)

30 40 r
T/SEC) .19

pt

.20Dp 4I

j .6D I I-

-! .33 D

TO CONFLUENCE

Dp • Dc

1.5

D -11.9FT

TYPICAL INFLATED 1.0
CONFIGURATION (REF. 3-1)

iL

0 10 20 30 40
VERTICAL VELOCITY V. (FT/SEC)2 79



1.1.7 IPERSONNEI, GUII)IE-SIIIIFAC(" CANOIPY 1.1.7.7 Remarks. The guilde.surface extensions

1.1.7.1 Canopy Design. The roof panels are add only slightly to the manufacturing cost. The bulk,

identical in construction to those of the flat circular weight, and rate of descent are approximately the same

canopy. Alternate roof panels are extended to provide an for aflatcircular canopy of comparable performance.

the guide aurfaces. The guide surfaces somewhat re-
semble those found in ribless guide-ourface canopies.

1.1.7.2 Drag Coefficieng. The drag coefficient
CIo of this canopy is only slightly less than that of
the flat circular type. For preliminary calculations, a 1.2

value of 0.72 is generally used. POINT OF
1.1.7.3 StabiliY. This canopy is tonsidered to 1.0 :;ORCEINC

have marginal stability. Oscillations in free-strewn are . r
somewhat lean than those for the extended-skirt 0.6 |qa4.25LDIFT

canopies. 0
1.1.7.4 Opeanag-Shock. For infinite-mass condi- A 0.6-

tions, the opening-shock factor approaches 1.6. L&
1.1.7.5 Application. This canopy has all the 0.4O

advantages of the flat circular canopy, plus improve- - OIStEC

ments in maximum operational speed and stability, 0.2

as well as in reduced opening-shock. Ilowever, opening 0[
time is longer compared to the flat circular or extend-
ed-skirt canopies.

1.1.7.6 Opening Reliability and Speed L.imitations.
For most applications, this canopy type is reliable,
and can be used up to 375 knots bailout velocity for
the following canopy and suspended-load configuration:

Canopy No. of Suspended Nylon Canopy L)eployment
Nominal uenyo y Lines, lb

Diameter, Ft (;ores Load, lb Material, oz Velocity, Knots

30 24 200 1.1 375 375

100

50 e 00__

s-

- 3
00

200J0 0 200



wrface extensions PANEL I

mg cost. The bulk, Co VERSUS VERTICAL VELOCITY

ximateiy the same 00• a1.9 FT

trable performance. (RE F. 3-1)
1.0

-CENTER PANEL

10 20 30 40

VERTICAL VELOCITY Vv (FT /SEC)
01SEC

DETAIL- CENTER PANEL
TL AV ANGLE OF OSCILLATION

VERSUS
VERTICAL VELOCITY

z
-WAR 2 0 2 Do .9FT

(REF. 34,ý

DETAIL-ROOF PANEL DETAIL-SIDE PANEL

0iO

I4 10 20 30 40

VERTICAL VELOCITY Vv (FT /SEC)

4000

-j

Ii. 3000- ______

12000- ______

30 FT DIA NOMINAL

1000 -SUSPENDED 
LOAD -200 LB

100 200 100 too 300 400
AIRCRAFT (RELEASE) VELOCITY Vo(KNOTS)
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1.1.8 MlO D)IF lED 11111l SS (; I III)E -S I1 IIF.A(: ,F (CA N - 1.1.8,7 R em arks. T he manufacturing cost of
OPIY thi. canopy is m.orewhat lower than that of the riblesa

1.1.8.1 Canopy Design. This canopy i. con- type. lor most extraction applications it can replace

structed by joining gore panels which have been formed the riblesn type.

from a single gore-pattern rather than the two required
in constructing the ribless guide-surface canopy.

1.1.8.2 Drag Coefficient. The drag Loeffio int
Cpp varies between 0.75 and 0.85. For preliminary cal-
culations, an(')pvlue of 0.78 is generally used.

1.1.R.3 Stability. This parachute canopy is not
as stable an tde rible.s guide-surface canopy. Oscilla-
lion in free stream is less than +- 5 deg. 1.2" '

1.1.8.4 Opening.Shock. For infinite-mass con- m" I
ditions, the opening-shock factor ranges between 1.1 -.0.8/-. ----

and 1.4. depending on specific design characteristics.
1.1.8.5 Application. This canopy may be used 0.4 -(RE F

S(RE F. 3-5)
for stabilization, deceleration, or extraction, undfor 0- - -

other first-stage applications requiring a high degree .08 .04 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
of stability and reliable functioning. TIME (SEC)

1.1.8.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limitations.
This canopy hias good, reliable opening-characteristica.
Deployment conditions for one specific canopy under
infinite-mass conditions are aa follows:

Canopy Suspended No. of Nylon Canopy Deployment
Diameter Load, lb Gores Material, oz Ines, lb Velocity, Knots

MC 14-75 2200 6 7 1000 380
30"

14=• 
• ~ - -X-

1.6 I
U 1.2 D= 4.0 FT (REF. 3-5)

INFINITE MASSY• 0.8 i 
Y 1"

Ii.a0.

.a 0 .0 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .60 . .90 DIRECTION OFMACH NUMBER 
WARP OR FILL

XGo .55 Dinex

R - 0.1 DROX

YDI - Dmx/N WHERE N - NO. OF GORES

ala



emor ks. 
The nwniif. 

actitring cost of

is somewhat 
lower thlan thait of the ribless

Iat extraction applications it can replace
"ype.

Do,__ .950-D--

-(REF. 3.5)

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
TIME (SEC)

Deployment
Velocity, Knots

380

X 

0

/ I

DI1RECTION OF
WARP OR FILL |

tN WHERE N - NO. OF GORES 82
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1.2 Ribbe Phvcw•wA Canoples 1.2.1.7 Remarka. This canopy in relatively easy

1.2.1 MLAT CIRCULAR RIBBON CANOPY to m5nsfncturn.

1.2.1.1 Cmwpy Design. This canopy in of flat
circular desip and is composed of concentric ribbons,
supported by a number of radial ribbons and smaller
supporting tapes. h

1.2.1.2 Drag Coefficient. The drag coefficient
CD ranges between 0.45 and 0.55, depending on de-
sip, size, and applications. For preliminary design V ERSUO
p arpes, a CD value of 0.5 is general!y used. VERSTI S

1.2.1.3 S 18.&iy. Thin canopy in very stable. V.RTITA VLCT
Oscillatioms in free stream reach a maximum of -5 deg. TOT. POROSITY 20 %

1.2.1.4 Openong-Shock. For infnite-mass con- 5 0 D0o 1 FT
ditiona, the opening-shock is approximately 1.05. 0 (REF.31)

1.2.1.5 Application. This canopy is especially
adaptable for deceleration when good stability, drag,
and high-speed deployment are required.

1.2.1.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limitatons. 10 20 30 40
This cmopy is relatively slow in opening. Opening
reliability depends on specific design parameters. VERTICAL VELOCITY, V,(FT /SEC)

Safe deployment-speed limitations for specific canopy

configurations and nearly infinite-mans conditions are
as follows:

Canopy No. of Suspended Nylon Deployment
Diameter, ft Core* Load Canopy Lines. Ib Velocity, Knots

Ribbon

32 36 (Aircraft 300 lb 2250 160
decelera-
tion)

44 411 (Aircraft 100 lb 4000 160
decelera-
tion)

;so

U.30U.-

32 FT DIA
AIRCRAFT LANDING DEC

0 1t0 200 206

CANOPY DEPLOYMENT VELOCITY, V. (KNOTS)



is~~~~~ rateyeayCVERSUS VERTICAL VELOCITY

TOT. POROSITY 20% D -
NOa 11,9 FT

I0o (REF. 3-1) _____

.LATION

:ITY0.

TYP. INFLATED PROFILE

10 20 30 40 D -. 70

VERTICAL VELOCITY VV (FT /SEC)
30 40

'Y, V,(FT /SEC Q

Q6 POINT OF MA FORCE

~01

70 - - -

s0 - _ _ -

160 2000 3000 - -_ _ -

T W E 10HKT(L S)

Oik
t 30

.7 1 2 3 5 7 10 203050 70 100 20300
WEIGHT ILSS)

12 85



1.2.2 (:ONI(:AI. 1111111N C:ANOPY 06(TRANSONIC SPEED)

1.2.2.1 C;anopy D~esign. The constructed 16haple
of this canopy is obtained in the~ miune manner jan that
descri bed for the solid cloth conical runopy. The gores 0.4 --

of this canopy, like the flat circular ribbon design, W

are composed of a grid of horizontal ribbons spaced a.
and retained at close intervals by one or more vertical t 0.2 -6.5

tapes. Radial band. extend from the vent to the skirt, U GEOMETRIC POROSITY 25

joining adjacent gores. 4
1.2.2.2 D~raCoe :~fficient. 'l'he drag coefficient. 0 i

10 20 30 40 50 60
or thois conopy rangem froillg 0.45 to 0.55, 'lreawid. CONE ANGLE (a)

ing u1pon mIile, cone. anogle. and rate of de.41enIt. l..,r w,
preliminary calcu latioams a drug coe'fficient CJ~ of Ui (TRANSONIC SPEED)
0.50 may be used. 0 662 T~

1.2.2.3 Stability. This canopy is very stable. 0
Oscillation in free stream, for a canopy withua20-deg INFINITE MS

w ls -

c.,ne angle, reaches it maximum of t-3 deg. 4(RF.35

1.2.2.4 Opening-ShorCk For infinite-mmsa. con- U

ditions, the opening-shock in approximately 1.00. ~______
1.2.2.5 A4pplication. Thlis canopy is adaptable 2

where good stability and high-speed deployment are
prime requirements..

010 20 30 40 s0 60
4 CONE ANGLE (a)

404

36-

-J-
CONICAL

U. ANG__-- N LE SYMBOL_
La

U.2

4 5 0
o 24 - -- Do - 6.25'-

'A. 20OST 25
300

A INFINITE MASS

20- -- - ....- - - _ __ (RtEF. 3-5)

no0 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
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1.2.3 SilAI'VEI)-C;IlE IIIl(11N CANOPIKS

Extension of the operationiI caplbilities of ribbon
canopies into the supersonic speed regime has led to
the development of nhaped-gore ribbon canopies. Of
various canopy configurationp investigated, two speci-
fie types have shown performance characteristics of
superior nature: the Fquiflo and the Ilemiuflo (Ref
(3-5) and (3.9)).

The upper portion of the Equiflo has a flat circulnr
design, with a skirt extension added to the areas be-
tween adjacent suspension lines. The extension in ex-
pressed as a percentage of the constructed diameter.
Standard ribbon-parachute construction is used.

11e upper portion of the liemiaflo has a hemis-
pherical design, with a skirt extension added to the
areas between adjacent suspension lines. The con-
structed diameter is considered to be the circumferen-
tial distance of the hemispherical portion, measured
from skirt edge to skirt edge over the apex of the
canopy. Suspension-line length is related to this dia-
meter.

Typical gore assemblies for these two canopies are
shown below. Performance characteristics of the
Equiflo and Ilemisflo canopies in the supersonic flow D0.

regime are discussed in Chap. 4, Section 6.

EQUIFLO CANOPY

HEMISFLO CANOPY

Canopy Type Suspended No. of Deployment Dyn Canopy
& Nom Diam Load Ribbon Material Lines Gores Pressure, psf Wt, lb

6.24 ft Infinite mass 2" 1500 lb 2 Do 6000 lb 16 794 19.4
lleminflo (sled teat)

4.12 ft 800 lb 1-1/4" 280 lb 2 Do 1000 lb 16 530 3.38
Hemisflo

2.02 ft 230 lb 1-1/4" 650 lb 2 DO 550 lb 16 560 1.88
Heminflo

6.2 ft Infinite mass 2" 1500 lb 2 00 6000 lb 16 1500, 3340 20.7
Equiflo (sled test)

4.03 It Equiflo 800 lb 1-1/14" 120 lb 2 1)o 350 lb 16 135 1.06

89



1.2.4 HING-SlOT CANOPY ditIi4)11, 4l. "le )inig-slo,'k fic toris Aapproximate ly 1.05.

1.2.4.1 Canopy Design. This canopy is of flat 1.2.4.5 4ppliention. These canopies may be

circular design. The canopy consists of wide, concen- used for deceleration or air-drop applications. They

tric, cloth strips with intervening air slots. The num- are also satisfactory as descent or recovery parachute

ber of slots varies, depending upon canopy diameter. canopies, when less oscillation and higher deployment

1.2.4.2 Droag Coefficient. The drag coefficient speed than that found in the flat circular canopy is
desired.

cno varies between 0.4,5 and 0.65, depending upon 1.2.4.6Opening Reliability and Speed Limitatiuna.

rate of descent and design. For preliminary calcula. Opening ri litabileto that Lof fatcir-
tions, a CDo value o~f 0.55 in generally used. Opening reliability is comparable to that of flat cir-

1.2.4.1 Sa bilit v. Mot designs are very stable, cular ribbon canopy designs. Safe deployment velo-
1.2..3 tabiev. Mos deign we erystale, cities for some specific canopy and suspended-load

Maximuni oscillation angle is less than ± 10 degrees, confiisations are as follow.:

1.2.4.4 Opening-Shock. For infinite-mss con-. c

Canopy No. of Suspended Canopy Deployment
liameter. ft (;ores Io(1d. lb Material & Lines Velocity, Knots

Nylon, oz lb

12 16 500 10 10,000 650

14.5 20 Aircraft l)ecelerution 2.25 1,500 160

16.0 20 500 2.25 1,500 195

16.0 20 Airctaft Deceleration 3.5 2,250 240

20 24 Aircraft Deceleration 2.25 1,500 200

24 28 Aircraft D)eceleration 3.5 4,000 230

28 2B Aircraft Deceleration 2.25 & 3.5 2,250 175

1.2.4.7 Remarks. At the present time, this para-
chute canopy is more costly to manufacture than the
flat circular canopy. It is less expensive to manu-
facture than the flat circular ribbon canopy, and is
being substituted for the flat circular ribbon type for
some applications.

70
200..0 ...0

WEIGHTEI__(_

030

.7 12 3 3 7 10 20 30 so070 100 200 300
WEIGHT (LS)
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I I I
CDO VERSUS VERTICAL VELOCITY

- DO) 11.9 FT
.. 0O, If FT

" _.0 
TOTAL POGSITY 17%

0 (P. 3-I); 40000O

SO3O FT I

Wb020000 -4I0-

00 AIRCI

10 2030 40 100
VERTICAL VELOCITY,'%VI(FTMEC) CANOPY DEPLOYMENT VELOCI

POINT OF MAX FORCE 7

% 0.4

(MW SLOTS)

g14.25 LB/FT -12000
I I I /-

AV ANLE OF OSTIATION I-lrr-ooo- -0

VERTICAL VELOITY
z TOTAL P0206TY 17% uw 600OOD- - -

02 -

(REF. 3-1)

4000 ---

1-w0 35FT DA
- 00 SUSPENDED

AIRCRAFT (RELEASE) SPEED V
10 20 3D 40

VERTICAL VELOCITY, Vv ( FT/SEC)
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10 - - - - - --
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10~0 - - -- ETWE
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__3FT WlA
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1.2.5 IHIN(;-.AII, CANOPIY (SKY-S. I,) Ihji, is ,j .% Iee of tP.7t1 i, gefi.,rilly ,•.ed.

1.2.5.1 anopy I)esign. 'eim canopy w.m do.vv.- 1.2.5.3 ltahilitv. The average amplitude of on-
loped by Iladioplane Compauy. Van Nuy., C-lif. The. cillaions of the ring-mail canopy is lept. tlhan - 10 deg.
rintgnuil canopy is of the annular-ring type develope-d 1.2.5.4 (4prnin.-Shock. For infinite-mass condi-
on a spherical surface by a unique syvstem (if gore tionn, the opening-shmock factor is approximately 1.05.
'oordinates. The banic shape is a quarter sphere. 1.2.5.5 Application. These canopies may be

The slots in each gore are crescent-shapled rather used for recovery applicu.tions where excessive oscil-
than trapezoidal (except in the crown). The number lation must be avoided and where the required speed
of rings in the canopy in usually determined by the is above the safe limits of solid cloth canopies.
ratio of the ciuopy radius to the woven width of the 1.2.5.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limitations.
cloth. The ring-mail canopy opens reliably, either reefed or

1.2.5.2 Draug Coefficient.' The drug coefficient non-reefed. Safe deployment velocities for some speci-
C(Do varies between 0.70 and 0.95. depending upon fic canopy and suspended-load configurations are as

rate of descent and design. For prelim.inary cah'ula- follows:

Canopy Suspended Canopy Assembly Deployment
Diameter No. e Load Material, Wt Vol Velocity

Gores (Ib) lines (Ib) (ft 3 ) (knots)

63.1 48 Mercury 2.25 oz 57.2 2.26 150
Capsule nylon

(2300) 550 lb
lines

74.2 60 Reentry 2.25 oz 76.9 2.76 139
Capsule nylon

(1700) 550 lb
lines

63.0 48 Q-4 2.2.5 ox 53.0 2.34 217
(1900 lbe) nylon

550 lb
lines

41.0 32 Escape 2.25 oz 23.4 .765 351
Capsule nylon

(620) 550 lb

lines

ALTITUDE LIMITS -

SKY SAIL MEASURED OPENING FORCES 950.000_4
5 GROSS WT w 270 LS - -- 10,0_0

(REF. 3-20)

ALTITUDE LIMITS19.9110 - 20,0

z ALTITUDE LIMITS -950 -1200 FT

0

DROP SPEED - KNOTS
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1.3 Rotating Parachute Canopies 1.0D16F

1.3.1 ll(YIAIOll. (:ANOVY ''lspluht a e 8 (E.33 7F
-.3.1.1 CwaopV D'esign. Th0 paahuewa e

veloped bV lladioplane (Cojmpany, Van Nuym, Calif.. W *-!

under contract with the I nited States Government. Con I-

struction of thae canopy in similar to that of the flat .4D6FT

circular type. Openings in each gore transforni each .2 -

roof panel into a mail during operation, which caUsen

rapid canopy rotation. A~ swivel has to be usedl to per- -_____ ____

mit this rotation (relative to the suspendled load). whi le TIME
transmitting minimum torque to the load.

1.3.1.2 Drag Coefficient, The drag coefficient
CI) varies according to the design. On types tested
it eas ranged from 0.63 to 0.90. For preliminary cal-
culations, a C1) Pvalue of 0.78 is generally used.

1.3.1.3 Stability'. The stability of this canopy is s0.49U
very much a function of the design. Mlodelo range from ?amu
stable to unstable, with a decreame in drag coteffivieh O IntO
in the stable models.

1.3.1.4 Opening-Shock. For infinite-mass con-
ditions, the opening-shock factor is approximately 1.06.

1.3.1.5 Application. This parachute canopy may SO

used for general deceleration applicationsm. 'TA
1.3.1.6 Opening Reliability wand Speed Limitations. a SLOT

M1ost designs are reliable in opening. Canopies (7-ft
diameter) constructed of 7-oz Nylon and 3000-lb ten-__
sile-strength suspension lines have been deployed I
safely at a deployment velocity of 350 knuts under 0.9o~ D.
nearly infinite-mass conditions.

1.3.1.7 Remarks. The parachute canopy itself OT
is relatively low in bulk and weight, but because of
the required swivel (and loading of the caniloy skirt
with weights for several typets), this parachute becomes
bulkier and weighs more than do comparable ribbon.
ring-slot, or guide-surface parachutes.

isN

_____ 0___~0

U --- F l"aAI

O1EL NOO PANLS-
of:3 POOST 0

300 -0 60 FT0 400 300 0
EOCTY PTSE VOCT PT/SEC

0 - 1.6% I D 69F



1.3.2 voeITKX IIIN; CANOPY 1.3.2.3 Stability. The vortex ring canopy ham

1.3.2.1 Canopy Design. This canopy was deve- excellent stability characteristics.

loped by Ilarieh Associates of New York and licensed 1.3.2.4 tlpening-Sonck. The opening-shock factor

exclusively to Pioneer Parachute Co. for manufacture. (infinite-masa conditions) in approximately unity.
The canopy consists of four sail-like panels that ro- 1.3.2.5 Remarks. I)•to from tests of this canopy

tate about ita apex in the manner of a helicopter rotor fire insufficient to establish olening reliability and

in autorotation. The gores are tailored and rigged with speed limitation. Ref (3-8) presents wind-tunnel, air-

lines so am to produce a desired distribution of con- craft tow, and aircraft drop test result# utilized in

vexity. A swivel minimizes the torque transmitted to the evaluation of two particular canopy designs. lie-

the suspended load. presentative weights for is 32-foot diameter nominal

1.3.2.2 Drag Coefficient. The drag coefficient canopy are an follows:
CD varles accordinq to the design. On types tested
(lie 1 (3-8)), it ranged from 0.95 to 1.55. For preliminary Canopy weight- 9 Ib; and

calculations, a CD, value of 1.30 in recommended. Swivel weight -0.5 lb.

D 21 .7 FT
1.4 S 139 FT 2

q 17.1 LB/FT
2

1.2

;1.b

0.8

_________ - UNITED AIRCRAFT

OA 4 / WIND TUNNEL RESULTS
F/qS UNCORRECTED
FORBLOCKAGEOA_ _ _ AREA OF TEST SECTION =252FT2

0 .5 I 1.5 2
(SEC)



ring canopy has

pening-ahock factor GORE INTER-PANEL LINE
proximately unity.
eats of this canolly APE X

ing reliability aint]
is wind-tunnel, air-
results utilized in

inopy ,te.ignm. lie-

t diameter nominal

and SKIRT

and
lb. LEADINGwE EDGE•

SUSPENSION
L INE

CENTER LINE

SHADED PORTIONS

SWIVEL - INDICATE INSIDE OF GORE

VORTEX RING CANOPY

FLAT DIAMETER 32"

1.6 TOTAL CLOTH AREA 90 SQ IN.-

o (RE F. 3-8)
U

I = 252FT
2
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0 1.0 -

0.8

2

0 20 40 60 s0 100 120 140 160
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SECTION 2
1.4 Mlscelloneous Canopies DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS

1.4.1 GENERAAL. Many moalel and full-size cano- OTHER THAN
pies of shapes other than those discussed, or varia- TEXTILE PARACHUTE CANOPIES
tions of those shapes, have been built and tested.

Some, such an the stearable canopies. compare rea- 2. 1 Inflatable-Balloon Decelerotors. The in-
smonably in their performance characteristics with the flia:lle-bIlltmon decelerator in i high-drag, blunt body
type upon which the modification was based. On other,, fabricated from material with very low porosity. It is

however, the data are not sufficient to draw any firm deployed and either self- or forced-inflated behind the
conclusions about their performance. pasyload that is to be recovered.

1.4.2 AIRFOIl, CANOPY. This canopy is de- 'Ie requirement for inflatable-balloon decelerators
signed an a portion of a sphere cut by two parallel remulted from the problems associated with the opera-
planes and, if projected, taken the form of a circular, tion of parachutes at supersonic speeds. The erratic
annular ring, with the smaller diameter at the vent. It inflation and mtability characteristics of parachutes at
differs from a circular canopy with a vent in that the these speeds necessitated the investigation of other

ratio of the area of the open vent in an airfoil canopy methods of aerodynamaic deceleration.

to the area of its fabric is significantly larger than the The investigation of various configurations that
similar ratio for a regular circular canopy. 'Ihe airfoil could provide maximum stability and drag at minimum
canopy'. CI)o is approximately 0.85. The maximum weight and bulk was conducted under two programs.

deployment speed at which little or no damage occurs 'r'le initial program was the investigation of a forced-
is low compared to those of other designs. In addition, inflated spherical decelerator capable of deployment

the design of the suspension line system in very criti- front am altitude of 200,000 ft at Mach 4. Ile second
cal and, at present, can be determined only by drop- effort extended the performance requirements to Mach

tent. Its bulk and weight are slightly higher than those 10 between 120,000 ft and 200,000 ft altitudes.
of a flat circular parachute with comparable performance.

1.4.3 FLAT NON('IRCIILAR CANOPY. This is 2.1.1 SPIIAIUCAI, DIECELIERAMTRS. Ihe apheri-

a general term to describe a flat canopy whose shape cal configuration shown in Fig. 3-1 was investigated

is a regular or irregular polygon. Coefficient of drag in wind-tunmel tests from low subsonic speeds up to

is sometimes higher than that of a flat circular canopy Mach 3.96 (Ref (3-33)), and an free flight tests up to

of the same area, but packing difficulties are numerous. Mach 2.1 (Ref (3-35)). The flow separation, or "burble

Its opening-shock is usually as high, and its bulk and fence", was incorporated toprovide subsonic stability.

weight the same or slightly less, as those of a flat
circular canopy with equivalent performance. Its relia- LR
bility is the same or less. Some of these designs wre
remarkably stable. Manufacturing costs are higher.

1.4.4 WAKO CANOPY. As originally designed,
this canopy is constructed as a hemisphere composed

of a number of ribbons starting at the skirt, running INFLATED SPHERE

tangent to the vent, then to the opposite skirt, in FULLY DEPLOYED

opposing pairs. This arrangement is repeated around
the canopy as many times as required, and it results
in a geodetic-type construction. Its bulk and weight
are higher than those of the flat circular ribbon canopy.
Like all ribbon canopies, it depends upon slowopening
for its low opening-shock characteristics, and upon
high geometrical porosity for its stability.

1.4.5 STEERABLE PARACHUTE CANOPIFS. Steer-
able parachute canopies generally have been derived
by modification of flat circular canopies. A discussion
of steerable canopies may be found in Chap. 5, Sec. 7,
Personnel Parachutes. INFLATED SPHERE

IN FIRST STAGE OF DEPLOYMENT SHAPE OF GORE
Fig. 3-1 Schema•sic of Spherical Decelerator
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Thie subsoil it' in14,1tciIiit$. ,in Ill#- sulci111rtti lA flits I t-gillit* total l1vii-i Iilm-fiiiumber 4 ii dei. a ir,i)itsii .

(Iley' nolds, numbilers. lems tha~n 3.85% 1 it).) result,. from~i The effer1" if the- cI ofigur.itiont -of thte jirilitry body
the unbialtanc ed fories gene-rated fromi tile- nicti-tni fortit ted roll itriig ipl tainc es 'in the- uaerodty in~ft~ inicon thcerctno-

pre itsure'-distir~ hut ion var iattion caunsedi k tile- u n teu e dv dynwitit cii r act eripst 1cm tf the mieit e a ittrivtl dtie -leratitotr
re~leatse of vortices into the' wake of tile dcieleratoir. we-re- ittvestivaltt'e in tihe winid tunniel uap to 'uhieci 2.5..
The burble fence positively trills the flow over thke Fig. 31-2 shows ,.the- e.ffecet (if fccreilsocv coniifiguration

body from I ami nat to turbulent conditions. In thil ( ain 005 izem andt sitaspe~s) onltlie(h dehelerat or dratg

.u pete ri tic a re ginsir, il ut ,. ubsni actnditraun mciii spee ds, ce ffi cient (CI) is Iuiled on lircule cteh taren without t
the flow septarates e.venly aflt of thec sphere, ro-14il ting iiuriile feict c). %. dece lerastor of 8.00) in. ehiarnte Ir wtis
in btulanincec forces aind mtablilitv. Pocsitive flctw-.eliiruit- trailed tit three dlecele-rator dlianme-ters beitind tiie fore.
titu ociturs it supiersoniic and iiYuersiinic mpiedts with- bcodli. ''lite litanmete-r of thec burble~ fence was 0.25 in.

(aljc~riulroximtelry :3 per cent of the sphiere dianmeter~and
R R- -- D.ý %%is 1cc,it' 1(ý vietu from tite noise -f the spthere.

- ( ~Coissidirotiiic ti~ %as givelt toi the vatriattion in thle

o Q stettný%i tgit f.ir %.iricct. iual ue. if1 :r Cl) (between

0.1 uitod (IM) foi iuigliu-spre' recoive-ry. Two re;)resenta-
tive fabric' vvigltts. 01.5 amii I .0 lb) per sq yd (8 and 16
ozd per scj vii) Aere used tic dete.rmiine sy'tenti weights.
Fiberglass pressure contaijners with compatible valv-
ing udth hardware werc used for inflation system-
weights. A 500-lb payloadc plum hardware and fabric
weights um well its it drug ccoefficient of 0.92 was used

tci caliculate 1'. C. /I. Fig. :1.3 shows some calculated
00resultis cif 6~i,. ancuirtais. It nteav be noted that de-

celerator ,eysteni weights beconme impractical for* F Iless thtan 10. uIth tice tent configuration.

NOTE: ACCESSORY WT FOR

-a10 on

25 q\,@

~~~ 4 
_25

Y '0

0
U 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

ZZ SPHERE DIAMETER (FT)
______ Fig. 3-3 Spherical D~ecelerator Weight v's Diameter

0'. Fig. 3-4b shows the final free-flight teat configura-
tion. Thisi sphere has an 8.9 ft diameter and uses
0O.6 38 1b per sq yd (10. 2 o z per sq yd) Dacron-Neoprene
fabric. The total assembly weight is 47.5 Ilb. The de-
ce-lerator is fabricated from 16 gores with a 3 per cent

.2 NOTEburble fence attached as shown in section A-A of Fig.
.2 BSIE O RJCE AE IHU 3-4a. The weight of the payload is distributed over the

CURBASE D OENCP OE CT D A E IH U inflated sphere by 16 equally spaced, stranded steel
A I I Icables extending over the top of the sphere, and taped

1.4 1.6 1-8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 over as shown in section c-c of Fig. 3.4a. Thhe cables
Fig, 3-2 Drag Coefficient vs 11a/i No. for Spherical tire attached to a nmetail flange, which in turn is attach.

IPragl)evices with Various Forebody Shapes ed to a single riser from the payload. Prior to de-
at I R1) -3 and a 3% Burble Pence ploytient. the' single riser is stored on a deployment
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reel1. I'bis m aoaan reel amllows the dlece~le~rator to

deleioy lit 11 i aj1iast aIt vet tc ityiii threkb redluti ng shlock

loads.
lInflatio~n wats accompa~lished with a 500 ru in. filter.

glass pressure bottle, chargedI with compressed nitroi.
l')ti 150 psiia. This results in a fully inflated de.

A-4 q00 c lerator internal pressure of 1.5 pnia.
9.42(REFN .00Fig. 3i-5 shows drug coe fficients oabtaiined on a

ý:ý,Iranisonic and supersonic free flight test using the
4pheri tAl configuration, In additi on, the resulIts of

~ EGMENT, RING sointc wind-tunnel tests at higher %MwAi numbert. on a

sphere with it 6 per cent burble fence tire presented
TAPE for comiiparison.

SEGMENT, CONE -I2.2 Conical Decelerators. Mlunt cotnical shapecs
weeinvest41igated for application as hypersonic

SEC. A.A (BURBLE FENCE) decelerators because of their drag and stability
TAPE -- cliaraictt'riti vs. Solid conel miodIels, with inc ludead

noSP angles of 60 deg, 100 (leg, and 1.10) (leg, were in.

GORE REF) entigated in wind-tunnel tents at %Inach 7 and 15 (Ref

TAPORE(R) (3.30)). It was concluded that solid conical bodies
.- TAPE witha included nose-angles up to 140) deg were stable,

an the regimie and with the forebody configurations
,TAPE investigaated. A programn to investigate flexibale in.

flataible trailing conical bodies showed that instability

X .0 -4 ) IE ROE ASY (EF) resulted with conical bodies with included nose angles~~.00 ~ .103 WIR OEAS RP greater than 80 (leg (Ref (3.31)).

.SS In the inflatable decelerator program, conical and
/t decelerators with vatrioup. other shapes were investi.

TAPE - gated supersonically (Mach 2.0 to 5.0). The initial
SEC C-C series of tests were conducted with open-front inlet

rant-air models and preinflated pressurized models.
, I'he pressurized models performed satisfactorily, but
poo perfornmance (due to air mass pulsation at the
inlets) ivas found with the ram-air models. The ram-air

-101 BALLOON. miodels were modified with inlet valves (screen and
ASSY (REP) reed type) for the second series of tests. A side-inlet

.SLEEVE (REP) screen-vailved RO-deg conical liallute (one type shown

in Vig. 3.6) was c'onsidered the optimum configuration.
lig. 347 given the drag results of these testis (CDl is

BUTTbused (in projectedl diameter without burble fence).
BUTT The 80-deg conical ram and preinflated Ballutes,

LINE (REF) without burble fence, were tested at Mlach 10 and tem-
TAPE peratures up to 1500 F~. The models were fabricated

2.00 W TAE(REP) -103 WORE ROPE from 1iene' 41 cloth, impregnated with a high-tempera-

ASSY (REP) ture silicone-glass frits coating to obtain at gas-tight
cloth. The seamas of the model were joined by spot

- -. welding. Fig. 3-8 shows the drag coefficients obtained
-1 GRE (EP)BURBLE FENCE on these tests (Cj) based on projected diameter with-

&-31 CONE out burble fence). The ram-inflated tests resulted in a
Cp discontinuity at an Ild of 6.5 which indicates a
critical value of lid for maximum drag. The increase

SEC B.B in C1) for the preinflated teat resulted at an l/d of 4.

Fig,3-4aSphrica Deelertor ith31o urbe Fece he woven Rene' 41 cloths considered for the in-
Fi (3-aSperticnsl feeeao ih 3 'Rrl ec latable decelerator had to meet the general criteria
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15-37 (REF)
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HOUSING,
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Is#
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WINE ROPE-
AS&Y OF
16 REWD

is"
(TYP)

GORE
16 REWD

BALLOON 
SLEEVE
16 REO'D

BURBLE FENCE

Fig- 3-4b Spherical Decelerator udth 3% Burble Fence
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6 WIND TUNNEL TEST (6% FENCE)C FREE FLIGHT DATA (3% FENCE)
V A) iNIT VELOCITY 600 FPSINIT ALTITUDE 811,000 FT

B) INIT VELOCITY 1035 FPS
A 4INIT ALTITUDE 107,000 PT

OTE COJECTED DIAMETER C) INIT VELOCITY 2260 FPS
WITHOUT BURBLE PENCE, INIT ALTITUDE 143,500 FPS0 I I I

0 1 2 3 4

MACH NUMBER

Fig. 3-5 Drag Coefficient vs VIach No. for Spherical Decelerators

1.2

1.0

.3
51 .4 - __ __

0I"0

* lO*? RAM AIR-NO FENCE

o 0e RAM AIR.3.9% FENCE

* 730 CONE BALLOON.- 6.3% PENCE
.2 A 75° RAM AIRt. 6.3% FENCE - SIDE INLETS-

NOTE CD BASED ON PROJECTED DIAMETER

WITHOUT BURBLE FENCE.U~~ 01F I 1 -
0 1 2 3 4 3

MACH NO.Fig. 3-6 Schematic of 8o deg Rallute with 3.9 percent Fig. 3-7 Supersonic Drug Coefficients of Inflatable
Fence (Side Inlets) Decelerators
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* '(', (45%114 it'l i1111IIIldfitE'( hin~t V Hp44t wet lding '.%.4i4 Ilr fE'titl1
- 0* RAM AIR-NO FENCE 11) N(1111 t~-Altiig anid prev'iouis exp~eriencet 5l44)%edi lthat

110*RA AR verv wire- nourm~al Iii till (lire-t lion 44 loniiding mlust be-
SO0 PRE-INFLATED 'AIle n tear re-sis~tanit vi [~test whien tll,- Nmiotm

- 00 RIGID PRESSURE
INTE GRAT ION oire NO ~t rated c-%l hsIoiiro% (4Iuigpe re- l Iittlte rc NEf Kvenf

-Z spolm pier in. pe roy.,. uised with tilthe Cloth It mai~teriail.
C. re-suits ill joint fit itnur equiil to or gre~ater than

as .4 W'.- itrcenI in both warp, and fill.
0 %it evimcuatauii of tlt.- vlutIh vweigt Versus inflation

I * I-n4-rp, cif vtr114um inflatlion methods applicable to tile

.2 -lw~r lit mucs olU(PNtf the ranai efho (nwin).

I -- - tinincl tests, its obio4iuS sain~ifg in weight. and its
D0 BSED ON PROJECTED DIAMETER e'ltimina~t~ion of tie requiremtent for .e-ro-po4romity cloth

0 W-ITHOU BUBL IEC I 20 ledi to tilt- recommendation thati t bc- used for the de-
4 3l 12 uelerator inflation, In tile flight regime where tile

RATIO OF RISER-LINE LENGTH TO PAYLOAD DIAMETER ul'nainiici pre-smure is insufficient to inflate the de-

Fig. 3-8 Hi'pc-rsoifh D~rug Ih~tuj 01Iach 10) re-lerator, at light internal bladder inflated by residual
of is fle-xible cloth capable of maintaining internal air ma 'vbe in corpiorated . As the dyn famic piressure
pire ssure toi in Nilre di mensio n 1)al st ibi litv (shape14) 4ind inc reases~ . the raw-air in flaio pre'fl ssure i ncre ases5
withistandi ng tempileraiture-s up to 15001 V. Ani existing und coimpresses the internal 141 idrder.
available cloth woveni of 1.*6 mil Ilene' iI wire (200 The e-stimaited weights and sizes of inflatable
miesh) was found to lie (of insufficient strength. Two 8O-deg runin-air conical diecel erators tire shown in
stronger clojlis were woven aind evaluated. The re-- Fig. V-9 an related to dvnam ic pressure. Rene 41
sults and chiarac teristicsN of these maite-rinils are- prec- cloth at I 500oFl is shown.
seated iii Tabilt 3-2. The following list of design requirements for in-

flatabi (--btilloonI decel erators wats based on the re-

TABLEi 3-2 (:ll All U11:111lTICf(S 0F TV0 IIKNE' ti stilts of thet analytical studyý - tile experimental tests,
(:1.0111 andl the subsequent final design situds (Ref (3-31)).

CI .'I'l % COTH 1 (ta) Use at rum-air. cons tant -stress configuration.
Cl t~lI ~(:1.011 I (00 Provide an ape% nose angle of 80 deg.

- ii e-ne(c) Provide as 7 per cent burble fence located on
Material Ilene'11 Iee t thle decelerator "~equator".

Wire Diameter (in.) Single Seven % ire (d) Provide sideR ram-air inlets.
0(0021 strandl (r) %take the diameter of the liallute greater than

F~ich wire tilt pavloatl diameter.
0.0015 (f) %take the length of the tow line six to eight

Mesh 200%~ 200 100 X 1(00 times tlhe payload diamieter.

tilt Tensile (psi) (g) D~esign the fabric strurture based on the more
Warp 6 18:1 adverse of these two loading conditions:

Farp 96 183 (1) Fabric differential-pressure load at peak
Fill 6 193temperature.

Weld Results I(% Efficiency) (2) Fabric differential-pressure load at peak
Warp 98 100 dyntuni c pressure.
Fill 82 94 00i Provide pressure relief to control internal de-

Cloth Weight (oz,,yd12) 8.75 17.50 celertitor pressure, when required.

Coating Rlequiredl (oz 'yd 2) 8.0 10.0 2.3 Spherical Segiment Type
Totl eigt ozyd) 1.0 2-1.02.3.1 ANAL*YTICAL INVEST'IGATlION. A unique

re-entry concept in orbiting the earth applications has
T1he fabrication techniques for, and the joint effi- been extensively investigated, both analytically and

ciencies of, these materials were investigated. A4 in wind-tunnel tests, under the direction of the Retar-
two-row staggered spot-welded pattern was estab- daticn and Recovery Branch of the Flight Accessories
limbed to join the metallic cloth gores. This technique Laboratory. This decelerator concept has become
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100 -2000 psi - - 0 - allown the payload container to be behind the basic
------ structure, which protects the payload container front

isoo 9SF the extremely high temperatures associated with enter-

so PsF . ing the atmosphere at orbital velocities (26,000 fps).
lThe analytical investigation has shown that such a
"concept permits controlling of the maximum re-entry

temperature and deceleration, and affors landing-

point control within the orbital plane,
2.3.2 DRAG. The drag coefficient of the AVCO

100 D.... )rag lBrake is slightly greater than unity in the speed
-- - -. regime above Mach 1. In the subsonic speed regime

4 the drag-brake CD is slightly less than for commonly
used subsonic parachutes (lig.3.10).It should be noted

. .. . .that the same decelerator body is utilized in all flight
I- Iregimes from orbital velocities to touch-down; there-

I fore, maximum drag-generation must be balanced with
other considerations such as heating rates, decelera-
tion rates, and stability throughout the flight regime.

2.3.3 STABIILITY. The decelerator design is
10 ...... --- --__ __- -such that the assembly is aerodynamically stable. The

_____-__ ._._- drag brake, which is essentially a spherical segnent,

- --- has self-aligning aerodynamic moments, which lessen
-. ... attitude-control problems. The control system and body
... . •dynamic investigations indicate that a three-axis on-

... off-rate damping system is required.
2.3.4 MATFRIALS. A detailed analysis was

S - . .carried out on a skin material. The success of the

MATERIAL; COATED RENE'41 AT 1500*F concept is dependent upon the availability of a light-
I •-. .I _L_ _I weight, foldable non-porous material which could with-

0 20 DIAMETER (FT)40 60 stand the combined aerodynamic loading and the tem-
peratures associated with re-entry heating. The skin

Fig. 31-9 Fstimaoted Inflatableh lhctc.erator 1eich ts material chosen is a 2 0 0 x200-mesh 0.0016-in. diam
llene' 41 wire cloth coated with Pyromark. The coated
wire cloth weighs upproximatel) 0.05 psf. The Pyro-

known as the AVCO Drag Ilrake. The device utilizes mtark coating is required to reduce the porosity during

extremely light metallic cloth-like skin to enclose n the relatively short time-heat pulse. The cantilever

mechanically expandable structure which in appearance armsn or ribs are an open-truss triangular-shape design.

is very similar to an inverted umbrella. The concept The rib members are tubular Ilene' 41 alloy and are

I< .

tit

MACH CD MACH CD

NO.NO1 .) - - -R--FN 1.8 -21.3x 105 - O NO.--

0 . / .30 .58 1.2 t04S
.50 .62 1.4 1.11

z 70 .72 1.5 .5 90 .61 :9"l . . . . .:... . . 8 71 12.0 .%N -

-90 .82 25 1.02S95 .66 4.0 1.09

.4- 1.0 .91 3.113 1.09
' r 1.05 WS 6.0 1.10

UL 1.1 99 6.0 1.0"
I ] MACH NUMBER __ _ I I I

0 2 4 6 8

Fig. 3-10 Preliminary Summary of Wind Tunnel Data C,) vs Itach No.
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jiiined bv fitsion -we*ldiiing or lint /e td clujstetrI.
2.3.5 OPHIATnONA I FTvrito. 'rhe druag braike

in launched in die folded coanfi gurtation with the Otng-
nattiotn plaste fit ing the. top oif the booster, T'he tom -

plete tirag-hrate asmeinliy iii protect ed front tie ascent
heasting findl dyntsiniic pressure by if cover which in
jettisoned asfter leanvi ng the perc'eptibl)e atmtosphM)ere.
Tlhe tirtg-briske renotins closed during the orbiting
phasse The dtiesent is i nitiatled by' modulating the
shaspe to control the drag reluiretd to give the desiretd
trajectwiy. If the re-entry is initiated at approxinititely
100 n.m. (nautical miles), the drag modtulatiton in dis-
continued aboiut l0O() no.m front the ]fatindng point findl
fit ain altitude above 300,000) ft. The drag brake re-

mains in the fully open shape for the remainder of the
re-en"v. The landing mpeed is -U) fpst, which in low
enough for successful re~covery on water.

2.4 Rotor Blades
hlelicopter-type rotor blades aire- currently' being

investigated for use as aerodynamic decelerators. The
advantage of rotor blades in their potential capability
for controllable descent antd soft (near-zero velocity)
landing. The controlled descert is basted upon the
autorotative characteristics of rotors during the pro.
pelter braking-state during descent, at whirls time
drag coefficients, batted ton projected disk area, are.
very similar to the maximum derived fronm parachutes
(ie C)- 1,15). find lift-drug ratios developed give
a significant gliding range. Tlhe kinetic energy stored
ina the rotating blades is convertedi to lift to give the
flared soft-landing ability.

Successful operation of rotor-blatle decelerators has
been achieved repeatedly tit spccds ulp to %lacla 0.0 st
sea-level conditions. Fig. 3-11 shows representative
rotor-type decelerattors. Controlled opening-shock wast
achieved, find the rate of descent was sufficiently
low to enable the dropped system to be retrieved in-
tact. A typical rotor-type decelerator flight-path is
shown in Fig. 3..12. Fig. 3-11 Representatitw Rotor- Type Decelerators

Miade designs other than rigid are being explored nis
a means of reducing both weight and stowage require-
ments. F'lexible rotor-blades appear attractive from the wind tunnel tests of a rotor type decelerator at AEDC
stand-point of attaining a high ratio of specific impulse are shown in Fig. 3-15. 'rip speed is relatively low
to weight-volume svp , comparable to the parachute. (350 fps) for the plotted data. An increase of tip speedTrT would have resulted in a decrease in advance ratio

A possible future application of manned space- (i.e., axial flight velocity divided by rotor-tip speed)
capsule retardation is illustrated in Fig. 3-13. and consequently would have yielded higher drag-

From Fig. 3-14 it is seen that for a typical required coefficients (see [Fig. 3-16). Fig. 3-16 also illustrates
overoll U/I of 2.0, a rotor-recovered vehicle may be the effect of varying "solidity," which is the ratio of
landed anywhere within a radius of approximately 19 total blade area to disk area, on the drag coefficient.
miles if deployment is effected ait q0,000 ft. Trhe iUli Vertical descent rates (v0)) of rotary decelerators are
of the rotor system less payload may be as high as chiefly dependent on rotor disk loading (Wi and altitude
five or six. (see F~ig. 3-17). Assuming the conditionsa(advance ratio,

Typical drag-coefficients obtained during transonic solidity, etc.) are such that they yield a drag coeffi-
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IA

Fig. ,3-12 Typical Rotor-Blade Flight-path

cieat of! .15, which is reasonable, let pendent upon energy-storing ability of the rotor blades.

7' lKnergy availability varies directly with rotor diameter,
rotating speed and weight, and indirectly with rotor

CDR /2 p 1'F) 2 ( (R) 2  disk-loading. Fig. 3-18 showathe variance of hovering
time (At) with disk loading for a constant-energy re-

r .quirement (Ell). This chart is actually a cross-plot of

o- p,'2 v,1 a curve of Ell vs At at constant Lading, which re-

then, D 27. 4 -Jp o/p) - l.3l ,v '•p suits from the following equation:

Ell (l"d AtI- ("T/ V ',-p)AI

Hovering time of rotary aerodynamic decelerators is
of significance because it represents that time in •ssuming •f--0.7 ,rld thrust (T)- 2000 lb and
which alternate landing-sites may be selected and
maneuvers may be accomplished, and is directly de- P Pu.l. 0.002377 lb-sec-/ft '•
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10 - -either lifting or decelerating devices is yet to beI - -proven.

I 'wo.-ljl~Twoimensidona tl eories of flexible airfoils at

-'k •ulisoti' anld Mupershonit airnpeeds have been devel-

oped and alre presented in Ilef (3-34).
Findings to date indicate that flexible rotor-system

6 ' -weight varies in proportion to the 'nb. of the rotor

a. radius. Sample flexible-blade weights for a rotor with

a 40-ft diameter are shown in Table 3-3: these weights
4 'have been c'alculated from the expression W11 = KR 3 ,

S •-• where the factor K varies with rotor tip speed accord-
2.j • ing to Fig. 3-20.

TAIII.1K 3-3
SAMP~LE .1 1.\IXULE M1 I ADEK WIIGII'l''S 1011

0 F,0 5 10 is 20 25 W -)-I11'-I %N1-••I:11:I1 10 'r0 l1

V, (SEC) (R? - 20 ft)

Fig. ?-IR Disk Loading v's Hlotvering Time at ('oastunt Tip fpeed I(ade Rt.

Energy Requirement WP fP` M'1) lb.
400 18.2

500 .50.5
control sYstem) and the ratio of rotor-group weight to 60) 55.8
helicopter gross-weight are plotted as Fig. 3-19. Ilow-
ever, the additional control and stabilization equipment
required on a rotary-decelerated vehicle would tend to An example of flexible-rotor weight variance with

increase the weight of the total recovery-system by blade radius at a constant tip speed is indicated in

several percent of the gross weight. It should be re- F ig. 3-21.
membered that the above chart represents rigid rotor- T'ypical weights for rigid blades of the 11-21, 11-37,
system weights If a flexible rotor-system is utilized. 11-16. and 11-34 helicopters are superimposed on the
a weight-saving of 40-50 per cent might be realized, curve in Fig. 3-21 indicLted by circled dots) to illus-
Ilowever. the feasibility of using flexible rotors as trate that flexible-rotor weights will equal or ex-

-J-
3000_ 0.15

tOO¢ r,. ,./
31

40 50 60 70 so
DIAMETER (FT)

Pig. 3-19 7'vpical flelicoipter Rotor System Weights i's Diameter
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Fig. 3-20 Flexible Rotor Scaling Factor vs Tip Speed Fig. 3-22 Rec,,verv Svstem/lleicle -eight Ratio vs
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ceed those of rigid-rotor weights after a specific rotor
radius is attained. The weight-to-thrust ratio, which mined to be equivalent to approximately 20 per cent of
is approximately equivalent to the ratio of the flexible- the total rotor-tip weight.
rotor recovery-system weight to recoverable-vehicle rwo-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of flexible,
grons weight (,r/IW) is plotted against airfoil-section fabric airfoil sections were conducted May 1961 in the
lift-coelficient for constant tip-speed in Fig. 3-22. Birown University 9 x 9 -in. transonic-supermofic wiad

In the above plot, the rotor-system weight includes tunnel throughout a Mach-number range from 0. $ to
weights of hub, control system, deployment and re- 0.75 and Reynolds-number range from 4.4x105 to 7.8
traction system, etc. The latter weight has been deter- x 105, to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of

such sections. Hased upon this experimental inveati-
gation and comparisons with theoretical predictions,

160 it has been concluded that:
IT 600 fps (I) Flexible airfoils develop less lift due to camber

- - _-than theoretically predicted, and their centers of pres-
sure at zero angle-of-attack are generally toward the
midchord;

1200 (2) Lift-curve slopes of the airfoils are in good
accord with flexible-airfoil theory;

(3) Separation exists over the rear of the airfoil sec-
-ions at high cambers (i.e., 15 per cent);

(4) Sections of 5 and 10 per cent camber develop
maximum lift-drag ratios of 20; however, fabric per-

cooo
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CHAPTER 4
AERODYNAMIC AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF

DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS
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CHAPTER 4
AERODYNAMIC AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DEPLOYABLE

AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS

SEC. I GENERAL the aerodynamic and operational characteristics of
textile parachute canopies and systems, this Chapter

Knowledge of the aerodynamic and operational char- has been divided into a number of sections, each one

acteristics of deployable aerodynamic decelerators in dealing with a particular phenomenon associated with

one of the major prerequisites for the design sad per- the performance and operation of parachute canopies.

for,•ance prediction of dependable aerodynamic de. Pertinent data about the atmospheric environment of

Leleration and stabilization systems. In selecting a our and other near planets are included since the

particular aerodynamic decelerator to perform a speci- existence of an atmosphere ia the prerequisite for

fic task. the characteristics of the decelerator itself parachute or other aerodynamic decelerator operation.

must be known. to that its performance in combination A discussion of the effective porosity of textile pars.

with a primaiy body, i.e.,as a system, canbe predicted, chute materials is placed ne-t, since major canopy

At the present time, sufficient knowledge is not performance and operational c€,aracteristics, such an

available to provide accurate analytical approaches opening force, drag, and stability are directly related

for the calculation of all performance and operational to effective porosity. The remainder of the chapter is

characteristics of deployable aerodynamic decelera. then divided into discussions of the various aspects

tors. ThiW is particularly true with respect to those of of canopy operation and performance in a sequence

textile parachute canopies because the dynamic normally occurring during parachute canopy operations.

behavior of textile parachute canopies is sot adecluate- A major portion of the material presented hereafter

ly known or understood, particularly in the areas of constitutes the current state-of-the-art of results or

canopy opening and descent. Consequently, experi- research studies conducted by the University of Minse-

mental data must be relied upon primarily. Ilowever, sot& under a Tri-Service sponsored program of basic

in some areas analytical approaches have been de- aerodynamic decelerator investigations. l)r. Helmut G.

veloped which will yield reasonable approximations Heinrich is the Principal Investigator on this program.

ofthe characteristicsofactualdeceleratorperformance. Dr. Hleinrich as well as members of his staff have

In the following sections, an attempt is made to contributed portions of the following sections.

present performance characteristics for textile para. As an aid to the practical application to the analy-

chute canopies based on available data, and to com- tical approaches. some of the analytical methods pre-

pile analytical approaches for the calculation of tex- sented in the following sections are used in the Sam-

tile parachute canopy performance and operation. It pie Calculation, Chapter 12. This Chapter may be

must be pointed out that these analytical approaches consulted for detailed calculation procedures.

are initial attempts in developing calculation methods,

and that these approaches are subject to revision as
new knowledge becomes available. This knowledge SEC. 2 THE ATMOSPHERE
will then be utilized to either verify, augment, or

completely revise the method of analysis. However, Aerodynamic deceleration devices may be expected

the results obtainable by the analytical methods pre- to be deployed and operated in a wide range of alti-

sented are, in most canes, reasonably accurate and tudes and Much numbers. Naturally, theeffectiveness

may be utilized for the determination of textile pars- of drag devices is limited to the region wherein the

chute canopy and parachute systems performauce and density of the atmosphere creates a resistance force

operation. of sufficient magnitude to generate the required drag.

In order to obtain a compreheasive and yet easily This magnitude of the resistance or retarding force

distinguishable presentation of the complex area of will vary according to the particular mission profile
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desired; it is conceivable that, even at altitudes above and 350,000 ft. It has been postulated thsat these vari-
600.000 ft, the residual atmospheric density in still ations consist of long-period gravity waves, generated
sufficient to decelerate a relatively large aerodynamic by possible thermal instabilities or by meteorological
drag device and alter its trajectory. Consequently, disturbances in the lower atmosphere, propagating up-
in calculating or predicting the operational and per- wards with increasing amplitude and causing a anxi-
fortnance characteristics of aerodynamic deceleration mum variation of approximately 10 per cent. Seasonal
devices, properties of the atmosphere must be known variations appear to be negligible except in high lati-
for a considerable range of altitudes. Primary con- tudes.
cern, of course, in with our own atmosphere; however, l"or altitudes above 600,000 ft, variations in den-
as the age of apace travel advances added interest sity follow a different pattern. I1ere, the controlling
will focus upon the atmospheric properties of other factors are solar effects: diurnal, 27-day, Il-year
planets, such as Mars and Venue. Therefore, pertinent cycle, and flare (not mechanical) effects. Ref (4-8)
information about these planets, to the extent known, cites data reported at the Tenth International Astro-
is also included, nautical CongWess which show that at altitudes be-

tween 6.50,000 and 1,000,000 ft the effective air den-
2.1 PIoportles of The Earth's Atmosphem sities vary from day to day and month to mouth by up

2.1.1 ATMOSPHEKRIC DENSITY. The best cur' to 30 per cent, and by as much as a factor of three at
higher altitades. Bletween a latitude range of 35°% to

rent estimates of the variation of mean atmospheric 50°N,e a ltitudes above 650,000 ft, air density

density with altitude are given by the 1959 AIl) dONs noat var ite latiue by more than air factyo

Model Atmosphere (Ref (4-1)), as summarized in Table does not vary with latitude by more than a factor of

4-r. These data represent an average of the overall Changes in air density are relatively rapid. Diurnal
relevant data, and in no way represent spatial or tev- variations of 2 per cent, 11 per cent, and 18 per cent
panaI variations. At lower altitudes, between sea level have been reported at altitudes between 650,000 and
and approximately 250,000 ft, mesurements are ob- 1.000, 000 ft. The variation of air density is somewhat
hined by a variety of techniques and the accuracy of cyclic, with maximum and minimum values occurring

the data given in Ref (4-1) is estimated to be +-10 about every 27? days at altitudes above 650,000 f,.

per cent (Ref (4-2)). Between 250,000 and 750,000 ft, Variation of 27doapherk density from day to night i

measurements are made by rockets and by satellite die upper atmosphere has not been sufficiently large

drag techniques, with accuracy probably between 30 to permit accurate measurement at altitudes up to

and 100 per cent. Above 750,000 ft, satellite drag

measurements yield accuracy roughly of a factor of
two (Ref (4-2)). In general, the inaccuracy increases -o

with increasing altitude; however, the ARDC mean den-
sities are reasonably well confirmed by recent obser- JIM

vations (Ref (4-3) through (4-7)). -

Ref (4-2) considers the temporal variations of the -- -

amnospheric density sad density variations with lati- 1oe __ _
tude. In the region between sea level and 600,000 ft
altitude, the only majoi. periodic variation is that of • ___

gravitation and thermal tides. Tides are observed --

priscipally as periodic variations in direction and-
magnitude of the upper atmospheric winds. Thermal ao -

tides are also observed an diurnal mnd semi-diurnal - o
variations in the earth's magnetic field, caused by -- o _
dynamo effects in the tidally perturbed ionosphere. a - -.

The lunar semi-diurnal tide is smaller than the solar
semi-diurnal tide by a factor of 15, although the soe o - see e .

moon's gravitational pull is significantly greater than
the sun's. According to recent measurements, temporal - don- - -- - - 400
variations in atmospheric density can be expected to
be small at lower altitudes, reaching a peak of 20 per 0 T I "- -1 0
cast at approximately 350,000 ft and then damping out 0, 1 .01U 6 S Im eimSr tal
sharply. There will also be random fluctuations, con-
fined largely to the altitude regime between 250,000 Fig. 4-1 Mean Molecular Veigla vs ,41tiade
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800.000 ft. 'thove this alhitude, day-to-night variation Th~e dominating influence upon the temperature is the
becomes significant. sun: the intensity and the angle of incidence of the

Summarizing, the problem of atmospheric density sun's rays on the swrface, and the duration ofexposure.

variations resolves itself into three distinct altitude 2.1.3 .A'IM1OSPlIFIIIC COM1POS|Tr1ON. The ter-
regions. Tlhe first is a highly unstable region between restrial atmosphere is divided into two distinct shells,
250,000 and 350,000 ft. where gravity waves and solar in which composition differs. In the lower atmosphere,
tides predominate. From 350,000 ft to approximately the composition is generally uniform; at approximately
1,000,000 ft there exists a relatively quiet region 250,000) ft molecular dissociation begins to aiter this
where fluctuations from all known causes are less uniform composition..Above this altitude is the range
than 25 per cent. 'tbove 1.O000,000 ft, solar-caused in which dissociation and ionization begin, and the
variations become serio~us, oxygen-to-nitrogen ratio is inconstant. In the lower

Va.riation of other natural propeorties of the earth atmosphere, the dry atmospheric constituents are
atmosphere with altitude - mean molecular weight, usually considered to be perfectly mixed in the volume

pressure, moss density, speed of sou~nd, kinematic
visqcosity, coefficient of viscosity, and coefficient of30
thermal condluctivity - based on R~ef (4-1), are shown ,- -°iT• T iTT!T f[°
l'ig. 4-1 through 4-7. - 1 •.

of temperaturc with altitude, a significant factor, is

shown in Fig. 4-8. Although the variation is not cam- ozo

change with altitude is 1000 times greater than the 1

rate of changle with latitude on the earth's surface. ........
0ltitudesofapproximately1O,000ft havebeenreached '

-4 Z 0 -2go

by stratospheric-altitude balloons; temperature values •- ••!••{i'
above thisaltitude arcecomputed and can onlybe con- ooi | -llo

sidered as the best availablle at this time. A5 is true -i •. i ! • LI'

tt-

of all atmospheric parameters, the temperature at any gs i90 00 4 6
specific location and time may be expected to be o--- __. | T -A--•

4 00 1 lli 90 • Is Oo i~ L

somewhat different than that given in the model, dlue, SPE, .I 9 "
for example, to seasonal and latitudinal variations. Fig. 4-4 Sounds peed vs 41titude
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TABI0E 4-2 COMPOSITION OF TIll' ,O1IEI 260 --

(DRY) ATWoSPIIHER -
2w 24 -

Gus Volume, % weight, K (
, 220 X-

Nitrogen (N2 ) 78.098 75.527714
Oxygen (02) 20.949 23.143 a
Argon (A) 9.3x10" 1.R2 R2 -

Carbon Dioxide (C0 2 ) 3.Ox!0"2  4.6x:10 2  
- -- - -

Neon (NO) 1.8xlo"3 1.3x 13 --2- 6 -

Helium (lie) 5 .2 x!0 -4 7.2 1015 9 4 (
Methane (CI 4 ) 1.4x10- 7. 8 x10'5
Krypton (Kr) 1.1x10 4  3 .3x10"5  30'N WINTER
Nitrous Oxide (N20) 5.010- 7.6x!0- 140 - .
Hydrogen (H2) 5.'Oxlo0 3.5x10 6  (BOT 0- MER

Xenon (Xe) 8.6x10"6 3.9x10-r to 11

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2 ) I.OxI"7 2.0xl0"7  _0 I

0 100 200 200 400

2.1.4 IONOSPIIEkE. The region of the atmos- WIND SPEED IN FEET/SEC

pbere above 250,000 ft contains a series of layers of Fig. 4-10 Wean Find Speed in Upper An#paere
ions and electrons which comprise the ionosphere.
These are commonly known on the 1), E, F!, and F 2
layers; each has individual properties. The ions and explains the completely different conditions during
electrons in this region wre not normally associated day and night. Corpuscular radiation is also a con-
with aerodynamic considerations; however, the aero- tribating factor of importance. Constant changes occur
dynamic deceleration of vehicles based upon magneto- in the ionosphere; as atoms and molecules are being
aeroynamic principles may be of major significance converted to charged particles, the ions are recombin-
in this altitude regime. iug to form neutral gases.

The basic source of ionizing energy in the ionosphere For molecules or atoms which can be ionized by a
is solar radiation, principally ultraviolet light; this particular wave-length of radiation, the production of

i~o107I0
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Fig. 4.11 Probability Occurrence of Extreme 3000-ft

Fig. 4-9 Altitude vs Electron Density Skewrs upith H/eight
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chiargedl pacrticli-s is ia functioun of theI-pricuct of the cent probaialnIity. Fig. 4-11 showN the probability oif
inc ident radiaitioin dlensity , l~olecuf lilt denisity, and tlei OccUnrer.cc' Of exstremie 300-ft shears wi th hei ght, as
mocleciili's e ffecti ve cross -sect ion. In t he litnlilt)spitere. tasken fromi lef (4-11).
tii. density of moialecule~s andi fiatfiff increases ailong
the- path o'f radifation. while tlhe radiiation intensity 2.2 Earth Gravity. TIhe true nature tof the gravity
flicreacsepi kll it in abooloritb.i ailing the' patth. T'hus. at fielId hotiel i-en it matter of intense spe culactioni. Ein-
Nonic level . the product of radlication i ntensit y anti den- ntein' N general theory of re lati vi ty in conrsidelc-rd the
ni it of ion i zable molecules rcha P cit- n aximcuniuf; thliis miost I lgictii des c ri ptfion fit tile pretCsent time.i
in the regioni of maximwni electron production, At cilti- The gravity fieldi of thle Earth conmistn of two poarts.
tudeN where the air bieginsI tof vary in complositifon with the principal pfcrt cauned by roann, and it lesser part
increasing height, there is at tendetc 'Y for the. ioinima- causedby tice Earth~'s rotation. According tollief (4-12).
tion ito become stratified. owing to differences in the the rotatiomal factor in small, becing only cibout one-
solitr-radiatjon absoirptive characteristics of the gc.nsr. third of a per cent of the total fieid cit seat level at
C:urves of the variation of electron density with height the eqluator.
show maxima which are the basis of the term "lay- Bloth the centrifugcal force cand the effect of gravi.y
ei-r". Fig. 4-9 in a typical examiple ofi Nuch a curve are directed in a radial direction, their combined
lhlef (4A8)); it in representative of ccndiitions which effect establishing the field. The work required to)
exist at summer noon in mici-latituleN (lcuring pe~riodsN bring a umit maials from an infinite distance to any
of high sutnspot numbers, point in the field is defined as the potential. The first

2.1.5 WIND)S AND TIMTIIUI.VLNCE. The. proba- derivative of the gravity potential with respect to

bility of windn and gusts of a pafrticular intensity in a space coordinates is the force, or the equivalent

factor that must be considered for the operation of acceleration of gravity foi a unit mass. The accelera-
any eroynamc dceleatin dvice lii. sudyof ion o~f gravity varies over the nurface of the Earth

winds may'be divided into two phases: the wind strulc- between the limits of 32.05 ft per sec and 32.24 ft

ture, and the turbulence, i.e., gusts anti wind shear, per sec 2 . Based on its ellipsoid shape -equatorial
A great deal of informattion has been accumulated on radius: 3,444.054 n.m. (20,925,400 ft), pola.- radius:

mean winds~the Handbook of G;eop~hysics for Air Force 3,432.4.58 rc~m. (20,856 ,000 ft) - the variation of gravity
Diesigners (Ref (4-21)) contains this type of data. Fo ihlttdearh athssraeinepesdb
general operational planning applications. these data the International Gravity formula of 1Q30 (11cr (4-12)):

are very helpful; however, since variation at a specific (-)g-9809(+.0281sn 1
location or time niay be sizable, more specific infor- (-)g 9809(+.028 i
mation shouldbe obtained for an immediate operational 0.0000059 sifl2 (ii)

area. A study of all data collected for the higher alti-
tuade regime is presented in flef (4-10). T'he mean Trhe value of g in given in cm per sec-; 0 is the geo-
winds determined in this study are shown in Fig. 4-10. graphical latitude. The second term in the parenthesis

Superimposed on the general movement of the air covers both the geomagnetic flattening and the in-
are sudden chanizes, relatively abrupt discontinuities, crease in centrifugal force as thce poles are approached.
and fluctuations. Tlhese fall under the general terni The third term is a correction because of the eairthi's
".4turbulence"- Although fluctuations are always pre- variation from a true spheroidal shape.
sent in the atmosphere, their intensity and frequenc% Variation of the acceleration of gravity with altitude
vary with location, altitude, and with the days and is approximaited by the inverse square law
seasons of the year. (;ust factors for various mi-fn (WR1 2
and extreme wind speeds, particularly applicable for (4-2a) 9 go ,
low altitudes, are given in the Handbook of (Geophy-+
sics (Ref (4-21)).

Wind shear is defined as the vector difference be- where
tween wind vectors at two relatively adjacent altitudes, R1 - Effective radius of earth at latitude 45' 32'33';
divided by the altitude difference. The shear may be h - Geometric altitude; and
further resolved into a horizontal component and ver- go - Gravity at latitude 450 32'33" - 980.665 em por
tical component, or cross-component and a- downwind sec 2

component, The Handbook of Geophysics gives a
maximum value of 45 fps per 1000 ft (0.045 per sec.) Reference 4-13 give, the following formula for the
for the shear in the windiest area and season of the calculation of values for the acceleration of gravity
United States, based on wind speeds with a one per at any elevationi above the Earth's surface:
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3.0 h-. Altitude ii meters; .and

- (,e.ildethc Iutitude (.ngle between the equator inl

plan.ne und the. .ormal t the spIhroid).
2.5-

2.3 Environments of Other Planets. .Nerediy-

\ mnanimi de.celeration devices may also be used to aid
02.0 in the utimspherinc entry and landing of mpace vehiciles

W oi other planets. Conme.quently, somie knowledge of

the atmosphe re surrounding other planets will be re-

IL meter of 0.080 nIH. in 0.07 that of our planet; its mass,
. voluime. and surface gravity are 81 per cent. 92 per

cent, and 85 per ceint of the Varth's, respectively.
Venus has as nearly circular orbit and is 0.72 of th~e

0 0 1lnearth's distance freid1 the sun; it is the closest glanet

ALTITUDE IN MILES to the K'auth; at the nearest point it is 22.6 x 10 n.m.

F gt. 4-12 4*mospheric Pressure on Ifars frout the Earth. Earth and %enus both have extensive
atiStsphe res.

Hiu atmosphere of Venus is probably as deep as
(4-2b) g (0.000308,15 + 0.00000022 cos 2b) h that of enrth and possibly deeper. ltef (4.14) estinmates

0.000072 h 2 the height of the visibletcloud laver (f Venus to be in
excess of 80.000 ft. From occultations of stars by
Venus* Hef (4.15) gives the atmospheric depth as

w here between 250,000 and 400.000 ft. Calculatione e based
on very tentative data indicate that the atmospheric

g - Acceleration of gavity in cm per sec2 pressure immediately above the cloud laver is between

- Value leael 1 6 and 4 Earth atmospheres. Biased upon currently
-t-the + a.000 002 900 known data, Ref (4-16) cites the value of pressure at

e 000 .. 2the surface of the planet Venus to be ton Earth atmos-

pheres. if. however, the cloud tops are nearer to the
surface, the entire atmospheric pressure could be
less than Earth's.

70 Measurements of temperature in the upper atmosphere
of Venus (Ref (4-17)t give both the d(ay and night

6cm0. sides an nearly the same, approximeately 4-9i Fe, with
the night side slightly cooler.
pher One fact about the composition of the Venusian
atmosphere stands out: there is definitely a consid-

/erable abundance of carbon dioxide. Ref (4-18) re-
pe..ted for the first time the presence of minute traces

eueof water vapor, the total amount of which, if precipi-
3 3 tated, would be 19 microns in thickness. Molecular

oxyden has notbeen detected,but there is apossibility
20 of the existence of atomic oxygen.

JQ IOT Ile cloud cover of Venus has been the object of
SLTUEmany theories. From the sparse data available on the

zHIHER -TUD chemical processes which take place on Venus, there

01_ 1 -'i z have been organic compounds suggested as cloud
.300 .200 .100 0 100 covering, but there is no observational evidence of

TEMPERATURE t h the presence of any of these compounds as either

Fig. 4-13 Atamospheric Temperature of Mars gases, droplets, or particles. The belief that the
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clouds consist of water is nut unreasonable. The tical connshaeraitionoa. the existence of an atmosphere
clouds of Venus wre very likely oname waeter with car- ,n Mars is unquestioned, but knowledge about its

bon compounds iresent. D)ust cain probablly le ruleal properties is rather limited. P~hotographic evidence

out an the main cloud constituent, but malid carbon indicates that the Martian atmosphere is of conaider-

dioxide is still a passibility (lRef t4-8)). aible thickness. 'lhe pressure at the surface is esti-
mated to be about 0.10 of the Karth's; and recent

Physical Data ofth4e P1set ;lVenus: estimates (lier (4-19)) indicate a surface pressure of

l)intance front the Sun (4 mm ilg (2.5 in.), the pressure at about 58,000 ft. in

P'erihelion 57.4 x 10 6 n.m. Earth's atmosphere. Atmospheric preasure is thought

Mean M8.2 x 106 a.le. to decrease by a factor of ten for every 132,000 ft in

Aphelion 59 X 1t06 n.m. elevation. Fig. 4-12 is a graph of pressure versus

Closest approach to Earth 22.6: 106 n,.m. altitude based on data from Ref (4-19). At an altitude
oreatest distance from Earth 132 06 n.m. of about 90,000 ft, the pressure of approximately 0.5

Orbital eccentricity o.o07 in. fIg is identical to Earth's at that altitude. Above

Orbital inclination to ecliptic 30 24" this level, the Martian atmosphere is thicker than the

Mean orbital velocity 21.7 niles per see terrestrial. As a result, its braking resistance to a

Mass, compared to Earth 0.82 vehicle entering will be correspondingly larger.

Volume, compared to Forth 0.92 The temperature profile of the Martian atmosphere

Diameter (including clouds) &560 to 6800 n.m. is estimated in lel (4-17) (see F'ig. 4-13). The regions

(0.97 of Karth) in the first few miles of altitude are expected to be

Oblateness 0.00 in a state of turbulence because of convection cur-

D)ensity (1120 - 1) 4.87 rents arising from the warmer surface, and the tem-

Density (Earth - 1) O.89 perature should be variable in this zone. Above 300,000

(ravity, surface (Earth - 1) 0.86 ft there are no data on which to judge temperature.

Velocity of escape 6.3 miles per sec Frequent clouds are observed in the Martian atmos-

Sidereal period 224.7 mean solar phere; they are usually quite thin, but sometimes

alays obscure portions of the surface. In the lower atmos-

Rotational period Several weeks phere there are yellowish clouds, thought to be the

(uncertain). result of vast dust storms which have been observed

Axial inclination 240 (uncertain) quite frequently. Some idea of winds on Mars can be

Temperature inferred from the rate at which clouds have been oh-

Upper atmosphere .45 F (approx.) served quite frequently travelli•g across the planet's

Surface Unknown, probably surface. These clouds are, of course, propelled by

hot compared winds, and provides some indication of wind speeds.

to Forth The average speed of the clouds, an reported in Bef

Pressure, surface Unknown; some (4-19), ranges between 15 and 40 mph.

very uncertain The composition of the atmosphere is not known

predictions definitely, but the main constituent is probably mole-

give extremely cular nitrogen (Hef (4-19)). A tentative composition

high values, but for the IMrtian atmosphere, as reported in Ref (4.20),
low values are is 95 per cent nitrogen, 4 per cent argon, I per cent

possible. carbon dioxide, mall amounts of water vapor and
oxygen, and traces of gases such as neon, krypton,

2.3.2 MARS. Mars is about half the diameter of and xenon. Ionized and dissociated molecules are

the Farth, with a mass of about 0.10 and a gravity probably formed through the action of solar radiation

of about 0.33 that of Earth. Mars is about 1.5 times on the upper atmosphere.

as far from the Sun as Earth, and takes almost two Physical Data of te Planes Mars:
Flarth years to complete its orbit about the Sun. The
Martian day is close to an Earth day, being approxi- Distance from the Sun

mately 37 minutes longer. The tilt of the Martian axis Perihelion 112 x 106 n.m.
with respect to its orbital plane in very similar to Mean 122.6 x 106 n.m.
that of the Earth's, causing the sane sort of seasonal Aphelion 133.6 x 106 n.m.

variations in climate. Closest approach to Earth 30 x 106 n.m.
From visual and photographic evidence, and theore- Orbital eccentricity 0.0933
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Orbital inclination to eliptic 10 51" oscillations of basically unstable canopies also he-
Mean orbital velocity 15.0 miles per nec come more violent (Hfe (4-22), (4-23)). Attempts have
Mass, compared to IKarth 0.106 bee.n made to explain the change in canopy inflation
l)iameter 3,640 min. (0.52 characteristics with altitude by the effect of the

of Karth) apparent man. and the masn of air included in the
Oblateness 0.0052 canopy (Ref (4-24)). TIe variation in the stability

l)ensity (1120 - i) 3,96 behavior of a canopy may alno be attributed in part

Gravity, surface (Korth 1 1) 0.39 to the effect of apparent and included mnns, because
Velocity of escape 3.2 miles per nec the motion of a freely dencending parachute in a mat-

Sidereal period 687.0 man solar tar of dynamic stability in whichthe related nirmanses

days are significant terms (nee Sec. I' of this chapter).
Rotational period 24 hr 37 min However, it is also known that the stability behavior

(mean solar) of a canopy depends on the porosity of it. drag-pro-
Axial inclination 2.50 12" dating surface (Ref (4-15), (4-26)). In combination
Temperature with experience at higher altitudes, this leads to the

Upper atmosphere Uincertain, about- conclanion that the porosity (or air permeability) of

150 F woven sheets in effectively reduced at higher alti-
Surface Uincertain, -140 F tudes. If this nassumption is corect, it would also, at

to +85 F least in part, account for the increase of opening
Pressure, surface about 2.5 im. lIg shock with altitude. leinrich and Hank have dincussed

these aspects of porosity, and have also absow that

the apparent mans of a canopy variee with the porosity

SEC. 3 EFFECTIVE POROSITY OF TEXTILE of the drag-producing surface (Ref (4-27)). In view of
thin interaction of performance cbhrecterintics aud

MATERIALS porosity, studies were made in which the air flow

thrnogh woven and porous sheets wan meaured, and
Several studies indicat, that the opening-sbock of correlated with air density and pressure. Ile results

solid cloth canopies increases with altitude and the of thene efforts are presented below.

N.O~ YLON .... TOP i* TE-iM•E ST~IENTH -- ML-I.- •-1 -

..............- '

f -/tLL-C-Ntl TYPE I

10000-

I

le

D;;--RNTo A PRE .UR MIbl 42 1YEI

2ft

Fig. 4-14 NosibaL Poroaiey of Pemehna. CLoaA Maaeria•a Diffwalo Pmsress
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EFFECTIVE POROSITY C 2.U; . , • :"r'. l

'000 -1, -1 L,-0

WITH AP p!2

C- ... L /big. 41-17 lfiCr(oSCOpiC Picturesi of Four (;enerallv-
• '- I/s,,d Parachute (Cloth Materials

u Fig. 4-It shows a typical diagram of this nominalEFFECTIVE POROSITY AT SEA LEVEL C0 - porosity versus differential pressure for three common-

ly used parachute cloth materials.

For performance calculations, a dimensionless
Fig. 4-15 D)erivation of the Term Effective Porosity term is preferable, which would, for example. relate

the average velocity, U, through the porous surface
to the dynamic pressure of a fictitious velocity, V,.

3.1 Definition of Effective Porosity. Porosity, Fig. 4-15 schematically shows the cloth as a grid in
considered as air permeability, is conventionally free air flow. The velocity in the free stream is v*,

expressed as the volumetric flow rate of air per and its related dynamic pressure, 0.5 pv* , is assumed
unit of cloth area under a certain differential pressure. to be identical to the differential pressure; Ap, across

the cloth. The ratio iv, is called the effective
porosity. Fig. 4-16 shows the effective porosity of
the three parachute cloth materials of Fig 4-14.

"L i .. Considering the cloth as a porous screen leads

--0 to the idea of treating the flow through the cloth as a

MNIL..C-.020 Type III function of the ratio of the open to the solid area,
tond as a consequence, of the air resistance of the
"individual threads. If it were further assumed that
the threads or yarns are circular cylinders, one may'4 attempt to compute the air resistance of the woven

sheet from the viscous drag of the individual cylin-
. . - - ders. A number of investigations have been carried

> MIL°CJ021 Type I out in this manner (Ref (4-28), (4-29), (4-30)). hiow-
ever, the photographs of the four sample materialsU.. shown in Fig. 4-17 indicate that the assumption of a

uU simple geometry for the cloth can be an over-simpli-

.02 - - IL-C-.021 Type 11 fication. The results of a purely analytical treatmentof the drag problem could not encompass a large num-

-.. . ber of such very significant variables. Therefore, the
-E 0actual mass flow through the cloth has been measured;

0 40Dso 120 160 20012 240 280 the results of these experiments are reviewed below.
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE lb/ft Fig. 4-14 indicates that the mass flow through the

Fig. 4-16 Effective Porosity v's Differential Pressure cloth increases with the differential pressure. It may
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be isshum ed that this rehltiinthiip will be monotone fully developed turbulent flow. With the I lanium for-
until the critical pressure , differential, i i reached, at luhn (Olef (4.31))
which the velocity through the orifices hum resclhed Ap A P 2
the speed ,f mound, Nt thin point. io further increine (448) ,
in the differential prme mutie will iist increase the ,tir 1 1) 2

velocity. Thum, it appeair, to be adviimble to ntudy andp1
the flow with respect to the incompresnible andi coms- . .14
prensible flow regimen . (4-9) A 0.3164

If one first considern incompressible flow, it may
be ursumed that the air flown through the fine ori- the velocity is
fices of a relatively thick cloth nornewhot an through
a pis , "in which the motion is neither completely / - pI /, \4 7 7

lamIinar nor fully turbulent, Therefore, an analysis of (4-10) 1, -ý\0,36 r (Tp 3)-1

the two border cmses seems to be in order.

For fully developed laminar flow, Ilagen-Poineuille's Using v. ,- (2Ap p)l '2 and the ,subncript "zero" for
law with the following relationship would be appli. nse-level density, the effective poromitv, C, la) I)e
cable, written
(43) 128 p LQ

where CO (Ip) ) (J41

p - Vincosity: With pu - po and for the same differential pressure. for

L - Length of the tube; fully developed turbulent flow

Q - Flow ate; and

D) - Diameter of the tube. (412) C - COo 1 14

With Q - U 'rD2,4, the average velocity in the pipe The assumption of laminar or turbulent flow in the
may be written region of incompressibility leads to a relations.hip of

D)2 the form
(4-4) U - -p (4.13) C - CO an

If the Ilagen-Poineuille relationship is applicable, the
effective porosity may be presented as: Experiments should now establish the ,'lue of the

exponent n for various types of parachute material.

U D2 When the differential pressure, Ap, reaches or
(4-5) C . -. . -- exceeds the critical value, flow through the orifices

, 32 pL -2 becomes sonic. Added pressure will not cause an

increased flow velocity. At this point, effective
and specifically for sea-level density porosity will decline with added pressure. For transonic

and supersonic parachute operations, one should(4-6) C) tr . introduce, beside the density ratio p, the pressure

.) iF 0 32 . Vl 2 ratio Ap/Ap crit. If secondary effects are disregarded,
0 one may expect that Eq 4-13 will be true for the com-

pressible-flow regime. In the incompressible-flow re-
For the first approximation, one may set p - tlO, and gime, the value of n will probably be different.
the effective porosity for any altitude, with P/PO - 3
and with the same differential pressure, may be writ- 3.2 Measurements of Effective Porosity.
ten In view of the analysis above, the effective porosity

of four standard textile cloth materials was measured.
(4-7) C - CO p1/2 a"ig. 4-18 through 4-25 show their effective porosity C

as function of the density ratio, a, and the pressure

A similar analysis may be made for the assumption of ratio, Ap ' APcrit, respectively.
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Fig. 4-18 Effectiv Porosity vs Dencsiy Ratio (AIIL.C-70208, Type 1)

AP/APCEIT

S1.4

- Wm.YLON CLOTH
*VLXC73$US. TYPE I

MOM.L POR. - 130

0.20.4 0.5 DA 0.7 all 009110

Fig. 4-19 Effeccii e Porosity vs Demsity Ratio (NIL-C-7350R, Type 1)
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200-lb NYLON CLOTH

MIL.C.2081A, TYPE I

NOM. POU.-.

0.01'
0.1 0.2 0.3 OA 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Fig. 4-20 Affrrtiv4 . Porosity v's Density Ratio (If IL-C- 8021.4. Type 1)

0.3 AP/APCRIT,

0.0C22A TPEI

_ 0.10 -- i t -' ' -
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0 0.60 ---

00 1.0000 0 0 0 0 0 1c 1.30--
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-db,.-•''dl•NOM. POR. =60

0.011
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Fig. 4-21 E:ffectitve Porosity vs I)ensit, .atio (11I,-C-R021 4. Type II)
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Fig. 4-22 Ffferlive Porosity vs P'ressure IRatio IL.C-7020R, Type 1)

.136
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+ -. 20I
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Fig. 4-23 Eflective Porosity vs Pressure R~atio (111l,-C-7350H, Type 1)
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Fig, 4-25 Effectiv'e Porosity v's Pressure Ratio (•IIL-C-8021.4. Type II)
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Fig. 4-27 Effective Porosity of a Fire Screen vs Pressure Ratio
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L O I more elastic textile screens, hnd it nppeurs justifiable

.9 to conclude that, for the parachute cloth materials1 0.1 te nted, die elasticity in of second atry significance,

o . . 0.2 When the phenomenon which actually takes place is
V 0.2 analyzed, it may be said that Fig. 4-18 through 4-25

.l 0.1 •. reflect the influence of Reynolds an well as Viach

o6 0 0.4 number. For example, it can be seen that the effective
.6 -- 0. porosity versus a for pressure differentials Ap/Ap crit
3 .$0. between 0.1 and 0.4 is essentially the same. These

1 0 curves are related to the incompressible flow regime;
.4 V 0 0. the variation of the effective porosity is primarily a

A 0.9 lReynolds number effect. In the region of higher pres-
.3 -- - . sure differentials, in which Ap/Aplrit approaches or

exceeds unity, a certain change in the absolute value
.of the effective porosity as well as a change in slopes

.tIIv oC/&i and aCia (Ap/Apcrit) can be observed. This
.1 in understandable in view of .he fact that the Mach

number becomes generally more influential than the
.4 .6 .0 1.0 Reynolds number in the regime of compressible flow.

A P/A P, lFurthermore, it can be shown that the experimental
Fig. 4-28 Density Exponent vs Pressure Ratio for results ere in agreement with analytical predictions,

WIL-C-7020B, Type I, 40 lb/in. .vlon Cloth based on the assumption that the flow through the
orifices can be treated like sonic flow through con-

It may be pointed out that the density ratio is re- verging nozzles.
lated to the free-stream conditions downstream of the Fig. 4-18 through 4-25 indicate that, at present,
porous screen. Fig. 4.26 and 4-27 are similar record- only a limited amount of data is available. hlowever,
ings of effective porosity for a wire screen with a the change of effective porosity is by its nature pri-
nominal porosity of the order of magnitude of the marily important at higher altitudes, represented by
cloth porosities. (The wire screen has been incor- lower values of a. Therefore, it may be acceptable at
porated in the study because the textile screens may this time to consider merely the effective porosities
change their geometry under the pressure loading; thus, related to values of a < 0.5. With this restriction, the
their porosity reflects not only Reynolds and Mach slope, 8C/&o versus Ap/Ap crit' has been extracted
number effect., but also the unknown consequences from Fig. 4-18 through 4-21 and is presented in Fig.
of the elasticity of the cloth.) As can be seen, the 4-28 through 4-31. It can be seen that the flow
wire screen shows the same characteristics as the throughthe cloth varies significantly with thepreseure

.6 1

*0 a- 0.1

._A a - 0.2

V a - 0.3

. 0 a - 0.4

a ci 0.5
Sa - 0.6

.3_ a_ __ 0.7

a 0.3

o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
A P/A P,,

Fig. 4-29 Density Exponent vs Pressure Ratio for 4V1L-C-750R. Type' 1, 90 lb/in. Velon Cloth
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A n~ - 0.2

.6- -
a 

-- - V 0.3

0 a - 0.4

- -- - -- -- - - - - a -0.5

U .2''.4 6e .8 1 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.'0

F'ig. 1- 1) IPensitv Ev~orient ,.s Pres..sure Rat~io fr 1tIL-C-a(121 1. ivpe'I 200) Ai in. NVIon Owlo'

differential. tional speed is v's a .265. 1037, - 0.2%6; from NACA

in sumnmary, thin investigation show~s that the effec- Rleport 1135 Olef (4-40)). (for Mlach No. 0.256) p/p, L

tive porosity of woven sheets decreases with decreas- 0.955. Conseluently the total pressure amounts to

ing density or increasing pressure ratios. Fig. 4-18 p.-1018.3 pool.

through 4-25 cap. provide a direct reading of the effec- 'je prssr differential (Ap) is pt- p - 1018.3

tive porosity for specific conditions. Fig. 4-28 through poof - 972.5 psf -45.8 paf. T he critical pressure ratio

4-31, in connection with lEq 4-13, permits the calcu- is p 'pt 0.-5283 or Pt crit - 972.5, 0.5283 a18410.8

lation of the effective porosity. C. if the related po- Psf. The n, for this Altitude,. the (ritictill pressure dif-

rosity wider sea level conditions. Co, is known. ferential ApTi, 18410.8 - 9712.5 - 868.3 prsf. With
these fig-ores the pressure ratio at which the inflation

3.3 Samople Calculation. Tlhe cnlculntion of begins is Ap A' Trit - 4-.8 868.3 .ý 0.0527. Assum-

the opening shock of a solid cloth canopy that inflates igteda-rdcn ufc fteprcuecnp

at 2.00 ftalttud ata seed t'~ - 65 ps equres is made from cloth MIL1-C-7020, the effective porosity
knowledge of the effective porosity for the particular cnte eotie rn g -8 hsf~r hw

speed and altitude conditions given, an average curve for '%Pr Apcrit between 0.1 and

Standard atmosphere tables (Ref (4-0)) show (for 0.4. it may be assumed that for a pressure ratio lower

20,000-ft altitude) the density ratio a n- 0.533. the than 0.1 the same average curve would be valid. Trhus,

static pressure p - 972.5 paf, and the velocity of for a - 0.533 the value of !'he effective porosity is

sound a 1037 ft/'sec, The Maclh number for the opera- C 0.040. This figure should be used for the calcu-

.4*- 0.1 Ua 0.6

Ao -0.2 0 a -0.7

.3 a -=0.3 V a -0.$

0 a -
0 . 4  

a ( -0.9

!ft-. 0.5

Fig. 4-31 Density Exponent tvs P'ressure Ratio for iIllI.-C-fl021 I , A'pe 1/, 700 1h, in. NIon Cloeil
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I uti 1411of tii le ) opnin so c i tk. and osii i fi r vni d 4141'ru- 6000
tilions conce-rni ng IIC stabi lity fulad the. driog of t he SNATCH, FORCEI
canoapy at ithat altitude. r--OEI HCAnothle r m ethiod which o ' ,, v be te t) OPENING SHOC400
desired result involves callculut ing tile effective
porosity fronm Fq 4-13. using ant is-value fromi Fig. 41-28
through' 4-31. .. 00-

SEC. 4 SNATCH FORCE 0 .51 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

All deployments of Ira; ling aterofIynnainiacdlecelerators TIME (SECONDS)
create a force known an -snaatch force"' which arises Fig. 4-32 Forrs u 1% ani' It i/i th )pe*nint, of is %tand-
froml the differential deceleration rates of the suis- oral 28 -ft (azrwui, fit 261) knouts
pendled load and thle deploysing decelerator. Ilhe raipid
deceleration of the dlecelerator, in relation to the
relatively slow deceleration of thle suspendIed load,
createn a sizable differential veloc-ity which mlust be 6000
reducedl to zero. S'natch force is defined ao& that force SNATCH FORC ~~ ~
imposed upon the suspended load by tile decelerator OEIG C
to accelerate the iallas of the detceleraltlr from its '0 4000 -

velocity at line extension inot stretch) to) the velocity
of the suspended load.

Fortunately, in the case of pauraichute operation,
snatcha forces are imposed ait completion of suspen- 2000
nion-line deployment, prior to actual inflaition of the F.
canopy. Th'lus, snatch force and] opening-shock (Sec, 5) 0 . . . . .are not additive forces; rather, oine follows closely TM SCNSafter the other. (See Fig. 4-32 and 4.33.) At low~ speeds TM SCNS
with present canopy designs and deployment methods. Fig. 4-3 irr,. r% a i~in in the ()perain~ of a Stand-
snatch forces do not exceed opening-shock valuem. ojra 28-ft ( varopi citi- Reefing. Rings, at
Aith low-shock canopies now in u-4e or under design. 2601) ta'ots
however, it is felt that the limnitinag factor oat futuare
parachute operation will be the snatch force. if hmeans system altered the canopay to a low-shock design.
for its reduction are not provided for in the design ofth(' Since snatch force is the greater here, it must receive
parachute system. Opening-shock~s can he' redlu ced priamary considleration.
considerably by special reefing, venting, collapsing.
or sajuidding canopiy designs. Snatch forces, however. 4.1 Derivation of Energy Equation. Trrailing
can be reduced only by controlledl deployment (a very aaerodynamiL dleceleration de~itcs, mucia as canopies,
difficult process if the deployment system must be asmsumne a relative velocity w~ith respect to the primary
usable over a large range of speedI), by reduction of body in the process of drifting lift of that body into
parachute weight, by reduction of uninflated-canopy their final position. Upon drifting aft a distance equul
drag-area, and by reduction in pilot-chute airag-area. to length of tile unstretched suspension-lines (L ! ~)
The latter two characteristics have a larger effect on (Fig. 4-34). the dhifferential velocity between the pri-
proper deployment and opening, and cannot be reduced mary and secondary bodies is ait its maximum. After
beyond a certain limit without adverse results on de- reaching I.,. tile lines aire stretched Lma,a, the secon-
ployment and reliability. dary body is aaccelerauted to tile mutuaul speed of the pri-

Fig. 4-32 shows a record of force versus time in mary and secondary bodies, and the di fferential velocity
the opening of a standard flalt circular 28-ft (diameter becomes zero. 'rhe inertia force, a consequence of
canopy at 260 knots. Snatch force and opening shock this acceleration, is called snatch force.
are indicated. Fig. 4-33 is a record of force versus T1he energy transmittedl to the primary body upon
time in the opening of the same type of canopy with full line-extensioai is
skirt reefing, at 260 knots. Here the snatch force ex--.
ceeds the opening-shock consideruahly; tiae reefing (4-14) AR E 1 2 mn C 2 1 2 (rl D II2.1 3 (rel))
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Fig. 4-34 Representation of Length of Suspension Lines Behind Primary Blody

where from the force-elongation curves of the various sus-
pension line materials. Ihowever, if the force-elonga-

me - Mass of canopy cloth area and suspen- tion curve cannot be expressed in an equation, or if
sion lines across the cloth area; such a curve is not available, a first approximation of
Velocity of secondary body relative to linearity may be assumed. The following equation mayVii, 2 (rel) = eoiyo eodr oyrltv o then be written
that of the primary body at time I - t2;

and (4-17) p--•.

P,1,3 (ret)- Velocity of secondary body relative to
that of the primary body at time t - 13. where

Relative velocities are used in the equation instead Z - Number of suspension lines;
of actual velocities, because the distance through
which the snatch force acts is measured relative to P' - Breaking strength of suspension lines, Ib;
the primary body; thus, the velocities during this time " - Percent elongation ofsuspension lines at P';
must also be measured relative to the primary body. 4.- Flongation of suspension lines, per cent.
Substituting, since F II, 3 (ret) - 0,

From

(4-15) AE - 1/2 #mc V2
11, 2 (rel) (4-18) Lmax " Ls + AL = Ls+ ls

If no special shock-absorbers are installed, the
force must be transmitted through the suspension It follows that
lines. Being elastic, the lines extend and transmit a
tractive force on the drag-producing surface and the (4-19) dL - Lsd
suspended load. Thus,

and kinetic energy may be expressed as
Lmax ZP"df

)f P dL (4-20) AE - L, -.(4.16)ý AE PAf

Ls which, after integration, becomes

where (4-21) E -(0/2) L8  ._" f 2 + C

P - Momentarytractive force in the suspension lines,
1b; and From the initial conditions, when E - 0, AE 0 0, it

L - Elongation of suspension lines, ft. follows that C! - 0 and the kinetic energy amounts to

In order to integrate the above equation, the force ZP"

(P) must be written as some function of the length (4-22) E 0 (1/2) L 2

(WA. It may be possible to obtain such an equation
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or which instant the lime wre stright but not stretched.

(4-23) i-A .F During this period, the parachute and the suapended
mans are retarded by their individual drag forces. It

' "is necessary to find the individual velocities of the

Substituting this value for einto parachute and the suspended masts t the end of the
time period of known length.

(4-24) ZP' If it in umumed thait the required time is negligible
P for the lines to stretch and snatch force to occur, the

el velocity of the system after snatch has occured in

given the .ome as the velocity at the beginning of inflation,

ZP' en v., used in the calculations for opening-time and

(. ) P -2 A ¶E -,P- opening-forces of an inflating canopy.

;7s L 4.2.1 EQIA'IIONS FORI V0ILXI'I'IY AT I)PIIY-

4MKNU iN1'114'11 fiN. If the effect of Igravity in neg-

Substituting for A •" from E! 4-I5 lected, the applicability of the equations derived in

limited to the case of horizontal or near-horizontal

(4-26) p 1, 2 (rel)" deployment. The equation of motion for a body whose

(4-2) P :e l •drag area is C ,S cam then he written as

In this form, the farce due to kinetic energy is now (4-27) - - - p.l C1,v 2

reduced to a fuaction of the differeatial speed; the

determination of thin speed is the next objective in Letting

the calculation of snatch force.

4.2 Dorivation of Velocity Equation. At the (4-2) J - s

time of release, both bodies have the smem actual

velocity vo. Upon separation, both bodies have the
sname actual velocity V. I = VII I vd. At the time then
L - L,. the actual velocities of tie puimary and secon- ( / 2

dary bodies amount to V1 2 and VI1 2 reapectively. (4-29) da
At the instant L - maxthe primary and secondary d

bodies have the same actual speed V 3 - VII 3 - us- Or
"The actual velocity, vs, is the ve'ocity at the in-

stant when the canopy is* just starting to inflate and (4-30) d -

match force has already occured. Th mathematical W2 -d

calculations for converting launching velocity, vo,

to the velocity at the beginning of inflation, v,, can lategrating lq 4.30

be divided into several distinct steps. I
If static-line deployment of the parachute is used, (4-31) 1- Is + CI

the time taken for the static-line to extend fully and V

initiate the separntion of the parachute from the ass- Cl is the coastantof integration. The initialcooditions
pendod -mea must first he known. During this period, ;re v - v. at a - 0 which gives
the suspended masw and prachute remain together and
are asamed to be retarded oly by the drag force (4-32) CI ..
genorated by the suspended maws. It is also assmed ho

that the launching vehicle maintains constant velocity

and level flight. When this time has been found, the Substituting Fq 4-32 into Kq 4.31,

velocity of the system at the instant the static-line I
is fully extended must be calculated, taking into ac- (4-33) -- t + I

count the effect of gravity. g

After separation of the parachute and suspended or
mmas is initiated, it in necessary to find the time for
the parachute and suspended mass to separate a dis- (4-34) O
tance equal to the length of the suspension lines, at 1vat + I
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~Ei 4.34 gives the veicccit% cit tiny time t. It is alsoe tion istirnglected (stince fot vettclo~city is mroiI I). the

true thati verti cal diistaence traveiedi clue to gcravity is ipjcrcx i-

dif auttely I 2 g 2 
1 , 'ihe toital dlisplacIement t of the. systemi

(4-35) 1, -d with respect tee tie lauchcceing vehicl(e (-in now he
di el~~~~eterminedicc from the- I 1vticcgcrecn Theorem.c

or )142 I. I~ C - h 1 2lOO

442 1, '1~ I I

it hits eqluationi gives it relaetionship aillowing the ile-

which wheen inctegractedive% termiinactioni of time q' ; however, is trialhind-rriir molu-

tioli is necemmctf'c (see Fig, 4-:35). After t1 bcce been

1.37) - In I vo' t) C elete riccired icy triali and error, the velocity cit the in-
J s~~tant tier 4tactit -line is ex~tendedl dcan be founed fromj

C 11 is cigilil tiect onistanct of integractionc whicch ct 1 -0 (4-13 I~ I'l I' -, ,I d

anid I -()give-s (:11 0.it , ' ,I

Ilience t.2.2 FtiAIAIONS VOil VH ACIl'Y AT SI'SPFKN -

SlO\ -INA.1 : Slt1<1(10:1:. B efore the ye lot itie% of
(1-38) ~ I H #- I v(1* c') tihe prificrc andi stet ondelc bccliv, can be determined,

it is ncessarycf tot find tihe timle reqjuired to extendt but

wher I s te dstace ravledIn he ods inei-i flot clrvtcic tihe hetlspermioin lines.

whneare ti~the lo cn rc''ldl~deIo nrt ti -n %Nsomic ng thaet it tacke-. t,) secondfls for the boehies tee

lineect ciccit iofl. iccrc e' I disitacnce 1,tric hecraeiflotcl di stancte tra-

It is fletesscrv to kneow the tince tacken tc extitend 6cici the icriciciwi licdiecc inc tirice to icc
the static-line b~efore the velocitv a Itmie' cacula~itedl.
Assume thcat it tak e s 11 seecondces fccr the stacti c line of
length LI to extend fu iiv. Thle helrizoitcc Idcistancre' (4-1 -O1 In U +1b 'A'd t2)
trcaveled by the coniposite mccss in this tircie is I

(41-39) - - In (1I + .1 t j where 2m;

'Ib

where~ iC' )bDracg acrea of suspended load,

In Maess eof primiacry bodyv (suspended

P 2*e-'icc loaed): aend

M14C %lccte of suispende cilou d pccclus (compulete pccrc- I'd I iV e-loct i, at static line ex tens ion

chutes .* strlie; or deployment velocity.

( C,)S)b IDracg acreca of un icerim he' v cmly cii.

1, Veoctv f aunhin vhice.Simcilcarly. die horizontail .disctance traveledl by the
Veloityof luncing ehile.secondary bodyv, or cacnopy, in time t.) is

'Rhe horizontal edistanfce trcavele inc c timce tj iiy theI
lcaunchcing vehicle is (15)c - - In (I +JI "d '2)

(4-40) '2 otl where

Atfter time, tI, the horizontal separation (distaince be- P~ -(/S

tween the launchcing vehicle andi mass mb is given c 2m
hiyC

(CB)S), Drag area of uninfIateci paracheute anti pilot
(4-41) 12- ~11 ~ - T In (0 + v1 t 1j) chcute. when applicable; and

Mc. - %loss of canopy, excluding suspension

If the drag of the composite body in dhe vertical direc- linies fromi canopy skirt to confluence point,
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and pilot chute when applicable. me I V -1.5 7
The separation between the bodies after time t2 is 9 32.2

( L, a a (1 +bvd'2) - 1 100 +I+dt2) mb4 RC - -

g

"Mahin gives a relatiomnship to determine S2, bat again P (CIS) b (IA98 10-3) (4)a trial-and-eeor solution must be employed (see Fig. /I - -5.778 - 0-4
4-36). Once '2 is known, the velocities of the primary 2 b + (2)(6.57)
and secondary bodies may be found.

Vd pb " jp " (1.88 , 10-3) (4)(447) V1,2 - Ibvd&2 + 1 (or the velocity of primary b - (2) (6.21) - 6.113 K 10
body)

Vd ic p (C&% . (1.898 x 10-3) (3) .-
(4-48) VII, 2 - Jcv--2 + (or the velocity of aecon- m- " ( - 7.975(010-7dary body) 2,, (2) (0.3.57)

It in mummed that the Lime taken for die suspension Ily one of the calculation sheet, Fig. 4-35, it in foundlimen to stretch and match force to occur in small, that t1 - 0.85 sec. IHence
no that deceleration of the primary body during thistime due to its drug force in small and cmn be neg- V "I 220lected. Therefore, 

11 Vogl + 1 1.1080

(4-9)a " -l, 2 198.6 fps
Having obtained vd, the velocity at static-line exten-4.2.3 FXAMPIJ OF SNATCHIR)RCE CAL CLA sion, the Next objective is to find t2, the time requiredTION. If it in masumed that the followiug coadi- for separation of primary and secondary bodies for thetiom exist, the nmatch force for those conditions cam distance La. Using calculation sheet [Fig. 4-36, t

he calculated: 0.49 sec. Hence

I- 200 Ib; 198.6
Ic - 11.5 lb (for parachute canopy); VI, 2 _- Z 0- = 187.5 fps - 3 . V'I,3

(CnS)b - 4 aq ft (for uspeanded load); Jbrtd'2,i 1.0594I
(Cl)S)€ - 3 aq ft (for uninflated parachute canopy); sad "d 198.6

Z - 28 nsapensiam lines; Ill2 i- - 111.8 fps
P" 550 Ib, breaking strength, auspension lines; i cVdt2 t 1.776
L - 22.8 ft, length of nuspension linen; VII,2(rel) ' VI,2 V11,2 187.5 -111.8 -75.7 fL1 - 15 It, satic-line length;

- 36.7% eloaption of nsupension linen (from Substitutig thin velocity in the kinetic-energy equation
load versus elonpption curve);

so - 130 knots imanching speed - 220 fps; (0 p V- ,2.
p 1.89I x 10-3 sluag/ft 3 (alt. 7500 ft) ( P2 71)/ (L,

thenSpecific values, after molution, are an follows: Pthe

- 5r- 2o -6.21
S 32.2 However, the match force in the suspension lines at
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I 114 is tilhe sun of the force produced by the change 2000
in kinetic energy plus the average drag force or ATCH FORCE

01I000 h f

where 2

(1-52) Fr. P (Ucis) [ TIME (SEC)

Fig. 4-37 Force vs.; Time of a 28-ft Flat Circular
which in thin example turns out to be Canopy (No Bag I)eployment)

F I- + (0.00180 m) (:) [l 11.8)2+ 197.5)2]

S(4) partially prior to line stretch must be eliminated.

2(X)7.8 lb (b) Control of inflation tendencies may be accom-
plished by use of a device known as a skirt hesitator,

Tlie precedingsample alchulutionpresents a method which restrict* the skirt of the canopy and prevents
for detenriiing the snatch force for a static-line de- canopy inflation until the completion of line snatch.
ployment s-,stem. asnd sho~s the calculation of the Tests show that hesitators have been succesdul at
timme elatpsedl during static-line estension. If the deployment speeds from 100 to 350 knots.
sniatch forct- is being c(alculited for a ysytem which (c) Decrease of the distance, L. (suspension-line

t-tilites automatic deployment. Ahere the time fronm length), will reduce snatch forces.

release to deployment initiation* is known. this step (d) Use of suspension lines with high elongation
is eliminated. However, if d s•stem is uleploved b% will decrease the peak force at snatch.
oe,. 1 f of it pilot chute, the weight mid drag aret of (e) Minimizing the canopy weight will reduce

the pilot chute must be added to the terlns T' and snatch force.
(C(pS)c, respectively. See Chapter 12. (f) Packing methods may also affect the develop-

T'he assumption that there is an averate drag-area ment of snatch forces. When the canopy of a parachute
of the unsnflated canopy is not always reliable be- in packed in a roll, rather than accordion folds, the

cause normal canopies can be partially inflated (lur- mass of the canopy is not fully effective at the snatch.
ing the period of line-stretch. The snatch force camn Only a fraction of the total mass is accelerated linear-

thus be increased by it significant amount. In prac- ly with the suspension lines as a portion of the mass

tice, the values of drag area mcusured will deviate unrolls. The remainder of the canopy begins its rotat-

considerably, both above and below the calculated ing action which distributes the total force over a
values, if an uncontrolled deployment is employed, longer time base, reducing peak forces considerably.
These possible errors in the assumption of averag*e
drag-area art reduced in magnitude when determining
the snatch force for a parachute syritem which utilizes 2 000
controlled deployment, using deployment bags, sleeves,
or other devices which restrict the inflation of the
canopy during deploynment. These systems yield more OPNING SHOCK
consistent and predictable values of the dra~g area, a tOOciNrur•i

4.3 Measures to Reduce Snatch Force. The 4
preceding discussion demonstrate% that snatch force "j

can be a significant factor for consideration in the
design of parachute systems. In order to limit or re- 0
duce developed snatch forces, several methods can TIME (SEC)
be employed:

(a) The drag area (CDS) of the uninflated canopy
and pilot chute, when applicable, must be reduced to Fig. 4-38 Force vs Time of a 28.ft Flat Circular
the minimum, and any tendency to inflate the canopy Canopy (Bag Deployment)
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Fxperinients have shown that the mniximnum snatch- steady drag generated by the canopy under the same

force is reduced by approximately 40 per r'ent if roll velocities conditions.

packing and deployment are used. Reduction of as When a canopy in deployed downstream of the pri-

inuch as 60 per cent has been accomplished by rolling miary body, it is initially in an uninflated, elongated

a portion of the suspension lines also. This hitter shape. The net gain of the air flow ng in and out of

method, however, is unreliable, the canopy alters the canopy's shape until the final

(g) Bag deployment can be used. Kxperiments with shape of full inflation is reached. During this process,

man-c•rrying parachutes have shown that very high a retarding force acts upon the load connected to the

and undesirable snatch forces can be obtained at de- canopy. The magnitude of this force is a function of

ployment speeds of 130 knots. A number of methods the time of canopy inflation, usually called canopy

for reducing this force were employed, but none was filling-time. Since the filling-time of canopies con-

as successful atspeeds up to 350 knots, an bag de- sidered operating under infinite-mass conditions is

pioyment. Fig. 4-37 and 4-38 show comparative force extremely short, by definition a velocity decay of the

(versus time) developed by a canopy with and without auspended load during canopy inflation will not occur.

bag deployment. It should be noted that the reconlings F'or canopy operations under finite.enass conditions.

are average and typical, and are not isolated examples. the canopy filling-time can be substantial, and through-
out the process of filling a retardirg force acts upon
the suspended load. Therefore, the determination of
the filling-time of a canopy is an essential part of

SEC. 5 FILLING-TIME AND OPENING-SHOCK the opening problem itself. The value of the filling-
tinme must be known or be determined fairly accurately

OF CANOPIES in order to calculate the resulting opening-shock:
otherwise, if the filling-time has to be guessed or

The detemmination of the filling-time and opening- assumed, the success of the conventional methods
shock of textile parachute canopies by mathematical depends upon the experience, related information, or
processes, based upon an analysis of the phyrical successful estimation by the parachute designer.
process of canopy opening, has not yet been solved

satisfactorily. Two different cases can be considered 5.1 Opening-Shock of Canopies Under Finite-
in the analysis of the dynamics of canopy opening. Moss Conditions. A number of methods for cal-
One, the "infinite mass" condition, stipulates that culation of the opening-shock of canopies have been
the velocity of the parachute-load configuration does developed that provide generally satisfactory results
not change appreciably during the period of canopy if the approximate filling-time of the canopy is known.
inflation, and can therefore be considered constant. Several authors (Ref (4-34). (4-,5), (4-36)) have pro-
The other case, the "finite mass" condition, stipu- posed strictly analytical methods for the calculation
lates that the velocity decay during the inflation is of filling time and opening force. Ilowever, with
substantial and must, therefore, be considered. In attempts to make these methods as perfect and logical
general practice, the "infinite mass" condition can be as possible, they have become cumbersome. Further-
assume(] to exist if the canopy dnrg loading (37 '').S) more, a number of essential parameters are presently
is larger than .30 paf. which means that the terminal either not available or not well defined. and it appears
velocity of the configuration at sea-level density will to be very difficult to obtain results with #n'. ,stis-
be greater than 150 fps. factory degree of accuracy. The consequence is that

&a second differentiation should be made for the these calculation methods have not checked out
calculation of opening-shock forces developed by against experimental results, and have not been re-
solid cloth textile parachute canopies and by canopies duced to practice. A newer attempt is represented in
with inherent geometric porosity when the calculation Ref (4-37), however, this method was developed speci-

is done under finite-mass conditions. In the develop- fically for canopies with inherent geometric porosity.
ment of opening-shock forces on solid cloth canopies, and so far has also not been reduced to general prac-
the effective porosity of the canopy cloth has been tice.
found to be a major factor and must be taken into 5.1,1 SOLID CIOTII 'rEXTIILA CANOPIES. A'\
consideration. new analytical method has been developed which

A much simpler approach can be taken in the cal- adopts the concept initially proposed in Ref (4434).
culation of opening-forces generated by canopies but includes one primary and simplifying assumption:
operating under infinite-mass conditions, since em- it is assumed that during the inflation process the
pirical values are known for various types of canopies drng area of the canopy increases with respect to
which relate the maximum force developed to the time in om linear mitinner, nind that this linearitv is
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Fig. 4-39 .hpe of Fully Iaflaed Canopy 2

determinate in the total filling-time. On the basis of 2 4

this assumption, i number of governing relationships
can be entoblished. An analytical method has been

devised which provides, with a reasonable amount of

effort, numerical values for the filliag-time as well as
giving a force-time relationship.

5.1.1.1 Filiim-Tiine. The time of inflation of n as
canopy depends upon the mama of air flowing into the

canopy and the amount of air which is lost through
the porous material of the canopy. The influx depends

upon the instantaneous relative velocity; the loas of

air depends on the differential pressure between both L Do ft
sides of the fabric. Consequently, the inflation ofthe

drag-producing surface becomes a matter of a mass
balance. The instantaneous velocity and the related

pressure-differential follow from the equation of mo-
tion based on Newton's Second Law. Therefore, it

may be said that the filling-time is a fuaction of the
mass balance and the equation of motion.

A drug force is associated with a canopy moving

through air, based on the shape of the canopy. This

drag is usually expressed in a form similar to other

aerodynamic farcefK, and is the product of the dynamic Fig. 4-40 Canopy Shape Daring Isflation

pressure of the fluid and the drag wrea of the canopy.

With the assumption that the drag area increasan

linearly with time during inflation, while the drag Considering only flat circular canopies with nominal
coefficient remains constant, a linear increase of diameteresD and considering the fully inflated canopy
projected c mopy area in obtained. Thu., the projected to be bemisajrical (Fig. 4-39), Dmax can be expressed
canopy area, Sp, can be expressed as

( DP2 (4455) - 200
(4-53) V- .. -&A ma -

4

The proportionality constant, k, is found from the With this relationship, Eq 4-54 becomes

condition Dp - Dmax when t - tp which gives D 2
(1-)) t - ~L

(4-54) k -f__
4 sf Substituting this into Eq 4-53 gives, for the projected
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Canopy area, (4 -59) d - n i
D 1, L +_o ý(4-57) 2 4

0.1 if

or for the projected canopy diameter Substituting Ie value of p from Eq 4.58 in Eq 4.59

canopy~an letting5) D

(4-58) p - 2 Do 1/2 (4260)
If ~fT

An idealized canopy shape during inflation was first given the value of the instantaneous mouth diameter,
proposed in Ref (4-34). It was assumed to consist of d. of the canopy as
a hemisphere of diameter Dp and a truncated cone
with lower base of diameter Dp and upper base of 2Do 2LsT1/2n
diameter d, as shown in Fig. 4-40. This assumption (4-61) d 1/2
is not actually precise, since the spherical and coni- f 2 Ls +Do - DO T 2

cal surfaces will join tangentially, which would make
the spherical portion slightly more than a hemisphere. Solid cloth canopies are constructed of porous fabrics
Thin slightdifference in neglected. Then, by similarity, which allow a certain portion of the air inflow to flow
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through the dra g-producihg surface. It in thei difference 1 ) 2

between the imass flow entering the maouth of tfie eanoliy (4-67) I' -

and the masNm flow through the drag-1iroduchig sur (t,. 'I

that cause fSilhe' tallo) li to inifl at e T his t11i1V bee ra. t21.. ~ \
presse~td iitaitheietit it111 WSi I' i - i 1  

-2j

(.4-62) nd Vill -' V

(.1.--) - 'ji. - -zp (p ') This equation repremsentN the basic working equattion
7 I for finding tfeil filling-time . Ir y expressing us is a

Since the inflation of the canopy requires relatively function of T' and integrating the right side from 7'.

littie tine, changes in hiitude during the period oa to 'i1f. and the left side from iF-0 to V I'max"a soMlu.

,'reni v' inflatitn arti negligible. C(ineequentiv. it can the fijiing-ti me can be itbtained.
br assumedthat t irdensiy n consttant. A further simplification of lVq 4-67 tan be obtained

Sa that the air density rein of parachute suspension
It is necessiary to express the inflow and outflow li Ibyes 11,s is equal the the nominal canopy dianeter,

velocitieN, 'in and V', as functions of the velocitv of Pin f, eul to 4-59
the hitd-ltara ihute ciifiguratif n. ri . At the beginning T ram 1< q 4-59
of the inflation process the inflow velaocity is nearly d D)
equal in magnitude to the free-atream velocity, where- (,1)68)
as after complete inflation, a stagnation point iN 1)0 (1o-

formed anal the inflow velocity is negligible. ms an "r 4

,dplr, iix i,a,,tti, i. it is a ssa tm e d tha t th e rati o, if in fl oen y
vhl'tit' tot fre'a stremaaa,.hlot it''ra s in r Vith the axpression fo1 i)p given by laq 4-58,v,:t11 ti',:,e, thas ,,ivinlv

(4.63) "in (4-69) Ir

"v - I - 7. 1)o0 3-7L2

'lhe n ow t'elhtitv through the drag-prodacing surface Since (l['q ,1-55)
is then assumed to be proportional to the inflow velo. 21)

city. (4-70) max -
This gives Ir

i 4_64) " C 'in Eq 4-69 can be rewritten as 1 2{,k6l) I - C"ind '2 TI

where C is the "effective pnrositv" of Ole ca'nopv (..71)x 3 - 7. 1 2

fiabric, defined as the r.itia of the outflow %elt'itit tif

the inflow velhtcity of the flow through a piorous fabric Fair simplicity, this expression can be approximated.
(see Sec. 3). Thus. for 'q .4-64 to hold. the flow velt- as shown in Fig. 4-41. by
city just inside the ,Irag-producing surface must be d
eajual to the inflow velocitv through the canopy mouth (4-72) - . 12 3

opening. /)max
liv substituting lVq 1-58, 4.61, 4.63, and 4-64 into

Fq 4-62 and di viding by ., or

dl (I2 . )T (4-73) d ", 2 273

(4 .6 5 ) 7t Fr

2 1, 1With this simplification, the basic working equation

21( f !) I) 'M 2 -2C] for finding the filling time, I r becomes

11 8 I7 ) d- ,) 2 1 7 -
'y maiking the substitution (4-74)dT __ I)o if I jtu - 7 24 3 -2C7 T

(4-66) dit , if dT Although the solution of the filling time for the in-

finite-mass case is relatively simple (see 5.2.1), a

Iq 4-65 becomes solution for the finite-mass case is much more com-
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plicated, and Newton'is Second l.w of Motion must be 21)o 21

used in the pro'ess. Newton's Seci'nd IL.aw stutes thait (,-78t I - - 7' - 3
al iunbialatnced force which it U I d on is rilules ia pr ( L.1t
rate ofl change in tlie inmonmentumn of the 1nid v equal to

the' unbailanlced forte'. It clan lie w ritten am
(4-75) ) ,i' #

This eqlulation is very coiplicated; i siimplificatiion

It should be pointed out thiit the filling-tiein and i'ynlietns o lUl pi i tropril ate 1lpprIiXi hiation is desira lih.

opening-shiock equatiollns are derived by neglecting since

the influence if gravity 'v, This restricts tilhe use iof 2 D)

these eqlu ationis to the case of horizontal or nearr- (4-7Q) IV

horizontal dephie Yinent. IHowever, the eujucatio ns tan be 3 t2

modified to talhlow calcltionhta iof the filling time land

opening-shock of it cainopV under verticial deplohyme'nt lq -1-78 (iial be rewritten as

conditiolns (sete {Chalpter 12). lit the case iif an inflating

caniopy¢. the force, F., is tile taeriiodyilnlic drium force. 8) r_ r 1
(i-76) 1F - 0. 5 p C./) S i 2,

ItI

iand the mass term, et.i includes the mass (if the sus-t(. 7, 'r) 2 + 1 2?

vended load. il g, the imass iof the air trapped inside 12 I 7
the drag-producing surface ouf the c.iuopy, m. na andt a
termia called apparent mass. ina, which results front the Tits equation is phi~ted in Hg. 4-42. A curve whidh
transfer of energy to the surrounding air by a body very closely approximates Fq .1-80, also shuwn in

moving through the air. The actual mias of the canopy Fig. 4-42. is given by

itself is neglected. I
(a) Included Ilass. The included mass is the (T-81) - 1.0 - -31)

mass of the air trapped within the drag-producing max 1.62

surface of the canopy and can lie expressed as mi - pl'.
"Assuiining an idealized ctuo'py shape during inflation F'ront which

(Fig. 4-40) and assuming L. - )o,. the volume enclosed 21o2 CT ("- 1.31)21

by the draig.produacing siirfatce is (,"-2) t' -- .'5 .6•3 F21.62 /
I - I i ,'II is l 'et rsrat

ie nsphlefe "frustran 'The included nmass is then

('-2tt (I83Ti 2p/),) (T0 -(i1.31)2)

(,L77a) 1 = ':, IT-: .. " 3) ,i .. . . /
0, t

_r)2 _ r ( ); 2 'he included mass may be an important item to be

;4 _4 considered in the opening-shock analysis, and in each
particular situation the effect of the included mass

or should be investigated to determine its significance.

r 3 rt l2 For example, the included mass at sea-level density

(4.77b) I' f- p + - for at fully inflated flat circular canopy with a nominal

12 diameter, 0I), of 28 ft is 114 lb; for a canopy with a
nominal diameter of 60 ft. the included mass is 1119 lb.

2 1)(2 W) lpruarent Vass. Dluring the inflation of a
'(I 2 -2 d 2 , 2  canopy, the flow pattern and the kinetic energy of the

412 o 0 P" D -d o 4air surrounding the canopy undergo extreme changes

due to the unsteadiness of motion and the changint;

shape of the canopy. This change of energy results in
Substituting Eq 4.58 and 4-69 into Fq 4-77 gives a force and is related to an increase in mass called
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Frig. 4-.42 Canopy Volume During Inflation

the "apparent" mass (Ref (4-24)). For regular solid were made that it remained constant, the canopy
bodies, such asspheres, in potential flow, the apparent would have an apparent mass equal to that of a fully
mass can be determined exactly. It is possible to ex- inflated canopy with a projected diameter equal to
press the apparent mass of solid bodies of revolution the projected diameter of the inflating canopy. It is,
as therefore, a reasonable assumption that the apparent

masa associated with intermediate inflated-canopy
(4-84) Ma K " ' R3p shapes is less than for the fully inflated canopy, and

where R - Radius of the body; and the approximation is made that the apparent-mass
coefficient. K , varies linearly with time during infla.

K' - Constant determined by the shape of the tion, reaching a maximum value of 0.25 at full infla-
body. tion. This is apparently the upper limit, and

For a solid sphere, K'-= 0.666; for a solid flat disk, (4-85) K' - 0.25T
K'- 0.849 (Ref (4-17)).

Heinrich (Ref (4-25)) attempted to determine experi- The apparent mass of a canopy can then be expressed
mentally the apparent mass of inflated canopies of as
various types and of different porosities. He found
that a value of K' - 0.25 gave a close approximation. (4-86) ma - 0.25 o R 3 p T
This coefficient apparently changes in value during
the period of inflation because, if the assumption with
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(, 7) 7'1/2 (4-95) rin 99. 1.• 10- 6 U l [1.71 -(T'- 1.31)2]
R ý _L - from Eq 4.83

2 N

and Eq 4.86 can be written an 4 60.075 . 10-6 Y) 52 front Eq 4-88

(4-88) m T 5 / 2  (4.97) d4im -198.2 0-6 Do 1 T3
4 4,2 di

Under the stated assumptions, the apparent maws of dI/r 3
the fully inflated canopy in equal in magnitude to 3/8 (4-go) -- -150.2 , 10-6 o._ 1-3/2di

of the included mass; therefore, it cannot be neglected. tf
(c) Total Mass. The total mass, M, which was(

defined an the sum of the suspended maNs, the in- (4.99) .1 C/)S .. "I (CPS)max 7'
cluded-air mass, and the apparent mans, can be ex-

pressed an W Eq 4.94 becomes

(4-89) m =-- + mi # ma (4-100) + 60.075 7"5/29 ~~g ( 1)')3 • 10 -6

Substituting Eq 4-83 and 4-8 into Eq 4-89: 2 /v
2 D3 T . 0 99.1 [17 (-131)2]1i -v

(4.90) m -- +jg (.03- -.62) it + f

[150.2 7.3/2 198.2 (T - 1.31)]

+D-. 3  T 5 / 2 T 118_9 (i-Dmax ( TC, 2

(d) Instantaneoas Velocity. With the expres.
aion for the total mass given, a solution of Eq 4.75 Bly rounding off the numerical coefficients and sub-

can be attempted. Substituting the expression for the atituting
total man@ (see Eq 4.89)

(49)i~ +n~n,(4-101) dt i f dT
(4-91) M ,, IF + mi + ma

W Eq 4-100 becomes
and the expression for the aerodynamic drag generated ( .106 5/2
(see Eq 4.76), (4-102) 23 + 3 +5 [1.71 -(T-1 .31)

(4-92) F - P CDS v2

dv3/2
into Eq 4-75 yields d7 + 5 v [3 T - 4 (T -1.31

(4-93) 1 [(! + ea+ Ma) Cnl v £ , 2  12,CSmx t  12
dt I g 12 j 2 - - _______ T

or D

(4-94) (! + + ma) dv + v (dmi_ + dM.) In an attempt to simplify this equation, the expressions
g adi d

(4-103) 3 T5/2 + 5 [1.71 - (T - 1.31)2]

= -.P CDSV2 and
2 n

By making the following substitutions (4-104) 3 T3/2 _ 4 (T - 1.31)
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Fig. 4-43 •pproximation of Terms in Equation of V1otion

tire plotted vtrsus I' in Fig. 4-43. From this plot it since this sum is a nearly linear function of time, the
can be seen that the first expression, which repre- constant value seems reasonable. Making these ap-
sents the sumi of the included and apparent masses. proximations., Eq 4-102 then becomes
is very nearly linear and can be approximated byh) I/ i 106 dv,

(4.107) 2j ~-* + 11.25 dt +Z.1

(4-105) 37"5 2 .5 [1.71 -((T- 1.31)2] _11,25T7' 20go3 +

The second expression also has a nearly constant 120 (CpS) 1axt[ Tt,2
value of Do3

(4-106) 3 T3/2 - 4 (T - 1.31) ,4.5
This equation represents the instantaneous velocity

Since this last expression represents the rate of change of the load-parachute configuration during inflation
of the sum of the included and apparent masses, and and is in an integrable form. Letting
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Wi . i06 lliii, if for tilt maim- operational altitude- one deter-

(4- l Oll 20 g a /)o iie s thie- fill inig- lime corresponad ing to one parti culiar

ii value of c.tlt- fillia g-tiair corremponding to tiny other
value- of 1'.. ('an eardly lie determinired from tie rela-

I_ MQ)) 12 ((IP)na 1f (4-112) 1~ f v., cnstanft

1~o ~ The following numerical process is recoimmended

to deermie th! filing ime or iy given came:
the -4ilht ion for tie instantaneous velovity. I. is. (1) Calculate the volume of air enclosed by the

fill lI v in fla ted can op d rig-prmid ucinrg surface,

I-i I ) 1 Max assumnin g it toi be( it perfect hecmi sphere:

+1 ~ 2 1) flet1.2 Ti # (4.1131) -0 2

11.25 * I(2) Calculate the correspoinding value of the effec-
j~ 2 r ti ve poirosity. C~ as outlined in 'ýct ion 3.

- (3) D~etermuine the veliocity at the beginning of

(e) tillinig- lu me I ajar'. Substituting into the canopy :nlimtion, t,,,, or calculate in accordance

biasic working equation for finding the filling time with method outlined in Section 4I

(lVq 4-7.) tie value of v given bý lVq .1-110, and writ- (4t) %ssumne u value of the filling time, t,.P which

ilig the resultant equation in integral form, the follo%- appears to be in the right order and calculate

ing exp)ression is obtained. from which the filling-time the value of the integrand

for the fillite-massH case can bie determined:
V I t 4-1141)

( l lf f(1 2  U% T) T 1) . 3 T (( t i. f l 0f- T) T ~ 2C T 0 -T ~i~

0 0BI'

2CT( ' II ~2(11.25)1- LL S) 0 L 1.25 T +*I1 In I ~ -.n
120..2 ,' 2

I ~~~I12T 1 .2l7.21 n 1.25T -

11 .25 T' I - I.5 I}

The right-hand expression camnnot be integrated for T varying from 0 to unity in intervals of

directly without maoking b~road assumptionsm and sine- 0..'l'his calculation can L'e miade conveniently
plifications. Therefore, to determine the filling-time on ia calculation sheet, ats shown in Fig. 4-44.
accurately, a numerical integration of the expression (5) Plot the value of the integrand obtained under
is necessary. Tlhis is further complicated by the fact (4)above versus 7'. and measure the area under

that the integrand contains tf. which necessitates the the curve with a planinieter. This area. which
use of at trial tend error solutetion, represents the right-hand side of lEq 4-ill is

From lKq 4-11II it call be seen that the value of the then compared with the integral on the left-hand
integral on the right-hand side rema~ins the same for side. which is equal to I'max' tile volume of the
different velocities at the beginning of inflation, if trapped or included air in the canopy drag-pro-
the product (it, St remains const:int and the effective dcluing surface obtained under (1). If the values
porosity, c, remains constant. T'he effective porosity tire equali or approximately equal, the assumed
actually varies slightly with v,', but since this varia- filling-time represents a satisfactory approxima-
tion is small, it will he neglected. With this assump- tion of the actual filling-time of the canopy
tion, the filling-time becomes inversely proportional under consideration.

to the velocity at the beginning of canopy inflation. (6) If the process under (5) does not s.how satisfac-
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tory &"emost, several values of 8 should be measured with a plaimenter. This area in found to
assumed and operations (4) aad (Sý repeated. repiresest 1320 ft3 and in significantly lower than the

(7) Compare again and if so satisfaction in reached, value of the included-air volume.
plot a carve showing the meanured areas oh- Step&6 Since the value of the istegand fownd for
tained in the preceding operatioas vierss the ~zassumed filling-time of 0.33 sec does not compare
assumed values of filling time. From this curve, favorably with the value for the included-air volume,
the particular value of £i for which the value of additionail filling time values of 0.36 and 0.39 sec
the curve equals the volume of the included alr arm chosen sand integraads for these filling times do-

May ho found. This value in the required filling- termised. All calculations are performed on the same
time. calculation sheet, Fig. 4-44. The calculated values

(Pl SampLe Calculation. T1he preceding nameri- fur the integrand are plotted in Fig. 4-45 and the area
cal calculation method is illustrated by the determine, under each individual curve derived. For a filling fime
tion of the filling time of a stasidard flat circular type of 0.36 see, an area value representing 1407 ft0 is
parachute canopy with a nominal diameter, Do., of 28 ft found,.s for 1~ 0.39 sec, a value representing
(Type C-.9). The following conditions apply: 1498 ft . It can b seem that the value for a filling

(1) Drag coefficient of the canopy: CD - 0.75 time of 0.39 sec compares favorahkly with the value
(2)~~~~~~~~ Drug urao h cnp:(,t'. 2  for the iacluded-air volume (1484 ft0.

(2) ragare of he anoy: (&%,, 'Step 7: In order to obtain an accurate filling-time
(3) Canopy material: 1.1 oz. Nylon cloth, MU-C- value. the derived urea-valses are plotted against

702G. Typo I filling time is Fig. 4-46, and the points connected.

(4) Weight of suspended load: F -200 pounds T1he corresponding filling-time, tsf, for an included-air
volume is determined from this relationship to be

(5) Velocity at beginning of canopy inflation: 0.39 sec.
"s 265 ps 5.1.1.2 (4caing-Skock. The force experienced

(6) Altitude at parachute inflation: by a parachute canopy during the opening process
A = 2D,000 ft can be found fbom Newton's Law

(7) Density ratio at 20,000-It altitude:
a-0o.533 (4-115) F d

Stop 1: Deternination of volume of air included in 9T

fully inflated canopy. The value of dv/dg can be found from Eq 4-107

.maz g ý (j) 44t 416 dv w (22.5 + BTv)
vmx- 3r 3(3.1)2 3(29.8)152 I ( 1) da 2 (A + 11.25?7)

Step 2:- Determination of effective cloth porosity. As defined in Fq 4-108 and 4-109, above,
Standard atmoophere taibles show the density ratio for
20,000-ft altitude to be a - 0.533. The pressure ratio F . 1o661DCS, t
at which canopy inflation begins is Ap/Apcrit -0.0527. (4-117) A - 2gt O
The effective porosity value for the specific canopy 00~a wdI 12 (Do~a 3
cloth wsed is found to be C 0.046, from Fig. 4-18.

SWe 3: D~etermination of velocity of load-parachute with
configuration at beginning of canopy inflation.(418 v d

Velocity given: va- 265fps FT =£~

Step 4: Assume filling time and calculate valvec of T1he force exerted upon the suspended weight during
integvand. the period of canopy filling amounts to:

Filling time assumed: if -0.33 sec Fa, 125+8)
Calculation of integrsad is performed with the aid of (4-119) P - 12. + I
calculation sheet, Fig. 4-44. i;- A + 11.25 TI

Step 5:- 7%ei calculated values for the integrand
are plotted veraus T in Fig. 445. A curve is drawn whore v in the instantaneous velocity given by Eq
through these points and the ware under the cumv 4-110.
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2600 1 - --- mass conditions has been the subject of several ex-
RE LATED To t13

IR I perimental efforts. Ilef (4-23) describes such a study

240- X,-EL DTO't 2  in which canopies of different types were investigated
,00 with respect to launching velocity and altitude. InRELATED T t view of the experimental i,,formation presented in

Ilef (4.23), a number of similar cases have been cal-
200 - ,l tculated using te methods described in the preceding

/ .... . lragrophs. A review of theme results indicutent that
160 favorable comparison exists for parachute canopies

- launched at low and moderate velocities at various
% .. altitudes. For velocities in excess of about 250 knots,

1200 the calculated forces are somewhat higher than the
mineasured values, and it appears that further research,

.=-~-f both in obtaining valid experimental data and in re-

goo - I fining the analytical calculation, is necessary.

In general, the theoretical approach yields values
for the filling time and opening-shock which are of

A L . the right order of magnitude. The principal trends of
the opening phenomena, such as a decrease in inflat.
ing parachute canopy filling time and consequent in-
crease in opening force with decreasing canopy cloth

.2 .4 .6 .0 1.0 permeability, incresaing altitude, and increasing
T velocity at the instant the canopy starts to inflate,

Fig. 4-45 Instantaneous [olume of the Canopy as a are well explained by the theory and are in agreement
Function of the Dimensionless Filling Time with experimental results. One situation makes a com.

parison very difficult: the experimental results avail-
able are all related to the launching velocity, although

It is not possible to find the maximum force (the the calculation of the filling times and opening forces
parachute opening-shock) directly from Eq 4-119. begins with the instantaneous velocity of the load-
Therefore, using the value of tf found by the analytical parachute configuration at the instant the canopy be-
method described in (f) above, the value of F is cal-
culated for T ranging from 0 to I in intervals of 0.1.
This calculation can be made on a calculation sheet
such as the one shown in Fig. 4-47. The history of.
force versus time of the canopy can then be plotted,
and the maximum force, or opening-shock, can be de---- - --0- /
termined.

(a) Sample Calculation. The opening-shock -

for the canopy for which the filling time was deter-
mined in (p), above, can now be calculated. 4- 0 -

Step I: Calculate the instantaneous parachute > I

force for various values of T, using the canopy filling
time of 0.386 sec calculated previously. The process
and results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 4-47. x 1400 - -

Step 2: Plot the calculated values for the instanse.

tImeous parachute force, F, versus opening time T. - -

Draw a smooth curve through the plotted points and
determine the maximum force value. For this sample 1350

calculation, the maximum force or opening-shock ex- - -

perienced by the canopy is 4720 lb, as shown by J
Fig. 4-48. 13h . - L 1-

0.33 0.36 0.39
5.1.1.3 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimen- FILLING TIME (tq) SEC

tal Resulta. The determination of opening time and Fig. 4-46 V vs tf, and the Determination of Proper
opening-shocL of conventional canopies under finite- Filling Time (see Fig. 4-42)
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1T000 operating at altitudes between soa level and 80,000
OPENWING SOKft have been compiled (Ref (4.39)), resulting in thme

JIMcurves shown in Fig. 4-49. TIhis graph represents thme
- - - - - - ratio of the filling time to diameter ratio (*f 1 )an a

J`0 function of the inktantaneous velocity, v.. at the be.
4; ginning of canopy inflation. Tfhree curven have been

-300- -- plotted: a so-coiled "deuign" carve, a "performance"
IL curve. and a "mean" curve. which represents the ex-

jis the geometric porosity Ul~o e casopy. Ile "design"

- % s sad "Perfomrmance" curve. shown establish an opera-
tional beand which illustrates poasible variations from

10% -- - - - the "Meam" empirical curve.
- -- - - - - -The inverse variatiom with velocity expreased by

the carves in consistent with the simplest theoretical

0. O- U 0.1 -0 - acltion of filling time as a funaction of velocity.
OPENING TIME. T. th Such coaniderations further indicate that the filling

Fig. 4-8Vo~es of Asm Perachae Force and Deter- time of a canopy would be essestially independent of
minaaion of sh pnn-hc air density ans long as the orifice coefficient of the

material in independent of Reynolds numbler. An was
shown is Section 3, such a dependency existst in the

gins to inflate. Is view of the uncertainty which nec- cane of solid cloth materials; however, in the cawe of
esamrily euists in the calculation of this inaantseos ribbon grids it appears that thin dependency is reln-
velocity frem lasuch velocity, pm-ticeulauy if a us. tively osmall. It can be reasoned that an the sit density
tamble body is used as the suspended load, one amat decreases, i.e., as the altitude of canopy operation

consider the comparison between experimental and iscrenmsen the fining time eventually Must incrense,
analytical results an not completely satisfactory. since under each conditions the inertia of the canopy

In general, however, it appears that the method is extending from a folded conditiom to fllU inflation
in a workable one. It most also be remembered that would become significant. The correlation of data.
the analytical approach yields averag rather than neglecting entirely mny density variation, appears
peak opening-shock values, and that two basic insuimp- satisfactory when the inherent variability of filling
tione were made in developing th analytical approach, is considered. It meet he concleded that the effect
the validity of which may not he borne oat by results of density ratio on filling time far canopies with
of continuing research: (1) that the ding &rea of the geometric porosity is small. Data obtained during
inflating canopy increases linearly with time, and testing at higher altitudes indicate nome correlation
(2) that the inflow velocity of the air at the canopy, with the fifth root of the density ratio.
month opening decrease@ linearly with time. It is Until additional and more accurste data are obtained
anticipatedthat further research efforts in these we" on canopy filling-time, the relationship shows in
will refine the analytical approach, leading to a more Fig. 4-49 reproeneta a satisfactory approach. To anti-
exact agreement of results. Until these remisut are cipate possible variations from the "mean" curve
available, the present method is suggested m; a work- due to vmriatioma in parachute pack-configaration,
ing concept; its result. should be checked with ex- packing techniques, and inflation, which wre difficult
perimental evidence whenever possible. to control, design load* should be based on shorter

5.1.2 CANOPIES WITH INHERE.NT CGAIXMEIC inflation times and performance estimates should be
POROSITY. A strictly analytical approach to the based on the larger values.
calculation of filling times and maximum opening S. 1.2.2 Opening-.Shock. Ile force experienced
forces experienced in the operation of canopies with by the canopy can be found by the name method an
inherent geometric porosity, such as ribbon and ring- presented in 5.1.1.2 above, once the filling time of
slot canopies, hasnost an yet been developed. There- the canopy has been determined.
fore, empirical valuso have been compiled and analysed 5.2 OpeehsgSheck of Cumepes Unde Infinltt-
to determine the filling time, which can bne considered Neow Cenditioes. The analysis of the dynamics
acceptable for purposes of caonop design and perlor- of parachute canopy opening for operations under
mtance prediction. infinite-maom conditions - that is, under conditions

5.1.2. 1 Ming Terne. Measred filt .ng-itiwe where the canopy drag-loading under sea-level ter-
values for canopies with inherent geometric porosity nmial-velocity conditions is larger than 30pef-is not
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as complicated as for the finite-mama condition, mince
the velocity during the period of canopy opening does (4-t22) V 2D°3

not change significantly. max 3

5.2.1 FILLING TIME. In order to determine the
filling time of canopies operating under infinite-mama the final expression for the filling time is obtained an
conditions, the distinction between the two canopy 2D,
types, canopies constructed of solid cloth material (4.123) 9 9
and canopies with inherent geometric porosity, must -f 3Xug(1-0
again be made.3

5.2.1.1 Solid Cloth Canopies. To determine the
filling time of solid cloth canopies, the basic working Knowing the nominal canopy diameter, Do, the effec-
equation tive porosity value, C, and the velocity at beginning

2 of canopy inflation, v., the filling time, 8ý can be
D410 dV Do ~ ~3 calculated directly.

tf 1 / - 5.2.1.2 CANOPIES WITH INHERENT GEOMETRIC

POROSITY. Empirical values are used to determine
can be directly integrated with v constant and equal the filling time of canopies with geometric porosity.
to vS, the velocity at the beginning of inflation. Put- Working curves are presented in Fig. 4-50 which
ting the above equation in integral form, yield satisfactory values for the filling time of para-

chutc canopies with inherent geometric porosity under

(4-121) f Do2Va IO4/3(l infinite mass operating conditions.
_T) - 2CT Q- dT 5.2.2 OPENING-SHOCK. The maximum force ex-

jI(1perienced by the canopy can be obtained from the
0 filling time by the same method presented in 5.1.1.2
Vmax above. However, if only the opening shock is required

fdV knowledge, the calculation of the maximum force of

canopies for the infinite-mass cane can be very much
Performing the integration and substituting simplified if based upon experimental values.
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is a constant for a specific canopy type and has been
found not to change with altitude of operation. For

and if X isi an amplification factor denoting the rein- higher transonic and supersonic canopy depaoyment
tionship between maximum opening force, Fo, and the some downward variation in N-factor may be expected,
constant drag force, Fr. expressed as due to Mach-number effects upon canopy operation.

Tlypical N-factor values for specific canopy types

(4-125) X are:

C(a) Solid cloth, flat circular: X 2.0

then the maximum opening shock or opening force Is Wb Solid cloth, extended-skirt: x ~ 1.8g
Wc Solid cloth, guide-surface (ribbed): X L 1.1
Wd Solid cloth, guide-surface (ribless): V'Ž 1.4

(4-126) Fo (Cps)" q, (e) Solid cloth, personnel guide-surface: X' 1.2
0 M f Ribbon. x 1.1

(g) H'ingslot: .V , 1.0's
where X is it di iensi on less; factor, the value of which (h Shaped gore and conical: V somewhat lower
has been established rxperimiientallv for vario~us types thaon for comparableI
of canopies. I fliopV designs.
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SEC. 6 AERODYNAMIC DRAG fabiit with conii e-asjl~ble air I1ferit'ibilit ' o r is con.
st rat ted out of mptacetd ribhbonH-gri us. Secondi. the it ir Ii w

6. 1 Introduction. Allein at body mon. , alongd I pat I I rri airounrd iou ve1i t ion ally shaii ide citnojiem es -

s~traigiit line tat it iuaifa'rin vtliaiitv tharoughi it fluid tat tisiatily not stabaha. anid vanapý tleacetit is accordlingly

rest. it forte is exerted lin it iii it directatio oppomletat oascillattinig, glidinig. spirail. or any comiibiniation of
it, that of theit' iotiaan of thet laodli This force it, (idled~ theme.e For theme reaisonls, vtislid throra'tarual iappro~acirs

resis~tanuce r odaK f tit,- lodl for the caltuliitioii tf the drag of textile cianopies hatve

liThe dlrag, thlen, is *tt ar. 'rod.d y atidun i forc e whii ch it its ve't nott been ei 'staibliishe d. alithiougha at n umbetr of III-

defined bay the eqalition jart agahe K hiave lhero tailvaincetd a II f ( 1- 41) thirou gh
2(4t- n:)). TIheirefoare, dirag coe*fficients for viarious canlhlal

(.- 1 27, 1) (1 2) pri* (.)s tylpes hauve beten exptvriuuitntalhs derived. eithetr dluring
Ctaptive toexts (winti tunnel aor racket sled) -ir free-flihilt

l~hiert' Dlhlsitv oif that filuid; ttents (free dirop oir miiissilIe).

I. elcis,(i tlt mvig od..6.2.1 l'ANGENTl'AI .-l'OI(:K (:OHll(IENTlS OiV
a' tit' naviug lalulCANOlVl KS. 'The tangent forte. 7'. is the force tact-

-- lie ft.ree iiit.rt'ua of thar batuty; and ing taloang the centerline tar taxis a4 f sviiiiaetry oif it canopy.

C:,I)Draig ctoefficient itf the boudy based on It also represet'lts the aerody'nami c- drug generated by
reference arit CaU11py at an aingle of attack a - 0. The tuang~ential-

Ell 4.127 is us~ed in calculating the total aerodyna- force coefficients, (:I. presented in Fig. 1--i through

inic-drag force generated by canopies operating in th .4-5() are calculated froam teat dauta obtaiine'd tai model

subsonic, transonic. and supersonic supeedi regitnies At tcanopie.s in at witid tutnnel (l~ef (4.27)) emnploying the
tconventtionatl aerodynamtc relatioanship. where

sainie speted s and .tibovte thle impaatc t jaremsutrt' at thle

staigniation point of a botdy the vailue oif (1 2) p r2 is (12)C 1  7'
greater. tlutt tta comnpressibi lity If the fluid. Iluawever, q q',
fluiti-lduI-na'ic cuaefficientitt (in tihis tite, drag t'tefficient

CI)are still basied on free-streami dynlamic pressure
w~hic hd erte reparesenats the miomientunm of the fluid flow where 7' -Tangential force;
(ilef (4-29)). q -' Dynamic pressure; and

I' ar cainopuies. except for tue ribbed tint ribless SOP-Reference area of the canopy.

1gui de-surface cuanoapies, the reference tarea ix the
noniiiuil cuanopy area, 1;o which in the equivalent of The drag coefficient. Q) . is represented by the
tilt, totatl tarea oif the sutrfacte Lhat produces drag iot'liin- tangential-force coefficient"' C7, at an angle of
ing the. vent area (soy , 0.01 So) and the iareal not coy- attack a -0. T'he tangential-force'kIAefficient of a par-
ert'd by ribbons or cloth in canopies with geomietric ticular canopy is generally somewhat larger when de-
purarality. Th'Ie canopy ditinacter cuorresponding to this termizued in a wind tunnel than that determined by
reference area is the nomlinal dliaiieter, Po~. For ribbed full-size drop test. This discrepancy between wind-
tiIIt 1 ribless gitide-siarface canopies. the reference area tunnel and full-size drop-test results may arise par-
is the pirojected canopya area,. Sp 'lhe canopy diameter tilyfrom the fact that during wind-tunnel tests all
associated with the projected canopy area is the pro- conditions are known, and the canopy aiodels may also
;ected diameter. 1) ph' or theme canopies, the projected be partially or fully restrained, whereas in free drop-
nliauiieter is equivalent to the ctonstructed canopy dia- test, uncontrolled conditions may exist. For practical
meter, I) '['he canopy drag coefficient. Cp0, is related applications, average drag-coefficient values listed in
to the reference area, So,. whereas with the reference Chapter 3 should be. utilized for design calculations.

area Sp th dra coffiien, CIp, n ued,6.2.2 EFFECTS OF CLOTH PERMFABILITY. Test
6.2 Aerodynamic Drag of Conopies. F~or ainy results obtained on model canopies (Ref (4-27)) indi-

solid boily motving steadily through a fluid, drag is cate a variation of the stable angle of attack, and
generated by changing the motnenturn oaf the fluid therefore the tangential force coefficient, with the
through which the body passes. In parnchuite canopies, permeability or effective porosity of the drag-prodatc-
however, the generation of taerotdynamic drug differs ing surface. This is true for all canopy types, al-
front thait generated by these solid bodies in two rem- though chonges in the effective porosity of ribbon
pects. F'irst. the thrag-produtting surface is porous and and ring-slot canopies have a much smaller effect
permeaible to the air streamaing against it, since the than the changes for solid cloth canopies, at least in
drag-producing surface is usually omade aif cloth or the region of incompressible flow.
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Fig. ,4-60it. 1) and (' present the tangent-force coef. ('luted with a general decrease of the tangential-force
ficients. C(/,, for three types of solid cloth canopies: coefficietit at the stable angle of attack, as is evident
the flat circular, the personnel guide-surface, and the from Fig. 4-61. If the effective porosity of the cloth of

10 per cent extended-skirt types. Models fabricated of the drag-producing surface for all three types of cano-
cloth with cloth permeability values ranging between pies is high enough to cause static stability at zero
0 and 275 cu ft per sq ft min were tested. An increase angle of attack, the tangent-force coefficient of the
in cloth permeability or effective porosity is asso- three quite different types of canopies assumes ap-
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- -T 0.60 -- (See- Fig. 4-.6c for Symbols. )

.30 .20 .10 0 10 20 30 40 so
a - DEGREES

Fig. 4-60a Tangent Force Coefficient vs Ingle of ttack of [arious Canopies - Circular Flau

proximately the name value. porosity. It can be assumed that the increasing trend
Fig. 4.62. shows the change in drag coefficient, in drag coefficient for this type of canopy is caused

Cl)olp - C7'o a O with effective porosity of the drag- by the considerable change in inflated canopy shape

producing surface. In the case of the flat circular. that is caused by permeahilities of die cloth used in

personnel guide-surface, and 10 per cent extended- construction.

skirt canopies, a general trend of decreasing drag- 6.3 The Descending Canopy. An pointed out
coefficient with increasing effective-porosity is evi- above, the flow pattern around conventionally shaped
dent. In contrast, the drag-coefficient values for the parachute canopies is usually unstable and the des-
riblesa guide-surface canopy, also plotted in Fig. 4-62, cent of the canopy is accordingly oscillating, gliding,
show a pronounced increase with increasing effective- spiral, or any combination of these. These descent

W-0.4

CT

-- - - -. (See Fig. 4-60c for Symbols.)

.30 .. 10 0 10 1.0 30 40 so

a - DEGREES

Fig. 4-60b Tangent Force Coefficient vs Angle of Attack of Various Canopies - 10% ExtendedSkirt
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Fig. 4-63 (General Equilihrium (Conditions ANGLE OF THE STABLE POSITION

The angle of attack at which a particular canopy

shows the effective drag coefficient. (:!)o (eft)' versus is atat which apt icla canopy

rate of descent for a flat circular solid cloth (C-9) is statically stable varies between 0 deg and 45

canopy, with ratio of total weight to cloth area (W7 S, deg and depends upon type and the air permeability

is constant) as p taraeter. or effective porosity of the drag-producing surface.

The variation in effective drag-coefficient could he Therefore. the wide variation in the effective drag of

explained if this canopy had several stable positions canopies cannot be explained through static stability

orif the drag and lift coefficients of this canopy varied alone; the unsteady motions of a canopy in free des-

for the same angle of attack. However, the results of cent must be considered also.

wind-tunnel tests show that conventional canopies 6.3.1 T'HEl( GLllIN( PAhACIIITF •CANOPY. For

have only one statically mtable position (Sec. 11). a steady glide of a canopy, the effective drag is mere-
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OdItll lis0ta a it-ola ' l*d glide (la C n ideii ng t hat t hemae
lI W11111jhiororuaaarjietateal klots% ir per~ia goares tat increanse

1.T- CONSY. Ilo-. gule' raritge' tlaeneeetjaifae-te VaItelole mhaw good
ligritvo'irl't . I- rial thii Is mopilari Ham, it aHII lie conc~luded

~ ~iA~ I Ilot tiet' high eitalues of effective-lraag coetfficient in
1.2 ~~ lig. 4-64 jare re~latetd to glidliiig camnepies.K' ~ b \ 63.2 TIRi: OSCLLJATIlNG P All *~~ui<CANOVV.

-. - lIn gena'riel, tai asicihlleting or coniing talflpji aidjusts
i j \ \ \ -f itseilto the somea tinagle' f[ attacuk sla that'gliding canopuy;

00 howelaa ~ver, the zont's of melooartat iotn anud alttatchmeni t of
U 0i AVERAGE the itirfltaw on ties lrtag-jtraeauc ilg surface tare nott

ila'ltssajrilsV tlle someta, biecatuse' elf he transvaevarse oriatirtn
o t(f ther caanopyi with rempect ta, theat' irflow. Tlherefore,

0.6 is v \------- arVinat ioni of the a'c rodtivriamic1 cioeffi cients, depend-
FLAT CIRCULAR TYPE CANOPY in lg oan thle gliding air osc~aillaating moation aIf the canopy.
De 28 F T (C.9) it4 the- loagictal conseqluence. l'.xjeriiieataal test results

- - ta~~~~r conitnga (taitijllt' h aave it lower effectk'.e drag coeffi-
10 20 30 a aitIl. otr e'ffectiv~e dlrag. thlane the stallet catnopy under

RATE OF DESCENT (FT/SEQh gliding coanditionas.

lit theorv the conditions under which a patrticular
Fl.Ig -fI I ariration~ (f Ow, Crfat' tffaita It~ I ff'tti t"'. c~anotjt will glide' or oscillIate tire governed primarily

I)ragt, C % 5l'jl,' . ~ Ritf (If~ b%,l its thnanamic statba its, chatracteristi cs. In actual
o~svi "ef WO raictice'. howa~ever. it is' well kniown that the same

le. -a fint titan of thac tangent force, 1'. aned flt- taincgle of caan~lauv ittam glidle ainder conditionsm af low canopy-
thle st~able- poasitioan. a tuable Vig. .16.1). 'iThe free'. lo~adinsg il9 ((.,)Ži ) ) teid will istraill *sdescend with

moigcooyasasrna s tais tingle atf altti;¶k arithetr1 in k:g~
tillau iWiiting or aton ing lmltatailn under conditions of

it sead gldein moionlilingit eli coledit ighctenap-Iat.tding. Th, rv'a of transition from a
"ceaning" or sptiral aitotitan, or inii t moation resusltting gliding to an oscil latinag deasce'nt, tar vice versa, varies

fromaa cainalining these twit. Of themse three tvlies of foar different (antapy I 'pem. anal depends upon the
;tatit(inon. tanv the stea~dy glide is. at mlotioan with it steitedi, staltic statbility charaicterisitics4 of the paarticular canopy,
at'ratdynotiic-float pattern. Assao'inted withl the otther Foar exeample.. the s4tatticatllv unstable flat circular
tait moltioans tire fields of high atint] low pressure which cloth canojaý chaunges its stablility behavior markedly
revolve on the draag.;roduciaag ourfatct with tiare rhavthrn within a relatively snmall range of canopy-loading val.
of the a roitat iontlal moltito tn. atem. On the oather hand,] thle statically stable guide.

Tlhe gliding ctanopy ca~n be cosatilried witha it ictriolp surface and ribbon canopies descend practically yen-
Model in at caiptive-temt expaerimnent (wind tuinnel) withl tictelly. independent of canopy loading.'l his phenomenon
tan adjusited aingle oif attaeck. An evatlutation of the i ncsanal ic n fterqieet o
curves of tiae noament cotefficient versus angle of dynamic parachute stability is stability under static
atttack presentedl in Sec. Ii and of the curves oaf the c onditions.
tangent-force coefficient versus tangle oaf attack in Bccaluse of this difference in stability behavior,
this section shows that the flat circular canopy with at statictally unstable canopies change their effective,
nominal clothe permneaubility of 120 cu ft per sq ft per drag over a considerable range, whereas sttaticallyý
mis is stable at an angle oaf attack a - 20 deg, with a stable canopies have an effective drag that is practi-
tangent-force comefficient, aa( a 0dg 0.87, cally constant. To a certain extent, the type of motion

a , 2 deg)during descent also depends upon the size of the
and normal and moment coefficients, C(; 1 -0 canopy. This change in motion in related to a atrongeg'
According to these experimentally determined values, damping because of the larger mass of air included by
this particular type of canopy would glide under an teda-rdcn ufc flre aois
angle of attack a 20 deg, and tire canopy would des.- h rgpouigsrfc flre aois
cent with an effective-drag coefficient, C)6.3.3 TIlE HATF OF DESCENT. 1'he majority

C7 /'coat2 a -0.985. of conventional canopy types in use today are stati-
cally unstable. Therefore, it has become customary to

Effective-drag coefficients as high as 1.15 have state the coefficient of effective drag (based on the
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Fig. 4-65 Density and (;rarity Rati(,s a.s a F'unction of 4ltitude (Ref: AFCRC-TR-S9-267)

a ppropriate reference area) an a function of the rate of Graphs showing the relationship betweenN"and
descent (alsos called equilibrium velocity at sea level) a and altitude are presented in Fig. 465. 1

V... Ile rate of descent, or equilibrium velocity, ig Canopy diameter versus totth load, i.e., suspendedmerely another way of expressing canopy loading. weight plus weight of the parachute system, for var.

For sea-level conditions: ioas rates of dencent and drag coefficient can be owsV-)2  a decreasig. trend hith ga in presented for se .
(4-2.9) VC decrease• level conditions. For other altitudes, values obtained

Yea - x should be modified by multiplying by 1l•r. Values for

) this ratio can be obtained from Fig. alt5.

6.4 Effects of Mdch Number. Io tenersl, theS32,724 average or nominal drag-coefficient of canopies shown
S• decreasing trend with an increase in velocity. Ilia

Y CD ' o, I~CD'' decrease in more pronounced at the lower values of
•),o~polp rate of descent, between 5 and 20 fps, an illustrated

S~by the data in C:hapter 3. The reason for this change

, For any given altitude the equilibrium velocity of may be seen in the inflated shapes of the canopy as
the parachute-load system of total weight, WT, is a affected by canopy loading. Above a rate of descent
fu'rction of air density and gravity and, at high speeds, of approximately 20 fps, and below the transonic-
also a function of Mach number. Thus velocity regime, the drag coefficient of canopies re-

mains approximately constant.
(4-130) Ve - At transonic and supersonic velocities, one of the

prime prerequisites for selection of suitable type of
canopy is that the canopy has to be statically stable,

where • - g/gs and p P/p 0  since in most cases its function is also to stabilize
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1.16 RIGID MODEL I ' "br,- ,tii g' of t(he drag- produ, ing surfa e., conside.

(WIND TUNNEL TEST) aabIv reduced drag. and fai lre fd iloth. rib.ins,. and'
1.14 - FLEXIBLE MODEL spensioli lines ati a fraction of their rated streigth

0. (FREE FLIGHT TEST) due to vioalen't oscillationi of the ,i,,terial. In the c-use

U 1.2' f the' ribbion canop,~y. this condiiitjioninavll prevaiil over
1.0 -. i considerably range of geometrie• orosities. (lief
1.0 1 (4-47) and (4.40)).C : ,PD Ilesults of tests on flex ib le-c an olip v mod els in thle

- 0. - - l wake of a primary Ibodv indicacte that there is u1r5,,Ih

. U{F - a strong pressure-diaturbancr standing in front of the
UJ 0.6 imouth of the canopV, but behind the ()Inflhienlce) point0
u - of the suspension lines. There appears to be no obliqtie

o 0.4 FLAT CIRCULAR RIBBON shock associated with the msump,.i (,,n li in., originalt.

TYP&t CANOPY (20% POROSITY) CD ing at the confluence, as is present on rigid models
C.2 -- when tested in undisturbed flow. The .suspencsio

lines, however, do affect the strong 51boo k ahead of

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1 .0 i 1 .2 1. the drag-producing surface by distorting thie shock
from normal in nature to a combined normal and obliqueMACs NUMBER ,hock, or a detached, somewhat cociital, sho(k wave.

Fig. 4-67 Irag (Coetficient us Vtach N'umher, Rigid 'Thle results of teats on rigid models of the drag-

and Flexible 7'-wpe (.hanopies produtcing surface reveal much the same tendencies

an those of flexible-canopy models, except that there

is no distortion of the strong pressure disturbance
the load or vehicle to be decelerated. 'lherefore. the ahead of the canopy mouth. This disturbance is clearly
two types which have been extenively e'ployed in the a normal .hock. which moves closer to the canopy
transonic.velocity regime are botl statically stable skirt with increasing canopy porosity. Adding suspen-
and have a relatively high drag efficiency: the ribbon sion lines to the rigid model, converging into a cone
and the guide-surface canopies. Comeparative perfor. at the confluence point, produces a distinct oblique
mance characteristics for these two types under el- shock emanating from the apex of this cone. These
most identical transonic-speed dephloment and infinite- models usually experience unsteady flow similar to
mass conditions (sled test) are shown in Fig. 4-66. the "inlet buzz" phenomena of spiked inlets.
The transonic drag-coefficients for these two types The flow picture observed on rigid models in super-
are again plotted in Fig. 4-67. These data compare the sonic undisturbed flow. however, cannot explain the
change in canopy drag-coefficient for flexible models inflation and operating instabilities of flexible cano-
under free.flight (miasile test) conditions (Ref(4--S)) pies. since flexible canopies must be towed and the
with that for rigid models in taptive (wind tunnel) flow field surrounding the canopy is strongly influenced
test(FRef(4,46)). Am is evident, the value of the drag by the wake of the primary body. Naturally, tests on
coefficient decreases rapidly as the Mlach number in- flexible-canopy models would be ideal to establish a
ureases, after the characteristic rise at ,onic velocity, flo% picture. however, the distortion of the normal

It is noted in the drag curves for the flat circular rib. shock makes these tests extremely difficult.
bon canopy that a dip occurs at a free-stream %lach Studies of the happenings inside a drag-producing
number of approximately 0.9. This deviation from a surface under supersonic undisturbed-flow conditions
smooth drag-rise is attributed to the fact that the flow have shed some light upon "breathing" or fluctuation

through the openings in the drag-producing surface phenomena observed on flexible textile canopies in

becomes choked. So, long as the flow through the supersonic flow (Ref (4-46)).

openings is subsonic, the mass flow through the In general, the textile canopy is a device which
openings will be a function of both internal and produces aerodynamic drag by changing the momentum
external pressures. When choking takes place, the of the air through which it passes. In subsonic opera-
mass flow through the slots can be considered as at tion, the drag-producing surface captures a large
function of internal pressure only. This explains amount of air which is accelerated to the terminal or
the discontinuity at the choking-pressure ratio. descent velocity of the canopy. This system, consist.

At higher velocities, both the flat circular and ing of the canopy and the "dead air", passes rather

conical ribbon as well as the guide-surface canopies smoothly through the tree-stream air. The pressure of

exhibit erratic inflation tendencies, violent pulsing or the captured air in essentially constant within the
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clrag-produtluiig murfaccce andi nil mignificcmnt sniilluge cif lo thact in ltie' ineiuitl opening. If lthe velJocity of thle air
eAir or viioleeit motiomn of cur within fll-e drcig-,ercuuceiig ieccintdiimteli, bechind thle- shock ia greater than that at

a or fet e. ri-sanlea. Thit e' nel r it iin a, hoet.ver, e hungi e* le moeutlIh. etilec mhok will remaictic uletach eed fromu the
rap~ci els I Ain sonmic fre~e. treui eloV' ic ityv i a xt-licrleol A9 elreig-irclu iring surfeiecue and tile e tre mi linei balehind the
cciii1s oi p cjercet cng at auperson i v el otiti e' di, en neot al citk to tle inn atic will be divergent. '['imi tend* to
e ~lcibl t he clicrcavcteri alit co~llect ing of "(leadie air"' hoeld thle skirt of tilie drag .produtin g sur fate oAlen liv
with in thle elrtig-ireidec ing surfaice. results; rather, the' creaiting lift oiut wardl y on tile skirt blind aneI lower rib-
Cinempý L eepa rt.ejecting the caipt uredl and rectapturing loicit a Sholdeie tile shck waeve reachi the mkirt of the
morte air biecausee ef lthe trc'eide~nul enuet'rgy ctietied liv tlrig-produclu'ing asurfac e' there will lit no lift tin the
supe~rsnonit floiw. The' filling. of tile canoipy in nasscicict- skirt hande cor leiwer rilihona becciuse eof the change in
etl with thie develop1 mient omf it pre'anure cirea insidel the- lecacl aengle. of uettcek. [lie mouitth oif thle elrag-1mrotluring
clrig-pcreduc ing surfaice, whii ch at the bieginn ing is even- surfeece' fay Owen te'nd 1c) clocia.

ly distribmuted. Thisi prmr tiredi forams a fairl ' Fronti this it can be se'en that tile ratio oif the area
even high jilateau which has cn abrupt change aicross cif the mouth to ltie carea (if openings in the drag-pro.
oir slightl 'y fuirward of the skirt of the canopy towards dcluing surfaece is, critical, If thin ratio fallIs below a
free streamn. Thin nerirnal-pressure ridge in front tof the certaein value at a given %Inchc number, the canopy will
skirt omf the canecpv recedes with time and as a conse- leose its tenidency to inflate emr stay oipen.

quence, at stiall high-pressure area in develoiped at hiequired theoretical values forthe geometric porosity
the apex cif the tanopy. At this time. the pressurt in uif it tcanopy tei achieve stable flow conditions over a
the skirt area is considerably ltower than at thie apex range of Niach nuniberic are shown in Fig. 4-68. This
area, and the skirt area contracts, thereby reducing baind incorpoirates required values for a variety of
the inlet diameter andi elongating the canoipy. Since ribbon canopies, and assumes a normal shock in front
the piressure near the skirt omf thee cantopy is lower than of a choked canoipy.
thact of the surrounding flow. is moeriveniit of puirtitIe's Since, hoiwever, the canopy is flexible, it is possible
toiward the dreig-preitucing surface is initiated anti is for the area of mouth to vary. For flat circular ribbon
oiften acicominpaniedl by ccpronciunteti pressure airea moee- anti conical ribbon designs, it is obvious that most

ing into the drag.1irtdiccing surface. Thiis mioving pres. oif tile excess material that may be subject to flutter
sure cirea mayi lie mct lby the pressure wave which bana exists at and adjacent toi the skirt of the canopy. This
been reflected frcom the apex area and now moeves foir. amount of excess material decreases towards the apex
wire. In general, these inward and oiutward mocving area. Tlhe free length of the skirt band or the lower

pressure areas collide., interfere with eache other. cued ribbons between adjacent suspension lines can now
form, an infinite variety of low, and high-pressure be compared to a flat plate positioned with its flat
fuirniaticins inside and in the neighborhood of the drag- side ntrmal to the airstreanm. Because of the instability
pirodtucing surface. D~ue toi the inherent flexibility oif of these "eflat plates". oscillations in the individual
the canocpy. the canopy distorts because oif the move- ribbons are set up under certain conditions which also

iment of these pressure regions, and ies a result.
" breathing'' antI "p~umping"~ take place.

Somic theoiretical knoiwledlge as to liiiN toi achieve 60 - -

stable flow ctonditiomns can be eoltauiemld b y anssinting
thiat the geomnetric porosity eif lt(ce drag.-iroducing sur- .50 - - ___

faice is loiw enough to give eionic flow OfI - L O)through__ H-
tile openings (which means thait the floiw is choked), _______

thact a detachetd cone-like cir near-normal shock stantid-o- n _

in froint of the dreig-preicluc ing surface, that this xhoi,,k ~ O.

is not dlistoirted lby the presence oif the suspension
linen, aind that there is noi oblique shock elmanaeting
from, the confluence point of the suspensioin lines. 0 (

z
It is evident, then, that the value of the ratio of theC

area of the canopy moiuth to the area of openings in U 10 --

the. drag-proiducing surface controls the velocity ofI
tine air at the mouth es lcing cin the' flow through the 0 '~-A --ii - -._
tlrag-producing surface is choked. The detached cone- 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

like oir near-noruial shock is the result of the choked MACH NUMBER
fltiw and its positioin is dependent upon the ratioi of Fig. 4-68 Required 'teoretical Canopy Porosity to
the veluicity of the air immediaitely behind the shock A ch it,'e Stable l1irflou: Condition s (Canopyv
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Fig. 4-69 Comparaive I)rg Coefficients for Various Ribbon Type Canopy Dehigns

cause a change in the area of the canopy mouth open- of the performance data obtained to date wre on the
ing, since the ribbons will, besides "blossom out", Hlemieflo ribbon canopy, these data are available in
also "flop in", at random. somewhat more detail (Ref (4-49)).

These considerations led to the modification of the All data presented were acquired on canopies with
flat circular ribbon canopy for supersonic-speed opera- diameters (9,) of 2.18 ft (66.5 cm) and 4.12 ft (122
tion. By extending the skirt along the suspension lines cm). lhese canopies were deployed behind a primary
and extending the suspension lines to 2 DO (partially body of 9-in. diameter at supersonic velocities, under
to achieve optimum drag), the shape of the inflated free-flight conditions, and at altitudes between 50,000
canopy is altered. In this way, a desirable ratio of and 80.000 ft. The drag coefficient, C0 o, versus Mach
inlet area to outlet area can be achieved without number for this type of canopy is plotted in Fig. 4-70,
sacrificing canopy inflation tendencies due to high Here a definite dependency of drag coefficient upon
geometric porosity, and the free length of the horizon- Mach number in evident. The value of Cno drops
tal ribbons in the vicinity of the skirt in shortened sharply after sonic velocity is exceeded. In the region
substantially, which alleviates the problem of lower above Mach 1.5, the curve seems to level out. As a
ribbon-instability, comparison, drag-coefficient values obtained during

Initially, the triangular gore of the flat circular rib- wind-tunnel tests on somewhat smaller models are
bon canopy was taken as the basis and a conical ex- also shown. The subsonic drag coefficient of the

tension (10 per cent of the nominal canopy area) was Ilemisflo ribbon canopy in somewhat lower than that
added. This resulted in the so-called Equiflo ribbon of the flat circular ribbon canopy, due to its increased
canopy (10 per cent extended skirt). In order to obtain nominal area and slightly lower inflated diameter.
a more effective shape, the gores were later shaped, From Fig. 4-71, which shows the dependency of area
resulting in the so-called Hemisflo ribbon canopy (210- ratio (ratio of instantaneous projected canopy area,
deg hemispherical). Gore patterns of both of these Spa, to nominal canopy area, SO) upon Mach number,
canopy types are shown in Chapter 3. Curves showing it is obvious that the reduction in the drag coefficient
generalized drag coefficient versus Mach number for above Mach I is caused partly by the accompanying
the flat circular, Fquiflo, Ilemisflo, and a 30.del coni- reduction in inflated-canopy area. As the Mach number
cal ribbon canopy are shown in Fig. 4-69. Since most approaches zero, the value of the area ratio approaches
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0.1 ... Fig. 4-71 Area Ratio vs Mach Number, /lemisflo Rib-

oL I Jbon Type Canopy (Free-Flighs Test)

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.$ 3.0 higher su person ic -speed regime appears doubtful, un-

MAlCH NUMBER less there are significant modifications.

Fig. 4-70 Drag Ct~efficient vs Mach Number, Ilemisflo It appears difficult if not impossible to change the

Ribbon Type Canopy (Free-Flight Test) momentum of the air by carrying its entire mass along

with the drag-producing surface. Ile conclusion is

that to overcome theme problems a means must be

found to change the momentum of the air in steps, or
a maximum of 0.387, the theoretical Mn~imumares- to utilize only a portion of the available energy.
ratio for this canopy. Plots of drag coefficient versus Thedse wre the trends in current research efforts to
area ratio and versus dynamic pressure are shown in evolve suitable nelf-inflating shapes for higher super-
Fig. 4-72 and 4-73, respectively. When the trend of sonic-speed operation.
drag coefficient versus area ratio for the Ilemiafio 6.5 Effects of Reynolds Number. If such a
ribbon canopy is com pared w ith that for a n oat circular s r n a i t o n d a s s o n i i . 4 6 n

ribbn cnop, wichis lsoshon i Fi. 472.the 4-70 occurs in classical aerodynamics, conditions
nam e trend in evident; but the Ilem isflo ribbon can opy a e u u l y p e e t w e e t e R y o d u b r i

shown a much steeper rise in the sonic region, Ap- aeuulypeetweeteByod ubri

proximate Mach number levels are indicated.
Although Ilemiaflo ribbon canopies have only been 0.7

tested too far at dynamic pressures lower than 3800CI.RCULAR FLAT T
par, there in no reason to believe that adequately de- 0. -, I-RIBBON ... I0

RIBONP00 INFLATION
signed canopies of the ribbon type will not operate at 0n TYNPE

higher dynamic pressures. On the other hand, guide- U 0
surface canopies manufactured of solid cloth and of I-.:/
diameters less than 6 ft have incurred extensive z ,••

damage at dynamic pressures higher than 1700 per. and 0 . .... . ..

it in doubtful than an extension oftt, i limit inpossible. • gl• ,
In general, it has been demonstrated that during o 000.. .... 'oZ -

supersonic operation a better behavior of the canopy o • •75% INFLATI ION

is exhibited when positioned behind a relatively large- do 0.2 - -- - - -- --

diameter forebody. Thin can be attributed to the fav- 5_ 0% INFLATION
orable effects of the body woke-characteristics upon0.-'-• [

shock-wave and flow-field pattern forming ahead of

the trailing canopy (Ile( (4-39)).
Although textile canopies of the mhoped-gore type 0.1 0.2 0.3 0CA 0.S

have shown predictable performance characteristics AREA RATIO, A R
at low supersonic velocities, their drag efficiency is Fig. 4-72 Drag Coefficient v~s A4rea Ratio., Ilemisflo
relatively low, and an extension of their use into thc Ribbon Type Canopy (Free-Flight Test)
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I 1 (4I131) ,R .
I ' ~SUBSONKC/

0. where p - Density of the air;

Sv - Velocity of the canopy;
z I . "Representative length" of the.a 0.3 • -

canopy (see below); and
U.
"ul p. - Coefficient of viscosity of air.

S0.2
U

Flor cult ulations concerning canopies, the "represen.
tative length" is usually taken as either the projected

0.- - -"- diameter. I1), or the nominal diameter, Do, of the
canopy. T'he projected diameter is more nearly a true
aerodynamic reference length than is nominal diameter,

20 40 60 100 200 400 600 but it is also more difficult to measure with accuracy.
Consequently, Reynolds number is commonly calculat-

DYNAMIC PRESSURE, q (PSF) ed using the nominal canopy diameter, Do.

Fig. 4-73 Cb vs q, Ilemisfin Ribbon T7ype Canopy In the case of textile camopies, the coefficient of
(Free-Flight Test) effective drag of canopies of various sizes obtained

at approximately the same rate of descent (about 20-25
significant. Generally. Reynolds number is used as a fps) and identical stability behavior does not show a
factor indicating the type of boundary layer existing characteristic change over a wide range of Reynolds
on amoving body in an airstream.whether it is laminar numbers. For example, the flat circular solid cloth
or turbulent. Reynolds number has its greatest signi- canopy tested within a Reynolds number range between
ficance for the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies I.5xi05 and 1.3x10 7 exhibits drag coefficients which
below the critical Reynolds number: that region in are relatively constant throughout the range tested
which the flow in the boundary :ayer changes from (Fig. 4.74). A difference in drag-coefficient values for
laminar to turbulent. In the region of turbulent boun- this type of canopy between free-descending and res-
dary-layer, Reynolds number has very little effect on trained models is evident. Here, the higher values of
the aerodynamic characteristics. Reynolds number is effective drag are associated with and generated by
defined by the relationship the unsteady motions of the canopy during descent.

INCH DIA. 2/ FT DIA C NOPY1 TD
O.EL C W I I CANOPYANP7 FTDIA. CA8 P -T C

I- CANOP 23 T A.
z 0.8 _ -= CANOPY if T FREE DESCENDING -

y 7~ (V* 20- 23 FT/SEC)

.417- -aU0.6 
-RESTRAINT (WIND TUNNEL)

o HOLLOW HEMISPHERE (,,"3 6 TSC

0.0.4 - -LI

t 0.2 . ..
14.u

2 4 6 8 106 2 4 6 1 joy 2 4 6

REYNOLDS NUMBER

Fig. 4-74 Effective Drag Coefficient vs Reynolds Number, Floa Circular Solid Cloth Type Canopy
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03T7 6.6 Effects of Clustering. For the ditlivery or
SBONIC finial recovery of heaivy loadsm or vehicles, it its &ad-

v'isible to arrfange modcerately ni red canopies in a--r- I lumter, rather than increase tie diameter of a single

U 0. ___ . "'ý , (waopy to the required dimension.
0.3lFor solid cloth canopies, the drug efficiency of

U.SUPERSONIC with the number (Cf parachute tanopies used. 'Ilhe rea-
U.

o 0.2 Non for this decrease may bc seen in the altered flow
U H field aro~und indlividual canopies; this flow, on the

4I o~ther hand, improves static stability oCf the cluster

1--- (Cnfigurati(Cu. A depiction of the drag coefficient ver-

I, sum number of canopies in a cluster is shown in Fig.

Fo(r canopies with geometric porosity. such as rib.
o... 0.7 1.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 9.0 Wit(1 or ring-ni(Ct types. the decrease in canopy drag-

REYNOLDS NUMBER, R, x 106 efficien": with number of canopies in a cluster is neg-

Fig .1-75 l)rag, Coefficient vs Re'1PCold.% Nu,,,er. Hlera- ligibly small. Hlere the flow field around the individual

is flo WhimCoP Ipe' (.ainipi (Fr,*'-Flijgt 'l'NF) canoCpies is n(Ct significantly altered or influcer-d by
oCther canopies in the cluster. In general, it can be
Fluid that statically stable canopies, when clustered,

Am at causie for the significant change in drag tcC(f- do not change their drag efficiency significantly.
ficient for the hhernisflo ribbon canopy op~eralting in [t,- Statically unstable canopies, however, show a marked
transonic and low-supersonic speed regimies (Fig. 4-70). decrease in drag efficiency with number of canopies
Il~eyn(lds-number significance may again be suspected. in a cluster. The magnitud'e of decrease in drag effi-
hlowever, it becomes obvious from an evaluation oi vin- is; a function of the static-stability character-
Fig. 4-- uand -U76 which are derived from test data istic 'of the individual canopy.
obtained on llemtisfio ribbon cano(pies,. that velocity In supersonic flow, the performance of a cluster of
effects must be the cause, since fot- subsonic opera- canopies is similar to that of a single ribbon canopy.
ti(Cn with the some Rleynolds-number range the ratio Typical performance characteristics of a cluster of
oCf dlrug coefficient to the area remains inearly constant, th~ree flat circular ribbon canopies for supersonic de-

plovonent and infinite-mass conditions (sled test) are

0.5 shown in Fig. 4-78 (R'ef (4-50)).

0.4 -1.0

FULL ~~~~~~- IN L T O S B O I . )- U

4x
-0. _7LSPERSONIC V ~

4 0:-.- ugo 0.7
U &U <

U

0.

0.3 0.3 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0' 9.0 0A 2 68

REYNOLDS NUMBER, R, x 106 NUMBER OF CANOPIES IN CLUSTER

Fig. 4-76 4rca Ratio, vs Acvnold.s Numb/er, lends fin Fig. 4-77 .4 terag~e Decreasing Drag Coefficient Ratio
RilhAon TypeC Caflopv (Free-Flight Test) for Flat Circular Solid Cloth Ty~pe Canopies

in Clustered C:onfigurations
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SEC. 7 DRAG-AREA CONTROL FASTENING POINTS

Under certain conditions it may become necessary ( 1
to control the drug area of a parachute canopy. Canopy • r
reefing is a method by which the projected diameter A
of a canopy is reduced temporarily, remslting in a A

reduction of the drng area of the canopy. I

7.1 Application of Dreg-Ares Cotrol. Reef REEIG EIN /
ing. as a method of drg-ares control, may be applied LINE I /
for the following purposes: I/

(1) To limit canopy opening-force to a predeter. CONTROL LINE\

mined value, through successive steps of opening at g /
predetermined intervals, called disreefiug, or through
controlled continuous dinreefing. DISREEPER

(2) To attain a preliminary high rate-of-descent by
extensive reefing to achieve accurate drops from high Fig. 4-80 Reeling Met/oda - System 1I
altitudes.

(3) To achieve a temporary low-drag area while ing rings), which are fastened on the skirt on the in-
still having a large landing-brake parachute for planes side of the canopy at each suspension line. The reef-
and gliders. Reefing also allows much parachutes to be ing line is fastened at both ends and is cut with a
used as dive and gliding-angle brake parachutes. After disreefiug device after a certain delay period. At
levelling off, the canopy is disreefed and becomes a least two diareefieg devices are recommended, for
powerful landing brake, reliability. System I is recommended where one-step

(4) To use parachutes as dive brakes, which can disreefin•, or a short reefimg-pernod is desired.
be retracted and extended in flight by means of reefing System It. For longer or variable periods, reefing
methods. System D, illustrated is Fig. 4-80, is advisable. The

(5) To increase the stability of a canopy, either reefing line is guided through reefing rings inside the
temporarily (for a particular application) or to adapt canopy skirt. It ooasists of two separate lines leading
an available parachute to an application that require. out from the skirt at point (A) and connected with the
increased stability, control line at point (M). By retraction of the control

7.2 Reefing Methods Used for Controlling Drag line, the canopy is reefed, and by extension of the
Arm. control line, it is disreefed. Application of this sys-

System 1. Fig. 4-79 shown skirt-reefing System 1, tem for continuous dimreefing is feasible and depends
the most frequently used method. A line, called the primarily on the design and operation of the disreefing
reefing line, is placed around the skirt of the canopy. device. The control lime is connected with the diareef-
The reefing line is guided in small metal rings (reef- ing device at the sumpension-line connecting point, to

DISREEFERS REEFING LINE

t 7tN

RNGS / I IlN
I I LINES LINES%ICIo NuTIo iko

W. .'OUe E. ONs (c)
RE SE ECTIO

Fig. 4-79 Reefiusg Vet/oda - System I Fig. 4-81 Reeflia Nekods - System III
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A.4 II
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Fig. 4-82 [ent Reefing Forces in the P'araclhute, .%spension I.ines and Control Lines

the suspended load, or in the aircraft. '11i4 ,nethod is of reefing line length to nominal diameter. Methods
particularily adaptable to designs in which disreefing (1) and (2) were in W'ADC TR 55-265; method (3) ia in
must be a function of several variables and require a lief (4-51).
large and complicated actuating device. The reefing line must be designed to withstand

System 1II. Fig. 4-81 (a), (b). and (c) shows the maximum forces dependent upon the percentage of
schematic outline of this reefing system. Fig. 4-81c drag area of the canopy in the reefed condition corn-

illustrates the canopy at vuriousstages of reefing. The pared with its drag area in the fully inflated condi-
canopy is reefed by pulling the vent down inside the tion.

canopy, as opposed to a skirt restriction system. The forces in the control lines of a reefing system
The force required to pull the vent down amounts to similar to System II were measured on a flat circular
approximately one-half the total force exerted on the
canopy. As shown in Fig. 4-82, a significant increase
in drag is produced by this reefing method up to a OPENING FORCE (I) FORCE IN THE
control line movement of about 40 per cent of the flat REEFING LINE (11) AND IN THE

CONTROL LINE (Il1) IN PERCENT
canopy diameter. At this point this method starts be- OF THE DRAG OF THE REEFED PARACHUTE
coming effective for reducing the total drag force ex-
perienced by the caopy. A disadvantage of this reef- .° OPENING FORCE I• ... •.•ACTING ON THE
ing method is the high force in the control line and .- t''-" ACTIRT ON TI
the large amount of reefing necessary to obtain a 04

significant drag-reduction. 0-
7.3 Reefing Lines. In the design of a reefed - , - - -,-l-

canopy, the choice of the proper reefing-line length 10 -;; --

is extremely important. at
There are three methods now used for expressing

the extent of reefing for a canopy: (1) drag-area ratio ,I- 01. he 6 4 2
is the ratio of the drag area of the reefed parachute
to that of the fully opened canopy; (2) reefed-diameter RATIO OF PARACHUTE REEFING (CDS)R

ratio is the ratio of the diameter of the reefed para- (COS)o
chute skirt to that of the fully inflaied parachute
skirt diameter; and (3) reefing ratio, Y"R) is a ratio Fig. 4-83 Skirt Reefing; Reefing Line, Control

,re0  Line, and Skirt Opening Forces
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ribbon parachute 10 ft in diameter. towed behind an drag-area of a reefed canopy can be determined as the
aircraft at 125 mph. The forces in the reefing line dianieterof j reefing line, al in the following example:
and the skirt-opening forces %ere calculated front the
forces measured in the control line. TIhese forces Uit C,)0  drag coefficient based on total canopy
i function of reefing ratio (C(S)i) (;1 ).%) are shown surface area
"in Fig. 48 I) - nominal diameter of the unreefed canopy

7.4 Multiple Reefing. Attempts to provide (CG)S)f, drag area of the unreefed canopy (based
closer control of forces ii,.posed on inflating canopies
have led to the development of methods of staged reef. n
ing of parachutes. One systei (llef (4-53)) utilized D)I (theoretical) diameter of the teefed canopy

three stages of skirt-reefing by having one continuous (CI)S)I
reefing-line with suitable jumpers mtrung tDrough I)[ 2
reefing line cutters with three different tinte-delays 0

located along the canopy skirt. Another method incor-

porates reefing lines of different lengths, located at DRI - skirt diameter of the reefed canopy

various positions on the drag-producing surface. D skirt diameter of the fully inflated

These lines are cut at pre-selected times by the cutter
located on the same circumferential line as the reef. canopy
ing line. (CS)R = drag area of the reefed canopy

7.5 Reefed Inflation Characteristics. The drag / number of gores
area that should be exposed to the airstream at any C ratio of reefing-line diameter length
given speed will depend upon the deceleration re. to flat (constructed) canopy diameter
quired and the strength of the individual components -Dl1o

that make up the parachute structure. The area ex-
posed, in turn. is controlled by the reefing-line length 8 ratio of skirt diameters 1)/R 'Iro
and the porosity of the inflated portion of the canopy.
If at any stage, instability occurs at the reefed open-
ing that results in a tendency for the canopy to squid If a canopy with a Q~o = 0.47 of Po = 20 ft, with
or collapse, a loss in drag and deceleration will re- - 20 gores, and a drag area (CDS) = 148 sq ft, has a
suit, and failure of the canopy at the next disreefing permissible drag-area reefed (CDS)R = 16 sq ft, the
stage may occur, drag-area ratio then equals

The reefing-line length controls the area of the
opening through which air can enter the drag-produc-
ing surface, but the porosity of the canopy will deter-
mine its maximum inflated diameter. At equilibrium, .72 -. .4- 4-f..... ....
the ratio of outflow area to inflow area is a charac- REEFING LINE DIA. (ORO)
teristic of each parachute; increasing the porosity RATIO C -
will reduce the inflated diameter, and decreasing the FLAT DIA. fOg)

porosity will increase the inflated diameter for any - .4 I
given reefing-line length. Consequently, too much
porosity will cause the inflated diameter to approach
the (smaller) reefed diameter, and a point will be U
reached where the canopy has a tendency to elongate. - - -W--

7.6 Calculations for Skirt Reefing for Flat Cir- 0: ASSUMPTION. INFLATED DIA. (D
cular Canopies. If the opening shock of the re- IS ."' OF FLAT DIA.
quired canopy is too high, or if a smaller drag-area is
needed temporarily, the diameter of a smaller canopy, .60

whose drag area will not cause an excessive opening
shock, must be calculated. The drag coefficient 1
undergoes a change during reefing, due to the change S6
in canopy shape. In order to overcome this diffi- 16 32 48 64 so
culty, a method is used in which the drag area of NUMBER OF GORES
the canopy, instead of the drag coefficient, is the
basis for calculations. The permissible diameter and Fig. 4-84 C vs V/mber of Gores
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I......(CDS)R DRAG AREA OF REEFED PARACHUTE

(C DS)e DRAG AREA OF FULLY INFLATED
PARACHUTE

'1.-'0--" DR I DIA. OF REEFING LINE OF FULLY II
0 INFLATED PARACHUTE

- DR - DIA. OF REEFING LINE OF REEFEDI PARACHUTE

.06 .06--

00I-/
.0 ./ _ _ _____LU

4

0,0

.02 .-- __ _

.2 .4 .1 .16 1.0 1

.02 .04 .0 .12 .16 .20 I

REEFING LINE DIAMETER RATIO 8- DRI1
DR°

Fig. 4-85 Drag Area Ratio v•s Reefing Line Diameter Ratio

(CDS)R 16 also be calculated.
(C=S) - = 0.108 J _ _16WDS~o 148 )1 2 (:

Therefore, for 20 gores, C -0.61 (see Fig. 4-84).
For a drag area ratio of 0.108, 8 - 0.194 (see Fig. = 6.6 ft
4-85). With this data, the diameter of the reeling-line The data presented in Fig. 4-"4 and 4-85 have been
circle may be determined: verified by tests and apply to all types of flat circular

DR1 - DoC 8 canopies.
7.7 Skirt-Reefing of Extended-Skirt Canopies.

DRI . 200.64. 19 - 2.36 ft As noted in the preceding paragraph, the curvesshown
in Fig. "-5 apply only to flat circular canopies. How-

7The theoretical diameter of the reefed canopy can ever, tests have been made on reefed extended-skirt
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Fig. "-6 Drag Area Ratio vs Reefing Line Diameter Ratio for Extended Skirt Canopies

canopies (Ref(4-54)) to provide sufficient data to make the original firt-stage canopy. This would eliminate

a similar plot of drag-oren ratio veraus reefing ratio the need for an individual first-stage decelerator.

for this type of canopy. These curves, plotted from Superomaic wind-tunnel tests have been conducted

empiricaldata, are shown in Fig. 4-86. with a ribbon canopy with a 10 per cent extended-skirt

7.8 Reefed Supersonic Parachutes. Recovery (ilemisflo) reefed to diameters of 0.125, 0.250, 0.333,

syatams for aerospace vehicles presently utilize rib- and 0.400 of the nominal diameter of the canopy. Fig.

boa canopies for first- and second-stage decelerators. 4.87 shown the results of these tests. The reefel
Consideration has been given to recovery-system de- drag-coefficiento, based on an area equal to (LR)

signs in which the second-stage decelerator in reefed 4,

to provide a drag area comparable to the drag area of (where LR equals reefing.line length) are plotted as a
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.5SMO'MAC*HNO.' q (PSF) - SEC. 8 CANOPY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
I-.1.80 264 'l'he knowledge. of the, pressure distribution over thle

.3 0 2.0 28drag-producing surface of a texi~tle uanopy in a valu.
0: * 22 2 able tool for thre prediction (of canopy inflation charac-

0 .? 136 teristics, and is to prerequisite for any attempt to analyzl*

CANOP act FT.e the- stress di stribut ion in tire citnopy, par.
1.73. tit uularly 'during the period of inflation. As the cunop)

GFOM. POROSIT Y 28% starts to inflate, the airflow into) and dround it causes.
U. U\ SUSP. LINELENGTH~ 10

- ok a rtipihllv changitng pre suire-distribution, which in turn
I I LOuuem tire canlop~y to chitinge *hup. C;onsequently

U. 0.9 -Istress distribution and magnitude of stress also change

- - rapidily w~ith tire shape anid thange in prssr dim-
WZ 0 tributionl.

0.7 8.1 Inflated Canopy-Pressure Distribution in
Subsonic and Transonic Flow. Sorte experimental

* 4 -1 datu are available on the p~ressure diistri buti on over
NOTE CANPY OCATD 5 O 6theo surface of conventional canropies tinder static.Ui 0.5 BUO)Y DIAMETERS AFT OF SCALE

MODEL RE-ENTRY VEHICLE Jfullv inflatedl co.iioitioiis. It bha been conimonly as-

II I I I I suiruteol that the( internal pressure is unifoirmlY flimtri-
0.2 0.3 0.4 buoted over the' fkall inflated canoply surface. This as.

DR RATIO OF REEFED OIAMETLk sUneption has been verified experimientall 's on rigid

07 TO PARACHUTE NOMINAL DIAMETIR and11 textilc scale- models b~o de-termining the internal
0 pressure coefficients for several drag-producing sur-

Fs g. -8 Iru (effcoo ozihnI1I/o('d faces. l'be ueeffitoient of pressure is defined as

Piamme-ter Ratio .\p P -1)____

function of diameter ratio. (412 V, 2 -

However, within the current state of thee airt, it is

felt that the use of reefed cdn opies tit supersoimi

speeds is unreliable. One of the major considlerations V Itf-2 \I
is the availability of a dimr"efing device which would
withstand the high g-forcem which develop ait thre skirt %here I') local static pressure;
of the reefed canopy when inflating at mupermoiiiic P'- free-strearr static pressure;
speeds. In addition, performance characteristics ofq 1 2)v2-dyaiprsue
reefed canopies at supersonic speeds at present tireq ( t rsue

un predictable. I'herefore, the use of a multi-stage svs- lIf free-stream Mach number-, and
tern, in lieu of r'e'fin,ý. is recoimmiendled as current ratio of specific heats (assumed as 1.40
state-of-the-art design of aerospace-vehicle recoverv for tempierature range of 72-Q t F during
systems. tests).

7.9 Reefing Rings. Tlhe use of rectangular In subsonit. and transonic flow, it may be expected
cross-section reefing rings, as discussed in Chapter 9. that, inside a hollow non-porous or slightly porous
is very important, since the surface area presented object, the local pressure is approximately the isen-
prevents any hinging action in the ring, which can re- tropic stagnation pressure. In compressible flow, the
sult in binding of the reefing line between the ring stagnation pressure. P0 . can be expressed in terms
and the skirt of the canopy. Ilse 3f reefing rings with of the dynamic pres.oure, q, by means of the relation-
round cross-section should be avoided, an failures ship
may occur. V.2 if 4 v 6

When using the skirt-reefing method, reefing rings (4-133) P0, = P + 0+-+'+ "+
are attached to the skirt of the canopy with thread or 4~ 40 1600
webbing. When using webbings for retaining the rings

to the skirt, the stitching must be as close to the ring If perfect isentropic stagnation pressure is achieved
as possible, to avoid turning of the ring, in the inside of the canopy models, then the pressure
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coeficient would bie (l~ef (4.55)) r-espectively. Vectors pointing toward the surface of
tile iitodel ind~icatte positive rp values. Whiile tile Vec-

2 4 116 tor-' pointing own ' indicate negative c,1 values. These

+ , 4 ........4 - data skiw how tile pattern of pressure distribution
44') 570) varies with Mach number. The relationship between

The remuredisribtio ove th drg-poduing external pressure coefficient and free-stream Mach
'I'h pr~surdisribuionove thedra-proucig numlber for various points on the drag-producing sur-

surface of rigid models of flat circular ribbon ctuiopy face is shown in Fig. U-88 and 4.Ql.
(20 per cent geometric porosity) und a guide. surface G;eneratlly, pressure distribution for the ribbon
calnopý hals beeni experimientatlly determined (Ref (456) canopy indicates a decrease in external pressure.
Models used ill theme experiments were constructed coefficient and an increase in internal pressure-coef.
of stainless steel mid hlad it nmaximlum projected did- ficient with increasing Mach number. The net change
mete-r of 2.5 in. Suspension lines were not includled. of pressure distribution, however, represents a de-
Tlhe canopy models were rear-sting mounted ait zero- crease in the tendency of inflation of the flexible
degree* anlgle of attack and the test range was ait free- canopy. While the pattern of the external pressure dis-

stramMah umbrsbewen 06 nd1.5, h i~ tributimn changes with Mach number, the internal pres-
nolds number range was from 6.99%10 5 tol 9.71 x10. sure coefficient always assurtnes a value approximately
withl the maximum model diamieter as the rhariacteris- equal to the ratio of Ap/q of compressible flow.
tic dimension. The ratio of the sting diameter to mlaxi- Shadowgraph pictures taken during these tests show
mumi diameter was 0.175; the mounting point of the that in subsonic flow a well-defined stream of air
model to the sting correspondedl in size to the vent passes through the slots between the individual rib-
olpening (If a full-sized canopy. The combined external bons. T'his flow is subsonic below a free-stream Mach
and internal pressure coefficients are shown in Fig. number of approximately 0.80. Beginning at Mach 0.80,
4-89 aInd 4.-4O for the ribbon and guide-surface canopies the airstream between'the ribbons begins to show a

-0.116

TAP I041

0..9 TAPS 3&121 1.4

FLO
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2.51 ,---.

I I

PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
AP cp _SCAL.E

M 1.23 U 0.61 1 INCH - 0.5

GUIDE SURFACE

GUIDE-SURFACE TYPE DRAG PROOUCING SURFACE

Fig. 4-90 External and Internal Pressure Distribution for Guide-Surface Type Canopies

diamond pattern which is characteristic of jet flow osity) at free-stream Mach 0.897, in which the dinamond

with sonic speed. This means that sonic flow exists pattern forming behind the slots can be distinguished.

in the slots even though the free-stream Mach number The pressure distribution across the roof of the

is still subsonic. This phenomena is caused by the guide-surface canopy does not change appreciably,

reduced pressure on the outside of the drag-producing and remains nearly constant for any particular free-

surface while almost full isentropic stagnation pressure stream Mach number. The internal pressure distribution

exists inside the inflated drag-producing surface. is also nearly constant across the drag-producing sur-

Fig. 4-92 shows a shadowgraph picture of a circular face; its value is almost equal to the isentropic stag-

flat ribbon canopy model (20 per cent geometric par. nation pressure. However, a significant change of the
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Fie'. 4-92 Schlieren Pictuare of a Ribhon-Tvpe' IDrrz-Produrine Suarface at a Free-Stream 11acri Number of O.P97

external pressure coefficient with %larh number is internal pressure distribution over the drag-producing
indicated along the guide surfaces, and the net force surface of acircular flat ribbon canopy in supersonic
which keeps the canopy inflated decreases rather flo% has been performed (Ref (4-57)). The experimental
rapidly with M~ach number. Fig. 4-91 shows that for determiination of the pressure distribution was conduct.
the taps located on the guide surfaces the external ed on rigid models of a canopy simulating the actual
pressure coefficient changes fromi negative values to flying shape in high subsonic flow. The drag-producing

positive values at transonic free stream velocities, surface had a geometric porosity of 26 per cent, and

8.2 Inflated Canopy - Pressure Distribution in its proi.c ted diameter was 1.9)4 in. To determine the
Supersonic Flow. An analysis of the cxternnl and effects of suspension lines andi primary body upon
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Fig. 4-93 Pressure Coefficient Distribution Curves of a 26%-Porosity Ribbon-Type Canopy
Model With and Without Suspension Lines, No Forebody

canopy pressure-distribution, suspension lines of 2Do coefficient values measured on the ribbon canopy
lengths and a primary body of ogive cylinder shape drag-producing surface without lines with those pre-
(1.94 in. in diameter, 2.5 caliber with a fineness ratio entaed in Fig. 4-88 for the same free-stream Mach num-
of 4.5) were added. All models were rear-sting mounted ber, slight changes in Cp values am apparent, due pri-
at zero angle of attack. The external and internal marily to changes in m1del shape. The internal pree-
pressure coefficients for the ribbon canopy drag- sure distribution for the model without lines is nearly
producing surface with and without suspension lines constant; the values approximately equal the ratio
in free stream are shown in Fig. 4-93 for free-stream of Ap/q of compressible flow. When suspension lines
Mach numbers of 1.09 and 3.0. Comparing the pressure are added to the model, the internal pressure coeffi-
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Fig. 4-94 Pressure Coefficient Distribution of a ?6%-Porosity Ribbon-Type Canopy Model Vish
Suspension Lines and Forebody
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cients arc thanged drantially, particularly at the
higher free-stream Mach number. The increase in the
internal pressure coefficients in the came of the drag-

"-.... producing surface without lines at the higher free-
stream Mach number is due to the large pressure re-
covery across the well-defined shock ahead of the
drag.producing surface. The effect which the suspen-

d sion lines have upon the external pressure coefficients
is relatively small. Values of the external pressure
coefficient, however, are positive over the entire
surface at a free-stream Mach number of 3.0. Placing
an ogive cylinder of diameter equal to the projected
diameter of the drag-producing surface eight cylinder.
diameters ahead of the drag-producing surface has
"only a small influence upon the external pressure coef-
ficient., as seen in Fig. 4-94. A modification of the
internal-pressure distribution as compared with free-
stream conditions is apparent.

8.3 Inflating Canopy - Pressure Distribution
In Subsonic Flow. Very little information is avail-
able on the change in pressure distribution during the

DL period of canopy inflation. This lack of data is due
"primarily to the extreme difficulty encountered in at-
tempts to determine internal and external pressure
values experimentally under dynamic conditions.

A trend in the change in external and internal pres-
sure-dlistribution during the period of canopy inflation

is indicated in Fig. 4-95 thru -102 (Ref (4-58)). Pres-
sure values shown were determined experimentally
under static conditions on seven geometrically synthe-
sized shapes of a flat circular solid-cloth canopy.

Tests were conducted without suspension lines; how-
S[ ever, the effect of the suspension lines upon the pres-

sure distribution in low subsonic flow (Wf < 0.2) is
considered to be negligible.

S i
L ' Model Do (in.) d, (,n. 1) (In.) L (In.) d (in.)

a I j No.

1 16 1.6 2.55 6.00 1.85

2 16 1.6 3.82 5.00 2.91

3 16 1.6 5.09 4.00 4.07

4 16 1.6 6.37 3.00 5.36
5 16 1.6 7.64 2.00 6.79

Sketch of Inflating Canopy Yodel 6 16 1.6 8.91 1.00 8.39
7 16 1.6 10.02 0 10.02

Supplement to Fig. 4-95-102
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Series~
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SEC. 9 CANOPY STRESS DISTRIBUTION Jones (Ref (4-41)) and Topping, et al (Ref (4-59))

have attempted the calculation of stresses in pars-

The importance of knowing the stress distribution chute canopies under steady.state conditions. Both

in canopies and its relation to canopy strength lien in studies are based principally on the assumption that
the necessity for minimizing the weight of the c y the radial stresses in a canopy may be neglected be-

and, with it, required packing volume. In light-weight cause of the magnitude of the circumferential stresses.

designs. where maintenance of canopy strength in an Thin assumption then provides a certain profile which

important factor, streas analysis in an indispensable is known as the "Taylor shape". However, the results

element, given in Ref (4-59) show that the actual profile of a
free-flying canopy deviates significantly from that of

The atressen in a canopy are cauved by aerodyunmic the Taylor shape. Therefore, one may expect that the
loads aoting on and betwees the variesn structural results of stress calculations based on the Taylor
components. The s tresses are hoth dynfmic and static, shape will not be the same so the stresses in actual
Dynamic stressen usually exiat for a comparatively cnoisocovtoalspe

short time, during the transition period from the moment canopies of conventional shape.

the uspnsio lies a stetced ad cnopyfiling In view of this background, Heinrich and Monsonthe suspension limes are atretched and canopy filling (Ref (4-60)) formulated a method to calculate the
begins to the moment a steady state is reached (i.e.,
the moment the canopy assumes its fully inflated gtrepaen in a canopy whose oee-flying profile and
shape). Although the stressen are mot constant during gore pattern are known. tis concept alano makes it
the steady state, their variation is mall compared to possible to calculate the streanes in a canopy during
that encountered during the transition period. There- the period of inflation, while the method. ued in
fore, the stresnen in steady state can be considered Ref (4-41) and (4-59) are restricted to the fully in-

an static, flated canopy.

Although the structure of a canopy differs consider- 9.1 Definitions and Daterisatisn of Basic
ably in many renpects from more-common load-bearing Working Equations for Cord-Line Profile. The im-
structures, a stress analysis still requires a. know- portant effect which the canopy shape has on the
ledge of three basic items: the shape and fabrication stresses in the drag-producing surface is well known.
details of the structure, the aanmer and magnitude of Accordingly, the starting point of the method deve-
application of the loads, and the characteristics of loped in Reference (4-60) is the profile shape of an
the structural material. The load-carrying elements are inflated canopy. This shape is most readily obtained
primarily fabric that has little stiffness and, therefore, by photographing a freely descending canopy or a
can take no bending loads. Loads are resisted by ten- wind tunnel model from the side, although any other
sion in the members. Many types of fabric can be accurate method is valid. Since a profile photograph
utilized, each having its own strength and elongation fails to reveal the profile shape of the cord lines of
characteristics. Shape and construction vary with the the canopy, it is first necessary to derive the cord-
type of canopy. line profile from the photographed gore-centerline

Stress analysis for a canopy is extremely compli- profile.
cated, since maximum stresses occur during the open- Theoretically the canopy may be considered to be a
ing process, which is the period of rapidly changing thin flexible shell acted on by normal and tangential
shape and load. The determination of stresses in a forces. To apply the equilibrium equations of a mall
canopy is essentially an aeroolastic problem, insofar section of this shell (Fig. 4.103), certain other assump-
an the cloth and saupenion lines may be said to be tions must be made. These assumptions ae: (1) the
elastic. Experience with structural failures in cano- surface is formed by rotating a curve about an axis;
pies, an well an measurements of snatch and opening and (2) the aerodynamic forces are rotationally nymme-
forces, indicate that the critical stresses occur during trical.
opening-shock. Nevertheless, the steady-state problem These assumptions are quite realistic and simplify
in of interest, because the maximum stresses in the the future process of analysis. The method is further
infinite-mass case, which approximates conditions of based on the fact that any given gore pattern has a
opening for such applications as first-stage decelera- certain unstretched width at any given location on its
tion, aircraft landing deceleration, and others, seem surface. Upon inflation of the canopy, this gore must
to occur when the canopy is fully, or almost fully, bulge out and assume a curved shape between adja-
opened. The steady-state problem may also serve an a cent cords, since their separation distance, Z, is
helpful preliminary to the more difficult and important lean than the gore width. Thin separation distance
problem of the determination of critical transient depends only on the distance from the canopy to the
stresses during opening. central axis (Fig. 4-106). Fig. 4-107 shows a typical
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. .through th, axis of the canopy. Referring to this figure,

N-- one may write

(4-135) Z - 2 (ro min a

where 7 Distance between adjacent cords;

0ro ulge radius of unstretched gore; and
Sa, half angle of -unrestrained gore bulge,'

(4-136) Z - 2 (R - b) tan i

where Rg- Local radius of curvature of the locus
of points resulting fronm the intersection
of a plane P1 with the surface of revolu-
tion formed by rotating the gore-center.

hline profile. This radius is approximated
by the distance between the gore-center-
line profile and the canopy central axis

in plane P (Fig. 4-105 and 4-107);
b - I)istnnce from gore centerline to ce.-

liue measured normal to gore centerline

at may point (Fig. 4-107); and

2W

Fig. 4-103 Forces Acting on a Small Segment of a N
Flexible Shell in Equilibrium

gore-centerline profile. It is seen to be separated
from the associated cord-line profile by the distance
measured normal to the gore centerline at any point. So
An approximate analytical solution for the distance, s

b, in terms of geometric properties of the canopy will
allow the graphic construction of the cord-line profile.

As a first step in obtaining the cord-line profile,
the parachute cloth shall be assumed to be unexten-
dible, which provides a relatively simple treatment.
After a solution is derived, a simple correction can
be introduced which accounts for the stress-strain d
properties of the material and the pressure distribu-
tion overthe drag-producing surface. In this first step,
the effect of neglecting the strain of the material Is
of minor importance since, for the steadily descending
canopy, the strain generally amounts to less than one
per cent. The situation may be entirely different,
however, when applying the method to the inflation
period of the canopy where much higher differential STRESSES
pressures occur than- during steady state. NOT CALC

Fig. 4.105 presents a cross section of a typical
inflated gore cut by a plane, P1 , which is any plane
formed by the normals erected at two points equidi- Fig. 4-104 Gore Patnes of T 10 Extended Skirt
stant from the apex on adjacent cords and passing Parachute
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jq - Angle between v-,,. tntrrline tiant cord ' (e' V) r
measured front rentral axis in planh I' (4-143) h - • --t',, J
(Fig. 4-105).

(4(137) b - 1 ( - Coa,) lKq 4-142 and 4-143 will be dimensionless if the terms
they contain are dimensionless. Introducing the rnaxi.

mum inflated radius of the canopy xg,11ax the follow-

(4-138) a - 2 Rg f? ing non-dimensional terms can be written.

where a - Length of arc resulting fromn intersertion Rg Rg 2g S9
of plane P , with the surface of revolu- (4 144)

tion formed by rotating the gore-center- * • * /ma

line profile. x x- b g bi
9 gnax ax

(4-139) do, - 2ro, a Substituting these terms into lEquations 4-142 and

4-143. one obtains
where do - Length of arc resulting from intersection

of plane PI with the surface of revol,,- (14)iao co* a-

cloth.

While many types of canopies are "shaped" by / *

incorporating unconventional gore patterns, canopies tan
in their simplest form are composed of V triangular R /
gores. Accordingly, this analysis will be limited to
the simple triangular gore shape, although the con-
cept is generally applicable to any gore shape. Con-
sidering this geometry and referring to Fig. 4-104, it
is seen that

(4-140) - 2S -

where Sg - Arc length measured on the gore-centerline

profile.

From Fig. 4,106, it can be seen that

(4-141) a - 2
5g j./

where x. Abscissa meaaured from the central axis
of the canopy to a point on the gore-cen-
terline profile.

Fq 4-135 through 4-141 can now be solved for b
since there are seven independent relations involving
the seven unknowns ro, ao, Z, b, 0, do, and a.

It is most convenient to solve first for a. and obtain
AXIS OF

(4-142) sin ao R 
tan '

Fig. 4-105 Intersection of a Plane P1 , with Inflated

The final expression for b is Gore
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and GORE CENTERLINE

a0 S ,s
A4I1/)h - g I1 - co ,, aI

In l'.q 4-.145 and N-1,6. i• . liii" niumblier if gores iii

the cantopy andSg., •*. and /',a' m ,e ru,'red graphi b2

('Lilly from a gore-centerline profile it., shown i Fig. CORD LINEg
4- 10" . The profile of a cord is detl . r. 1i. I 1 alu lot -

ing -•,lueh of b"* along thie grv trewhrline from the

apex to the skirt. Mechanicall . the %alue for /* is

found by .mean.. of an iterattion pru, i,', l'hIi conlsists

(of choosing values of ao until the !eft- and riglt-hand R
(idem of I'q 4.147) are equal. then hui,4tituting tl, i.2

value of % into Fq -.146 aund I%)lving for V*.

I'ith profiles of the gore centerline and the cord

known. and with the assumption of circular arcs

between adjacent cords. ttie tension in the cloth can

now he calculated. 
mF* XS OF SYMMTY,

9.2 Cloth Stress as Function of the Gore Bulge CENAX XFS ,
and the Differential Pressure. If the meridian
forces applied to the cloth ,ire neglected, the -ircum. Fig. 4-107 Profile of a Canopy Formed by the Gore
ferential tension in the canopy cloth can be calculated Centerline
as simple hoop) tensiom ( Fig. 4-108). From the geonoetnr

of an element ofthecanopy surface (4-147) APl- ASc. 2roina-2Th .AS, sina-0

E ~erticaI Iorces - 0

where AP = Differential pressure;

r - Bulge radius of stretch gore (Fig. 4-109);

a -Half angle of gore bulge measured in
plane P,1; and

7 'h - Stress existing in canopy cloth.

Performing simplifications, Eq 4-147 becomes

(4.18) TAh = AP(r)

Making the expression dimensionless, ne obtains

(4-149) Th - AP r* z

C '-IBy expressing r* in terms of the geometric properties
of the canopy and the elastic properties of the cloth,

N Eq 4-149 will give a solution for cloth stress.

When the strain of the cloth is considered, the in-

flated gore stretches from an initial width, do, to a
final width, d, and, as shown in Fig. 4.109, the bulge

radius becomes r and the half angle of the gore bulge

becomes a. From the geometry of Fig. 4.109

Fig. 4-106 Top View of Inflated Canopy (4.150) Z - 2 r sin a
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volving the seven unkniowns d0 , Th. r, d, a, Z, and i.

(4.155) te. cot (a /N), sini (.+ ' A! an a/J

Smaking this relationship dimensionless by again intro-
ThASc ducing the term gmax, the following in obtained

(4-1%) I* - cot (W/N)r* sin [C + _._A _.

In Eq 4.156, V is the number of gores and xc * and
S * are measured graphically from the cord-line pro-

Fig. 4-1-H Fqiilihrium of a Strip of a Canopy Gore fiie as shown in Fig. 4.107. It is seen that r* also
depends upon a dimensionless parameter %Pxgmax/E*
For any particular value of this parameter, r* may be

and found over the drag-producing surface of a canopy by
means of an iteration process. Mechanically, this

(4-151) d - 2r a consists of choosing values of r" until the left- and
right-hand sides of Eq 4-156 are equal. Once r* is

From lig. 4.106 it can be seen that known, the stress distribution can be found by means
of Eq 4-140.

(4-152) Z - 2 %c tan (W/N) When the differential pressure over the drag-produc-
ing surface is assumed to be constant, the plot of
bulge radius, r*, versus location on the canopyS'*

where xc- Abscissa measured from the central also represents a plot of the stress in the cloth ver-
axis of the canopy to a point on the cord- sus the distance from that location along the gore
line profil..

Assuming perfect elasticity and considering Ilooke's
law. the stress in the canopy cloth may be established
to be

(4-153) Th - Et

where E - Modulus of elasticity of thu canopy cloth;
and

- Strain of canopy cloth. z

(4-154) d - do (+)

It in well known, however, that the cloth used in the
construction of canopies has a non.linear stress-strain a Ir
relationship. In order that Eq 4.153 will remain valid,
K may be taken in the first approximation as the ratio
of the failure stress to the failure strain. If more
accuracy is required, a second approximation to E
may be found by dividing the stress calculated ac-
cording to the first E by its strain.

Eq 4.148 and 4.150 through 4.154 may be solved for Fig. 4-109 Geometry of a Gore Section witA Con-
r since they make up seven independent relations in- sideration of the Cloth Strain
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centerline to the apex. If the differential pressure where Y is the ratio of the length of the drag-produc-
varies over the drag-producing surface, the value of ing surface over which the forces actto the construct-
the parameter must be calculated nt each point under ed diameter of the canopy. The diameter of the hemi,-
consideration in order to determine from the graph phere may now be solved in terms of the constructed
the correct bulge radius, diameter of the canopy from a closed condition (V - 0)

9.3 One Method of Stress Analysis. The method to a full open condition (Y - 1.00). These results are

of stress analysis presented in the foregoing applies tabulated below.
to a canopy which has attained a fully inflated free- Y )p/I)c Y DPI/D
flying shape. The mechanics of this method of stream 0.01 0.00636 0.50 0.31800
analysis may be applied to the came of an inflating 0.05 0.03180 0.60 0.38200
canopy also if sufficient empirical data is available. 0.10 0.06360 0.80 0.51000
The data necessary include the pressure distribution 0.20 0.127V50 1.00 0.63600
over the canopy, the shape of the canopy during infla- 0.40 0.25500
tion, and a knowledge of the amount of material strain With the above information, the stresses may be
caused by the high differential-pressure experienced calculated in the hemispherical portion of 6e drag.
during the canopy-inflation period. This last parameter c in the hrmispericanpotion ofnce drag
may be of such significance that the assumption of producing surface for any open condition. Since this
unextendible cloth utilized in calculating the cord. portion of the drag producing msrface may be assumed
line profile may not be valid, to be a thin-walled hemisphere, the stress is c-lcu-

One method, reported in Ref (4-61), is being used
to calculate the stress in the drag-producing surface P D
of a canopy during the period of inflation, or more S =

specifically at the time of maximum loading. This 4t

method is based upon the initial assumption of a
generalized shape which the canopy tends to reach where P is the pressure acting uniformly throughout
at the time of maximum loading or opening force. The the hemisphere and 9 is the thickness of the material.
generalized shape of a canopy at the time of maximum The resulting stress, S, in generally give5 in pounds

loading is shown in the following sketch. per square inch. A common manner of terminology is
to express the loading in pounds per inch of length

SKIRT SUSPENSION of cloth. This gives

L St - P p
4

where L is the load in pounds per inch.
The pressure acting inside the hemisphere is as-

sumed to be equal to the opening-shock force, F0,
DRAG-PRODUCING A.A divided by the cross-sectional area of the hemisphere,SSURFACE resulting in the relationship

The entire opening-shock load is now assumed to P Fo_= F, 4 F

be acting upon the hemispherical portion of the drag pP
producing surface from the vent to approximately
Section A-A. The surface area of this portion of the By substituting this equation into the previous one,
drag producing surface will vary depending upon the resulting relationship for the determination of the
canopy type, canopy loading, canopy porosity, and load per inch becomes
degree of reefing, among other factors. The relation-
ship between the constructed diameter of the canopy, PD 4F 1 F0  F,

c# and the diameter of the assumed hemisphere, D)p, L -P= •0 p __=

may be written an 4 w Dp2  4 anp 2YDc

I2 The load per inch may now be directly related to
the flat constructed diameter of the canopy in terms

2' 2D• of the ratio Y at the time of maximum loading. This

p I0
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relationship gives the following vala,.,: among the largely unsolved problems of fluid mecha-

1, nits. paiticularly for supersonic free-stream condi.
Y " bI/)-- tions. One of the basic problems is the difficulty of

0.01 M solving the equations of fluid motion (Navier-Stokes)
without the employment of gross approximations.

0.05 10 Although approximations such as boundary-layer

0.10 5 theory and nonviscous-flow theory have been extreme.

0.20 2,5 ly useful in fluid mechanics, wakes involve simul-
taneous interaction of an external viscous flow and

0. U) 1.25 an internal viscous flow, making the usual simplifying

0.50 M .LM assumptions inapplicable. Furthermore, the case of

0.60 0.l134 most practical interest, the turbulent wake, involves
a time-dependent transport mechanism about which

0.80 0.625 very little is known.

1.00 0.,00 In order to solve the problems of aerodynamic de-
celeration, in which a secondary body (the canopy)

The remaining step in analvzing the parachute is deployed in the wake of a moving primary body

canopy for loads is to relate the type of canopy being (the suspended load) in order to reduce the velocity

analyzed to the correct value of 0)i at the point of ,f both bodies through aerodynamic drag, knowledge

maximum force. This may be obtained through photo- of the general physical and aerodynamic characteris-

graphic and force-time data of the canopy while the tics of the wake region becomes very necessary. The

canopy in being deployed under actual or simuleed turbulent wake of primary bodies moving through a

use-conditions, fluid affects the inflation and drag-producing charac-

It should pointed out that this method is considered teristics of the trailing or secondary body, in this

applicable only for use in initial design of canopies. case the aerodynamic decclerator. Since it is the ob-

This analysis should not be considered as an estab- •ective of good decelerator-system design to utilize

lished or final method for computing drag-producing the most efficient system for the retardation of ye-

surface stress during the period of inflation. Factors hidles or payloads, the characteristics of the turbulent

such as geometric and effective porosity and the wake of the particular vehicle or payload must be

elastic properties of various materials are important known. Although an analytical approach to determine

variables and were not considered. In addition, this the pressure and yelcity distribution in the primary-

method is only applicable to those cabopies which body wake. and to approximate the drag reduction of

inflate to a shape similar to that shown in the sketch. secondary bodies placed in a primary-body wake. have
been developed for the subsonic free-stream case.
wake characteristics, secondary-body drag-reduction,

and overall primary-secondary body systems drag must
be determined puimarily in an empirical manner at the

SEC. 10 PRIMARY-BODY WAKE EFFECTS present time. The following discussion presents some

analytical and empirical considerations of wake for
The performance of aerodynamic deceleration de- subsonic, transonic, and supersonic free-stream con-

vices is strongly dependent upon the aerodynamic ditions,
flow field, since die function of the decelerator is to
produce a retarding force by obstruction to or deflec- 10.1 Subsonic Flow
tion of the air flow. Several additional and related 10.1.1 'I'Il.OIR TICAI. APPIIOACII FOR DETER-
factors combine to influence the flow field character- MINING V'L.OCITY ANI) PI•SSURllE I)ISTRIBUVi1ON
istics, including configurations of both the decelera- IN V \KIV 0!" O •PIMAIRY I1(D)IEIS OF REVOLUTION
tion device and the vehicle to which it is attached; (Ref (4-62)). It is customary to present the turbulent
the location and position of the decelerator with res- wake as shown in Fig. 41-120 and 4-121. In considering
pect to the suspended load; and atmospheric conditions, the turbulent wake, it is necessary to distinguish be-
including pressure, density, and temperature. tweentwo cases: (l)one in which the undisturbed flow

In classical aerodynamics, the distribution of is at rest and the body moves with the velocity uo,
velocity and pressure in the wake (that region of re- creating in its wake a turbulent flow with a varyingve-
duced energy located downstream from an object locity u which is less than the velocity of the moving
which is moving through the air or has air moving body (Fig. 4,-110), and (2) the case in which the body
past it) is of minor interest. Wakes must be classified is lt rest while the undisturbed fluid moves with the
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U0 0°
2b 2b -

S u

b'is. .l-loieliIritq DStrinuw,,n for a Fluid at Rest and a Ifoving Body

velocity u . with an varying velocity u' in the wake of ing distance. Using the condition of continuity

the body ei"ig, 4.111). Experience shown that as the and the fact that the aerodynamic drag of the body

distance behind the primary body increases, the area of equals the loss of momentum in the turbulent wake.
the disturbed velocity increases while the difference
between the free-stream and the disturbed velocity (4.160) 2. - 2f(•2+o)
decreases. (16 CSl 2n, + U0 ay dy

10.1.1.1 Simplified 'quation ,,f Iotion. Assume 0
that a body of revolution is immersed in a fluid that in which the term
is moving with velocity u,, while the body is held at
rest, and a fixed longitudinal axis in arranged which (161)c 2
coincides with the direction of the undisturbed flow -1T . O

(Fig. 4.110). At a given distance x behind the body.
the components of the disturbed velocity in the x and i. the conventional presentation of the aerodynamic
v directions are u'= uo - a and v. respectively. As drag of the body. Since the velocities a and v are
is usual in boundary-layer phenomena, it may be am- small compared with no. Eq 4-158 and 4.160 can be
sumed that the variation of the velocity perpendicular written as:
to the x-axis is large compared to that along the
x-axis, and that the pressure gradien. parallel to the ( 2u 1 L I[2 ( 2
x-axis may be neglected. Under these circumstances. (4.0162) uo_ C,
the equation of continuity and the approximate dif. ah v yv
ferential equation of motion may be established as
follows (Ref (4-63): and

(4-157) 9 a (4"163) CIS u0
2 

-
2 rp U O V dy

(4-158) (UO- a) 1-u +av u - 1 . F,2 V , 2d In cylindrical coordinates, Eq 4-163 is written as

ax 5v v L J-
Cx PC14-164) 1 CDS U2 2  

up u rdr

The term 4 0j

(4-159) p 12 (.u) 2 Replacing the term for apparent stress in conventional
nManner, (Ref 4-31)

is the so-called "apparent stress" or "Reynolds a. X au
stress", while I in the term represents the mix- (4-165) i2 ( 2 - b (Umax - Umin y-
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where x in an empiricdl constant and b denotes the (4.1720 (du 2A2) 6 Sq 2

width of the mixing zone. (45170) Si

With Umin -0 and the derivation completed, Eq 4-162

may be written in cylindrical coordinates r and z a

(1 (aau a 2U du 24u e$92

,%

10.1.1.2 Determination of Local Velocity in the and
Wake. Assuming that at a great distance from the
body the profiles of u in different cross-sections of (7 2 u 2 ADs2 2
the turbulent wake are similar, and using the method 4171 --- - + 2 S3) e7

of analysis of dimensions and power laws (Ref (4-63), r

(4-31)), one obtains
Substituting these expressions into Eq 4.166 results

(4167) x - K / in

and the velocity at the centerline (4-172) (1 + SIt2) (1 + 6 KAS) -0

A so
(4-168) Umax .

X 2/3
which provides

In these equations 9, K, and A are coefficients of
proportionality. The solution of Eq 4-166 may be (4-173) S 1
assumed to be (7 2

A . u 92
(4-169) a .. e2/3

and

in which S needs to be determined. (4-174) 2 - 6-KA

The value of the individual terms of Eq 4-166 with
the assumption under Eq 4-166 amounts to Eq 4.169 may now be written as

Y

Ud U

__ -26 2b

SX (

Fig. 4-111 Velocity Distribution /i•r a Rody at Rest and a Moting Fluid
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(4-175) u -1-4r 2Ceo~ (411 (IDS'l 4- . 3A2Koc

U 22'- 1
Substituting the previously obtained value for K into

this equation give.
The boundary conditions of the wake are u - 0 for

r -m and u -um . forr -0, from which th,. -ona.lita (4-182) CIS - (12w) (24.48 A 3 2)
can be evaluate nas C1 = 1 and ('2 0 0. Therefore,
the disturbing velocity amounts to SC,1/3

2u or A - 0. 103 ýC
(4-176) a O 6-n

"Ihe velocity relationship presented in Fq 4-176 From Eq 4-179 mud 4.182,

contains two unknown coefficients, 4 and K. For 4,183) K- 2.52(CpS )1/3
their determination only the drag equation 4-164 in
available so far. The second condition may be taken
from experimental data given in Ref (4-64) and those For the velocity distribution, Swain (Ref (463)) de.
shown in Fig. 4-112. The analytical treatment by rived
Swain (Ref 4-63) can be used to derive another con-
dition for the determination of A and K for the purpose (4-184) 3/23/ 2
of comparing the validity of the entire treatment. - " ( -!a)2

To make use of the experimental data. Eq 4-176
may be transformed into the form in which r, /ro - rib. r. being the value ofrat the

K (ra2 edge of the wake.
(4-177) a The velocity ratio of the particular point at whichUmax u - Unmx/2 may now be considered, and the relatedcoordinate called f- f,.

This coordinate can be determined numerically from
with the notation the relationship

(4-178) r" .= r (4-185) a -U aa x (3/2 .)2

Kx1/ 3  b 2

which provides

Experiments show that the ratio of a/*max varies
very little in the vicinity of the centerline, which (4-186) 0 0.2932/3
particularly qualifies this region for numerical evalua-
tion. Thus, the velocity ratio at a point with r'- 0.1 In the same manner, Eq 4-177 can be transformed by
is chosen, which amounts to approximately a/Umax - means of ra w the coordinate at which a - uman/2:
0.96 (Ref (4-64) and Fig. 4-112). Therefore, m max

0.01 K Krm2

(4-179) 0.96 - e (4-187) -a Umax - 6#cA
2 max

which provides K - 24.48 A x From this

Expressing the drag momentum Eq 4-164 in terms of (4-188) ra - (4.158!LA )1/2
the velocity as presented in Eq 4-177, K

"D K Jr,)2 If it is assumed that both systems are correct, the
(4-180) AK 2  6KA r'dr' values of f, and ra must be equal. Consequently,

4w' 0

which after integration becomes (4-189) (4.158 %.A) 1/2 _ (0.293)2/3
K
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X/D 2 X/D.4 XID 6 XID X/D- 10 X/D 12

RELATED TO D, FREE STREAM REYNOLDS NUMBER R - 2.74x 10l
VELOCITY AND AIR DENSITY hI 0.2

3 1 1 J I I I I I I I M_ 0 ' 2 _ _

.6 .8 1 .6 .8 I .6 .0 1 . 1 .8 1 Ai I

C. *% pC __ P P P P
P AP, Fig. 4-112 Pressure Distributioin the Wake of a Body of Revolution (CD 0.35)

R =2.5 D lated data derived from Swain's equation (Ref (4-63))
presented above agree very well. In view of the fact
that the results from the experimental data as well as
the ones derived from Swain's equation include cer-

_____tain assumptions, it appears to be justifiable to es-
"tablish average values for A and K based on the two
independent methods:

(4-192) A " 0.105 (C'S/ 2)1/3
(For Fig. 4-112) K = 2.41 (CD)S K)

1 /3

These values shall be used in the further treatment
From which it follows that .4 - 0.0468 K/r,. Substitu- of the wake problem.

The velocity equation Eq 4-176 presented, with
ting -I into Eq 4-181 provides .1 - r/Ix13 and with exprespions for .4 and K derived

above, may now be written in the following form:
(4-190) C 1217 (0.0468)2 K

3
r"K .0

(4-193) u 0.105(413 '-~-'X;, (CDS/,2) 1,/3x

where
r 2

(4-191) K = 2.3 (CDS ) 1/ 3  
e 1.525(CDSx,)2 /3

and
A - 0.107 (CDS/K2)l/3

AEq 4-184 and 4-193 represent the local velocity in the

The values of A and K which were obtained from ex- turbulent wake. Judging from their structure, Eq 4-193
perimental data (see Eq 4-182 and 4-183, and the re- might offer an easier numerical process for solution,
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and will be considered further. 'Ihe first point is a u' 0.105 (C rr 1/3
comparison of the predictions of available theoretical (4-107) - I - F. 7  (4 7
method* with experimental results. For this purpose,
the predictions represented by Eq 4-193 may be com- 0.415 (r+)2
pared with those given by Swain's equation Eq 4-184,
Goldstein's results obtained by means of "modified C"P(''3 ( 0 a.)2A
vorticity theory" (lef (4-65)), and the mean experi-
mental results obtained by lall and Ilislop(lief (4-64)).
For a c-onvenient comparison, the quantity r or 0m the Wake. In the calculation of the pressure dis.may be introduced as defined before, and, Trom E,'q teWk. I h aclto ftelrsued
4a184 and 4-193 tribution in the wake behind a primary body, for in-compressible flow

(4-194) .29: 3 /2 1]2 (4-198) Ao P - ) -12

Umx 10. 1 tot -so 2T

and and

(4-195) u - 0.693 ((L)2 P 2U m a - e,,. (4-199) A P .,P t - s - W u)

Eq 4-194 and 4.195 represent the velocity ratio as where Ptot , Total free-stream pressure;
functions of r r tm -"/m Z. The same process can ' - Free-stream static pressure;
also be applied to Goldstein's findings (Ref (4-65)) swu
and to the experimental results of Ilall and Ilislop Pt -Total wake pressure; and
(Rlef (4-64)). The results of this process are illus. P = Stati, pressure in the wake.
in Fig. 4-113; it can be seen that Eq 4-195 agrees bet-
ter with the experimental values in the central portion, Thus,
while Eq 4-194 is a better approximation in the outer
portion of the %eke. (4-20) PS AP U,2

In practical cases, the drag coefficient, CD, is 0 P .. I's A u()
usually knIwn, and the related area is generally given a 0 0

by S - rnD /4, where D is the diameter of the body of
revolution. in such a case, it is convenient to present or by substituting from Eq 4-197
Eq 4-193 in terms of CD and D:

(4-201) 1 -[ .(0)213 (" 13

(4-196) a . (xI,)/3
uo (z/D)2 /3  

"

0.415 (r~ (x 0.415 (r*)2

0 .4 1.5 (, *)2 e - (x tD)2 ,,3 ( ( 'D n rr 0 )2 ,'3

e (,/D)2/3 (C0 .. )2/ 3  10.1.1.4 Parameter K. Eq 4-196, 4-197, and 4-201
are expressions for the pressure and velocity distri-
bution in the wake of the primary body; they contain

where r* - 2r/D. the empirical parameter P, which must be known for
their solution. In order to evaluate the parameter K,
wind-tunnel tests were conducted to obtain pressure-

Thus, the velocity in the wake of the body of re- distribution measurements at various distances in the
volution which moves with a velocity uo through the wake of a cylindrical body with an ogive nose and a
fluid is given by Eq 4-196. If the fluid moves with the blunt tail at Mach number 0.2 (Ref (4-66)). The results
velocity uo past the fixed body, the velocity of the are presented in Fig. 4-112. By utilizing Eq 4.201
fluid in the wake a' equals u'- uo - u and the ratio and, for convenience, considering AP/APo points on
u,/uo may be expressed by means of Eq 4-196 as: the longitudinal axis where r* - 0,
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Fig. 4-113 Velocity Distribution in 4ccordance wit/h 4 nalytical and ExperimenalStauie3

A" [ 0.105 CDv 1131The result.. of these tests are shown in Fig. 4.117.

Al,- ° (x/f)213' Vor a certain class of bodies in the low drag-coeffi-
cient range, the value of K remains essentially con-
stant throughout the entire range of x/D values. On

Using the free-stream drag coefficient for the primary the other hand, those bodies in a higher C) range pro-
body of CI) - 0.35, and utilizing the experimental data duce o values which are not constant until xID values
given in Fig. 4-112, a value of ot corresponding to each of 10 are reached. It is the goal of further research
value of x/D can be determined. The results of this work to arrive at a parameter, such as either primary
calculation are presented in Fig. 4-114. It can be seen body shape or C0 , which would provide a relationship
that the value of s is not the same at every value of of K to x1/) for bodies of revolution.
X/D, but does tend to level off at a value of 0.055 as 10.1.2 DRAG REDUCTION ON A SECONDARY
z/1) increases. Because the theory is based upon the BODY DU F TO WAKE OF A PRIMARY BODY. Ac-
assumption that K is a constant, the experimental re- cording to classical hydrodynamic theory, it can be
sults should be compared with those predicted by the shown that, for axially aymmetric primary and secon-
theory. This may be done by calculating the theoreti- dary bodies disposed along the same axis, the pres.
cal pressure-distribution at each x/D value by substi- sure on the secondary body depends on the flow char-
tuting an average value of K in Eq 4-202. The average acteristic along the line of symmetry only, provided
value of x from Fig. 4-114 is K - 0.063, which corres- that the wake velocity profile is assumed to be axially
ponds to AP/APo at i/O 8.

It can be seen from Fig. 4-115 that the pressure dis- symmetric. This theory however, is limited by theIti can i bsn g assumptions of classical hydrodynamic theory whichtribution which was calculated is in good agreement do not account for drag (d Alembert's Paradox). How-
with the theoretical curves, except at the g/OD stations ever, since the drag is influenced largely by the pres.
near the primary body. This discrepancy can be ex- sure distribution on the first part of the body, it may
plained by the fact that pressure equilibrium has not be assumed that for the case where the primary and
been reached in the wake near the primary body. It
appears that the accuracy of a constant K depends secondary bodies are fixed and the air moves past them
on how rapidly pressure equilibrium is obtained in the, 2
wake; this would make K a function of the primary- (4-203)- (.(_) o 0
body shape. Is order to validate this conclusion, tests D. u. r
were conducted (Rlef (4-67)) to obtain x values for
bodies of various shapes. Fig. 4.116 shows the geo. That is the ratio of the drag in the wake to the free-
metrical dimensions of the bodies of revolution tested, stream drag is proportional to the square of the velo-
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city ratio, where u' is the reduced centerliue wake that are satisfactory for DliD2 - 1/2 and 1/3, but
velocity and u. the upstream undisturbed velocity, numerical values are somewhat high for DI/D2 - !.
Thus the dng coefficient of the body in the wake can The expression
be expressed by

u' 1.32
( ' 2 (4-206) CI) . C 1) ( -- )

(4-2D4) CI) - C/) D U r-0
u r .. 0

predict. the drag variation for the 1: I-ratio bodies

Use of this assumption however given drag coeffi- more accurately.

cients consistently too low for All L/D 1 and DI/D2 In order to express Eq 4-205 am a function of L/D!,

ratios, an shown in Fig. 4.118. Attempts at arriving the expression for the velocity ratio as shown by
an empirical equation which would give C0 value. Eq 4-193 is used. Substituting Eq 4.197 into Eq 4-206

in good agreement with experimental data have result- gives
ed in the relation cCD [r _ 0,105 CD /3

(4-20) 
(4u207) CD.. ./ 2 /3 V4.-2SCD - CD,. (-)

a. r-O 0.415 (r.)2

which gives reasonable agreement over a wide range e (z/D) 2/ 3 (CD wa) 2/3 j
of LID, and DI/D2 ratios as shows in Fig. 4.119.

The variation. are greatest at low LID1 values, i.e.,
close to the primary body. For LID, values between Since only the flow characteristics along the wake
2 and 15, the maximum variation between the experi- centcrline are of interest, r* - . Therefore,
mental result. and the empirical formula is about 20
per cent for a ratio of primary to secondary body-dia- (4-20 ) 0.0 D~1/
meter of 1:3 mad LID, . 2. The variations are appre- (4-20D) -- - r - 0
ciably less for larger LIDI ratios. This simple for- C(
mula (Eq 4.205) does not take into consideration the
size of the secondary bodies relative to the size of This equation expresses the drag coefficient of a
the primary one; therefore, the formula gives results secondary body in the wake of a primary body in terms

which can be determined empirically by means of
available data. It should be remembered, however, that
the expression may not give results comparable to

0.0 1 ]experimental data if the drag coefficient of the secon-
0.07 dary body being investigated is known to vary near

the Reynolds number of the particular operation of the
primary-body decelerator system.

0.06 •10.2 Transonic and Supersonic Wake

0. -- - 10.2.1 WAKE BEHIND BODIES OF REVOLUTION.

The airflow around the base and in the wake of a body
0 of revolution is illustrated in Fig. 4-120. At some

distance aft of the base of the body, the crose-sec-
tional area of the wake "necks down" so that a shape

0.-0 - is formed that is approximately conical. The height
of this cone appears to vary with Mach number, but

0.02- is of the order of magnitude of the body-base diameter.
In general, it can be said that the supersonic wake is

0.01-- determined by this "critical region" where the stream-
lines from the sides of the body converge (Ref (4-68)).

24 T - The angle at which the streamline, converge is de-
0 4 6 10 12 termined by a shock-wave boumdary.layer type ofX/D interaction. In this interaction the streamlines assume

Fig. 4-114 K vs x/D as Determined From Experimental Data the maximum expansion angle for which the boundary
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3 ATA11o EXPERIMENTAL DATA

-ANALYTICAL DATA a

D q000 , 0 l, 0I '00

00

x /D 2 X"O/D4 n/DO'6 x /D' 8 /D 10 x / 1

3 1 11.0 0. 8•0

C - AP/AP, C C C C Cp p r P p p

Fi,. 4-115 Data for a •odv of Revolution (•ased on x - 0.0633 Related to C at %/In 8)

circulation velocity is very small. Behind a three-
dimensional body of revolution, however, the recom.

R - 2.5 0 pression no longer takes place according t' a simple
function such as the Prandtl.Meyer expansion for two-
dimensional flow. The boundaries of the dead-air

D region are thus no longer at constant pressure. A
positive pressure-gradient exists in this region, allow-
ing a subsonic reverse-flow jet for subsonic portions
of the boundary-layer flow. Since only part of the

4.S D boundary-layer flow is subsonic and the recompres-
(For Fig. .- 115) sion pressure-coefficients appear to decrease with

increasing Mach number (Ref (4-69)), it is suspected
la.ser flow has sufficient energy to negotiate the pres- that the effect of the reverse flow will diminish with
sure rise that results froit the recompression at the increasing Mach number. Indications of substantial
convergence point. reverse-flow in the wake of a three-dimensional body

Inmnediately behind the base of the body, and bound- have been shown in wind-tunnel tests (Hief (4-70)).
ed by the converging streamlines, there is a region The prime significance of these experimental data is
sometimes characterized as the still or "dead air" that they verify the existence of a reverse flow at
region. There are, however, definite indications of low supersonic free-stream velocities. For a free-
reverse-flow conditions in this so-called "dead air" stream Mach number of 1.2, this reverse-flow region
region aft of the body base. For a two-dimensional extends for approximately two body-base diameters
case. it has been shown experimentally that the re- aft of the body base.
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MODEL A MODEAL MODEL C
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CO E 0.743 CD - 0.577 (CLOSED TO FLOW)

CD C 0.425

4-.

---- 1.50 -s" - 0 .7 501" - 1.0

R ,- 2.26" IJO -- 2

MODEL G MODEL H
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AFTER BODY NO. I AFTER BODY NO. 2CD - 0.230 CD C- 0.206

2.C5 
17-42

MODEL 6MODEL H

MOECLINR OGIVE CYLINDER WITH
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AFTER BODY NO, 3 CD -- 0.194
CD - 0.197

Fig. 4-116 Bodies of Retolution
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Behind the dead-air region, the supersonic wake 1.0
spreads in a manner similar to an incompressible wake,
much that the width increases approximately with din-
tance to the one-third power. Behind the neck or throat
of the wake, the wake core appears to maintain an
essentially constant width except for occasional - -

irregularities due to vortices, and is generally similar
to a subsonic wake. T1he primary source of airflow in
the wake consists of bouadary-layer air, which ex- -A 4
pands from an movle at the base of the body to fill

the throat ares. The main stream turne through the /
angle a at the vicinity of the wake throat, with re-
suiting compression and formation of the trailing -

shock. This shock generally appears to form at an
angle nearly equal to that of the bow shock.

10.2.2 SUPERSONIC WAKE PREDIhCTION. A
discussion of the wake behind primary bodies in super-
sonic free-streas can be divided into two general GA

regions of interest: (1) the region of recirculation,
which is the region betweem the base of the primary
body and the location in the wake where the minimum - DI/D -1-
thickness of the wake core occurs (this location will 0 HEMISPHERE
be referred to as the wake-core throat; i; should not 0- FT 0 FLAT PLATE
be confused with the sonic-point location within the O0 " 2 A 450 COWL
wake, which is about 1.9 body-base diameters behind- Ut V 30 CONE

the base); (2) the region aft of the wake-core throat, 0L 0 TRUNCATED
commonly called the "spreading dowastream wake". COME

10.2.2.1 Recirculation Region. The magnitude
of the reverse-now subsonic jet between the base of
the primary body and the wake-core throat is largely O
a function of the recompression pressure; hence, the 0 1 2 L/DI 3 4 5 6

determination of this quantity is of major importance. Fig. 4-118a Fake Drug Coe(ficieat Ratio
Based upon the rather limited data available (Ref distance and Mach number, the following general cya.
(4-62), (4-69), and (4-70)), it is reasonable to assume
for calculation purposes that the wake-core throat tin may be used:
location is between 1.70 and 1.75 calibetv aft of the
primary.body base, and that the maximum recompres- (4-210) " I +
sion pressure occurs 0.25 caliber aft of this wake- oai Fjy +C -ý Dcore throat and is independent of Mach amber. The c +cD
value of the maximum recompression pressure-coeffi-

cient as a function of Mach nmber has been obtained
by fitting an exponential equation to experimentally where S0o IA. O. 1

obtained pressure-coefficient data. The equation d 0 .
arrived at is xa- Distance in calibers aft of the base of

the body; and

(4-209) Cp e L + -1 CPstatic , Static pressure coefficient -

max (PW - P.) / 9.

where M - Free-stream Mach number. To solve for the four unknowns, four equations are

To obtain a representation of the variation of static needed, using the following information:

pressure with distance aft of the primary-body base to (1) The value of the base pressure; i.e., the pres-

the wake-core throat, as a function of longitudinal sure at x/d - 0 (yields the ratio of A/D);
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1.0 - ity. results ii, asymptotic velocity profile., all simi.

X lir tt, a simple "universal" velocity profile. Further,
dimensional analysis specifies the following condi.
tions for velocity and wake.core width:

0 , dV12 vmax " Vcenterline

(4-211) Vcenterline - x-N

0.6 no ,, x 1.

where N 2/3, for three-dimensional axisymmetric
0 flow;

V - 1/2, for two-dimensional flow;
U 01 - Velocity defect in the wake;

x - Coordinate in the free-stream direction

(origin is at point at which separation be-
gins); and

Sno - Wake width.

DI /)2 - 1/2

O HEMISPHERE Using Prandtl's mixing-length theory for turbulent
0 FLAT PLATE momentum transfer and assuming the mixicg length to
A 30 CONE be .monstant across the width of the wake core andO TRUNCATED CONE proportional to the width, the following expression for0 T E C velocity (defect) distribution results:0 6 1 1 0 1

L/D (4-212) r - 3/2 2

Fig. 4-1i1b Wake Drag Coefficient Ratio (max4--2 L )
(2) The location of zero presaure-coefficient (yields

)- .4 + constant); This is a rather good approximation for the wake-
(3) The location of maximum recompression pres- velocity profile, and may be readily integrated to give

sure-coefficient (yields B? as a function of C by equa- the average velocity defect in the axisymmetric case,
ting Cpstatic/a(xo/d) to zero); and letting p = n In.

(4) The location and value of the maximum recom-
pression pressure-coefficient (yields 4 as a function 3/2 2
ofR, C, andfD). (4-213) t av 2, r -0 - ) pdp

Using the value of the maximum recompression coef- Vmax 2wf ldp 0.257

ficient given by Eq 4-209 and its location of 0.25 0
caliber aft of the wake-core throat, only (1) and (2) To describe the properties of the wake core down-
need be measured to determine uniquely the four con- stream of the wake-core throat, an equation describing
stants 4, R, C, and 1). the average velocity must be obtained by fitting it to

10.2.2.2 The Spreading Downstream Wake. For empirical data such an those obtained by Chapman
practical purposesonly the turbulent downstream wake- (Ref (4-71)). The generally accepted equation is:
core needbe considered, since the downstream laminar
wake core becomes unsteady or turbulent at very low v'
Reynolds numbers. Solution of the momentum equation (4-214) Vw I - .684v
for distances far from the body (where the velocity - - I [ x/

defect is small compared with the free-stream velo. v - 2
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where ti, d - %, 1!- (0.684)3,2 The average wake-core Muach number. density, and"whe rverage velocity in the wake ism de. dynamic pressure withinthe wake can then be obtained

termined by the value of p cliosen;

"atv 'max - Nondimenmionul velocitv-defe'rt 4-2 6) it
ratio dependent on volue of P av waken 7,

% - Axial dilstance from vehicle hbaie;

t - ake-thrnat distance' from vehicle base; (t42 17) wake P

and 7 wake

d - D)iameter of primary body.

After the average velocity in the wake core is oh.- uk ( 2

tained as a function of distance, the average wake (4-218) ',w Pwa" )(q

static temperature may he found by assuming con.)- V

steant enthalpy and free-strearm static pressure to exist

aft of the throat: 10).2.3 I)11.A(G IIREUI)IOC'I)N OF1 SECONDI)RAY W0I).
IFS IN 'IIF: WAKE O1F' PIII%IAY BODIE)1'S. A bod;'

(4215) Twake y-. 2 y 2 v 2 moving through the air. or with air flowing past it,
(4- 25, - V generates a region of low-energy flow behind it, i.e.,

SI., a total pressure less than that of free stream. It would
then Ihe expected that a body placed in this lower-energy

where Twake - Average static temperature within flow field will produce less drag than it would if placed

the wake; in the higher-energy free stream. EKperimental inves-
T. - Free-stream static temperature: tigations have been conducted to validate ihis predic-

-Ratiofsecc 1tion (Ilef (4-67)). During these investigations, the

,- Ilatio of specific heats (1.4 for air); stagnation pressure and drag coefficients of various

V.E - Free-stream Mach number; aerodynamic decelerator shapes were determined in
free stream and behind two different primary-body

. - Average wake velocity; and shapes, an ogive cylinder with blunt end and a skirted

t, l - Free-stream velocity. hemisphere-cylindrical body. The primary-body shapes

1.0- -

0. 3 - -- -- --------

II

aS 060

U

0 .4DI /2 1--/3

o HEMISPHERE
0 FLAT PLATE

A 45° CONE
0.2 V 30 CONE

* TRUNCATED CONE

0 24 6 i l/ 10 12 14 16 isJI]ILI
Fig. 4-118c Wake D)rag Coefficient Ratio
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1.0 -,- - -of any hanpe.

10.2.4 SYST'I:M I)IIA(. The presence of a see-
-- 0- ondary body in the wake field of a primary body im-t inersed in a supersonic free-stream affects the pressure

distribution at the base of the primary body. Thia
S -.... phenomenon in due to the pressure recovery asso-

ciated with tOe flow-velocity decrease in the area of
the secondary body. Since the boundary of the wake
in toot rigid in this area, the pressure inside the wake
rises to a value equal to the external pressure in

U orderto alleviate any pressure gradients perpendicular
0.6 - to the flow direction, as illustrated in Fig. 4-125. This,

then, establishes a pressure gradient in the longitudi-
U nal direction in the subsonic portions of the wake

u . .core which cusaes a pressuure and velocity feedback
o through thin portion of the wake. The greater pressure

U OA and the direction of this velocity impart a total pres-
0.4 -sure that significantly increase the base pressure.

0.2 - 1D 2 12
0 HEMISPHERE

o FLAT PLATEA• 45s' CONE . F "

V 300 CONE I
O TRUNCATED CONE

0 I
0 1 2 

L/DI 3 4 5 6

Fig. 19. 11ga Wake Drag (:oefficient Ratio

and associated flow fields are shown in Fig. 4-121.

In general, the results of this investigation sub.
stantiate the trend previously predicted.

Examples of the magnitude of stagnation pressure- _ _S

coefficient reduction are indicated in Fig. 4-122 and
4-123. It is seen that for a flat plate placed close
behind a cylinder, the reduction in stagnation pressure- OA

coefficient in as much as 90 per cent. However, as 0. -

the secondary body is moved further down stream
where the energy of the flow increases, the stagnation

pressure-coefficient increases and approaches the
free-stream value. Similarly, Fig. 4-124 shows the
reduction of the drag coefficient of a flat plate in the 0.2 D / /2

wake of an ogive cylinder. Again, it can be seen that 0.2 HEMISP-ERE

as the body is placed further away from the primary 0 FLAT PLATE

body, the drag coefficient approaches its free-stream A 45 CONE

value. It can also be noted that for both the pressure V 30 CONE

and drag-coefficients, the larger the secondary-body 0 TRUNCATED CONE
diameter, the less pronounced is the effect of the 0 - 1
wake on the secondary body. The effects shown are 0 2 4 L/D 1 6 a 10 .12

characteristic of the general trend of these coefficients Jgo 4- I)9b fake Drag Coefficient Rato
on a body of any shape in the wake of a primary body
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an aerodynamic decelerator in positioned behind the
primary-body base becomes an important parameter
for the development of overall payload-decelerator 1.2 -
system drag. This in illustrated by the example ill
which a 45-deg half-angle cone is positioned in the

wake of a cylinder with ogive none and blunt end, and I
its total drag-coefficient determined throughout the du
transonic speed regime. The projected diameter, F) F:

.p zof the cone-shaped secondary body is twice the dia- Q
meter. 1), of the primary body. Drag coefficients versus Y 1.0

Mach number for the secondary body when it is posi- i
tioned along the centerline 1.5 and 3.2 primary-body 0U

cc•r • [' L/D --3.2

00

(45 HALF ANGLEX /

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 0.6 _L0
0.4 0.8 1 .0 1.2

MACH NO.JA
Fig. 4-128 Drafg Coefficient vs 41aca No.
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of the primary body (-namei Iy the secondary body
positioned in its wake, and (2) the drag reduction of
the secondary hldy ccue to iti, location in h lower-energy

sYM. L 1 dD - flow field. This combined drag, in tr4ansonic and super-
0 1.63 I -- .L sonic free-stream, is less than the sum of the indivi-

0 3.73 1 ua
'U ( • 373I, I 0 ..... dout, body-drag values. The ,order ,of magnitude of thin

0 1.14 2 drag reduction is illustrated in Fig. 4-129.
A 33.202

Sz 7.24 2 C0D (SKIRTED HEMISPHERE In general. it can be said that in order to maintain
. 2 SINGULARLY SUSPEND- or even gain overall drag efficiency, an augmenting

U ' ED) - CDt, (HEMISPHERE drag-device must he placed at a considerable distance

- SINGULARLY SUSPENDED) downstream from the perimary body. For supersonic
00 0 appldicaitions, this distance is in the order of 8 to I)

S•Io-_- primarv-body diameters.

"IX ------- SEC. 11 PARACHUTE STABILITY

Z ---~,0
An analysis of the stability of a freely moving body

- usually requires the consideration of two different
0 e 2.. categories-

(I) Static stability: the tendency of a moving body

to develop steady-state restoring moments when
-- 0 Idisturbed from a position of equilibrium.

(2) Dynamic stability: the tendency of a moving
0 V14 - body to develop moments that act to damp motion.

0.e 1.0 l.2r 4.0 Any given force system has either none, or one or
FREE STREAM MACH NO. M, more positions of equilibrium. Whether or not the sys-

lr"'t-li2 1,')t rs If for a HoIllow Ilemispchere in tlhe tern is statically stable at any one of these positions
!ak; of a ckitte'd Yemisplere of equilibrium, however, depends upon the change in

diameters, respectively, behind the base of the pri- moment with angle of attack about the position of

mary body, are shown in Fig. ,4-128. The solid curve equilibrium; the degree of static stabiiity depends

ill this plot represents the drag coefficient of the upon the slope of the moment curve.

,$5-deg half-angle cone as ,I single body. The fact that Moving under the influence of only drag, inertia,

the values for the drag coefficient of the cone poni- and gravitational forces, the combination of a weight

tioned at a distance of 1.5 primary-body diameters and a canopy may be compared with a body traveling

behind the base of the primary body are almost every- along a ballistic trajectory; i.e.. without the influence
where higher than the free-stream values for the cone of lifting forces. Consideration of the objectives of

appears, at first thought. to indicate that by placing parachute drops indicates that an ideal canopy movrs

an aerodyniiiic deceleration device in this position, like a ballistic missile; because of this similarity,

increased total-drag effectiveness mcay be obtained, the methods and force system used in ballistics have
This, however, is not the case if one considers the been adopted for consideration of parachuteperformanee.
cVcibined vehicle-decelerator system. Although the In ballistics, it is customary to define a moment
drag co,,fficient of the secondary body in the wake of which tends to reduce any deflection from zero angle
the iprimary body at this distance is higher than its of attack as positive stability. Such a moment is also
frei..stream value, the drag of the primary body is con- called stabilizing moment. Although a given canopy
siderably reduced by an increased base-pressure due may have more than one position of static equilibrium,
tc interference effects by the secondary body. There- the only position of real interest in considering pars-
fore. it is the interaction of the two bodies which muot chute or parachute-load system stability, is that about
[it! considered in the determination of the overall- a zero-degree angle of attack (keeping in mind the
system drag. objectives of parachute applications). Then, by simil-

Two effects, then, combine to produce an overall- arity with the field of ballistics, a parachute canopy
system riraA or combined drag of the primary- and is statically stable about this position of equilibrium,
secondar. -body combination: (1) the base-pressure rise if, for a positive change in angle of attack from such
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1 position of equilibrium, the change in moment is the aerodynamic and performance characteristics of a

negative; i.e., when d(:m/da< 0. The moment coeffi- particular type of cvauopy, much us:

cient, C in defined an positive in the clockwise (I) The stati' stability, determined from the sign
direction about the point of reference (moment center). of the d(:Cda curve;

A canopy is dynamically stable if oscillations (2) The degree of static stability, determined from
caused by the stabilizing moment are rapidly damped the slope of the mnoment curve;
out. If the oscillations caused by the stabilizing (3) The glide angle, which is the angle at which
moment tend to increase in amplitude with time, the the normal- or nide-force coefficient is 0;
canopy is dynamically unstable. For a canopy, static (V) The drag.producing calpability, which is related
stability is a prerequisite for dynamic stability, but to the tangential-force coefficient at specific
static stability alone doea not assure dynamic stability, angles of attack (drug coefficient at zero angle

11.1 Static Stability. The force system used for of attack).

static-stability considerations is shown in Fig. 4-130. The static sithility is expre-.-d in the moment cocf-
The coefficients of normal or side force, of tangential ficient (Hef (4-57))
force, and of moment force are the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients of a canopy. Individually and collectively, t if
these aerodynamic coefficients describetosome extent (4-219) 1 = '2)p v2  s ) S )

D (! --------~~p" ~,PDoi

where q '-Dynamic pressure, psf;

-%, P= Characteristic canopy area. sq ft;

00 1 p .l)iameter of the characteristic canopy

T R area, ft; and

1 9 = Moment acting on the canopy, ft-lb.

The moment acting on the canopy is a function of
N the normal force and can be determined about an%

point of interest. For comparative purposes, the moment
coefficients presented herein are based on moments

u acting about a point on the axis of canopy symmetry
at a distance 1.0 9o (1.33 1)) below the skirt of the
canopy, where DO V4 In most cases of wind-
tunnel testing, the suspension point of the canopy
models does not correspond exactly to the moment
center as defined above. Therefore, the distance from
the actual suspension point to the moment center must
be added to the moment arm, a, to obtain the moment
(Fig. 4-131), or

(4-220) It - V (a + e)

+M where N - Normal force;

a - Distance from the normal force to the sus.

MOMENT pension point; and

CENTER e - Distance from the suspension point to the

\\\V moment center.

The resultant force acts at the center of pressure on

Fig. 4the canopy. This resultant force can be moved along
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The initial determination of the normal-force and
moment coefficients of canopies was made on rigid
shell-like bodies of revolution (Ref (4-72)). Fig. 4.133
shows the results of wind-tunnel measurements on
four models which resemble the drag.producing sur-
faces of four typical canopies: the flat circular cloth
type, a slotted high-porosity type, a horizontal-ribbon
type, and a guide-autface type.

Since for steady parachute descent the resultant
air force must be equil to the suspended weight, the
parachute will descend with an angle of attack, or
glide angle, at which the coefficients C3 and C. are
zero. Therefore, canopies A, B, and C (Fig. 4-133)
would descend with a resultant angle of attack of 45
deg, s5 deg, and 15 deg, respectively. Canopy D would
descend vertically. It is important to note that the
curves of the moment and side force for canopies A,
II, and C indicate two separate positions of equili-
brium, but only one position of static stability where
dCm/d, <0. The angular magnitude of-the position of
static stability, however, is different for each type of

canopy, and none of the first three canopies is stati-
cally stable about zero angle of attack. Canopy D has
only one position of equilibrium; the slope of the
moment curve signifies strong static stability about
zero angle of attack. These comparative curves are
representative of highly idealized models. When flexi-

SN (ebility is introduced into the model, slight changes

WHERE become evident a shown in Fig. 4-134. These curves
Do - (dh)show the difference in the characteristics of idealized

S-(and real canopy models: flexible and porous models
L4% have a smaller range of instability than their prototype

_ _X rigid models.

11.1.1 NORMAL-FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFI-
CIFNTS OF VARIOUS CANOPY TYPES. The nor-

Fig. 4-131 Application of Forces on a Canopy mal-force and moment coefficients of nine different
types of conventional canopy models, for a range of
angles of attack, are presented in Fig. 4-135 through

itsline of action to the axis of symmetry of the canopy. 4-143. (Ref (4-57)). All cloth canopy models were
Isline opacenti trod s fabricated of standard Nylon material (MIL-C-7020B,
This displacement produces no net momenit to the sys- Tp I ihanmnlcohpreblt f10c

tem, but the tangent force now acts along the center- Type [i) with a nominal cloth permeability of 12 cu

line of the canopy and provides no moment force. ft per sq ft per min. For convenience, the aerodynamic

Since the side force is measured at the apex of the coefficients plotted are based upon the projected as

canopy in experimental testing, a method has been well as the total cloth area, with the exception of the

devised to determine the actual normal force acting on guide-surface types for which the aerodynamic coeffi.

the canopy (Ref (4-57)). In this method, two different cienta are based upon the projected area only.

suspension-line lengths and the procedures shown in 11.1.2 EFFECTS OF CLOTH PERMEABILITY
Fig. 4-132 are used to determine the aerodynamically (EFFECTIVE POROSITY). The static stability of

realistic normal force. With the normal force, IV, deter- textile canopies is greatly affected by the penneabili.

mined, the normal-force coefficient is obtained from ty or effective porosity (see Sec. 3) of the cloth from
which the drag-producing surface of the canopy is

_____ _ fabricated. In the case of canopies with geometric
(4-221) CN 112)25 porosity, static stability is affected by the degree of

(/P)p Sp q9S°,p porosity constructed in the drag-producing surface.
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T, P1. AND P1 ARE MEASURED FORCES

R - RESULTANT FORCE ON THE PARACHUTE |

C.P. - CENTER OF PRESSURE N .00, P1

Ti

Nei - , 0
me2 - P2 d2 - 0

Pi d2

1 - 2 P a

N-N

• .,d 2

Figl. 4-132 D~eterminotion of V/ormal Force Acting on Canopy

in general, the static stability of canopies increases 11.1.3 STATIC STABILITY IWTE•IHIMI*TIONwith increasing cloth permeability or 2) id porosity, TllROUGIf FLOW VISUAL'ZATION. The relative

as shown in Fig. 4-144 and 4-145, in which the nor- degree of the stability of a canopy baa also been

mal-force and moment coefficients of three types of determined by studying the flow field around the

cloth canopies are plotted versus angile of attack with canopy (Ref (4-73), (4-74)). Several representative

cloth permeability (effective porosity) as a parameter sketches of these flow studies at 15-deg• angle of

(1Ref (4-57)). Naturally,s balance of mass airflow must attack are shown in Fig. 4-146. From these sketches

be maintained in the dragu-producing surface if re- it can be seen that the air tends to adhere less to the

liable parachute opening is to be expected. There- side of the canopy which is deflected away from the

fore, although the moment curve for the flat circular airstreazn(a low-pressure area) with increasing porosity

canopy with a cloth permeability of 275 cfm per sq ft end consequently with increasing static stability. For

shows considerably improved static canopy stability the guide-surface canopy, however, the difference in

about zi~ro angle of attack, utilization of this high- pressure between opposite sides of the canopy in the

porosity cloth in the fabrication of canopies in not plane of rotation is reduced by the "spoiler" or flow-

practical, since the inflation tendencies of the canopy separation action of the edge created by the seam

will become marginal, between the roof and guide-surface panels, rather
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Fig•. 4-133 Results of lf'ind Tunnel Tests on Solid Flat, S•lotted! !ligh Porosity, Ribbon and (;uide-Surface Type
I'arachute Canopies (Rigid !itdels)

erate angle of attack the streamlines tend to separate
than by an increase in canopy porosity. It is also from one side and adhere to the other side. Conse-
evident from this flow picture that the side of the quently. a force and moment develop which tend to
skirt offering the greatest resistance to the air is also increase the angle of attack.
creating a high-pressure area, which in turn causes a
restoring moment. Analyzing these flow pictures fur- 11.2 Dynamic Stability. The behavior of a
ther, it can be stated that the instability of a canopy canopy moving through the air is governed by char-
originates in the flow about the canopy. At any mod- acteristics which, in airplane design, are called dy-
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neuiic stabilily chiaraictristi 's. For aircraft and ii"s- . and
siles, certain characteristic parameters have been

established which, when known, allow the prediction ( ] fa" 1" m _
of the dynaunic stabilityi of specific airplanes or mis- (4.223) , "e, ) ( ax f/).+
silrs. Attempts have been made by various investiga-
tors to establish similar parameters for parachutes

(lef (4-75) through (4-78)). Ilowever, success has t "ex) 4 -(-m (a )(Ir I fi a' a (a'+•'
been limited, due to lack of knowledge of some of r
the experimental parameters. dd a ) zr

liming a number of pertinent rxperimental parameters
presented in recent publications, particalarly on sta-
tic stability and apparent mass, a new attempt was where a - Anglh of attack (degrees);
made (Mef (4.48)) to express analytically the dynamic fi - Angle between trajectory of load and ver-
stability of canopies with point mass. tical;

11.2.1 EQUATION OF% MOTION OF A PAIIACIIITTE Prime (") indicates differentiation with
AS A RIGID lO)DY. The differential ceuations of respect to non-dinmensional time _ vi

the laterally disturbed motion of a rigid, parachute- r
like botd are of the following form for the coordinate
system shown in Fig. 4-147: 'z Angular velocity of the system about thez axis;

S D Distance between center of gravity of the
(4-222) (7 11, i r.)1'4 ("all-% "1)a-1 inflated canopy and the load;

r Hadius of the inflated canopy;

S (C' W+ CC!" CM Morment coefficient;M ,- ( a" ) - "a "" (a+---CI/
Sr d)a cor C1  Lift coefficient;

V CD) - Drag coefficient;

0Cm= Slope of moment coefficient versus angle
Oa a of attack;

-0.0- 0 Slope of lift coefficient versus angle of

C "k attack;

-Dependence of moment coefficient on the

-.5 r41I 0,~ angular velocity;
W 0.100 dC •a."

0~IF

U ' - - Dependence of lift coefficient on the angu-
-i l• ar velocity;|0,.10 0 1"l

.0 mL Mass of load;

M Dimensionless mass of load;

A M I'X Dimensionless apparent mass in x-direction;
0.250 "IVY - Dimnensionless apparent mass in y-direction;

l)imensionless apparent moment of inertia
0.300 Z i of canopy rotating about an axis through

0 20 40 60 the center of volume and parallel to the

a - ANGLE OF ATTACK x-axis;

Fig. 4-134 Moment Coefficients of Canopy Wfodels , - Rate of descent;
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Fig. 4-135 Nonmal Force and MIoment Coefficierd tvs 4ngle of Attack for (:irular Flat Cloth Canopy

v l Resultant velocity; and (6) The forces and additional apparent (virtual)

p - Air density. masses act at the center of volume of the
canopy; and

The assumptions made in deriving the equations of (7) The additional air-mass of the load and the
motion (Vq 4-222 and 4"223) are: additional apparent moment of inertia of the

(I) The motion is restricted to one plane; load can be neglected.
(2) The parachute-load system constitutes a rigid 11.2.2 FR'IFQt1ENCY EQUATION OF Tile SYSTEM

body; OF EUIA A1ONS OF MOTION. To solve the system
(3) The lonAd is considered a point mass; of differential equations of motion, it is assumed that
(4) The mass of the canopy is negligible;
(5) The aerodynamic forces act only on the canopy; (4-224) a - Ar and r Ber

- -- --- 0.~050

""1cao 
0 

CM 0

C N 0.100----- __

CN P ,

- -- . _ - --- 0.250-_ Cu M -

a-ANGLE OF ATTACK a- ANGLE OFATTACK
-02 3 0.300 --

10 20 30 40 -0 -10 -20 -30 .40

Fig. 4-136 Normal Force and Voment Coefficient vs Angle of Attack for 10" Flat Extended Skirt Cloth Canopy
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- ANGLE OF ATTACK -1-0.350 a - ANGLE OF ATTACKn 70 30 40 -0 -10 .20 -30 -40
Fig. 4-137 Vormal Force and itoment Coefficient us Ingle of 4track for 14.3% Full Extended Skirt Cloth Canopy

where .4, Bl - Arbitrary constant s; Vz + m " ( dCL +_ ) +
r .. tt/r; and vz avy

t - Time.

/a c a r d CThe value of A, which may be real or complex, can be \)a -j r r
determined from the cubic equation C '--

(4-225) ( m (X + + (mre;,, - mA) Lr - L+m -

a -"o-
-- 

'.0050 L- 
____ 

r~ (m 
__ 

In

1V

------ -00-.

-.--0.00-

a --ANGLE OF ATTACK af- ANGLE OF ATTACK

C 
#A

0tO 20 30 40 -0 .10 -20 ,0-40

Fig. 4-138 Normal Force and Mdoment Coefficient vas Angle of Attack for Conical Cloth Type Pamachae Canopy
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Fig. 4.-139 Vor,.'aal Forre and ~Ifornaet (:Oefficaenat v's Ing~le of Itiark for P~ersonnael Guide-Surfare Clorth Canopyv

X: 1 d?,where a. b. r, tand di tire the coefficients in lEq 4-225.I Fi -n M Ibim equation. 4-2T5 or 4-226, is the frequency
r () o ) r equittion of the. systemn of equations of mnotion 4-222'

V .'ind 4-221. Tlo satlisf% Routht's Criteria', a .-O b ,
r,)0 d'-0, tindbc - d.

dC Toa applIs theme equaations to al particular parachute,f' A Ci' necessarr th.at each value of the coefficients
a, h, c. anad d of Eq 4-226 be determined for the pur-

) iJlicu la-r cuat op type sander consideration.

11.2.2.1 u/ g':clre,' arid 'oprient (.uef-
or fac'ie is. '. ind-tunreo tebts have been conducte'

"na 111, n11t.ar of conat(ateach '1alue canofv type .e iits

(4-226) a A3 + ) A2 + e A + d " 0 various cloth porosities to determine the varia.

_--0.100-1

- 0 -

•o0.200, --. _-

-- N P -0.300- . . -. . ....

-~~ *-- 
0.400-

a-AN.LE OF ATTACK a - ANGLE OF ATTACK

0 10 20 30 40 -0 -I0 .20 .30 40

Fig. 4-140 Normal Force and Moment Coefficient vs 4ngle of .4ttack for Ribbed Guide-Surface Cloth Canopy
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Fig. 4-143 Normal Force and .Woment Coefficient vs 4ngle of.4ttack. Ribhon-Type Canopy of 20% Geometric PorositY
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a -DEGREES 0.04 ---- - - -

SYMBOL NOMINAL POROSITY EFFECTIVE POROSITY(FT3/FT2 - MIN)

A 275 0.096 0.0oe -H

A120 0.042 N - - -

030 0.010- - -- - -

0.(II)0 10 20 30 440
a 0 0.0 (POLY.) a -DEGREES

Fig. 4-144 Normal Force Coefficient vs Angle of Attack of Various Parachutes

tion of tangent force MT, normal force (N), and mom- (4-228) 1) -N sin a + T cosn a
ent (11) with angle of attack. The results of these in-
vestigations are presented in See. 6 and 11 of this CI) CN sin a + CT Corn a
chapter.

To use the experimental data for the solution of These equations can be used to calculate values for
the frequency equation, it is necessary to calculate CI) and CL~ as based upon experimental data. Sub-
values of CI Cf0 , c)Ct/c~a and X,/da from the ex- sequently, values for 01CL/Aa and WI can be
perimental data. Fig. 4.148 shows the relationship calculated.
between the forces L and 1), and the forces N and T.
Simple geometric relationships give 11 .2.2.2 Influence of Angular Velocity. The in-

fluence of the angular velocity, w., of the canopy
about the z-axis upon the values derived above must

(4-227) L =N corn a - T sin a now be considered. This velocity might have been

C1, CN cos a - CT sin a caused by the sudden deceleration of the load as the
canopy opened or by gusts of wind which may act

and upon the canopy during descent. Since there are no
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experimental data concerning the effects of the angu.- 0

lar velocity, these effects must be estimated.
First, consider the effects of an angular velocity

W z about an axis parallel to the z-axis and passing 0.-1-
through the center of the volume of the canopy. The
subscript k will be used to indicate the quantities 

-
analytically determined. The drag and lift are practi-
cally independent of this velocity; hence 0.12[- a- D -GREEI 'aDEGREES

(4.229) C -10 .20 .30 .40
0 and 0 --
Ia r~Fig. 4-145 Itoment Coefficient vs Angle of Attack of

• -' Various Parachutesk kf

sure-distribution on the canopy. The frictional forces
and their moments are very small compared to those

The moments produced by the rotational velocity arise caused by the pressure distribution, and can therefore
from frictional forces and from an unsymmetrical pres- be neglected, The moment caused by the pressure
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distribution is primarily dependent upon thet ratio moment of a circular disk which is subjected to a

Cr (Fig. 4-140) and must he an even function of this flow of air perpendicular to its plane and is rotating

ratio. When cr r changes from 0 to I, the body of re. about a diameter. For c/r = 1, the moment is equal to

volution changes from a circular disk to a sphere. the moment of a sphere rotating about its center. In

Therefore, lmor cir - 0, the moment is equal to the this latter case, however, the moment is zero, aince
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eatch surfaue elemient of ith' sphere is red t iti ng, ii.

lial]v- If the drag tin a unit arrit of the tirtiahti disk is

t-23 0 ) 1) 1 .2(.'l )I t

tieen the drag for at unit area of the sphere can he

aipproximated at:

2 '2

(4- 2 3 1) r . - r c____\

r

(Note that if r - 0. 1) /)1 and if v - r, I) - 0.)

Since the area of U hemisphere is twite that oi ait
circular disk with the name radius, we introiduce the
coefficient (r2 ci) r2, which is equal to I ftr a disk
and 2 for a sphere. Thus, the moment element dif is
given by

r2  2 2 , .
(4-232) dif I• Iv - v dz

r 2

where D. the drag per unit area of the cantopy, is z

(4-233) 1) P I'D

(4-234) 1 ca Z - AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO x-y PLANE
2I) - (, P(a '

Fig. 4-147 Parachute Canopy in lVotion
Therefore, for the canopy,

rfT

r4 -C
4  C f f Performing this integration yields

(4 - 2 3 5 ) V 7 (:D) J J ( ",, ) 2 v I: ,Iv C I ) r 4 C 4  1 ( 2 r

-r_1(4.1237) Cm -
$r V- -. 3- 4" v",o

or

(4-236) C.m (p/2) vo 2r3 15 2, 2

_ ".2 
.4 that

-,r 4 (. 231-2 :8I) t  -r 8 a r

4 3  1 2z r r4 4 1 5 " i ,
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lo I'lU0 IIl

for the total canopy with the load as moment center
can now be evaluated. It is assumed that the forces
and moments have arisen due to rotation of the para-
chute system about the z-axis which goes through the
load, This rotation can be considered to be composed
of a rotation of the canopy about an axis parallel to
the z-axis passing through the center of the canopy
volume and the simultaneous subjection of the canopy
to an oblique flow of air at the angle Au. From Fig.
4-150 it can be seen that for sufficiently small Aa

(4-240) Aa - --
V

0

The lift coefficient, CL, is a function of a and of
to. Therefore, ACI, can be approximated by

(4-241) AC, - !-- A, - -- A~ z
da.

TRAJECTORY

If Aa = a2 - al, and Aa is sufficiently small (from
LOAD Eq 4-227 and 4-228):

Z - AXIS OUT OF PAPER (4-242) AC, - CD An

Thus, Eq 4-241 becomesYVERTICAL I•

V v (2-243) -CD),aC= dL A a .C AC.

Fig. 4-148 Arrangement of Coordinates and Forces 7

for Parachute System in Flight Since Aa -Aoz S'1o.

For sufficiently large vo and small co (4-244) A * a -- ) W L0 z - AaL,0a w °jr S

(4-230) °)C- m) 
or

r7(,-.Zr 44" or

t (4-245)--dc , ý c +C OC L)aa S

The terms 2



Xz

z

Fig. 4-149a Body of Revolution for c/r - 0 Fig. 4-149b Body of Revolution for c/r I 1

(Circular Disk) (Sphere)

The dependency of Cm on a has been shown through (2-249) ec
wind-tunnel tests (see 11.1). However, in these ex- m /B I - BCy
perimenta the parachute system was fixed, and thus. da 49a
the results do not include the influence of an angular n Y
velocity w". The total change in C. may be approxi- 1o
mated by

(4A C L ) nFor sufficiently small values of a, CN - CL.
(4-246) ACm -(---L)n Aa- Ao -

Oa BIoz r This gives

where a indicates a value determined from wind tunnel
tests. (4.25o) .. N B C•) + Lco S

(4-247) ACM _ acM, - ,CN A.- , a Y a a r

A'-" \ B -an BZ Aa r V 0

Thus

Let o - 0; then, since Aa - w S/t, for small Aa
Ltwz 0(4-251) aB OM C CLS

(448 ACBc'V" a nBa r
(24 (BCc - T.+ - s

" i• n r To determine

dCM.) IRCN OCm

or
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(4.255) _

- ('I - Cj) 7

l 'he above relationships for , -s and
• •G). r dJ a

d CM

LOAD t, •r given by Eq 4-245. 4-251 and 4-255 respec-
-- tively and the relationshipsI,'

"Fi•". "1.50 Rotating IParachute Svstem ac1  /aCL\

it is noted that the portion of this quantity given by da -

c In arn be substituted into the frequency equation Eq
4-225. Therefore, by performing this substitution, the

•zr only terms in the frequency equation remaining to be
d - evaluated are the dimensionless mass of the load,7 k ;,., the dimensionless apparent moment of inertia of

the parachute canopy, IVv and the dimensionless vir-

was formulated with the volume center of the canopy tual masses in the t and v direction, n,,, and mv.
as moment center. The total change in Cm can be The subscript n in the above relationships indi-

approximated by cates that the value of the particular term has been
experimentally determined under static conditions in

C fit fa:m the wind tunnel.
(4-252) I( m - ,a + -' Az 11.2.2.3 Dimensionless Wfass of the Load. The

da x'' Ic dimensionless mass of the point load is defined as

or

(4-256) RL - 2 m

(4-253) ACM i'Cm A a IdCre\ upr3

A - a A, i \,,a1 11.2.2.4 Dimensionless 4pparent lloment of Iner-A tia of the Canopy. The dimensionless apparent

Again with -0 0. and since Aa = coz S/1o moment of inertia of the canopy can be determined asAao follows. The kinetic energy of a rigid body due to its
rotation can be expressed by

(4-254) acrM acmS /SPCmA

r3"z' a r I a) (4-257) A' = I to- 2 C + + 1 a
2  e+ I a2  1-

Substituting into this equation the expression for Cax Caxy -CaX Ca Ix, _ Wy , Cayz

acm/da given by Kq 4-251 gives
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0.1. - -

(.55/.200)
° - - (.5462'.3412) -

0.5 (.50 (.4964199) - - (.5207,.392)I -
- I ~ ~(.4365/.500) -- - -

0.4 (.4244/0)

(.331I0/.600)-

A 0.3 -0

0.2 - - .99?'.71d)

0.1 I(.106/.800)

(.0526,1.666)

0 Fi. 4-51 -- .024/.9165)j ciI(-0068/.9535)

--T - 1 - 1 I -1 1- 1 1 'ý1"

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0

Fig. 4-151 (;raphicai Representation 4. e - - + - aa Function of c/r2 (.e2() -a) 2

For the simplified case, the rotational axis coan be F-or the prolate ellipsoid of Fq 4-259, the additional
taken as coinciding with a coordinate axis x. and Ix moment of inertia is given by
as the moment of inertia of the body with respect to (
the x-axis. Thie equation is then (.•1l a - -)(a 2 +c2 )(Y - a)

(4-258)~~ 2k~ i (a2 (2- 2 ) (Y o - %0
(4-2.58) E• rf 1 ,2x UZ I _, (a 2

. /3, e are sine e2
For an ellipsoid (which, due to lack of experimental ao o 3 e
values, the canopy shape is assumed to be) 2 V

(4-259) 12 /a 2 2 4.,2 -Yo -- (1 - arc sin e)

If the shape is immersed in a liquid and rotating with e2 - (c 2 /a 2)

angular velocity w, the kinetic energy of the liquid is

[420 E(0 2 _ A2 (Yý_ p- E1 q 4-261 can now be expressed 2as 2 Y
(4.260) Ek 5 (b2 -c 2) - (b2 + c2)(y 2-. - 2 [(a_) (a -C ")

5 b+ r(4 -2 6i 2 ) 1a -- N5 p a 2 2 _ 2-). . . .
2 i a [2 (a -c 2 ) - (a2 +c 2)(yo -

where m ' mass of the displaced liquid

flo abcf (a2 + A)1'/ 2 (b2 + A)3/ 2  X. 4 5

o (c 2 + A)'I/2 dA 5 kaz

YO- abcf(a2÷ A)' 1/ 2 (b2  A)-1/ 2  x

0 (,2 + A)-3/ 2dA k 2 ek -(2-e] ,
(according to Ref (4-79) through (4-81)).
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When the terms for ao and yo are substituted into the 11.2.2.5 Determination of the Dimensionless Vir-

tenri for ka., tull Ila$s. To determine the dimensionless virtual
mass of the canopy in the x-direction (mvx) and in the

r 1 v-direction (mrv). it in necessary to know the nominal
(3 - e -: - art sin parachute cloth porosity. The nominal cloth porosity

n e is defined as the volume rate of airflow through a unit
- (2 - e2) [' (3 - e2) - 3 .- rc sin urea of cloth under standard atmospheric conditions,

I with a differential pressure (Ap) across the cloth of

It can be seen that as -.*O, k -* 0, and as e-1l, k •-2 one-half inch of water, corresponding to 2.6 psf. The
he a r 0 velocity of the flow is then calculated asWhen LIltospital's rule in applied to kaz.

li 4 l'C-2p (Ups8)
e-li kaz S- - 0.4244 (')

The included moment of inertin of a thin-phelle-d, In the case of canopies with geometric porosity, the

liquid-filled ellipsoid of axes a, h, and c (Ref (4-79)) equivalent iominal porosity of the ribbon grid mast be

can be expressed acalculated. For example, in a canopy with x per cent
geometric porosity, the open area in one sq ft of cano-

4 2 (at, - A 4 a5 py area is x/100 sq ft. Hence, the volume of air which
"lincl -"p" c 2 2 k ncl will flow through one aq ft of area in one second is

The apparent moment of inertia of a canopy. the vol- Therefore, the nominal porosity is Y cu ft per aq ft
ume of which has been transformed into an ellipsoid, per sec or Yx 60 cu ft per sq ft per min.
will then be With the nominal cloth porosity known, the apparent

mass of the canopy can be derived from experimen-

z .'az +lincl tally determined data (Ref (4-25)), as plotted in Fig.
4 Vln 4.152. This plot gives the ratio of the apparent mass

iz . , . 2(y -_ as) , to the included m ass of the canopy, map/mincl. By

-L2e2 _ (2.e2) (yo - os) definition, the total additional mass is

2 -e 2  j (4-263) mad - map + mincl

A j p pas K
15 kand can now be calculated.

Xz kz + inclThe dimensionless virtual mass is defined as
Numerical values of K. are plotted as a function of
(,/a (= e/r)in Fig. 4-151. 2m"adx and m 2meady

"Tle dimensionless apparent moment of inertia of rnx - an1, = -

the canopy is defined as fpr 3  Iipr3

2 1Z

VZ - npr Ilenn (Ref (4-37)) advises taking madx - ady. There.

fore
or since

4 rmv -mer

11.2.3 SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR A STATI-

then CALLY STABLE CANOPY. The dynamic stability
B of a ribless guide-surface canopy and point mass are

'vz 7= • z determined in this example with velocity, vo, equal to
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1.2

A SOLID FLAI PARACHUTE

0 EXTENDED SKIRT PARACHUTE
STABILIZATION GUIDE-SURFACE

PARACHUTE

A RIBBON PARACHUTE
1.0

LU

ILI

LL' ESTIMATED CURVE FOR0. - SOLID CLOTH TYPE CANOPIES-

0.4

0.2.

30 CLOTH POROSITY 120 130 :4 275 4 315

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

EFFECTIVE POROSITY

0Fig. 4-152 Apparent 1tass Related to En-Iansed Ihmvs vs sPorosit"105 fs. E- 2rI Smaller diameter of the conical canopy
11.2.3.1 Physical Canopy Dimensions and I)ata. portion =0.7 I) - 3.50 ft;

For the purpose of this sample calculation, the rib-
less guide-surface canopy is assumed to be fabricated f I ;eight of the spherical canopy portion 0.96
of Nylon material with a nominal cloth permeability ft
of 120 cu ft per sq ft per min (MII,-C-702011, Type h,, l leight of the conical canopy portion 0.75
1ll). The other defining dimensions of the canopy ft; and the base angle of conical canopy por-
(Fig. 4-153) are: tion = 45".

R - Radius of spherical portion of the canopy (1) (>anpv I'olwne. The volume of the spheri-
0.751) 3.75 ft; Val portion of the canopy is
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1 1, (2IR - i) oI"r the 1 conical portion, measured from point F:

4 F (0.Q,) (3 % I.75) - 0 ( )I4

2con 2 22 2

I p 0. (0-921) (10.20) - 9.93 cu ft IV)Dp2 DI) DI' (DE)2I 3~ * •t(p .- ) (+ j

\-T)/ T 2 2

and the volume of the c'onic'al canopy portion its

0.75 (2.5) 2 + (2 x 2.5 1.75) + 3 (1.75)'

I ±con [Nr/] " - L" (2.,) 2  (2. 5 .1.75)-+ •( J

D)p /
(-•') ,, 0.187 (24.118 -0.33 ft

(4-25) + 7.5VT T T +

2f

- 0.785 [3.06 + (2.5 x 1.75) + 6.25]

r1con - 0.785 x 13.69 - 10.74 cu ft CG C
F

Therefore, the total volume of the canopy its

(4-266) V par - i'sph + "con - 9.93 + 10.74 .- 20.67 D

cu ft
\ -I-- 0.7 Dp

(2) Location of Center of Volume. 'The location R 0.75
of the center of volume of the spherical portion of the
canopy is calculated as follows (Fig. 4-153) (measured -0
from point 0):

3 (2R h1)2
vuph 4

(4-267) a3 [(2 3.75)- 0,Q6]2 1.33 DP

4 [(3 x 3.75)-- 0.96]

Yopho 0.75 !029) _ 3.12 ft

or, measured from point !1:

Y sph - Ysph0  - R 4 h , +h 2

Ynph,! 3.12 - 3.75 + 0.96 + 0.75 * 1.08ft Fig. 4-153 Ribless Guide-Surface Parachute Canopy
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or. measured from point 0/:

(--2--).0I0 - -

V C )nl -- 0.75-- 0 .33-- 0.42 ft Irc

.0.18 --. 0.64 rod

'llierefore, the center of volum.- of tine canopy (sea- -0.20

sured fromn point MJ) iN loctited tit C -- - 0. 20 -

V al 1 _"NJill// I ICil * -0.30

I4ph croni

( 4 - 2 7 0 ) .
10.72 4 1.51

- . ..._ -- .7I7 ft .0.40
par!/ 20.67 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

a (RADIANS)

In the actual case, lth- ienter of %,lnn;e of the canopy
will be so,,,ewhat highe.r due to de.formiathion of tie 0
conical portion bv thie relati,' aiarstreamn. Thus. let
the center of volu mei bt " lot t d ti t I S I L't

.0.10 - .0.102

(4-271) parn - 0.8 ft

(3) Determination of Raztio Sir. The distance .0.20 -

S from the center of volume of the canopy to the sus-
pended load can now be detemuined as (Vig. 4-153)

0.1 0.2 C.3 0.4 0.5

(4-272) S - Vparl I11 , 0.8 * 6.4 - 7.20 ft a (RADIANS)

Fig. 4-154 Ihoment and Liift Coefficients v's Ingle of

Thus, the ratio S/r is Attack for Ribless Guide-Surface Canopy

(4.273) S_ 7.20 - 2.88 and

r 2.50
(4-275) 

Cm= (aCe) a

11.2.3.2 Determination of Values for CD, d•Cl/da. a
and dC m/aMa. From the measured values of CN and
CT (Sec. I1 and 6, respectively) and by means of From Fig.4-154one finds that for the region of angle
Eq 4-227 and 4-228, corresponding values of CL of attack considered above
and CD are calculated. These values, based upon
the projected canopy diameter, 1), are tabulated (4276) (C_ = -- 0.51
in Table 4-3 along with the calculated values for doa n
oCL/aa and TC,/#a. The values of CL and Cm
tre plotted versus a in Fig. 4-154. From this plot, and
it can be seen that both C, and Cm are approximately

proportional to a in the region 0 <a <20'. (4-277) (0.84 radaa )=-08 a"

Therefore n

(4-274) CL( (•d(.1 )a The subscript n indicates that the quantity is mea-

do sured in the wind tunnel under static conditions.
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'I' •I~ .I, 1-3 I.,I'HII,'iTI, l),VATA FO01111I:ISS (XIDII0,'-SUIlII,'ACI; (CANOI'Y MIEASUIRIEDI)
IN AI) 'II 'NNI,:l AT /%,. 6 • 105 ANI) u'- ' 105 I"T PElR SE;(C (NOMINAl

CA*,NOPY (CI,(OTHI IIOOSITY - 120 (C1 FT1 I'1I:1 SO IFT PERl MIN)

Angle of ,tttark %Ivaitnrvil Cnhculattd
Degrees lHadianni C T C.'Y CnI C/. dC(L, o a C/D d(/ CMda

0 0 1.144 0 0 0 - 1.148 -

2.5 0.044 1.157 - 0.028 - 0.035 - 0.022 - 0.r5O 1.157 - 0.795

5.0 0.087 1.162 - 0.060 -0.074 -0.042 -0.483 1.163 - 0.850

7.5 0.131 1.162 - 0.085 -0.106 -0.067 -0.511 1,163 -0.810

10.0 0.174.1 1.157 -0.113 -0.142 -0.09) -0.512 1.159 -0.316

12.5 0.218 1.157 -0.142 -0.177 -0.112 -0.514 1.161 -0.812

i5.0 0.262 1.153 -0.17 t -U.220 -- t.i29 -0.492 1-.159 - 0.8-.)

17.5 0.305 1.135 -0.210 -0.263 -0.141 -0.462 1.145 -0,863

20.0 0.3419 1.118 -0.227 -0.284 -0.169 -0.485 1,129 -0.815

25.0 0A.16 1.090 -0.252 -0.316 -0.234 -0.536 1.100 -0.724

30.0 0.524 0.705 -0.323 - 0. 405 -0.073 - - 0.773 -0.774

It is also apparent from Table 4-3 that C/) is very
nearly independent of a. and has the average value - '1-5  - (0.321

(4-78) (CD1), 1.15 -0.288 (1-0.0105) - .0.284 --0.30

11.2.3.3 Determination of the Value of . 11.2.3.4 Determination of the Value of the Di-
tVo mensionless Iass of the Load. The assumed

To evaluate this term for the ribless guide-surface weight of the suspended point load is 200 lb. With
canopy, the ratio c r must be detennined. 1"o accom- the definition of the dimensionless mass of load

plish this, the canopy must be replaced with a rotation- (11.2.2.5), and with p = 0.00238 slugs per cu ft the
Ial ellipsoid having the same volume as the canopy, the value of the dimensionless mass of the load is
same position of volume center, and major axis equal
to the projected diameter, Dp. of the canopy (Fig. .-.

4-155). The semi-minor axis, c, is then determined 2m,

from

(4.2,9) - Vell - -- rr r 20.67 cu ft 2 x 200
( p32.2 x ir x (2.5)3 x 2.38 x 10.3

With r I Dp/2 2.5 ft, this equation gives m;. 106.5

(4-280) C
0.32 11.2.3.5 Determination of the Value of the lDimen-

sionless Apparent tfoment of Inertia. The dimen-
From Eq 4-239, and for er -- 0.32, sionless apparent moment of inertia of the canopy is

given by

(1-281) /,) -_I(4.-2 3) I k,

k
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For the riblitsm guide-surfa'e ('canopIy. with the ratio final solution to the differential equations 4.222 and

v r - 0.32, the value of A• is found froln Fig. 4.151 4-223. All values of terms evaluated are summariaea d

to he below:

-¥ - 2.88

(4-284) k , 0.54 
(2.) n .- 1.15

Therefore. for this canoloy, the duiensionlems atpparent .. 51 rad-I

momlent of inertia in

04-285) 1 - (0.54) - 0.288 0 .084rad'i

11.2.3.6 D)etermination oif Values of the I)imen-
swinless Ibddaitional ha.ss. F~ront Fig. 4-1 r i, fr r'

nominal cloth porosity of 120 enI ft per sq ft per min

(effective p)orosity 0.,042), the ratio of the apparent k

mast to the included mass for the ribless guide-sur- R 106.5

face canopy is

m ~ -0.288

(4-286) 
Mp - 0.16

mine) m - m1,v 0.98

The included mass, mind. for the canopy is (1) Routh's Criteria. Substituting these values
in the frequen'y equation

(4-287) mine[ Vpdr Po - 20.6", p

(4-291) 4 (l, mr'v) 2 ]m,, ( ) A
3 +

Ilence 
r

(4-288) maup :13.31 p +Lda (cn-), x
n r -- n

lBy definition, the total additional mass is -

"m,-i (L + On- ) (dLm) -;(m,7- n)l

(4-289) mad - map + mineI - 3 .3 1 p, 2 0.6 7 p ( )

"- 23.98 p 4 MtX - - )

n

Equation 4-289 then gives the value of the dimension-
less apparent mass of the canopy as (Mil, + m ,V) +t•.r) c[ n

(4-290) m M 2 mad 2 x 23.98 p + z +o ln

S t'X vY pe3 n(2.5) 3 p

7 .96 p (C))\ - ) + (C])),. 0
49.06 p 1 n n

11.2.3.7 Solution of the Frequency Equation. Each This yields

term in the frequency equation has now been evaluated;

this equation can therefore be solved to obtain the (4-292) A3 + 0.959 A2 + 0.316 A + 0.0034 0
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Net.,,ry #f and sufficient conditions for dynamih or finally

stability of ,notion are expressed in llouth'm criteria
as a >0, b '0, v'.0, d > and Ib .. d, where a, b, a0.4 0.9t
and d are the coefficients of the frequency et,&ition. (1-20H) a - - + e (42 o 11.93 t +

Applying these criteria to the above equation it can
be seen that the motion of the ribless guide-surface 13 sin 11.93,t
canopy is dynamically stable.

The ro,)ts of Eq 4-292 define tl'e descent character- (4-299) .0.466t f e -19.91 (B2 cos 11.934 +

istics of the canopy. A real root corresponds to an
aperiodic sideslip motion and it complex conjugate
root corresponds to an oscillation, with the real part 113 sin 11.93t)

of the complex root defining damping and the coma.

plex part defining frequency. The arbitrary constants Ai and Ri (U - 1, 2, 3) are
The values of the three roots in Kq 4-292 are calculated from the initial conditions (at t - 0, a •a,

Al1 " - O.Olii /? - /Io. anti ta, , wzo)" Eq 4-222. 4.223, 4-224, and
4-2•5 combine to form the following equation:

X - 0.474 1 0.284i k
A1  -0.474-0.284i (4-300) f/ (CD)niSI_

11.2.3.8 Solution of the Equations of Votion. Sub- n r
stituting the above values of A into Eq 4.-224 gives S

the solution to the differential equations of motion [ VY V-
(Eq 4-222 and 4-223) for the ribless guide-surface !S
canopy as (CD)S I + Ai 2In S+

-0 .0 114 r ( -0.4 " 4 +0 .2H 4 i ) r+ 
) n T 

0.-8
(4-293) a le + .42e ]

-(0. 474 + 0.284 i ) r

13e From this, the individual values of AI/BI, A2/B2,

and ,43/113 can be calculated, giving(4-294) j3 ,, Ille'-0.0111r + ,~e (O'474+O'284i)r+

83e -(0.474+ 0.284i) r (4-301) 4 .Bi -- 0.0457, 42/B2 - 40.0 - 42.2i,

.43/"13 - 40.0 + 42.2i

Since r t• ,ot/r and for our case t-, - 105 fps and The initial conditions are. in general, for t= 0, a -,,

r -2.5 ft. 04= .0 ando wz t which give

(4-295) r - 42t

With this, the solution becomes _

-0.466, (19. +l11.93i) Ot +(4-296) a = Ale + ,42 e -9+ ..

4 3 e .(19.9 + 11.93 i )t

(4-297) Bl -0. 466t + 2e 9.9+1.93i)t+ Dp-2r

03 e -(19.9 + 11.93i) t Fig. 4-155 Replacement of Riblesi Guide-Surface

Parachute by Rotational Ellipsoid
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(4-302) a, . .41 f 42 43 chute are determined from Eq 4-298 and 4-299 as

For a, and fi10 (t 1/2) - 1.49 *cc

(4-303) Bo " I-l + B12 3 a, a2nd I/ 2' (t 1/2) - 0.035 %ec

For a3 and f9:3, ( 1/2) 0.035 se'

Oo (aW + ') (4,1 + I) (42 A /12) A 2 + If the parachute is descending at a rate of 105 fps,

the amplitude of any disturbance which occurs will

(.43 + 813) A.3 therefore decay to one-half its original value after a
descent of the order of 155 ft. The period of oscilla-
tion and the frequency of the periodic motion are cal-

Thus, for a given set of initial conditions, Eq 4-:01 culated from the imaginary portion of Eq 4-298 and 4-
through 4.303 determines the constants .4i and Ili. 299 as

With the results obtained, a number of important 2,,
conclusions can be drawn concerning the static and (4-304) T -. - 0.527 sec
dynamic stability of the parachute, and its motion 11.93
during descent.

The derivative oC,'m/ a. represented by the next f.1 1.90 cps
equation, is of special inmportance. From it a distance 1

s - f can be determined that locates the so-called
"point of difference". This is the point about which The selection of the initial conditions for the mov-
the moment is always zero; i.e., with the suspended ing parachute is one of the most difficult problems in
load positioned at this point, the parachute stability the solution of the equation of its motion because it
is indifferent to outside disturbances. It corresponds is very difficult to say when the 'parachute" actually
to the aerodynamic center of an airplane. The dis- becomes a functioning parachute (i.e.. fully inflated)
tance fis calculated as after it is released from an aircraft. llenn (lef (4-75))

ta- (_) [ -suggests considering, as a first step, one of the most
- ()n + (+D) 0 common cases of disturbed motion of a parachute, the

C)a T strong pendulous motion of the load about the canopy
initiated by the opening-shock. The initial conditions

or with the values calculated previously for (aCm on are chosen, then, for t .0, a a, a. 0, 9 -,0o - 0, andoz - 0. With these boundary conditions, and
(aCL/I)n and (CD)n and listed in 11.2.3.7, above, the set of equations 4-301 through 4-303, the coefficients

'- 3.28 ft. .4i and Bi can be determined. Substituting the numeri-
For any distance, f, which satisfied the condition cal values of these coefficients into Eq 4-298 and

4-299, and performing a few algebraic manipulations,
' - Pa-+ (Cl - the equations of motion for the ribless guide-surface

+ )'C < 0 canopy are

the parachute will have weathercock stability; i.e., a-ao 00137e .0.466t + 1. .9t
it will tend to turn into the wind when subjected to + .077e
an oblique flow of air. For the ribless guide-surface -1
canopy under consideration, the condition for weather- sin (11.93t + 34.41
cock stability is therefore f > 3.28 ft. Since the dis-
tance, s, is 7.20 ft, the parachute is stable. (4-305)

'q 4-298 and 4-299 indicate that the parachute has -a •0300e -0.466" -19.'9Eq+ 0.0 304e
two inherent motions, an aperiodic motion and an os-
cillation. The real roots of the frequency equation
were found to be negative; therefore, the aperiodic sin (11.93t + 80.90j)
motion is non-progressive. Also, the complex root
pairs have negative real parts, which means that the
occurring oscillations fade out. The half-value times Assuming the initial conditions t = 0 and a. - 7.50
for the oscillation portion of the motion of the para- 0.1309 radian., from Eq 4-305
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0 r - - fconsidered separately. The motion of the load can be
..-00 detemuined from the trajectory angle ti. The vertical

and horizontal coordinates (x and v, respectively) of
100 - the position of the load are

200 -- (4-:08) X , , cos fi dt and

r 
v I*sin /i dt

300 RIBLESS GUIDE-- - sf1

SUPRFACUTYPE -or, for fi sufficiently small, v is approximately equal
PARACHUTE TEto and, therefore

400 NOM. POROS. -120 It
3
/ft2/m o

500- -y 0.6684 (4-309) x -v t
X INITIAL DISTURBED MOTION

Vo105 h/soc/-o vo . dt600 -0 (4-310) v - vo

Substituting the expression for f# given by Eq 4.306
700 - into Eq 4.310 and assuming that vo - 105 ft/sec, the

-....... - - motion of the riblems guide-surface canopy is then
given by

800---------------------

(4.311) x - 105 t
9K9oo~ . ...... ..17 (24- sn1(293 + 6.8 .1)50.6

S-0.466t 199
(4.312) 0.885e - + 0.0179e x

-1.0 .0.8 -0.6 -0.4 .0.2 .0
Y (FT) sin Q11.931 + 68.1°) -0.868

Fig. 4-156 (;raphical Presentation of Ihtion o( Para-
chute ;vsatern uring Dlescent

(1-306) a--0.000179e . 0.232c x 19.9t

sin (I .03t 34.4°) 4 - ANGLE OF ATTACK (a) VS TIMEsi (I I.~ , 3440 1 1
a2.0. 1,6 -1..t a \

fl -0.00393 e + 0.00398e. x.C9.t--
.2

sin (I 1.93t + 80.9)) 0.2 0.4 a.6 0.6 t.0 1.2TIME (SEC)

Eq 4-306 can be solved for the inclination angle, ,- -I 1
(a + 11) to give 4 ._ INCLINATION ANGLE (a+p) VS TIME--

.0. 466t .19.9,
(4-307) (a t/) - - 0.004le + 0.23 6e Q '

sin (11.931 + 35,1°) .21
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2

TIME (SEC)
In order to describe the motion of the parachute, the Fig. 4-157 Graphical Presentation of a and a+f vs
motion of the load and the motion of the canopy are Time
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if the initial altitude of the puarahute il approximate- tarll P.raat un.- i uite.- himlory ,f it icaaopy during de.*.cent.
IV 10,000 ft. the time of descent will be approaximate.- 1.f (4-k3:) plrese-tm .a ,l|.ImNi N y im hidh paredi cts the
I 100 ae'contlas In 'rable 4.4, x , and (a a /1) ,ar, Vr' ri ," iiiIm. 1.1tOir, ep, ililbriul temjperature of it

tabhuhlated for vario.u. values aof t between 0 and I0)0 l",U1 iNNIiting ana aiv.ruriae hett.tranfaer coefficient,
Sectonds. The results are presented graphically in This uietlthod would he adequate for design purposem
Fig. 4-1%6. The angles a and (a + fl) are tabulated in if the muterialm used in the fabrication of canopien
lable "-5 for the smaller range of t between 0 and 2 were good thermal conductors,. However, canopies

mteconds. These results are presented in Fig. 4-157. constructed of fabrics are poor conductors, and since
The most significant results of this stability analy- aerodynamic decelerators are, in a majority of cases,

sin can be summarized as follows,: of irregular shape, large temperature gradients can
(a) Kq 4-298 and 4.299 indicate that the parachute develop in the material, both normal and parallel to

has an aperiodic motion and a periodic oscil- the caUUoiy burf".,L.. llef (4-15) extends the analysis
lation; initially developed in Ref (4-83) and conaiders the

(b) The periodic an well an the aperiodic motion case of a practical aerodynamic decelerator capable
ia damped; of dissipating heat by radiation from its surface and

(c) 'Ile influence of the oscillation on the resul- thermal diffusion to its structure.
tant motion i14 relatively small; The thermal problems encountered in designing aero-

(d) The period of the oscillation and the frequency dynamic deceleration devices for operation at high
of oscillation are 7' - 0.527 sec and f - 1.O0 Mach numbers are similar to these encountered in the
cps; and design of any reentry body. Many different design

(e) Any disturbances that occur during an equili- approaches have been considered for the control of
brium speed of 105 fps will decay to one-half temperature: cooling by mass transfer, ablation, radia-

the original value after a vertical descent of tion, and diffusion; employing temperature-resistant
approximately 155 ft. organic fabrics, glass cloth, and graphite cloth; and

using conductive materials, such as wire mesh cloth.
Uming subliming coatings, blunting of the leading edge,
and constructing with thicker materials are other al-

SEC. 12 AERODYNAMIC HEATING ternatives. However, since aerodynamic decelerators
should exhibit a large drag-to-weight ratio and must

mpuring supersonic flight witha n the perceptible i be stored in a small volume, materials used in the
atmosphere, it is evident that a considerable region cosrtinf rche-kerapodindvis
exksts where the operation of an aerodynamic decel. construction of parachute-like drag-producing devic-s

must be relatively thin. These limitations generally
eratiorn device of practican dimensions will produce rule out cooling by mass transfer or ablation. Diffu-

little or no deceleration for a prolonged period sion in the material is effective only for relatively
time. bnder such conditions the deceleration device short exposure time (a few seconds) because of the
will be subject to aerodynamic heating long enough thinness and light-weight construction of practical

to attin a near-equilibrium temperature. The deccl- aerodynamic decelerators, making it of significance
eration of aerospace vehicles prior to the deployment only if the trajectory conditions are changing rapidly.
of the main recovery parachute has been successfully Radiative cooling is therefore the primary method by

accomplished, by means of textile canopies, from ini-

tial speeds as high as Mach 2,4.5 and altitudes of the which the surface of high-temperature aerodynamic

order of 60,000 ft. These conditions may be regarded decelerators dissipates heat.

as the threshold, past which aerodynamic heating may 12.1 Energy Equations. len a body moves

weaken or even destroy Nylon textile canopies. How- through the air at supersonic speed, its surface be.

ever, because of the rapid deceleration usually asso- comes heated to a temperature above that of the sur-

ciated with aerospace-vehicle recovery operations, rounding undisturbed air. This phenomenon is known

the dwell time in the threshold environment has not as aerodynamic heating. The cause of this tempera.

been sufficiently long to produce damaging surface ture rise in the deceleration of the air in the boundary

temperatures. But as the application of textile cano- layer located along the surfaces of the moving body

pies is extended into the higher Mach numbes regime, and in the wake behind it; the kinetic energy is con-

the prediction of the temperature history of a canopy verted into thermal energy. This aerodynamic heating,

along its descent trajectory will be of vital interest together with that from solar radiation, and friction

to the design engineer, caused by line layer of air sliding over another in the

A method was initially proposed ir Ref (4-82) and sharp velocity gradient of die boundary layer, may

expanded in Ref (4-83) and (4-84), to calculate the become so severe that the surfaces or other atruc-
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turol components of theie v ing body maiy lb.eco pi,. ienc'd while the, decelerator is being heated. If, hiw-

meverely dmnured or completely destroytiil. ever, the tla•aximumlli equilibriuma temperature exceeds
The teniperuture-tilue history of aerradynlailic de- the design ihmit, it is theni necessary to tackle the

celeration devices may le studied by applying lshe more complex pirobhalem iof calculating the actural sur-

principle of conversation of energy, which can he face temperatures, including the heatlsink effect of
expressed os: the difference between the role of the decelerator wall.
energy entering and leaving is body miust le equal to 12.1.2 CO()NVECT(:'rV: IIIVA'I'-'I'IIANS,'ERII (:OlKI.'I-
the rate at which energy im stored within the body. CI1.;N'T. The greattist source of uncertainty in the
In the case of a canopy moving through the aitmas- energy equation (4-313) lies in the determination of
phere at high speeds, there will be a flow of energy the conve(tive heat-transfer coefficient, since only
into the canopy by convection from the surrounding limited theoretical and experimental values are avail-
air, which has been heated by friction in the boundary able. hlowever, home indication of the magnitude of
layer and compression in the mhock wave; in addition, this coefficient can be gained by analytical methods.
heat will flow into the canopy from solur radiation. A ribbon-grid canopy in the most common type
The only process by which the canopy may ltime beat considered for supersonic operations. At supersonic
is by radiation to space and to the earth (lRef (4-83)). speeds the aerodynamic conditions encountered by

12.1.1 ENEII(;Y I"1,OW INFO (CANOPY IIY CON- this canopy type, incorporating moderate geometric
VEC(ION. 'Ihe heat transfer to a canopy by con- canopy porosity, are essentially am follows: a de-
vection may be calculated from the following relation: tached mhock occurs in front of the canopy; behind

this shock waive, the velocity of the air relative to
(4-313) ()C . A SA (T 4g., -7'3,) that of the canopy is reduced to subsonic values.

While part of this subsonic air flow spills over the
skirt edge of the canopy, the other part is passing

where Si - Surface area of body exposed to aero- through the open spaces between the ribbons and
dynamic heatin/t (sq It). for hollow hem- through the porous fabric of the ribbons themselves.
isphere - w I) 1)'2 ; Thus, the canopy resembles a porous hemisphere

h - Convection heat transfer coefficient subjected to an axially symmetrical air flow from the
(IMtu per sec OF' sq ft); direction of the concave side of the hemisphere. On

Tw, Temperature at the walls (o1); and the downstreaun side, a separated flow region exists.
On the upstream mide (inside) of the canopy, the sta-

T -, Adiabatic wall temperature (all). tic pressure approaches the stagnation pressure of the

air downstream of the detached shock. Fven at high
The adiabatic wall or recovery temperature. 7 1 1', is subsonic velocities, the pressure ratio across the
dependent upon the trajectory of the canopy, and will canopy may become supercritical on the entire canopy.
vary with air density. It can be expressed as Therefore, the flow velocities through all open spaces

l" 2- between the ribbons will approach sonic (Ref (4-56)).

(4-314) T4, - T. + -n- " Tý +n ( ) V The pressure and temperature of the air inside the
2C 2canopy depend on altitude and on the velocity of the

canopy. [leat will be transferred from the hot air to
where T.. - Free-stream static temperature (OR); the ribbons. The combination of the convective heat-

transfer coefficient, A, the significant length, 1, and
S- Free-stream velocity lfps); the thermal conductivity of the fluid, k, in the form

C - Specific heat of fluid at constant pres- b/ik, is called the Nusselt modulus, or Nasaelt num-
sure (pq ft per sec per see '11); ber, Nu (Ref (4-86)). In practice, the Nuseelt number

r - Recovery factor; is a convenient measure of the convective heat-trans-
fer coefficient, because once its value is known, theconvective heat-transfer coefficient can be calculated

41. - Free-stream Mach number. from the relation

If as a result of a solution of T4 1 (Eq 4-314) the (4-315) A - N,
temporature is found to be below the maximum allow- 3
able temperature of the decelerator material, no fur-
ther considerations are required, since the calculated The Nusselt number is a function of several para-
equilibrium local instantaneous temperature will be meters and can be expressed by the following dimen.
well above the actual murface temperatures exper- sionless relationship (Ref (4-87)):
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(4-:116) Nussa'It aaaamlaer ( Na i) [I (randial (li). 'aliali 1 aijt:

(IQ, I) I e it4)l141 N (Hke). ai .- ibsrptivity of tite t~iaaioi naaataraaal; aib-
dam l Knudmaie'n A,,i) ambrliti v2ty 'viaIue s for var inous mat erial o mnly

oln rie rl a.it foai id in Ch1apnt er 6; Isntl
lS2 riijeateal areal of boday in is plane norruaal

The value aaf the lbraandtl numbehar Wlr) unader normiaal ito the smuri' rays (sit I0) (for hoallow hernia-
atmosphei e a pre stu re and t empe'raat ures aup tao Oabout ph era' ,2 4).
60() It is aapprab iin atal 'a 0.7. Thia dlesc ent %'a) h nu in-

her (If loin only' an indirau jinfluent e upon the- hea't 12. 1.4 <N EIIGY LOS .055 M CI'a ANOPY thY IIA lI'a-
trianofer tao the rilahiais, mas far aps it detaermnines Jirem- lION IT) ShPACh' The energy loss fronti a canopy
sure anal tern 1 eraa t nire inii a ithe cano py van d bha in id by raid iationj to topac i 5 gi ven by
it. Foir tlue flow wnit he' at frtimuaIrr anro undl thea ribboia ns,

the pre.4toure rati if,,p p,.i .1 la ine suiatablea paaruaieter. 1( 0 Q~ S3) 1 174, (7 4 e-

Thie itcynoI la iaaa n aaber Ia,hi) a rla' em? listhe flotw coan. "pat(

di tin ja arou nd thea ribblia Aaaa disij hoasead, ins this coaae,

upmon the rihbbon width. / atid thae aiveruge velcl~itv wand wharre (y 'aladi fia'a rtfs hlt..liilcaiatim aiUu
pirop~erties aof ltea flaow thiroughi the oeiinLI~Igmbaietween to 4.80 x 10) 1:3 Iltu per~ mee 'ol!4sq ft;

the ribbaons. F'or tan *iapproaximimie evisluation af the [ misi xvi ty of the canopy miaterial; (em is-
condlitianns during dsia'aa'at iat varaiaous descent %Inach sivitv values for various naiterialis inam be
nuambera anal ailtituales4 it is aaonvenient tab define to fo~und' in Chapter 6);
lley nabm lian umbe r baa eal aiii tha a'velocamit y an d flow' proi- 4-AraobdyaitinIoscesqt)
pertieta in the iaamroweat crabsa-section (if the jet. where 3 (fre hollbodw radiaphine 2a apc qf
fair supcrcritical.1 mremmure riatiams. r~ncvelotitv exiatis. (Io holo heiphr 2)

'flai.4 Ileynild~. oasanber is dcaiolia- '11 1'' - It e 1 Tqý Temperature at the wallIs ('11); and
valuets versuh descent Mulach naumaber,.If.. fair var'ioaua Ieprtr fsae(1
matitudes were determined in Ilef (4-87)~ aind tire plaotted 7 ememtue f pae Of)

in Fig. 4.158. The rihbbon width. 1. waits taken taa be

2.0 in. The Knudsien ntumber (An) will enter ais to
pairameter only at very low densities. It can lie ex-

Paressed as a relamtiaon between Much nuniber and Rev- 1

nolds number, as for instance 1112 ft R,.ef (4-88)SEL L
gives as a c'riticaml vialue It-) R,. - 103 Since in tile
came aif a ribbon canampy in supbersainic flow, the flaiw

through the openings has near sonaic velocity (when 106 -

'I would equal 1), caontinuuma flow can lie expmected to 3,0 TATTD

exist for descent conditionis at which R-H I? (W. 1000

Considering the effects (if variour. paramaeters upaon
the heat transfer of a parachute ribbona, the following 1
relation can be exp'cteda (Ref (4-87)):;0,w TATTD

(4-3 17 ) 'N i = IF(R e.~, Po )i 91

TIhis; relationship was determined expacrinmentially.- the le -

results obtained are shown in F~ig. 4-159 for both the 150,000 FT ALTITUDE
upstream and downstreaam sides of a ribbon grid under
supercritical-pressure ratios. e00

12.1.3 E~NFh1(Y FLO0W INTO CANOPY FROM 0 10 20,0FTA IUD

SOLAR RAIDIATION. The heat flow into a canopy
by solar radiation may be determined from the relation 001

(4-318) /a S2

where I = Solar radiation intensity: a reasonable MACH NUMBER, M.
estimate of its value is 425 litu per hr per Fig. 4-158 Revnolds Numbers for Various Altitudes
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12.1.5 ENERGY IOSS HIOM CANOPY IDY IIAI)lA- (4-32.1) m(: - (I -h'F -

'I1ON TO TillHE AITII. 'rne energy lons front d

canopy to the earth is given by the relation

a S3 ' (7T41 _ 7.4aspace)

(4-320) r'" Fs , 'S4 (T4 _ 7'4eth) If. furthermore, no heat is absorbed by the material

of the cin.opy, the convective heat flux must be equal
where S4 - Area of body radiating to the earth (,4q ft); to the radiant flux. Consequently

(for hollow hemisphere: a P2 1/2); and
P(4-324) Qecouvected '• (•radiated

Fs - Radiation shape-factor.
or

12.1.6 ENERGY S'ThIIID IY CANOPY. The
rate at which energy is stored by a canopy is given (4-32S) AS1 (T,41 - TV) - aS3 ( (T4V - T 4s8pce)
by the relation

(4-321) dE dTWF The temperature of space may also be neglected
dT ds compared to equilibrium temperatures of practical

interest. Therefore

where m - Mass of the canopy (Ib); and 4

C Specific heat of the canopy material (Btu (4-3k') AS1 (TAF - Tw) - a 53 4
per lb OR')

or rewritten,
12.1.7 TOTAL ENERGY BALANCE. An energy

balance can now be written directly from the above (4327) T 4  A S
equations:

Energy Stored - Energy In - Energy Out TAW - TV S $3

dTT - EFq 4-327 may be solved for the equilibriam or wall
(4-322) inC _ - AS1 (T/ - TI) temperature, Ti, by trial sad error. As explicit sala-

ds tion of TI from Eq 4-327, may be obtained usaing the

following equation:

IaS2 -aS3tdTw -T4spa(4-328) T!!, - z+2 (72 + 4a)1/2

8 fr S4 (TV4  T4earth) z ,.. + -IFE1/ +

This equation can now be solved to yield a tempera- 2 /b4 64a3) 1/3

ture-time history, once the trajectory conditions are -- 4 + •2 /
known. In this development of the total energy balance,
it is assumed that the sum is located verticaJly above a - A.Ir
the vertically descending canopy. In a majority of
cases that consider canopy surface temperatures, the
terms for energy flow into the canopy by solar radia- b
tion (Eq 4-318) and for energy loss from the canopy
by radiation to the earth (Eq 4-320) can be neglected
since their values generally are negligible compared Thus, Eq 4-327 or 4-328 may be used to predict the
to those of radiation to space of heat caused by velo- maximum possible wall temperature TV of the canopy
city. while it is beating.

Then 12.2 Smnple Calculations. In order to demon-
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41rotte t-' pricwe mm f Jrahc'ulathto. tw. different ri'a. e
aire" v'tmidered. 7" T7- - 7 I I y -

12.2.1 (CASIE I. Thor f4allowiag ntinlitioiim are 2 C 2,PI 1o U ff l l ed t o ) e~ i ~i : 1 ." I

PrIijetted diameter of camnopy (htritipherr) Ilamed upon the otperational c ondition aimsuled.
/) 4.0 (1 the following tenms can be defined:

ehIoi tit oif catnopy 2000 f paXO 'l
%ltwite ol Of cnlopy I er2tat n T_ -:r),{X) 7 retream static temperature . 502°ll

(olef (4-1));

'%pill 'ing Vol 4.3i4,11 t adiabatic wall teniperatureina l , iRecovery factor - 0.85 (Assurmed);

l,,' calculated: C - Specific heat of fluid - 6000 sq ft per sec

.2 per sec "it;
tl-324) 7' Ig F 4' n 7 , , 1if2 C 2 L j Ratio of specific heats of air - 1.4: a"nd

if - l'ree.stream Mach number at given altitude
Iame.d upon tihe operational coniditions asuniel,. the 4.0.
following ternis can be defined: Inserting these values into the above equation yields

7'-Ilre,.'-stream statiS temperature - 415'11 Ulhef 0.85 x 43602
(4-1); ' 502 - 502 [1 +0.85 (1.4"1)4.021

n Ilecovery factor O.H5 (t,.uwited); 2 x 6000 2

C Specific heat t)f fluid - 6000 sq ft per set ' "4W - 184911 or 186711

per sec Ol;
y RIatio of specific heats of air .- 1.4; and This temperature value is significantly above the

It - Free-stream Mach number at given altitude allowable maximum temperature for Nylon material

- 2.0. and a closer approximation of the wall temperature,
7"ft is required.

Inserting these values into the above equation yields Based upon the calculation of the adiabatic wall

20002 temperature, 7"4T,, above, an average value of T 4dr
0.85 X 202 1858°r is chosen.71r 415 4

2 x 6000 The Reynolds number of operation for the condition
specified is

415 (1 + 0.85 (1.41 - 1) (2.0)21 698011 or 697.2011
2 Re

Since this temperature is well below the maximum

allowable temperature for Nylon (9400 R), it is immed--
iately recognized that a Nylon canopy will not be where p.. = 3.415 x 10 lb sec 2 /ft 4

damaged by aerodynamic heating under the operational (Ref (4-1))
conditions specified. 1' = 4360 fps (Given)

)p - 4.0 ft (Given)
12.2.2 CASE II. The following conditions are p. ,- 3.642 x 10-7 lb sec per aq ft (Ref (4-1))

assumed to exist: (3.415 x 10-6) (4.36 x 103) x 4.0

Projected diameter of the canopy (hemisphere) a 3. 6 4 x 10-7 x
p - 4.0 ft 1.635x 105

Geometric Porosity of the canopy A-% For the determination of the average Nuaselt num-
Width of the Nylon ribbons 1 -2 in. ber, Nunvg, the Reynolds number Re. is based upon

Velocity of canopy V. - 4360 fpa the ribbon width, I, and the average velocity of the

Altitude of canopy operation h - 150,000 ft flow through the openings of the ribbon grid (Y - 1).
From Fig. 4-158, and for the operational conditions

Applying Eq 4.329, the adiabatic wall temperature of I* - 4.0 and h*, 150,000 ft, the value of the R~ey-
may be calculated. nolds number, Re , is
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I o. H x 103 It is seen that tlh m Haxiiuill pIos ible instantaneous

a'equilibrium wail temperature iN above tihe maxinium

For thin lReynohls number, the aiv.rage N umaell nun- allowable temperature for Nylon noaterial.

her, NaIvg. is (Vlig. 4-- I ): In order to delteini e the tinie-temperuture himtory

for the cranopy, a trajectory cahlculiation for the assuNmed

Viuvg - 27 opeirationai conditions must be perfoirmed, and is soIu-

lion of Vol 4-:127 or 4-328 must he obtained.

Since

"Vat - /

T SEC. 13 RELIABILITY

the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, cain be 13.1 Reliability Requirements. Aerodynamic de-
calculated: celerator reliability requirements, for almost every

type of application, are necessarily its high or higher
A - (_u).. _ than for most types of military r.loipment llowrvi'r.

I in the analysis of a parachute or other decelerator dle-
sign, or of the actual item of equipment during its

Forfree-stream statictemperature of 50211, k 0.0125 development, it is necessary to quantify reliability

Bltu per hr cu ft Oil. requirements; the mere statement that "high" or "very

Therefore, high" reliability is required is not adequate to den-

(27) (0.0125) cribe the performance desired from a given design.
A (2. -( 5,0.1 V 10-1 Thusit is necessary to have some finn basis on which

(2.0) (0.0833) (3600) to measure the reliability requirements for a decelera-

tor system, balancing the obvious desire for maximum
canhe instantaneods equflibriui waill-3en7 erature, 7', reliability against possible penalties in weight, bulk.

cost, development time. etc.

The best approach to the determination of the mini-

7"__'4 A SI mum reliability required of a decelerator system is tn
T 7 o analysis of its mission. This can be accomplished by"a study of the overall effects on the mission of failure

of the decelerator system. It must consider. when
where E- lmissivity of Nylon ribbon; chosen to he applicable, the entire number of such missions likel%

0.85; to be run, and the balance of such factors it% cost.
adevelopment time, weight, bulk, etc., against the level

Surface area of canopy exposed to aero- of reliability which can be achieved for specilic levels
dynamic heating; for this case it equals of effort in each of these directions. [it this way am

p2/2; and reliability level can be chosen within the realm of

S3 ý Area of the canopy radiating to space; for practical attainment.
this case it equals hi p2 It is not possible to lay down a hard-and-fast set of

"p rules for such an analysis. Each application must be

Therefore, considered within the context of its own specidli/rd
conditions. As was pointed out above, all decelerator

T 4  !;.64xl" 4  reliability requirements must be high. Ilowever, it is
I() convenient to divide such high requirements into twoT4 W - TW = (4.80xlo1" 3 ) (0.85) groups: ultra-reliability, and very high reliability. The

ultra-reliability group includes such applications as
personnel parachutes, special-weapons parachutes,

Tw4 7.4 spr.ce-vehicle-recovery decelerator systems, and simi-
T1r/ TW 3824x109 lar critical applications in which costs are extremely

4W- -240 1858 - TW high, assurance of mission success must be very high,
or human life is involved. In general, it may be said

that such ultra-reliability requirements start with
Solving this equation by trial and error, the value for reliabilities higher than 0.999. Of course, there is no
TW is: TW - 1045"I' practical upper limit on reliability other than the per-
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fection of 1.0. In the real world, the latter is virtually failures tcf the fabric and static4eardware portions of
unobtainable, but requirements for many critical appli- parachutes, and failures of the mechanical devices
cations are much that it most be approached, which are necessary to parachute-system operation.

"Ilie very high reliability requirements are those of Failures in the fabric portions of canopies are probably
the more usual parachute applications other than per- the moat difficult to amenea on a theoretical basis.
sonmel: cargo delivery, missile and drone recovery. First, experience indicates that fabric failures meot
weapons delivery, etc. Ites, some of the urgency of be considered from the viewpoint of critical or non-

factors requiring virtual certainty of recovery ma6 be critical applications of the fabric in the parachute.
tempered by overriding considerations of cost, devel. 'ihea, for example, in many missions the blowing aut
opment time, peruonsel training, or many of the other of a panel in a canopy does not necesaarily mean a
factors which are involved in the compromises required failure of the mission. If the decelerator function is
by expediency in military development. It is difficult merely to land the load without damage in a general
to draw a aharp line between ultra-reliability require- area, and the decelerator is somewhat over-designed

ments and very high reliability requirements; however, (as in the usual came), the los. of a panel from the
the choice of reliability levels up to 0.9c) ie probably canopy may not effect the reliability of the parachute
an adequate one for moat purposes. in the mission at all. On the other hand, in such a

To interpret reliabilitise generally above 0.999 in mission the failure of a riser or n suspension line
term of failure rate is a relatively simple matter: could very well result in major damage or destruction

this implies leas than one failure may be expected in to the load, and thin failure in the mission.
every thousand trials over many thousands of trials. In the cases in which both the deceleration of the
The very hip% reliability case, aimilarly, may be re- load and the achievement of a reasonably precise
gueded as that in which a level of one, or possibly touch-down point are vital (e.g., delivery of a special
somewhat more than one failure per thousand use. is weapon) f4ilure of a single panel might so change the
acceptable, again in the long run over many theusands trajectory of the parachute system and load that the
of uses. It muot be realized that the reliability values mission would be a failure even though the decelera-

expressed in this manner do not refer to the result of tion function of the parachute had been accomplished
a single trial or even a few trials. There is no way of successfully. Thus, mission analysia in a vital factor

determining the reliability of a single item used once; in determining which specific types of fabric failure
whetherthe item will work properly or not can be deter- cause parachute system failure.
mined only by using it and examining the results. Re- To pinpoint the exact reaaon for the failure of a
liability refers to performance in the long run; when fabric portion of a parachute in a rather difficult engi-
applied to a single use, all the reliability analysis can neering task. However, ;rom a broader viewpoint, it
do in quote the "odds" that the usage will be succesa- can be realized thdt the fabric portions of the perachute
ful. have a definite distribution of strength in each meri-

13.2 Cmuss of U"11i6ability. Three major ber; if the tensile strength of a large number of samples
causes of unreliability in parachute operation may be of the fabric used for any given member of the canopy
recognized: (l) inadequate design;(2) materials failure is tented under conditions reasonably simulating those
due to accident; and (3) human error in parachute as- of actual uoe, it will be found that the strength will
aembly, packing, and use. In designing for reliable very over a certain range, with the actual strength
perfonnance, and in assessing the reliability of a values generally tending to group around te central
given design, the possibility of failures from all three average. (Of course, in the actual parachute design
causes must be considered. and construction, come allowance muat also be make

From the viewpoint of operational parachutes and for the effects of seams, hardware attachments, etc.,
other decelerator systems, inadequate design is gen- on the strength.)
erally not a major failure-factor in actual field use. A similar study of the stresses which are placed on
Since virtually every decelerator system gee. through dhe various canopy members during parachute deploy-
a design, a development, and a shake-down tenting meant and descent will indicate that for each given
period, design errors are generally eliminated in devel- portion of the parachute deployment and operation, a
opment. The exceptions are those cases in which the given range of stresses will act on each component
design can be said to be really marginal, and in which of the canopy. Again, a series of measurements will
the failure rate due to the design error in so low as tend to show a range of such stresses at any given
to be undetectable even in an adequate test program, point, depending on the specific conditions of each
and indistinguishable from accidental caueA,. deployment, tumbling of the load, gusts, specific man-

Materials failures may be divided into two dcanes, ner in whichthe canopy unfolds, etW. Aso in the strength
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case, these values u-ually will group around a central ure. I)evelopment of reliable devices is primarily a
averges with both extremen considerably le.,, common problei of good engineering design.

than the mean. The third cause of parachute failure, human error,
To understand the reasons for many accidental in more difficult to deal with than the purely mechani-

failures of fabric portions of parachutes, it in neces- cal problems. Of course, human error in the process

sary to examine the relationship between the distribu- of parachute design is part of the design problem rather
tion of the strength of the material in each portion of than the parachute-use reliability problem. However,
the canopy and the stress on each portion of the human error in parachute construction and use is prob-
canopy in its operation. In every application of the ably one of the primary cannes of failure in the opera-

parachute tAere is some probability of very low or very tion of many of the most common types of parachurtes,
high stress, but the probability of the extremes in less including man-carrying parachutes and cargo pars-
than the probability of a stress closer to the average, chutes. In considering the bumnan-error factor in pars-
Similarly, in every choice of a specific piece of fabric chute reliability, three major areas of possible error
for the construction of a canopy there is a possibility should be distinguished: (1) errors in manufacture not
of getting a lower-strength piece or a higher-strength caught by inspection procedures; (2) errors in rigging
piece. Thus, it can be seen that the probability ofacci- the parachute to the load; and (3) errors in packing the
dental failure will depend to a considerable extent on parachute.
the probability of the specific portion of the canopy The human error in the manufacturing process is
which fails being constructed of a low-strength piece quite difficult to evaluate in reliability studies. Here,
of material that encounters an accidentally high stress reliability is primarily a function of quality control by
during the operation. the manufacturer, and also depends on proper training

Of course, everything possible should be done in of manufacturing personel and on thorough and effec-
parachute desigm, construction, and operation to mini- tie inspection. It would appear that such errors are
mize the possibility of selecting a low-strength piece relatively rare; in arecent studyof parachute reliability
of material (e.g., testing of batches of material after (Ref (4-89)) it was not possible to isolate any such
they are manufactured and before they are used) and to cases in examining the records of well over 5,000
minimize the possibility of an extremely bigh loading parachute-uses.
in use by limiting the speed of the aircraft at parachute A distinction in made between human error in rigging
release, by designing the load for reasonably good and human error in packing primarily because a func-
aerodynamic characteristics, etc.). Indeed, such pro- tional failure due to an error in packing can be defi-
cautions may be pointed out as the primary reason for nitely detected in the parachute behavior, while a
the remarkably high record of reliability for parachutes failure due to an enor in riggino is probably more read-
in general. However, it must be realized that, to some ily traced to the characteristics of the load rather than
extent at least, the failures which do occur may be the parachute itself. In the study cited above, it was
caused by these two factors. found that parachute rigging-errors which cansed failure

Failures of the mechanical devices used in various of the drop mission wrre most likely in those air-drop
types of parachute systems ae more a straightforward applications in which irregularly shaped loads were
problem than failures in the fabric portions. That is, employed. Thin appears to be particularly true in the
from the viewpoint of static hardware, items whose case of heavy vehicles loaded on drop platforms, and
functions are primarily passive, the cause of failure, other types of loads having protuberances. sharp cor-
to a large extent, may be attributed to the distribution ners, and unsymmetrical shapes. In these failures, the
of strength and of the stresses placed on the compo- actual failure-mechanism can usually be traced to the
nests, as in the cane of fabrics. However, there in snagging or tangling of some portion of the deploying
another clans of mechanical devices which must per- canopy or lines on a portion of the load.
form active functions during the deployment or opera- While it is true that this latter failure causes un-
tion of the parachute system. This class consists of reliability in the mission, the advisability of consider-
reefing-line cutters, interstage disconnects, deploy- ing such failures as caused by unreliability of the
meat-initiation devices, etc. Here the reliability prob- parachute is open to question. In general, the rigging
lem is one of the functioning of mechanical devices of the parachute to the load in cargo drop, and to per-
in an environment which may include low temperatures, sonnel in man-carrying applications, is not under the
shock, vibration, acceleration, and possibly other control of the parachute design or engineering agency.
interfering factors. In such cases, assessment of re- Thus, the unreliability due to rigging error can be cor-
liability is a matter of testing adequate numbers of rected primarily by operational dircipline rather then
such devices under conditions closely simulating their by processes which can truly be said to be under engi-
use environments to determine the probability of fail- neering control. Such problems probably should not be
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considered an is part of the reliability of the parachute sible. IIow.ver, in ultra-reliable systems in error rate
itself, although they are undoubtedly a portion of the of this miagnitude may well be the major single cause
reliability of the mission. Iligging problems in many of unreliability.
other types of parachutes are not as serious from the It would appear that more inspection and closer in-
human-error viewpoint. For ouch applications as mis- spection would not be the key to eliminating entirely
sile and drone recovery, aircraft deceleration, and failures of this type. [lather, it in necessary to design
space-vehicle recovery, where the load and parachute the parachute systems for inspection of the results of
have been designed asn a unit, the rigging error may be dtiese portions of the parachute packing operation. This
considered an a portion of the packing error, requires the design engineer to consider not only the

Iluman error in packing has been found to be one of problems of the parachute operation and packing, but
the major failure-producing factors in some types of also the problem of the inspector who must determine
parachute reliability atudies(lief(4-89)). Ilere, two dis- whether the packing or installation of the small device
tinct portions of the packing process can be recog- has been done properly.
nizedfrom the viewpoint of error control: (l)the canopy 13.3 Reliability Assessment The assessment
lay-out, folding, tying, and stowing, and (2) the in- of parachute reliability, either from the design prior to
stallation of hardware and auxiliary deviLve required the start of the actual experimental development pro-
for parachute operation. In the previously mentioned pram, or from test data gathered during a developmental
study of heavy-duty parachute reliability, survey of the and test program, is a problem which must be approached
records of parachute failures in normal ue indicated in a logical step-by-step manner if meaningful results
that the majority of human-error failures in packing are to be obtained. Space is not adequate in this sec-
were not in the canopy portion of the operation, but tion to present detailed instructions on the complete
rather in the maxiliary-device installation, procedure for parachute reliability assessment. Instead,

Observation of the packing process for large and the reader is urged to consult Ref (4-89). which pre-
complex parachute systems has indicated what in sents a complete methodology for parachute-reliability
probably the basic reason behind this preponderance assessment, and many of the necessary auxiliary data,
of error in the installation of the ha:dware items:quali- including values for human-error rates observed in
ty-coatrol measures applied to the parachute-packing parachute packings, the reliability of certain mechani-
process require constant inspection as each step of cal devices commonly used in parachute systems, and
tde packing proceeds. During the lay-out, examination, mathematical tables whichfacilitate computations.The
folding, and stowage of the canopy the inspection pro- discussions presented below are a brief outline of the
cess can follow each individual packing operation major points which must be considered in the asses-
quite closely, since, in general, the parts of the canopy ment of parachute reliability.
involved are large and readily visible to the inspector.

However, when hardware, auxiliary devices, reefing- 13.3.1 DEFINITION OF RELIABILITY. Reliabili-
line cutters, and similar mechanical devices are in- ty is inversely related to the expected rate of failure;
stalled, the parts involved are usually quite small. The it can be measured by subtracting the expected prob-
operations required of the parachute packer are such ability of failure from unity. Ihe important concept to
that frequently his hands hide the part from the in- note here is the use of the term "expected rate of fail-
spector. Further, after the eompletion of the operation, are". The calculated reliability of a system cannot be
it is sometimes difficult for the inspector to see all used to forecast, on an absolute basis, the performance
portions of the part clearly. This is particularly true of a single example of that system in a single use. It
in the come of canopies which must be installed in gives the "odds", but does not foretell the result of
compartments that are in integral portions of the load, any single event. It refers to the rate of successful
and where electrical connections, etc., must often be uses to be expected when a large number of identical
made. Ilere, inspection becomes very difficult and it systems are used, or when a given system is used a
appears entirely possible that the inspector, nomatter large number of times. Thus, reliability may be defined
how diligent, might miss an error in TIhe process which as the probability of successful operation of the pars-
could eventually cause failure of the parachute in its chute system under given conditions in the long run.
mission. An examination of the definition of reliability indi-

Of course, examples of such errors are the exception cates that in itself it is not adequate for the basis of
rather than the rule. The observed rate from a study of assessment of any given parachute system. It is neces-
failure records was about 14 in over 5500 packings of sary, before starting the analysis, to choose the boun-
complex parachute systems, with an estimated 100 pos- daries defining the system. A decision must be reached
sible opportunities for error in each complete packing. by the evaluating agency as to the exact point in the
Thus, over a half million chances for error were pos- parachute use at which the consideration of reliability
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will start, and the exact point at which it will end. It should be noted that x - 1i,2.3...N, and that if p is
F~or example, if a simple static-line-deployed system the probability of failure, then (I-p) represents the
in considered, the reliability evaluation may include probability of success.
the fastening which holds the eand of the static line to E',xamination of the expression for the Blinomial Dii-
the aircraft, or may not, depending on whether the sys- tribution given in Eq 4-329 indicates that both the
tern designer or evaluator chooses to consider this a numerator and denominator of the fraction involved
portion of the parachute system. Similarly, if a cargo contain factorials, and that when the numberm become
parachute-system has an automatic canopy-release large, the expression is rather difficult to evaluate.
which separates the canopy froni the load at touchdown, For cases in which V (the number of trials) is quite
this may or may not be considered as part of the mys- large and (p)(the probability of failure) is quite small.
tern from a reliability viewpoint, depending upon the the Poisson probability distribution is a good up-
objectives of the analysis. proximtion t) the binoii-il:

Another factor which is important in the overall
definition of the reliability to be assessed in the mat- (4-330) f(s)
ter of the use-conditinns tnder which this reliability
will be considered. Therefore, it is also necessary to
specify the limits of applicability of the sy.tem with In this distribution, n is the average number of times
respect to the deployment speed and altitude, the the event (failure) occurs, or the "expectation" of x;
load, the permissible aircraft maneuvers during re- numerically, n - Np. Since only one factorial in in-
lease, etc. Finally, as discussed previously, a defini- mer y a o x. since o ote factoiali
rition of success or failure of the parachute mission voved, that of di, and since a must be small to applyia necessary a. a yardstick upon which to base the thme Poisson distribution as an approximation to the

ikinomial, it can be seen that numerical manipulstions
computations of system reliability. are considerably simplified by the approximation.

13.3.2 RELIAIIILITY MISIRIIII JITONS. In any 13.3.3 SrNmIx-ulS VERSIIS MIIITmPIE-IISE.
given parachute mission, the reliability of each portion One important factor governing the application of re-
of the parachute system is determined, in effect, at a libiimethodsto parac he missio mtbon -

virtually instantaneous time, rather than over a period sidered before the discussion of the details of re-

of time. For example, the maximum load on the sus- siabl efre the d cussion of the parlshfte-

pension lines, and thus the maximum probability of a iabilty assessment; the condition of the parachute at

line breaking, comes either in the opening-shock or in the start of the mission. Some types of parachutes (for

the snatch force. Similarly, the reefing-line cutter is example, those which are used to decelerate weapons

called upon to perform at a particular instant, and its and are destroyed in the process of use) must be new
succed uorfan tohpisor t a performarcu instmnturnd ats at the start of each mission. Others, such as the usualsuccess or failure in this performance is measured at

that instant rather than over a time period. The other man-carrying parachutes, aircraft-deceleration para-
chutes, and cargo parachutes, may be used for a mum-devices and component. of the parachute system are ber of missions. In the single-use cases, since all the

also called upon to perform or to resist their maximum parachutssarenew a a the missio, it ay be
loads at a virtually instantaneous time. parachutes are new at start of the mission, it may be

loaseatavrtly, instarelian ilitu time.p , aassumed that all have equal reliability. Of course, if
Consequently, from a reliability viewpoint, a para-

chute is a "one-shot" system. When called on to per- the parachute has been subjected to severe environ-
ments in storage (high temperature, acid fumes, etc.),form in its mission, its reliability is not dependent on this assumption will notbe valid.||owever, such aitus-

the length of time the mission will last, but rather upon tis ar t i eation of a reliabilityi-

success or failure in a single operation at a single tiong are not legitinc tely a portion of a reliability in-

time. The distribution of the probability of parachute vestigation, since (1) they are analogous to the latde-

failure can only take on a finite number of values, quate-hesign situation and are not actually related to

and is called a discrete distribution. The probability which cannot be controlled. Thus, to make the para-
distribution best describing such a system is the whccantbcorledTustomkte r-
dis tribution bestrusi, which expresses mathematis chute-reliability assessment feasible at all, it must
cinally itheprobabilutiy whicthat exp lures matleoacur be assumed that accidental damage or deterioration
caily the probability (f(()) that failure will occur during storage after packing has not occured.

exactly x times in N independent trials of the system, in thcase ofte m achutet

where p is the expected probability of failure: In the case of the multiple-two parachute, it in
necessary to establish the effect of prior use on re-
liability. Such factors as wear, age, damage on land-

(4-329) N(X) N I ing, weakening of fabric members by previous loading,
(3) f - - s(P)N'x and effects of exposure to sunlight during previous

x I (N-x) ! uses must be evaluated with respect to their effects
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on overall reliability. The problem here in one of de- ,.urn-likelihood(point) estimate computed from a single
termining whether the inspection and repair proress meries of trials by the simple method, a more refined
which follows the parachute-use prior to packing for measure of reliability in needed. The basis for this
the next mission returns the parachute to the equiva- type of reliability value, the confidence-interval esti-
lent of new condition. This is a matter which will be timate, may be understood by realiziag that, roughly
determined by the facts of the individual came. If it is speaking, if an estimate of the reliability of a system
found that the re-umed parachute is equivalent from a is made, there in associated with that estimate a prob-
reliability viewpointto a new parachute, then the anal- ability of it's being incorrect. 'The lower such an eati-
ynis proceeds as if the parachute were a single-use mate of reliability (expressed am a probability of "at
item. If it is found that inspection and repair does not least" a given fraction of successes), the higher isthe
return the parachute to its "ias-new" condition, then probability of the estimate being correct. The estimate
441e allowance amust be made for the deteriorating of the reliability can be denoted in the poesent came
effect of prior use in assessing the parachute relia- by R the probability of the estimate being correct
bility. will Ce called the confidence coefficient (denoted by

13.3.4 OVERALL, SYS'I1;M REIIAIAIIJTY. The the subscriptg),the interval between the reliability

simplest case in the evaluation of the reliability of a value given andunity is called the confidence interval.

parachute system is that of a single-canopy system A probabilistic interpretation of these concepts in that

which has been tested A number of tames under tea- if in many empirical trials with F failures out of a total

sonably close conditions of operation of load, altitude, of N trials, the reliability is estimated to be at least

velocity of release, and aircraft attitude at release. R , then the estimate will be correct on the average

Under these conditions, the simplest estimate of pare- fsut least g (per cent) of the time.

chute failure rate is the actual failure rate observed: In order to compute R9, it must be recalled that if

the number of failures observed divided by the total the true reliability is R, then in a single ue of the

number of drops. The reliability is this value subtract- system the probability of failure is (l-R) and the prob-

ed from unity. This gives a "poiat estimate"; that is, ability of success in R. Using the Binomial Distribu-

a reliability value given as a bangle number based on tion described above, the probability of F or lesn fail-

the avwilable number of tria!s. For some purposeti, es- ure in N trials i given by:

pecially if only a crude estimate of reliability i.% re-
,wired, this "best estimate" in satisfactory. It must
be reculized, of course, that the accuracy of much a (4-331) m N! (I-R)iRN'i
point estimate or best estimate depends upon the nunm-
ber of trials which were made. i-O i !(N-0)

Such an estimate of reliability has several advan-
tages: it is relatively simpleto compute andcanutilize As R decreases, the values obtained from Eq 4-331
,mny consistent data that are available. Ilowever, it also decrease; the estimate Rg will be that val"e of R
must be realized that the single-number value repre- which causes Fq 4-331 to be equal to l-g, for then the
seating the reliability gives no information about tLe probability of obtaining more than F failures in N tests
degree of confidence that may be placed in this num- will be g. If F is small while N is large (that in, if
ber as a true measure of the potential performance of there are not many failures in a large sumber of pore-
the system. It is quite possible that the true relia- chute uses) the Poisson approximation to the Binomial
bility is either lower or higher than the given maxi- may be used:
mum-likelihood estimate, since, in theory, reliability
expresses the probability of a Oiven number of suc-
cesses in all possible uses of the parachute system, (4-332) 1-g as Ni (l.R)is N (l-R)
while, for most practical cases, the test data available
represent only a small fraction of all possible uses. i-0 it
But the point estimate does have legitimate use in re-
reliability assessment of parachute systems, because When Rg is computed firm Eq 4-332, it is possible
when only limited test-data are available it is often to state that thereliability lies between R. and 1, with
the only assessment which can be made; even with the assurance of being correct given by the confidence
ample data, it provides a rapid method for determining coefficient, g.
whether or not reliability requirements are being met. To facilitate computations of R to a given confidence

To take into account the possibility that the true coefficient, tables have been developed and are pre-
reliability may be either lower or higher than the mazi- seated in Ref (4-89). Values taken from these tables
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for 90, 95, mad 99 per cent confidence coefficients are 'IThe choice of confidence coefficient in practical

plotted in Fig. 4-160. To calculate the reliability at cases tends to be dictated by the amount of text data

the selected confidence-coefficient from N trials with available for the evaluation. As can be seen from Fig.
F failures, the plot in entered at F, and the value for 4-161, the data required to demonstrate high reliability

the computation factor read from the appropriate curve, with very high confidence is quite extensive, even if

Thea, reliability with the choseu confidence coeffi- no failures at all we encountered in the testing. Thus,

cient, R , is computed from unless the test data can be obtained from other trials

of the syatem, made for purposes other than reliability
testing, the cost of doing the testing is probably the

(4-333> RK - I -computation factor controlling factor in the choice of confidence coeffi-
IV cient. Studies of the amount of testing required

versus the optimum confidence-coefficient for cal-
The choice of the confidence coefficient for use in culation (Hef (4-89)) indicate that 90 per cent con-

interval reliability-enalyseu depends, to some extent, fidence is probably the best choice for most com-

upon the objectives of the evaluation. Of course, any putations of reliability. By working at this level,
desired confidence-coefficient may be used in the cal- the evaluating agency gett the grfeatooot return for a
calculations, although in practice the choice of a 100 given amount of test effort.
per 1-ont confidence-level will obviously result in a The major advantage of the confidence-interval esti-
reliability of zero, sales" the parachute under analysis mate of reliability over the point estimate is the fact
is absolutely perfect and can never fail. In tie choice that the confidence coefficient expresses the degree
of a confideace coefficient for calculations, it must be of reliance which the evaluating agency may place in
realized that the higher the confidence coefficient its results. Obviously, if the reliability-evaluation of a
used, the lower the reliability computed for the same given parachute system is based only on a limited
set of data (aud the higher the failure rate), and vice nunber of trials, there is the possibility that in the
versa, next series of trials the results will 6e somewhat dif-

ferent. The point-eatimate tends to ignore this fact;

the confidence-interval estimate expresses numerically
the probability that the failure rate on the next series

of trials may be different from that used in the com-
1'0" putations. The disadvantages of the latter estimate,

CONFIDENCE of course, are the requirement for larger amounts of
.99 rdata, and a somewhat more complex method of compu-

2 tation.

In the discussion of both point estimates and confi-
dence-interval estimates above, the viewpoint taken

0, was that of the single-canopy system. In many para-
0 chute applications, instead of a single canopy, multi-
U 20 pie canopies are used, either in clusters or in sequence.

"Z Reliability data obtained on a single canopy may be
o applied to either type of multiple-canopy used, if due

t-___allowance is made for the effects of simultaneous or

sequential use of the canopies on the reliability of the

O complete system.
In the case of canopies in clusters, it is necessary

I Ofto determine the number of canopies which must operate
successfully to decelerate the load to the velocity re-

quired for a successful drop. If it is found that all
canopies which are used must operate, then the overall
reliability of a system with clustered canopy system,R,, is equivalent to the reliability of an individual

canopy, R, raised to the power of the number of cano-
0- _pies used, N,:

0 5 10 15 20

NUMBER OF FAILURES (F)
Fig. 4-160 Reliability from a Series of Trials (4-334) Ri - RN
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Fig. 4-161 Reliability Levels for a Series of Tests With .. d Without Fa~ilures

If a evoccesifuI drop requires fewer then the total Then the overall reliability of the system, R', (when
number of canopiesuused (n - number actually required), N exceeds a), can be expressed
the overall reliability, Rm,, of the system may be cal-
culated from: (4-335) R',, in P

IV In the case of multi-stage systems, in which each

Pd P, canopy must open sequentially to decelerate the load,E the reliability of each canopy is considered as a series
r m + Iterm in a simple product-model (see below).

13.3.5 COMPONENT RELIABIITiY ANALYSIS.
The case in which there are sufficient test data on the

where complete parachute system to allow assessment of re-

Probbilty f filue oftheentre luser;liability on either a point or a confidence-interval
Pd mrbblt ffiueo h niecutr basnis is the exception rather than the rule, Of course,

Pr- Probability of failure of r identical canopies; in the analysis of parachute designs before the system
N - Number of canopies in the cluster; and is actually built and tested, there can be no teat data.

In the case of systems under development, the tests
n - Maximum nmuber of canopies than can fail with- are generally conductedat varying altitudes and speeds,

out affecting the success of the mission, and under varying load-conditions to establish engi-
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neering parameters, so that the data are rarely collect- mate are ~onsiderably more stringent than for a point-
ed under conditions homogeneous enough to allow good estimate. In general, when parachute designs are being
reliability estimation. Thu., it is necessary to have evaluated for potential reliability prior to the actual
some other method of assessing the reliability of para- construction of hardware, it will be quite difficult to

chutes. obtain enough data of the type required to permit con-

13.3.5.1 Product Rule. Since any parachute sys- fidence-interval estimates, unless the parachute sys-
tem may be resolved into a series of individual com- tern uses at least some components that have beenpre-
ponents, and since it can be demonstrated that the re- viously used in other systemas, and for which perfor-
liability of the overall system is equivalent to the mance data are available. In the came of parachute sys-
product of the reliability of each of its individual tems which are in the development or test phasea, and
components (Ref (4-90)), an analysis of the reliability upon which some performance data are available, con-
of the components of the system allows the synthesis fidence-interval estimates of reliability can be made
of a reliability value for the complete system. The in a great many cases.
basic mathematical model used in this came is simple; For the analysis of the reliability of a parachute
the system reliability (R) is equal to the product of the system using the product-rule reliability model (for
component reliabilities (Re): either point or confidence-interval evaluations) data

will be required on the performance of all critical com-

(4-336) R- wfRe ponents of the parachute system; generally, this in-
cludes the suspension lines and risers, the hardware

This model allows the reliability evaluation to take devices which are critical to system operation, and

into account all of the mechanical factors involved in say mechanical actuators, control components, etc.,

the parachute operation from the start of deployment which mist operate properly for the system to perform

until touch-uown,or during any portion of the operation its mission successfully. (It is not necessary to have

desired, as the basis for the reliability evaluation, performance data on every component of the parachute

Ilowever, as pointed out at the beg;nning of this sec- system to evaluate reliability; only those components

tion, a major factor in parachute reliability is human most likely to experience failures are actually studied

error in the parachute-packing process. Thus, it i in detail in the analysis - see below.)

necessary to introduce another term in the model to The best data for use in the reliability analysis is
necssay t inrodce noter ermin he ode to actual -erformance data obtained on the components

take into account the probability of failure due to this pev ous use der ontins o the usep o f
human error. [his term, called die operational relia- in previous use under conditions similar to the use ofbility term, R, is used a. an additional portion of the the system under analysis, or in tests which closely
product te ssion: simulate the conditions of use. In some cases, it is

p texpression, possible to obtain such data on virtually every com-
ponent of the parachute system; this is true for those

(4-337) R - Rp rr R systems which are made up of components which have
been used in other systems. Generally, however, for

If desired, an additional term may be included in systems which are relatively new in design, such data
this model, as another factor in the product, to repre- will be available only for the standardized hardware
sent the probability of an error in rigging causing sys- items such an reeflng-line cutters, interstage discos-
tem failure. As discussed previously, this is a matter nects, or standard components from which such dis-
of choice on the part of the evaluating agency. Gen- connects are built up, and similar components. Despite
erally, rigging errors, which seem to occur most often the small size of these components in relation to the
in parachutes which are uied for heavy-cargo drops, major canopy, if their function is essential to the
are not considered part of the parachute-reliability operation of the system their importance from a re-
study. liability viewpoint is as great as that of the canopy.

13.3.5.2 Evaluation of Component Terms. '[he Where test data are available, the reliability of the
evaluation of the terms in the model in the process of pert is computed in precisely the same manner as for
reliability analysis ofa specific parachute-system may the reliability tf the overall system as discussed in
be divided into two major types of tasks: (1) the eval- 13.3.4 above. For a point-estimate, the failure rate of
unation of component terms; and (2) the evaluation of the observed sample is taken as the desired component-
the operational term. In such an evaluation, it is pos- failure rate. For a confidence-interval estimation the
sible to work toward a point-estimate or a confidence- data in Fig. 4-160 are applicable (although in actual
interval estimate of the system reliability, although, computations the tables presented in Ref (4-89) should
of course, the data requirements for an interval-esti- be used).
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The (.hiiriiteristics of this probability function are
such that for any given series of test results, the

FREQUENCY OF iwobability of occurrence of a specific value is equi-
OCCURRENCE vilent to the integral from zero to the desired value,

or erjuivalent to the area under the normal curve up to

MEAN the ordinate of interest (see Fig. 4-162). Thus, if the
distribution of stremuen on the suspension-line or riser
inti the distribution of strength of die miterials from

S (s) - which it is made are both normal and are plotted on the
t (u-.;)2 ~ .eIu set of axes, the probability of the stream exceed-

0 7 EXP - 20 ing the strength is equivilent to the area of intersec-
tion of the two distributions (liag.4-16 3 ).The probability

AREA of failure may be analyzed by studying the chqricteris-
PROBABILITY OF X tics of the strength distribution and stress distribution.

for a specific cnnopy.
Methods for performing this analysis, and tables

and gIullo, which facilitate computation, are presented
in I!ef (4-89). The data requirements are essentially a
series of test results on samples of the parachutes,

'. obtained under reasonably consistent conditions, and
information on the strength distribution of the fabric

Fig. 4-162 The Normal Distrilwbioa materials. Test results, of course, must he obtained
from a specific test-program; one is generally conducted

during the parachute-development process. Data on
In many actual cases of reliability analysis of new strength of materials, including both means and stand-

parachutes, either in the design stage or in actual ard deviations as required, are presented in Ref(4-89)
development-testing, it will be found that while relia- for most of the commonly used parachute webbings,

bility data can be developed for most mechanical and tapes, and cords.
hardware components, the canopy and its suspension It must be realized that the construction of the pare-
lines (and generally the risers, if any) are unique, and chute does, to some extent, change the strength char-

have not had enough use or testing to allow reliability acteristics of the fabrics from which they are made.
analysis from actual performance data. In such cases, The primary problems here are the effects of sewing
if even limited test-deta are available, it in possible on fabric strength and the effects of the use of mul-
to use a method of analysis which compares the dis- tiple layers of fabric on both strength and standard
tribution of the loads on the anepession lines, risers, deviation of strength. Means for allowing for such fac-
etc., as determined by test, with the distribution of tors are discussed in detail in Ref(4-89), based on the
the strength of the components under study determined results of studies of stress on materials described in
from tests of the materials from which they ara con- Ref (4-92) and (4-93).
structed and from other considerations to be discussed Where test data from which load-distribution infor-
below. Studies of suspension-line and riser load-dis- mation can be derived are not available, it is possible
tributions andof the strength distributions ofparachste to utilize engineering estimates of component relia-
fabrics (Ref (4-89)) indicate that boththeme distributions bility for those portions of the system for which no
are essentially normal; that is, the spread of values data can be obtained. This will usually be the case in
obtained from a large series of tests may be described reliability analyses of parachute designs prior to the
by the normal probability density function (Raef(4-91)): start of development, and possibly in the cease of items

in development for which test proWnams have not yet
been run. These estimates should be bused on per-

(s-()s formance records of similar components, engineering
(4-338) V(I) - M exp- - analysis of the design, and experience with reliability2.2

prediction. Of course, it will not be possible to utilize

where such data in interval-type estimates, but they are
adaptable to point-estimates if no other means of re-

v - Standard deviation of x; and liability analysis of the specific component are pos-
sible. Such estimates should be umed with caution,

S- Mean of x. since it must be realized that the reliability of every
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component of the parachute system is important to duct of all the component reliabilities and the opera-
overall reliable performance in the mia-aion. tional reliability. However, for n system with a large

13.3.5.3 Etmoluation of Operational Terms. 'Ihe number of components, this computation, while not
operational term in the product-reliability model, Rp, complex, can be extremely laborious if one term is in-
represents the probability of correct, error-free packing cluded for each component. The computing procesas
of the parachute into its deployment bag or other con- can be shortened considerably by including only those
tainer. Accordingto the demiresof theevaluating agen- terms in the model which are of numerical significance
cy, mad if data are available, it may also include the in calculating the results. Obviously, those compo-
probability of correct stowage of the deployment bag nents of the system with very high reliability will not
into a compartment on the load, such as the recovery- atffect the overall system reliability to any significant
parachute compartment in the drone or missile, the degree if components of lower reliability are also
deceleration-chute comnpartmaent in sin aircraft, or the present. ('The numerical values of reliability range
parachute compartment of a special weapon. from zero to unity; it in obvious that the lowest com-

Implicit in this term is the assumption that if the ponent-reliability will have the greatest effect on over-
parachute in properly stowed in its container, the de- all system reliability. For example, if i system iscom-
ployment process will proceed successfully. This posed of three components with reliabilities of, say,
means that the reliability evaluation is assuming that 0.999, 0.999, and 0.900 respectively, the overall relia-
the design of the deployment bag or other container is bility, the product of the three numbers, will be 0.898,
adequate for successful operation of the system. Such which differs by only 2/10 of one per cent from the
an assumption must be based on a program of good de- value for that of the lowest component, 0.900.)
ployment-heg design and adequate testing to insare "Thau, a preliminary analysis of the parachute sys-
that the design is successful. With parachute systems tem in which all components are divided into two major
in the development process this is no problem, since groups, those of extremely high reliability, and those
if the canopy does not deploy from the bag, it is oh- which have a possibility of having lower reliability,
visas that further reliability testing is useless. Frona will eliminate a considerable portion of the compute-
the viewpoint of the parachute system in the design tions. It is not potaible to write hard-and-fast rules
atage, prior to construction, this means that the relin- for the classification of components in this process.
bility being evaluated i" "inherent" reliability; that The experience and judgment ofthe engineerevaluating
is, the reliability which can be achieved with proper thin system is the key factorin making susch decisions.
deployment-bag and stowage design. !lowever, it may be pointed out that, in general, fail-

The evaluation of the operational terms should be urea which will affect mission success of hardware
based on a statistical study of previous peckings of items, deployment bags, reefing lines, break cords,
similar canopies in similar systems. Data for the pack- radial canopy-reinforcements, and other similsr com-
ing of relatively large canopies, such as might be used ponents appear to be so rare as to be generally neg-
in cargo drops, missile and drone deceleration, air- ligible unless the parachute system is of unusual de-
craft deceleration, snd weapons delivery have been sign. On the other hand, consideration of the failure
collected and analyzed and are presented in Ref (4-89). rates of such components asrisers, bridles, suspension
These data are in a form that can be directly applied lines, reefing-linecuttera, andmechanicaldiscoanects,
to most types of parachute analyses. In considering will probably be required for moat systems.
personnel parachutes, it is strongly recommeaded thpt A preliminary qualitative analysis of a parachute
a similar type of study be done on packing errors in system to select those components known to be very
personnel canopies, since here the characteristics of highly reliable can thus eliminate terms for these com-
the canopy, and possibly of a portion of the packing ponents from the model, and considerably simplify the
process, are somewhat different, computational process.

In the analysis of multiple-canopy systems, it is Once the list of components to be consideed in the
necessary to include one packing-term in the reliability final reliability-computations has been compiled, it in
model for each canopy used. This creates no addi- necessary to conduct an analysis to dctermine whether
tional complexity, since if the canopies are of similar these components are series-components or parallel-
type, the same reliability value for the packing process components in the reliability sense. The series-com-
can be used for each. ponent is defined as one which must operate success-

13.3.5.4 Computation of Reliability. The compu- fully if the parachute system in to operate success-
tation of system reliability, once data on all component fully in its mission, and is represented by a single
reliabilities and on operational reliability have been term in the model. One example of such a component
obtained, is a relatively simple process. As can be ia a riser; another, generally, is a suspension lime,
seen from Fq 4-337, the overall reliability in the pro- since experience has shown that the breaking of one
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suspension line throwN so grewt a lohd on the neigh- -'-
boring lines that they usually break also. Parallel- 0.11
tonlponents4 (those which are eIrsigned ats redundant 1 iii

uilb-)ymteais) I, ave more thou one c.olmponent performing U STRENGTH

the ,uie f,,,,ctio,, wlr', the oi,,'r,,tion ,,f iny one z 0.6 NGTH

will insure mvsNtei l sut',s,. %ni example is in relfinig- a - ; *

liie' cutters, %lt-re t%%,) or et.'ei foir na, lie used on o M UIVU. 0.4 t

the same c lanopy, and the functioning of any one wIlI •. 0.1
cut the reefing line. Nnither example of this arrange .- STR E

ment is inter-stage disconnects, where two disconnect. < 0.2 . , j TF

niechanisins Ntre often installed and the functioning of Ui .

either will serve to separalte the stages. The entire
redundant ms stern is represented by ine term in die 0 0. .1.,1itodl i•ca, cron-t-eib ivtri0 0.2 0.4 0).6 0.8 t.0 1.2

model. In much i case, the component-reliabi lity term Fig. .1-M3 Exaggerated lStress - Strength I)istr;bution
for the model is ralculittel from the reduld.Ilnt -rrtl i sented in lief (4-8o9.
bility formulh; for any iumber, n. of parullel cooi- The only additional oniplexity which may arise in
poents. the rw-liability of the parillel (redundant) die reliability evaluation is that of a re-use factor, for
Nystem will be: those parachute systems which are recoverable and
(4-339) Rb UI - - l) (I- ... 'h re-usable after the mission. As was explained in the

If a point-estimate of reliability is made. the results introductory portions of this section, it is necessary

of the use of Eq 4-339 are the desired value for sub- to determine whether the inspection and repair process

stitution for the redundant-comlmnent term in tthe relia- after parachute use returns the parachute to an "as-

bility model. If a confidence-interval analysis. is made. new" condition. If so. the re-use factor may be ignored.
If not, it is necessary to make some sort of engineeringnents have been cailulated to the same confidenrie judgment as to the effect of re-use on the strength of

coefficient, then this confidence coefficient is die one the parichute materials, and to adjust the stress-
applicable to the term used in the model. If the redun- str(iigth computations accordingly.

d(an systems have had reliability calculated to differ- 13.4 Reliability-Assessmwnt Interpmtotion
ing confidence coefficients, the overall confidence. The result of the computation of t6e reliability of a
coefficient will be that of the lowest term. parachute system by the methods described above can

Once the final component-list for die analysis has be used to evaluate the long-run performance which
been made up, and the redundancy problem hais been can be expected of large numbers of such systems. It
settled, the calculation of a point-estimate of system must be emphasized again that this reliability value
reliability is a straightforward task of taking the pro- does not reflect the absolute performance of any indi-
duct of the operational reliability and all necessary vidual system. It merely gives the "odds" that an in-
component-reliabilities. The computation of a confi- dividual trial of the parachute will be successful.
dence-interval reliability estimate requires not only Ilowever, the process of reliability evaluation has
the application of the product rule to the component- broader and possibly more valuable applications than
and operational-reliability terms, hut also the compu- the single-number, overall evaluation of potential
tation of an overall confidence coefficient. Mathe- systemn-performance.
matically exact computations of as overall confidence
coefficient for a system from confidence-interval re- In the process of the evaluation of the component
liability values for its components is an extremely reliability model, the individual components of the
complex task. Ilowever, an ipproximation method has parachute system most likely to fail are evaluated, as
been developed (see Ref (4-"9)) which facilitates this is the effect of the possible human error rate in mrlnu-
computation with a minimum ofmathematical complexity. facturing, rigging, and packing. rhese sub-results are
Fssentially, the method consists of pre-selecting the really the key to the study of the potential causes of
final confidence-coefficient desired, and then compu- failure in a paracndutc uyrtemo ae well as i t guide to
ting operational and all component reliability-terms to the efficient expenditure of effort in the improvement
such confidence coefficients that the product of all -if system reliability (see below).
of the individual confidence-coefficients is equal to To produce the most efficient parachute system for
the final desired confidence-coefficient. Details of a Riven cost, efforts should be concentrated on achiev-
the method, and tables which facilitate selection of ing approximately the same degree of reliability for
the proper values of confidence coefficient, are, pre- all components and for the packing process. Effort
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expended d in this matter bans te' greatest Ipmy-,ff in with it hlwer sitandcrd deviation.

increasing the reliabilit ty of the systtem, The analysis oe the packing-process ,eliability rean
w- woas shown preioulsly, the. level of s Ystie -relice- Ie used to . .mess the human feattr in failure, both in

bilit i.' i nfluenced primarily by those compone.ntp s sytem design acnd in the acctual packing process.

with the highest expected failure-rates. Since the pra- %\gain, such an analysis conducted fear the study den-

cers of reliability anaeysis detailed herein detects cri bed in Rlef (4-89) indi cated that ,ne o; the primary

these comnponents explicitly, it can he of maccjoir vwlue, i,nlliems in human error in the parachlute-packing pro-

in locating those portions (if the parachute svyhteri ce*'5 is the inspe'ction of smeall .oemponents. for proper

upon which the expenditure of further development installation. iere', a haind or the body of the insitaller

effort will most improve syistem reliability. bl)ckh the view ofthe inspector during the installation
The accuracy of the results of the reliability ilseeiem.- ;,rr,'rs.s, and, once the ,-,rt hae heen in.satalled, it is

,nents described herein will depend to at considerable often difficult to determine whether the installation is

extent upon the types and ,eurces of datia calilbi correct. The detection of such cases in the course of
for the anal'lysis. I'he interpretation of the values cb- the reliability analysis would suggest that some sys-

tained must be macde in light of the quality of the datie tern redesign might be necessary to allow for better

used in the reliability as.s'essment. This is particularly inrocee'tinn procedures during the packing process.

important in the case of point-e stimates, since the illse problem of human factors in rigging has already

final value of the reliability is a single number which been discussed as one which probably should not be

does not reflect the amount of data nor the quality of considered in the evaluation of the parachute-system

the data which were used in its generation. In the case reliability under many circumstances. Ilowever, an

of a confidence-interval analysis, the confidence coef- analysis similar to that for the packing process can
ficient which accompanies the reliability value does be applied to the rigging process to determine whether

give more information, at least front the viewpoint of design changes in the parachute system can result in

data quantity, than in the point-estimate case. hlere, improved reliability in human performance in parachute
however, the quality of the data must also be assessed, rigging.
It is necessary to examine carefully all test and use One factor often ignored in reliability improvement
re:ords utilized to ascertain whether or not the con- is the matter of the maintenance of good records of
ditions of use closely match those of the analysis. performance. As in obvious from the discussion above,
This is particularly important from the viewpoint cal performance records are really the key to reliability

loads, deployment speed, and, to a lesser extent, de- analysis, not only on the system for which records
ployment altitude. are kept,!but also for those components of that system

13.5 Reliability Improvement. The results of which are used in other parachute systems. T'hus, the
a component-reliability analysis offer an excellent maintenance of detailed records of use, and of inspec-
basis for a study of design changes that would im- lion records, can be of major assistance in future re-
prove reliability of any given system. As pointed out liability evaluations. The information which maybe de.
above, the component-by-component reliability study veloped can be applied to a wide variety of hardware
will indicate specifically those portions of the system and mechanical items, to the analysis of common
where additional design effort may bring their relia- fabric-portions of parachutes, and to the development
bility up to the average level of other components. of better factors for analysis of human performance.
Depending on the particular component, this may call
for redesign of auxiliary devices or hardware items,
or choice of other materials for fabric portions of the IIEFlER'INClES
canopy. If the stress-strength method has been applied
to canopy analysis, further detail is also available (4-1) Minzner, H.A., et al., The ARDC Model Atrmos-
with respect to the specific fabrics used in load-bear- phere, 1959. AF'CIIC TB 59-267, Aug. 1959, AD
ing members. If a material with an apparently adequate 229 482.
mean strength is actually not adequate from the view- (4-2) Study of a I)rag Brake Satellite Recovery System,
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relatively high standard deviation of tensile strength of Upper Air Density with Latitude and Season:
(and individual samples of the same material have a Further Evidence from Satellite Orbits. Nature,
large variation in strength), it may be necessary either vol 185, pp 727-729, Mar 12, 1960.
to go to a stronger material of the same type, or to (4-4) Mikhnevich, V.V. et al, Some Results of the De-
change to a material of a somewhat different type termination of the Structural Parameters of the At-
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATIONS

Aerodynamic decelerators are used in a broad spectrum of applications ranging from the air-drop of
equipment to the recovery of re-entry vehicles. D)eceleratorsare used forair-drop, to stabilize fuel tanks
and bombs, aircraft anti-spin, and to recover droppable wheels, ejection seats, and emergency escape
capsules. Aerospace vehicle recovery continues to grow as a major decelerator application. Other im-
portant uses include the deceleration of aircraft and special weapons, and the recovery of personnel
and targets. Fach type has a specific developing scope of design considerations and technology. Each
mission requires appropriate consideration of speed and altitade effects, mtabilizatmon and drag. The de-
celerator must not be considered separately from the system an a whole.

SEC. 1 GENERAL insufficient dynamic pressure. The mechanically

The aerodynamic decelerator provide. a vital link actuated types, currently the rotor-blade decelerators,
have the advantage of providing a flare-out capabilityin the safe recovery of a variety of aerospace vehi- to obtain a near-zero touch-down velocity.

cles. Future applications will not be limited to earth- For a majority of cases, decelerators must be de-
bound recovery; the decelerator must also be con. signed for a specific application to meet the criteria
sidered for application to planets other than Earth. of deployment speed, deployment altitude, desirable
Work directed to these new uses are paralleled by stability characteristics during descent, rate of des-
continuing improvement and refinement of designs for cent,and weight to be recovered.These conditions will
established applications. These include: establish the number of drag stages required during

(a) Airdrops of equipment; the region of deceleration nad recovery and will es-
(b) Fmergency escape; tablish the size of the decelerator used in each stage
(c) Paratroopers; based on a certain drag coefficient applicable to each
(d) Stabilization and deceleration of bombs, mines, design. Consequently, modifications of existing de-

and torpedoes; signs or new aerodynamic decelerator designs must be
(a) Trajectory control; manufactured and tested to demonstrate system per-
(f) Missile and drone recovery; formonce under simulated or actual operational con-
(g) Aircraft deceleration and aircraft-spin recovery; ditions.
(h) Rladiosonde; and
(i) Special purposes (aerial pick-up, etc.). SEC. 2 AIR DROP
Deceierstors may be selected on the basim of mis- Air-drop concepts require the use of parachutes for

sion requirements. A compromise between drag, aerial delivery of vital supplies and equipment in an
strength, deployment speed and altitude, stability, operational condition in support of combat operations
repeatability of application, and cost of production and in supply missions. Present standard air-drop
must be made to obtain the most satisfactory design systems are designed for unit cargo loads weighing up
for meeting the operational requirements. to 21,500 lb. Air-drop systems are now under develop-

There we three basic types of decelerators: the ment for delivery of unit loads weighing 35,000 lb. The
self-inflating, the pressure-inflated, and the mechani- primary objective of the air-drop system is to achieve
cally actuated, each having its advantage for a par- the capability of delivering a variety of vehicles, wea-
ticular application. The self-inflating parachutes pons, heavy cargo, and miscellaneous supplies to any
are utilized to meet the majority of carrent mission strategic locality in such a manner that they will be
requirements in both the subsonic and supersonic usable within a minimum amount of time and with mini-
flight regimes. T'he pressure-inflated devices, either mum hazard to personnel involved. The present standard
spherical, conical, or segments thereof, are considered air-drop system is scheduled to be phased out in late
for high-altitude, high Mach-number application where 1962. The dual-rail system (see 2.4) then will be the
self-inflating parachutes may not inflate well, due to only standard method of aerial delivery of palletized
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Fig. 5-2 (;raity Ejection System

equipment.
An air-drop system must include the restraining, 2.1 Aircraft SystEmsreleasing, and moving of compatible pallets or plat. 2.1.1 AIRCRAFT TYPES. At the present time,forms safely and positively out of an aircraft in flight the following cargo aircraft are considered suitableat the pilot's command. The system generally con- for air-drop purposes: the C.119, C-123, C-124, andsists of: a platform or pallets to hold the cargo; guide C-130. The C-119 and the C-130 are designed to per-rails, automatic restraint and release mnd roller con- mit equipment extraction from the aft end of the cargoveyors to transport the equipment out of the aircraft; compartment using extraction-type parachutes. Thean extraction parachute capable of producing the C-119 aircraft is also equipped for overhead monorailcargo-extraction force required; a parachute system delivery for dropping small containers. All currentcapable of producing the proper rate of descent, and a cargo aircraft are propeller-driven and allow droppingground shock-attenuation system designed to soften of cargo at relatively low speeds, in the range betweenthe impact of the equipment to preclude any damage. 110 and 150 knots. In the next few years it may be.A canopy ground-release is provided to prevent load come necessary to devise air-drop systems for use atturnover or the dragging of parachuted supplies during high speeds with faster cargo-aircraft. At the presenthigh ground-wind conditions. An air-drop sequence of tim, however, most air-drop systems are designed fora tank is shown in Fig. 5.1. launching at aircraft speeds up to 130 knots. Future
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Fig. 5-3 Ezerectioa.Perach sue System

Fig. 5-4 Extraction System Using Skid-Type Platform
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air-drop missions may be made from. altitudes of 100 ft
and below and speed* as high as 2D0 knom..

2.1.2 MKI'IOD OF' FJECTION. Three general1
methods of cargo ejection are applicable for one in
today's cargo aircraft. t

2.1.2.1 Gravity System. In this method (Fig. 5.2)-
the cargo rolls (only by gvavity) from the aircaft when
released by the pilot. It utilizes a floor-secured roller
system. TbhL roller conveyor is sloped by change of
attitude of the aircraft to facilitate positive disposal
of the cargo from the aircraft. This technique is the
least preferred method of ejection, because of gravity
shift within the aircraft; low load-exit velocity; and
time-variations of ejection which result in inaccurate
impact predictions.

2.1.2.2 Extrectiomi-Porachate Syssou. The most
common method of load ejection from aft-loading cargo
aircraft is by means of a parachute large enough to
provide the force necessary for extraction of the pal-
letized load from the aircraft is flight (Fig. S-3). The
extraction parachute is activated by the pilot through Fig. S-5 Overhed Monorail Extarction, System
an electrically operated system.

2.1.2.3 Pow~er Election. Another system for re-
leasing the cargo from the aircraft is the power.ejec- possible drop-time is desirable for maximum drop-
tion method. Thi typo uses an overhead mosorail and accuracy, minimum dispersion of drop loads, and mini-
numerous trolleys suspending individual containers mom elfect of wind drift. Theoretically, the ideal sys-
each up to 500 lb in gross weight. The trolleys ar tem would let the equipment free-fall, not employing
moved along the overhead monorail by a mogor-driven any type of deceleration device, but would absorb
cable. When the trolley reaches the release point, a loadndg shock to prevev, damage to cargo. Practically.
trigger operates a latch to release the load. In this however. sze. weialit, a"d cost of the shicc-abeorbiag
system, up to twenty 500-lb packages can be released devices that would be required prohibit their use.
in a period of 7 to 8 sec. Only the C-119 aircraft is particularly for bulky or heavy objects. Shock-absorb-

equiped iththismonoailsystm.ang devi ces oa platforms nod coatainers, in coujunc.
e. 4uppadwit thi monrai sysem.tiou with parachutes, kave great adveatager.. The

2.1.3 RFSTRAINING SYSTEMS. The design of stabilizing effect of the canopy permits the cargo to
the aircraft restraining-system meet be based on air- absorb impact-shocks in essentially only one direc-
craf design load-factors, as gives in specification tios. Air-drop systems strive, in general, to achieve
MIL-A48865, "Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Miscel- the best passible compromise between a system for
laesous Loads," which outlines general ultimate lariding.impost absorption and a rate of descent low
g-values. When skid-type platforms are used, the enough to hold the design of the shock-absorbing de-
primary restraints an applied and removed manually vices to reasiaable size, weight, and cost and in pro.
by releasing the tie-dowse shortly before the drop portion to the fragility of a specific item.
(see Fig. S-4). Platforms used with the dual-rail sys-
torn are automatically releasd from the restraint by 2.2.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGN
action of the extraction parachute. On the overhead OF AN AIR-DROP SYSTEM.
moriorall system, Fig. 5-5. the cable controlsr the fore 2.2.2.1 Durability. Many air drops take place
and aft movement. Lateral container movement is in an ware whene it is possible to recover the pars-
restricted by side curtains or similar means. chute for re-use. It is therefore desirable to employ

U D~nCrfd parachutes and hardware that will resist damage under
Dod1 .ordinary, anticipated conditions.

LL1 OBJECTIVES. In mot instances, the do- 2.2,22 Eaweof Masafectarand Low Cost. Where-
sip of an air-drop system is based on getting the ever possible, parachute design should be simple, for
earge to the ground in the least possible time without ease of manufacture. Low-cost designs adapt them-
domage to the aircr Af or to the cargo, by applying the selves to a hig% rate of production.
most economical and practical methods. 'ihe least 2.22.3 Critical Materials. At the present time,
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A. TOO-HIGH EXTRACTION SPEED CAUSES CARGO TO REMAIN IN NEARLY LEVEL POSITION. INTERFERENCE MAY

TAKE PLACE BETWEEN CARGO AND DEPLOYING SUSPENSION SYSTEM. UNEVEN AND EXCESSIVE LOADS MAY

BE PLACED ON PARTS OF THE SUSPENSION SYbTEM

B. TOO LOW AN EXTRACTION SPEED CAUSES CARGO TO ROTATE AND TUMBLE

C. SEE FIG. 5-1 AND FIG. 5.3 FOR AN EXAMPLE OF CARGO EXTRACTION USING PROPER SIZE EXTRACTION CHUTE

Fig. 5-6 Effect of Variation of Extraction Force
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Hate of D)escent 25 fps

Approx. I'oad 130 Knots
Weight Hulk Capability Opening Flat Remarks

(Ib) (cu ft) (Ib) Time Circular

620 30 12.000 23 200 ft din.
(Experimental)

325 20 8,000 19 150 ft. din.
(Experimental)

240 II 3.500 10 100 ft dia.
(G.IIA)

120 5 2.200 7.2 64 ft dia. Fig. 5-12
(G-12)

16 0.3 100 -12 ft dia.
(G-7)

45 2.3 500 5 Shaped hemispherical Fig. 5-13
(G-13)

11 0.2.5 200 Iee at 8 ft dia. (G-8)
115 knots

Fig. 5.7 Comparison of Various Air.Drop Parachutes

catrgo canopies utilize Nylon, rayon, and cotton mus- tion after completion of drop, or throug., miashandling

lin. Ilayon is used in the 24-ft diam. G-IA, 12-ft diam. by inexperienced personnel.
G-7, end 8-ft diam. G-8 parachutes. Cotton muslin 2.2.2.6 Rate of Descent. In general, a rate of
cloth is used in the G-13 hemispherical parachute. descent of 25 ft per sec should be strived for. How-
Nylon materials are used in the construction of the ever, higher rates of descent may be used for cargoes
6ý,-ft dism.CG.12 and the 100-ft diam.G-llA parachutes, that can resist damage at higher impact-shocks and
and for all cargo-extraction parachutes. for special air-drop application.

2.2.2.4 Reliability of Inflation. Air-drop cano- 2.2.2.7 Stability. An oscillation of t 10 deg is
pies do not have to meet the high reliability require- permissible for most cargo-container drops. A higher
ments of personnel canopies. However, for accurate degree of stability, such as achieved with clusters of
dropping, they must be dependable, must have pro- canopies (Sec. 11, Chap. 4). is required for air-drop
dictable inflation-characteristics, and must be con- systems equipped with pneumatic shock-absorbers.
sistent in performance. 2.2.2.8 Opening-Shock. For most air-drop sys-

2.2.2.5 Ease of Maintenance. Ease of main- temns, opening-shock is not of primary concern, except
tenance is principally a result of design simplicity, that it should be low enough so that it is within the
Air-drop canopies are subject to damage not only by design limitations of the parachute system.
ground-and-object contact but also by lack of atten- 2.2.2.9 Bulk and Wfeight. Bulk and weight are of
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425SUSPENDED LOAD - 3000 LB. T.65000 DEPLOYMENT ALTITUDE -'2300FT

DEPLOYMENT SPEED - #05 KNOTS
-W00 TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT - PILOT CHUTE /DOEPLOYMENT SAG

~4000

5 to 15 20
TIME (5CC)

.8-000 AIR DROP CANOPY -64 FT. DIAMETER
SUSPENDED LOAD- 2200 LO.

6000 DEPLOYMENT ALTITUDE -5000 FT.

4000 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T MYP OFDPSEENCSTTC)IE

-20000

S AIR DROP CANOPY -150 FT. DIAMETER (EXPERIMENTAL)

)14 000 SUSPENDED LOAD -7260 L8.
DEPLOYMENT ALITUDE-BOO0 FT.
DEPLOYMENT SPEED- 125 KNOTS

_10000 TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT- PILOT CHUTE /DEPLOYMENT BAG

B 10 15 20
T IME (SEC)

AIR DROP CANOPY - 200 FT. DIAMETER (EX PERIMEN.
200SUSPENDED LOAD- 12000 LO TAL)

DEPLOYMENT ALTITUDE - 2300 FT
20WODEPLOYMENT SPEED -13 KNOTS

TIME (SEC)

Fig. 5.8 Typical Force vs Time Hlistories of tlir-FProp Canopies
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particular importance for ease of handling by ground 2.3.1 ;ENERAl. Single canopies or canopy
personnel. In riost cames, however, the bulk of the clusters may be used either for extraction or for ver-

parachute is a-it critical because of the space avail- tical descent. In general, it is desirable to have

able in the 4arcraft. Of course, a light-weight, small- canopies with a high drug-coefficient, which has a
hulk system is desirable if both system economy and direct bearing on the weight and bulk of the system.

design criteria can be met. 2.3.2 EXTRACTION CANOPIES. Extraction
2.2.2.10 Ensiroament. Air-drop canopies are canopies must have a design that is simple and must

often packed itnd stored for a conuiderable time in be dependable (see Fig. 5-3). An important requirement
areas of high humidity, relatively high temperatures, is that they perform reliably in the wake of the air-
or extreme cold, When the environmental conditions craft. Another requirement is good stability. The ring-
for a specifir design are expected to be unusual, it slot canopy is generally used for extraction purposes.
will be necemtary to select theproper material or make 'T'he size of the extraction canopy is determined by
Frovinion for special protective packing, or both. the force necessary to remove the load from the air-

2.2.3 OTIIIR DF.SI(;N CONSIDERATIONS. craft compartment. An extraction force equal to one g
isreconmnended for initial-extraction canopy selection.

(a) The maximum tolerable shock loads during de- Drag forces produced by standard extraction canopies
ployment and the direction of these shock loads i for aircraft release velocities from 110 to 150 knots
relation to the cargo, are shown in Table 5.1. Too high an extraction speed

(b) The maximum vertical-fall distance permissible prevents the load from rotating sufficiently to permit
before terminal velocity L% reached, smooth canopy deployment from the top of the cargo.

(c) The specific stability requirements for the parý Too low an extraction speed may permit the cargo to
ticular cargo being dropped. overturn (see Fig. 5.6). To insure proper inflation,

(d) The rate of descent desirable during any stage risers must be of sufficient length to minimize the
or reefed-canopy condition, aircraft-wake effect. The system must be designed to

(e) Suspension design in relation to center of gra- insure thdt the canopy is so placed during and after
vity of the load and its attitude for landing. inflation that it does not interfere with the aircraft

(1) Conformation to available space in aircraft stractore.
prior to and during exit.

(g) The anticipated range of launching , ano d 2.3.3 TYPES OF CARGO PARACnUTES. Thm
altitude for drop. are two main types of parachute canopies wed for

(h) The anticipated aircraft to be utilized and its air-drop systenm: the standard circular flat, sad the

characteristics and capabilities in regawd to load ex- hemispherical, or "baseball". Some of their charse-

traction or ejection. teristics are shows in Fig. 5-7. Typical force-versau-

(i) The minimum weight possible for the system, time histories of air-drop canopies with various diam-
including platforms or containers, and parachutes. eters are shewn in Fig. 5-8. A correlation of canopy

(j) The determination of whether to me expendable shape and force developed during canome deployment
or reusable containere or platorne, and opening of a 150-ft-dim experimental air-drop

(k) The maintaining of the center of gravity of the canopy is presented in Fig. S-9.
aircraft within controllable limits.

(I) The provision for rapid exit to keep the drop- t Ce o Pllodomer Cergo plafornm support
dispersion ares to a misimum. the load or serve as a base for rigging a load. Load-

(m) The point of attachment to the structure of the ings ou the largest bearing area of the cargo, skid, or

platform or cargo for the absorption of opening-shock. platform shell not be less than 35 pef. This applies

(a) A deployment system so designed that the load to all cargo loads. Wooden platform can be saving-
does not get a chance to overturn completely after exit. cable or expendable, depending on design and use.

(o) The attitude of the load prior to main-canopy They serve as a base for the load while the load is

deployment, in the aircraft. After deployment, the parachute system
(p) Reliable deployment without a complicated de- in consected directly to the load and the platform is

ployment system. reduced to a base or container for ground shock-ab-
(q) Selection of proper material in relation to cost sorption materials. A platform alaso serves wn a base

and stregth. and support for the load while it is in the aircraft,

(r) Ease of pecking and handling. diring descent, and upon landing. Recently the dual-

(a) Low cost of maintenance, rail Modular side-rail restraint platform was stand-
ardized and designated an aerial unloading Kit

2.3 Paroc"te Cnopies AF/A32H-1 (Fig. 5-10).
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Fig. 5.10 Dual-Ril Modular Side-Rail Restraint Platform

2.5 Decelemtisn and Anti-Toppling Devices. reefing in confined mostly to clusters of large pars-

2.5.1 GENERAL. Most air-drop systems have chute canopies, where the reefing insures that all

been designed to achieve a rate of descent in the canopies reach the mame stage of inflation at the samne

neighborhood of 25 fps. The intended rate of descent time. Disreefing of the canopies then results in an

may be varied according to the fragility of the cargo, even deployment and minimizes canopy damage. On

the tactical sitastion, the accuracy of drop desired, high-altitude drops, utilizing any substantial size of

and the efficiency of the ground-impact absorption- air-drop canopy, prolonged reefing may be employed

system. The importance of the impact-absorption sys- to achieve better accuracy of drop. In such cases,

tem cannot be overrated. Ground-impact forces of up stage-reefing may be desirable. In a majority of cases

to 100 g's have been measured on platforms descend- where reefing is presently employed, a 2-sec reefing

ing at approximately 30 fps. Currently, air-drop eye- time will srve the purpose. An increase in reefing

tems utilize paperboard honeycomb material to provide time automatically raises the minimum altitude at

necessary energy dissipation upon ground impact. which the drop may be accomplished successfully.

Design criteria and application for grosud-impact Reefing-system design and fabrication must be sim-

shock-absorption devices ate discussed in detail in pie, to permit local installation.

4.5 of C'hap. 9. 2.7 Skirt Hesitater. Skirt hesitators can be
2.6 Roofing. Reefing is not generally used in employed on air-drop canopies to prevent inflation

most air-cargo parachut- operation, because cano- before line stretch is complete. This is particularly
pies are designed to withstand opening-shock for- desirable in canes where snatch-force would exceed
ces at normal deployment velocities. At present, the opening-shock force.
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FLIGHT DIRECTION
AIRCRAFT CEILINU-N

b •..,•---ELECTRICALLY ACTUATED RELEASE

A O SRECOVERY PARACOHUTEPS D

CARGO-EXTRACTION PARACHUTE

eT AND SECURED TO FLOOR n

CONVEYOR AIRCRAFT FLO-Z PLATFORM

Fig. S-11 Typical Pendulum Ejection System

TIABLE 5-1

D)RAG, FOR(Ql'" DFV:IOPI:I) BY STANDARD

(CARGO-FXTR ACTION C ANOPIF•:S

Aicat 15' Ring-Slot 15' Ring-Slot
Aicat(Reefed (Reefed 15, 22' 289 35'

Release To Size To Size Rn-lt Rn-lt IigSo igSo
Velocity Representing Representing

K-tots [AS 10' no Canopy) 12' Do Canopy)

110 1,690 2,434) 3,800 8,200 13,300 20,800

120 2,010 2,900 4,500 9,700 15,500 24,600

130 2,430 3,380 5,400 11,400 19,50O 28,600

140 2,720 3,950 6,100 13,300 23,200 33,700

150 3,140 4,520 7,050 15,200 26,200 38,600
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Fig. 5.13 (-13 Parachute

point, the loop in the pendulum line slips from the
notch and the parachute is then free to be carried aft

Fig. 5-12 (;-12 Parachute through the cargo door and is subsequently deployed
by the airatres-n.

2.8.2 DEPLOYMENT-SYSThM DESIGN. The de-
2.8 Dep.oin Meo d$ ployment system must be kept an simple as possible.

2.8.1 GFiNFRAL. Deployment of air-drop para- Small loads generally can be dropped from the aircraft
chutes may be by pilot chute or by static-line. Com- using a simple static-line to open the parachute.
plicated deployment systems are not desirable, since Cargo canopies for 100- to 500-lb loads we packed
they increase cost, maintenance, and rigging time. in the standard envelope pack. Th.: pack is attached

A common method which has been used success- to the load and does not assist deployment.The static-
fully to initiate deployment of an extraction parachute line is attached directly to the apex of the canopy
for cargo delivery is the pendulum system. (See Fig. with a break cord of predetermined size placed be-
5-11.) In the present stage of development, a notched tween the apex and the free end of the static-line
arm or pendulum bar sad an electrically activated (loop). Reliability is not as good as that of many
release are mounted as a unit in the top aft portion other systems, but low cost and simplicity warrant
of the cargo compartment. The parachute is retained extensive use of this system. The G-13 and the 'T'-7
in a horizontal position by the release, engaging (as converted for cargo) parachutes are most often
V-rings secured to the deployment bag. A short pen- used with this system.
dulum line runs horizontally from the deployment bag For cargo loads between 700 and 2200 lb, utilizing
to the notch in the pendulum bar. Upon actuation of an A-22 container and a G-12 parachute, a Nylon
the release by either the pilot or an alternate crew deployment bag is used. Deployment is initiated by a
member, the parachute falls a a pendulum in an arc 68-in. octagonal pilot chute, which is deployed by a
around the end of the pendulum bar until a satisfactory static-line attached to the aircraft. For cargo loads
release.attitude in reached for deployment. At this between 2,200 and 35,000 Ib, clusters of the G-12 or
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fuel-tank design is toward an elongated cylinder with
PARACHUTE PACK streamlining fore and aft. When mounted on the wing-

tip. its angle of incidence is generally the same as
SOLENOID that of the wing. When mounted inboard and under the

wing, it is generally hung from stremulined supports
in a manner that produces about zero degrees angle of
attack at the normal cruising speed of the aircraft. It
has been found advisable to stabilize tanks mounted
inboard of the wingtip. Any alight positive angle of
attack tends to pitch up the nose of the tank upon

END PORTION OF FUEL CELL release. On full tanks, the weight involved overrides

ACTS AS PILOT CHUTE the aerodynamic lift and the tanks drop free and clear;
on empty or newr-empty tanks, pitching of the tank

STATIC can endanger the aircraft structure. It is possible to
LINE devise fins that will stabilize the tank, but the addi-

II• tional drag caused by the fins will be high. Stabiliza-
tion by parachute has proven satisfactory, and the bulk

J-1 -N, and weight of the system is relatively small.D 3.2.2 FUEI,-TANK STABIlJZATION-SYSTEM RE-
0 _ QUIREMENTS.

(a) Immediate stability upon release of fuel tank.

(b) Minimum bulk to decrease fuel-capacity penalty.
Fig. 5-14 DIrppabLe Fuel Tank Pa-acause Stabiliza. (c) Reliable deployment system.

tion Sys ten (d) Sufficient drag to insure separation of the tank

from the aircraft.
G-IIA parachutes are used. Both of these parachutes (e) Low opening-shock or a suitable mechanical
are deployed by the bag-type deployment method. arrangement to insure that the tank will not be released

before the canopy is inflated and therefore capable of
2.9 ClAu py Gm4ed-&R94.es* Sysftm. Unless the producing the required stabilization.

the parachute is released immediately upon ground (f) A provision to drop full tanks (such as at take-
impact of the cargo, surface wind may cause the cano- off) without the canopy imposing a considerable load
py to drag, topple, or otherwise damage the cargo. Both on the aircraft for an appreciable time interval.
nmchanically and electrically operated release de- 3.2.3 FUEL-TANK STABIUZATION-SYSTEM DE-
vices have bees developed for air-drop systems. Adescription of these devices may be found in Sec. 3 SIGN. Fuel-tank stabilization systems generally
ofdChap. 9. use a portion of the rear cone of the drop tank an apilot chute. (See Fig. 5-14.) As the forces on the rear

SEC. 3 STABILIZA7IOH cone may be negative, the cone must be spring-loaded
for positive ejection. The tail-cone section then pulls

3.1 Ged. Parachutes offer certain definite out the main canopy. The fuel-tank stabilization sys-
advantages for stabilizing free-falling bodies. They tam used on the B-47 aircraft utilizes an 8-ft flat cir-
provide a relatively large stabilizing force at a con- cular ribbon canopy reefed to 7-1/2 ft in diameter.
siderable distance from the center of gravity of the
object to be stabilized without exacting an undue pre-. 3.3 Bomb Stabilizetlo
mium in weight or bulk. They have a particular advan. 3.3.1 GENERAL. The we of parachutes for
taog over fin4ype stabilized objects, which are carried bomb, mine, or torpedo stabilization permits stowage
exterually em an aircraft, in that they do not contribute of a greater payload within a compartment than would
to the object's drag until after the drag can no longer be possible if the bombs were fitted with fixed fins
affect the aircraft's performance, capable of producing the same stabilizing effect.

3.2 FusI-Tu.k Stbillzatlo 3.3.2 BOMB-STABILIZATION SYSTEM REQUIRE-
3.2.1 CONSIDERATIONS. The use of external MENTS.

droppable tanks oa high-performance aircraft neceasi- (a) Rapid stabilization upon deployment of the para-
toaes investigation of the aerodynamic characteris- chute.
tics of those tanks. The trend of modern droppable (b) Constant or predictable drag-coefficient for
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8 PANEL PARACHUTE

SUSPENSION LINE ADJUSTMENT IS ACHIEVED BY PLACING ONE
DISC IN THE MOUTH OF THE PARACHUTE (SIMULATING THE
INFLATED PARACHUTE) AND A SECOND DISC AT THE FREE END I
OF THE SUSPENSION LINES. THE LOWER DISC MUST BE WEIGHTED
AND THE TWO DISCS MUST BE PARALLEL.

Fig. 5-15 Geodetic Suspension S. ystem

accurate computation of flight path. line. Since bomb accuracy is adversely affected by
(c) Ability to withstand opening-shock without decrease in speed, it is desirable to use the smallest

damaging distortion at highest altitude and airspeed parachute that will achieve the required degree of
anticipated for drop. stabilization. When a properly designed adapter-housing

(d) Stability, at highest velocity, of L- 2 deg. its used, the parachute system adds very little to the

3.3.3 BOMB-STABIIAZATION SYSTEM DESIGN. overall bomb length. Systems have achieved a de-

Bomb-stabilization systems unsally employ riblens crease in bomb length over the standard fin assembly

guide-*wface parachutes. To decrease oscillation, bomb of better than 20 per cent in addition to a con-

the forces on the canopy are transmitted directly to siderable saving in weight.

the body of the bomb by mesas of a geodetic suspen- 3.4 DroppabIe-Whe.I Recovery
sion system (see Fig. 5-15). At subsonic speeds, dis- 3.4.1 GENERAL. Installation of extra-long-
tance between the bomb aad the parachute skirt varies range fuel tanks or heavier-than-normal armament may
between 3.5 and 4.0 times the diameter of the bomb bring the take off weight of an aircraft above the nor-
at its widest portion (generally at the designed center mal wheel-loading of the aircraft. It is therefore de-
of gravity). The shorter distance is preferable for sirable to supplement the normal ianding-pear with
rigidity of the suspension system, but the wake effect additional wheels and tires. This can be accom-
of some bombs makes the longer distance necessary. plished by the use of auxiliary wheels, which support
For stabilization at supersonic speeds the distance a portion of the load during takeoff. Immediately after
between bomb and parchute should be increased to takeoff, such wheels must be dropped because of lack
a minim= of five times the diameter of the bomb. of provision for carrying them in the retracted position
Deployment of the parachute is accomplished by static- and also because they will not be necessary once the
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fuel or arnrament in expended. Such wheels also can assured.
perrit takeoffs from semi-prepared or light-.luty run- (g) Accelerations must be kept within acceptable
ways. Recovery of the wheels may be acromplioshed human tolerances.
by a small parachute. 'The parachute serves to de-
crease rapidly the speed and distance the wheels tra- 3.5.3 FJECTION-SEATAND Pv'ERGI'NCY-F4SCAPE
vel after drop. -(:APSIIIF S"I'A IIIll IZA'I11N-SYS'T'EM DF'IGN. Be-

3.4.2 IIR'QIIIR"WN'I'S )oll A l)IOlI'PAIII.l'- cause deployment may take place at supersonic air-
Wi'IE.I, Ill'COVEY sYs'l',YTM. speeds, and very rapid canopy-opening chsracteriatice

are required, the canopy selected must be able to
(it) Ilapid-opening canopy. withstand high opening-shock. IHowever, the opening-(b) Simple single-parachute Syntem. shock of the canopy must not exceed human tole.
(c) Positive deployment svstwn, rances. Gravitational forces imposed upon the seat
Wd) Provision on the auxiliary wheel for housin14  or capsule by the canopy must not exceed 20 g for a

the parachute, period of one second, and the rate of application of
:3.4.3 DIIOPP•l'L I', EI.K;IlF. IlEC()VElIY-,SYSI'FM force mlumt not exceed 200 g per sec. Canopy deploy-

1) ESI(GN. In this system. die degree of stabilization ment must be rapid and positive, and mast be accom-
is not of primary concern. The octagonal canopy has plished in a region not blanketed by the seat or cap-
proved quite adequate. Accelerated opening should be Rule. Normally. positive deployment requires forcible
strived for, and may be achieved by canopy selection ejection of the parachute by means of ejector guns,
and use of pocket bands. Deployment should be accom- bltst bags, or other pyrotechnic systems. The bridle
plished by use of i simple static-line system from the must be designed for quick stabilization of the seat or
strut to the droppable wheel that is designed to break capsule without creating excessive snap or overcor-
itt the strut. rection. D)eployable aerodynamic decelerators Lon-

s idered for stabilization of emergency-escape capsules
3.5 Eioctlon-S~at and Emergoncy-Escop.-Cop- that sep-srnte from aircraft at supersonic speeds have

sale Stabilization ribbon canopies and spherical or conical pressare-in-
flsted devices. Recovery parachutes for fiselastage3.5.1 GENERAL. Seat ejection at high subsonic descent are based on cargo or missile-recovery pars-

anti supersonic speeds poses a stabilization problem, chute designs. Some ejection-seat designs allow for
Aerodynamic forces can cause such abrupt and rapid altitude-controlled separation of person sad seat,
tumbling of the seat that a man's physical and mental while with others, the person remains in the seat all
control may be lost. Many avenues of research awe the way to the ground. For the latter type, a main
being taken to overcome this problem, including aero- recovery-parachute must be packed and carried on the
dynamically stabilized capsules or compartments, seat. Stabilization-parachute designs, Insically, are
parachute-stabilized capsules or compartments, and the same as those used for first-stage missile and
parachute-stabilized ejection seats. drone recoveries. A schematic diagram of possible

3.5.2 REQUIREMENTSFOR EJECTION -SEAT ANI) stabilization-parachute system-operation for a pilot-
KFMERGENCY.FSCAPE-CAPSULE STArIIuI- ejection seat or escape capsule is shown in Fig. 5-16.
ZA11ON IIY PARACIIUTE. 3.6 Anti-Spin Parachutes. Aspi-reeoverypars-

(a) Extremely rapid deployment of stabilization chute is used as an emergency device on airplanes
parachute to avoid canopy fouling on gyrating seat during flight spin-demonstration in order to restore
or capsule. normal flying attitude if conventional control methods

(b) Rapid and reliable opening at subsonic and applied by the pilot fail. Spinning is a condition in
supersonic airspeeds. flight where the entire aircraftrotates around un inclined

(c) Positive parachute deployment; forced ejection or vertical axis until stopped by control-manipulations
to deploy parachute in a region not appreciably affect- of the pilot. tinder some conditions, the pilot is unable
ed by the wake of the seat or capsule. to restore, normal flying attitude. In such cames the

(d) Sufficient drag to control seat or capsule tumb- pilot releases an anti-spin parachute. The retardation
ling before parachute system is fouled, force of such a parachute usually recovers the air-

(e) Manual control must be possible for any indi- craft within 1-1/2 to 3 spins, depending upon the
vidual operation during the sequence prior to the de- size of the parachute used. The size of the parachute,
ployment of the recovery parachute. If manual control however, is limited by the structural-design criteria
is not used, automatic control must take over. of the particular aircraft. In recent years, ribbon or

(f) Adequate clearance of aircraft structure must be ring-slot canopies have been selected for anti-spin
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S3RD STAGE MAIN PARACHUTE REEFED

Ott AT 15.000 FT A£4 SEC.

S\ 2ND STAGE PARACHUTE IST STAGE DIS-REEFED DRAG BODY

AT 15,000 F's &1.5 SEC. I SEC.
M /T AQO0F •15SC, /SC

_ • 1 ST srAGE REEFED DRAG BODY

Z- / .25 SEC.

3RD STAGE MAIN PARACHUTE DIS-REEFED

AT 15,000 FT. & 5 SEC.

HIGH SPEED

%3RD STAGE MAIN PARACHUTE REEFED

72.75 SEC.

~ 2ND STAGE
.25 SEC.

/

3RD STAGE
MAIN PARACHUTE DIS-REEFED

3.7S SEC.

LOW SPEED

Fig. 5-16 Swbilizagion and Recover" System Sequence

application. They provide good stability and their stored inside the pack. The ripcord cable is extended
,,I~ening-shock factur is only slightly a.ove the -teady through the fuselage to the pilot caMbi, termimating in
effective-drag force. When there is a need for a spin- a control handle easily reached by the pilot. In an
recovery parachute, wind-tunnel tests of scale-model emergency, the handle will he operated for disengaging
canopies are conducted to establish the necessary the ripcord pins, allowing the pilot chute to escape
design criteria, size, stability, riser length, etc.. for and subsequently deploying the ati-spin parachute.
fabrication of a full-size parachute. Installation of the pack outside the aircraft is con-

Anti-spin parachutes are designed with a safety sidered adequate in most instances since the aircraft
factor of three, whenever possible. The geometrical speed during spin-demonstration is kept cousiderably
porosity of the canopy is held to approximately 16 below the maximum flying speed of the aircraft.
per cent to insure quick and proper inflation. The This method of parachute deployment is satisfactory
riser (or tow-line) length, the distance between the for speeds up to 160 knots. However, a sequesced-
aircraft attachment and the suspension-line confluence deployment method using deployment bmgs should be
point, may vary from 30 ft to 50 ft. applied for bpeeds above 160 knots. Applying a con-

A typical auti-spin parachute in inclosed in a spe- trolled-deployment method reduces natch forces and
cially designed parachute pack for installation on the also provides a more even caaopy-deploymemt. Is some
outside of the tail section. These packs are closed cases, especially in high-speed misaims, the amti-
by a two- or three-pin ripcord cable. A pilot chute of spin parachute is stored in the deceleration-paraehute
a standard coil-spring type, 2 or 3 ft in diameter, is compartment. The volume available in such compart-
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ments is usually sufficient for storage of an anti- 4.2.1 I'IIINCII'IJS. The basic purpose in de-
spin parachute. tigning any recovery system in to decelerate the re-

In some instances a dual-parachute system han coverable body from the speed and altitude at which
been utilized, which is sequenced so that if one ayn- it in traveling prior to recovery to a low vertical
tam should fail to functiots the reserve parachute con speed at a low altitude, at which ground impact shall
be released. Is a series of actual flights, this system cause no or only miinimum damage.
proved to be very effective and is recommended for The designer must study the recovery system and,
installation where the controllability of the aircraft if applicable to the body to be recovered, devise a
during the initial phase of testing represents a difficult hystem complete with a number of stages, parachute
problem. types and sizes, parachute-compartment location and

Most spim-demonstration tests are accomplished at configuration, deployment system and procedure, re-
high altitudes, so that there is ample time for re- lease and control system, and landing shock-absorbing
covery maneuvers and sufficient time for the pilot to or flotation method,.
escape if all control methods applied should fail. liefore any one stage or component of a recovery

system can be designed, it is necessary for the de-
signer to give consideration to the overallrequirements

SEC. 4. AEROSPACE-VEHICLE RECOVERY and conditions imposed by the vehicle design and the

flight regime in which it is to operate. The final de-4.1 Gmealn Pardehute systems for the re- sign of an aerodynamic decelerator recovery-system
covery of missiles, drones, or other aerospace vehi- must reflect the best possible compromise between
cles must be designed to recover such vehicles under decelerator size and cost, damage factor, and effect
the most critical conditions anticipated. This capa. on the performance of the vehicle caused by weight
bility is a substantial aid in the development of a re- and bulk of the recovery system.
liable weapon-system, since it allows examination of Recovery of vehicles from atmospheric and space
missile systems and components and subsequent de. flight consists of all or some of the following phases:
termination of the cause of any failure due te the mal- (a) Atmospheric re-entry and hypersonic decelera-
function of a specific missile element. These re- tion;
covery systems must be individually designed to ob- (b) Supersonic deceleration and stabilization;
taW the desired performance applicable to a specific (c) Final recovery;
vehicle, a specific flight, and a specific performance (d) Ground or water impact; and
desired. Problems in devising a satisfactory vehicle- (e) Location and retrieving.
recovery system can be grouped in four major cate- Overall design considerations for aerodynamic de-
gories: celerators utilized in recovery systems will be dis-

(1) Overall design consideration bused on the anti- cussed as they relate to the flight regimes listed
cipated flight conditions and environments; under (a), (b), and (c) above.

(2) Detailed design layout based on number of 4.2.2 ATMSPHERIC RE-ENTRY AND IIYPFR-
deceleraton stages and components required; SONIC-SPEED DECELERATION. Aerospace ye-

(3) Requirement for repeated use of recovered items; hicles in the outer fringe of the atmosphere introduce
and(4) Fabrication of the recovery system and free- new phenomena and concepts which must be considered
flight teFting under simulated or actual recovery con- in the design philosophy to be used for such vehicles.
ditiots. Considering that returning space-vehicles will beThe development and testing of aerodynamic de- encountering the perceptible atmosphere almost asThedevelso pmenti andlicstiong aseerodynamc so e- fast as meteors do, the feasibility of safe atmosphericcelerators for this application has been sponsored deceleration is by no means obvious at first glance.
largely by the militaryservices. Theoretical considera- The terminal phase of an orbiting vehicle (when the
tions asd design criteria in this field are sufficiently vehicle encounters the perceptible atmosphere) can
fluid to permit the introduction of new ideas, designs,
and procedures, provided they are proven by test. It be the most critical phase of a satellite's flight. The

is recormmended that recovery-system designers main- major aspects of the re-entry problem are aerodynamic

tain close liaison with governmental agencies that are heating, vehicle maneuverability, and deceleration.

responsible for research, design, and development of The lowest heating rates and smallest decelerations

aerodynamic decelerators in order to profit from the are obtained for tangential (very shallow) re-entries,

latest experience in this field, but the total heat abeorbed during a shallow re-entry
is greater than during a steep one. The heating rate

4.2 Overall Design rind decelerations can be controlled by any method
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that increases the re-entry time; i.e., by use of lift, i.- misnivity (dependent on material)
the re-entry angle can be held to a. relatively low between 0.7 and 0.9; and
angle, or by having large surfaces whereby significant F Stefun-lBoltzman constant (0.4 7 6x 10-12

aerodynamic drag farces can be generated at high llh/ft2 .sec.-0n 4 ).
altitudes. In the case of a constant-4lrag device, the
optimum ballistic coefficient (F/IC)A) in approximately Analytical calculations and shock-tube tunnel tests

10 (Hef (5-1), (5-2)). For re-entry angles lens than or have shown that when for various drag shapes, the

equal to -3 deg, the peak decelerations with a i/CD)A drag, heating, and static stability are compared, the

of 10 are below R g's, (g - D/F) (Fig. 5-17). Kemp anal 70-deg cone is the optimum configuration. The CD of

Riddell have shown that for hypermonic flight the the 70-deg cone, with a length-to-diameter ratio of 0.3

approximate heat-transfer rate can be obtained fron, and a ratio of drag device to capsule area of 50, is

the following expression: approximately 1.5 at Mach 8.

17 f600 In thc development of an exploratory test-nodel, the
0 .. tI-structural problems and complexity of a system often

qs -• " • ("/Pc) make it necessary to deviate from the optimum nero-
dynamic shape. For the sake of model structural sis-

The temperature in degrees Rankine can be obtained plicity, numerous wind-tunnel tests and free-flight

by the following expression: tests have been conducted on an inflatable spherical
balloon (Ref (5-3)). Wind-tunnel tests on spherical

T4 ballons have been conducted up to Mach 3.5 and free-
A rflight tests above Mach 2 at an altitude of 150,000 ft.

The results of both the wind-tunrel and free-flight

where qs - Stagnation heating rate ltutisec sq ft; tests indicate that an inflatable sphere, utilizing
readily available material and present-day manufactur-

IV , Nose radius; ing methods, is feasible and is a practical method of
p/po - Local-to-sea-level density ratio; decelerating and stabilizing a recoverable pay load

V/V • ILocal-to-circular orbital-velocity ratio; from high-altitude and high-speed flight regimes. In
the low subsonic-speed regime it was found necessary
to use an inflatable torus around the sphere as a

V, -2•°000FT/SEC boundary-layer trip to obtain static stability. The
h, - 400.000 FT supersonic CD) of a sphere is slightly less than unity

28 - R" -5 FT - (0.93 Cn).
S-0., - The optimum or conical, flexible, inflatable shape

- has undergone wind-tunnel tests up to Mach 10 and
24 -I - i shows compatible CD with data obtained from solid

. I I I models. The questionable part of a cone-shape perfor-

20 - #i manee is the stability of the cone when cone ang!cs
I gr Weater than 70 deg are considered. The shock-tube

16 tunnel tests and the tests on the inflatable cone both
I- a/ show static stability for cone angles up to 70 deg.

tThe pace or speed that aerospace vehicles were
12---- -- bei developed forced deviation from an analytical

step-progression to orbital velocities.On a competitive
Sbasis with retro-rockets, heat-sink, and parachute
final-recovery, a mechanically expandable re-entry
Svehicle with light, flexible, foldable skin, and low

o •0 W/CDA was investigated. This high-drag device be-
cam knw as the AVCO drag-brake. In low-altitude
orbits (150 n.m.) or lower, the drag-brake had suffi-
cient area to produce a drag force large enough to

.,, 3 , 3 .2 Is circularize or make in-plane orbit corrections and

" "sn 10.w) 3.2 3.8 4.4 5.0 de-orbit. The drag-brake is radiation-cooled with tem-
perature remaining below 1300 F at all times and at

Fig. 5-17 RBlistic Coefficient us 4axinaum Decelera- all points (Ref (5-4)). It does not require any addi-
tion and Stagnatnio Point Surface Temperature tional drag-producing body for final recovery over
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TlABLEl' 5-2 VAIIIA'IION O)"FFA(UMIS)I' WI'Ill LID IIA'llOS

laehtive
/) Wt for llrating-llute Total Ileat lPeak lDerul. (;ross

HIgsio, E'qual Pa.s- atih Ratio for Entry flange Structure

load tit -3"

0 1 1.0 1.0 8 0 Mechanically
I _Expandable

0.5 1.5 0.44 1.85 3.3 135 Rigid

1.0 1.6 0.32 2.60 2.25 540

1.5 1.7 0.26 3, M 1.85 1200

2.0 1.8 0.22 3.50 1.70 2140

2.5 i.Q 0.20 3.85 1.60 3140

water. The multiple use of the drag-brake aerodynamic vehicle, low ballistic-coefficient(F/CD4), high opera-
surfaces eliminates the requirement for a retro-rocket, tional-altitude (above 200,000 ft), high emissivity,
an attitude-control system, or a final-recovery para- low total-heat, and reduced coosnunication-problem
chute-system and results in a significant weight say- through the ionized flow. The lifting vehicle haa as
ing (Ref (5-5)). In comparison with rigid re-entry bod- desirable features maneuverability, lower heating,
ies the expandable-structure decelerator will be be- rates, lower deceleration, and confidence in design
tween 25 per cent and 50 per cent lighter. It should be and fabrication gained from years of aircraft experience.
noted that the missions possible with the drag-brake A composite vehicle in which an many desirable fea-
are limited to orbital-plane re-entries and orbital al- tures of both expandable non-lifting decelerators and
titudes below 150 n.m. In comparing the drag-brake lifting vehicles are combined is the decelerator now
with rigid vehicles having a constant lift-to-drag ratio being explored by analytical and environmental tests.

(see Table 5-2). it can be seen that the drag-brake The applications of the composite vehicle for three
has a much lower total heat ratio. It can also be seen general missionsarebeing explored (Ref (5-6)): (1) re-
that the maximum benefit of lift in controlling decelera- entry and recovery in the plane of orbit for a low-
tion and heating-rate is obtained from lift-to-drag altitude earth-orbit (less than 150 n.m.); (2) the maxi-
ratios between zero and one-half. The control of de- mum cross-range achievable from that type of orbit;
celeration and heating rate is not greatly improved for and (3) super-orbital re-entries considering both a
vehicles with higher L.'D ratios, but the altitude- parking orbit and a straight-in or mangle-orbit re-entry.
raage and the horizontal-travel capability (cross- The indications to date are that both of the earth-
range capability) increases proportionally with the orbiting missions can be accomplished and that the
square of the LD ratio. maximum range obtainable is approximately one-half

The base for the above comparison is an expan- tde distance between orbital passes. The limiting
dable-structure zero-lift decelerator. It can be seen temperature of the material for this study was estab-
from Table 5-2 that lift, in addition to permittinz limbed to be 1800 F. In the achievement of the 600 n.m.
cross-range maneuverability. also decreases the heat- cross-range capability, the temperature limit imposes
ing rate and peak deceleration. a payload limit which will be established in this

It has been shown that both the lightweight ex- study. The super-orbital application is far from fea-
pandable structure with zero lift and rigid vehicles sible due to limitations on an expandable structure
with lift each have desirable features not obtainable caused by temperature. The radiative heating can be
by the other. It can, therefore, be concluded that the lessened with a low-W'/CDA high-altitude decelerator
desirable re-entry decelerator should possess the design.
desirable qunlities of bath non-lifting and lifting re- The major areas to be further explored before prac-
entry bodies. T'he desirable features of an expandable ticnble wide-scnle application of a composite vehicle
non-lifting decelerator are high weight-efficiency can be readliel lie in the method of achievin~Attitude-
(relative weight for the same payload), compact launch- control forces and expandable structure for flexibility
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and higher-temperature service. The design and fabri- chute instability about the attachment point due to the

cation methfldu will also require much attention, but fluctuation of the canopy bow-shock wave. This flue-

will depend greatly upon the characteristics of the tuation is the change of direction, force, and shape
expandable or cloth-like skin structure. Fven though of the shock wave brought about by the spilling and

many improvements in expandable structure@ are re- recapturing of air within the canopy (Chap. 4, Sec. 6),

quired, meaningful exploratory test-assemblies can the interactions with the wake and suspension-line
now be fabricated and tested. boundary-layers, and any other small disturbance in

the flow field ahead of the canopy. Again, proper
4.2.3 SUPERSONIC-SPEI)D DO,'CF•I.FlA'rION. canopy shape and the magnitude and distribution of

Aerodynamic decelerators are essential for the initial porosity, along with any prevention of induced-flow

deceleration and stabilization of aerospace vehicles field.disturbanceu, will reduce this effect. A third
to reduce their velocity for the safe initiation of final problem is that of aerodynamic heating (Chap. 4,
recovery by a large parachute (Ref (5-7). (508). In See. 12), which may require parachute material other

addition, aerodynamic decelerati-n devices are re- than Nylon or Dacron (Chapter 6) if the expected
quired for the initial deceleration or stabilization parachute temperature exceeds the maximum allow-

(or both) of missiles and drones, boosters, apace and able for theme materials. 'rime of exposure under these

data capsules, and a variety of re-entry vehicles. temperatures, naturally, has a large effect. Considera-
To fulfill these requirements, a number of decelera- tion must be given to the problem of aerodynamic

tor concepts are being investigated. flutter; flutter ia especially pronounced on ribbon

For applications in the transonic and supersonic- parachutes where the individual ribbons experience
flight regimes, self-inflating trailing aerodynamic de- high-frequency oscillations. This can cause canopy
celerators are considered to be the most suitable be- instability about its own center of gravity an well as
cause of their relative simplicity of design and opera- about the attachment point and can cause early ma-
tion. terial deterioration through the transformation of kine-

Two of the most common types of trailing uerodyna- tic energy to heat. Flutter may be reduced by elimi-
sic decelerators which have been employed exten- nating any excess material and arranging ribbons to
sively for these applications use the guide-surface yield the least amount of flat-plate lift (considering
and the ribbon-type canopies. The guide.aurface para- the ribbon as a flat plate at an angle of attack to the
chute has been successfully deployed at transonic flow).
speed@ (up to W - 1.4) and sea-level conditions (Ref For the case of parachutes operating at high Mach-
(5.9)) and the Ilemiaflo (ribbon) parachute has been numbers and high dynamic pressures (such as at sea
successfully tested at W - 2.45 and 60,000 ft altitude level), another problem(in addition to those previously
(Ref (5-10)). The latter device represents the extent of discussed) must be given consideration. This is the

the present state-of-the-art of supersonic-speed self- fact that the parachute must be capable of withstand-
inflating aerodynamic decelerators. ing large structural-loading. Further, these heavy

4.2.3.1 Design Considerations. Although the above loads can contribute to or aWeavnte the other design

configurations were successful!y testcd, phenomena considerations or make them more critical. These large
detrimental to their use as effective supersonic-speed canopy londings necessitate judicious deaign and
decelerators became evident. In the case of high-alti- fabrication of the canopy including the selection of
"tude and high Mach-number application., the immediate the type of fabric, the location of heaviest construc-
consideration was that of dynamic pressure. If this tion ("beefing-up" of expected high-load and high-
pressure ia too low, the parachute may not fully inflate, temperature areas), and choice of canopy-component
and twisting of the lines may result, thereby prevent- junctions.
ing full inflation at a later time (even if the dynamic 4.2.3.2 Other Approaches. Concepts other than
pressure increases). Assuming that the parachute conventional parachute configurations (as mentioaed
inflates satisfactorily after deployment at these con- in the Introduction) are being considered for applica-

ditiona, additional problems may arise. One problem tiona in this speed regime to eliminate or reduce some

encountered in that of "canopy breathing", i.e., the of the problems, or to provide a choice of methods for

canopy will extend from over-inflation to complete completing a given mission in the most effective and
collapse (or any degree between these limits), pulsing efficient manner.
at a very rapid frequency. This can be reduced by 4.2.4 FINAl. RECOVERY. After the vehicle has
choosing either proper geometric-porosity distribution been decelerated to an equilibrium condition, the
or a suitable canopy shape, or both. An additional final parachute will be deployed. It in desirable to
problem (also related to the first one) is that of pars- keep the deployment altitude of this parachute below
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15.000 ft in order to limit the opening forces and res- and (2) wake effect:
trict the drift of the system during final descent. The (Cm) Aerodynamic heating; and
final p,,ch,,tte ..hould provide a large drag-urean and (n) Vehicle configuration (stable or unstable in des-
mh-uhl limit oscillation to i 10 deg. Tro obtain these cent).

characteristics, clustering of final-stage recovery 4.3.1 INITIATION. D)eployment of a recovery sys-
parachutes has been used successfully in some in- tern can be initiated by Wound command; by flight
stances. Allowable terminal-velocities depend on the conditions such as eugine failure, loss of control sig-
vehicle or human •-limitations. nal., or loss of braking signal; or in the case of emer-

In general, rates of descent for proper load recovery gancy escape, by an altitnde-velocity sensor which is
tire less than 20 fps if no shock-abmorption devices armed by a timer at a predetermined interval (upually
tre used, 25-10 fps with shock-tlisorption devices, 0.5 sac) after separation of escape-capsule from air-
knd about 50 ftm with nose spike. or for over-water craft.

recovery. 4.3.2 iIF.(:OVlIilY S UIIENCEI'. Recovery normally
Usually, the canopy selected for final-stage recovery consists of, but is not limited to, two or more stages

will be one, or a cluster, of the following: involving parachutes or other drag-producing devices

(a) Fxtended-skirt canopy; to accomplish the deceleration and subsequent descent

(b) Solid flat circular canopy (generally used in to the ground. Fig. 5-18 shows a plot of altitnde and
clusters of three or more to achieve the desired sta- flight-path speed for a typical five-stage recovery
bility); system. The number of stages and the design of the

(c) ling-slot canopy; decelerator for each stage is detenninedby the follow-
(d) Flat circular ribbon canopy; or ing recovery conditions:

(e) Sling-sail canopy. (a) Deplovsweat Speed and Alliude. The require-
ments for the firs,-stage decelerator design are deter-

4.3 General Design Considseatlons. The fol- mined by the speed and altitude at which it is to be
lowing is a list of considerations in the design of mis- deployed. The values selected shall be the most criti-
mile, drone, or space-vehicle recovery systems: col (maximum and minimum) that can reasonably be ex-

(a) Possible range of speed at initial deployment; pected during uncontrolled tests or operational flights
(b) Possible range of altitude atinitial deployment; of the vehicle.
(c) Type of recovery desired, such as (l) rapid, (b) Recovery Feighs. The recovery weight is the

stabilized descent, (2) delayed descent, and (3) free weight of the missile, the drone, the escape-capsule
descent, in which final impact is the only considars- with occupant, the aerospace vehicle, or their coa-
tion; ponents, to be recovered. This value ces vary because

(d) Allowable weight and space available for de- of changing conditions or fuel load. Therefore, it
ployable aerodynamic decelerator and impact-attenum- should be the maximum weight under which recovery
tion system; is to be made. Consideration must be given to reducing

(e) Location of decelerator or decelerator@, which this value by dumping fuel or jettisoning parts of the
may affect the insulation required and type of deploy- body that are to be recovered.
ment, such as (1) pilot chute, (2) static-line, or (3) 4.3.3 MAXIMUM DECELERAT1ON. Knowledge of
forced-ejection equipment; the magnitude and, in the case of emergency escape, the

(1) Ilridle design, which includes (1) desirable rate of application, of the g's imposed on a vehicle or
angle for vehicle support, (2) center of gravity of its occupant is required to detemine the number of
vehicle at time of deployment and descent, and (3) staves required, the decelerator sizes, and the timing
force-limitations of vehicle at load connections; of the recovery sequence. Not only must the limit of the

(g) Maximum g-tolerasces of vehicle and direction vehicle structure be considered in determining the
of g's. In the case of manned vehicles, maximum allowable g's, but also the powerplant, instruments,
human g-tolerances and rate of g-onset; control system, and other accessories. Fig. 5-19 illu-

(h) Desirable stability and angle of descent at strates human tolerance to accelerations. This chart
final impact; is extracted from USAF Specification MIL-C-25969A.

(i) Shock-attenuation system to be used for final The graph depicts zones of allowable accelerations
impact; in both the transverse and longitudinal directions.

(j) Geographical and physiographical orea in which Further limitations must be established as to the mag-
vehicle in expected to operate; nitude of the longitudinal and transverse accelerations

(W) Weight of vehicle at anticipated recovery time; that cmn be imposed when both are acting concunrently
(i) Position of first-stage parachute at inflation, on a human. In addition to consideration of transla-

as influenced by (1) motor-bleat heat and pressure, tional accelerations, in some instances it may be
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I5,000 ft in 4wder to limit the oplening forces and rem- and (2) wake effect;
trict the drift of the system (luring final descent. The (m) Aerodynanmic heating; and
final partichuate hould provide a large drag-area and (n) Vehicle configuration (stable or unstable in des-
,should limit oscillation to ± 10 deg. 'l'0 otain these cent).

characteristics, clustering of final-stage recovery 4.3.1 INITIATION. IDeployment of a recovery eye-
parachutes has been used successfully in some in- tern can be initiated by Wound command; by flight
stances. Allowable terminal-velocities depend on the conditions such as engine failure, loss of control sig-
vehicle or human 4-limitations. nal, or Ions of braking signal; or in the came of emer-

In general, rates of descent for proper load recovery geicy escape, by an altitude-velocity sensor which is
aire less than 20 fpa if .o shock-abmorlition devices armed by a timer at a predetermined interval (usually
are used, 25-30 fps with ahock-iM.orption devices, 0.5 nec) after separation of escape-capsule from air-

and about 50 fps with nose spike.s or for over-water craft.
recovery. 4.3.2 REl:(COVERI Y SE•(•JNCIE. Recovery normally

Usually, the canopy selected for final-mtage recovery consists of, hut is not limited to, two or more stages
will be one, or a cluster, of the following: involving parachutes or other drag-producing devices

(a) Extended-skirt canopy; to accomplish the deceleration and subsequent descent

(b) Solid flat circular canopy (generally used in to the gound. Fig. 5-18 shows a plot of altitude and
clusters of three or more to achieve the desired ata- flight-path speed for a typical five-stage recovery
bility); system. The number of stages and the design of the

(c) Ring-slot canopy; decelerator for each stage is determined by the follow-
(d) Flat circular ribbon canopy; or ing recovery conditions:

(e) Iling-sail canopy. (a) Deploymens Speed and Altitude. "'he require-
meets for the firs.-atage decelerator design are deter-

4.3 General Design Considerations. The fol- mined by the speed and altitude at which it is to be
lowing is a list of considerations in the design of mis- deployed. The values selected shall be the most criti-
sile, drone, or space-vehicle recovery systems: cal (maximum and minimum) that can reasonably be ex-

(a) Possible range of speed at initial deployment; pected during uncontrolled tests or operational flights
(b) Possible range of altitude at initial deployment; of the vehicle.
(c) Type of recovery desired, such as (1) rapid, (b) Recovery Weight. The recovery weight is the

stabilized descent, (2) delayed descent, and (3) free weight of the missile, the drone, the escape-capsule
descent, in which final impact in the oniy considera- with occupant, the aerospace vehicle, or their corn-
tion; ponents, to be recovered. This value can vary because

(d) Allowable weight and space available for de- of changing conditions or fuel load. Therefore, it
ployable aerodynamic decelerator and impact-attenua- should be the maximum weight under which recovery
tion system; is to be made. Consideration must be given to reducing

(e) Location of decelerator or decelerators, which this value by dumping fuel or jettisoning parts of the
mny affect the insulation required and type of deploy- body that are to be recovered.
"lent, such as (1) pilot chute, (2) static-line, or (3) 4.3.3 MAXIMUM DECELERATION. Knowledge of
forced-ejection equipment; the magnitude and, in the case ofemergency escape, the

(f) llridle design, which includes (1) desirable rate of application, of the g's imposed on a vehicle or
angle for vehicle support, (2) center of gravity of its occupant is required to determine the number of
vehicle at time of deployment and descent, and (3) stages required, the decelerator sizes, and the timing
force-limitations of vehicle at load connections; of the recovery sequence. Not only must the limit of the

(g) Maximum g-tolerances of vehicle and direction vehicle structure be considered in determining the
of g's. In the case of manned vehicles, maximum allowable g's, but also the powerplant, instruments,
human g-tolerances and rate of g-onset; control system, and other accessories. Fig. 5-19 illu-

(h) Desirable stability and angle of descent at stiates human tolerance to accelerations. This chart
final impact; is extracted from |ISAF Specification MIL-C-25969A.

(i) Shock-attenuation system to be used for final The graph depicts zones of allowable accelerations
impact; in both the transverse and longitudinal directions.

(j) Geographical and physiographical area in which Further limitations must be established as to the mag-
vehicle is expected to operate; nitude of the longitudinal and transverse accelerations

(k) Wei#it of vehicle at anticipated recovery time; that can be imposed when both are acting concurrently
(I) Position of first-stage parachute at inflation, on a human. In addition to consideration of transla-

as influenced by (1) motor-blast heat and pressure, tional accelerations, in some instances it may be
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Fig. 5-18 Possible Operational Sequence for Maultiple-Stage Parachute Recovery System

necessary to consider the rotational accelerations

which are being imposed on the human in combination 40

with the translational accelerations. 15O0 ;/iEC I

4.3.4 PARACHUTE COMPARTMENT. Reliable F Z"--

recovery operations depend upon a minimum ofinteoer- 30 I I I

ence with the deployable aerodynamic decelerator dur- DISABLEMENT ZONE

ing the deployment procedure. There should be no pro- . .......

jections or sharp edges in the way of the deploying de- 21- P TRA NSVERSE

celerator. The compartment must be located so that the

deployment path passes between any protrusions such /SE
as tail surfaces. If possible, the aft wall of the compart- 10

ment should have a considerable slope to aid in ex- 300 q/SEC

tracting the packed parachute. The outer edges of the S ZONE

compartment should be rounded, so that nothing can 0 1 1 - 1l 1 . 10.0 J

snag or tear the bag in which the decelerator is packed. 0.T3 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0 10.E 20.0

In general, the motion of the deploying aerodynamic TIME IN SECONDS

decelerator will be straight aft in relation to the flight

path of the body. The best location for the compart- Fig. 5-19 Limits of Humas Tolerance
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Fig. 5-20 Diagram of IDeployment System

"ment is. therefore, in the extreme tail of the vehicle. ment by the projectile and cover pulls the pilot-chute
In many cases, however, the temperature of this loca- bag away from the adverse pressure region immediately
tion is excessive, because of its proximity to the behind the parachute compartment and into the air-
power plant. In such cases, the possibility of insula- stream aft of the vehicle. When the rearward travel
ting or cooling the compartment must be considered, stops, the inertia of the cover assembly removes the
If this is not practical, the compartment must be lo- bag from the pilot chute, allowing the parachute to
cated in an area where excessive heat will not be inflate. At the same time, an acceleration lock attached
encountered, to the pilot-chute riser is released from the harness

In cases where a missile is expected to be tumbling assembly holding the second-stage parachute in the
at the time of deployment, the aft position will not compartment. The pilot-chute riser, new attached tothe
necessarily be the best. The decelerator compartment parachute pack through a bridle of heavy webbing,
will then have to be located to accommodate such pulls the second-stage parachute pack from the com-
special deployment methods. partment. To assure an orderly lines-first deployment,

4.3.5 DIEPLOYMIENT. This process must be the vent of the second-stage paraLhute is secured to
orderly and, insofar as possible, there should be no the inside of the parachute pack by a break line at-
slack in the connecting line between the decelerator tached to the vent lines of the parachute and to the
and the vehicle being recovered. For deployment of pack-bridle confluence point. Minimum velocities re-
first-stage decelerator* at speeds greater than sonic, quired for pack ejection to insure deployment of the
some means offorceful ejection mustbe utilized. Cur- firstetage decelerator through the adverse wake of a
rent techniques for providing ejection impulses are as vehicle are presented in Fig. 5-21 through 5-24 as
follows: functions of vehicle deceleration, base diameter, Mach

(a) Drogue gun and pilot chute; number and pack weight, respectively (Ref (5-11)).
(b) Cartridge-actuated ejection piston; or Emergency-escape systems which must operate
(c) Parachute mortar. through a large range of velocities and altitudes may
A deployment system for first-or second-stage appli- employ dual pilot-chutes to insure reliable deployment.

cation is schematically shown in Fig. 5-20. A projectile The size of the two chutes would be such as to deve-
removes the compartment cover by its initial rearward lop approximately the name force when deployed in
movement in the gun barrel. Continued rearward move- the individual speed-regimes in which they are to
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operate. At high-speed deployments, the large, low- Fig. 5-23 Minimum Required Pack Ejection Velocity

speed chute will shred, enabling the smaller chute to vs Vehicle Mach Number
execute the deployment.

4.4 Release nd Control Sub-Systems liable opening of a decelerator compartment-door, or

4.4.1 COIMPARIVENT-DOOR RELEASE. The re. release of the whole door, at high speeds in essential
in a successful aerospace-vehicle recovery operation.

The problem is usually not as simple as it appears. The

unlatching mechanism must function under various

UICO~TArVALUE LBS.L environmental extremes, such as low temperature
m/ (-65 F), high altitude, high acceleration (positive and

U.lO ---- - negative), and extreme vibrations. The mechanim must
e ,• not have an adverse effect on the. performance of the

,.90 missile. Two of the most common devices utilized as

J s--- mechanisms are explosive bolts and Primacord. These
and other devicesare discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

z 7 - --- 4.4.2 CONTROLS. The functioning of the recovery

X W C P system must he controlled by time, altitude, or pros-
sure, or a combination of these, arranged in order to

""0-- deploy the different aerodynamic decelerator* as de-

an "N'sired. These devices may perform their function either
_ " " 40- --- - by direct mechanical linkage or through electrical

-J 0404 - circuits. Where electrical circuits are utilized, two
X independent parallel circuits, complete with timers

- or other controls and batteries, mustbe provided.They
Z 2J must be so arranged that the failure of one circuit will

, 12 345S 6 not prevent the proper functioning of the recovery sys-

PARENT VEHICLE BASE DIAMETER - FT. D, ter a a whole.

Fig. 5-22 Minimum Required Ejection Velocity fs 4.4.3 SEQUENCING. Sequencing is usually

Vehicle Rose Diameter accomplished by means of timers started with or prior
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r 0 and volume of the entire system, the use of devices
to absorb landing shock must be considered. I)evices

..'a Tcurrently used to provide impact shock-absorption

- are penetration spikes, air bog., or crushable portions

1 70 of the recoverable body itself, such am paper-honcy-
•0 tcomb platforns. Current design requirements and
u60 . applications of theme three shock-aboorption deviccs
Ware presented in Chapter 9, Sec. 4. Investigations have
Q. shown that retro-rockets may become effective as
C impact-attenuators when considered for systems of
LU40im

S Iheavy load which require low-impact deceleration..

w 30 4.6 Flotation and Retrieval. To accomplibh
z! 20 over-water recovery, reliable flotation equipment

0 20 So 100 is essential. Two methods have been utilized to pro-
PACK WEIGHT - L8 W

ALTITUDE MACH NO. I S 0 , vide vehicle flotation. Both utilize flotation balloons,

o t0 •s 14 45e CONSTANT the difference in the two systems being that in one the
A 16.000 2.5 46 VALUE balloon inflates during vehicle descent while in the
O 18.000 2.5 6 4s V -5.,0 FT other the balloon inflates underwater (Ref (5-10),
0 43,000 3.0 S 4O 1(5-12), (5-13)). The latter method appears to be a more
A 63.000 s.0 4 toe reliable method for flotation and retrieval for the foi-
01130,000 7.0 1 So lowing reasons:
Fig. 5-24 Vinimum Required I'ack Ejection Velocity (a) The vehicle could still be recovered even if it

vs Pack IVeight impacted at a high rate of descent due to failure of
the fimal-recovery aerodynamic decelerator.

to the initiation of recovery. Mechanical, electrical, (b) The method eliminates the possibility of the
or pyrotechnical (powder-train) timers may be used if balloon entangling with the suspension system of the
they are adaptable to the system, and provided that fianl-recovery aerodynamic decLierator.
they meet the environmental requirements of the re- Typical components, other than a flotation balloon,
coverable body. of a flotation system are a compressed-air storage

Altitude or ram-pressure switches, or both, may bottle (if forced inflation is used), radio transmitter
be used for sequencing the aperation of the recovery and light beacon, marker dye, and shark-repellent. A
system, provided that a safety timer system is also typical over-water recovery sequence in as follows:
incorporated. A suitable altitude control must be The operational sequence is initiated on impact by
placed in series with the release system on the final- water-activated batteries, which produce sufficient
recovery stage so that this stage will not be actuated energy to open the air valve between the balloon and
higher than 15,000 ft above mean sea level, a compressed-air bottle, allowing the high-pressure

4.4.4 CANOPY DISCONNECT. All canopy dis- air to pass through a short robber hose to the balloon.
connects must be mechanical, and they must be actua- The balloon inflates to full size while held snugly to
ted either by spring@ or by pyrotechnic devices. A the side of the vehicle by tethering lines. This keeps
suitable device must be incoprorated for releasing the the vehicle very close to the surface of the water.
final-stage canopy from the recoverable body after A radio transmitter is put into operation upon water
ground or water impact to prevent the final-stage entry, using the internal power supply of the trans-
canopy from dragging the missile ans a result of sur- mitter. The transmitter is secured to the top of the
face winds. balloon, in order to place the antenna and the light at

4.4.5 PYROTECIlNIC DVICV N. The use of pyro- nmaximum heights above the water. The shark repellent
technics for powering releases, explosive bolts, and and marker dye are dispersed in the water to complete
other devices is acceptable, provided that two inde- the sequence.
pendent powder charges are used, either one of which
will accomplish the action. In such devices, individual
powder charges are ignited either by an electrical SEC. 5 AIRCRAFT DECELERATION
igniter or by a percussion cap. (See Chap. 9, 2.4,2.)

4.5 Landing-Impact Shock-Absorption. In order 5.1 General
to permit a higher rate of descent with the final-stage
parachute, thus reducing to a great extent the weight 5.1.1 BRllKF IIISTORY. The use of a parachute
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TAIII, 5-3 PII:IITIFC:,IAINIARIACHUTEI'S

, , 4 o. of Deployment
Type Aircraft Diameter. ft IType No. o Velocity,

knots

MI.I -47 16 ItS 20 195
Approach

M11.2 F-94 16 ItS 20 170
MII-4 1-86 16 RS 20 190
MIL-S F-100 16 RS 20 190

MII-6 F-101 15.5 ItS 20 200

m 11-7 VF.104 16 RS 20 200
MB-8 F-105 20 Its 24 200
%!-110 F. 102 14.5 ItS 20 220
MII-13 F-84 16 ItS 20 200

MI1-15 11-66 28 IS 28 175
). 1 11-47 32 FCR 36 160

D-2 11-52 44 VCR 48 170

11.58 24 ItS 28 190
A-28A.1 F.106 14.5 HS 20 220

*RS - Ring-Slot

"CR - Flat circular ribbon

an an auxiliary brake has proved to be very efficient long landing-rolls, and a means had to be developed
for decelerating an aircraft during landing approach, to reduce the landing-roll distance. The answer to this
touch.down. and ground roll. The first known test problem was the aircraft deceleration parachute. Many
usingaparnchute asan landing brake was made as early improvements have been made over original designs
as 1923 at McCook Field. now called Wright-Patterson and various types of aircraft have been equipped with
Air Force Base, at D)ayton, Ohio. A conventional man- parachutes. The B-47 jet bomber is a good example
carrying parachute was used to reduce the landing- of the efficient and useful operation of the parachute
roll distance of a de Havilland biplane. Around 1933 as an auxiliary device for decreasing landing-roll. The
systematic investigations were conducted in Germany landine.roll of the 13-47 is decreased 35 to 45 per cent.
for the purpose of improving existing parachutes or There are two types of aircraft-deceleration pars-
developing new types of parachutes of improved char- chutes: one is used for aircraft landing-deceleration
acteristics specifically intended as an aircraft-de- (drag parachute) and is a specially designed drag-
celeration device. An a result of these investigations producing device that is used to reduce the landing
the ribbon parachute was developed and successfully roll of aircraft, especially jet aircraft. The. aircraft
tested on a Junkers W-34 airplane as a landing brake. inflight control-parachute (approach parachute) is just
The tests proved that this parachute is adequately what the name implies. It is a parachute that is de-
stable, opens reliably and uniformly, produces a ployed prior to landing to produce added drag, which
minimum opening-shock, does not interfere with the in turn allows a steeper approach angle, which permits
controllability of the airplane, and provides supple- clearing higher obstacles, and more engine power to
mental deceleration for aircraft. be maintained, which improves control of the aircraft.

5.1.2 JET APPLICATIONS. The most important The advantage is that safer and more accurate land-
application for deceleration parachutes came with the ings can be executed. Currently, only the B-47 air.
development of high-speed jet aircraft. High aircraft craft employs an approach parachute. General re-
wing-loadings raulted in high landing-speeds and quirements for aircraft deceleration parachute syatems
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are described in the specification MIl,-I)-QO954. '['able 'Re parachute in releans"d and tlOw. ground personnel
5-3 lists current aircraft with their respective aircruft- retrieve it. The parachute should never be detached
deceleration and approach parachute systems. from the aircraft while it is on the runway or on the

taxiway, where it might jeopardize other aircraft dur.
5.2 Aircraft Landing-Deceleration Parachute ing landing. Drag parachutes are used for the decelera-

(Drag Parachute) tion of fighter and bomber aircraft. The relationship
5.2.1 GIENERIAL. Drag parachutes of the ribbon between landing-roll distance and canopy diameter

and ring-slot types are today being used for aircraft for various friction coefficient factors is shown for a
landing-deceleration. They have proved successful medium-bomber aircraft in Fig. 5-26.
for a number of conditions under which the aircraft 5.2.3 OVIRIIALI. IDSIGN. Aircraft landing-de.
brakes, although functioning properly, would normally celerution parachutes should be designed to have the
be inadequate. The drag parachute has proven to be a following characteristics. These are not necessarily
big asset because it produces thehighest deceleration listed in the order of importance.
force at the touchdown speed of the aircraft, where
the brakes are relatively inefficient. During landings (1) Iligh degree of stability;
on icy or wet runways, a large percentage of the (2) Iligh degree of reliability;
braking is accomplished by the deceleration parachute. (3) Adequate strength for repeated usage;

There are other advantages besides a reduction in (4) Low opening force;
landing roll obtainable with the utilization of a drag (5) IHigh drag, low.weight, low bulk;
parachute. For example, the F-101 has pitch-up and (6) Not affected by environmental conditions within
spin characteristics in landing that have been over- the limits of use;
come by deploying the deceleration parachute to (7) Ease of maintenance; and
maintain control. Another major advantage is the in- (Rt) Low cost.
creased flight safety under emergency conditions such T"o understand why these characteristics are important,
as landings with inoperative brakes, or aborted take- (1) thiough (5) will be analyzed below. The others are
offs, certain emergency landings. and landings over self-explanatory.
obstacles or on short runways. Under some emergency (I) S•ouilitv. One of the most important require-
coqditions, it is even conceivable that the parachute ments for o landing-deceleration or approach parachute
could be used for rapid descent. Moreover, a monetary is that it is stable. The worl "stable" applied to air.
savings in tires and brakes is quite apparent. Using craft-deceleration parachutes is intended to mean that
the parachute and the normal applications of brakes, tihe parachute should not oscillate through an angle
the number of uses per tire can be increased five or greater 15 deg. Pilots consider a parachute stable
six times over that obtainable when landing repecated- when it in no way effects controllability of the air-
ly without a parachute. No exact figures relating to craft and does not require a trim change.
the actual savings on brakes are available; howeer, 4tability ol ribbon and ring-slot canopies depends
it is known that brake maintenance and replacement to a large extent on the canopy's total porosity. The
are considerably reduced when a deceleration pars- total porosity required for a stable deceleration para-
chute is used. chute varies with canopy diameter and there is an

5.2.2 OPERATIONAL SEQUE1•NCE. In opera- upper limit on porosity which, if exceeded, can cause
tion, the pilot makes a normal approach and landing. inflation difficulties. 'rests have proven, however,
At touchdown, or very shortly thereafter, the drag pars- that parachutes can be designed to be in the safe
chute is deployed by movement of a control handle in range of porosity (from the standpoint of reliable
the cockpit. Fig. 5-25 shows a landing deceleration inflation) and also be adequately stable.
parachute in action. Brakes may or may not be used (2) Reliability. Parachutes to be useful as in-
to supplement deceleration. In normal operation, the flight and landing aids must be reliable. A high de-
aircraft is permitted to continue rolling to the runway gree of reliability can best be obtained by designing a"turnoff" at a speed sufficient to keep the canopy system of proven components, using a properly de-
inflated. This speed, with a moderate into-wind con- signed pilot chute that adequately regulate@ the de-
dition, is usually below the maximum safe turnoff ployment of the deceleration parachute from a properly
speed of the aircraft. If the canopy will not stay in- designed deployment bag. This will result in a uni.
flsted, the pilot may apply brakes and maintain infla- form, trouble-free deployment and opening of the pars-
tion of the canopy by increasing the engine thrust, chute. The deployment bag which contains the pilot
After turnoff, the pilot maintains canopy inflation chute and the deceleration parachute with riser is
until he reaches a designated parachute release-point, made to conform to the shape of the compartment in
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Fig. 5-25 Lading Deceleration Parachute

the aircraft. The function of the bag is to cause order- chute system from the deployment bag is rinfr first,

ly deployment of the parachute, combined with a low then suspension lines, and then canopy, eiach corn-

opening-.hock, and to protect the deceleration system ponent stored in a separate section of the bfi* to the

during handling on the ground and extraction. A pilot deployed position, the components of the *or% para-

chute deploys the deceleration parachute. The char. chute appear as shown in Fig. 5-27. If tholu Aircrnt-

acteristics of the pilot chute are such that it inflates decelerator compartment is located in the bcompia por-

quickly when the compartment doors open, resulting tion of the fuselage, and consequently new'*, t-c the

in an immediate deployment of the deceleration pars- ground level, it may be more feasible to reeVoe tihia

chute. The usual sequence of deployment of the pars- sequence of deployment. However, the me•hd rasy

w a 100,000 LB (GROSS WEIGHT AT TOUCHDOWN1

SW - 1428 FT 2 (WING AREA)

5 - CLTOa 1.5 (LIFT COEFFICIENT AT TOUCHDOWN)

C •1.3 (DRAG COEFFICIENT OF AIRPLANE)

CDo 'z.5 (DRAG COEFFICIENT OF PARACHUTE)

40- I' •COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

PERCENT OF LANDING
3 ROLL REDUCTION

IL

1,000 2,000 3Poo 4,000 50o00 6,000 7,0o0 8,000 9,0oo 10,00o 11,,0©
LANDING ROLL (FEET)

Fig. 5.26 Landing Roll vs Parachute l)iamneter and p Factor
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DECELERATION PARACHUTE-

BRIDLE LINES

RISER • ... ."" ... G LOTCHT

SUSPENSION LINES 7
CANOPY / GON

Fig. 5-27 'chematic 4rroitgement of Aircraft I)ecelenraewParachute

result in a slight increase of the opening-.force. -kny systems perform adequately and reliably, a limited

ground contact of the parachute system during the test-program is conducted on each new system. There

deploymient sequence may result in damage and must are certain test vehicles and methods that are utilized

he avoided. for testing such a system. Since it is standard prac-

During parachute deployment and operation, the air- tice to equip most military jet aircraft with decelera-

craft must remain under full control of the pilot at all tion parachutes, the parachute system and parachute

times. The parachute must not interfere with the nor- should be tested with the designated aircraft under

mal landing attitude of the aircraft. It must not effect actual operating conditions. Only in thia manner can

the longitudinal control of the aircraft. Provision must the performance capabilities and reliability of the

be made for immediate release of the parachate, in system and parachute be determined accurately. The

case of emergency. There must be no possibility of reason is that the wake behind the different aircraft

contact between the deploying or inflated parachute varies with each aircraft.

and the control surfaces or any other part of the air- (3) StrenfgtA. The design strength of deceleration

craft. parachutes is based upon the anticipated opening

To insure that landing-deceleration parachute shock at the highest speed at which the parachute is

150 30 - - - AIRSPEED I

AIRACHUTE: RIBBON
w ICANOPY 32 FT DIL

S50" 10 ... .

0 C- 0 -~~~m

Fig. 5-28 Force v.s Time of a 32-ft Ribbon Landing-lDeceleration Parachute
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these conditions, which will not permit take-off. A~ that are presently in use have been selected as the
minimum design factor of 2.3 is emnployed in the sele-c. optimum in design efficiency from a ratio of drag to
tion of the canopy and suspension-line material. This weight and bulk. Future improvements in materials
design factor includes the standard safety factor of and construction will undoubtedly improve efficiency.
1.5 tind additional compensation for louses in strength 5.2.4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS.
due to sewing. etc. For further dietailIs, see Chapter 7.

To prevent undue stresses on the aircraft structure, 5.2.4.1 Drag Requirement. The drag requirement
parachutes with low opening-shock are required. The is generally determined by the aircraft manufacturer.
parachutes that are presently being used for decelera- The parachute system must be coe..-idered as supple-
tion meet this requirement. The opening-sihock is de- menthry to the available deceleration components with
termined from the equation F.~ - (C,) ) (SO) (q) (X) which the aircraft is equipped, such as flaps and
where CD)1 its the drag coefficient based on surface brakes.
area of the' canopy; 59 ais the surface of the canopy; q 5.2.4.2 Canopy Selection. Iting-alot and ribbon
is the dynamic pressure-, and X is the opening-shock canopies have been found most suitable for drag-pars-
factor for the particular canopy. chute application. The ring-slot canopy is preferred

(4) Opening-Force. The low opening-shock of for deceleration because of its lower cost and ease of
the ribbon and ring-slot drag parachutes can be attri- production and maintenance.
buted to the relatively long inflation-time of the cano- 5.2.4.3 Size of Canopy. The size of the canopy
pies compared to other types. The time of inflation, will be determined by the drag requirement. Wake ef-
in turn, is basically a function of the total porosity fects behind the aircraft tend-to decrease the drag
of the parachute. Fig. 5-28 and 5-29 show represents- coefficient, CD0o, which may make it necessary to use
tive curves of force versus time of 16 ft. diame ter a larger canolpy than would otherwise be required.
ring slot and 32 ft. diameter ribbon landing decelera- Longer risers tend to reduce wake losses, but they
tion parachutes. increase the bulk and weight of the system and may

(5) Drag, Wieight, and Bulk. There is a continual contribute to the dragging of the canopy on the run-

striving for landing- deceleration parachutes that way during deployment. The drag coefficient CD0with
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regard to constructed canopy area for the flat circular 5.2.4.8 Clusters. 'lThe use of canopies in clus-
ribbon and ring-slot canopies ranges fromO.45 to 0.6. term is reconunended if, when a single canopy would
depending upon the air flow behind the aircraft. For be used, it would be larger than 44 ft in diameter.
design purposes, a drag coefficient (I) of 0.55 for l,arger-diameter canopies are likely to be heavy and
ring-slot canopies and 0.5for flat circularribbon cano- bulky, and present difficult problems in mix;ntenance,
pies is generally used. packing, and installation, along with the need for ex-

5.2.4.4 Riser and Suspension-line Length. l.ong punded field facilities.
risers tend to reduce aircraft-wake effects upon the 5.2.5 CAI,(:IllA'iON OF AIRCRAFT LANDING.
parachute canopy. Practical experience, however, has 1l0l.. The problem of calculating landing roll is
indicated that the riser length should be kept to front essentially a problem of velocity, acceleration, and
1.0 to 1.5 times the constructed (flat) diameter(l)e)Of time Therefore, starting with the basic equations:
the canopy. I-ength of suspension lines should h6 1.0
times the constructed(flat)diameter (l),)ofthe canopy. dS t d - v dd v
The most important consideration in determining riser a
length is that the location of the force-line relative to Integration gives
the aircraft should coincide with the line projected from V
the center of gravity of the aircraft through the para-
chute attachment-point. When this is not the case, the ( S-) - f dv f I d (v) 2

drag force tends to raise or lower the nose of the air- J d J o
craft, depending on whether the canopy force-line, 0 0
when extended, goes above or below the aircraft cen- where S landing-roll distance; and
ter of gravity. Such a condition can have serious con- L
sequences if the parachute is deployed while the air- tpr - Velocity of aircraft at instant of ground
plane still has flying speed high enough to climb, contact.
Even at lower speeds it can cause damage to the Eq. (5-1) can be rewritten as follows:
nose gear, by exerting excessive pressure.

5.2.4.5 Parachute-Compartment Location. The 1 fc
best location for the parachute compartment is at the (5-2) Sd" ( J0
very end and top of the fuselage, aft of the empennage.
Such a locationis not always possible, because of
space limitations, heat problems, or interference with where W -Total aircraft weight; and
installed equipment. The required location of the para- F Tl'otal retarding force.
chute attachment-point may also have some bearing on
compartment location. In some instances, it is not To continue, an assumption as to how the retarding
possible to have the parachute attachment-point within force (F) varies during landing roll must be made. As-
the compartment because the canopy force-line must suming that 1/F varies linearly with v2, Eq 5-2 can
pass through the center of gravity of the airplane. now be integrated as follows:
Parachute-compartment locations at the bottom of the
fuselage are particularly undesirable because the de- (5-3) _ I-F2
ployment bag or canopy might drag on the runway sur- 

2 (F.-I F in) Fo

face during deployment. Parachute-compartment in- C

teriors must be smooth, with no protrusions or sharp where F c'= Retarding force at the instant aircraft
edges that might catch or damage any portion of the contacts ground; and
parachute. The compartment should not be located in
any section where such corrosive materials ah acid Fo" - Retarding force at the instant of air-
or battery-acid fumes can penetrate. The temperature craft stop.
in the compartment should at no time exceed 250 F for Eq 5-3 can be used when brakes are applied either
Nylon parachutes and 325 F for Dacron parachutes. during the landiag roll or at the instant of ground-con.
Compartment temperature should not exceed 600 F for tact. If the brakes are applied at some time during the
parachutes manufactured from IIT-1 material. landing roll, a more descriptive equation is:

5.2.4.7 Reefing. Temporary reefing is not re.
commended for aircraft deceleration parachutes be- Ftb 2  Fb 2
cause the increased complexity can reduce parachute- (5-4) S I In 2
system reliability. 2 g (Fb2 - Fo') Fo'
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F. IF (CV2 -Vb 2 ) In -Fe w - 142 at i t
2 g (F - b FI T - Thrust developed by engines idling - 500 lb

) per engine (6 engines)

CI,- 1.5

where Vb - Velocity of aircraft at the instant braken C() (aircraft) - 0.126
are applied; C

Fb - Retarding force immediately before ')4)
brakes are applied; and Do (parachute) = 32 ft

Fb 2 - Retarding force immediately after lietarding force, Fc, equal.,
brakes are applied.

To calculate the retarding force, consider the air and Fe " V C (a/c) S -.
ground forces and engine thrust acting on the aircraft. 2 w idle

(5.5) F - D 1 . F) - r (0.126) (246)2 (1428) - 500 (6)
841

where T - Engine thrust (when applicable); 12950 - 3000 - 9,150 lb
Ff - Aircraft frictional force; and

1) - Drag produced by aircraft and parachute Immediately upon ground contact, a deceleration

when deployed, parachute ia deployed. When aircraft velocity has
dropped to 115 knots the brakes are applied.

(5&6) Ff (f - L) Thea,

where p Coefficient of friction; and F6  0 p + . S (C

L - Aerodynamic lift develooed by aircraft. 2 W 'D (total) CL)

Eq 5.6 can be written Tidle

(5-7) F - D + p (IF - L) - T where CD (total) - CD (aircraft) +

SO

or p p C1 ) Sw V2 + p _lIpC,)SwV 2 - T CDo (parachute) S,

804
(5-8) F- pF + p 2 Sw (Cfl-pCD) - T 120.1268+0.5

2
- 0.126 + 0.282 -0.408where Sw,:, Wing ara.

wher SW ing rea.can ow b ca Fb = 0.02(000,000) + -, 5) 1428 [(0.408 -
The forces Fc, F6l, Fb2 , and F. can now be cal- 841

culated by use of Eq 5-8 and substituted in Eq 5-4 to (0.02) (1.5) 1 - 500 (61
obtain a landing-roll distance.

Sample Calculation - 2,000 + 24,350 - 3000 =- 23,350

Assume: Now

IF = 100,000 Ib Fb2 - 0.3 (100,000) + 1925 (1428) [ (.408 -

p - 0.02 without brakes 841

- 0.3 with brakes

Vc = 145 knots (,3) (1.5)] - 500 (6)

11b - 115 knots - 30,000-2710-3000 - 24,290
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The retarding force at the instant the aircraft hau considerable distance away from the airbaue. The same
stopped in jet aircraft can start its descent relatively close to

the airbase when using a landing-approach parachute.
F0 -p Tidle use of a landing-approach parachute facilitates in-

d trument-controlled letdowns, particularly GCA, as
the additional drag permits a rapid deceleration,

-0. 3 (100,000) - 500 (6) - 27.000 lb teepens the glide path, and also prevent@ overcon-

Solving for landing-roll distance by use of Eq 5-4 trol. 'Ihe higher throttle-setting, which may be used

given during approach because of the added drag, also per.
mits a more rapid response of the aircraft in the event

(100.000) (195)2 24,291 of emergency, or "go-around". The B-47 is one air-
SL - 2 (32.2) (24,291 - 27,000) In17---0 craft for which a landing-approach parachute system

was adopted. The approach parachute on the B-47 air-
(100,000) ( (246)2 - (19S)21 9,950 craft is shown in operation in Fig. 5-30.

2(32.2) (9,950 - 23,350) In 233- 5.3.2 OVERAILL DESIGN. The design of any
inflight-control or landing-approach parachute system

- 21,750 In 0.9 - 2,495 In 0.426 must meet the requirements in 5.2.4 for drag para-

- 21,750 (0.1052) - 2,495 (-0.852) chute.

- 2.290 + 2,120 - 4,410 ft 5.3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. At the pre-
sent time, landing-approach parachutes are standard

5.3 Aircraft Inflight Control Parac6ute (Land- on the B-47 aircraft. Some of the considerations given
ing-Approach Parachute) hereafter are applicable particularly to that type of

aircraft. Designs for other type of aircraft may require

5.3.1 GENERAL. This parachute is utilized further consideration.
for better control of the inflight characteristics of 5.3.3.1 l)mg Requirement. The drag requirement
certain types of jet aircraft, particularly during land- for the landing-approach parachute system will have
ing approach. High rates and steep angles of descent to be established by the prime contractor of the whole
may be desirable for jet aircraft, as jet aircraft should system. For the B-47 aircraft, the drag of the approach
operate at high altitudes, where their flight is much parachute is of such a value that the aircraft, in
more economical than at low altitudes. In order not landing configuration, in able to achieve a rate of
to exceed speed limitation--, jet aircraft must begin climb, in cane it is needed, for a "go-around", of at
descents from high cruising altitudes when still a least 500 fpm at the optimum designed landing grosa-

Fig. 5-30 Approoac Paracaute on R-47 Aircraft
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Fig. 5-31 Typical Climb-Performance Curves for a -fedium Bomber Using Landing-Approach Parachutes with

Different Drag Areas

weight at sea level. Fig. 5.31 shows typical climb- 5.3.3.3 Size of Canopy. The size of the canopy

performance curves for a medium-bomber aircraft using in determined by the drag requirement. The drag coef-

landing-approach parachutes with different drag areas. ficient, Coo, for the ribbon and ring-slot canopies

5.3.3.2 Canopy Selection. The ring-slot canopy range@ from 0.4 to 0.6, depending upon the air-flow

should receive primary consideration in any aircraft behind the aircraft. For design purr eas, a drag coef.

landing-approach parachute system. Tests have in- ficient CD, of 0.55 for ring-slot canopies and 0.5 for
dicated that it satisfies desired stability requirements. ribbon canopies is generally used. A typical force-time
Its cost and ease of production and repair give it a diagram obtained during the deployment and steady

decided advantage over the ribbon canopy. The ribbon drag of a 12-ft-diameter ring-slot parachute behind a
canopy should be considered for applications in which medium-bomber aircraft in shown in Fig. 5-32.
the deployment speed requirement is higher than the 5.3.3.4 Riser and Suspension-Line Length. If

design limits of the ring-slot canopy. Many other types both inflight control (landing-approach) and landing-
of canopies are ruled out because of their characteris- deceleration (drag) parachutes are used, the position
tics of stability, cost, bulk, or strength-fact-r. of the skirt of the landimg-decelersion parachute is
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Fig. 5-32 Typical Force vs Time Diagram of 12-ft Ring-Slot Parachute Behind Medium Bomber Aircraft

the determining factor for the riser length of the land- partment. There is little likelihood that the canopy will
ing approach parachute, an the skirt of each canopy be burned by the jet exhaust, although riser and sus.
must be equidistant from the aircraft. If a landing-ap- pension lines may be exposed to excessive tempera.
proach parachute only is used, the length of the riser tures that may damage and eventually cause failure of
should in general be 1.0 to 1.5 times the constructed the parachute. This condition may be overcome by the
(flat) diameter (Dc) of the canopy. Suspension-line use of steel-cable risers, if the limited bending radius
length should be equal to the constructed (flat) dia- of steel cable does not create a stowage problem. For
meter (De) of the canopy. protection of Nylon risers, a short distance of the riser

5.3.3.5 Location of Parachute Compartment. The may be covered with flexible Neoprene-treated materials
compartment for the landing-approach parachute may havinghigh heat-resistance. All compartments should be
be located on the top, side, or bottom of the aft end designed to permit parachute deployment rearward
of the aircraft. The location of the parachute attach- along a line parallel to the flight path. Compartment
ment-point is an important factor in determining the interiors must be smooth, with no protrusions or sharp
compartment location (Fig. 5-33). Tests conducted edges which might catch or damage any portion of the
with the B-47 aircraft have indicated that a location parachute. The compartment should not be located in
of the attachment point as much as 2 ft to either side any section where battery acid or battery-acid fumes
of the aircraft centerline did not appreciably affect can penetrate. Bottom compartments may use an eleva-
the longitudinal control. On aircraft with a relatively tor to lower the parachute directly into the airstream.
short fuselage section, side attachment requires fur- The temperature in the compartment should at no time
ther investigation. In some cases, the attachment exceed 250 F for Nylon parachutes and 325 F for
point must be located in an area away from the com- Dacron parachutes. Compartment temperature for
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parachutes manufactured from HT-I material can 5&4 Decelration-Porochute Control System.
approach 600 F. The control system for aircraft-deceleration paor-

5.3.3.6 Deploymens. In all installations,deploy. chutes must be designed to reliably snd repeatedly
ment bags and spring-loaded pilot chutes should be perform a number of functions. Two of these functions
used to facilitate the maintenance and iastallation of sre performed in sequence in one operation. When do-
the parachutes in the aircraft and to insure orderly ploymoet of the parachute is initiated by pulling the
deployment. Riser-first deployment should be used control handle in the pilot's cockpit: (1) the mechanism
whenever practical. must lock tie riser attachment to the attachment point

5.3.3.7 Reefing. Generally, reefing is not re- on the aircraft; and (2) then, after poeitively locking the
commended for aircraft inflight-control parachutes. parachute, it must open the compartment door. Ihe
However, a permanent reefing line may be installed attachment hook shall remain open as log as the con-
to achieve greater stability or to reduce the drag area trol handle is in stowed position. ntis is a safety
of an existing canopy, which when unroefed creotes measure to allow the parachute to drop free if the
only slightly higher drag than is desired for the par- compartment door is accidentally opened by meas
ticular application. For instance, the standard lending- other than actuation of the control handle while the
approach parachute for the B-47 aircraft incorporates aircraft is in flight. The parachute may be jettisosed
a 15.5-ft-dlmeter ring-slot canopy which is slightly by using either a separate control cable, or the same
reefed by means of a 27.5 ft reefing line. This roefing control cable with the handle moved into a different
line is permanently installed at the skirt of the canopy. position. Experience has indicated the desirability of
Thus, drag aea is decreased slightly end a higher using a two-cable system for bomber aircraft and a
degree of stability is obtained, single-cable system for fighter aircraft. A mechanical
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system is preferred because of simplicity and positive
operation. One disadvantage of a mechanical system
is the difficulty of routing the control cable in much a
manner that it does not interfere with crew or equip.
ment, yet will operate with a minimum of friction and
without reliability loss because of detrimental effects

of environment. In installations where a mechanical
system in impractical, a hydraulic, electric, or pneu-
matic system may be utilized.

SEC. 6 SPECIAL WEAPONS

6.1 General. The basic reason for the develop-
ment of parachute retardation-systems for special
weapons is to control the trajectory of the weapon.

Because of the high dynamic pressures frequently
encountered during deployment, special-weapons para-
chutes are usually of very heavy-duty construction.

Parachutes for each special weapon usually have to
be "tailor-made" to specific requirements, which
generally precludes the use of off-the-shelf components
from other special-weapons retardation-systems. The

general design and construction technique can be
found in MIL-P-25716A, Parachute System, Heavy
Duty, General Specification for.

6.2 Design Objectives. The main design ob-

jective is to produce a parachute system that will
meet the delivery requirements. have a high degree of
reliability, and still be am light a possible. Fig. 5-34
shows a typical parachute for special-weapons retar-
dation in operation. Naturally. it must also be designed
to fit the storage volume in the weapon.

6.3 Design Considerations

6.3.1 DEUVERY REQUIREMENTS. Of prime Fig. 5-34 Special Weapons ParacAute

importance to the design engineer are the delivery re-
quirements which the parachute retardation-system below the maximum oscillation. Impact requirements

must meet. These requirements include velocity and are usually given as some angle measured between

altitude of delivery, weight of the weapon, stability the longitudinal axis of the weapon and the horizontal
required, and impact conditions (which include impact and some maximum vertical velocity. In some applica-

angle mid velocity), time of fall, range, delivery mode, tions a minimum and a maximum impact-velocity may

etc. A stringent requirement for stability introduces be imposed. Prior to actual drop-testing, computer

unforeseen problems for the design engineer. Pars- studies are normally run to determine as nearly as

chute retardation-systems should not induce a roll of possible the proper configuration of the parachute

the weapon either during deploymentor duringdescent. system to meet all the delivery requirements. The

Stability requirements vary from no restriction on os- drop-testing program directly follows the computer

cillation to 1 10 deg. Where precise stability is not a studies and is used to determine the effect of the

requirement, the less-stable parachutes, such as those variables that are impossible to predict and thus can-

with a solid fist canopy, may be used. However, a not be programmed in the computer studies. The test

high-porosity ribbon or ring-slot parachute or a cluster program also permits refinements in the design of the

of three parachutes may be the only solution to stay various components (deployment bags, bridles, lan-
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yards, etc.) of the system, so that the result should chutes, usually incorporates a extraction parachute
be the best possible design when everything is con- in addition to the pilot chute because the pilot chute
sidered. can not generate sufficient force to properly deploy

6.3.2 RELIABILITY. In order to meet the re- the main parachute or parachutes. Extraction pars-
liability requirement, each parachute retardation-sy.- chutes usually have small ribbon-canopies measuring
tern must be designed so that it will successfully re- from 10 to 16 It in diameter. A multi-stage system
tard the weapon wheu delivered at a dynamic pressure has components similar to those in single-stage sys-
in excess of that expected under the normal drop. tems using an extraction parachute. Multi-stage sys-
conditions. In the past, 110 to 125 per cent of the ex- tems could conceivably be made up of any number of
pected maximum dynamic pressure has been used in stages, each stage acting independently in sequence
tests. It is believed that if the parachute retardation- to stabilize and retard the weapon. The attachment
system functions properly during the overtent then it of the extraction parachute in a multi-stage system is
could be expected to perform without fail during nor. to the weapon as well as to the second-stage pars-
mal conditions. Penalties required in a parachute that chute or parachutes. When the extraction parachute,
passes such overtests are probably much less expen- or (more properly) the first-stage parachute, is de-
sive, and require less time, than a test program of ployed, it does not immediately extract the main
sufficient length to prove reliability, canopy or canopies, but instead retards the weapon to

6.3.3 VOLUME AND WEIGHT. Canopy weights a predetermined velocity where the main parachute or

may be predicted to within 3 per cent of the actual parachutes can be safely deployed. Using this se-
quence of deploying the second-stage parachute, theweight by detailed calculations. Themain canopy or canopies may be of light-weight con-of the parachute retardation-system may be accurately muion, cnopy a c onsiderable o i .i ntweight

estimated from post experience so that the weight of struction, wherebI a considerable saving in weight
the total system may be predicted with an accuracy of may be realized. A multi-stage system invariably re-

approximately 5 per cent. From this information, the quires more altitude to accomplish the same results

volume needed for the retardation system in the wea- us a single-stage system, however.

pon maybe determined. 6.4 Deployment Methods. Three methods of

6.3.4 ENVIRONMENT. Storage environment is parachute deployment are common: static-line, auto-
quite important to the parachute retardation-system. matic, and forced-ejection.
Nylon tends to adhere to itself if it becomes damp for 6.4.1 STATIC-LINE DEPLOYMENT. A static-
any reason; hence the design engineer must insure that line, provided the free end of the line is adequately
adequate precautions are taken to protect the system connected to the aircraft, will always initiate deploy-
from rain, snow, humidity, etc., while it is in storage. ment at the same time and place relative to the de-

6.3.5 TRAJECTORY CONTROL. The reasons livering aircraft. When the weapon has fallen the dis-
for controllingthe trajectory of the weapon areseveral: tance equal to the length of the static-line, the pilot
to provide escape for the delivering aircraft, to allow chute is deployed by the static-line and deployment
precise control to the impact area, to retard the wee- of all remaining parachutes follows in the desired
pon sufficiently so that it may survive the impact, and order. The use of a static-line is limited because it
to stabilize the weapon. In doing any or all of these fixes the length of free-fall before any drag-producing
things the retardation system must produce a trajectory surface begins opening and creates the problem of a
that may be accurately reproduced. loose, flailing line on the carrier aircraft.

6.3.6 TYPES OF PARACHUTE RETARDATION 6.4.2 AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT. Automatic
SYSTEMS. Parachute retardation-systems are used deployment is required when the weapon is carried
in several configurations: single-stage, multi-stage, externally on the aircraft or when amy amount of free-
reefed, or unreefed. A single-stage parachute system fall is desired prior to deployment of the parachutes.
is one in which only one parachute or cluster of pars- The sequence of an automatic deployment in as fol-
chutes provides the retardation. A single-stage system lowb: (1) after release from the aircraft the weapon
may be reefed, either permanently or for some specific falls free for some specific length of time, after which
time, or unreefed. Reefing, its uses and its types, the weapon's tail or the parachute-compartment cover
is adequately discussed elsewhere and hence will is removed, usually by explosives; (2) the pilot chute,
not be discussed here. A light single-stage or clus- connected to the tail cover, is deployed as the cover
ter system normally contains a pilot chute and one moves away; (3) once the pilot chute reaches the air
or more main parachutes. A heavier single-stage sys- stream, deployment of the remaining components is
tem, either a single parachute or a cluster of pars- identical to static-line deployment.
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6.4.3 FOIICI' EJECIION. Forced ejection is covery, or Aircraft Deceleration; however, reliability
a method of deploying a canopy where other methodsi requirements must meet those discussed here. General
may not work or may be too erratic if they do work. design and construction techniques for personnel
Forced ejection is usually used on smaller parachutes canopies can be found in MIL-P-664.5D(2), "Para.
(pilot chutes or small ribbon and ring-slot canopies) chutes. Personnel, General Specification for."
and im accomplished by packing the parachute around 7.1.1 REQUIIRIMENTS
a tube filled with a propellant. As the propellant burns
the tube pulls or pushes the parachute out. (See 7.1.1.1 4Mandatory. All personnel parachutes
Chap. 9.) must meet the requirements below. With the exception

of reliability, this list in not necessarily in the order6.5 Parachute-System Compnein~ts. There are of importance.

two main types of components in any parachute re- (o) i bsolute reliability, both in deployment and

tardation-system- the canopy and the deployment bag
in which the canopy is packed. Other components of opening, whether automatic or manual;
lesser importance and almost infinite variety are () Rapid opening;
lanyards and bridles. (r) Rate of descent of no more than 25 fps for a

300-lb jumper (usually achieved by high drag-coeffi-

6.5.1 CANOPY TYPES. There are only four cie,,t to keep bulk to a minimum). Rate of descent )f
different types of canopies used in retardation sys- escape-capsules is dependent upon weapon-systems
teams for special weapons. They are the solid flat, requirements and design attenuation of ground-impact
ribbon, ring-slot, and guide-surface. The first three loads;
are used primarily as retardation devices, while the (d) Low bulk and weight (refer to (W) above);
fourth is used almost exclusively as a pilot chute. (e) Comfortable, light, and properly designed har-
These four types of parachutes are adequately dis- ness;
cussed elsewhere in this book remembering ,hit their (f) Provision for fast release of canopy from bar-
construction is stronger than similar canopies em- ness or person;
ployed in air drop and aircraft deceleration applica- (g) Tolerable snatch and opening forces at anti-
tions. cipated maximum speed and altitude of deployment;

6.5.2 DEPLDYMENT BAGS. Deployment bags and
are tailor-made to provide an enclosure for the canopy (A) Stability within ± 20 deg f,-r emergency use
in the proper shape so that the parachute will fit in the and 1 10 for premeditated jump.
space provided in the weapon. Liberal use is made Requirements (d), (e), and (f) are only appiicahle in
of webbing. having up to 10,000-lb strength and pack part to emergency-escape parachute systems.
cloth of 7.25 oz per sq yd. The deployment bag must 7.1.1.2 Desirable. Additional desirable require.
be strong enough to withstand the shock of accelera- meats and features for personnel parachute-systems
ting the packed parachute. are:

In most parachute retardation systems for special (a) A pack without comers or protuberances. which
weapons, pressure packing in one form or another is is properly positioned in order not to be subject to
used. Sometimes this takes the form of a localized damage or snagging preceding or during deployment;
high-pressure and sometimes this pressure is applied (b) Adaptability to automatic operation;
by large hydraulic presses capable of 80 tons total (c) Resistance to damage during use and recovery;
force. Pressure packing must be used to achieve the (d) Ease of repair:
high peck-densities required so that the retardation (e) Ease of packing; and
system can be made to fit in the space provided in (P) Low initial cost.
the weapon. 7.1.1.3 Considerations. The designer of per-

sonnel parachutes must consider many design re-
SEC. 7 PERSONNEL PARACHUTES quisites. He must know these facts:

(a) Rate of descent desired;
7.1 Gwneral. Personnel parachutes may be (b) Allotted load limits;

used for premeditated jump@ or emergency escape. (c) Amount of desirable stability;
This section considers as personnel parachutes only (d) Primary use: emergency escape, troop-dropping,
those which lower an individual directly. Parachutes or air-rescue;
for lowering a capsule, platform, or other devices (e) Bulk and weight requirements;
containing personnel may be designed and constructed (f) Speed range;
as discussed under Air Drop, Aerospace-Vehicle fle- (W) Altitude range:
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Fig. 5-35 FIat Circulzr Canopy
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411 Jen in i~ttout. than1 thait fr41 the flat circular type due to its slower
vIn o t Op sening Ilile ile of (i) t r ug (I i s i op en ing timue. TIhi s slow er opening tine ne~cemm. t CHe

In flos cises knwlege f (I) hrogh I i sufi- its deploymnirt ut altitudles higher than those required
ci cot to 11n11k e it quick and easy determinatit of41 t ype by lthe flat ci rcultar or extenided-sk irt. canopies.
iand at ze- of canopy. Iloi~ever. if (g) and (h) impose A coinpurisno of average open ' ngforce versus air-

Unusula~l m'oildi ti[tills. It will be ne ('essairy toi conisder craft release-velocity for the (:-9, ic- 1, fald C-li
iidiitiotitllactrscanopies is presented in Fig. S-38. Typical force-

7.1.2 lCOtONI -IAI~lliFUMION1KNTS versus-time histories of canopy inflation for these

7. .2. 1 Canoiefi~s. Seeto of on of three tyres are shown in Fig. 5_39. Various characteristics

canopy nlylem (the flat circular, the flial extended- for parachutes, which have the three type.- of canopies

skirt, or the guide-surface personnrel) faeets, or ciui discussed above, are prenented in Table 5-4.

lhe dleveloped to mneet, the majority of needs for iie- (4) St~errable Parachute Canopies. Steerable-

ployment tit subsonic speeds. Where the characteris- parachutes arc used primarily for the delivery of res-

tIcs oI these canopies do not mecet a specific require- cue, fr-ihig n te pcaie esne

Imeatt, it will be ncess~ary to conaiid:!r the data avail- requiring precise entry into limited or unprepared tar-

able on oither typies, its given in Chiapter 3. For emner- get areas. They are not used am personnel emergency

gency eticape ait speeds in lthe transonic and super- parachutes because (it) they have a longer opening

sonic range, it will lbe necessary to use it ctipsule or time; Mb they can be deployed successfully only at

ether protective device. sir-e present research indi- Ilimited speeds; and (c) they can be used to advantage

cittes the probiability of injury from wind blast or de- only by experienced parachutists. They are not used

celeration effects at those speeds. For much high- by paratroopers primarily due to the hazards of mid-

..iperd. a pp~e....o.n.a. --. he canopy arcollison mrcaUiting .fromn loss orf Inususe of controll

types covered under Aerospace-Vehicle Rlecovery during malts jumps.

should be considered for first andi final stage. Practically miii stacrabec parachutes let entrapped air

(1) I,'lot (:irruhii Canopy. (See Fig. 5035.) 'h1in to escape through slots or orifices in the canopy.

type hast at high coefficient of drag, is relativel-, tiim- This "jet thrust" generally results iu a glide velo-

ple to produce, is sufficiently stable for most per- city on the order of 5 knots. Rotational control is

sornnel applications, is reliable at speeds tip to M0 aciaievee, by warping the canopy or vents to deflect

knots (with at 15-ft sttatic-line Rind
1 a pilot chute), is the jet and impart a turning moment. All require the

relatively simple to pack Lmidl repair, and is light aind use of full bags, partial bags, or sleeves, to con-

compact. it iniay 6V. deployed by vipcord or static lrine tamn the canopy during deploy-cn =d tc refuce in-

or at combination oif both. Pts chief disadvantage is thc flation c

limitation of deploymient speed aind insufficient stn- Early steerable parachutes had modifications of

bility for certaiti other applications. 'lhe flat solid flat circular canopies; however. the relative instabili-

circular canopy. T'ype. C-9) whicif hais a nominal Jiti- ty of flat circular canopies introduced an unaccep-

mecter of 28 ft. its in standard use at the present time, table landing injury rate and resulted in a change to

It is the catnopy for the standard Parachute Assembly use of the more stable extended-skirt canopy.

Hlack Style. (4a) Derry Slot. The Type F-1 parachute (Fig.

(2) Flat Extended- Skirt Catwpy. (See Fig. 5-36.) 5-40) is; steerable by two strategically located slots.

'[his type of ennopy may be deploy:ed at higher speeds These "D~erry"i slots are positioned symmetrically

tt~~~ ~.* "".- nd as better stability, aft of the canopy lateral axis and on each side of

It ii; relatively simple to produce, pack, and repair. the fore and aft centerline. Tlhe slot design causes

Tlhe 35-ft nominal diameter, 10 per cent flat extend- air to jet inboard and to the rear. Control lines tire

ed-skirt canopy, Type mc-i, is standard at the prr- attached to the lower edge of the slots' and when

sent tine'. It is an inutegral part of the Type A/P28S-2 either line is shortened the slot is deformed which

parachute. results in a reversal of the jet thrust from the de-

(3) Personnel Guide-Surface Canopy. (See Fig. formed slot. Derry slots can be used in either flat
5-7)Ti 0f oia-imtrcnp Tp - ) circular or shaped canopies. The basic disadvantage

seems to offer the most promise for a high deployment- of Derry-slotted canopies is the necessity of using

speed personnel parachute. Present designs utilize a control lines of greater length than the canopy sus-

shaped (for example, conical) canopy similar to the peuniuu-liiea. The additional longer-length lines

fiat circular type, but with four gores removed. The introduce line-deployment problems during inflation.

guide surfaces are created by extending alternate roof (4b) Slit Skirt (Type AlC-2) (See Fig. 5-41.) The

panels. Thi's canopy has excellent stability for per- MC-1 becomes steerable with incorporation of a

sorncle applications. Opening-shock is somewhat less V-slot approximately 6 ft long in the rear-most gore.
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Fig. 5-37 Personnel Guside-Susrface Canopy
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TAIU.K -4 PARACIIIJI*Ph CIIA RAC.ThIIS11CS

Components Parachute Asasembly, Back-Style Pasrachute Assembly Parachute Assembly
Assembly No. 5OC-7024.20 Type A/P 28&.2 Type A/P-2BS-lO
Assembly No. SOC-7024-18

Emergency escape Paratrooper Air reacue-sorvice

ilmuona Assembly
Material Nyloa webbing Type XI11 & XXII Cotton or Nyloa webbing Nylon webbing Type XID
Release i-I canopy release 3-prong, quick, Type J-1 canopy release & B-2A

B-2A & J-1 canopy burmns" release
release Quick-adjustable

V-ri.1 . & snaps
Fittingu Qmick-adjustable V-rign. & Quick-.djuatable log"aa Quick-adjustable

snaps adapters, Dories for V-deg. & seeps
reserve parahute

Main Parachute Pack
Dimeansions 2W" x 15" a 5" 2D" x 12" x 6" 25-1/2" z 16" x 6"
Material Nylon cloth, plied yarm 10 oz cotton dock Nylon cloth, plied yarn

Main Canopy Type C-9 Type NC-I Type NC-i with elliptical
orifice

Diameter W' (Flat circular) 35 (nominal) 35' (nominal)
Material 1.1-., Nylon cloth, orange A 1.1I-oz camouflaged 1.1-0a ripetop-Nylan

white. rpetop-Nyloa orange & white
Suspension linen 14-each 75.3' lengt, running 30-each 25.5' (375 lb 30-each 25.5' (375 lb

ceatimnuesly fromi connector T.S.). T.S.)
to connector (550 lb T.S.)

No. of gores 28 30 (nhapcd) 30 (shaped)
Connection links Separable conector links 4-Replaceable 4-Replnceable

Deploymeat Bag None 18" x 12" x 5", (full 18" x 12" z 5" (Fall
Dimension, beg) bag
material Nylon OS5-ca Cotton twill Nylon cloth, plied yarn
Static line None 1V' Nylon webbing 15" Nylon webbing

Type XII Type XIU
Stow loops Fabric 2 Rowe (11 loops each) 2 Rows (11 loop, each)

Reserve Canopy None
Diameter 24 (Flat circular) 24 (Flat circular)
Material I.1-oa camonflaged 1.1-ca camouflaged

ripetop-Nylou ripetop-Ilylom
Suspension lines 24-each 20' (550 lb T.S.) 24-each 20' (550 lb T.S.)
No. ofgsrmes2 24

Ripcord Assembly Flezible steelI cable with grip Steel-wire handle with Steel-wire handle with
and locking pine 6.75" metal cable 6.75" metal cable

Automatic Release None Type F-Ill None None

WiofarnhWt 25h 2l b 40 lb
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Fig. 5-38 Opening Force vs Aircraft Release Velocity for Type C-9. VIC-l, and C-11) Canopies

The skirt hen does not cross the open slot. Rein. tent directional change in jet thrust is obtained
lorcemeat at the apex of the slot is necessary. When through the use of " slip risers". Slip risers are simi-
the aft risers sre pulled on the side toward which it lar to conventional risers, except that the midpoint
is desired to turn, the skirt on that side is forced to is not restricted and shortening one riser results in
a lower position than the skirt on the other side of an equal lengthening of the opposite riser. The sin-
the &lot. The resulting direction of jet flow Lauses gle.orifice modification is adaptable to free-fall and
the canopy to rotate. This canopy han proved to have static-line-actuated parachutes and does not serious-
stability, rate of descent, and opening-shock com- ly compromise the stability or descent-rate require-
parable to that of the conventional MC-l. Slit-skirt meats of troop parachutes. The canopy is contained
parachutes encounter an extremely high inversion- by a full deployment bag during deployment. This
rate ifthe akirtisnot contained duringthe deployment design is considered to be the most effective for
process. The use of a quarter-deployment bag or military applications.
skirt-hesitator provides for acceptable deployment (4d) Other Types. There are a number of other
and inflatioa. Control of the slit skirt also requires steerable parachutes that have been tested. With few
the attachment of an additional suspension line to exceptions all parachutes tested rely upon a canopy
each cutedge andthe line length differential involved vent with various shapes and areas to effect steer-
inflicts the deployment penalties noted for the Type ability. A notable exception is the Hoffman triangular
,-I parachute. canopy which attains the necessary thrust through

(40) Siogle Orifice. The Type A/P28S.3 and shape rather than venting. Examples of other steer-
A/P28S-10 parachutes (Fig. 5-42) use a basic MC-1 able canopies are shown in Fig. 5-43a and b.
canopy that ha. been modified by locating a poly. The recent revival of sports parachuting has re-
goUal orifice symmetrically on the fore mad aft center- suited in the appearance of numerous steerable-cano-
line in the rear qua'rant of the canopy. The main- py designs and principles of canopy venting and
seam radial tapes are left intact to provide structural sleeve deployment are used almost exclusively. Some
and ahape integrity. Canopy deformation and reaul- practitioners have mated venting with permeability
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Fig. 5.40 7'vlpe E-i Steerable Parachute Fig. 5-41 Type MC-2 SseensMe Parachue

control to attain effective steerability. The relative The automatic parachute amables the wearer to
merits of the various configuratioas of steerable escape above a preset altitede, arm his amtomatic
canopies existent in sports parachuting tiday are release, and parachute deployment is isitiated auto-
argumentative, as precise engineering data to support matically at a safe and predetermiaed level above the
performance claims has not been made available. terrain. it the wearer escapee frm the aircraft below

7.1.2.2 Atomatic-Opening Parachutes. With an altitude equivalent of the preset altitude value of

the exception of parachutes used in certain types of the automatic release, parachute deployment should
aircraft, such as liaison airplanes, helicopters, and be initiated automatically after a predetetmined de-

some transport aircraft, all personnel parachutes lay-time to allow for sufficient speed decay ad avoid

should be designed for the installation of an auto- high or excessive opmimg.shock forces. Different

matic ripcord release. The release should bemounted views of the parachute assembly (automatic, beck),
inside the parachute pack, so that: incorporsti ag as automatic ripcord release, oxygen

(a) Comfort of the parachute wearer is not affected; bottle, C-9 canopy, and hrmesa ar shown in Fig.
(b) The release is easily accessible for inspec- 5-44.

tion, servicing, and installation; 7.1.2.3 Parse.ags Peck. TM parachute pack
(c) Automatic actuation of the ripcord is reliable; shall suitably hosse, protect, and mount the canopy

and on the peruso. It is mandatory that the pack open
(d) The arming knob or handle of the release is with absolute reliability, both automatically and

suitably mounted and accessible to either hand. manually, at the time the ripeord is actuated and per-
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,sit uninterrupted deployment of the canopy. Such
operation muat take place under the extremes of en-
vironmental and handling conditions imposed in ser-
vice. The use of metal ribs or stiffeners in the pack
design should be minimized to reduce weight and
maintain wearing comfort. The pack should mount
firmly and form-fit the body to minimize fouling on
aircraft equipment and seats. The integration of the
pack with other personal equipment the person may
be required to wear in highly important and will in-
fluence the design and configuration of the pack.

7.1.2.4 larmess

(4a) (General., The parachute harness worn by
the jumper ia employed first to transmit the para-
chute opening-forces to the wearer in such a manner
that he is not injured, and second to support the wear-
er satisfactorily during the descent. 'lhe harness,
consisting primarily of webbing. and associated
hardware, may be connected directly to the suspen-
sion lines by use of links. It is preferred that risers
be employed to connect the suspension lines to the
harness. The support during descent should be such
that the wearer's vertical axis is approximately per-
pendicular to the earth's surface.

Fig. 5-42 halo (Modified VIC-I) Canopy On personnel emergency-parachutes, packs and

Fig. 5-43. Hart Type Steerable Parachute Fig. 5-43b NC-I Vish Tilted Exteasio
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harnesses are usually [m1ntuined t is one unit. The

wrarer carries the piiarachuzte. harnessi, and certain

attacl, ed personal equipment when on the ground.

Anolther arrangement iS the separation of the harness

fromi the pctck laid n"her attatched personal equipment

while on lI,, -run.I '.rhe" dcliiihte and attached per-

S"- sonal equipment is kept in the aircraft. The aircrew

000/. litecnlir weitrs only lhe harness until lie enters the

atircraft, when lie attaches the parachute and personal

equipment to the harness. This system can be so

atrranged that the straps attaching the parachute pack

to the harness also serve its the aircraft qafety-straps.

Tbe portion of the parachute system remaining in the

cockpit at all times can be hooked up for automatic
disconnection from the seat during an emergency ejec-
tion. Survival kits and other personal equipment can

also be attached to thut portion remaining in the air-
critft. A series of drop tests have given an indication
of the mnaximum percentage of total force that may be

exerted at various points in conventional personnel

harnesses (Ref (5-14). Fig. 5-45 !;,ts the-, forces
and locations for both cotton and Nylon harnesses.

Many atternpis have been made to i.,pinve basic

harness desigmn. O,:: ;s the use of netting with low-
strength iitertwining stranls. A big drawback to such
asystem is the difficulty of providing adjustment to

li.sirabhi limitns, and of designing to prevent extreme

elongation.

(4b) General Consideraions for Harness !)esign.

4 (I) iliaresser, must be ctnstructed so that ad-
Tjustment can be made by the user and repairs cam

13.9%

3 z I4Z3%15.7%

15.0 /

0

31 1 % 2a9%28.1% 23.7

Fig. 5-45 Ifaximum Force Peicentages on a Parachute larness D)uring Canopy Inflation
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easily be made by personnel of operating units and (14) Unless individually sized, the harness
overhaul bases. must be readily and quickly adjustable to a suitable

(2) A safety factor of .5 (minimum) must be fit for individual personnel sizes varying from 5 ft.
maintained throughout uil portions of the harness. 2 in. to 6 ft 6 in. in height sad 110 to 2r0 lb in weight,
Technical Memorandum Ileport WCIY.-53.292 gives with or without standard Air Force winter flight-
guidance on Ilse relative strength of the various straps clothing.
anld fittings of the harness necessary to meet require- (15) The harness must not cause discomfort to
mentm, the wearer resulting from limited-area body-contuct

(3) Design should be such that only a minimum and pressure points, or cause uncomfortable restric-
of temporary sewing or tacking is necessary. tion from bulky protrusions, which may invite snag-

(4) The harness mu.'t encompass the body in ging on other personal equipment or the aircraft seat.
auch a manner that its basic function of retaining (16) There mast be no strap adjusters, connec-

the body at the lower enad of the parachute nuspen- tors, or metal fittings directly against the wearer's
sion-mysten, is absolutely and inherently secure, back when the harness is worn. Metal fittings must

(5) The suspension straps rand harness must not contact the wearer's face or head during opening
not interfere with normal vision or seriously hamper or descent of the canopy.
movement required for canopy manipulation during 7.1.3 CANOPY DI)PLOYMKNT. Two basic de-
descent or at ground impact. ploymentmethods are used with personnel parachutes:

(6) The harness must inc(orporate a suitable (a) Free-type deployment; or
connection for a canopy. On present designs, four (b) Static-line deployment.
risers are attached to the harness to provide proper The free-type deployment method has been used
suspension and suitable transmission of the maximum for many years for personnel emergency-parechutes.
canopy opening-force. The conuection of the rimer The static-line deployment is still used for air reu-
straps and the harn#',s should be located I to 2 in. cue-service, Army paratroopers, and other premedi-
below the collarbone of the wearer. tated jumping. See Chapter 7 for further information

(7) The harness should be simple in design, on deployment systems. Fig. 5-46 shown the deploy-
with an absolute minimum of parts that may become meat of a Type A/P 28S-2 parachute and a correla-
entangled, twisted, or interposed with one another, tion of stwic-line force to state of deployment. Note
which would force the wearer to realign the parts in the deployment bag and the smooth, straight deploy-
order to put the harness on. ment of the suspension lines.

(8) The harness should be so designed than an The free-type deployment method incorporates a
individual may put on and adjust the assembly while pilot chute which, when released into the air-stream,
in a standing or seated position. produces enough drag to Jeploy the main canopy. The

(() The harness must incorporate a method static-line deployment method incorporates a direct
whereby the wearer can remove the harness quickly connection between the aircraft ssd the main pars-
and easily by operating each connector with one hand. chute to cause deployment.

(10) The number of adjustment points required
to make the harness fit should be kept to a minimum.
The adjustment points should be accessible, pre- SEC. 8 TARGET
ferably visible, to the wearer when seated.

(11) The adjustment points must not hamper ow 8.1 Early History. The use of parachutes for
pre.vent actuation of the ripcord or automatic para- targets is one of the latest applications in the para-
chute arming-knob on the accessible front area of chute field today. Although crude and without reflec-
the harness when worn. tive fabric, the first parachutes used in 1949 proved

(12) The harness must be so designed that feasible as targets for anti-aircraft missile tests. For
even after faulty or careless adjustment it will resist these first target parachutes, standard flat canopies
falling from the wearer's shoulders during canopy were modified by gluing strips of aluminum metal foil
deployment or opening. to the gores. This greatly reduced the porosity of the

(13) The harness must be quickly and easily canopl and caused a high degree of instability. Im-
adjutauble without roping or jamming of the webbings provements have been made so that reflective canopy
in the adjustment fittings. The size of the harness material in now produced counuercially.
sho.,ild be indicated by a visible marking, so that the 8.2 Applications. Target parachutes are used
size to which the harness should be adjusted will be primarily when arelatively large number of scheduled
readily seen at a glance. anti-aircraft missile firings are to take place. in
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much instances, the number and cost of drone aircraft 2 -

required for testing become excessive. The target

parachutes can generally be reused several times,
thus increasing their economy. They nas be dropped •20 • \ \\

from aircraft at desired altitudes or deployed by

ground-haunched rockets at desired altitudes, de.
pending on the nature of the test to be conducted.
Fig. 5-47 shown a typical rocket-launch trajectory 4)f "5

a target parachute.

8.3 Requirements. '•he major requirement for

a target parachute in that it be "stationary" at the 6 c %-

pre-determined target altitude. Stationary icans ait
maximum descent velocity of 10 fps for approximately
5 min. After the anti-aircraft missile test in com-
pleted, the target parachute should descend us quick-
ly as possible (75 to 100 fps) so that it will not drift £

off-range and be lost. Ilowever, in order to protect

the suspended instrumentation and photo equipment,
the target parachute descent should be reduced to a SMT £140 ., C U

minimum speed near the ground to allow for safe
impact. These conditions have been obtained by the Fig. 5-4H Radar Cmrr.s-Se,.tion of22O'Degree Spheri-
application of vent reefing; by disconnecting the tar- cal Canopy
get canopy and deploying a recovery parachute at a
pre-selected altitude; or, in the case where there is
almost nw.gligible suspended weight, a significant ignited and burns to aid in visual location of the tar.
number of the suspension lines may be severed to get. This also provides more time for the drop aircraft
partially spill the canopy and still achieve a satis- to clear the danger area, since the target system is
factory impact velocity, normally dropped about three minutes before missie-

Another imperiant requirement is that the target launch.

parachute have the same reflectivity as a particular 8.5 Rador Targets. When an object is hit by
target, such as a specific airplane or missile, in beam of electromagnetic radiation, the reflected radia-
order to activate the automatic guidance system of tion is scattered. The direction of this scattering de-
the anti-aircraft missile. The method presently being pends on the oricntation of the various surfaces of
applied to make the parachute material reflective is the object; only that reflection towards the radar set
impregnation ofthematerial with silver. 'his process, or incoming missile is useful. The "effective radar
which is accomplished commercially, does not appre- cross-section" of an object is the are,, which reflects
ciably harm the material, nor change its characteris- radiation back to the receiver. It depends on the size-
tics significantly. Various coating-patterns have been curvature, and direction of motion of the target. Ef-
utilized to effect better simulation of aircraft. One fective radar cross-section can be measured by the
pattern, in which alternate panels of the canopy are ratio of the amount of energy that is reflected toward
coated, has been effective in simulating the "noise" the radar set to the amount of anergy that is trans.
or interlerence effects of modern jet-aircraft on tar- mitted towards the target by the radar set. The larger
get-detection systems. the effective radar cross-section of a target, the larger

8.4 System. A target-parachute system includes the percentage of the illuminating radiation is returned
the target parachute, pilot chute or chutes, instru- to the original source of the radiation. Thus, a flat
ments, and cameras. In cases where the system in plate perpendicular to the axis of illumination is the
dropped from aircraft these items are packed in a most efficient radar target. It is noted that radar cross-
case, such as a bomb-shaped container which is sus- section measurements are not precise, so several
pended either internally or externally from the bomb runs must be made and the average cross-section de-
shackle of the drop aircraft. This container should be termined. In Fig. 5-48, ten measurements were taken
made from material non-reflective to radar, an the of a 2 2 0-deg spherical canopy to determine the radar
target-parachute reflection-picture could be easily cross-section. Two boundary-curves were obtained
distorted by container reflectivity. In some cases, with the shaded area between the two curves being
when the canopy is deployed, a smoke grenade is caused by oscillation of the parachute. Fig. 5-49 re-
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14 . development stage warrants their use.
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CHAPTER 6
MATERIALS FOR DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS

The selection of materials for the fabric portions of deployable aerodynani ic decelerator systems re-
iluires that the designer consider textiles from is structural engineering viewpoint. 'T'he range of standard
cloths, webbings, cords, tapes, etc., covered by current military spe.cifi'ations meets moist of the re-
quirements for conventional personnel, cargo, recovery, deceleration, and stabiliziation decelerators
designed for use in the subsonir range. More advwanced systems. involving greater canopy loading, high-
er temperatures, lower bulk and weight, etc., will require modifications of much miaterials, or the design
of completely new textiles. The characteristics of current piar•lihute materitls, requirements for more
advanced systems, and trends in research mnd development of pasrachute textiles tire described in this
chapter.

SEC. 1 PARACHUTE TEXTILES SEC. 2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF DE-
PLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR

MATERIALS
The use of textiles as engineering materials re-

quires consideration not only of strength, elongation,
flexibility, and response to environmenta, but also of The specific properties of textiles of interest to
porosity, sewability, and other factors not usually the parac'mte-,ystem designer will vary somewhat
vital to the use of more conventional structural ma- with the portion of the system under consideration.
terials. flowever, the effects of environmental exposure, as-

Tlextiles are used in parachute applications in the pecially heat, aging, sunlight, weather, and chemicals
form of cloths, webbings, tapes, ribbons, and cords and their fumes, are of importance in virtually every
for the construction of both the aerodynamic portions application (see Table 6-1). In load-bearing appli-
of the system, and for such auxiliary devices as cations, especially in the design of suspension lines,
packs, deployment bagis, and harnesses. Newer aero- risers, etc., the strength of the fabrics, and their
dynamic decelerators now under development may elongation, elastic-recovery, and energy-absorption
use other types of materials, such as metal sheets, properties are of primary concern in materials selec-
and plastic films (see Chapter 3). tion and application. For canopy designs, fabric po-

The textile fibers most common in present-day rosity and tear resistance are of major interest, es-
parachute canopy and load-bearing member appli- pecially in the case of solid textile types. Friction,
cations are Nylon and Dacron. although some use is abrasion, and wear characteristics, electrostatic
made also of textiles woven of rayon fibers in a limit- properties, m.,. av iity, fungus resistance, and
ed range of applications. Cotton and silk, although the effects of fungicides, lubricants, and other fabric
used extensively in the past, are no longer in general treatments on mechanical performance also must be
use as canopy materials. Cotton cloths, webbings, considered in specific applications.
and tapes, however, do find application in deployment The use of textiles as engineering materials, of
bags, packs, ties, and related devices. Materials course, requires sewing to effect joints between two
used experimentally, and for limited special-purpose or more layers of the same or different materials.
applications, include Fiberglas, Orion, paper, poly- Thus, sewability (see Chapter 8) and the other fabric
ethylene, polypropylene, Mylar, and other plastics. properties such as stiffness, flexibility, handle, and
Some experimental work has been conducted with drape also must be considered in materials selection
metal fibers, wire cloths, and ceramic fibers, and and system design.
with special heat-resistant synthetic organic fibers,
but no fabrics woven of these materials are available 2.1 Standard Materials. There is no single source

for routine use as yet. of data on all of the above-mentioned properties for
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all fabric and fiber types of interest to the parachute D)acron parachute fabrics are given in Table 6-2 (Hef

engineer. The mechanical structure, strength, weight, 6-3). Thermal diffusion may be determined from the

volume, dimensions, air permeability (where appli- fabric's specific heat, weight per unit area, thickness,

cable), and (for some textiles) elongation of standard and thermal conductivity. Methods, data, and experi-

Nylon, Dacron, cotton, and rayon materials are de- mental results are discussed in References 6-4 and

scribed in the appropriate military specifications (see 6-5. A basis for the calculation of aerodynamic heat-

Chapter 13; the bulk of theme data are summarized ing rates for parachutes at high speeds and altitudes

in the tables of Section 3). Further background data is presented in Ref 6-6; the results of studies of heat

on theme and other materials are summarized in two transfer rates are discussed in Ref. 6-7. The problems

USAF Hlandbooks (Ref 6-1 and 6-2). Other pertinent of aerodynamic heating of decelerator. are discussed

documents containing detailed information also are in detail in Chap. 4. Sec. 12.
listed as References at the end of this chapter. Approaches to the development of high-temperature

In general, current Nylon and D)acron parachute lab- fabrics include research on high-melting organic poly.
rics are suitable for most applications in the subsonic mneie (Ref 6-8); the use of protective coatings for heat
speed range, and to some extent in supersonic appli- resistance and cooling by mass transfer (lef 6-9);
cations. The major problems arise in those cases in designs in which partial destruction of the canopy by,
which high temperatures are encountered (aerodynamic heat can be tolerated after initial deployment (Ref
heating in high-speed deployment, friction-generated 6-10); and fabrics woven of fine metallic wires, high-
heat during deployment, and storage under elevated melting glasses, coated refractory metals, metal and
temperatures), and in which canopy bulk or weight are metal oxide whiskers, and ceramic fibers (Ref 6-11,
problems (see 2.2.2 below). 6-12, 6-13, 6-14).

Dacron textiles are more resistant to high tempers- Tine most promising of the conventional fabric ma-
turei, than Nylon materials, retaining their strength terials at present is lT-I, a temperature-resistant
and elastic recovery properties somnewhat better. The synthetic organic fiber with a melting point of 840 F,
limit of useful application is 300 to 350 F, as com- whic extands the usfu a ng oibrou maeral
pared with a maximum temperature point for Nylon of which extends the useful range of fibrous materils
2.50 to 280 F. For systems which must withstan for parachute application to about 600 F. At this
2igher tomp280turesFor system ias w must withstan temperature IIT-I retains over 50 per cent of its origi-
higher temperatures, new materials must be developed nal strength; after 8 hr at 400 F, it has approximately
(see 2.2.1 below). 550 per cent more strength than nylon. It does not

2.2 New and Experimental Moterials. Ilesearch melt, drip, or fuse together as nylon does when ex-
and development effort in textile materials for para- posed to flame, and it has good resistance to com-
chute applications is being directed toward increasing monly used solvents and chemicals (Ref 6-8).
environmental resistance (especially high tempera- Experimental work with a coated wire-mesh fabric
ture), improving mechanical properties (including air woven of 1.6 mil, 200 x 200 mesh, Rene 41 high-
permeability -- see Chap. 4), producing narr.w fab- nickel, super-alloy steel wire indicates that such
rics with minimum bulk for specified strength, and fabrics may be applicable to decelerator construction
developing low-cost materials for use in expendable for higher temperature use in such devices as space
parachutes. vehicle drag brakes. The requirements here are for

2.2.1. IIIGII rFMPErRA'IJRFE MATERIAIlS. The a material strong enough to carry the aerodynamic
increasing use of parachutes for recovery of equipment pressure loading, foldable into the launch config-
from high-speed missiles and returning space vehicles uration of the vehicle, and resistant to the space en-
will intensify the problem of selecting materials which vironment during orbit and the thermal environment
can withstand the temperatures generated by aero- during re-entry.
dynamic heating. The temperature of the canopy fab- The severe thermal environment requires a struc-
ric in such an application depends upon a balance ture which is nonporoui, so that the relatively cool
between the convective and radiative heat transfer boundary layer is not bled off with consequent in-

from aerodynamic and solar heating respectively, and crease in heat transfer to the material. In addition,
the radiation of heat by the canopy fabric to its sur- the emissivity of the metal mesh fabric must be high,
roundings. so that re-entry heating can be rejected by radiation

The prediction of such temperatures requires data as efficiently as possible. To meet this combination
on the absorption coefficients for solar radiation, the of environmental factors, it has been found necessary
emission coefficient for long-wave rndiation, and the to utilize silicone rubber, glass frit, high temperature
thermal diffusivity of the canopy fabric. Values for paint, or other coatings on the wire mesh fabric.
the first two parameters for several types of Nylon and Tremperature resistance of the experimental fabrics
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he* been found to be generally good. The coated me- cess of the minimum specified (Ref 6-16). Since the
terins retained over 80 per cent of its room-temperature designer has no choice but to uae the specification
tensile strength at 1000 F, and from 39 per cent to minimum strength as his design point, the result is
57 per cent at 1500 F. Tests of foldability, resist- generally an over-designed system with more weight
mance to tearing, porosity at high temperatures, therm- and bulk than is necessary to meet minimum require-
al emissivity, and resistance to space environments ments. This can cause problems in decelerator sys-
indicate a favorable prognosis for the development tenm designed to fit minimum-size stowage compart-
of this type of material for space vehicle decelerator ments in aircraft, missiles, weapons, etc.
applications. (Ref 6-15) To help alleviate this situation, a series of nylon

2.2.2 LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALS. Problems of webbings have been designed with average breaking
excess bulk and weight in parachute systems arise strengths close to the specification minimum. Thome
because parachute textile specifications for webbings, webbings, with minimum weight and thickness for the
tapes. and cords are so written that materials pro- specified strength, and at least 80 per cent seam ef-
duced in accordance with their provisions usually ficiency, allow the decelerator system designer to
have actual breaking strengths considerably in ex- choose a realistic safety factor, and at the same time

TABLE 6-2. RADIATION PROPERTIFS OF PARACHUTE CLOTH (Ref 6-3)

Normal Incident Black Body
Normal Incident Solar Radiation Radiation 350 F

Reflect- Transmis- Absorp- Reflect- Transmis- Absorp-
ivity sivity tivity ivity sivity tivity*

Dacron - 100 lb 0.35 0.60 0.05 0.08 0.17 0.75
Dacron - 300 lb 0.54 0.35 0.11 0.07 0.14 0.79
Dacron - 600 Ib 0.61 0.27 0.12 007 0.07 0.86
Dacron - 800 lb 0.62 0.19 0.19 0.07 0.03 0.90

Nylon Rip-Stop
1.1 oz/yd2 (orange) 0.2. 0.64 0.13 0.05 0.19 0.76
MIL- C -7020B Type I

Nylon Rip,-Stop
1.1 ou/yd 2 (white) 0.27 0.65 0.08 0.06 0.21 0.73
MIL - C - 7020

Nylon Rip-Stop
1.6 oz/yd2 (white) 0.22 0.72 0.06 0.07 0.21 0.72
MIL-C-7020B Type III
Nylon Cloth 2.25 oz/yd2

MIL-C-7350B Type I 0.36 0.59 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.88

Nylon Cloth 4.30 os/yd2

MIL,- C -8021 Type I 0.44 0.48 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.87

Nylon Cloth 7.0 oz/yd2  0.41 0.13 0.10 0.05 0.85
MIL -C -8021 Type I3

Nylon Cloth 14.0 oz/yd2  0.62 0.27 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.86
MIL-C-8021 Type III

* This value is equal to the emissivity of time material at 350 F when the monochromatic absorptivity is

considered to be independent of temperature.
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achieve the lowest ponsible weight and volume in hi. polyethylene line, braided nylon line, and braided
systern. 'lhene materials have now been standardized fine and coarse filament polypropylene lines. Fortisan-
in opecificatin form. and an. currently available for reinforced polyethylene tape has been used for radial
use as a Military Specificatiot. The chararteristics reinforcementa.
ol each of the six type. of webbing aire summarized in The plastic films and braids perform better when
Table 6-3. the canopies are fabricated by heat sealing or cement-

2.2.3 ILOW-COlST EXl'KNABIJ: MATEIIIAI.S. ing, rather than by sewing. Seam efficiencies close
Materials which have been studied for application to to 100 per cent have been achieved with some ma-
low-cost expendable- aeriWl-delivery parachutes in- terials by a heat seal and adhesive process.
clude nylon papers, both plain and acrim-reinforced, Air drops of experimental solid flat circular and
D~acron paper, polypropylene film, "Scotchpak" film, ring slot canopies fabricated of the above materials
reinforced polyethylene film, and printed cotton fab- have been made successfully with loads ranging from
rics. Sumpeneaion-line materials used include braided 300 to 1.500 poands (Ref 6-13 and 6-14).

TABILE 6-3 WEBBIK NG, TEXT1ILE, WOVEN NYLON, Foit DWCELE.RATORS
(RiEF 6-17) MdL-W-27657 (IISAW)

Wt in
Type Break Strength, oz/yd Width Thickness

lb (mn)* (max) in. in.

3000 0.90 3/4 1 1/16 0.080 - 0.095
B 4000 1.25 1 ±- 1/16 0.090 - 0.110

Iil 6000 1.65 1 ± 1/16 0.100 - 0.120
IV 8700 2.40 1 23/32 ±- 1/16 0.060 - 0.100
V 9000 2.40 1 ±- 1/16 0.175 - 0.195

V1 10000 2.70 1 3/4 t 1/16 0.115 - 0.135

The minimum breaking strength shall be the average of five breaking
tests made oa each ample.
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SEC. 3 TABULATION OF PARACHUTE MATERIALS

3.1 Webbings

3.1.1 WEBBING, TX'XTIIE, WOVEN NYLON; MII,-W-4088D (IJSAF),
15 JAN 1960; AMINIIMFN' 1, 27 MAY 1960
WEBFING, TEXTInE. WOVEN NYLON. IMPREGNATED; MIL-W-
MIL,-W-27265 (USAF), 1 JAN 1960; AMFNDMENT 1, 11 MAY 1960"

Wt in lBreak
Type oz/yd Width Thickness Strength

(max) in. in. lb (min)

! 0.28 9/16 1 1/32 0.025-0.04 500
II 0.42 1 ±- 1/32 0,025-0.04 600

III 0.52 1 1/4 1/32 0.025-0.04 800
IV 1.20 3 t- 1/8 0.025-0.04 1800

VI 1.15 1 23/32t. 1 '16 0.030-0.050 2500
VII 2.35 1 23/32± 1/ 16 0.060-0.10 5500

VIII 1.60 1 23/32 1-- 16 0.040-0.07 3600
IX 4.00 3 t- 3/32 0.065-0.10 9000
X 3.70 123/32 ± 3/32 0.110-0.14 8700

X11 0.85 1 23/32 O 1/f6 0.025-0.04 1200
XIlI 2.90 1 23/32 t 1/32 0.060-0.12 6500
XIV 0.80 1/2 ± 1/32 0.070-0.10 1200
XV 1.25 2t 1/16 0.035-0.05 1500

XVI 2.00 1 23/32 ±-. 1/16 0,045-0.060 4500
XVII 1.15 1 :t 1/32 0.045-0.07 2500

XVul 2.05 1 t 1/16 0.100-0.16 6000
XIX 4.10 1 3/4 ± 3/32 0.105-0.13 10,000
XX 3.25 1 ± 3/32 0.19 -0.235 9000

XXI 1.70 1 1/4 t- 1/16 0.065-0.065 3600
XXII 3.50 1 23/32-. 3/32 0.09 -0.12 7300

XXIII 3.70 1 1/8 ± 1/32 0.20 -0.30 12,000
XXIV 2.25 1 15/16±t 3/32 0.055-0.075 5500
XXV 1.50 111/16 0.090-0.125 4500

hOIL-W-27265 base webbinmg are woven to MIL-W-4068D specifications.
Impregnated Webbing Classes: R - Resin Impregnated

L - Latex Impregnated
Additional tolerances for impregnated webbing.: + 10% in weight

- 12% in thickness

Types V and XI deleted
Colors: White, olive drab, green, yellow, Fra
Use: Parachute. and aecessories
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3.1.2 WEIBIIING, 'rEX'fII.I, NYLION. 'I'IILIIJIAII;
MIL-W--005625C (IUSAF), 12 AUG 19%8

WI in Width Thickness Ilreak
oz/yd in. in. Strength
(max) !- 1/16 (max) lb (min)

0.50 1/2 0.090 1000
0.60 9/16 0.090 1500
0.70 5,/8 0.090 1850
0.95 3/4 0.095 2300
1.30 1 0.120 3:5)0

Color: Natural; for dyed webbing a 10', increase in
maximum weight is permitted.
Identification: 1/2. 3/4 and 1" -black yarn center
one side; 9/16"-black yarn center both sides; 5,8"9-

2 black separated by 3 white yarns.
Use: Parachute construction

3.1.3 WEBBING, TEXTILE, COTTON WARP; MIL-W-5665D, 6 DEC 1956;
AMENDMENT 2, 4 FIED 1959

Wt in Wireak

Type oz/yd Width Thickne.s Strength*
(max) an. an. lb (min)

I 0.40 9/16 t 1/16 0.040-0.050 350
!1 0.75 1 t. 1/16 0.040-0.050 575
[it 0.90 1 1/4 L 1/16 0.040-0.050 750
IV 4.30 3 t. 1/8 0.050-0.100 1900
V 4.30 5 ±L I/8 0.050-0.100 3100

VI 2.10 1 3/4 ±t 1/16 0.070-0.090 1800
VII 3.00 1 3/4 t 1:16 0.140-0.170 2600

VIII 3.00 1 3/4 t 1,16 0.07,5-0.095 2900
IX 4.65 3 t 1/8 0.090-0.115 4500
X 3.50 1 3/4 L 1/16 0.130-0.150 5000

Xll 1.25 1 3/4 t. 1,16 0.040--0.050 1000
Xl[f 3.40 1 3/4 t 1/16 0.100-0.130 3400
XIV 4.95 3 t 1/8 0.090 -0.120 5200

XV 3.50 1 3/4 t 1/16 0.130-0.150 4500

XVI 2.60 1 3/4 - 1,/16 0.095-0.115 2700
XVII 1.25 1 ± 1/16 0.075-0.095 1000

XVIII 1.40 2 1 /2 ±t 1 16 0.050-0.060 1250

Breaking strength of full-width webbing except for Type V; Type XI deleted.
Furnished in following classes:
Class IA -Undyed & mot fungus-proofed; Class 1B -Dyed & fungus-proofed;
Class 2A - Dyed & not fungue-proofed; Class 2B - Dyed & fungus-proofed;
Class 3- Resin-dyed & fungus-proofed during dyeing.
Identification:
Type Vii-2 black threads at selvage; Type VIII-2 black threads in center;
Type XV-2 red threads at selvage; Type XVI- 2 yellow threads in center.
Color: Olave drab Use: Parachute harness and packs
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3.1.4 W'IIIIN(;, TEXTILI,. NYION, Mll I'1,PIE 3.1.6 WEIIIN(;G, rExnIIE, NYLON. LOCKING
"TIIBULAIIR; MIl,-W-V566A, 25 JUNE 1959 1LOO1; MII,-W-904911 (ASG), 22 MAR 1961

Wt in Ilreak Ultimate Wt in alreak Length Loop
ozyd ith Thickness Strength Elong. Oz/yd Width Strength o f Loop Strength'
(max) in. in. lb (min) ( (min) (max) in. lb (min) %(min) in. lb (min)

0.40 1 5/6 0.020 to 50l 20 0.22 1/4 400 20 1/4 185
+ 4/16 0.025 - 1/16 - 1/16

Color: Greenline: Parachute packs No break below minimum specified.
Webbing in cut lengths:

Class 1 -2 5/8 to 2 7/8
(Class 2-3 5/8 to 3 7/8
Class 3-57/8to6 1/8

Color: Natural

line: Locking & reinforcing parachute packs

3.1.5 WEBBING, TEXTIIE. NYLON. HEAVY
DUTY; MIL-W-5787C, 4 APR 1957

Wt in Ileak
Type 0Zy d Width Thickness Strength

(max) o + 1/16 in. in. (max) lb (mi)

3.1.7 WEBBING, TEXTILE, POLYESTER*;
! 9 1 3/4 0.375 20,000 MIL-W-25339A (ASG), 8 FEB 1961

11 18 3 I'8 0.4R0 40,000

Wt in Breakoloe: Cargo parachute harness Type oz/yd Width Thickness Streth*
Color: Natural (max) in. in. lb (min)

! 1.30 1 23/32 0.040 to 1800
L )/16 0.050

II 1.80 1 ± 1/32 0.110 to 3000
0.140

I11 3.75 1 23/32 0.125 to 8700
t 1/16 0.145

IV 4.35 2+t 1/16 0.110 to 9700
0.130

• Dacron
•* No break below minimum specified

Identification: Type I-2 red threads in center of
warp. Type IIl-2 green threads in center of warp
Color: Natural
Use: Parachutes for high temperature resistance
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3.1.0 WEBIIIN;, 'I'EXlI.E,. D)A(CRON, LIOW EI.ONGAT'ION; MII,-W-25,361 (IJSAF), 28 MAR 1956;
AMENI)MENNT 3, 26 JUNE 19.59

WI in Wireak Elongation % (max) at
Type o/yd Width ''hickn Strength 2500 3000 90% of(max) in. lb (min) lb lb lreak

1 1.65 1 23/32 1 1/16 0.040-0.065 .3600 18 --.. .
[I 2.10 I 23/32 £ 1/16 0.060-0.0to0 6000 -- 13 17.5

Il1 2.50 I 23/32 t 1/16 0.075 -0.090 7000 --- 12 17.5
IV 3.50 3 I/8 0.065-0,085 R700 -- 12 18.5

Color: Natural
Ilse: Safety belts, harnesses

3.1.9 WEBBING, TEXTILE, WOVEN NYLON, IMPREGNATED; MIL-W-27265 (USAF), 15 JAN 1960,
AMENJDMENT 1, 11 MAY 1960.

Types and physical characteristics identical with MII,-W-4088D (see 3.1.1 above).

3.2 Tapes
3.2.1 TAPE AND WEBBING, TEXTILE, REINF'ORCING, NYLON;

MIL-T-5038C, 6 JAN 1960

Wt in Width Break Iltimate
Type oz/yd in. Thickness Strength Elongation

(max) (L- 1/32) in. lb (min) % (min)

!1 0.40 1 0.025- 0.035 900 18
Tape 0.60 1 1/2 0.025-0.035 1300 18

0.80 2 0.025 -0.035 1700 18

gl 0.12 3/8 0.015-0.025 200 18
Tape 0.15 1/2 0.015 -0.025 250 18

0.20 3/4 0.015 -0.025 400 18
0.30 1 0.015 -0.025 525 18
0.40 1 1/2 0.015- 0.025 900 18

IV 0.35 1/2 0.030-0.040 550 18
Web- 0.40 5/8 0.030 -0.040 625 18
bing 0.50 1 0.0-30-0.040 1000 18

0.60 1 1/8 0.030-0.040 1100 18
0.75 1 1/2 0.040-0.040 1500 18

V 0.20 9/16 0.020-0.030 500 18
Tape

VI 0.020 3/4 0.020- 0.030 425 18
Tape

Color: Types It, III, IV and V - Natural
Type I deleted
Use: Binding and reinforcing parachute packs
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3.2.2 TAPF, 'rEXTIE. NYLON, PARACIHUTE CANOPY; Mll-T-5608FE (ASG), 8 JAN 1958;
AMENDMFNT 2. 9 JUNFE 1959

Air
(mim) Ilgeak Air

Class Type No. of Width Strength Elongation Pesi /-

yd/lb lb (Wei) c (i)

A I 1,300 0.250vt 0.01,56 13 18 --
II 875 0.375 . 0.0156 18 18 --

i11 440 0.625 - 0.0312 43 18 --
IV 260 1.250 0.0625 65 18 --
V 165 2.000±0.0625 96 18 150 130

B i 970 0.250 0.0156 22 18 -
H 650 0.375 ±0.0156 33 i1 --

oI 360 0.625 t 0.0312 70 18 -

IV 210 1.250t -0.0625 120 18 --
V 120 2.000 t 0.0625 200 18 150 : 30

VI 50 5.000 t- 0.1875 1000 18 150130
C

I 770 0.25ý. t 0.0156 39 22 --
H 520 0.375 ± 0.0156 58 22 -

Iii 335 0.625 1 0.0312 90 22 -
IV 160 1.250± : 0.0625 185 22 --
V 100 2.000 t 0.0625 300 22 150 30

I 80 1,250 t 0.0625 20 18 -
II 45 2.000 t 0.0625 460 18 --

I 50 1.250 t 0.0625 650 18 -

II 30 2,000 0.0625 1000 18 -

111 22 2.000 ±t 0.0625 1500 -
IV 17 2.000 k 0.0625 2000 -

V 13 2.000 ±0.0625 3000 - -

VI I1 2.000 ± 0.0625 4000 - -

W lb/is. of width
Applicable to dyed sod undyed ribbon
Class: A -Extre light weight

B -Light weight
C-Medium weight
D --Ieavy weight
E-Extre hIevy weight

Color: Natural
Class B Type VI -

Orange
Class C Type V-

Yellow
Use: Fabrication of ribbon pereahutem
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3.2.3 TAPE AND WEBIN;, ThX'11 ,O'ITON, 3.2.5 TAPE. TEXTILE, NYLON, PAIIACIIHUTE

E KINFOR(:ING. WOV :N; MI1,-I-5661, CONSTIJUCTION; mNIL-'-613411, 20

22 MAY 1956 APIH 1960

Wt in Wt in Break

Type oz/yd Width Weave Strengtle Fyle oz/yd Width Thickness strengthElong.

(max) in. +- 1 32 lb (min) (max) in. - 1/16 in. lb % (min)

I 0.11 1 4 Plain 80 I 0.40 1 0.025 to 525 16

0.15 3 9 120 0.045
0.22 1 2 150 II 0.145 1 0,010 to 300 14

0.28 5 8 170 0.030
0.33 3 4 200
0.47 1 250 Color: Natural

lime: Type I -Skirt bands

II 0.15 1 2 Double 110 Type I1-Skinbonds

0.22 3 4 Ilerring- 165 Type 11 -Reinforcing bands

0.29 1 bone 220
0.36 1 1 4 275
0.43 1 1,2 330
0.50 1 3 4 375
0.57 2 425

111 0.10 1 2 Twill 45 3.2.6 TAPE AND WEBBING, TEXTILE, WOVEN,

0.12 5'8 55 NYLON; MIL-T-8363A, 14 APR 1958;

0.14 3.4 75 AMENDMENT 1, 17 MAY 1960

IV 0.30 3 4 Double 115 Brtak
0.40 1 150 Wt in Width 'rhickness treak

0.45 1 1,8 165 oz/yd in. in. b (sin)

1.20 1 L'4 
590

0.60 1 1/2 215 1 0.08 5/16 0.030 to 350

V 0.65 1 Plain 350 (min) t. 1/32 0.040

1.30 2 (Trans- 650 !i 0.09 7/16 0.020 to 290

verse (min) t- 1,32 0.030

cord) IIn 0.50 3/4 0.050 to 400
(max) t 1/16 0.060

* Full Width IV 1.05 3/4 0.070 to 2600

Color: UJnbleached (natural) (max) t- 1/16 0.085

Use: Type I--Reinforcing tape on fabric; Type U, V 0.70 25/32 0.050 to 1000

Ill, IV, V-binding and reinforcing parachute (mux) t- 2, 32 0.060

packs. Type I and 1l-Tape

3.2.4 TAPE, TEXTILE (PARACHUTE CON- Type 111, IV and V -Webbing

STRUCTION); MIL-T-5663A, 12 NOV 1952; Color: Greet

AMENDMENT 1, 26 JAN 1953

No. of Width Thickness Strength Elong.

yd/lb in. in. lb (min) % (min)

min max min max min max

110 130 15/16 1-1/16 0.010 0.030 300 14

Color: Natural
Use: Reinforcing bands
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3.3 Cords 3.3.3 CORD. NYLON. COHELEFSS; MIL-C-7515H

(IISAF). I MAY 19-59; AMENDMENT 1,
3.3.1 COIII), RIAYON. wi'I'IOUT CORKIIRAII)EI); 29 jurw' 1960

MIL-C-4232A (USAF), 29 JULY 1954

No. of l1reak
No. of lireak Type yd/Ib Strength "longation

Type yd/lb Strength (longation (mpn rngth (min)

(min) lb (sin)
I 110O 4OO 20

1 42 400 14 1 1105.50 20

II 20 1000 12 Ill 50 750 20

Ill 13 1500 -- IV 40 1000 20

V 25 1500 -0

Color: Natural, orange, or as specified

line: Cargo parachute suspension lines VI 20 2000 --

VII 15 2400
VIII 12 3000 ...

IX 9 4000
X 7.5 5000 ...

XI 160 300 20
XIl 4.0 10000 ---

Xlla 4.0 10000 ...

3.3.2 CORD, NYLON; MIL-C-50401 (ASG),
6 FEB 1958 Color: Olive drab (except Xl-natural white),

and black
No. of Break E use: Personnel and cargo parachutes

Type yd/lb Strength (longation
(min) lb (min) % (mi)

3.4 Throods
I 350 100 30IA 3,50 100 3 3.4.1 THREAD. COlTON, HIIGH-TENACITY;

II 105 375 30 MIL-T-5660A (ASG), 20 NOV 1953;

III 75 550 30 AMENDMENT 1, 12 NOV 1954

IV 55 750 30 Break No. of
Style Size Strength yd/Ib

Type Il-One black yarn l sn sn

Age: Max, 2 years from manufacture to delivery lb (mi) (Mi)

Color: Natural, or olive drab Type I Type 1I Type I Type II

(Joe: Parachute suspemion lines A 3 15.0 16.0 1850 1775

4 20.0 21.0 1250 1200
5 30.0 31.0 900 860
6 36.0 37.0 750 720

7 40.0 41.0 650 625
8 44.0 45.0 5550 525
9 51.0 57.0 530 500

10 58.0 62.0 500 480

B 25 12 2400
30 10 2800

35 8 1/2 3300
40 7 1/2 3800
50 6 4750

(See notes on next page)
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(Notes for 3.4.1) Thread/ No. of Break Elongation
Type Cord yd/lb Strength at Break %(w.x)

Size (mtis) lb (mitt) cisax I Class 2

Type I -soft finish
Type Hl-polished finished 111 0000 49,000 0.85 40
Twist: Left-hand or "Z" twist 000 34,400 1.30 40
Style: A--Lockstitch twist thread 00 23,900 1.85 40

B-Stitching thread A 16,350 2.75 40
Color: As specified AA 13,300 3.40 40
Ilse: Parachute harness B 8,(00 5.50 40

E 5,20O 8.50 40
F 3,850 11.00 40

3.4.2 TIIREAD, NYLON; MIL-T-7807B, FF-1 3,500 14.00 40
4 DEC 1958; AMENDMENT 1, 11 SEP 1959 FF 2,500 16.00 40

No. 3 1,700 24.0 40
Thread/ No. of Break Elongation No. 4 1,300 32.0 40

Type Cord yd/lb Strength at reak % (mam) No. S 1,000 40.0 40
Size (min) lb (min) Clam I Clma2 No. 6 850 50.0 40

No. 7 725 60.0 400000 45,200 0.85 22 33 No. a 625 68.0 40
000 29,500 1.30 22 33 No. 9 600 80.0 40
00 25,800 1.85 22 33 No. 10 510 90.0 40
A 16.900 2.75 22 33
B 8,200 5.50 22 33 IV A 13,000 3.50 40
E 5,600 8.50 22 33 C 8,900 5.75 40
F 3,750 11.00 22 33 E 4,300 11.00

FF-1 3,500 14.00 22 33 V 6 2,320 20.00 40
FF 2,725 16.00 22 33 a 2,920 16.00 (am)

FFF 2,900 17.00 22 40 10 3,310 14.00
No. 3 1800 24.0 22 40 12 4,180 11.20
No. 4 1,300 32.0 22 40
No. 5 1,000 40.0 22 40
No. 6 850 50.0 22 40 Typo I-tdciae tist
No. 7 725 60.0 22 40 Type ll-Twisted headed malticoid
No.8 625 68.0 22 40 Typei M- omded mocord (mot fre am in flight
No. 9 550 80.0 22 40 safety equipmest)

No. 10 450 90.0 22 40 Type IV- Waxed ba sewimng twist (mot for use is
flight safety equipxment)

H 0000 40,000 0.85 22 33 Type V - Butombole twist (not for am is flight
000 26,000 1.30 22 33 safety sipipmset)
00 23,000 1.85 22 33 Color: Cosloem to stainard
A 15,000 2.75 22 33 Use: Sewing Rylos materials
B 7,375 5.50 22 33
E 5,000 8.50 22 33
F 3,350 11.00 22 33

FF-1 3,150 14.00 22 33
FF 2,450 16.00 22 33

No. 3 1,600 24.0 22 40
No. 4 1,200 32.0 22 40
No. 5 950 40.0 22 40
No. 6 775 50.0 22 40
No. 7 650 60.0 n2 40
No. 8 575 68.0 22 40
No. 9 500 80.0 22 40

No. 10 450 90.0 22 40
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3.4.3 'rElItIAD, IoLYFSTI'R; MII,-r-40040A, I leter/ No. ol Btreak al.on-31 MAR 1960; AMFNDMENT 1, 28 SEpTr 1960 Clams Number Final yd/lb Strength gation

Size Ply (min) lb (min) % (max)
ietter/ No. of Break Elon- 3 3 1,620 24 15

Clas Number Final yd/Ib Strength gation

Size Ply (min) lb (min) (max) 4 3 1,230 32 is

5 3 1,010 40 15
00 2 26.500 1.4 25 6 3 810 48 15

A 3 17,600 2.0 25 7 3 700 54 15
AA 2 13,200 3.0 25 8 3 630 60 15

11 3 8,500 4.3 25
II 2 8,500 4.3 25 8 5 630 60 1•

9 3 590 65 15
S!12/ 2 9,000 6.0 20 10 6 550 70 15

E 3 5,700 8.0 20
F 4 4,200 10.6 20 3 00 2 21,200 1.25 15

FF 3 2,600 16.0 20 (min)

3 3 1,800 24 15 A 3 13,650 1.90 35
B 3 7,000 3.80

4 3 1,370 32 15 E 3 4,550 6.80

5 3 1,120 40 15 F 3 3,500 7.60
6 3 900 48 15
7 3 780 54 15 1 1,4W 20.40 15
8 3 680 60 15 (min)

4 3 910 27.25 35
8 5 680 60 15 S 3 700 34.00
9 3 660 65 15 6 3 600 41.00

10 3 590 70 is 7 3 515 47.70
10 6 590 70 15

2 00 2 23,800 1.5 25 Dacron

A 3 15,800 2.3 25 Finish:

AA 2 11,900 3.0 25 Close I -Soft Finish

B 3 7,600 4.5 25 Class 2-Bonded Finish
H 2 7,600 4.5 25 Class 3-Heat Stable Soft fiaiash

Color: Conform to shade staadmad

E 3 5,100 8.0 25 UIse: Clasn 1 and 2-Machime aewiag of clothing,
F 4 3,800 10.0 25 tentage, equipage, etc.

FF 3 2,300 16.0 25 Clam 3 - Parachutes

&5 Cl.os (Cmopy)
3.5.1 CLOTH, COTmIN, MUSLIN; hEL-C-4279A (USAF), 21 JULY 1953

Strength (min) Air Pean.e- Sam.

Type Wt in Width Break, lb/in. Tear, lb ability EFff%
oz/yd in. Warp Fill Warp Fill cfi/ft2  (min)

5.0-6.0 37 50 55 6 3 125 35 -

H 3.7-4.6 37 48 42 4 21/2 200 30 90

Weave: Plain
Use: Cargo Canopiem
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3.5.2 CLOTH, NYLON, PARACIIIT,'; MIL-C-7020D, 19 SEPT 1960

Wt in Thickne Strength, lb (min) Elongation
Type os/yd2  in. lireak (Ravel Strip) Tear (Tongue dir(both bilit W

diecti on 0) abilit
(max) (max) Warp Fill Warp Fill % (min) cfm ft

1 1.1 0.0032 42 42 5 5 20 100 ±- 20 Ripetop
If 1.6 0.0042 50 50 4 4 20 130 t 30 Twill

1if 1.6 0.0042 50 50 4 4 20 130 ±- 30 Ripstop

Color: Natural, white, olive green, orange, sand
Width: 36.5 ±. 0.5 in.
Ilse: Canopies

3.5.3 CLOTH, NYLON, PARACIIUTE, CARGO; MIL-C-7350C (ASG), 10 OCT 1957; AMENDMENT 1,
AUG 1958

Strength (min) Ultimate Air
Wt in 2 Thicknees Elongation Permeabi ity

Type os/yd in. Break, lb/in. Tear, lb % (min) cfm/'ftl
(max) (max) Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill

! 2.25 0.0060 90 90 10 10 25 25 100 150
II 3.50 0.014 135 125 30 30 25 25 150 200

Bolt Width: 36 1/2 1-1/2 in.
Color: Natural
Use: Cargo Parachute Canopies

3.5.4 CLOTH, RAYON, PARACHUTE (NONPERSONNEL); MIL-C-8006A (ASG), 20 SEPT 1955

Wt in Strength (min) Air

Type os/yd2  Break, lb/in. Tear, lb Elongation Permeabi py
(max) Warp Fill Warp Fill (min) fin/ft"

aI 4.25 85 80 10 10 15 150 t 30
i11 4.50 80 80 10 10 15 150 ±t 30

Class I 8 145 135 30 30 18 180 ± 40

Class 2 4.50 75 70 10 10 15 150 ± 30

Class 3 1.50 25 25 2 2 18 200 ±- 40

Color: As specified
Type I-High tenacity
Type Il-Semi-high tenancity
Type Ill-Regular tenacity
Use: Type 1, , IlI

Class 1 and 2-Aerial delivery parachutes
Type In

Class 2-Parachutes for radio equipment
Not for persomnel parachute
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3.5.5 CLOTII, NYLON, I'ARACIIII'E, DRAG; MIL-C-802111 (ASG). 6 F'F1 1958; AMENDMENT 1,
17 APR 1959

Strength (min) Air Perme.
Wt in 2lreak, lb/in. Tear, lba Elongation abilitX

Type oz/yd2  ' (hickne) (Ilavel Strip) (Tongue) % (min) cfm/ft
(max) in. (mi) Warp FiilI Warp Fill Warp Fill (!/2" H20)

I 4.75 0.020 200 200 15 15 25 25 50-90
II 7.00 0.024 300 300 20 20 25 25 50-90
Ila 10.5 0.025 500 500 75 75 35 35 50-90

III 14,00 0.035 600 600 75 75 25 25 15-55

Air pe•aiability (All')
cfm/ft , 20" 1120:
Type 1-450-650
Type 11 - 450- 650
Type Ila -650-750
Type Ill - 2.50 - 450
Width: 36 1/2 t 1/2 in.

Color: Natural white Ilse: Drag, brake and cargo parachutes

3 5.6 CLOTH, DACRON, DRAG PARACHUTE; MIL-C-25174 (USAF), 29 JUNE 1956

Wt in 2  Air
Type oz/yd Break, lb/in. 'Tear. lb Elongation PeAmi- Shrinkage

Type (Ravel Strip) (Tongue) % (min) bilitya % (max)

Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill cfm/ft Warp Fill

1 1.80 45 45 5 5 20 20 100-160 2.0 2.0

II 2.90 100 100 7.5 7.5 20 20 100-160 2.0 2.0
III 3.00 85 85 10 10 20 20 100-160 2.0 2.0
IV 3.90 135 135 15 15 25 25 140-190 2.0 2.0

Weave: Type 1-2 up, I down, right hand twill; others plain
Aging: Break not less than 95% of original. Tearing not less then table values. Permeability not more than

15% of unaged
Color: Natural Width: 36 1/2 L 1/2 in. Use: Drag parachutes

3.5.7 CLOTH, DACRON, PARACHUTE; MIL-C-25312 (USAF), 19 SEPT 1956

Wt in Width Thickness Strength (min) Air

oz/yd? in. in. Break, lb/in. Tear, lb Elongation Perme-
(max) - 1/2 (max) (Ravel Strip) (Tongue) % (min) ability2

Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill icm/ft

5.0 36 1/2 0.015 190 190 14 14 30 30 50-80

Weave: 2-up, 2-down right-hand twill
Aging: Break not less than 95% of original. Tear not leas than table values. Permeability not more

than 15% of unaged
Color: Natural Use: Canopies
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3.6 Cloths (Parachute Pack)

3.6.1 CLOTH, COTTON, D)UCK. IUNIIBEACIIED. PI.1ED YARNS
(ARMY & NIIMHERED); CCC-C-419, 30 JUIY 1956;
AMENDMENT 1, 4 APRIL 1957

Number/ Wt in Ilreak Air

Type Texture Commi oz/yd2 Strength Permejbility
Denigs (min) Ib (min) cfm/ft (max)
nation

Warp Fill

HIrd 12/0 48.00 800 430 -
8/0 40.00 800 665 -
2/0 31.90 465 435 -
1/0 30.31 450 405 -
1 28.71 440 370 2
2 27.12 420 345 -
3 25.53 390 330 2
4 23.93 375 300 2
5 22.33 345 285 -
6 20.74 335 250 2
8 17.55 285 210 2

10 14.35 245 160 4
11 12.75 240 140 -
12 11.16 195 120 4

Medi.m 1 28.71 425 345 -
2 27.12 410 320 -
3 25.53 370 315 -
4 23.93 350 290 -
5 22.33 315 285 -
6 20.74 305 250 -

DI 8.25 125 120 -
9.85 160 110 -

12.29 210 130 4
14.77 235 175 -
15.90 245 200
18.48 315 200

Type I-Numbered Duck Type III -Army Duck

3.6.2 CLOTH, NYLON, DUCK, PLIED YARIN, FOR PARACHUTE PACKS;
MIL-C-7219B, 19 MAR 1958; AMENDMENT 1, 11 APRIL 1960

Strength (min) Air
TWt i Break, lb/in. Tear, lb Perme- Shrinkage

Type os/yd (Ravel Strip) (Tongue) abilit• % (max)
(max) Warp Fill Warp Fill cfm/f Warp Fill(max) ap Fl

1 9.50 400 300 35 45 5.0 2.5 2.0
li* 8.75 400 150 35 20 5.0 2.5 2.0

in 7.25 325 275 20 20 8.0 2.0 2.0

Not applicable for Air Force procurement
Color: Type II-Sage Green Use: Parachute pecks
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CHAPTER 7

DESIGN OF DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS
AND DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR SYSTEMS

Operational requirements for deployable aerodynmmic decelerator systems are continually expanding,
necessitating a conh'urrent advancement of the state-of-the-art in deceleator design. New and complex
deployable aerodynamic decelerator performance parameters are encountered with almost every new
application. It is the task of the designer, utilizing both proven and theoretical design criteria, to
provide a design which appears analytically to have the best chance of attaining the necessary perfor-
mance requirements. However, deployable aerodynamic decelerator performance parameters are subject
to conditions of application which, in the end, may be so diverse that the determination of the success
with which the design is carried out usually becomes a matter for statistical evaluation over a consider.
able period of time. Thus, after an aerodynamic decelerator design has been completed and the drag
device and associated components manufactured, tests should be conducted to verify their performance
and design characteristics. This chapter presents the most important design criteria for trvtile para-
chutes, together with a variety of design details applicable to their fabrication.

SEC. 1 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS (a) Characteristics of the aerodynamic decelerator
itself; drag coefficient and stability and their change

For each parachute application, performance re- with velocity and wake; rapidity of canopy or drag
quirements of the parachute-load system must be de- device inflation;squidding and critical opening speed;
fined quantitatively in terms of maxima and minima, opening shock; maximun deployment speed.

Generally, the knowledge of (I) Gross load range, (b) Limitation of apace, shape, and weight, as
(2) Deployment speed range, and (3) Deployment altitude determined by the application.

range will be necessary to determine the strength (c) Method of deployment and snatch force.

characteristics required of the parachute. Reliable (d) Component reliability in light of overall aye-
performance of the aerodynamic decelerator may be tem reliability.
defined loosely, with respect to these parameters, as (e) Initial cost.

the percentage by which the maxima and minima speci- (f) Maintenance cost.

fied may be exceeded without resulting failure. In (g) System variation possibilities, including: ground

addition to the operational conditions above, the limits shock absorption devices to permit an increase in rate

of a number of other operational characteristics must of descent by supplying required load impact attenu-

by known to allow determination of derelerator type ation; reefing control for opening shock reduction or
and size, and system variation possibilities: drag variation; aerodynamic decelerator clustering or

(a) p ite of descent; staging; automatic timers, disconnects and other ape-

(b) Oscillation; cial devices; and the effect, if any, of load configure-

(c) Allowable g-force on load; tion on aerodynamic decelerator behavior during de-

(d) Allowable weight of aerodynamic decelerator; ployment or descent.

(e) Allowable volume of aerodynamic decelerator. 2.1 System Performance Considerations.

SEC. 2 AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR SYS- 2.1.1 DRAG LOADING. Aerodynamic decelerator
TEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS drag or canopy loading in defined as the ratio of drag

fnrce to the drag area of the decelerator. The canopy

The major design considerations involved in the loading under terminal-velocity conditions is the ratio

selection of any deployable aerodynamic decelerator of total weight (F equals F) to the drag area((:I)V)o,p.
include: tinder terminal-velocity conditions, a given canopy
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lodling will eIways result in the nime rate of descent, 1ear drop. anti finel-stage aerospece-vehicle recovery
).delejndent of canopy size or weight involved: canopies have final rates of descent from 16 to 50

fti'sec and a canopy loading (F/CDS) from 0.3 to 3.0
rI' psif. Parachutes with canopy loadings between 3.0

(7-1) t " 1nd 25 pIf are used in ordnance applications for sta-
(•S((b/4", p )w bilization or deceleration purposes. For all other

2 applications, canopy loadings are higher and may be
Canopy Loading treated as infinite-mass cases. While differences in

canopy loadings under terminal-velocity conditions
must be considered in canopy design because they

Typical canopy loadings versus rate of descent are establish limits on canopy porosity, construction, and
plotted in Fig. 7-1 for as wide range of parachute ap- ntability, design strength of parachute canopies under
plications. I'he aircraft-approach and landing-decel- high cenopy-loading conditions is largely governed
eration curves in the figure are of theoretical value by the instantaneous canopy loading, the ratio of
only; however, the plot indicates that parachute ap- opening shock force (Fo) to canopy drag area (CDS)oQp.
plicationes resulting in a terminal velocity over M50 F'or flat circular ribbon canopies, the required strength
ft sec may be considered ea infinite-mass cises in of the ribbons for a given gore base width and in-
the calculation of canopy opening forces. Personnel. stentaneous canopy loading is fairly well known. (See

~ ~~~~4: LAII lI1IIII/ •[ijj.,,• NDING'00 ' 4 1 1 1 1 1 APPROACH -
Aoo AEROSPACE VEHICLE DECELERATION= I I I I

D ANSTATILIZATION(SUBSOIC)L i

400 1 1 1 1 1

(TRANSNIC AD SUPRSONIAIRCARCRAT

300 LANDING
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Fig. 7.1 Rate of Descent Versus Caowpy Loading for Terminal Velocity ConditionS
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Fig. 7-2). For solid cloth canopies stress distribu- trol. Methods. of system-operation variation and con-
tions may be calculated following the method present- trill, and the utiliLaition of special-system components.
rd in Chapter 4 and selecting suitalble cloth material are discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5, 9 and in
its dictated by the stresses expected. subsequent sections of this chapter.

2.1.2 T'HAJCT'oRY CONTROILO. Trajectory con- 2.1.3 STlAIIIIJrY. Good stability of a parachute.

trol of aerodynamic decelerator load systems is, and load system is generally obtained at the price of re-

will continue to be, an important consideration in the duced drag efficiency.
design of personnel, air drop, nero-.apace vehicle re- During the design phase, it is therefore important
covery, and special-weapon parachute ,ystems. Tea- t) assess carefully the requirement-% of each perticu-
jectory control is required in order to accomplish: laIr application in terms of the ratio of stability gains

(I) Impact or landing at pre-selectrd location; versus efficiency losses. A near approach to absolute

(2) T'emperature minimization; dynamic stability is generally necessary only for
(3) g-load limitation; Muchi ampplications as bomb stabilization. llndnaipeil

(4) Impact velocity and angle contrul, and 0scilh ltions or erratic gliding during descent may not
(5) Accurate computation of flight paith (fur un- ble objectionable for some applications. For the great

stable primary body). majority of first-stage aerospace-vehicle recovery
Methods of obtaining trajectory control by inean-s of ar deceleration applications. undamped oscillations
deployable aerodynamic decelerators include: up to 1 2 deg can be tolerated; for other cases, a range

(1) Drag area control; of oscillation of up to 15 deg is considered tolerable.
(2) Drag device staging; or 'Ihe objective in the design of deployable aerodynamic

(3) Canopy control during deployment. decelerator systems for air drop, final-stage sero-
Special construction and packing techniques, and space-vehicle recovery and personnel applications is

auxiliary equipment such as automatic timers, must the reduction of the incidence of damage and injury
usually be incorporated in the design of aerodynamic caused by swinging imlact with the ground; stability
decelerator systems to be employed for trajectory con- ranges of between -5 and ± 20 deg are adequate, in

the majority of these cases, for these applications.

1400 2.1.4 REIAIlIJTY. 'Ile reliability requirements
1,!M00 I I I Il for any aerodynamic decelerator system are neces-S300. LB RIBBON

sarily high. To achieve the required reliability in the
120 face of weight and space limitations and the conse-

__ quent necessity to avoid extreme overdesign, the pera-
chute designer must consider every aspect of the

-1000-- __ strength of the materials which he uses, the actualI xcanopy, deployment bag, and other component con-

. . " struction procedures, and the details of the planned
.RIBBON deployment process.

A recent study of the reliability of parachute sys-
-.... LB. . BON tems (Ref 7-1) has indicated that there are two major

60 types of reliability considerations in the design of
0 parachute systems. It is necessary to consider both

u. . ... component reliability for every part of the system,-300. LB RIBBON4IS. 1 anad the operational reliability: that is, the reliability

of the deployment and opening process itae If.
-...... . ..... IBBON The major consideration in component reliability

I 1 1 i that each component function properly under the200 expected loads. Since the maximum loads in parachute
100.L..RIL.ONi__ operation are generally those of snatch force and

opening shock, these are the primary factors in the0• I 2 3 4 S design of the load-bearing members of the system.

GORE BASE WIDTH (FEET) However, for some components, such as static lines

and deployment bags and parachute packs, the maxi-
Fig. 7-2 Boundary Curves for Horizontal Ribbon mum loads may be due to other forces. Thus, the

Strength of a Flat Circular Ribbon-Type operation of the system must be considered in detail
Canopl in the study of load requirements for reliable design.
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tainers, and of the actual packing process itself. The
Op details of the design of the decelerator containers

are coveredi in Sec. 3 of this chapter. 'tie problem of
correct packing of the decelerator in the container

so that deployment occurs in the required manner is

is matter of human performance. While this in generally
not under Oh.- control .J the parachute designer, never-

theletss his design should be such that the inspection

JIM ,f the paicking process is readily facilitated. Thus,

critical connections, ties, and part. placement should

be such that they oire visible to the inspector both06 during the packing process, and, wherever possible,

iiftar the process is completed so that he may insure
the correctness of the operation.

The actual deterninatior, of the reliability of an
aierodynamic diecelerator system is discussed in Sec.

13 of Chapter 4. The details of the method of relia-

bility calculation, and examples of applications, are

presented in Rlef (7-1).
2.2 Parachute Canopy Performance Consider.

ations. Parachute canopy selection is always a com-
promise in some respects: highest drag and maximum
stability cannot be achieved in the same canopy; high
strength means increased weight and bulk. In general,

the selection and design of any parachute canopy type

Fig. 7-3 Inflated Profile of Typical Circular Canopy must be based on the particular application. Since
there are a large number of applications and canopy

types, there is a decided advantage to being able to

The reliability of the load-bearing members of the narrow consideration for any one application to two

parachute system, including both fabric and hardware or three canopy types before detailed design compu-

items, is a function of the load itself, the strength tations are started. The comparison of the desired

of the materials from which the components are made or required performance characteristics for a specified

(including the strength of seams of the fabrics), and mission with the performance characteristics of the

the variation of the strength of the materials permis- possible canopy types can usually narrow the choice

sible under the specification requirements and design to a practical number.

conditions. Auxiliary mechanical devices, such an 2.2.1 CANOPY DRAG. The drag of a body such

reefing-line cutters, stage disconnects, and timing as an inflated parachute canopy may be written as:

systems, must function with high reliability under

conditions of system operation, including high shock (7-2) D = CDSq

and acceleration forces developed during deployment where C3- drag ares; and
and canopy opening. w) D)

The environments which the decelerator system will q , 0.Sp v2 - dynamic pressure.

be exposed to, both in storage and in operation, are
prime considerations in design for reliable operation. rhus, drag depends upon the reference area S, the

In general, temperature and other factors which affect dynamic pressure q, and the canopy shape, which es-
fabric and metal strength and the operation of me- aentially determines the value of the drag coefficient

chanical devices are of extreme importance in as- Co.
sessing the reliability of the system design. Two areas are generally used as reference areas.

The operational reliability of an aerodynamic de- the area of inflated drag-producing surface projected

celerator system is the probability of the successful in axial direction, S_, and the developed or "nominal"
sequence of the necessary operations in the deploy- area of the material forming the drag-producing sur-

ment of the system. Thus, it is a function of adequate face, S,. In one case the drag coefficient CD),

design of the deployment bags, packs, and other con- based on the projected canopy area, is used for ri3-
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bed anti ribleas guide-surface canopies only, while there is evidence that the d0stribution of porosity is
the coefficient CI 0 , based on the "nominal" cloth also an important consideration; better stability char-
area. is used for all other types of canopies. acteristics may be obtained by increasing the porosity

T'he value of the drag coefficient depends primarily in the region of the canopy skirt.
upon the shape of the inflated parachute canopy and 2.2.2.2 Suspension.Line-L ength Effect. Reduction
total porosity of the ,Irag-produicing surface. The shape of suspension-line length, within the recommended
is a complex function of the canopy design, depending range, provides an increase in the damping of pare-
on such parameters as the gore shape, porosity or chute motion. However, if suspension-line length is
permeability of the drag-producing surface, suspension- reduced beyond a practical value in order to gain sta-
line length, size of the canopy, number of gores, and bility, the projected diameter of the canopy will be
canopy drag-loading. The porosity not only affects decreased, with a corresponding decrease in drag.
the drag directly, but also has an important influence 2.2.2.3 Shaped-Canopy Effect. The stability char-
upon the dynamic behavior (flow pattern) of the canopy. acteristics of canopies can be improved by shaping
Oscillating or gliding parachute canopies have con- the gores so that the length of the conical portion of
siderably higher drag coefficients than the more stable the inflated canopy which in tangent to the suspension
types. lines is increased. 'his produces an inflated canopy

E x pe rim e nta l va lues o f the drag coe ff icients a re p r f l re mb i g a c b n t on f a h m s h r c l
listed in Chapter 3. For preliminary calculations, the profile resembling a combination of a hemispherical
following values for drag coefficients may be used: segment and a truncated cone, a shape known to bemore stable than a hemispherical one. However, an

increase in the length of the conical segment results
Type Parachute Canopy Drag Coefficient in a reduction of drag efficiency. Thus, stability gain

must be measured against drag-efficiency losses in
Flat CircularSolid Cloth C,) . 0.75 the design of shaped-gore canopies.

2.2.3 CRITICAL CANOPY-OPENING CONDITIONS.
Extended Skirt, Solid Cloth CD- 0 0.70 Two critical conditions exist for any self-inflating por-

Guide Surface C - 0.95 ous parachute canopy: the maximum or critical opening
(Stabilization) Op velocity and the minimum opening dynamic pressure.

The maximum opening velocity is defined as the low-
Gide Surface Cp 0.80 eat speed at which the canopy does not fully develop.
(Ribless) For speeds above the critical opening speed a para-
Guide Surface C - 0.72 chute opens only to a squid state; it will not open
(Personnel) fully unless the speed is reduced.

O'Hara (Ref (7-2)) presents an analytical method

Rotafoil CD a 0.78 for determining the critical opening speed. However,
0 on the basis of experimental observation (Ref (7-3)),

Shaped CD0 . 0.80 the critical opening velocity can be estimated by as-
Flat Circular Ribbon CIo . 0.50 suming that the drag of a squidding canopy is at least

one-sixteenth the drag of the fully inflated canopy at

Ring Slot C)a - 0.55 the same velocity, so that:

(7-3) F aq v 2

2.2.2 CANOPY STABILITY. In Chapter 4 static-

stability coefficients and dynamic-stability equations e t > 16

for canopies were presented. These provide a theo-
retical means of predicting the stability of a canopy where Fsq - steady drag of squidded parachute
design prior to full-scale free-flight tests. The dis- canopy.
cussion of parachute stability presented in Chapter 4
is primarily analytical; the following discussion is This then means that if a canopy is selected with a
more practical in nature and considers the various critical opening velocity not less than four times the
parameters which influence parachute canopy stability, equilibrium descent velocity, then Faq/Ft is greater

2.2.2.1 Porosity Effect. In general, an increase than 1, and the parachute is deployed at a velocity
in porosity Increases the stability and filling time of greater than its critical opening velocity, the steady
a canopy, but simultaneously decreases the drag ef- drag of the squidded canopy will be greater than the
ficiency and critical opening velocity. In addition, weight of the load (steady-state drag of fully inflated
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ca.ikpy), and the load will be continually retarded un- the dynamic pressure. The minimum dynamic preasure
til the parachute canopy reaches the critical opening to sustain canopy inflation has been determined from
velocity and it opens fully, drop tests and wind-tunnel tests to be approximately

With respect to critical opening velocity, the gay- 0.3 to 0.7 lb/,q ft. Parachutes may open partially or
erning design parameters for a parachute canopy are: fully at high altitudes due to inertia forces of the

(1) Total porosity or permeability of the canopy; ejected canopies, or due to induced rotation of the
(2) Distribution of canopy porosity; and canopy. At extremely low density and very high speeds,
(3) Shape of the canopy mouth opening. even lower dynamic pressures than those above may
Generally, the shape of the canopy mouth opening be sufficient to open the canopy.llowever, in all these

during inflation is influenced by various geometrical cases the pressure inside the canopy is not sufficient
factors, such as the shape of the gore pattern and the to maintain a definite inflation, to counteract squid-
length of the suspension lines. Since a certain amount ding, twisting, and entanglement of the canopy, or to
of slackness exists between the skirt and the sus- prevent interference and entanglement of parachute
pension lines prior to canopy inflation, it in difficult and load. Therefore, for reliable assurance of canopy
either to control canopy mouth shape or to predict the inflation at high altitudes, it is suggested that the
effect of such inflation-promoting devices as pocket canopy be deployed at dynamic pressures greater than
bands (see (Glossary, Chap. 1, Sec. 2, and 3.2 of this 1 lb/sq ft.
chapter). Pocket bands are, however, effective in get- 2.2.4 CANOPY GEOMETRY. When considering the
ting canopy inflation started by limiting the inward effect of canopy geometry upon performance, attention
fold of the slack skirt material, If canopy inflation should be paid to the fact that canopies of large di-
has started, it wili continue to a state either where ameter are neither geometrically nor mechanically
equilibrium is attained between the volume of air flow- similar to canopies of small diameter, even though
ing into the canopy through its mouth and that flowing they may be of the same basic design. This may be
out through the fabric pores or other openings, or explained by means of two factors associated with
where equilibrium is reached between internal pres- the scale effect: the variation in the number of gores
sure and structural tension, with canopy diameter, and the variation in the weight

Seve-al methods of improving opening characteri.- and flexibility of the materials. This consideration
ticsof parachute canopies have been tried in the past, serves to point out again that, !ven if the geometry
with varying degrees of success. Among these are: of a parachute canopy has been found suitable by
(1) adding pocket bands at the canopy skirt between constructing and testing smaller-scale models, full-
adjacent skirt sections across suspension lines; (2) size parachute canopies should also be drop-tested
lengthefing -uspension lines; (3) using canopy-crown as long as definite relationships of performance data
material with low-porosity fabric;or (4) ad,ling external to physical design parameters (similarity laws) have
air-pockets to the skirt. The opening characteristics not been established.
of large canopies may be improved by the proper place- The inflated profile of a typical circular canopy is
meat of a small secondary canopy near the skirt of shown in Fig. 7-3. "his profile is that of the radial
the primary canopy (Ref 7-4). In the case of the guide- seam, or rib; no attempt has been made to indicate
surface and other shaped-gore canopies, opening char- the profile of the panel bulges between ribs. Because
acteristics are, to a certain extent, a function of gore of the panel bulges, the profile shown represents the
shape. Primarily, however, opening characteristics limiting shape with an infinite number of gores. How-
are dependent upon porosity. Solid-cloth canopies ever, a canopy designed as a surface of revolution
with inverted conical or inward curving skirts, and usually doer not pull-in appreciably at the skirt be-
those geometrically porous canopies of the ribbon cause of the gore shape, and so shows the least vari-
family in which the total porosity required for ata- ation in profile with number of gores.
bility is close to the critical limit, without inflation The skirt lip of the canopy will be tangent to the
aids, are sensitive to variations in total porosity. A suspension lines if it is assumed that no bending
small increase in porosity, due either to opening-shock stresses are present. Under this assumption, the canopy
damage or to variations in textile weave, can reduce skirt assumes a negative angle of incidence equiva-
the critical opening velocity below a safe level, lent to half the angle enclosed by the suspension

The inflation of parachutes in the upper atmosphere, lines. The negative angle of incidence of the skirt
above 150,000 ft, where the density in low, is gov- and, more important, the length of the conical surface
erned b) the pressure differential developed between to the tangency point, have a strong influence upon
the internal and external surfaces of the canopy. The several important characteristics. As the length of
magnitude of this pressure differential depends upon the conical surface is increased, (1) the critical open-
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ing-velocity im reduced, (2) canopy-filling time is selection and spacing -if these openings. I'or these
increised, (3) opening shock in reduced, (4) the aver- types, porosity is defined an geometric porosity,
age angle of oscillation in decreased, (5) the damping
characteristics are improved, and (6) the ratio of (7.4) A - 100 "S'. %
ip to I). (see F~ig. 7.3) is increased. '1lhese effect" sT-
appear in varying degrees in the performance of the
extended-skirt and guide-murface canopies. In general, where S'I total area of openings in canopy; and

tine smaller the relative canopy mouth, the lower the So - nominal surface area of canopy.
allowable porosity of the canopy, if the critical open.
ing-velocity in to be maintained at a %afe value. BIe- At the present time, a relationship between geometric
cause of the scale effect, this trend beconmes more porosity of ribbon grids and the effective porosity
pronounced as the diameter in increased, but beyond term an applicable to solid cloth canopies has not
a certain point the area of conical surface extensions
required for stability and other desirable performance been established. lluis conversion is moat difficult
characteristics diminishes, approaching 7ero for very to achieve for those canopies operating at transonic

large parachute canopies. E'.xperience indicates that and supersonic speeds, where the ribbon grid under-
this limit is reached when the diameter approaches goes unknown structural deformation.Such deformation
80 ft. makes the calculated geometric porosity an almost

Other geometric shape-factors associated with the meaningless value.
skirt of circular canopies can be obmerved to a marked 2.2.6 CANOPY STRENGTH. The overall strength
degree in the performance of ribbed and riblems guide- requirements for a parachute canopy and other com-
surface canopies. Hlere, the pronounced bulge. or ponents are presently established by applying a design
lobes, as well as the high rate at which the crown factor (Table 7-1) to the allowable maximum opening
profile wreaks away from the tangency point on the shock. This factor is commonly specified in relation
conical surface (thus producing a flattened top), de- to a particular application. At present, destructive
termine to a large degree the performance character- tensile-tests of structural samples combined with
istics of thin type of canopy. In these canopies the drop-tests of the complete assembly are relied upon
separation line between crown and conical surface to demonstrate that a margin of safety exists for the
can be considered a flow separation edge which cre- given design conditions. However, experimental and
ates the same effect as that obtained through the use analytical programs are in progress to provide data
of high-porosity fabric, on the load distribution in both the suspension lines

2.2.5 CANOPY POROSITY. The porosity of a can- and the drag-producing surface during the deployment
opy arises from two types of openings in the canopy and inflation of canopies. Such data may result in the
through which air can flow: (1) the air permeability of revision of present parachute design strength factors.
the canopy fabric itself; and (2) openings deliberately Insofar as the suspended load alone is concerned, an
constructed in the canopy. 'Ile air permeability of additional margin of safety is provided by the ability
canopy fabric is commonly expressed as the volume of a parachute to sustain extensive damage and still
of air flowing through a unit area in a unit time (ft 3 / function properly.
min/ft2) at a specified constant pressure-differential. 2.2.7 CANOPY DRAG EF1'ICIENCY. Drag effici.
This mass flow of air through the fabric has its major ency of a parachute canopy is defined by considering
effect on canopy opening. Positive canopy inflation canopy weight to be the critical design consideration:
in the case of solid fabric canopies is obtained by
maintaining a balance between air flow into the cano- (7-,) Weight-Drag: 1r, - o
py and air loss due to fabric porosity and any vent
openings. T

The value of porosity or air-mass flow is dependent where W - Total weight of parachute canopy
on air pressure and density. For purposes of perform- including swivel, if required.
ance calculations, a dimensionless term, effective
porosity (C), has been established for filling time In order to establish a basis of comparison for dif-
determination of solid cloth canopies. (See Chap. 4, ferent canopy types, it is advisable to assume the
Sec. 3, Effective Porosity). same structural margin of safety relative to the open-

Geometric openings, in addition to the vent, are ing shock under identical deployment !onditions. it
built into some types of canopies. These canopies can then be seen that a parachute canopy with a good
derive their performance characteristics from careful drag coefficient and a high opening-shock character-
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'TAIIIBE 7.1 CANOPY I)IDSIGN .ACI)IIS

Safety Factors Strength Factora OMvcdll

"Factor
Application r - X c

/ A I)o) u Nylon Silk Rayon e k (Nylon)

Paratroop Use 2.0 1.055 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 3.075

Personnel 2.0 1.055 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 3.075
E~mergency Excape

Air-Drop of Cargo 1.5 1.055 0.8 0.95 0.8 0.5 1.00 0.95 2.195

A/C Landing 1.5 1.055 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 2.305
Deceleration & Approach

Aerospace-Vehicle 1.9 1.055 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 2.91
Recovery, Deceleration
Stages

Aerospace-Vehicle 1.5 1.055 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 2.305
Recovery, Final Stage

Special Weapon Use 1.5 1.055 0.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.0

N'A - Not applicable.

istic may have a poor drag efficiency because of the where F = Weight of the parachute canopy;
greater strength of materials required. This method )
may facilitate the selection of a canopy type by de- op - Diameter of the canopy (nominal or
terminingwhich of several different canopies designed projected); and

for the same purpose provide the required drag per- a,b Constants.
formance for the least material weight.

The fact that otherwise equivalent canopies differ Solution of this equation provides a valid approxi-
greatly in drag efficiency may be attributed largely mation for the weight of parachute canopies which
to their differences in canopy geometry. This differ- have a suspension-line strength to canopy-material
ence in canopy geometry, which changes the total or ribbon strength (as listed in 3.1.1.1 of this chapter),
cloth area without proportionally affecting the drag which have a suspension-line length equal to the di-
coefficient, may be made for the purpose of effecting ameter of the canopy, and where the number of go,'.

improvements in canopy performance; e.g., to increase is approximately equal to the value of the nominal or
stability, reduce opening shock, reduce local fabric constructed canopy diameter. The values of the con-
stresses, or gain better controllability. ntants a and b depend upon the canopy type and the

2.2.8 CANOPY WEIGHT AND VOLUME. The weight material or ribbon strength used in the fabrication of

and pecked volume of parachute canopies can be cal- the parachute canopy and are listed in Table 7.2.
culated from the dimensions of a given canopy design, Knowing the weight of the canopy, its pecked volume
provided the weight and volume of the material used may be obtained by multiplying the weight by the aver-
in canopy fabrication are also known. In order to ob- age pack-density value listed in Table 7-3 for com-
tain an approximate weight value for a specific cano- pressed or uncompressed packing.
py type, a simple mathematical expression may be 2.3 Parachute Canopy Deployment and Open-
utilized. This expression has the form: Ing. Opening characteristics of a parachute may be

(7-6) rp - a D0
2 , p + b D0 ,p loosely defined to include all the consecutive motions
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of parachute system operation, from the instant of deployment system are also desirable for reduction of
initiation of canopy deployment until complete canopy nnatch force.
inflation. D)eployment in defined as covering the ex- 2.3.1 I)EPLOYMENT MKTIIODS. The three most
tension of the drag-producing surface and suspension common canopy deployment methods presently in use
lines from the stowed position. The prime requirement are (1) static-line deployment, (2) pilot-chute deploy-
for i deployment system is relfibility. I)eployment ment, and (3) forced ejection.
systems should provide for the controlled movement 2.3.1.1 Statir-Line Deployment. Most small air-
of the deploying canopy to prevent aide loads on the drop parachutes and troop mmin-parachutes are opened
skirtarea before completion of suspension line stretch, and deployed by a static-line assembly, consisting of
and to allow orderly deployment of the canopy along (I) static-line snap, (2) static line, and (3) break cord.
the path of primary vehicle travel. The static-line snap is firmly attached to a body whose

In addition, the deployment system should provide differential velocity and mass will be sufficient to
for the reduction of snatch force. The magnitude of break a pack open, or to withdraw the ripcord pins.
snatch force is directly proportional to the effective T1he static line, upon full extension, begins to deploy
diag area of the pilot chute and main canopy. For ex- the parachute canopy, which is attached to the static
ample, a partially open canopy with it drag area of line by means of a break cord. The apex of the canopy
20 sq ftwill impose a considerably higher snatch force is held until sufficient drag is exerted on the deploy-
on a suspended load than a deployed but uninflated ing canopy to break the cord attaching the apex to the
canopy with a drag area of 2 sq ft. Canopies which static line. Unfortunately, the rate of deployment of
are free to inflate during deployment impose a pseudo- the parachute often exceeds the speed of the dropped
opening-shock snatch force. (;ood high-speed deploy- load. This permits a "sail" to develop, during which
ment must, therefore, present the smallest system drag inversions and semi-inversions can readily form. 'rhe
area that is consistent with orderly deployment, until extent and duration of the sail is governed primarily
line stretch is complete. Thereafter, the deployment by the strength of the break cord. Strong break-cords
system must provide completely reliable release of tend to straighten the sail. If break cords are too weak,
the canopy for inflation. I.ow bulk and weight of the canopies are not withdrawn from the pack sufficiently

TAILE 7-2

CONSTANTS a AND b FOR VARIOUS CANOPY TYPES AND CANOPY MATERIALS

Canopy 1.1,1.6,
Type 1.1 oz 1.6 oz 2.25 oz 3.5 oz 4.75 oz 14 oz 2.25 oz 300 lb 1000 lb

Flat a 0.018345 0.02526 0.03885 0.0612
Circular b -0.0113 .0.0104 .0.03185 .0.0221

Extended a 0.01435 0.02043 0.02951
Skirt b -0.00993 -0.01017 .0.02420

Personnel a 0.011963 0.01734
Guide b -0.008290 .0.01038

Ribbed & Ribleas a 0.09 0.36
Guide b 0.60 1.02

Ribbon a 0.0585 0.3849

Higltb 
0.52 .46-0.1445 

-0.4521
,a 0.05424 0.1496j

Hingnlot b -0.16050 .0.4090 _
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for orderly deployment, and further deployment de- a number of advantages: (1) snatch forces are reduced,
pends only upon the drug area of the exposed canopy. mince it restricts the drag area of the deploying mass;
Static-line deployment of an exposed and uncontrolled (2) malfunctions are reduced considerably because of
canopy is not reliable or desirable at high speed@ or the correct placement of the canopy in relation to the
with large canopiem. suspended load before opening; and (3) damage to the

2.3.1.2 Pilot-Parachute Deployment. The use of canopy from friction or from protrusions is reduced
pilot parachutes to withdraw the main canopy from a because of the protection afforded by the beg. One
pack or deployment bag and guide it for positive and disadvantage is the possible occurrence of friction
proper inflation is common with moot ripcord-operated bums during exceptionally high-speed removal of the
and deployment-bag-packed systems. The pilot-pare- canopy from the bag. In certain instances thii can
chute deployment system consists of a small canopy, be overcome by use of a protective @leeve, which can
its individual bag or sleeve if required, and its mus- be pulled inside-out by the deploying canopy to reduce
pension system. in some cases the pilot chute in friction.
spring-loaded for positive ejection. The pilot parachute 2.4.2 PACKS. Packs protect the canopy, pilot
is attached to the apex of the main canopy in systems chute, or other deployment J-vice from disarrangement
which are deployed "canopy-first" and to the bag and damage during handling an well as operation. In
housing the main canopy in systems deployed "lines- some installations, packs are integral with the sus-
first". pended load, have flush openings, and mry incorpo-

For certain applications in aerospace-vehicle and rate ejection devices to initiate or aid deployment.
drone recovery and high-speed tests utilizing bomb Requirements for satisfactory packs include:
shapes, jettisonable objects such as decelerator com- (1) A non-restricting opening, or an opening that
pertment covers or tail plates are used to replace the is not exceeded by any internal cross-sectional
pilot chute. These jettisonable objects, upon separa- area perpendicular to the direction of deployment;
tion from the primary vehicle, develop sufficient drag (2) A simple design, without sharp corners, re-
to withdraw parachute packs from the decelerator com- cesses, or sides that taper inward toward the area
partment and deploy the parachute canopy. open for deployment;

2.3.1.3 Forced Ejection. D)eployment initiation (3) A smooth, low-friction interior, free from pro-
by means of forceful ejection is finding wide applica- trusions, mnags, or obstructions to canopy or lines;
tion because this method provides for good control of (4) Provision for attachment and storage of pilot
the rearward miovement of the pilot chute, and in the chutes, if used, and for pilot-chute bridle cords;
case of transonic and supersonic deployment, propels (5) Provision for deployment bag or sleeve;
the pilot chute out of the adverse wake pressuro- (6) Provision for incremental retention of canopy
distribution behind the primary vehicle. Forced ejec- and lines in proper arrangement without shifting
tion of the pilot chute from the decelerator compart- until deployed;
ment in accomplished by means of an ejection gun, (7) Rapid and complete opening to prevent damage
blast beg, or similar propulsive device (see Chapter to the canopy during first phases of deployment;
9). (8) Positioning of the pack to preclude snagging

2.3.2 FORCED CANOPY-OPENING. Requirements on any portion of the suspended loud during de-
for low-air-speed low-altitude (less than 500 ft) emer- ployment;
gency escape of personnel from aerial vehicles have (9) Provision either for passage of the suspension
led to investigations of parachute system designs lines or risers through the pack to the main har-
incorporating propulsive devices tn acrnmpliph hoth ness (which can be accomplished through the base
forceful ejection of the canopy from ihe pack and or sides of the pack), or for placement of main fit-
forced spreading of canopy skirt to insure fast open- tings within the pack, and shielding these fittings
ing. One system which was evaluated utilized force- to prevent snagging or tangling with canopy or
ably ejected slugs attached to the canopy suspension suspension lines; and
lines to accomplish spreading of the canopy skirt (10) Metal packs, if used, must be smooth and
(Ref. 7-4). provided with beaded or bevelled edges at the

2.4 Deployment Bogs, Packs, Pressure Pack- area open for deployment. For certain applications,
ing. metal pack., so constructed, are satisfactory.

2.4.1 DEPLOYMENT RAGS. The use of deploy- 2.4.3 PRESSURE PACKING. The application of
ment bag@ to enclose the drag-producing surface of pressure or vacuum on a parachute canopy is a method
the canopy during deployment provides for a reliable used to reduce the packed volume of the canopy to a
ond efficient method of deployment. This method has practical minimum. This method of packed-parachute
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volume-reduction ham proved to be very beneficial to termining optimum volume-reduction. Values of pack
the advancement of decelerator applicatiun,aespecially density versus applied pressure are approximately
in the areas ofspecial weapons and aerospace-vehicle equal for different types of canopies. Therefore, the
recovery. IThere are three basic methods of pressure curve shown in Fig. 7.14 is applicable for any type
packing: (1) press packing - - this method of pressure of canopy.
application consists of a mechanical preem, utilizing As can be seen from Fig. 7-4, the greatest pack-
a hydraulically operated piston, to obtain optimum density iacrease can be achieved in the pressure
volume reduction; (2) vacuum packing - - a vacuum in range of 0 to 80 psi. Only minor increase in pack
applied to the system and the atmospheric pressure density is obtained with a considerable increase in
of the surrounding air is used as the pressurizing pressure. The range of pack densities attainable by
force; and (3) lace packing - - a mechanical-advantage the three methods of pressure packing are tabulated
lever ("grasshopper") is used to tighten the laces, in Table 7-3.
Mhe significant reduction in volume i. due to the The shape into which the canopy in to be packed
large circumferential stream applied to the pack. has a significant effect on the attainable pack density.

The basic parameter of major importance in all pars- Pack densities of 35 to 46 lb/ft3 are attainable for
rhute pressure- or vacuum-pecking techniques is cylindrical shape*. Pack densities not exceediag 30
termed pack density. Pack density is defined as the to 35 lb/h3 are recommended for irregular or rectaeg-
ratio of the packed weight of the system to the packed ular shape*.
volume of the system, and serves a. a guide in de- Each of the three methods (press, vacuum, and lace
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Fig. 7-4 Parachate Pack Density vs Pack Pressure
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'rAIBL.F 7-3 C(OMPARIS)ON Oi" PACK-.FNSITY VAILUES WITH CANOPY PACKING MFTIIOI)S

Applied Max % Max Aver
Method Pressure Volume Pack Pack

Range (paig) Reduction Ienly Densiy
Densit lb/ft

Hand Pack 1-2.5 0 21-.23 20
(inc ompressed)

Mechanical 0.200 50 42-46 41
(Compressed)

Vacuum 0-15 25-30 30.33 30
(Compressed)

L .ace 0-40 30-40 33-39 34

((:ompressed)

packing) has its limitations and disadvantages; how- to identical gores, which are in turn divided into sec-
ever, each is also unique in its advantages (see Table tions. The shah,, of the gores determines both the
7-4). Availability of the three methods makes the ap- constructed and the inflated shape of the drag-pro-
plication of packed-parachute volume reduction feasi- ducing surface. The gores may be constructed of solid
ble for a majority of system requirements. fabric, or of some geometric pattern of fabric strips

Press packing, for example, is limited by the in- or ribbon. The gores are joined by a radial seam run-
ability to lace the pack while pressure is being ap- ning from the vent to the skirt. Because the suspension
plied; but this method gives higher pack densities lines are attached to the skirt at the radial seams in
with greater packed volume-reduction than other meth- a majority of cases, additional strength along these
ods. Vacuum packing is limited because significant seams in required. This strength is generally obtained
volume reduction cannot be achieved; however, this by seam reinforcement with webbing or tape. In cases
method shows great promise in packing irregular shapes where this strength cannot practically be obtained in
and is definitely very useful when the packed para- this manner, the suspension lines are extended across
chutes are to be stored for any length of time and the drag-pnidncing area. In some cases it is also
shape retention is necessary. l[aee packing is limited necessary to add reinforcements to critically stressed

to cylindrical shapes, but considerable volume reduc- portions of the drag-producing surface. The most com-
tions can be obtained by experienced packers using mon form of reinforcement consists of bands along
the "grasshopper". the skirt and the vent. Additional circumferential re-

inforcement bands are sometimes needed at intermedi-
ate locations on the drag-producing surface.

SEC. 3 AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR 3.1.1 DRAG-PRODUCING SURFACE. The con-

SYSTEM DESIGN DETAILS structed shape of the drag-producing surface varies
widely among canopy types. This difference is ef-

Physical differences between the various parachute fected chiefly in the layout of the gore pattern. For
types are primarily those of construction and detail rotationally symmetrical surfaces, the width of the
geometry. For all parachutes, materials and fabrication gore in relation to its radial dimensions determines
methods are more or less uniform. A few parachute whether the assembled envelope will tend to restr-ct
types employ special members, devices, or auxiliary the diameter or allow the surface to assume a free
mechanisms, which affect the performance character- inflated shape.
istics, method of control, and installation requirements. In conventional parachute canopies, the included

3.1 Parachute Canopy. A parachute canopy, by angle of the gore determines whether the drag-produc-

definition, consists of the drag-producing surface ing surface will be flat or conical. The tendency of
(cloth area) and the suspension lines. The most com- an inflated elastic envelope to assume a curvature of
mon types of drag-producing surfaces are divided in- uniform surface-tension ensures that the maximum
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included gore.angle (projected) will alway, be equal canopy for a desired inflated shape, it is usually
to 360/n degree. (n - number of gores). Of course, necessary to estimate the gore pattern on the basis
variations from this basic pattern of radial elements of experience and then modify it after building and
can cause the drag-producing surface to assume any testing the first experimental model. The other ap-

shape desired.The flat circular type of drag-producing proach, which is the more common one, is to base
surface, which in made in the form of a regular poly. the gore pattern on som,, easily defined or aerody-
gon built up from a number of triangular gores, is a namically desirable geometric shape, such as the
special case in that no pre..haped structural limita- sphere or cone, and evaluate the performance of what-
tions are placed on the free development of the sur- ever inflated shape might result from it. This method,
face. Assuming that the length of the suspension line however, also may not produce a desired shape or
is great enough to have only a negligible effect on certain performance characteristics during the first
the inflated profile, the skirt will tend to pull inward attempt, and may require modification.
to an equilibrium position where each gore bulge has
a semi-circular cross-section. This canopy profile is 3.1.1.1 Strength Requirements. At the present time,
shown in Fig. 7-5. If the number of gores in a flat no widely applicable system exists for determination
circular drag-producing surface is large, the ratio of of the strength required to prevent failures in the drag-
the projected diameter (measured between opposite producing surface. One possible method for determin-
gore bulges) to the constructed diameter in approx- ing analytically the forces acting in the plane of the
imately 0.7. The ratio p1/Dc - 0.7 represents a good fabric in the drag-producing surface is presented in
average value for preliminary design purposes. Sec. 9 of Chapter 4. A second and strictly empirical

The free inflated shape of the drug-producing sur- method for the determination of the approximate
face is not readily predicted from the shape of the strength requirements for a drag-producing surface
gore, except for those pattern types that define sur- is based on the strength of the suspension lines cor-
faces known to fall entirely within the envelope of related with the strength of the drag-producing sur-
aeroelastic equilibrium. Therefore, in designing a new face, assuming a number of gores equal to D0 +(3 or

TABLE 7-4 COMPARISON OF PRESSURE PACKING METHODS

Press Vacuum Lace

Advantages Advantages Advantages

1. Maximum volume-reduction 1. Good shape-retention 1. Limited specialized
equipment

2. Good shape-retention 2. Good for irregular shapes

3. Excellent storage ability I
-. . -.. . . 4" . . .. . - ... . -. .. ... . .. - +-

Disadvantages Disadvantages Disadvantages

1. Special equipment required 1. Packing force limited to 1. Shape limitations
atmospheric pressure

2. Lace limitations 2. Requires experienced packers
2. Special non-permeable pack

needed 3. Heavily reinforced deployment
bags needed

3. Problems in tying-off 4ac
without losing vacuum

4. Special pumps, gages, etc.,
I , required
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TAIIIBE 7-5 IIIIIION-.AHACI(ITI: MATERIAL,
S1'RENG'TH R!FQUIREMENTS

%uspension.line Ribbon
Class Material Material

(T.S., lb, Nylon) (T.S., lb, Nylon)

1 375 100
II 550 20O

L 11 1500 300rb IV 2300 500
V 4000 1000

VI 6000 1500
VII 9000 20OO

Vill 12D00 3000

"TABLE 7.6 MATERIAL-STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS
DS FOR OTHER THAN RIBBON PARACHUTES
DP "Suopeasion-Line

Class Material Srface Material
(T.S., lb, Nylon) (oz, Nylon)

I 375 1.1
550 Fiait-Mo. 1.6

m 1500o Condition 2.25
IV 0 3.5
V 4000 4.75

VI 6000 Infinite-Mass 7.0
VIi 9000 Condition 14.0

Vill 12000 14.0

(1) Iaosea of strength in suspension lines due
to sewing and attachment of fitting. and reinforce.
ments generally mount to between 20 and 35 per cost
of the original stremgth, depending upon the type of
line (webbing, braided cord, etc.) and the method of
stitching being need.Fig. 7-5 Inflated Profile of Flat Circular Canopy (2) Parachute deployment and inflation sequences

cannot, at present, be considered so perfect as to4), resulting in an even number of gores, and that a allow assumption of ideal and equal distribution offairly constant ratio of suspension-line to canopy- load throughout the parachute canopy during the open-
fabric strength is chosen. For ribbon canopies, oper- ing process; some portions of the canopy receive
sting under infinite-mass conditions, a balanced re- loads disproportionately high in comparison with the
Iltionship between suspension line and surface ma- loads imposed on other portions. In order to compen-
terial may be taken to be as in Table 7-5. sate for uneven load distribution, a safety factor

For all other types of parachute canopies, the re- (Table 7-1) should be applied.
lationship may be assumed to be that in Table 7.6. For flat circular ribbon canopies, test data pro-

Assuming that canopies are constructed in accord- vide a more accurate method for determining the re-
ance with the classes outlined above, and that a fair- quired strength of the horizontal ribbons for a given
ly constant ratio of suspension-line strength to fabric ratio of opening shock (Fo) to drag area (CD S ) tostrength is assured, the following assumptions can skirt gore width. This relationship is shown in fig.he made: 7-2. If the required strength is above the curve limit,
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the next higher ribbon-atrength should be used, or, in ter 4, canopies should be inflated a minimum of three
some cases, reinforcement should be used with the vehicle-diameter. h-.hind the primary body in aubeonic
horizontal ribbons. Tests show that gruduating the flow and eight vehicle-diameters in supersonic flow.
ribbon strength - placing ribbons with lower strength Tests show (Ref (7-5)) that the influence of sumpe.-
at the skirt area and ribbons with the higher strength sion-line length on the inflated shape of the drag-
near the vent where the stresses in the canopy are producing surface and its performance generally is
greatest - does not affect the reliable inflation and grentest up to a ratio of L/D- 1 -1.0, with minor chang-
descent characteristics of the canopy. A canopy con- es in dreg coefficient and stability still observed up
structed in this manner will have a higher volume and to a ratio of L,/D0 -2.0 (Ref (7-6)).
weigLt efficiency then a canopy which utilizes the For purposes of comparative evaluation, a ratio of
same-strength ribbon material over the entire dreg. Ls/Do-1.0 (Ref (7.6)) is commonly used; however,
producing wurface. shorter and longer suspension-line lengths have been

Fiat circular drag-pruducing surfaces show increas- used in service. The effect of suspension-line length
ing fabric tension along the gore surface, moving in- on projected diameter for a flat circular canopy and
ward from skirt to vent. Although various construction on the drag coefficient for various types of canopies
techniques are employed to provide fabric fullness is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. Since some variation of
in the vent area, it is well established that opening- effect occurs from type to type, it is good practice to
shock damage usually appears first in the area around determine and specify the optimum length of saspen-
the vent. sion line to be used with each type of drag-producing

3.1.2 GORE DESIGN. In the past, gores designed surface in relation to the specific function which it
by attempting to derive gore coordinates analytically is to perform.
have not been too successful in predicting the per- The suspension-line system can be considered as
formance of the resulting canopy. This my be attrib- a geonp of tension members which extend from the
uted mainly to the large number of variables involved skirt of the drag-producing surface to the riser con-
in the physical process of canopy functioning. Ex- nection point. Prior to line stretch, the lines are ex-
perience has shown that descriptive geometry remains tended by the drag of the drag-producing surface and
the most direct and satisfactory method of gore de- assume many shapes other than straight. As the drag
signing, particularly when it is supported by test load is increased to a maximum, the lines are so
observation, straightened that the only load considered is the one

If the shape of a drag-producing surface is to be trnmmined from the drag-producing surface to the
designed, rather than adopting some approximate riser. Assuming that the load in gniformly distributed
geometrical construction, a number of considerations riser. Auming Mhat the loud is uf ml istbed
are applicable. It may first be assumed thet the primary among number (Z) of lines, the loud per line is de-
design objective is to obtain maximum drag efficiency tereined by the :eometrical configuration of the ntruc-
in combination with a defined degree of stability. The sure:
attainment of a good drag efficiency implies a low
opening-shock characteristic and adequate distribution (7-7) load dre
of fabric stresses so that minimum weight materiels line - Z con (y/2)
may be used. The attainment of a good degree of
stability may require an inverted comical skirt, both This is true at any time during the descent period
conical skirt and a flattened roof, geometric porosity, so long as the lines are assumed to be straight. In
or both a conical skirt and limited geometric porosity. service, tho maximum line loud may occur at a drag
On the other hand, the attainment of a good dreg ef- value less than the maximum, since it in possible
ficiency also requires that the projected area relative that the maximum drag, F0 , and the maximum con-
to total surface area (Sp/So) be a maximum, and that fluence angle, y, do not occur at the same time. The
the total porosity be a minimum. mont severe line-loading condition would result from

3.1.3 SUSPENSION LINES. Depending upon the a maximum drag and maximum confluence angle. The
purpose and choice of the designer, the length of maximum possible angle is that based on an suez-
suspension lines (L.) to be used with different types tended suspension line and the month diameter in the
of dreag-producing surfaces may vary. For nearly all fully distended position. This distension beyond a
known canopy types, suspension-line lengths range steady-state position is common in many types of
between 0.7 and 1.3 Do. One parameter which may canopies (e.g., flat circular), while in others (e.g.,
influence the proper choice of suspension-line length guideurface) it is not as severe. The distension is
is the effect of primary-body wake. As shown in Chap- commonly disregarded and the confluence nagle is
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Fig. 7-6 Effect of Suspension Line Length on Pro jected Diameter for Fiat Circular Canopy and on Drag
Coefficient for Various Cwwp Types

based on the unstretched lime length and the skirt cations. Since every effort should be made to design
diameter D 5, or the inflated projected diameter Dp, a balanced canopy, identical design factors apply
in the steadystate condition, to both the suspension lines and the drag-producing•

liecause of the extreme variation in opening char- surface. The suspension line is selected on the basis

acteristics, the ideal case, in which it is assumed of its atatic breaking; strength. Although the actual
that the total load is uniformly distributed among the breaking strength of the material is often greater than
lines, is seldom achieved. For all practical purposes the minimum value in the specification (see Chapter
however, the load to be expected in the lines can be 6), the strength is, commonly, based on, the latter value.
predicted, aend a suitable textile material can be se- The breaking• strength of each suspension line may
lected. The method of attachingq the susponsion line be expressed by the equation
to the drag-producing surface greatly affects the
strength available. The two major attachment pointsF 0 .c
are the junctaure of the suspension line and the skirt (7-8) Strength - F°'i__c

of the drag-producing surface, and the junctur of the 5. o.e.k

suspension line and riser, fliese attachment points where Fo - Maximuopnn ore
are discussed in detail in Sec. 3 of this chapter.umoeigfr;0.1.4 CANOPY DESIGN FACTORS. Design factors 1 Safety5 factor;

for perachute canopies may' vary for different appli- 7, - Number of suspension lines;
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c Factor related to suspension line con-
vergence angle; SYM. ABOUT 4

u -Factor involving the strength loan uto
the connection of suspension line and

drag-producing surface or riser

respectively;

o - Factor related to strength loam ifs ma-
terial from water and water vapor abmorp- .05•

tion; _-_ _-- 1

e - Factor related to strength lons by T_. O 7D
abrasion; and -

k - Factor related to strength losa by fatigue.

The value of these factors varies for different canopy
applications, am tabulated in Table 7-1. The factor c, / WARP

which ia related to suspension-line convergence angle,
will change with suspension line length. For L. I I) 0. TYPICAL GORE

the factor c is approximately 1.055. 4,Oc
3.1.5 FHAT CIRCULAR CANOPY. The flat circu- .tWo€

lar canopy may he generally described an a regular
polygon of five or more @idea. T'he drag-producing
surface is made up of a number of triangular gores Fig. 7-7 Flat Circular Canopy
stitched togethar. The joints form the radial, or main
seamn. T'he central vent, which facilitates ease of
construction of the drag-producing surface, has an where no = Polygon shape factor for number of sides;

area of less than one per cent of the total cloth area and

(So). The skirt and vent hems are reinforced by rolling D,) Nominal diameter of the canopy.
a tape or webbing inside the hem. Each gore may be Values for the polygon shape-factor as related to the
made of a single piece of cloth (block cut) or of sev- number of gores in a flat circular drag-producing sur-
eral sections cut on the bias and joined selvage to face are tabulated below.
selvage, forming a star pattern of diagonal seams in
the finished assembly. Bias construction is preferred Number of Gores 0`o
because of its higher structural strength. Fig. 7-7
shows the planfurm, shape, and gore of a typical flat 6 2.378
circular canopy. 'Ile suspension lines are generally 6 2.598
sewn to the skirt at the main seams and so are equal 8 2.828
in number tothe number of gores. After passing through 10 2.939
the channel formed by the main seam, the suspension 12 3.000
lines are again fastened at the vent, pass across the 16 3.062
vent of the drag-producing surface, and follow inside 24 3.090
the channel formed by the opposite seam; two su.- 24 3.106
pension lines are thus formed by a single continuous 3.140
length of material. Generally, the radial length of the
line when it crosses the canopy is made approximately
5 per cent less than the radius of the drag-producing 3.1.6 GIIIDE-SUIIRFACE TYPE CANOPIES.
surface, providing fabric fullness to relieve radial 3.1.6.1 Personnel Guide-Surface Canopy. The per-
stresses in the gores. When the number of gores is sonnel guide-surface canopy was developed for drag

less than approximately twenty-four, the total cloth efficiency equivalent to that of the flat circular cano-
or design surface area may be more accurately de- py, with improved stability and lower opening-shock
termined from the formula characteristics. This design goal was achieved by

(7-9) S 0 - 2 improving the aerodynamic stability through shaping
(9 0 of the extensions to form guide surfaces. The canopy

4 was use] as the standard personnel escape canopy
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Panel, and Rib for Stabilization Ribbed
Guide-Surface Canopy Fig. 7-11 Ribleas Guide-Surface Canopy

single pattern design produces a relatively smooth trapezoid are identical. Canopies built with these
junction of the roof and guide panel@ of the canopy gores are sometimes referred to an Flat Extended-
when compared with the two-pattern design. This Skirt Canopies. in the latter case, the base angles
eliminates the well-defined flow-separation edge and of the triangular and trapezoidal sections are not
reduces the projected diameter, thus detracting from equal and canopies of this design are referred to as
the drug-producing and stability characteristics of Full Extended-Skirt Canopies. Fxtended-skirt lengths
the ribless design. A typical gore planform, along vary from 10 to 15% of the major flat diameter of the
with dimensional factors utilized in the design for drag-producing surface. The planfore, shape, and
at modified riblesm guide-surface canopy with 6, 8, 10, gore of a typical extended-skirt canopy are shown in
aind 12 gorem is shown in Fig. 7-13. Fig. 7-14. In other respects, the design of this canopy

3.1.7 EXTKNDED -SKIRT CANOPY. Originally, type parallel. that of the flat circular canopy. For
the extended-skirt parachute canopy wan made by most efficient canopy operation and perfoninace, a
modifying a flat circular canopy with a restricted ex- suspension line length ofLs. "O.95Do is recommended.
tended section attached to the skirt hem in such a 3.1.8 RIJIIION CANOPY. The ribbon canopy (flat
manner as to decrease slightly the normal convergence circular type) ia composed of concentric ribbons sup-
angle of the suspension lines at the extension hem. ported by a number of radial ribbonsawhich trammit
In present designs, the gore in created by the con- the loads to the suspension lines (Ref (7-10)). The
struction of a "joined gore" which consists of a tri- planform and shape of a typical flat circular ribbom
angular portion and an added trapezoid. The geometry canopy are illustrated in F ig. 7-15. As in the con-
of the skirt extension varies slightly with different ventional flat circular canopy, the gores of a flat
types of extended-skirt parachutes. In onn case, it circular ribbon canopy are constructed as flat tri-
is geometrically similar to the low-' un of the angles - - the gore constructioa in illustrated in Fig.
triangular section, while in the ot4, .'ase, the slant 7-16. The gores consist of wide ribbons running peral-
height of the trapezoid follows the direction of imagi- lel to the skirt (horizontal ribbons), and of narrow
nary lines which would connect the end points of the tape* sewed perpendicular to the skirt and the hori-
triangular section of the gore with the confluence zontal ribbons (vertical tapes). The horizontal rib-
point of the suspension lines. In the former case, the boas are the main drag generators; the narrow vertical

base angle of the triangular section and those of the tapes serve only to space and control the horizontal
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Fig. 7-1.1a Pattern-Dimenxion Factors for Ribless Guide.•Surface Canopy

ribbons. The gores are interconnected by radial rib- and for applications at high dynamic pressures.
bons which extend from vent to skirt and overlap the In porosity calculations, the influence of ribbon per-
horizontal ribbons of two adjoining gores. meabilitv (nicchanical porosity)must be taken into con-

The filling time of this canopy may be extended by sideration, if porous ribbons are used. The total poros-
increasing the spacing of the vertical tapes; this also ity of the drag-producing surface, A,, is expressed as
reduces the opening shock appreciably. Variation in per cent and is determined from the ratio of the porous
spacing of the horizontal ribbons affects total porosity area (including ribbon permeability) to the total drag-
of the drag-producing surface and, consequently, sta- producing surface area. It has been empirically estab-
bility. Total porosity includes both geometrical and lished, that a ribbon permeability of 27.4 cu ft per
fabric porosity, the former being produced by ribbon- sq ft per mi is equivalent to a geometric porosity of
spacing and the latter by weave and composition of one per cent. The total porosity of a canopy may then
the ribbon itself. Varying total porosities are required be expressed in per cent, as:
for ribbon canopies of varying diameter, and for dif-
ferent applications. In general, as the diameter in-
creases, the total porosity must decrease in order (7-10) At A+ +
to achieve a constant drag coefficient, constant sta-
bility,and relatively constant opening characteristics. A method of calculation of geometric porosity has
Fig. 7-17 shows the relationship between total poros- been established; its application is illustrated in
ity, At and canopy diameter for various applications. Chapter 12.

The width of horizontal ribbons is generally 2 in. 3.1.9 CONICAL RIBBON CANOPY. Experimental
for canopies with nominal diameters larger than 4 ft. tests with flat circular ribbon canopies at high dy-
The number of horizontal ribbons in canopies is de- namic pressures and under high canopy loading
termined by ribbon width and geometric porosity. (F/CVS) conditions have indicated the desirability of

Distance between the vertical tapes is generally effecting better load distribution in the canopy. One
determined by the filling time required for the canopy solution (Ref (7-11), (7-12), (7-13)) is the development
to obtain a certain opening shock, or a certain mini- of a shaped or conical design. Such a design was first
mum loss of altitude during inflation, or both. The realized by removing a certain number of gores from
following vertical tape spacings are recommended: a flat circular design. This provides more efficient

(1) 5.6 in., without center vertical tape for cano- strength distribution than the flat circular canopy for
pies for low-speed applications (finite-mans cases). certain applications, such as special-weapon decel-

(2) 4-5 in., for canopies used for aircraft-approach eration. A gore design evolved that produced the de-
and aircraft-deceleration applications, sired conical inflated shape of the canopy as shown

(3) 2.4 in., for canopies required to open rapidly in Fig. 7-18. The gore design for the conical ribbon
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NOTE: DIRECTION OF

(a) TME PATTERN DIMENSIONS

DO NOT INCLUDE SEAM
ALLOWANCE.

•XI"

GORE PATTERN - MODIFI RIBLESS

Panels X/Xo .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .65 .7 .711 .75 .792 .796 .8 .9 .968 1.0

6 YIX .592 .594 .596 .599 .602 .628 .694 .717 .673 .625 .542 .482
8 Y/X .492 .495 .500 .500 .501 .512 .543 .585 .657 .713 .710 .611 .534
10 Y/X .456 .461 .465 .467 .469 .473 .496 .532 .617 .686 .674 .587 .515
12 Y/X .402 .406 .408 .410 .419 .434 .477 .549 .658 .657 .571 .504

NOTE: (1) For 6 -panel design, Xo - 0.70 Dmas (2) For 8-, 10., and 12 -pauel designs, Xo -0.55 D,,.

(3) For 6-, 8., 10-, and 12 -panel design., the following applies:

Y I- D!-•- where N - number of gores
N

X, - O.50.YI R - 0.1 Dmax
Fig. 7-13 Pattem-Dimension Factors for Modified Riblea Guide-Surface Canopy

canopy is obtained from the porosity calculation as mended total porosity for the drag-producing surface
illustrated in Chapter 12. Tests conducted under in- is shown in Fig. 7-21. Geometric porosity, the major
finite-mass conditions show a slight decrease in drag component of total porosity, i, the ratio of total slot
coefficient with increasing cone angle (Ref (7-14)). and vent areas to the total canopy area. Even distri-

3.1.10 RING-SLOT CANOPY. The drag-producing bution of the geometric porosity is an important factor.
surface of a ring-slot canopy consists of polygonsl Tests show that slots equally spaced between vent
cloth rings joined together by radial tapes to provide and skirt produce the most satisfactory results. The
open spaces or slots between rings. The planform and total slot area of the drag-producing surface may be
inflated shape of a typical ring-slot canopy are shown deteimined from:
in Fig. 7-19. A typical gore of a four-slotted ring-slot
canopy is shown in Fig. 7.20, with the principal com- (7.11) SA a A So - s
ponent parts and dimensions indicated. The selection
of total porosity of the drag-producing surface is, as
for the ribbon canopy, dependent os the stability and where SA - Total slot area in square feet; and
opening characteristics required. The range of recom- A• - Geometric porosity expressed as a decimal
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Fig. 7-1. Fv.nded-Skirt Canopy Fig. 7-i5 Flat Circadar Ribbon Canopy

Dividing this total *lot area by the number of gores
results in the slot area required for each gore. The VENT
design problem then requires balancing the number
and height of the cloth sectioma and the slot width
to obtais the required diameters and slot area. The
cloth sections are cut in the form of trapezoids, with
the warp of the cloth parallel to the parallel sides. De HORIZONTAL RISBON

Although the section height may be any value desired,
the cloth yardage is most efficiently used if cut into VERTICAL RIBON

quarters, thirds, halves, or used in full width. Verti-
cal ribbons, sometimes called vertical tape*, are RADIAL RIBBON
usually placed from the vent to the skirt, down the
center of each gore.

3.1.11 SIIAPED-GORi CANOPIFS. The shaped-
gore type of drug-producing surface wae designed to
achieve maximum drag efficiency, as described in
3.1.2 of this chapter. Once the desired nflated pro-
file of this canopy type has been defined, several
specific considerations become pertinent to the de-
termination of the gpre coordinates. Ihe drag-produc- I,
ing surface may first be treated as a surface of revols-
tins generated by the desired profile as illustrated in "

Fig. 7-22. When a suitable nmuber of gore has been
asigned, the gore width at any radius is defined asT
the length of the arc TYPICAL FLAT CIRCULAR RION CORE

Fig. 7-16 Gore Conunscior of Flat Circular Ribbon

(7-12) a - (2cr) /n Canopy
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Fig. 7.17 7*otal Porosity vs Canopy Diameter for Flat Circular Ribbon Canopies

and the ordinate at distance S is the shape of the inflated canopy to approximate the
shape which the flat circular canopy tends to assume

(7-13) V . a/2 . r/n in supersonic flow, and shortens the free length of
horizontal ribbons in the vicinity of the skirt. The
design of the ribbon Hemieflo is presented in Chap-

II additional fullness is desired between the main ter 12.
seams, a bulge radius, rb, may be defined to establish 3.2 Pocket Bonds. The use of pocket bands is
the slightly greater gore width, d, of the lobed sur- recommended to assist in the inflation of ribbon and
face. This bulge radius must be established with due ring-slot canopies. Pocket bands provide for a more
allowance for the elasticity of the fabric and the fur- rapid inflation rate, and allow the canopy to be de-
ther effect of shortened suspension lines over the ployed at speeds below its minimum, non-pocket-band-
drag-producing surface. A lobe may be produced at design opening-velocity. Use of pocket beands, in ef-
the periphery by a local widening of the gore in the fect, reduces the design porosity of the canopy be-
region of a max (see Fig. 7-22); however, the effect tween 8 and 10 per cent. Fig. 7-23 shows the general
on the inflated shape cannot be predicted with any configuration of pocket bands and values for the free
certainty and model tests must be conducted so that length, La, of the pocket band for any given number
suitable adjustments of the gore petters may be de- of suspension lines. Strength of the pocket bands
termined by measurement. should always be at least 50 per cent of that of the

The design of shaped-gore canopies has become suspension lines used.
increasingly important when operation at supersonic 3.3 Risers. The riser system is commonly com-
speeds is required. At supersonic speeds conventional posed of one or more members of heavy webbing, which
flat circular ribbon designs produce a reduced in- extend between the lower end of the suspension-line
fIated canopy diameter when compared with the in- system and the load, and of any metal interconnection
flated diameter in subsonic flow, and exhibit violent fitting. that may be required. Since the individual
pulsation of the drag-producing surface and higher webbing members are considered parallel while under
horizontal ribbon flutter (Ref (7-15)). A shaped-gore load, the maximum load is simply the drag load, which
canopy design, the ribbon Ilemisflo, alleviates these is usually considered as the opening-shock load. The
undesirable performance characteristics by altering general equation for the load on each riser is then
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Fig. 7-18 Typical Geometry and Inflated Profile of
Conical Ribbon Canopy.

(7.14) 
PR

ZR ., u.o . eC.k

TYPICAL RING SLOT GORE
where Fo - Maximum opening force;

j - Safety factor; Fig. 7-20 Gore Construction of Ring-Slot Caopy
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- - - ] around the riser webbings at least 2% turns and then

T-1 stitching it to the riser proper. For first-stage aero-
,soo . .WEN... W 'Ar space-vehicle recovery applications, and other appli-

FIT '" tions in which the suspension lines are extended be-

90 OroL0o yond the confluence point to form the riser, a different

TWO W• I ' type of keeper is required. A typical keeper for first-
o - FLAT stage aerospace-vehicle recovery applications isI shown in Fig. 7-25. This arrangement of keeper and

d0 . .. - --. TWOW(N50'0" suspension lines provides for a generally equalized
V LDED distribution of the loads transferred from the drag-

so producing surface through the lines, and minimizes
5J elongation differences due to unsymmetrical canopy

a 37 o G- Ts an ,o loading. Mont significant, perhaps, is the total elim-

BOLT OSUMTEH (,WcN(5) ination of relative motion between keeper and lines,
Cul PlOV( which has often been found to be the initial cause of

I W RATEDAT 3000 L& line failure due to subsequent friction-heating and
fi l YsENOGV 3250 material crystallization.

WNGM F.AT OVWn " mo l -wn-M25 I eN 3.5 Deployment Begs. Since a multitude of dif-
L8'1 I EIrCIECY coUPIAR.- TO ferent types are known to exist, and since there are

""f •O e T RIEN O limitless variations within types, no general descrip-
•enm~~~ F20( W[Mis (A W1emi a)
OLT OVER OLD 4 WENSEC W ties of deployment bags in terms of size or shape can

be attempted. Deployment bage may, however, be de-
Fig. 7.24 Effect of Bolt Diameter on Efficiency of

3000°lb Webbing Loops

sion; and

k - Factor related to strength loss by fatigue.

Actual values for these factors may be obtained from
"Table 7.1.

The weakest point in the riser system is generally
not the webbing itself, but the junctions with other
parts of the assembly. 'Ihe most common typ. of joint
in use in one in which the webbing in looped around
a circular bar of some form of hardware and sewed to
itself. The diameter of the metal link has been found
to have an effect on the efficiency of the joint; the
efficiency generally decreases as the bolt diameter
decreases. The efficiency of various 3,000-lb webbing
loops as affected by the bolt diameter is presented /1
graphically in Figure 7-24.

3.4 Keeper. The keeper in the autpension-line or
riser system is an integral unit which maintains the
desired ratio of suspension-line length to diameter
(Ls/Do) for optimum parachute performance, and re-
inforces the line confluence point. The keeper is
generally fabricated of the same type of material as
the riser, although usually of a lower rated strength,
depending upon the construction and application of
the riser. For the majority of applications, a keeper
material having approximately 30 per cent of the rated
strength of the individual riserwebbinge is considered
sufficient.

The keeper is constructed by wrapping webbing Fig. 7.25 Typical Keoper Design
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Fit. 7-26 D)eployment Bag, Aerospace Vehicle Recovery

scribed in terms of function: pressure packing is to be employed, a practical means
(I) Deployment bags contain primarily the drag- of maintaining the packed shape after the pressure is

producing surface of a canopy; they nmy or may not removed. Deployment bags must be able to contain
provide stowage positions for the suspension lines, and control the canopy throughout the two most diffi-

(2) Deployment bags control the sequential oper- cult conditions of deployment: (1) lift-off or ejection
ations of deployment by means of a closure or control of the deployment bag by a static line, pilot chute,
method which locks the canopy in the bag, and which or ejection device, and (2) the opening of the bag for
may depend for operation upon line deployment, pilot- release of the canopy. Smooth working surfaces are
chute drag, snatch force, or operation of a mechanical required in all areas of the bag adjacent to the drag-
device. producing surface during deployment, and in the area

In general, little difficulty will be encountered in adjacent to the suspension lines. The basic enclosure
shaping a deployment bag to the space available, for the canopy,whatever its shape, should, if possible,
Space, however, definitely affects the line placement be sufficiently tight to prevent movement of the canopy
and closure methods used. within the bag during high accelerations encountered

3.5.1 DEPLOYMENT BAG DFSIGN. Deployment during lift-off or ejection. A well designed bag will
bag design problems may be divided into two general allow the canopy to be extracted manually with very
woaps: methods used for storage and placement of little effort once the bag closure is opened.
suspeasioa lines, and methods used for control and Normal layout and cutting methods are used in the
operation of canopy mouth closure. Major consider- construction of bags (Ref (7-17)). The basic container
ations in the design of bags are (1) bag strength, (2) is usually formed in a cylindrical, trapezohedronal,
smooth inner working surfaces, (3) allowance for the or cubical shape (or may be in the shape of a segment
most efficient use of space available, and, (4) if of a circle, with uniform thickness, in instances when
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canopies tre clumtered), in i manilner to obtain tilaixi- lanyarud fastened securely at one end to the load. An

mum strength front the material along the longitudinal tihe bag moves aft of the load at the start of deploy-

axis of tile hag. Wherever possible, seams should be ment, the knives cut the lacings, allowing the bag

faced away from the areas adjacent to the canopy, to expand and the canopy to be removed from the bag

Miost reinforcing webbings should be added to the freely mad with little danger of friction burns.

basic container before mewing the container into its Rags designed for use at high speeds, or for the

final shape. In general, two basic systems of webbing handling of heavy canopies, are constructed of fairly

reinforcement are used, depending upon the forces strong materials. Ileavier cotton ducks are suitable

involved in the use of the bag. For personriel and light for this purpose, but are usually so rough that camo-

auir-drop parachute applicationso, straight-through re- pies are badly burned due to friction during withdraw-

inforcement is normally used, with lateral webs usual- al. It is considered good practice to line such bags

ly of fairly light materials. On bags for very high- with cotton material of lighter weight and smoother

speed equipment it may be necessary to provide ad- finish, particularly if the construction sad reinforce-

ditional lateral webs to prevent bursting of the basic ment of the basic bag result in a rough isterior. Gen-

container. On heavy bags for large canopies X or W erally, linings are assembled to the bag after the bosic

longitudinal web designs may be used, since much container has been cut and longitudinal webs added.

strength is added to the assembly by such construc- Bridles are either integral or detachable, depending

tion. In addition, lateral webs should be considerably upon conditions of use. Bags subjected to severe

increased in strength to prevent bursting of the basic operating conditions or to constant service, partic-

container. Locking loops should be reinforced heavily, larly if small and cheap, are equipped with integral

since the full weight of the accelerated canopy bears bridles which am normally extensions of the saia

on the locking loop flap, and failure of material at longitudinal reinforcing webs on the bag. Dstachable

this point seriously affects bag performance. Fig. 7-26 bridles are designed to attach directly to msia |osi-

shows a typical heavy bag for aerospace-vehicle re- tudinal reinforcing-webs by suitable hardwam. Bridles

covery application. for large or heavy bags normally provide "a effective

Deployment bags for systems which require the use length, from bag to common connection to the pilot-

of pressure packing to reduce their pack volume are chute bridle-line, of at least 75 per cent, sad pre-

of necessity unique in their design. Provision must ferably 100 per cent of the largest dimesaion of the

be made for restricting the bag during packing, and bulkhead of the bag. Line locking-loops and permanent

then loosening the bag at the proper time during de- retaining-loops are usually constructed of cotton sm-

ployment to allow relatively easy removal of the cano- terials, or of nylon faced with cotton if high sweumgi

py from the bag. One method of accomplishing this is required. Since locking loops are subject to high

is by incorporating an additional width of cloth (called forces, it is usual to attach them to main longitudiali

"a gusset) along the longitudinal axis of the bag and reinforcingýwebs. Locking loops are saelly formed

"a row of grommets along the axis where the gusset with the same webbing used to provide retaining loops,

material is attached to heavier bag material so that or loops to which breakable line retainisg-tapes my

the bag can be laced down to its pressure-pecked be tied. Webs provided for tying breakable lime-retain-

shape (Fig. 7-27). The lacings on the bag are strung ing tapes are formed in much the same manmer us per.-

through several cut-knives attached to a nylon-webbing rnanent line-loops.

Fig. 7-27 Deployment Bag wita Laced Gusset for Pressure-Packed Canopy
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Covers for line mtowage ,IreaN myV be .forn..d very

simply on the top or side ,of I deployment lag, 11H

shown in Fig. 7-28. If necessary, line mtowitge areas

may be lined with soft cotton fairic. If large risers
and heavy hardware. must be mtowed in tile lag, ad-

ditional space may be provided Lv forming a largr
pocket on the line cover itself.

Line flaps, when placed at tile mouth of the bg.

are usually extensions of the hag side, and are con-

structed in much the name manner as a normal closure

flap, as illustrated in Fig. 7-28. Line retention-loops
may be added to stowage flaps in the same manner
as permanent line-loops; longitudinal reinforcements
are extended down stowage flaps to provide strength

for line retention.
3.6 Pilot Chutes. Pilot chutes are necessary to

activate positive and proper deployment for all para-

chute applications except for those systems deployed
by static line. A number of pilot-chute types have

been used experimentally, including flat octagon, flat

square."baseball", and hemispherical types. rhe flat

octagon type is equipped with a spring to insure im-

Fig. 7.29 Pilot Chute Type W.4-I

mediate opening upon pilot-chute release. The stand-
ard pilot chute now used for personnel, air drop, air-
craft deceleration, and other applications, was derived
primarily from the flat octagon type of pilot chute,

with vanes added to obtain the following advantages:
(1) The vanes prevent the lines from entangling

inside the parachute pack;
(2) Should the pilot chute strike some object, the

vanes tend to slide past it rather then wrap about
it, or permit the object to pasi between the lines;

(3) The vanes cause the airflow to be directed into
the pilot chute and act as a sail to aid in the de-

ployment of the pilot chute from the pack; and
(4) The addition of vanes decreases the possi-

bility of pilot-chute canopy-inversion.
A typical pilot chute, Type MA-I, is shown in Fig.

7-29. Basically, pilot chutes used for personnel, air-
drop, and aircraft-deceleration applications have a
hemispherical canopy and are constructed with a coni-

cal coil spring and vanes. In general, the canopy and
the vanes of the pilot chute are constructed of the
same material.

Any of the conventional canopy designs can be used
as a pilot chute; however, a balance must be achieved

Fig. 7-28 Deployment Bag and Line Stowage Flaps between the required stability and drag, and to a cer-
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tain extent, weight anti volume. lor example, a guide- that orderly deployment sequences of the main cano-
surface pilot-parachute canopy will have excellent pies is insured, pilot chutes of higher drag-area ration
stability but, due to its lower drag efficiency, will than those listed in Table 7-8 have been used. For
require a larger canopy for a given force than if the the determination of correct sizes of pilot chutes,
stability of a ring slot or flat circular canopy were several other considerations, such as deployment-
acceptable. On the other hand, however, a *light in- speed ranges, wake effects, and breaking strength of
crease in volume and weight must be tolerated. Drag ties, must be taken into account. It should be remem'
coefficient and opening-shock factor data for the most bored, however, that a certain energy is required to
commonly used types of pilot chutes are listed in fulfill all the functions of a successful parachute
Table 7-7. deployment.

For high-speed applications, pilot chutes of the
guide-surface type or ribbon type are commonly used.

TABLE 7-7 PILOT CllUTE DATA In such designs, these pilot chutes should be packed

Opening- in separate deployment bags in order to separate
Type Drag Shock Factor snatch and opening forces of the pilot chute.Coefficient (Infinite-Mass) The bridle between the pilot chute and the main

canopy bag, or the apex of the main canopy, must be
5 2.5 of sufficient length to prevent the suspended load

from blanketing the action of pilot chute. On the other

Flat Circular CIo . 0.75 2.5 hand, if the bridle is too long, the maximum snatch
force or opening force exerted by the pilot chute will

Ring-Slot Co,, - 0.65 1.5 increase greatly, and the opening shock factor will
Flat Circular Ribbon Clo 0.55 1.5 be greater tlan that given in Table 7-7. In general,

l rthe bridle used should be of such length that the skirt
Ribless Guide-Surface C1 P - 0.80 2.0 of the inflated pilot chute will be five to six diameters

of the suspended load behind the load. The actual
Ribbed Guide-Surface C'P - 0.95 2.0 strength design of the bridle depends upon the maxi-

mum pilot-chute force and the efficiency of the bridle
connection. Strength calculations for bridles are dis-

The size of the pilot chute is of the utmost impor- cussed in 3.3 of this chapter.
tance for positive and orderly deployment of the main Fabrication methods for pilot chutes are identical
canopy. No definite method has as yet been estab- to those employed for other types of canopies.
lished to determine the required pilot-chute size for
any particular application; however, experience has REFERENCES
shown that certain ratios of pilot-chute drag area to
main-canopy drag area perform best (see Table 7-8). (7-1) Jailer, R. W., et al., Analysis of Heavy-Duty

Parachute Reliability. WADDTR 60-200, Jun 1960,
TABLE 7-8 RATIOS OF PILOT CHuTI: IT) MAIN AD 246 490.

CANOPY AREA (7-2) O'llra, F., Notes on the Opening Behavior and
the Opening Forces of Parachutes. Journal of the
Royal Aeronautical Society, Vol. 53, No. 467,

Deployment Speed Ratio Pilot Chute pp 1053 - 1062, Nov 1949.
(Indicated Air Speed) C1)S Ratios to Main Canopy (7-3) Johns, T. F., Parachute Design. British RAE

Up to 200 knots - 0.03 -3% Technical Note No. ARM 365, R&M 2404, Dec
1946, ATI 254 15.

200 to 300 knots .0.02 -2% (7-4) Heinrich, H. G. and Niccum, R. S., A Method

Over 300 knots . 0.01 .1% to Reduce Parachute Inflation Time with a Minor
Increase of Opening Force. WADD TR 60-761, Oct
1960.

These data are only approximate, and may require (7.5) Murray, E. J., Ultra-fast Opening Personnel
modification for the particular parachute application. Parachute Type XMP-2. WADD TR 60-485, Apr
For high-speed aerospace-vehicle recovery appli- 1961.
cation, for example, in which it is necessary to extract (7.6) Downing, J. R., et al., Recovery Systems for
the main canopies out of tight compartments, and 8s Missiles and Target Aircraft, Part III, High Sub-
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sonic and T'ransonic Track Ilorne Parachute'l'estm, fect. of (Changing Scale and Clustering. ASI) 'Ill
AF'IR r853 Part Ill, WAi)C, Dec 1956, Al) 122 635. 61-186, May 1961.

(7-7) Ileinrich, ll.;., Aerodynamics. Performane,. (7-15) Meyer, It. A., Wind Tunnel Investigation of

and Design of Personnel Guide Paradchute, WC(I"'l- (Conventional Types of Parachute Canopies in

672-14S-A-9-1, 21 Nov 1951. Supersonic Flow. WADC I'll 58-532, Dec 1958,
672-iA-9-. 21Al) 202 856.

(7-8) Hleinrich, If. G., Parachutes, Guide Surface; (7-16) .•mdt, It. J.,Supersonic Parachute 2e5earch,

MCREXF-672-25l"; Feb 1948. A(71 ) Technical )ocumentary ispi. No. 62-236, Par

(7-9) Hleinrich, II. G., and Scipio, I.. A., Perfornance 19A Tt2"

Characteristics of Extended Skirt Parachutes. (7-17) 9 arass, B. W., 1)eploynent IBags, Parachute,

WADC TH 59-.562, Oct 1959, AD 232 149. (General Development of, Memorandum Report

(7-10) Knacks, T., Design, line, and Construction of GnrIEXE-l72-23-o., Sept 1or m.

FIST Type Parachute. MC9EXE-672-1911,, Jun (7-18) Calhoon, J. A., Pilot Parachutes, Study of,
1948.MCIX,.729-" ,Mr15.

(7-11) X-7A Supersonic Ramjet Test Vehicle Pars- MCRFXE-672.19FFF, Mar 1951.

chute Recovery System, Sections I and I1. WADC (7-19) Coy, R. G., Investigation of the Relative Ef-

TR 5-1,62, Jun 1955, AD 95743, AD) 95744, Con- ficiency of Pilot Parachutes, WADC TR 56-147,Th S.16, Jn 195, D ~Mar 19,6, AL) 89 095.

fidential Reports, Unclassified Titles.

(7-12) Culver, I. If., et al., Notes on the Aeroelastic
Stability of Reefed Ribbon Parachutes. Lockheed
Rpt. No. 8544, Aug 1952. BIB I.iOGcil PIIY

(7-13) Jaiger, J. A., et al., Study of the Load Dis-
tribution in a Conical Ribbon Type Parachute. Jacobsen, C.R., et al., A Study to Establish a

ILockheed Rpt. No. 8541, Aug 1952. Parachute Research and Development Program, Vol.

(7-14) Pedermen, P. E., Study of Parachute Perform- Ill, Summary and Analysis of Existing Knowledge.
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CHAPTER 8

DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

The methods by which the parachute may be assemblet) from its component parts are limited in
number and variety, both by available equipment (principally sewing-machines), and by the physical
properties of applicable materials. While these restrictions are of major importance in the economics

f parachute manufacturing, fabrication methods also have considerable influence on the strength,
elasticity, and flexibility of the structure. 'hese constitute design criteria relating mainly to details
of assembly at seans, joints, and hems, the types of which depend on their location and function.

SEC. I LAYOUT AND CUTTING fullness along a seam arises, even though the measured

lengths of cloth and tape are the same, because of the
The large number of pieces of material that must be great difference in elasticity, but this jifference

handled and assembled to form a canopy makes it diminishes with increasing weight of fabric.
mandatory that layout markings and indexing points
be held to a minimum. Since section edges can be cut SEC. 2 SEWING AND STITCHING
accurately enough to serve as mating points as well Stitching with thread by any one of a variety of sew-
as seam and hem bases, layout marks are not usually ing machines, and sometimes by hand, is the tradi-
required on the fabric in the construction of largem
canopies. Some dimensional variations will result tina@l method for joining textiles. Strong, efficientfrom lack of uniformity in the lay of successive layers joints result when the correct number, spacing, and
of fabric during the cutting operation. The flexibility pattern of stitching* are employed. The strongest type

of stitch is the two-thread link stitch formed by moot
of the weave pattern makes this a difficult factor to sewing-machine, when the proper tension is applied.
Ctntrol, unless some form of temporary filler or sixing Zigzag stitching, both single- and double- throw, is
can be applied to the fabric, valuable in parachute manufacturing, primarily be-

Webbings and tapes are measured and marked under cause seams and joints so joined are capable of great

sufficient tension to assure uniformity. Weights from elongation without creating excessive tensile stress
5 to 40 lb are used, depending on the strength of the in the thread itself.
material being measured, to achieve the necessary Several difficulties of varying importance arise in
tensile force. In constructions where the suspension the stitching together of parachute components. 'These
lines pass over the drag-producing surface, the skirt difficulties must be considered carefully. The tight-
and vent edge-intersection points are marked on the nesa of the stitching resulting fros excessive thread
lines. Since the lines are stitched to the cloth sur- tension has two effects which may be undesirable
face only at the skirt and vent, the intervening full- in certain type.s of seam: the finished length of the
nees of fabric represents no problem. In all types of seam is shorter than the cut length of the material,
construction requiring the continuous attachment of because of gathering between etch needle piene-
tapes, webbings, and circumferential bands to the tration; and the binding together of the material creates
exterior surface of the cloth, uniform distribution of friction, which reduces the flexibility and elasticity
cloth fullness along the seam is difficult to achieve. of the joint. In machine-sewing, differential feed can
It in frequently niceseary to provide numerous inter- occur between the upper and lower pieces of material
mediate indexing marks on both tape and cloth sur- being joined, thus causing end mating-points to pull
faces to guide the mewing, and tacking or basting may out of register an the seam is sewn. Yarn filaments
also be required. The main seams provide indexing can be broken by needle penetration, thereby weaken-
marks for circumferential bands so that only the tape ing the basic fabric. The thread itself may be weakened
need be marked for each intersection. Radial dimen- or broken in thick joints and at seam intersections an
sion marks, however, nre needed on the drag-producing a result of increased friction of penetration attending
surface for reinforcing bends at intermediate locations the superimposition of successive rows of stitches.
between skirt and vent. The problem of distributing Iligh-speed sewing may weaken Nylon materials by
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necessary. Basting in the temporary holding of two or
more pieces of fabric together unti they are permanent-

-ly assembled. This is usually accomplished by tem-
porary sewing. Cement is also utilized, but only in
certain instances, such as model-canopy construction,
since it is considered undesirable because of possible
deleterious effects on fnbric,i particularly at elevated

to" tu. temperatures. Where the use of cement is permissible
for basting, the quantity of cement applied to one
point must be carefully metered so that the areai of
fabric affected has a minimal diameter (generally.
approximately 0.1 in.). All of the thicknesses of ma-

____ terial at the seam or joint should be joined by one

MUM ,n application on the centerline or midpoint. The cement
must net quickly and remain flexible with age. Succes-
sive cement spots on the same seam must be us widely
spaced as practicable.

Fig. 8-1 Typical Flat Fabric Sesm& SEC. 3 STRUCTURAL JOINTS
The many types of hems and seoms employed in the

construction of canopies have certain geometrical pro-
frictional overheating. perties in common. Fig. 8-1 depicts sevared typical

When differential feed or "creep" of materials can- flat fabric hems and seems. The width of an iateF-ul
not be overcome to the extent required by the dimen- reinforcing tape, and the number of rows and spacing
sional tolerances of the structure, basting may become of stitching, in determined by strength and other

VENT SEAM CONSTRUCTION

4w"wM CLOTH STOIP

SNIRT SEAM CONSTRUCTION

Fig. 11-2 Skir3 and Vent Coaatsction, RibLess Gande-Swface Type C nopy
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6 CORD THREAD

SUSPENSION LINE

SIZE 'A' THREAD

Fig. R-3 Typipcal Joint Coinstruciton of Hoof Panels. Ribless Guide-Surface Canopy

A-i
RADIAL RISSON -R PcHI

HORIZONTAL HORIZONTAL .,f
RSONRISNi

:r'9IFORCs"4 RIBBON mi @O

-SKIRT RE INFORCIIIII
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Fig. R-5 Suspension Line Connection to Skirt L~oop

-- SUSPENSION L.INE 
4tc m n

A -J- SECTION A-A
SKIRT

SUSPENSION N/REINFORCING
LINE SAND

RADIL ~ b.-HORIZONTAL RISBON
RAIALSO R-EINFORCING RIBBON

SECTION a -a

Fig. R.4 Suspers ion Line Connection to Skirt, Flat

Circular Ribbon C:anopy DIAGONAL SEAM

BUTTERFLY REINFORCEMENT SKIRT REINFORCING BAND

Fig. 8.6 Joint Reinforcement, Butterfly Type
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Fig. 8-7 Installation of Reefing Ring as Seen From Inside of Ribbon Canopy



SUSPENSION HORIZONTAL
LINE RIBBON RADIALRIBBON

STITCH, I ROWS,
"EQUALLY SPACEDV"

Fig. 8-8 Cross-Section of Typical Ileav..Doty Ribbon Canopy Gore

functional requirements. The width of hem or seam tional free edges that must be hemmed, except where
allowance is governed by its type. The simplest types selvagesare strongenough alone, as in the ribbon-type
of hem and eaem are generally used where the fraying canopies. Such factors materially affect the economy of
of an exposed cut edge is not objectionable. Otherwise, fabrication. In addition to the common practice of
sa additional turn of fabric in required to place the cut sewing the suspension limes to the drag-producing sur-
edge inside. The rolled-hem and French-fell seam sre face st skirt and vent withdouble-throw zigzag stitches,
commonly employed for this reason, as well as for there me such practices as:
their slightly grester strength. A bound hem is used (1) lines lapped over and stitched to the enad of
occasionally, such as on the skirt and vent of the rib- maim radial-ribboas or reinforcement tapes at the skirt.
les guide surface canopy (Fig. 8-2). There, a narrow This arrangement is shows in Fig. 84.
strip of fabric or webbing is applied to the cut edge (2) Limes tied to loops formed at the end of each
sad rolled under on each side. An integral reinforcing- main radial-ribbon as shows in Fig. 8-5.
tape my also be bound into the hem at the same time (3) Lines formed as continuous extensions of main
by this means. A typical joint of roof panels of a rib- radial-ribbons, made of mnarow webbing.
less guide-murface canopy is shown in r'ig. 8-3. (4) Continuous suspension lines sewn from the skirt

Canopies with geometric porosity have many addi- to the vent with four rows of stitching.

I ýIRADIAL RIBBON

t~ll~I

I SUSPENSION LINE

-I,

STITCH THROUGH - I /
HORIZONTAL AND >I
RADIAL RIBBONS
ONLY

T HORIZONTAL RIBBON

Fig. 8-9 Radial Ribbon - Iorizontal Ribbon Spliced Joint
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1NOTE: 1. FLAGGED SYMBOLS
INDICATE THREAD FAILURE

2. MIL.T.7607. TYPE.E, THREAD

0 MIL-C-702•, TYPE II USED IN ALL SEAM CONSTRUCTION
O MIL.C.-?02, TYPE I
* MIL-C-7n50k TYPE 11

100 A MIL-C.O2I, TYPE I .

A MIL-CJO2I0, TYPE 11

ILI

60--......

ORTHOGONAL SEAM -301-LS.-2 ORTHOGONAL SEAM - 301.LS-4

S 1 S-I 14 1I 14

STITCHES PER INCH

Fig. 8-10 Dependence of Seam Efficiency on Stitches per Inch

Joint reinforcements at the skirt, made of short view shows the continuoussuspension-line sewn on the
lengths of tape or webbing, include the following ar- radial ribbon with four rows of stitching. In the con-
rangements: tinuou.-muspension-line design, the radial ribbons are

(1) The common "butterfly" type shown in Fig. 8.6. used for ease of production and are not required for
(2) A single-lapped doubler. structural purposes. The eight rows of radial stitching
(3) Two-piece doublers, inside and out, and com- arm required to splice the horizontal ribbons. This

binations of doublers, butterflies, and looped rib- spliced joint will hold ribbons up to 2000 lb. When
extensions. heavier ribbons are used, a four-point cross-stitch

(4) A single piece of webbing which provides for pattern is required in addition to the eight rows of
suspension-line reinforcement and attachment of the stitching as shown in Fig. 8-9. To i:iprove the hori-
reefing ring to the skirt, as shown in Fig. 8-7. zontal-ribbon efficiency and to reduce the canopy

bulk and the numberof stitching patterns, a continuous-The major load-carrying member. of a heavy-duty ribbon construction may be used.

ribbon canopy are the horizontal ribbons and the sus-

pension lines. A typical cross-section of a heavy-duty The design objective, with respect to economy of
ribbon-type gore is shown in Fig. 8-". The sectional fabrication, is to obtain optimum joint efficiency and
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serviceability with maximmum simplicityof construction. strength required and the type of material, but is
'lhe number of parts and operations must be. the fewest restricted lay the working range (f a given sewing.
possible consistent with functional requirements, aind machire. Iloth the number of stitches per inch and
preference is given to operations that can be perfornmed the pattern (number of rows) are varied to achieve
to advantage on high-speed machines. the desired strength. It would be expected that an

increase in either or both would increase the strength,
SEC. 4 STRENGTH OF JOINTS AND SEAMS up to some point where the closeness of the pene-

trations might posaibly cause a decrease in strength.
When joining fabric components into one complete As the breaking strength of the fabric is surely not

structure, it is important to make junctions in such a increased as the number of rows or stitches per
manner that the strength of the joint is not below that inch is increased, it can be assumed that the thread
of the componients being joined. This ideal is n-t f.iazlares. not the cloth strength, are contributing
always realized. A relationship can be set up between factors. Ilowever, if the strength of the cloth is
the material and joint (joint-efficiency factor), which reached, the addition of more stitches cannot make the
is defined asi- (Strength of joint) ÷ (Strength of material being seam any stronger. The dependence of seam efficiency

joined) on stitches per inch for various canopy cloth materials

Failure can occur in either or both of two ways. The and rows of stitches is 8-0phically ilhatrated in
first is by failure of the stitching thread, and the big. 8-10.
second, by failure of the materials being joined. 4.4 Seams and Seam Construction. A seam is
Thread failures should nonnally occur in the effi. defined as a series of stitches which join two or more
ciency-factor range of up to 100 per cent, %hien the plies of cloth. A complete seam-designation contains
joint-efficiency factor approaches the upper limit, the type of stitch, the seam class, the type within the
failure is generally a fabric failure. The fabric may class, and the number of rows of stitching. For ex-
fail at the joint at a lower strength-value thani if the ample, 30 1-I•Sc- 2 means: Type 301 stitch, LS class,
failure were in the unobstructed fabric. The probable c type of that class, with two rows of stitching.
cause for this is the weakening of the material byi "Seam strength varies with the orientation of the
cutting, or damaging of the yarns as the needle passes fabric to the seam. Results from strength tests of
through the fabric, or a local reduction of the elasti. orthogonal and 45-deg bias seams(see Fig. 8-11) show
city because of friction between the layers caused by
the tightness of the stitching. The strength of a sewn
joint depends on factors covered in the paragraphs
below.

4.1 Type of Stitch. There are many different
types of stitches practicable, all described in the
Federal Specifications for Stitches, Seams, and Stitch- -
ing, DDD-S-751. The most frequently used are Type
301, which in formed by two threads, and Type 304,

which is similar but in a zigzag pattern (single-throw).

4.2 Type of Thread. Usually, the thread ma-
terial is the same as the fabric being joined. Nylon SEAMS
and cotton threads are extensively used and are
covered by Military Specifications. The use of heavier - - - -- -

thread improves the seam strength, even though its
use requires a larger needle, which may mean grenter

yarn damage in sewing (lef. 8-1)).

4.3 Number of Stitches per Inch and Stitching
Pattern. The stitching pattern depends on the
materials being joined. The flat fabric seams use ORTHOGONAL SEAM BIAS SEAM
parallel rows of zigzag stitching. Formed fabrics,
such as lines and webbings, employ patterns that are
vombinations of Ptraight, cross, and zigzag stitching. Fig. 8-11 Illustration of Orthogonal and Bias Orien.
The anumber of stitches per inch used depends on the tation of Fabric with Seam
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that the tltter seaim-orientatiuen produces the greater thee meueiosrs bi-ing joinedi. Other than this, i tv le is

seam efficiency. seletted whiech has proved Niatisfaictory in the piat.

.xl'cepitioins to this selection method are cla ies coln-
4,5 Strength Of Suspension-Line Seams. There strueted comipletely a'ccotcrding to specifications, such

tire three different types of joints in the suspenvion- Uis the flat circular ribbon aind ring-slot types.
hent systeas: the line-tee-skirt type, the line-to-riser In the suspension-line-to-riser joint, two basic

type, and the line-to-line type. In the suspension-lie•,- types lire used: an entirely sewed joint; and it corn-
to-skirt joints, the suspein ion linae joins the skirt bination loop-cend-sewed joint, which can include

periphery at a point where the mnain radinl-seare joins metal link. Ifse o)f a metal link in the latter is the
the skirt hem. The ouspension line can be either is meore common. The line is tied to the link and the
continuation of all or part of the members that make Ul free end attached to the line by various means.

the radial seam or it can be it separate member thiat The suspension-line-o- line joint, in its most corn-
is attached to the skirt. The former is always sewed mon form. is a stitched lap joint.
to the canopy in the skirt band area, with reinforce-

meats if required. The hlatter can be of two general REFERENCES
types, a loop connection or sua entirely sewed c'nnee-
tion. In general. the looped joint is mcore efficient than (8-1) (oplan, \S.S. lend ll(hch, '!.C., "A Study of

the entirely sewed joint, with it joint-efficiency factor Parachute Seami I)esigi, Criteria, Part l-Investiga-

of approximatel. (X) per cent. coipi•sred to 80 per cent tion of the Strength of Nylon and Rayon Cloth

for the entirely sewed type. The method of construc- Seams", W.-%I) I'l 56-313, Part I, AD No. 110407,
tion of the joint is partially muggested by the suie ,f June 1956.
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CHAPTER 9
PARACHUTE HARDWARE AND AUXILIARY DEVICES

The major non-textile components of parachute systems are hardware, actuating devices, control
devices, and ground shock absorbing devices. The hardware items are used as connectors and links
between various textile components, and as knives to cut ties and webbings at the appropriate time
during the deployment of decelerator systems. Actuating devires initiate specific portions of the de-
celerator deployment sequence. Some types (foe example, reefing line cutters, ground disconnects, and
compartment-door releases) operate from .clf-genersted or aircraft-system signals; others depend upon
the various types of separate control devices for the initiating signal. Ground-impact shock-aboarbing
devices are often provided to reduce the possibilit y of landing damage to missiles and drones, and to
cargo loads when the decelerator system is such that the rate of descent at touchdown is high.

SEC. 1 PARACHUTE HARDWARE 1.2 Connector Links. Connector links are rec-

All metal parts and assemblies used on a parachute tangular frames used to fasten two lengths of webb-

are, broadly speaking, parachute hardware. The simp- ing together; each webbing is provided with an end

ler mechanical attachments will be considered in this loop which bears on a link member of circular cross-

section; more complex actuating sad control devices section. Some links used in personnel-parachute har-
nseses are of fixed construction; most, however, are

and shock absorbers are covered in the three sections nse r ffxdcntuto;mshwvr r
followingc separable to facilitate replacement of webbings with-

out the necessity for sewing. In personnel-parachute

1.1 General. Over the course of parachute de- design, connector links (harness links) are used to
velopment, a number of hardware items have become connect the harness straps (risers) to the suspension
standardized for use in a range of designs for more lines of the canopy. In air-drop and heavy-load de-
or less conventional decelerators. In the case of un- celerstor systems, links are used for a variety of
"ausl decelerators, especially those systems which functions, such as connecting parachute suspension
must fit limited storage compartments or which must lines to suspension webbing*, connecting deployment
withstand high loads, it is sometimes necessary to bags together when canopies are used in clusters,
design special hardware. and connecting container webbings when there is a

The broad requirements for parachute hardware are requirement for assembly and disassembly of fixed
outlined in Military Specification MIL-ll-7195 (see lengths of webbing.
Chap. 13). Metals which come in contact with textiles
must not produce oxides or other corrosion products 1.3 Adopters, Adapters are rectangular metal
which will affect the properties of the textile ma- frames, onally with sliding friction bars to allow
terials in any manner. The hardware items must be adjustment of webbing length. They are used to con-
finished smoothly, without protrasions which could nect lengths of webbing together when routine dis-
cause snagging, or injury or damage to fabrics. Weight connection is not required, but when adjustment of

should be kept to a minimum consistent with required length may be necessary. Adapters are commonly used

strength and safety factors. While cost is a consider- to connect harness straps which may require adjust-

ation for items to be used in quantity, the ability of ment in personnel parachutes, and on container web-

the device to perform its function with maximum re- binge which must be adjusted to varying container

liability is of primary importance. dimensions in air-drop applications.

The most common items of parachute hardware are 1.4 Rings. Parachute harness and webbing rings
links, adapters, rings, susphooks, clevises, cut are usually triangular or D-shaped, often with two
knives, and reefing rings (see Fig. 9-1). In general, parallel arms cloning the wide end of the 1 or V .
only the first four are used on personnel parachutes, They are used primarily at the joining points and
while any of the list may be used on aerial delivery closing ends of personnel harnesses and container
and heavy-load parachute types, depending on the webbing., and usually mate with snaphooks. D-or V-
specific design of the decelerator system. rings are also used at the attachment points on per-
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Fig. 9.1 Typical I2es of Air-Drop Paracaue lardwar

1. Snap an,l friction adapter, quick fit, parachute 14. Ring, C-119 tie-down
harness, proof load 2,500 lb.. lUsed for tie-down, 1.5. Ring, C-119 tie-down. Part No. 4150528
equipment 16. Ring, ahear web tie-down, C-219 aircraf

2. Snap asembly with flange., parachute connector, 17. e A lamp P asembly, conveyor

proof load 5,000 Ibo. Part No. 471)3138 18. Ring, parachate, D-drilled. Part No. 43A26411
3. Snap assembly with flange, proof load 5,000 lbs. 19. Ring, parachute, D. Part No. 43B21549
4. Snap assembly, general purpose, proof load 5,000 20. Knife, shear web, modified V ring

lbs. 21. Adapter, harness, quick fit
5. Snapsasembly, parachute connector 22. Clevis, static line, cargo parachute. Part No.
6. Snap assembly, general purpose, proof load 2,500 518B6719

lbs. 23. Clevis, static line, cargo parachute
7. Link assembly connector, replaceable parachute. 24. Clevis, small. Part No. 4987459. Used W/C-1

Part No. 50116869 aerial delivery kit
8. Link assembly connector, replaceable parachute. 25. Clevis, M, not standard

Part No. 52136660-1 26. Clevis, parachute aerial delivery kit. Part No.
9. Scuff board hook and screw, side buffer assembly. 5186086

Part No. 51 116595 27. Connector Link, Extraction Line, Aerial Delivery
10. Ring, parachute accessory attaching. Part No. Kit

44A9361 28. Link assembly, C-I aerial delivery kit, single.
11. Ring, V, quikk fit. Part No. 48B7055 Part No. 50B7456
12. Load, aet weblock assembly 29. Line assembly, aerial delivery kit, dual cluster.
13. Cutter, reefing line Part No. 50B7457
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Fig. 9-1 Identifications (Continued)

30. Clevis, aerial delivery. Part No. 51116245 33, Plate, link platform aerial delivery. Part No.
31. Clevis, aerial delivery. Part No. 49117460 X51116301 and X51116330
32. Clevis, large square 34, l)iaphragm, Air bag

1.4 (Continued)

sonnel harnesses for a reserve parachute or accessory controlled sequential deployment. Each has a central
equipment. circular hole sharpened around the inside edge for

1.5 Snaphooks. Snaphooks are used in both per- cutting the tape or webbing, a slot at one end for

sonnel-parachute harnesses and aerial-delivery pars- attachment of the webbing which provides the pull

chute systems as the releasable joining members used for the cutting action, and three small holes to allow

to connect webbing ends to attachment points having sewing the knife in place during the packing process

V- or D-rings. They are also used for connecting re- to avoid shifting during subsequent handling.

serve parachutes and accessories to personnel har- 1.7 Reefing Rings. Reefing rings are used on
nesses, anl for attaching static lines to aircraft in reefed canopies at suspension-line attachment points
both troop and air-drop parachute applications, on the inside of the canopy skirt-band to secure the
Common types of snaphooks are operated or opened reefing line in position axially, while allowing it to
by depressing a hinged guard which allows the ring move freely circumferentially during canopy opening
to disengage from the hook. Special types of snap- and disreefing. A series of sizes are available for use
hooks employ safety locks on the guard, or ejecting- with various weights of webbing. The rings are of
type guards, which facilitate disengagement of the polished steel, with a rectangular cross .ection. This
hook from the ring. provides sufficient surface area at the attachment

1.6 Cut Knives. Cut knives are used in the point to prevent any hinging action of the ring, which

rigging of air-drop parachutes to allow the cutting, could cause binding of the reefing line between the

in proper seqaence. of retainer webbing3 secur- ring and the skirt of the parachute. The use of reefing

ing the load to the aircraft, and in the packing of rings having round cross-sections should be avoided,

multiple-canopy decelerator systems to release ties because the above type of failure may occur with their

a~nd holding tapes and webbingt at the appropriate use. Methodq of attaching reefing rings to the skirt

point in the deployment process. The cut knives used of the canopy are discussed in Chapter 8.

forair-drop cargo-release are usually modified V.rings, 1.8 Clevises. Clevises are used primarily for
sharpened on the inside of the V-shaped members. the attachment of parachutes to loads. They are gen-
A series of four sizes of special cut knives (see erally U'-shaped, incorporating a bolt through the open
Fig. 9-2) has been designed for use in the pack- end for attachment purposes. Various clevis sizes
ing of heavy-duty, multiple-canopy systems to allow are available for load attichments; capacities for

Fig. 9-2 Cut Knives, llarness Release
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withstanding opening forces for suspended loads run
up to 25,000 lb. k

1.9 Other Hardware. Other types of parachute
hardware, generally associated with personnel-para.-
handles, housings, stiffeners, mounting plates, zip- .

per., grommets, and springs.

SEC. 2 ACTUATING DEVICES

Actuating devices of one sort or another tire used
in nearly all aerodynamic decelerator applications to
set in motion i specific function within the desired
operational sequence upon the command of a control
signal. Some types of actuating device re.quire a
control signal from tn outside source to initiate the
action; others have s.elf-contained control devices Fig. 9.4 Standard Personnel Canopy Release
(usually timers or pressure sensorm) to activate the
device at the desired point in the operational me- parachute disconnects are operated by the jumper;
quence. Compartment-door rel-eases, decelerator- aerial-delivery and final-stage recovery disconnects
ejection devices, and some types of canopy discon- operate automatically. Disconnects are used on all
nects and releases are exaimples of the first type. personnel and aircraft-deceleration parachutes, on
Automatic ripcord releases, reefing-line cutters, and most types of air-drop, missile and drone final-
some canopy disconnects fall in the second group. stage recovery canopies (and as interatage releases

2.1 Canopy Releases and Disconnects. most in recovery systems), and in heavy-duty multi-stage
types of aerial-delivery, final-stage recovery, and systems.
personnel parachutes remain inflated under moderate 2.1.1 PERSONNEL - PARACHUTE RELEASES.
wind velocities (10 knots or more), and tend to drag Personaei-parachute releases are used to jettison
or overturn the load or jumper after touchdown. Dis- the canopy after touchdown to prevent injury to the
connects are used primarily to separate the parachute jumper from dragging. They are of two types, usually
canopy from the load or man after ground contact, manually activated: harness releases and canopy re-
reducing the chances of damage or injury. Personnel- leases. The A/P 28S.2 harness release (Fig. 9-3)

is used to collect and attach the restraining straps
of the parachute harness to a central point on the

--_ _body of the wearer. Manual actuation of the device
P 34 51 er W 9 I0 ? simultaneously releases several straps, freeing the

W" • s harness sad canopy from the body. The canopy release
(Fig. 9-4) is used to separate the canopy from the
harness, which remains on the wearer. Two such re-
leases are required for a canopy, one connecting each
canopy riser to the appropriate point on the harness.
Release activation is manual; each must be opened
separately to free the jumper of the canopy (Ref 9.1,
9-2, 9-3, 9-4).

2.1.2 DECELERATION AND DRONE-RECOVERY
RELEASFS. Aircraft-deceleration and drone-recovery
parachute systems use canopy-release devices to
sepamrte the canopy from the vehicle after the landing

deceleration or recovery mission has been accom-
plished. A variety of release devices have bee" tested
and used for such applications; the most commoa are

described below.
2.1.2.1 Sprinsg-Atuated Hook Type. Fig. 9-5 shows

Fig. 9-3 A/P 28S-2 Personnel Harness Release a spring-actuated hook release that has been used in
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drone recovery. While the drone in in flight, the spring
S pushes ring R against pin P, holding the pin in
place. As the parachute in deployed, a load is placed
on the ring, and the ring and spring move to the pomi.
tion shown in F~ig. 9-5, at the same time relieving the
friction between the ring and pin. The pin is designed -

to fall free of the cylinder, when in a vertical poii-
tian, approximately 10 sec after ulease of the friction
of the ring. When the vehicle touches the ground and
the load is partially relaxed, the spring forces the
ring off the then unobstructed hook, disconnecting
the parachute canopy. Disadvantages of this denign .. )-, I

are that foreign matter in the cylinder may cause im- -

proper operation of the pin, and that the reduction of lie
imposed streas caused by air currents may result in
mid-air separation of the load and parachute canopy. .

2.1.2.2 Explosive - Squib Types. The folluwing
three ground releases are actuated by electrically Fig. 9.6 Parachate Canopy Release 4ssembly, Latch
ignited explosive squibs. This is considered the most Type
positive means of accomplishing the release action;
however, an additional device in introduced into the
operation. In order to fire the squibs, in electrical circuit most be closed when the vehicle strikes the

Wound. To date, this ham been accomplished in the
most satisfactory mannet by actuating aswitch through

PARACHUTE SUSPENSION LINES the action of a feeler wire, which projects 3 to 6 in.
beyond the bottom of the vehicle.

a. Latch Type. Fig. 9-6 shows a squib-actuated
latch-type canopy-release assembly. The pars-

chute canopy in attached to the end link; the

load is suspended from the latch. Actuation
may be accomplished by a timer switch com-
pleting the squib circuit, by an impact switch,
by a normally closed switch that in kept open

by the load, by a feeler wire switch, or by such
other switch arrangement as may be required

KEEPER for the particular application. Firing of either
one of the squibs forces pin P to move the arm
that rotates about 0, breaking shear pin S and

-PN Preleasing the latch.
b. Hook Type. Fig. 9-7 shows a squib-operated

hook-type release. When the squib fires, the
high-pressure gases produced, exit through holes
(1), travel down the air gap (2), and reenter
holes (3), forcing the piston (4) up against the
spring. The latch L is then released, permitting

S S R G Rring R to fall free.
c. Disconnect Swivel. Fig. 9-8 shown a squib-

operated disconnect swivel. The left half of
the drawing shows the plunger P in the unfired

I position, with the shear pin S in place. In this
\--../ condition the load is transmitted from the cage

C through the ball bearings B to the outer race
Fig. 9-5 Parachute Canopy Release A asembly, Spring- R. When the squib fires, the plunger breaks the

Actuated look Type shear pin and moves to the positions shown on
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PARACHUTE SUSPENSION premature load-release during canopy deployment andRI.NES descent. Stendard mechanical disconnects depend

upon the principle of load-stress reductioa to separate
the parachute canopy from the load after pound impact.

The standard ground-diuconmect device used by the
Air Force is mechanically actuated, with 5004b ca-
pacity which operates on the principle of load-steam
reduction (Fig. 9-9). It separates the canopy from
aerial-delivery containers after ground impact. For

I J heavier aerial-delivery loads, two standard U. S. Army
release assemblies are available, a Single-Release

2 2 Assembly (FSN 1670-360-0463) and a Multiple-Release
2 Assembly (FSN 1375-694-2004). These are installed

between the cargo suspension slings and the para-
/ 3 chute risers. In general, the Single-Release Assembly

is used for loads requiring not more than two para-
chutes, while the Multiple-Release Assembly is used

4 with three or more parachutes (Ref 9-6). Both assem-
blies use M2 Reefing-Line Cutters (see 2.2.3 below)
as time-delay devices to prevent premature release
of the load during deployment; they operate on a load-
stress reduction principle to release the canopy after

I I

L k,

LOAD s-.n.•

---- ig. 9C p eaH
Fig. 9-7 Pivockuae Canopy Releaat Assembly, Ilook

Type

the right half of the dawing. This allows the oUTMR--ACE
bells to move inward, and the cage slips out of a
the outer race, thus disconnecting the para- SALL
chute canopy. @WIN*

2.1.2.3 Other Types. Development work has been
performed on mechanically operated jaw-type releases
for aircraft-deceleration parachutes with load capaci-
ties of 30,000 and 100,000 lb (Ref 9-5).

2.1.3 MR-DROP RFILEASES. In air-drop sys-
temns, standard disconnects are of mechanical and
explosive-actuated release types. The avoidance
of premature mid-air release during canopy deploy-
ment and descent, as well as a high degree of re-
liability of release at ground impact, me of prime
importance for any disconnect design. Integral time-
delay devices have been found effective in eliminating Fig. 9-8 Disconnect Suivel, Squib Operated
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2.1.4 OFER REIEASES. ltarstage disconnects
in systems using multi-stage decelerators are gen-
erally designed specifically for the system, during
its development. Mechanical releases actuated by

timers or pressure switches, and electrically operated
primacord loops for cutting first-stage canopy risers,
have been used in various designs.

- : • 2.2 Refing Line Cutters. The need for reduc-
tion of the opening shock of conventional aerodynamic
decelerators and for the control of drag area led to
the development of reefed canopies. So that reefed
canopies could be used, devices were required which
would initiate the disreefing sequence.

2.2.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLES. Most reefing-
"line cutters in use today operate in the same basic

. st.manner. At the tinme during the deployment process
at which the suspension lines are fully stretched, and

1z .the force on the particular line to which the arming
wire is attached builds up to npproximately 25 lb, the
aming wire is withdrawn from the cutter. This re-
"leases a firing pin, which strikes a primer cap, which
in turn initiates a powder-train time-delay designed
to burn for a predetermined number of seconds. After
the delay interval, the final propellant is ignited,

driving the piston-shaped cutter knife down the barrel,
and severing the reefing line threaded through the

S• holes near the end of the barrel.

Fig. 9-9a Parachute Canopy Ground Disconnect,
Vechanical, Air-Drop Parachute System

ground impact. Two cutters are used on the Single-

Release Assembly, one on the Multiple-Release de-
vice. In both types the cutter pyrotechnic delay-trains
are initiated by lanyards attached to the firing wires
at the start of deployment. After the 10-sec delay,
the cutters fire, severing holding cords and allowing
the cutter bodies to drop out of their sockets, thereby
freeing the release arms of the disconnects.The loads
are held in place by their own weight, exerted on the
attachment to the release. As this force is relaxed
at touchdown, the cargo suspension-sling attachments
are freed from the release assembly, separating the
canopies from the load.

A number of experimental cargo-parachute releases
have been developed, based on the load stress-relax-
ation principle. Most of these have used some form
of pyrotechnic delay-device to prevent premature re-
lease during deployment (Fig. 9-10). To facilitate
recovery, some models release all but one group of
suspension lines on ground impact, retaining the
parachute in the vicinity of the load after disconnect Fig. 9-9b Parachute Canopy Ground Disconnect,

(Ref 9-7, 9-8, 9-9, 9-10). Vechanical, Air-Drop Parachute System (Interior)
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Fig. 9-10 Ezperimental Pyrotechnic Time Delay Disconnects
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Fig. 9-11a Reerfig Linse Caner, Type -.2

2.2.2 DFSIGN PRINClPIS. In designing a reef- cutter so that the snatch force will operate in the
iag line cutter, particular attention should be paid to some direction an the movement of the firing pin,
certain details: assisting rather than opposing the striking force.

(1) The piston-shaped knife of the device must be 2.2.3 STANDARD REFFINCG-UNE CUITTERS. The

longer then the diameter of the reefing lime hole to current standard method of disreefiag a parachute
prevent the high-pressure propellant-generated games canopy, when skirt reefiag is used, is to cut the reef-

from escaping prematurely. Accurate fit of the cutter ing lime threaded through reefing rings around the
piston in the barrel is also important for the same rea- skirt of the canopy. In general, pyrotechnic reefing-

son. lise cutters are employed for this purpose.

(2) Sufficient space must be provided beyond the The Reefing-Line Cutter, Type M-2 (MIL-C-10362),
reefing line hole for a full stroke of the cutter piston, in the primary standard model used in AF applications
so that the plug cut out of the reefing line can clear (Fig. 9-11). Removal of the arming wire (7) allows
the ends of the line. the firing pin (5) to initiate the time delay powder

(3) The powder charge must be well blocked-off train (4) by mesma of a percusioan cap. A powder
from the firing mechanism, charge in ignited by the powder train, causing the

(4) The snatch force of the decelerator, which piston (3) to move. The reefing line is inserted into
occurs at the time the arming wire is withdrawn and the housing (1) through the reefing line holes. A moun-

the firing pin strikes the primer cap, can impose s ting plate (9) with clamps (10) is provided to facili-
force opposite to the direction of movement of the tate installation of the device on the parachute cano-

firing pin, possibly causing so light a strike that the py. The arming wire (7) is connected to a suspension
cap does not detonate. In some cases a stronger fir- line. When the parachute is deployed, this inming wire

ing-pin spring may solve this difficulty. However, is removed, starting the cutting sequence. In order
consideration should also be given to designing the to prevent premature release, the arming wire is de-
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Fig. 9.)1/b Reefing Line C;utter, Tyvpe 11-2 (Disassembled)

signed with a safety device requiring the a~pplication 'l'ype T-.2 explosive actuator and a delay powder.
of 25 lb of tension prior to release, and also for some train are used to actuate and govern the cutting se-
free travel befo~re the firing pin actuates the device. quence. Cutting of the reefing line in accomplished

hidirfigdvcisdsgetoutln.oup by means of a knife propelled by the powder charge.
to 1,000 lb tensile strength. Tlime delays are available Actuation of the device in accomplished by the re-
for intervals of 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10 sec. T'his dlevice can moval of an arming wire. This device can be reuseed
be used only once, and therefore must be considered simply by changing the time delay powder train; how-
expendable. The Reefing-Line Cutter Type M2Atl was ever, the barrel of the cutter should be cleaned of all
developed from the Type M2 (Ref 9-11). T~his cutter residue before reuse, to insure free travel of the knife.
is used as a standard in 11. S. Army applications, and Time delays for intervals of 0.75, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and
to a limited extent by the Air F'orce. Actuation and 10 sec are avsilable.
mounting of the cutter are identical with the methods 2.2.4 NEW REEFING-LINE CUTTERS. Effort to
described for the M2 above, improve the action and reliability of reefing-line cut-

The Reefing-Line Cutter Type MC-1 (Fig. 9-12) iu ters for cargo delivery systems and drone parachute-
a heavy-duty device which has been standardized for recovery systems has resulted in the development of
operation in that systems utilizing heavy reefing the XM-9 through XM.-13 serie, cutters. rhese are
lines with a tensile strength of up to 14,000 lb. A designed to operate during the higher oresing-shock
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forcets en c(un tered in hsight-mapeed le plos~no. at. The under di-elo' pmen t, ill #in a 1 rvap t. to provide ti eIa y
X%1-9 scerie rrefing-line cutter (Fig. 9-13) hall pasned timing which in. accurate under widely varying tern.
qualification tenst, during which it wiss mubjectedl to hleraturem. The mlajor difficulty encountered with these
forcems imielar to those occurring dluring parachute (levicem, especially those using mechanical timers.
operninit, brcing successlfully fired dluring 750g mhock its the effect of the high-g shock on the timing-system
atinlSiOOg sustntinea-tc-acleratioin tensti. TIhe new serie~s operation during dleployment.
of cutter% will be. available with time delay intervals. 2.3 Automatic Parachute Ripcord Rolease.
of 2 mec- (M-9), I mec (XM-10), 6 sec (W~-11I), 8 me#. The~ operation of aircraft and high altitudes and super-

(\ll2 iunul 10 sec (W~-13). Thie cutters, with the Sonic sper.ds han created a requirement for automatic
pitaandaral Mounting Plate, D~rawing 521W6658, am l~nrt dlevices to iactuatr emergency -emscape personnel-
of tile limsemllhs, will mount in istandard roo-fing-line. piarachute systemsn. The Type FI'II Automatic Para-
cutter paockets. The X%1-9I series cutter is capable of chute hlipcord leleasme (Fig. 9-14) automatically pulls
%eve~rins' tao, 1000-lb. tubular reefing line., the parachute ripcord after the arming cable of the

,% typical 1 cutter of the \%I series. (Fig, 9-13) is unit has. been pulled (Ref 9-12; MtL-R-25,565A). Trhe
mounted in the pocket oin thle mounting plate (9) by release operates only after the lapse of a pre-set time
two senmicircular bralcketis (7). D~rawing \61H15241. interval and below a pre-st altitude pressure after
Mhe extraction cable (1) is connected to the parachute timer actuation. The automatic ripcord release can
rimer line; when the parachute is, deployed. andl ap- be met to operate after a time delay of from 1 to 13
proximately :38 lb) of force acts in the line. thr cable- Sec and for altitudes between 5.000 and 20,000 ft.
(1) is. extracted from the housing. Thbis action draws %a shown in Figure 9.15. the release consists of a
the firing pein (3) baick against the firing spring (2) power source in the form of a main spring (25), a timer
uitid then release, the pin. It strikes the time-derlay mechanism (5) and an aneroid leak indicator which
cartridge (4), initiating the tirne-ilelay pvrotechnic also indicates altitude. Except for the arming and
train. After a predertermined time, the cutting bMade pbower cables, the entire release is; enclosed in a
(4-S-) is. propelled forward through the cutter housing rainproof case approximately 2!% by 2% by 4% in., with
(5). severing tile reefing linest and stopping againsit to removable cover to allow winding and setting of the
the end plug (6). I'he X\Iloseries cutters were designed mechanismi. 'To operate the release the following op-
for a1 one-time use. erationts must be performed:

2.2.15E IKPHl~IKNTlAL. RIEEFING - LINE Cl']'- a. Wind the main spring (25) fully.
TEllS. A number of disireefing devices. actuated Ill b. L~ift timer knob (19). pull the power cable (21)
electrical inapulmep, anud by clockwork and other me- from the case, and set the adesired time delay.
cl.anicaml uerans have been used in the past. (Jr tire V'. Set tile alrGire4 altitude by turning the aneroid

Fig. 9-12 Reefing Line Cutter, H~eavy Dutv. Type VfC-1
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operation arc explatined below.
2.4.1 EXPIt,OSIVE B1013%', SHIIEAH-PIN TYP1F.

Fig. 9-16 shows how an explosive bolt may be used
to separate a tail cone, containing a parachute, from
the rest of the vehicle. The bolt installation is shown
in Detail A of the drawing, and is also shown dis-
assembled. 'The barrel, the squib, and the plug, which
is held in place by the rivet, are attached to the air-
frame. 'The screw in inserted through a hole in the
cone, then screwed into the plug. With this type of
installation, the head of the bolt is flurh with the
akin of the fuselage. When the squib fires, the plug
shears the rivet, and the plug and screw are ejected,
thus releasing the parachute and cone.

2.4.2 EXPI,O.SIVF: HOLT, FllANGIBII. I TYPVE.
Fig. 9.-3a Reefing Line Cutter, Type X'l-9 Fig. 9-17 shows this bolt, both assembled and dis-

assembled. When the squib explodes, the internal

setting pointer (11). pressure causes the bolt to fracture and break away
d.s Replaetn p th ver on tat the section that has been weakened by undercut-cover screw securelye ting, releasing the compartment door or other device.
cover scrlhew s ncurly oThis design of bolt uses one squib, which is con-
e.Pullthe escarming mechable gif th operase.r sidered good design practice only if reliability is
Tlhe escapement mechanism begins to operate after deosatdbslrgnmerffucialets

the predetermined altitude has been reached. The time terorete a rgr nten onlynto llstre

is accurately measured and the main spring (25) un- principle of operation.
winds at a uniform rate for the duration of the time 2.4.3 PIN PplLER. The basic operating principle

set. After the pre-selected time has elapsed, the re- of this type of device is illustrated in Fig. 9-18. It
maining (major) portion of the m, inspring energy re- consists of a cylinder, containing a piston that is

tracts the power cable (21), which pulls the parachute attached to the retaining pin of the compartment door

ripcord, or to a device with a function similar to a retaining

2.4 Parachute Compartment Door Release. The pin. Prior to actuation, the piston, with the retaining
opening of the parachute compartment door, or release pin attached, is held in place in the assembly by a
of the whole door, at high aircraft speeds is essential shear pin. The actuating force is provided by two
in aircraft deceleration and for successful missile or explosive squibs, which give higher reliability than
drone recovery. The problem is usually riot as simple one does. When either or both of the squibs fire, the
as it appears. T'he unlatching mechanism must fune- internal pressure produced causes the shear pin to
tion reliably under environmental extremes, such si break, and the piston to move in the cylinder (to the
low temperatures (around -65 F), high altitude, high left in Fig. 9-18), pulling the retaining pin out of the
acceleration, and severe vibration. The mechanism mechanism to be actuated. A vent is required to pre-
must not have an adverse effect on the performance vent compression of the air ahead of the piston from
of the aircraft or missile, such ns adding extra drag. interfering with the piston's motion.
Generally, the space allotted inside the vehicle for 2.4.4 PRIMACORD. Primacord (PETN Explosive-
thia device is small. For aircraft deceleration, actu- filled Detonating Cord) has been used with highly
sting devices based on mechanical or solenoid prin- reliable results in the design of "brute force" meth-
ciples are commonly used. For missile applications, ods of opening decelerator compartment-doors. The
explosive bolts have been used successfully. These Primacord, which resembles a thin braided rope, is
bolts have various configurations, depending on the stored in a channel running lengthwise in the center
particular application, and have been put to other of the compartment cover. Both sides of the cover are
uses, such as opening landing-bag hatches on mis- hinged to the edges of the compartment opening, and
siles, or releasing wing tanks on piloted aircraft. mdy be spring-loaded. Two electrical actuators are
One feature which is common to all explosive-bolt used for the ignition of the Primacord. Upon detona-
functioning is that it is actuated by one or more tion, the compartment cover is ruptured along the
electrically ignited explosive squibs. Several of the Primacord channel and forced open. The decelerator
principles which have proven successful during actual must be so packed and stowed in the compartment that
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Fig. 9-13 b Reefing Line Cutter, Type XV-9 (Disassembled)

it in protected from the effects of the Primacord ex- 2.5.1 DEPLOlYMENT GUN. Theme device. have
plosion. been used in a number of application. (Ref 9-13,

2.5 Parachute Ejection Devices. The entire 9-14, 9.15, 9.16) as deployment aids for first-stage
success of the operation of an aerodynamic deceler- aerodynamic decelerators. In a typical deployment-

ator system depends upon the effectiveness with gun design (Fig. 9-19), a projectile weighing ap-

which the decelerator is deployed. Thus, the ejection proximately 2 lb in driven out of a barrel by pressure

device constitutes an integral part of any decelerator generated when a powder charge is ignited electri-

system. For the majority of systems which are de- cally, or by a firing pin and primer cup. A balsa-wood

signed to operate only at relatively low speeds, a pad or coil-spring arrangement absorbs the recoil

simple, spring-loaded pilot parachute will perform the when the gun is fired. The kinetic energy of the pro-
function of deploying the decelerator. However, for jectile, acting through a wire rope or nylon webbing,
systems which will be required to deploy behird tumb- pulls the pilot parachute out of its stowage compart-

ling or blunt bodies, or which are to be deployed at ment into the airatream behind the vehicle.

high speeds, more force for the ejection of the aero- The same system may also be used to remove the

dynamic decelerator is required. Three types of de- complrtment door or cover, end then deploy the pars-
vices have been developed for ejection: deployment chute. In such a system, the projectile only pulls the
guns (ejector guns), which use projectiles; mortars, cover from the compartment. The cover then acts as
which exert force directly on a deployment bag; and a drag plate in the air stream, and by means of a
blast bags, which are fabric bags used to confine a- bridle pulls the bag-packed pilot chute from the com-
explosion, partment, initiating the decelerator deployment se-
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SEC. 3 CONTROL DEVICES

'"Phe purpose of the control device is, as the mame
implies, the control of a specific function within the
sequence of decelerator system operation. Thia con-
"trol component, when employed as an independent

1•-• device, will in most cases furnish electrical impulses
to the actuating device to initiate its function. 7he

imost frequently used devices to control sequence
functions are various types of timers, other control
"d.Jevii- .;idela g-switches, dynamic- and static-
pressure sensors, and force sensors.

3.1 Timing Devices.
3.1.1 RlESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE TIMERS (R-C

CIRCUIT). Simple resistance-capacitance timing cir-
cuits may be constructed from a capacitor of suffici-
ent size and design to hold its electrical charge for
a given period of timc, sad s suitable resistor through

Fig. 9.14 lutomatic Parachute Ripeord Release.
Type F.IR, Cover Removed

quence.
2.5.2 DEPLOYMENT MOni140. %lortar-type ejec-

tion methods are particularly effective for rearward
ejection of decelerators from vehicles. A canvas
deployment bag. with a double-ply canvas base, is
ejected from the stowage compartment by the explo-
sion of a powder charge acting directly on the bag.
Rtearward deployments of aerodynamic decelerators
weighing about 25 lb have been successfully ac- 13 12
complished with 30- to 40-gram charges of black
powder ignited electrically.

2.5.3 B AST BAG. A bleat bag, or bladder, has
been used in some aerodynamic decelerator systems
for the ejection of the decelerator from its stowage
compartment. In this system the blast bag, construct-
ed of nylon cloth or canvas, is used to confine the
explosion of the propellant powder, protecting the . o
decelerator pack from burn damage. This type of de-
ployment is particularly advantageous if the decel-

erator must be ejected in a direction perpendicular

to the air stream, requiring a higher ejection velocity
than rearward deployment, and hence a larger powder 23
charge. The results of tests of the variation of ejec- 2
tion velocity with FFFg black powder charge weight
for a 25-lb pack in shown in Fig. 9-20. Theoretical Fig. 9-15 Automatic Parachute RipcordRelease, Type
trajectories for a decelerator pack ejected perpendic- F-IB, Major Components
ular to the airstream under the conditions noted are
shown in Fig. 9-21. Identifications (Continued on next page)
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Identifications for 9-15 pressure switches, arming lanyard switches, and

others. Tle component shown aki switch S2 can be
1. Intermediate drive 13. Spring ,djuntmieot either a pyrotechnic awitch, which is commercially

gear pinion lever available and can be obtained in varioum open- and
2. Roller drive gear 14. Safety latch pawl closed-contact configuritions, or a sensitive relay

pinion 15, Safety hatch coil. If the latter is used, a separate power source
3. Actuat;ng pinion 16. Safety lever and to initiate the actuating component will be required.

drive gear shalt This method of tinting is particularly well suited for
4. Pinion and roller 17. Stop plate pinion incorporation in a combined control-annd-actuation
5. Escapement 18. Stop plate rack device. In thit came, the switch S2 would be replaced
6. (:am contact arm 19. Timer knob by the actuating component, generally an electrically
7. Arming lever 20. Stop plate pawl ignited squib.
8. Aneroid cant trip lectuse of its design and performance character-
9. Arming cable 21. Power cable istics, this device can be located almost anywhere

10. Aneroid 22. Drive gear in it given vehicle. It can be completely self-contained,
11. Altitude setting 23. Stop plate gear using miniature batteries of extremely long shelf-life;

pointer 24. Power cable spool provisions for checking the operational functioning of
12. Rocker 25. M4ain spring the timing circuitry can be included in the design.

arm 26. Intermediate gear
3.1.2 T'HiiERMAi. TIMERS. This type of timing

which it can discharge at a given rate to control the device depends upon a bimetallic strip that closca
time element. Of course, the timing accuracy obtained a set of contact points after a predetermined time-
is not very good with so crude an arrangement, since interval, when it bends on beitig )teated at a known
variations in component tolerances and environmental rate by an electrical resistance coil. In most such

conditions imposed upon the system will change the devices, the closing of the contact points of the de-

condenser discharge time. Hlowever with the addition lay timer actuates a relay installed in the same her-

of a few simple components, a timer can be built metically sealed case. The relay, in turn, closes a

which has no moving parts to be adversely affected set of switch points in the actuating device circuit
by vibration or acceleration forces, and which can and de-energizes the thermal delay heater coil. Since

be isolated from adverse temperature and pressure this type of device is. electrically activated, it can

environments by its packaging. Since it can be con- be located almost anywhere within the vehicle or

structed with small physical size, weight, and volume, suspended load. Tlhe device itself is relasively light

this method of timing has wide potential application in weight, and is not bulky. However, since the elec-

in aerodynamic decelerator systems. tric-current requirements for the operation of the
A typical circuit diagram of an R-C timer is shown thermal delay-timer are generally quite high, a fairly

in Fig. 9-22. When the switch SI in in position a, the substantial primary power-source is required.
capacitors Ci and C2 will be kept close to the break- % schematic circuit diagram for a thermal time-
capacitors oltand C will beg ptig lose to the brak-er . delay relay is shown in Fig. 9-23. When the timer
down voltage of the regulating diode Di by battery H. initiation voltage ie applied, resistance element .4
At the same time, a short will be maintained across heats bimetallic strip 8 at a controlled rate. At the
the pyrotechnic initiating switch S2 and diode D2. If end of the pre-set interval, R contacts C, closing
switch S 1 is then moved to position b, the capacitor the circuit between the initiation-voltage source and
C2 will discharge its stored electrical energy through relay coil D. Contact 3 closes, completing the circuit
resistor R 2 . The time of discharge will depend upon to the actuation device; at the same time contact 1
the resistance of R2 . The voltage across capacitor C'2 opens, de-energizing the thermal delay heater, and
will drop until it has reached a value equal to the contact 2 closes, keeping the relay coil attached to
difference between the voltage across capacitor Cl the initiation voltage source. The accuracy of the
and the breakdown voltage of diode D2. At this point, timing cycle depends largely upon the accuracy of
the diode D2 permits current flow, and the resulting the electrical voltage fed into the thermal delay;
surge of current into capacitor C2 will initiate the however, extremes of ambient temperature can also
pyrotechnic switch S2. affect the timing accuracy. Both relays and the thermal

The single-pole, double-throw action of switch switch are also vulnerable to the dynamic environ-
SI can be incorporated in a variety of primary se- ments of vibration, acceleration, and shock.
quence-initiating devices, including latching relays
operated by radio-frequency receivers, g9switches, 3.1.3 PYROTEChINIC TIMER. Pyrotechnic delay
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MAIN PARACHUTE
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DRAG PARACHUTE
CONTA INE R

LATCH CLOSED

AFTER

LATCH IN OPEN POSI1 ION rPOSITIONING

SSCREW

PLUG

SQUIB

_ DE TAI L B
PLUG` BARREL

DETAIL A

--SHEAR PIN

Fig. 9-16 Explosiv'e Bolt, Shear Pin Type

elements are used for timing purposes primarily in those applications where tolerances are broad. Timing
reefing-line cutters, and as time-override devices accuracies of better than + 10 per cent of the rated
for system control f,.nctions based upon phenomena delay-time are difficult to obtain. Initiation of the
other than time lapse. 4 pyrotechnic delay element timing cycle may be accomplished either by electrical
consists of a primer, a delay train, and an igniter or mechanical-pyrotechnic means.
which fires the main charge. For any given d•ny 3.1.4 MFCIIANICAI, TIMING MOTORS. The me-
time, this type of element will probably have the low- chanical timing motor, in the form of a clock-type
est bulk and weight of any timing method, and is escapement mechanism, has been used with good
particularly well suited for direct incorporation into reliability in sequence control applications, although
actuation devices. At present, however, timing ac- satisfactory operation at constant acceleration above
curacies vary considerably with temperature, and are 50g becomes doubtful. For most applications a cam
not adequate to allow utilization of this timing method or series of cams is mounted on the drive shaft of
for other than, primarily, override functions, and in the mechanical timing motor. These cams open or
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SECTION A-A

Fig. 9.19 Parachute Deployment Gan

close Microswitches connected to the actuating de- a balance motor designed to make its performance
vice in a predetermined sequence. independent of accelerations to which the device may

Other types of mechanical timing-motors have been be subjected. The Neg'ator (Ref 9-17) is a strip of
constructed using a Neg'ator (constant-force spring) flat spring material which has been given a carvature
type motor and a centrifugal-friction governor with by continuous heavy forming at a constant radius.

In its relaxed condition the Neg'ator is a tightly
wound spiral; by reverse-winding the free end of the

I I I I I spring around a drum larger than the relaxed spiralPACK WEIGHT-25 bid
120 P-WERGHF-2 S diameter, the tendency of the slaring to recurl to its

0 OO POD F~ Apre-set curvature can be utilized to make a mechani-
0Z cal motor with nearly constant output torque. A ma-

- - - - - jority of the commercially available mechanical tim-
S- ing motors are activated by withdrawing a lanyard.

" - - - -This activation method, of course, severely restrict*
S- - --- the location of the timing device within the vehicle.

Mechanical timing devices are now available which
- - wind and activate themselves by electrical impulses.

- I 1-3.1.5 ELECTRICAL TIMING MOTORS. Electrical
timing motors are perhaps the moat widely used de-

0 -- vices for time-sequence functions. In most applica-
/ tions, low-voltage d-c motors are used, with the rotor

40 shaft connected through suitable reduction gears to
S - - - -- a cam shaft. The cams open or close electrical con-

tacts in a predetermined sequence during shaft rota-
2-tion. This timing method has certain disadvantages;

for example, in some types of electrical timing motors,
resonance of the motor brushes at an excitation fre-

0 20 40 60 80 100 quency of approximately 85 cps has been observed,
POWDER CHARGE (GRAMS) making satisfactory operation questionable where

vibration is present, and indicating a requirement
Fig. 9-20 Bloat Bag Ejection lVelocity for extensive environmental testing before use. The
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moat serious disadvantage. hioweve-r, is the fact that 30
voltage variation will to monte extent affect the dur- W,=161bs Wp-32 lb.

ation of the timing cycle, and in most case, a well 25
regulated primary-power supply will be required. Fig. 25 WIp4$ lb.

Q-24 is a plot of voltage variation togfinst time for

one revolution of the ram shaft for on- particular
electrical timing motor tested. 20

Compared with other timing methods, electrical

motor timers are relatively heavy devices. Their major
advantage in that the timing device may be located ,

almost anywhere within the vehicle. VEHICLE
VELOCITY

3.2 9. Switches. The use of g-switches (inertia- J 1200 FT/SEC
activated switches) allows control of actuation func- > 12
tions to be initiated when a pre-set level of acceler-/ nCDoS.•2.@
ation or deceleration is reached. The operation of _.

almost all inertia switches is based on a mauis-spring Z INITIAL PACK

system, as shown in the simple came of Fig. 9-2r. 1 . VELOCITYu I 100 FT/SEC

Here, a weighted contact arm 4, which is an integral U fI
part of a d-c relay RB', is utilized as the senson L 3 FES 10 15

component. Acceleration forces acting upon the mass FEET
will bend the contact arm C until contact is made with VEHICLE

I), thus energizing both coils of the electrical relay

by completing the circuit through negative terminal I. Fig. 9-21 Parachute Pack Trajectories. Lateral

Coil B then closes contacts E-F. completirg the %ir- Fiji-tion

cuit to the actuatinA device, and also holding C-I)
closed after the accelerating force is removed.

In general, the construction of the inertia switch
is such that it is sensitive to g-forces in one direction tion of disconnects upon ground impact of the vehi

only, although it will also renpond to forward c cle; they have also been used for the initiation of

ponent. of accelerations in other direction.. Tl'ypes time sequencing-devices in missile-recovery systems.

of g-switches have been designed which operate only 3.3 Pressure Switches. Pressure - actuated

when subjected to decelerations above a pre-set mag- switches, which control actuating devices when a
nitude and sustained for a definite minimurm time-dura- pre-aet pressure level or pressure rate-of-change has
tion. These switches are insensitive to g-forces of con- been reached, generally depend on bellows-type an-

siderably greater magnitude if the time duration is eroids which expand or contract with changing pree-

THERMAL. DELAY RELAY

B

I- -

S D

C1  RI C2  R2

INITIATION! \ACTUATION
VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

Fig. 9.22 R-C Time Delay Circuit Fig. 9-23 Thermal Time Delay Circuit
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sures. kfter the bellows have ini.ved a predetermined G.SENSOR

distance, which occurs at a specific pressure-level L C (2 A

or rate-of-pressure change, it switch is actuated, con- E

necting the electrical power source with the control- F

led device. Two types of pressure-actuated control
devices have been constructed, static- (or alIiIlute- ) a
pressure sensors and dynnmic- (or differential- ) pre,-
sure sensors.

3.3.1 S'TATIC - IPRENS',1IE SWII'CII1S. Static-

pressure-actuated switches (barometric switches) are

frequently used to initiate the deployment of first- or

final-ttage aerodynamic decelerators in multi-stage
deceleration systems. -% variety of aneroidu switches
in various configurations are commercially available NEG 2 POS NEG I

for this purpose, a few of which are shown in Fig. TO

9-26. The simplest principle of operation is the utili- ACTUATOR

zation of the expanding bellows to make or break it Fig. 9-25 Simple (;-Suwitch Cirr'iit

set of electrical contacts. Although a fairly high le-

gree of reliability and accuracy can be achieved with atccuracy of the barometric switch can generally be
this method, intermittent ,operation may be caused by increased by utilizing two or more bellows, internally
contact chatter in ai strong dynamic environment, lie- interconnected. Tests have shown, however, that in
liability of the control device may be increased by a vibratory environment multiple bellows will decrease
substituting snanp-action switch for the electrical the relianility of the device. Probably the highest
contacts, but accuracy probably will not be high be- reliability and accuracy can he obtained by locating
cause of additional frictional forces and tolerances the electrical (ontactns inside the bellows; with this
introduced in operating the switch. Sensitivity and arrangement, contact closure is obtained below the

set altitude with a minimum of components. 'r'his ar-
rangement has minimum sensitivity to shock and vi-

6 -br, tion applied along the critical axis perpeadicular

to the pline of the bellows. The location of the bel-
lows-controlled device in the vehicle is of major im-

z portance if operation at precise pressure levels is

o- - - - - -required.
-J 3.3.2 DYNAMIIC-PFIO•S•I!IlE SWITCIIFS. Because
0
a>. of the complexity required for accurate and reliable

4" - functioning under adverse environmental conditions,

o dynamic-pressure (or differential-pressure) sensors
0: that would be routinely adaptable to decelerator sys-o
W. tern applications have not reached an advanced state

(of development. Devices have been designed which
consist essentially of two independent bellows, one

W to sense static pressure and the other for ram pres-

2-< 2 sure. 'I'he physical arrangement of the bellows is such
U.
0. that the movement of a pivoted lever is blocked until
W. the resultant expansion of the two sensors allows the

movement of the lever, and actuation of a Microswitch.
.A-- I It is also possible to utilize a strain-gage differential-
I " pressure transducer as a sensor and let the resulting

diagonal bridge current, which is a function of the

0 - - -. applied differential pressure, actuate a sensitive cur-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.1 1.0 1.2 rent relay or vacuum switch. In order to obtain a high
MULTIPLE OF RATED D.C. VOLTAGE degree of accuracy, however, the applied bridge volt-

age must be maintained constant, since the bridge
Fig. 9-24 Effect of Voltage Variation on Timer Speed output current is also it function of the input voltage.
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3.4 Force Sensors. Control devices in which
the principle of force-sensing is employed are not very
common at present, primarily because of the limited
number of applications for this type of device. Force-
sensing devices are used chiefly for control of the
point of disconnect of aerodynamic-deceleration stages
from the load, either prior to deployment of a succeed-
ing stage or upon ground contact. Here again, a vari-
ety of principles may be used. Some force-sensing
devices employ springs, and operate on the Strcss-
relaxation principle; others utilize hydraulic pressure
acting upon a diaphragm, which, when deflected a
predetermined distance, actuates a Micronwitch. Force
sensors may also be built with a strain-gage link,
using bridge output-currents directly for switching or
actuating purposes.

SEC. 4 GROUND - IMPACT
SHOCK- ATTENUATION DEVICES

Generally. designera of aerospace-vehicle recovery Fig. 9-27 Ground-Impact Shock-Attenuation Device
and air-drop systems strive to achieve a rate of
desceat of 25-30 fps. Ilowever. there are advantages There are three general methods by which ground-
in designing for the highest rate of descent at which impact shock forces imposed on the load can be re-
a drop can be accomplished successfully without un- duced: (1) shock attenuation by ground penetration;
due damage to the load. Hence, most systems which (2) shock attenuation without penetration; and (3)
require a limitation on imposed impact forces are de- ,we-contact retardation. Although the three methods
signed for the best possible compromise between the employ distinctly different devices, they all satisfy
rate of descent sad the ground-impact shock-attenua- the main objective of a shock-attenuation system: to
tion system. In some cases, the resistance to damage provide an opposing force 7u the direction of the ye-
of the dropped object at the acceptable rate of descent locity of the object to be recovered until its momentum
is sufficient to make the use of an impact shock at- is reduced to zero. At the same time, depending on
tenuation system unnecessary. the fragility of the load, these devices must also con-

Fig. 9-26 Static Pre #sure Actuated Suatclese
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trill thle rime timea'inal the amagnitudje of tile ialiasamaI 16 - REC'OMME kDED STROKE-
force, during deceleration. An added requirement for
the land ing-dece lerat ion system in tile prevention of 14

1 ihai.. IINFLATIOLC SAG - --

toppling tif tihe load during or after the decelerat ion dPLASTIC FOAM

4.1 Shock Attenuation by Ground Penetration.PPRHN ICM
T he graiund -pen et rat ion meth!Iod iN most commonlIy usNed 10
for thea recolvery of mIissiles. In this me'thaod, to spikr e

rigidily attitched to the missile floNC section in em-I 0
ployed (Iig. 0)-27). I'le main tatraction of this oiethod

is its simplicitv. Its use is adtvantageous when the)
volume in thle missile does not pannit thle stowage of 4
It large parachute or of air-bag dececlerators. Its dim-
advantage is that tile effectiveness of the spike dle--

pends largely upon the type anal hardness of the' ter-
rain on which impact occurs. The use of this mtethodl 0
af landina shock attenuation requires high rates of 0 10 2C
load descent (50-60 film) so that the spike will pene. STROKEMt)
trate the ground to a depith that will prevent toppling
of the vehicle. ~As at result aif the required high rate Fig. 9-29 Parallel Paper Honeycomb, Plastic Foam
of impact, the missmile structure must be designed to and lir Bag Force vs D~eflection Characteristics
withstand the high decelerative forces in the dlirection wrtelodadhegunbfreipc.Sm

impoed b thestpiea f the devices used for the method of shock atten-4.2 Non.- Penetrating Methods. This geneWral uaation tire inflatable bags, paper honeycomb cushion,
class of shock..uttenuation devices is relatively in- and foamed pliastics. Representative deceleration
different to tertain conditions. lPerfortmamnce dependas force versus stroke diagrams for the three shock at-
upon placemeent of the shock-attenuattimn device 4e- tenuattion devices. tire shown in Figure 9.28.

Fig. 9-29 L~anding flng
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t.2.1 INVI"'IAI I.II BAG(;S. 'l'he inflatable-hang the following curves are for inflatable bags of apheri-
system (Fig. 9-29) may consist of one or more bags cal shape exhibiting an 18 percent elastic deformation
which atre fabricated of strong, impermeaule fabric, at the design burst-pressure with the load applied by
Initiailly, the bags tare stored in a collIpsed state in a vehicle having a flat bearing surface. T'he para-
compartments provided for on the load andi are inflrteul meters A and B represent
prior to ground contact. l'he geometrical configuration,
ITUIN, nnI strength distribution of the vehicle or load •t, 2 V2
to be ,decelerated determine the size, ahape, and Io- (9-1) - ) K -S K
cation of the bags. FV'W amax

Three different tylps of inflatable bags are cur-
rently used in recovery or landing shock-attenuation

,ystemns (lir t.-18). One type fills with air ism gravity and 3-
extends the hlmg vertically below the load dluring de- /V 2 h, v
scent. %ir may enter the bag at the bottom or through (9-2) 8 - K =V K

ports covered with one-way flap valves. lixhnaunt 4(Fr. F) =4 aax

"orifices, covered with burst diaphragms to prevent
the air from escaping during descent, are usually
spaced around the periphery of the bag or at the top Where
of the bag. On impact, the compressed air escapes
through the fixe-d-diameter orifices after diaphragm IF . Weight of load or vehicle (ib);
burst-pressure is reached and as lending energy is 'V " Vertical descent velocity (ft. sec);
absorbed. A second type of bag inflates to a relan- FV
tively high pressure (12 psaig) from a compressed-air l Vertical force exerted on tse suspension
source carried by the load or vehicle. On impact, the lines nd risers fib);
air again exhausts through fixed-diameter orifices am.x - Allowable deceleration rate (g); and
after diaphragm burst-pressure 's reached. The third K - Factor related to orifice efficiency.
type of bag inflates to a relatively loa pressure
psig), and at impact exhausts air through variable
orifices, thereby increasing energy-absorption effi- For an "ideal" orifice, a value of 1.0 for K may be
ciency. applied for all impact velocities. For the conventional

The critical parameter in the design of inflatable fixed-area orifice, K-factors have been determined
bags is the release rate of the air through the exhaust experimentally and are plotted against rate of descent
orifices so as to expend the available energy simul- in Fig. 9-31. The variation of the ratio of maximum
taneous with load or vehicle ground contact without bag pressure, Pax, to diaphragm burst-pressure,
excessive "bottoming" or toppling of the load. The Pburst, with impact velocity for fixed-area orifices
ideal orifice design would allow air to escape at a and two different initial bag-inflation pressures are
rate which would maintain constant deceleration until ,shown in Fig. 9-32. These data allow the determina-
the end of the stroke. tion of the peak internal pressure to be taken into con-

In designing an inflatable-bag shock-attenuation sideration for the stress analysis of the bag. The
system, the goal is a bag configuration satisfying the curves plotted in Fig.9-33 interrelate impact velocity,
requirements of the particular problem. The geometry bag radius, orifice area, and diaphragm burst-presanre.
and the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle or load When considering the design of inflatable bars in
will generally dictate a basic bag shape. Toppling conjunction with a particular vehicle or load, problems
problems will usually be present and their solution of pitching or toppling of the load must be taken into
will generally require care in the bag arrangement. account. Suggested methods for increasing the anti-

Extensive analysis to establish criteria for the toppling characteristics of the load to be decelerated
efficient design of inflatable bags of spherical shape by two or more air-filled bags are:
have been conducted (Hef 9-18). These criteria are ap- (1) Vary the distance between the bags;
plicable to all inflatable-bag types provided that the (2) Provide a means for changing the force-stroke
relationship of bag volume, stroke, and footprint area relationship of one or more of the bags as compared
is known. to the other(s) as a function of impact angle or hori-

A cross plot interrelating various parameters to zontal velocity or both;
determine bag disaeter and burst pressure for a num- (3) Provide a mean for reducing friction between
her of conditions in shown in Fig. 9-30. 'lene and the pound and the bag(s); or
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(4) Limit the loauding conditions to thoue which 2.- -- - -- -- - -- -

will not result in toppling.
Ihene suggested methods are arranged in order of
increasing complexity for any given vehicle comfig- ----
uration. The fea methods should, therefore, be con-
sidered in the order listed.

Materials used is the construction of inflatable W - - -

lag. are largely selected from available commer- 7
cial stock or materials developed for military ap- *COIWENTIOIAML FIXED AREA ORIFICE
plicatioss other than inflatable-bag construction. Ihe . t
basic yamn used are usually of the synthetic fiberI
family, such as sylos or Dacroa. Important factor.s E I L
to consider in @election of inflatable-bag material 2. -0 - 0
are low elasticity, high ratio of strength to weight, 2
tear resistance, temperature limitations. and adapta- RATE OF DESCENT (FT/SECI
bility to coastruction techniques. Basic materials
are sormally costed with synthetic rubber, which pru- Fig. 9-31 Factor KC Versus Rae. of Descent
duoes& little or so effect os their strength.

Is the selection of on inflation system for inflat-
able bags, parameters of weight, bulk, reliability, an A landing-iiag system designed for impact on either

cost must be carefully weighed against the require- waeorld buthveisimnosetbihd
most@ of the vehicle or load to be decelerated. Weiglit by the lend-impact coaditions.
and balk ane somally of the greatest importasnce. and 4.2.2 PAPER HONEYCOMB. Vertical-cell paper
these parameters are strongly imfioseced by the ia- honeycomb has, is seame cases, replaced shock pads
Nlation pressure and time allowed for inflation. The and inflatable bags as the method of energy dissipa-
following table presents as order of merit for rere ties used for air drops of equipment and supplies
asenative systems without regard to penalties imposed (Ref 9-19 and 9-20). The development of paper honey..
on the system by unusual installation or environmental comb has produced -n efficient, inelasti c, and low-cost
problems. The ratiasp A, B, ana C ar is ore f cushioning material. Ihe standard type of paper honey-
desirability, comb presently is use, Military Specification MIL-H-

9684, is fabricated is sheets 3 ft wide, 8 ft loag, sad
3 is. thick. Blocks of various sizes can be easily cut

System Weight Balk Relia- Cast Limitations from the aheet with a saw or knife. The blocks are
bility stacked on the air-delivery platform so that the in-

Blowr A C C Low ressre- elastic paris of the vehicle frame and crosesiembera

(Was) LoAw Altitude

l"Iressure C C A A Completely
Vessel Sealed

Systems

Aspirator B B B B Low Inflation-
preassure

Low Altitude
Completely
Sealed
Systems CONVENTIONall FIXED AREA ORIFICE

Data from water-impact tests with spherical air- N03 40
bags indicate that pressure end deceleration rates RATE OF DESCENT (PT/SEC)
are approximately 65 per cent as great for water im-
pact as compared to land impact with the same sys- P
tem. Bag diameters, therefore, may be reduced about Fig. 9-32 ý a Versus Rat. of Descent
15 per cent from the size required for leand impact. P barst
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will rent on the honeycomb. 'Ilhe total crushing area of T'he maximum required thickness of each ntAck can be
the honeycomb for a desired deceleration value may calculated from equation:
be calculated from the following equation:

(9-4) 
V

- ( 4 1) 2G

So where
where

I~~~ ~ ~ .Ae(0;th-'lickness (ft);

F- %eight (Ib); V - Impact velocity (ft/eec); and

G .- a'g(a - deceleration in ft/sec2 ; g - 32.2 ft/sec 2) E - 'ihickness efficiency - 0.7 for paper honeycomb.

and The use of these equations to arrive at a paper-
Sa 'ý kverage crushing stress of paper honeycom~b. honeycomb energy-dissipator configuration for corn-

.09 -NOTEi FOR ACTUAL CONS5TRUCTED ORIFICE AREA DIVIDE At BY - - --

ORIFICE COEFFICIENT Cq 40.2

.00

W W

OE

- S.

tI. - 4.

.05 .o -

.0- 0 RATE OF
-DESCENT-

(FT/SEC)

.03111 1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

PBUfST - RAMB
PAM

Fig. 9-33 Orifice Area/Bag Radius Versus Burst Pressuree
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Fig. 9.34 Service "'Ist of the C,•, t Fbx!'endablae-Platform SVstem

TRU(CK, YI'. M"AAT . IIIGGEID FOR PARACUIIITE I)ELIVllY ON THllE 12-FT COMBAT EXPENDAHI.IF
PL ATFORIM

A - TRIUCK, '41. IIIGGEI) ON 12-1."1 I - TRIUC'(:K. Y,. IIIGGH) ON •.F"
PL ATFORM (F.RIONT VIi.U') p111%1+0101 (SIDE VIEI)

pie% loads WFig. 9.34) requires information which use of foamed plastics for air delivery of equipment.
presently can only be obtained experimentally, Such A rapidly expandable plastic could be used to form
unknown factors as number of g's the vehicle can it landing shock attenuator and could expand while

withstand, the number of combinations possible for in flight. The plastisol and foaming agent could be

arranging the stacks beneath the vehicle, distribution carried under the air-delivery platform prior to air
of total cushioning area among the ntmber of stacks drop, and combined uind foamed during descent to form

positioned under the vehicle, and knowledge of weight the plastic structure. hlowever, presently known quick-
supported by individual stacks make impact testing of foaming plastics require thorough mixing to insure a
various system-configurations necessary befare selec- homogeneous foam, and a minimum curing time greater
tion of final design. than the normal descent time of air delivery items.

The amount of rebound energy created by paper 4.3 Pre-Contact Retardation. Pre -contact re-

honeycomb is approximately 8 per cent of the impact tardation techniques decelerate the load prior to con-
energy, provided the honeycomb is not crushed to tact with the ground by applying a force opposite to
more than 70 per cent of its original thickness. the direction of motion. Energy is added to the system

An indication of the ability of a paper honeycomb by impulse-generating units which operate to counter-
stack to resist toppling when transverse motions are
imparted to the stack is the ratio of the thickness of act the momentum of the load. The use of retro-rocketa
the stack to the length of the shortest side. Experi- falls under this general class of landing decelerators.

ence has shown that generally a ratio not much higher Disadvantages, such as actuation, timing, and reli-

than one will provide sufficient stack stability, ability problems; high cost; and the close quality-

4.2.3 FOAMED PLASTIC. Foamed plastic is a control required if more than one rocket in used, have

light-weight expanded cellular structure produced by restricted their application as practical landing de-

combining a liquid plastisol with a foaming agent celerators. Ilowever, investigations have shown that

(Ref (9-21) and (9-22)). Nearly any combination of for impact attenuation of heavy loads (greater than

foam density and rigidity may be produced by using 10,000 ib) which require a low-impact loading, a sys-
various combinations of plaatisoln and foaming .- tem incorporating retro-rockets may have a significant

gents. Certain foamed polystyrene plastics have advantage, from an overall system-weight standpoint,
stress-strain characteristics similar to paper honey- over a recovery system utilizing parachutes alone or
comb, and the cost per foot-pound of energy absorbed parachutes with inflatable bags. At this point, the
is comparable. Problems connected with the storage designer is confronted with the trade-off between de-
of these materials in unexpanded liquid form and their sired recovery-systems performance and reliability,
ready expansion in the field have so far precluded the and permissible recovery-system weight.
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CHAPTER I0
PARACHUTE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

Before parachutes are re-used they are cleaned and dried, inspected for possible damage, repaired
if necessary, snd then packed for immediate re-use or storage until they are needed. The specialized
equipment necessary to insure the proper maintenance, handling, and packing of parachutes is dis-
cussed in the following sections.

SEC. 1 DRYING FACILITIES

1.1 Drying Tower. Parachute drying-4owers are
used to ventilate and dry parachute canopies. They
provide a place to allow creases in the canopy to
soften, and to permit shaking out dust, dirt, anti the
like. Availability of a parachute drying-tower is a
requisite for the maintenance of personnel parachutes.

A drying tower (Fig. 10-1) is an oversized room,
sufficiently high for a canopy suspended from the
apex to haag without touching the floor. To draw the
canopy to the ceiling, hooks and pulleys must be
provided. Canopy suspension hooks are generally
spaced approximately 3 ft apart, but this distance
may be varied if the canopies usually hung in the
facility require more room to hang clear of each other.
Areas likely to come in contact with the canopy
should be smooth and free of nails. Walls should be
covered with polished hardboard or equivalent ma-
terial. Warm, filtered, forced air should be provided,
and dehumidification is desirable. The area should
not be subject to exhaust, solvent, or acid fumes.

1.2 Drying Cabinet. Parachute drying-cabinets"
are used for the accelerated drying of all types of
pmchutes. Drying cabinets were first developed as
a result of shortages of drying-tower facilities at
beses where there was frequent use of aircraft-decel-
eration parachutes in large numbers. Because of
conditions inherent in their use, aircraft-deceleration
parachutes tend to become wet and collect dust, tar,
and other contaminants, and they should not be hung
in a drying tower adjacent to personnel parachutes.
Thus, the drying cabinet is now used primarily for
rapid drying of aircraft-deceleration parachutes, and
does not replace the drying tower but supplements 't.

The drying cabinet (Fig. 10-2) is an all-metal cab-
inet capable of being transported by air. It measures
6 ft by 6 ft by 8 ft in the erected state. The cabinet
is designed so that it can be assembled or disas- Fig. 10-1 Parachute Drying Tower
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big. IO-29a Parachute Prying Cabinet. Portable, Interior View, (Racks Removed)

sembled in the field by two men using standard tools. SEC. 2 PACKING & INSPECTION FACILITIES
The heating source for the cabinet is a heater equiv-
alent to a Herman Nelson BT-400, capable of deliver-
ing 400,000 Itu'm per hr at an ambient temperature The requirements for a packing and inspection fi-
of -65 F. The heat is transferred from the heater to cility are relatively simple. The building itself must
the cabinet through a 12-in.-diameter duct, 15 ft long. be sufficiently large to permit free movement around
Temperature within the cabinet is ,automatical!), main- the packing and inspection tables. Lighting in the
tained at a level of 200 F. The inside of the cabinet vicinity of the working areas, both daylight and arti-
in smooth and without protrusions. Dual racks, pro- ficial, must be very good. Washing facilities for caso-
vided with easily removable and replaceable caster pies are desirable. A drying tower (and cabinets,
wheels, hold the canopy in place during the drying as required) must be part of the building, or be attached
cycle. The cabinet can dry two thoroughly wet 44-ft- to it. Special furnishings include bins, issuing coun-
diameter ribbon canopies or their equivalent in 3 hr. terns, and storage facilities.
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2.1 Packing Tables. Parachute packing tables
may be of local manufacture. They should stand about
30 in. high and be of sufficient length to accommodate
the full length of the canopy and the suspension lines.
A width of 3 ft is sufficient for personnel parachutes,
and 6 ft for cargo parachute canopies larger than 28 ft
in diameter. The top of the table should be of polished
hardboard or similar material. The top and other areas
likely to come in contact with material should be free
of anything that might snag or pull the material. The
table should be equipped with a suitable device to
place the suspension lines and canopy under an even-
ly distributed tension when the parachute is folded.

2.2 Inspection Tables. Inspection tables may
be manufactured locally. They may be ironing-board
shaped, approximately 18 ft long, 3 ft high, and taper-
ing in width from 3 to 2 ft. A light is inset in the

Fig. 1O-2h Paroahute Prying Cabinet. Portable, /
Interior View. SHOT BAGS

LINE SEPARATOR

TEMPORARY RIPCORd

Fig. 10-3 Parachute Packing Tools
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Fig. 10-4 Parochute Packing Press

center of the table and extends the full length. The construction. Some fabrics are particularly susceptible
face of the light should be smooth plate-glass met to mildew damage in a warm, humid climate. (See
flush with the table surface. During inspection, the Chap. 6.) Parachutes should be dried thoroughly be-
light passes through the canopy, revealing the condi- fore packing and then stored in a dry place protected
tion of the yam, radial and diagonal seam edges, from the sun. They should not be stored in direct con-
suspension lines in channels, and the threading be- tart with concrete floors; wooden racks are desirable.
tween surfaces of the material. A hand-held ultra- Cleanliness is important: grease, oil, or other con-
violet light is used to detect stains in the material. taminanta must not be kept in, or used on the surfaces
All portions of the table that might come in contact of, the storage area.
with material must be free of anything that could snag
or pull the material. 2.5 Packing Tools. The following tools are gen-

erally considered necessary for packing and inapec-
2.3 Bins. Bins should be located convenient to tion (Fig. 10-3):

the packing and inspection tables. They must be able Line Separator: A small, slotted stand used to hold
to accommodate unpacked parachutes. The bin sur- the suspension lines in their respective group for
faces must be smooth and free of cracks, nails, or packing.
other objects that might snag or pull the material. Shot Rags: Cloth sacks, approximately 18 in. by 4

in., filled with about 4 lb of shot, used to hold ma-
2.4 Storage Facilities. Storage facility require- terial or lines in temporary placement. They are per-

ments vary with the contemplated length of time of ticularly useful for holding the folded half of a canopy
storage, climatic conditions, and the type of building while the other half in being folded.
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CHAPTER 11

DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR TESTING

Deployable aerodynamic decelerators of various types are being employed or are being considered
for a naultitude of application.. In order to be effective, particular types of aerodynamic decelerators
have to operate efficiently in specific portions of the flight spectrum. Sufficient basic technical data
concerning the particular type of aerodynamic decelerator must be known upon which to base its de-

sign, and to predict its performance.
Since valid scaling and model laws for aerodynamic-decelerator design and performance have as

yet not been developed, the aerodynamic decelerator must be tested under closely simulated operational
and environmental conditions to verify its performance characteristics, and to obtain a degree of con-
fidence in its functional reliability. TIis applies in particular to types of aerodynamic decelerators
which are of other than standard design or which have to operate under high speed, extremely low or
high dynamic-pressures, or under environmental conditions not normally encountered during operation
of standard aerodynamic decelerators.

It has become increasingly evident that not only the availability of reliable and accurate testing
methods and testing equipment is a necesnity during the exploratory and experimental research.and-
development phases, but also that economic aspects and the close simulation of environmental and
operational conditions must be seriously considered in the choice of a test method and equipment.
While aerodynamic-decelerator performance-trends in relation to design parameters may be obtained
during wind-tunnel test programs. and design and performance characteristics of the aerodynamic de-
celerator may be verified by mems of other existing test methods that use available test equipment
and commercially available instrumentation, actual systems-testing should be done with the actual or
closely simulated flight-vehicle. This is advisable since the dynamic and wake characteristics of the
flight vehicle tend to influence, and sometimes lower, the performance characteristics of deployable
aerodynamic decelerators as compared to those in undisturbed flow.

Test methods, test equipment, and instrumentation developed, or which have become available,
during the last decade have been prime factors in establishing the design and performance charac-
teristics of textile parachutes for a variety of applications. These same methods and test equipment,

perhaps with minor modifications, will undoubtedly play a major pert in the search for new concepts

and the development of other types of aerodynamic decelerators. It has been shown that the use of

proper test methods sad equipment makes possible the quick comparison nad evaluation of new con-

cepts, establishment of performance and design trends, fast development and evaluation of new deve-

lopments, the moot expeditious correction of design deficiencies, and the economical transition to the

stage of actual application.
In the following sections, experimental methods for aerodynamic-decelerator testing, experimental

vehicles for aerodynamic-decelerator testing and specialized instruments and systems for aerodynamic
decelerator performance data acquisition are described. This description presents a comprehensive
picture of available and proven experimental methods and equipment for testing ani their specific

capabilities, characteristics, and limitations.

SEC. 1 TEST METHODS deployable aerodynamic decelerators has extended
into many new areas other than the prime purpose of
the conventional textile parachute: that of providing

1.1 ItmoductIon. In recent years the use of a means of escape from airborne vehicles under either
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premeditated or emergency condition*. While the con- (b) From aircraft;
ventional textile parachute im @till used for thin pur- (c) From stratospheric-altitude balloons;
pose., the field of use for deployable aerodynamic (d) From parachute whirl-tower;
decelerators has continuously expanded and other (2) Powered-missile teats:
types of aerodynamic decelerators have come into (a) Aircraft-launched;
being. In addition, the environment in which some (b) li lloon-launched;
decelerators are required to function ham become in- (c) Ground-launched;
creasingly severe. Fig, 111. presents an overall pic- (1i) Captive or tow testing (restraint):
ture of the regimes of velocity, altitude, and dynamic
pressure in which deployable aerodynamic decelera. (1) Aircraft tow:
tors will be required to operate. Table 11.1 lists the (a) Inflight;
test methods which are available for aerodynamic de- (b) Ilunway taxi;
celerator testing in specific altitude-velocity regimes (2) Rocket-sled tow
to determine the comparative performance charac- (3) Water tow:
teriatics of an aerodynamic deceleration device an (a) Shallow water;
it* design parameters are varied. (b) Deep water;

Ihe experimental testing methods for deployable
aerodynamic decelerators which are available can he (1ll) Find-tunnel testing (restraint),
divided into the following categories: (IV) Laboratory testing;

(V) Simulated landing-condition testing.
(1) Free-flight testing (non-restraint): Anside from the testing of a model, or in some cases,

(1) Gravity drop-tests: of a full-scale canopy in wind tunnels, the majority
(a) In enclosed shelters; of exploratory or experimental test programs of de-

TABLE 11-I TEST CONDITIONS AND APLIICABLE TE:ST METIIOJS

(X indicates complete capability; N!A means Not Applicable)

FREE-FLIGHT TFSTING CAPTIVE OR
TOW TESTING

Mch No. Altitude,
103 ft Gravity Drop Powered Missile Aircraft Tow

Shelter Acft Balloon Whirl-Tower Acft Balloon Ground lnflight
Drop Drop Drop Drop Launch Launch Launch Tow

0-1.0 Under 10 Models X N/A" 0.6 max N/A N/A N/A 0.8 max
Low Sub. (men-level
sonic density)

10-50 - X X - X X X X

50-100 - - X - X X X -

100-250 - - X X -

L.-5.0 tnder 10 - 2.0 Trans - 3.0 Limited 3.0 -
max max Cap. max

10-50 - 2.0 Trans - 3.0 X X -
max max

50-100 - 2.0 Trans - Limited Limited X
max Cap. Cap.

100-250 - Limited X
Cap.

Above 50-100 - Limited X
5.0 Cap.

100-250 - Limited X
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TAhLE •I-I (Coet'd)

CAPTIVE OR TOW T'S'rlN(;

Simulated Rocket Water row Wind
Mach No. Altitude Aircraft Tow Sled Shallow Deep Tunnel

103 ft Runway Taxi Tow Test

0-1.0 Under 10 0.2 max X 2-Dim. 0.8 X
Models max

10-50 -... X

50-100 ....- Limited Cap.

150-250 -....

1.0-5.0 Under 10 - 3.0 max 2-Dim. - X
2.0 max

10-50 - - - - Limited Cap.

50-100 - - - - X

100-250 - - - - Limited Cap.
Above 50M100 - - - - X

5.0 100-250 - - - X

Numbers in the table, other than thoae indicated an meaning altitude or dimension, are Mach numbers.

Complete Capability - All Mach number- altitude combinations can be obtained;
Limited Capability - The majority of the Mach number-altitude combinations can generally be obtained;
Trans - Maximum Limitations: transonic Mach numbers.

Not generally used in this altitude range.

playable aerodynamic decelerators, in particular those decelerator performance with changing design pars-
with textile canopies, have bee. &ad are being con- meters.
ducted under free-flight conditions utilizing various Determination of decelerator performance under de-
types of aircraft from which the load with the attached aired values of Reynolds number is sometimes diffi-
parachute is ejected. Although this method does pro- cult to achieve in a wind tunnel or during scale-model
vide for the testing of deployable aerodynamic de- drop testing; the aerodynamic coefficients measured,
celerators under actual operational and environmental in particular the drag coefficient, will generally not
conditions, the accomplishment of repeated tests be of the same value an theme of their full-scale
under identical conditions in difficult and sometimes counterparts. However, amy change in aerodynamic
impossible. In addition, aerodynamic-decelerator decelerator design which shows a drag-coefficient
testing by means of the aircraft gravity-drop test is change during scale-model testing will generally
limited by the speed and altitude ceilings of current achieve a change in the same direction an a larger-
aircraft availabl% Naturally, comparative and specific scale device that is so modified. Ihe same holds
performance data on various types of deployable sero- true for design changes affecting stability and, to a
dynamic decelerators have been and are being oh- certain degree, opening-charcseristice.
taiaed in wind tunnels under coatrolled conditions Results obtained during tests performed under
and with great accuracy and reasonable economy. infinite-mass operating conditions cannot, in general,
Thene tests, however, are generally performed on be directly transferred to aerodynamic-decelerator
scale models and under infinite-manl operating con- operations under finite-mass operating conditions, or
ditiona. Although -it is recognined that testing with to operations with deceleration devices of sigifi-
scale-model aerodynamic decelerators provides a cantly different acale or under appreciably different
relatively inexpensive means of obtaining performance velocity and air-density conditions. For this reason,
data, primarily, trends are establiahed in aerodynamic a variety of methods for testing deployable asrodyna-
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mic decelerators have beer, made available. 11.2, basedupon experience gained during exploratory
E'ach of theme test methods has its own particular and experimental parachute test-programp.

advantages and disadvantages. Ability to perform teats 1.2 Free-Flight Testing (Non-Restraint). The
under controlled conditions, availability and accuracy area of free-flight testing of deployable aerodynamic
of teat data, economics of testing, and achievement decelerators can be divided into two general cate-
of specific operational and environmental conditions gories: (1) gravity drop-tests, in which the payload or
are among the factors governing the selection and teat vehicle with its packed and attached teat-item is
choice of a particular test method. In some instances, released from a stationry or moving platform and
the only worthwhile testing will be by means of actual free-fall. under the influence of gravity until the de-
free-flight tests. In other instance@, utilization of sired test speed or altitude is reached, at which point
other types of test methods will produce aubstantial the test item is deployed for performance evaluation;
savings in cost, much more rapid testing, more pre- and (2) powered-miaaile tests, in which the teat vehicle
ciase control of denired teat-conditiona, and more with its packed and attached teat item is launched
accurate and complete acquisition of performance from the ground or from a stationary or moving aerial
data. platform and boosted by suitable rocket engines to

Some of the limitations of various methods for test- desired speeds and altitudes, at which time the teat
ing aerodynamic decelerators are compiled in Table item is deployed for subsequent free-flight evaluation.

TABIE 11-2 CHARACTERISTICS OF' VARIOUS AERODYNAMIC-DECELERAThR TEST MFTIIODS

Test Method Advantages Disadvantages

Gravity Drop (1) Achievement of full range of (1) Recovery of vehicle muat be
test conditions possible provided to allow inspection

(2) Dynamic simulation of of test item.
vehicle effects during test. (2) In general, control and mea-
item deployment and operation surements of test conditions

(3) Absence of restraint on the as well as observation of the
motion of the test item. dynamics of test item opera.tion are difficult.

(4) Actual simulation of com-
plete system performance.

a Whirl Tower (1) Low cost of testing. (1) Limited test velocities.

(2) Rapid test-programming and (2) Limited to ground-level air
conductance. density.

- (3) Good control of test con- (3) Limited size and weight of
ditions. test item and payload.

a (4) Close duplication of test (4) Evaluation of final (terminal)
r.. conditions. descent not possible.

Powered Miasile (1) Achievement of full range of (1) Complexity of test equipment
teat conditions possibie and relatively high cost of

(2) Dynamic simulation of teat.

vehicle effects during teat.
item deployment and opera.

L0O0
(3) Absence of restraint on the

motion of the test item.
(4) Actual simulation of com-

plete system performance.
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'T'AIIIBE 11-2 (C('st'd)

Test Method Advantages. liudvitntage.

Aircraft Tow (I) E;xtrene accuracy in control (I) Testing is under infinite-md.o.s

(if initial test conditions, operating conditions..

(2) Recoverable and reusable (2) L.inmited freedom of motion

test-vehicle, during tests.

(3) Mea.uremento of moaxiintui
precision.

IRocket Sled (o) 'resting of relatively large- (1) Testing limited to ground-level air
test-items. density.

(2) Deceleration of vehicle- (2) Test duration short (limited by
decelerator s)stem can be track length).
realized. (3) Primary body symmetric in no

(3) Iligh dynamic pressures more than two dimensions.

pernitting tests. which can (4) Iligh propulsion costs associated
esptnblish structural with testing at extreme test
s4.afety factors.•" conditions.

(4) Reduced problems asso-
ciated with flow-fie!d

a interference.

a Wind Tunnel (1) Iligh frequency of testing. (1) Limited range of dynamic pressures.

(2) Determination of flow & ihock (2) Limited model size.

(3) Measurement with maximum (3) Uncertain effects of wall inter-
precision. ference.

Water Tow (I) Iligh frequency of testing. (I) Limitation in test velocities:

(2) Low cost of testing. (a) Two-dimensional models:
limitation of analogy.

(3) Study of internal amer- (b) three-dimensional models:
dynamics possible. cavitation begins at approx.

(4) hligh dynamic pressures 0.8 Mlach.
permit tests which can es- (2) Difficult correlation of cloth
tablish structural safety permeability influences.
factors.

The greatest single advantage ,of the free-flight phenomena are also attainable during tests. There
test method is the absence of any restraint (except are, however, disadvantages to the free-flight test
atmospheric) on the motion of the aerodynamic de- method. Among the major diaadtantages are: (1) with
celerator-load system. This allows for the dynamic the exception of gravity drop-tests in enclosed shel-
simulation of vehicle effects on the aerodynamic de- ters and from the whirl tower, control and measure-
celerator after deployment and the testing under ment of test conditions as well as observation of the
changing dynamic conditions and changing airdensity. motion of the test items are difficult; (2) the test
The full range of test conditions is achievable by vehicle must be recovered to perform first-hand in-
this method and the actual simulation of complete spection of the test article; and (3) the extreme com-
system functions may be accomplished. Observation plexity of test equipment and high costs of a test
and measurements of system stability, flight trajec- program especially for high-speed and high-altitude
tory, rate of descent, drift tendencies, and other test programs is sometimes unavoidable.
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In the selection of a suitable teet-site or range, a type of deployable aerodynamic decelerator or synetm
number of factors must be taken into consideration. will function am predicted when subjected to a knows
The most important of theme me: set of teat conditions. Tois type of drop test is usually

(a) Range size; the simplest to conduct since it will require very little
(b) Launch facilitieu; instrumentation in the test vehicle. The performance
(c) Tracking capability and data gathering; test in made for the purpose of evaluating the various
(d) Retrieval; aerodynamic, opening, and other performance charac-
(e) Data processing; and teristics of aerodynamic decelerators of various types
(f) Availability. or configurations and over a wide mage of operating

General characteristics of sites at which the majority conditions.
of free-flight testing of aerodynamic decelerators are Depending upon the weight and configuration of the
currently being carried out are summarized in Table test vehicle, gravity drop-teating of deployable aero-
11-3. General maps of these three test ranges are dynamic deceleration devices may be conducted at
shown in Fig. 11.2, 11 -3, and 11-4 (Ref (Q.!-I)). speeds up to low ,4upersonic, Rnd nt altitudes that

1.2.1 GRAVITY I)lOP-TRINTS. Gravity drop- can be attained by the particular test aircraft utilized.
testing is generally limited to the subsonic-speed Test-vehicle weights of up to 50,000 lb have been
regime, although testing may be extended into the dropped from bomber aircraft, and cargo air-drop tests
transonic -or even low supersonic speed regime by have been conducted with a total test-lond weight of
launching streamlined, unpowered, aerodynamically up to 35,000 lb extracted from cargo-type aircraft.
clean test-missiles from fighter-type aircraft or from Gravity drop-tes,. of deployable aerodynamic decelera-
high-altitude balloon-borne platforms. tors at low supersonic speeds can be accomplished

1.2.1.1 Drop-Teseing in Enclosed •helters. Scale- by releasing or, preferably, ejecting an aerodysami-
model aerodynamic decelerator tests provide a reia- cally clean and stable test-vehicle from a wing pylon
tively inexpensive means of determining trends in or ejector rack of fighter aircraft. Test-vehicle weights
performance and design. This is particularly true if of up to 2,500 lb (on wing pylon) and 3,500 lb (on
the testing can be done under precisely controlled con- fuselage centerline) have been successfully dropped
ditions and free of random atmospheric influences, utilizing this method. Aerodynamic decelerator testing
Such a test capability, which allows testing aunder utilizing the gravity drop method from aircraft is being
finite-msas operating conditions, is provided in largs performed primarily atthe JoistParachete Test Facility,
enclosed shelters. Actually, scale-model parachute ALFEl Centro, Calif.
drop-test programs conducted in enclosed shelters 1.2.1.3 Drop-Teoting from HigA-Aldsude Carrier
such as airship docks (Fig. 11-5) and parachute drying Ralloons. For the purpose of testing and determin-
towers have been the most productive as far as ac- ing the performance characteristics of deployable aero-
quiring accurate quantitative data is concerned. De- dynamic decelerators at subsonic or transonic speeds
pending upon the size and height of the shelter, both and at altitudes above the ceiling altitude of conven-
scale-model and some full-scale canopies may be drop- tional test aircraft, helism-filled high-altitude polye-
tested. Such performance characteristics as drag coef- thylene balloons are widely used to provide a launch
ficient, amplitude and frequency of load-paschute os- platform from which the test vehicle is released for a
cillation, drift rates, and comparative opening-time programmed descent (Fig. 11-7). Generalized load-
and opening-shock values can be accurately deter- carrying characteristics of high-altitude polyethylene
mined. Instrumentation requirements for this test method carrier balloons are shown in Fig. 11-8. Test-item de-
involve primarily photographic equipment; however, ployment in the sabsoeic-, transonic-, and low *uper-
a simple force-measuring strain-gage type tensiometer sonic-speed regimes can be achieved. Attainable test-
with associated recording instrumentation will provide conditions are determined primarily by the drag char-
valuable additional data. acteristics of the test vehicle is conjunction with the

1.2.1.2 Drop-Testing from Aircraft. The most vehicle free-fall distance. Vehicle-recovery pars-
widely used method for the free-flight testing of de- chutes in the deployed state should be incorporated
ployable aerodynamic deceleration devices is us- into the balloon-lond train to avoid loss of the test
doubtedly that which utilizes cargo, bomber, or fighter vehicle should the balloon burst during ascent. Bal-
aircraft as the launch platform for a gravity drop-test loon launchles for the testing of deployable aerodynamic
vehicle. In general, two types of tests are performed decelerators are generally performed at the Air Force
utilizing the aircraft drop-test method (Fig. 11-6): func- Missile Development Center, Ilolloman Air Force
tional tests and performance tests. The purpose of the Base, Alamogordo, N.M. (utilizing the White Sands
functional drop-test is to determine whether a specific Missile Range).
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IAIBIIE; 11-3 AT:ISrOI)YNNMIC-I)F(:CFI ,IIA'IOl TF:sT-SITI': CIIAllRACT:IIIS'I'IC:

Test Ilange Useful Range Launch Facilities Tracking and Data
Gathering

Air Proving (yround Center ,00 + mi long (I) Excellent ground Optical and Photographic
Eglin AFII, Florida Azimuth handling equipment (1) Cinetheodoliten

130' to 1800 (2) three useable (2) Tracking telescopes

(Gulf of Mexico) launchers plus inte- (3) Ballistic caneras

grated blockhouse Flectronic
(3) Trained explosive- (I) C & S band radars

handling personnel (2) D)ovap

(4) Limited assembly & '3) FM-F.M telemetry
storage areas

White Sands Missile I00 mi long (1) Six launch areas with Optical and Photographic
Range total of ,36 launch (1) 35, 70. 170 mm inter-

llolloman AFB, New pads motion ribbon frame
Mexico (2) (Ground handling. & 35 mm rotating

equipment available prism cameras
(2) Cinetheodolite

(3) Well established ex. (3) Tracking telescopes
plosaves-handling (4) Ballistic cameras
techniques

(4) Excellent work area. Electronic
(5) Balloon launch Hadar, Oovap. Veloci.

facility meter, NOIL miss dis-
tance, FM-F4 & Pi)M-FM
telemetry

Joint Parachute Teat 3 ranges available. Lar- (I) Aircraft-launch Optical and Photographic
Facilitity gest 22 mi long x 10 mi facilities: fighter, (1) Cameras

Auxiliary Landing Field, wide bomber, cargo (2) Cmiretheodolite
El Centro, California (2) Whirl-tower testfacility Electronic

(1) l ade r
(3) Ground handling- (2) FM-FM telemetry

equipment available

(4) Good work areas

(5) No existing launch.
er" or blockhouse

(6) Limited experienced

personnel for hand-
ling missiles and
rockets
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TAilY 11.3 (Cont'd)

Retrieval I)ata lroceosing Remarks

(1) Trained boat crews, skin divers (I) All necessary facilities avail. No destruct system required if safe
& boats available; Navy deep. able; Good capability impacts can be predicted to mini-
sea divers also available mum of 3 -sigma factors of safety.

(2) Normal schedule 3.4 weeks Maximum elevation angles 880 to
(2) Normal support includes Pearch 890. Average yearly test cancella-

aircraft with helicopters on tion 10%. Estimated test iancella-
hand tion during hurricane season 30-35%

(3) 5earch receivers on boat & (Aug-Oct). Peak work load June-

aircraft Sept

(1) (;round vehicles, (cranes, etc.) (1) Excellent facilities Destruct capability may be re-
quired on 3-stage vehicles; excel-

(2) Search aircraft, and helicoptera (2) Lffitgen7 operation lent weaethe conditions; excellent
7-1/2 day schedule instrumentation calibration facilities

(1) Ground vehicles, cranes, etc. (1) Photo-processing Excellent year-round weather

(2) Search aircraft, and helicopters (2) Limited data-reduction
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- '-c •release oi the parachute-load system from all restraints
during the test. This is made possible by mounting
the teat vehicle with a parachute pack on a release
device inside a streamlined nacelle suspended from
the whirling arm of the tower. Parachute deployment is

,/T effected immediately after release from the whirling
"nacelle by means of a short static-line. Since the action
(if teiatrilictal f,,rte eanes at the instant ofrelease, the

/ free-flying parachute-load system follows a predeter.
r mined course similar to the trajectory encountered in

normal drops from aircraft. The height of the release
point generally is sufficient to enable the canopy to

A reach the stabilized, fully inflated condition of normal
"- operation for a brief interval prior to touchdown of the

suspended load. Because the flight trajectory ia short
and its direction reproducible within narrow limits,
very complete fixed instrumentation coverage is pos-
sible.

Fig. 11-5 Drop Teat in Large Airship Dock Structurally, the parachute whirl-tower consists of
a truncated steel tripod erected to support a vertical
central drive-shaft. At a point 120 ft above the ground,

1.2.1.4 I)rop-Testing from WAirl Tower. The a coupterhalanced boom is secured to the central
problems of conducting and observing controlled ex- drive-sh ft. From the arm of the boom, 56 ft outboard
periments with large- or full-scale models under of the central drive shaft, a 114-ft flexible steel cable
normal or near-normal operating conditions led to the is suspended. The cable supports a streamlined mis-
development of the Parachute Whirl-TowerTest Facili- mile which incorporates equipment to carry and re-
ty (Fig. 11-Q) located at the Joint Parachute Teat lease test vehicles and the parachutes to be tested.
Facility. AILF. El Centro, Calif. In addition topro- The whirl tower has a maximum working radius of 172
viding precise speed controls and predictable flight- ft and is powered by a 2800-hp motor Two teat ve-
path data, the whirl tower provides free-fall test data hicles are presently in use for whirl-tower testing:
and evaluation of large-scale parachutes by permitting (1) a nacelle with provisions for mounting a 230-lb

Fig. 11-6 Aircraft Drop Test
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dummy (ig. 11.10); and (2) a gener.al-purpose test In the nacelle tents, the dummy can be released from

vehicle for test loads from 200 to 550 lb (Fig. 1I-Il). the nacelle at speeds up to 4315 knots. The nacelle
in this case provides a ntremnlined shape to support

a stable, higlh-speed test run. In the use of the general.
purpose test-v:hirle, the test vehicle is released
and serves as the streamlined missile as well an the
test load. With the general-purpose teat-vehicle, test
speeds up to 4X) knots have been attained. A com-
imtmnent of 13 in. diameter and 30 in. length is avail-
able for stowage of the test item.

The types of tests which may be conducted on this
test facility can be defined as:

(a) Rleliability tests: the consistency and uniior-
mity of deployment and opening processes over a large
number of tests.

(b) Functional terts: general be-havior durinw de-
phlovment and inflation

to) lPerformance e%.aluation tests: the determination
of characteristic performance data.

(d) Strength-evaluation tests: the evaluation of
strength characteristics by means of destruction tests.

(e) Applied-research tents: validation testing in

support of theoretical studies.
'TIe whirl tower never can be adequate for a com-

plete study of the behavior of a parachute or other
aerodynamic decelerator, because the maximum drop-
altitude is fixed at 120 ft by the tower's height. In
its present state, the facility is not suitable for per-
fornance of tests that require deployment speeds
above 435 knots, suspended-load weights of more than
500 lb. or canopies larger than 32 ft in diameter. It
appears to be possible to undertake and accomplish a
running average of mix drop tents an hour. Obviously.
this number will be reduced by occasional, normal
delays, and also will be less for more complicated
tests employing special instruments or unusual test
procedures. Normal instrumentation at the site con-
sists of telemetering systems or self-recording instru-
ments installed in the test or suspended load. and of
photographic instrumentation placed at strategic loca-
tions around the test facility.

Besides the evaluation of deployable aerodynamic
decelerators of various types and designs, and for
different applications, accessories such as harnesses,
fittings, deployment bags, static lines, pilot chutes,
extraction parachutes, and devices associated with
decelerator deployment may be thoroughly tested. The
behavior of parachutes in the reefed condition may
also be observed and measured.

1.2.2 POWEIlIE D-MISSIlI TF.STS. The extension
of deployable aerodynamic decelerator operation into
supersonic speeds, and into high-altitude flight re-

Fig. 11-7 /elium-filled Ralloon Used as Launch gimen, has required the development and acquisition
Platform of new decelerator test-methods. To achieve the de-
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NO. (FT DIAMETER) (THOUSAND CU FT) NO. (FT DIAMETER) (THOUSAND CU FT)

1 34.3 16 8724 ISO
2 36.9 20 9 5.6 250
3 39.5 25 10 1IN4 Soo
4 44.5 25 11 122.6 750

5 0.2 so 12 1 34A8 1000
657A 75 13 172.6 2000

7 63.2 100 14 200.00 3000

Fig. 11-8 Gencralized Carrier Hallooa Performance Chart

aired deployment conditions for the aerodynamic de-
celerators in terms of speed and altitude, solid-fuel
rocket-boosted, low-drag test-vehicles are being em-
ployed. To obtain economy of test operations, test

missiles are launched from aircraft, from stratospheric-

altitude balloons, or from the ground, depending upon
the particular test point to be achieved.

The use of powered free-flight teat-vehicles has re-
quired increased data-acquisition, safety, recovery,

and reliability over those used before. Basically, data-
acquisition systems incorporated in powered free-

flight tcat-vehicles consist of photographic subsystems |
to record dynamic phenomena during aerodynamic de-
celerator deployment, and operation, and electronic
subsystems (usually telemetry links) to sense and
transmit desired performance characteristics throughout
the period of flight. Radar tracking beacons and booster
or test-vehicle destruction systems are usually re- Fig. 11-9 Parachute Whirl-Tower Test Facility
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quired by the test center.
1.2.2.1 Teag-Hiftaue Launch from Alircraft. To

achieve supersonic test-points at altitudes below
40,000 ft. the lamnching of rocket-boonted teat-vehicle.
forom fighter or bomber aircraft in most economical.
Single (Fig. 11-12) and clustered (Fig. 11.13) eo
dynamic decelerator test-missiles boosted by single,

1.4 A&AW custered, or staged solid-fuel rockets may be launched
from aircraft. The ar'lii-fucl rocket is usually ignited
after a sufficiently long period of vehicle free-fall
from the carrier aircraft to allow for sufficient escape-
time of the launching aircraft for flight safety. In order
to avoid accidenal ignition of solid-fuel rockets or

ohrpyrotechnic devices, it is the practice at some
teat centers to use squibs, ignitors, etc., which do
not fire unless more than a one-watt and a one-empere
signal in applied, or which are ahielded against elec-
tmo-magnetic radiation.

1.2.2.2 Test-Mfissile Launch from /ligh-Alsitude
Carrer Balloons. Powered test-missile. may be

Fig. 11-10 Nacelle with Provisions few 2.30Lb Ncmmy launched from platforms suspended from stratospheric-

Fig. 11-11 General-Purpose Teast Vehicle for Teas Loads from 200 to 5(X)-lb.
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(1) aircraft tow-tentsm, in which the aerodynamic de-
.elterator in deployed behind the test aircraft either
in free-flight or during the landing roll; (2)rocket-sled
tenting, in which the test vehicle is propelled by
suitable rocket.propulsion units along a railed track
Und the aerodynamir decelerator deployed after a de-
sired velocity has been reached; (3) water-tow testing
in which two-dimens.ional or three-dimensional test
models are towed in water or other similar fluids;and
(4) wind-tunnel testing.

'l'he advantages of captive or tow testing are the
extreme accuracy in control of initial test-conditions,
the highly accurate and precise measurement of per.
formance parameters, the use of recoverable and re-
usable test-vehicles, and the high frequency of test-
ing obtainable. In some cases, the cost of testing
is significantly lower than that obtainable with other
tent methods. There are, however, disadvantages to
captive or tow testing, the major ones being that in
all cases the test item is restrained and only lmited
freedom of motion during test is obtained, and that

Fig. 11-14 (Cree. Ground I.aunrh all testing is conducted under infinite-mass operating
conditions, meaning that the velocity decay during
test-item inflation is extremely small.

launching of test vehicles must be predicated on an 1.3.1 AIRCRAFT TOW. Towing parachutes be-
analysis of several considerations. , inong which are hind aircraft has proven to be a satisfactory method
performance, range safety, aerodynamics. reliability, of testing, particularly if the parachute is intended to
structure end thernal effects. The primary conaidera- be used in aircraft inflight and landing deceleration.
tion in determining rocket-motor staging is reliability Since it is standard practice to equip jet fighters and
in attaining the desired velocity-altitude conditions bombers with deceleration parachutes, the parachute
in the test. Selection of the booster units for the var- system designed for a particular aircraft should be
ious stages should include consideration of relative tested behind that aircraft. By doing this. the perfor-
booster size to achieve near-optimum mass-ratios for mance characteristics of the parachute system can be
the stages, efficiency, cost, reliability, and previous accurately determined under actual operating condi-
record of performance. Selection of the initial stage tions. This is especially valuable where wake effects
is also influenced by thermal and inertial loading con- are encountered.
siderations.. To mininmize aerodynamic heating and the 1.3.1.1 Runway Tow. A B-66 taxi-test vehicle
g-load effects during boost, the initial stage should is being utilized at the Aeronautical Systems Division,
have a relatively long burning time. Generalized per- W-P AFIB, Ohio, to obtain performance data on various

formance capabilities for test vehicles (W - 2.0,.500 parachute designs and to evaluate the performance of
and 800 Ib) for aerodynamic decelerators for vario's parachute systems for aircraft landing deceleration
solid-fuel rocket-booster combinations (Ref (11-1)) (Fig. 11.16). Parachute deployment, drag, and to some
are shown in Fig. 11-15. The trajectories shown are extent, stability characteristics can be determined
not necessarily optimum from the standpoint of aero- at speeds up to 130 knots on a 12,000 ft runway.
dynamic-heating dnd range considerations. This is Canopies of diameters up to 35 ft may be tested. In-
especially true for the higher velocities. For auch strumentation to measure and record parachute forces,
cases, the range and aerodynamic-heating considera- ground speed, and various other data on a common
tions can have a strong influence on the design of the time-base is installed in the test vehicle.
vehicle system, the initial launch-altitude of the 1.3.1.2 Inflight Tow. To determine specific pars-
vehicle, and staging operations. chute performance characteristics at higher deployment

1.3 Captive or Tow Testing (Restraint). In the speeds and higher altitudes, and to evaluate the per-
area of captive or tow testing of deployable aerody- formance of parachute systems for inflight applications,
namic decelerators, four different test methods have a B1-47 aircraft has been used successfully as a test
been developed and are being utilized extensively: vehicle (Fig. 11-17.) Canopies with diameters up to
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Fig. 11.16 B.66 Taxi-Testing

16 ft may be deployed at speeds of up to 195 knots attainable, permit testing that can establish structural
without impairing the safety of flight. The B.47 air- safety factors: and (3) problems associated with flow-
craft is equipped with instrumentation to measure and field interference are reduced compared with other
record parachute forces, aircraft speed, and other test methods. Disadvantages of this text method in-
operational data versus time. clude the fact that testing is limited to one atmosphere

1.3.2 ROCKET-SLED TOW. "Free-air" test density. and usable teat-perioda are of short duration
facilities are being used successfully for determining since the test period is limited by the track length
deployment and aerodynamic characteristics as well and by the length of time during which the sled can

as general performance characteristics of parachutes be maintained at required test velocities; also, pro-
and other aerodynamic decelerator systems at sub- pulsion coots may be high, especially for testing at
sonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. Basically, higher velocities.
a free-air test facility consist. of a straight, precisely The free-air test facility currently used for testing
aligned, dual-rail track along which powered test. deployable aerodynamic decelerators is located at
sleds can move. The canopy or system to be tested and operated by the Air Force Missile Development
initially is stowed on the test sled and remains attached Center, Hfolloman Air Force Base, N.M. The facility
after deployment (Fig. 11.18 and 11.19). The free-air consists of dual-rail track 35,000 ft long, and is
test facilities have a number of advantages over other located at the edge of the White Sands Missile Range.
test methods, among which are most important (1) The track uses two crane rail; spaced 7 ft apart. The
large-aize models or even full-scale parachutes or rail foundation is designed to resist vertical down
other aerodynamic decelerators may be tested; thus, loads of 70,J00 lb per slipper, vertical up loads of
the effect of dimensional scale-factors need not be 25,000 lb per slipper, and leteral loads of 40,000 lb
considered; (2) high dynamic pressures, which are per slipper an any two slippers. To decelerate and

stop the test sled at the conclusion of the test run, a
water trough 60 in. by 14 in. is located between the
rails. For every 10 ft 10 in. interval, for the entire
length of the track, there is a holding fixture into
which a frangible dam can be inserted. This, together
with a scoop or "water brake" mounted on the sled,
can provide means for test-vehicle deceleration.

1.3.3 WATER TOW. A very inexpensive means

of testing aerodynamic deceleration devices is avail.
able in the water-tow test method. This test is par-
ticularly well-suited for the study of the internal and
external aerodynmic characteristics during super-

Fig. 11-17 B-47 IfligA t-Testing sonic operation of flexible aerodynamic deceleration
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Fig. 11-18 LOXN/41cohol Sled with Parachate

devices and primary-secondary body combinations, as table. The second is basically a trough containing
well as for the strength-testing of deceleration de- fluid of a specified depth, through which a two-dimen-
vices under high dynamic pressures. Naturally, there sional model iu towed at constant velocity or at a
are limitations to this method of testing with respect velocity with predetermined variation (water-tow chan-
to the velocity that can be simulated. For two-dimen. nel, Fig. 11.21). The analogy of the flow of a liquid
sional model testing, this limit is given by bounds of with a free surface in a gravity field to the two-dimen-
validity of the water surface-wave analogy, whereas sional flow of a compressible gas has been known for
for "deep-water" tow the limit is reached at an equi- some 'ime(Ref (11-2),.3), -4), and -5)). The analogy
valent Mach number of 0.8, when cavitation around the explains the phenomena that occur when a body moves
test item usually develops. through a fluid with a free surface; that is, it predicts

1.3.3.1 Shallou.Water Test. The shallow-water the "hydraulic jump" or standing wave that forms
test is especially advantageous in studying the ex- ahead of the moving body. In the case of a two-dimen-
ternal and internal aerodynamic characteristics of sional aerodynamic decelerator model, this wave is
flexible aerodynamic decelerators and primary-secon- analogous to the wave visualized by Schlieren and
dory body combinations at supersonic speeds, employ- Shadowgraph photographic methods on three-dimen-
ing the water surface-wave analogy. Two types of sional bodies in supersonic air-streams.
facilities are the most commonly employed. The first A summary of the water surface-wave analogy is
uses a fixed model with the water flowing past the presented in Table 11.4. A. can be readily seen, there
model (water-flow channel, Fig. 11-20). Here, the are limitations to the application of this analogy to
ve!ocity of fluid flow and depth of the fluid are con- model testing at simulated supersonic velocities.
trolled and maintained through a reservoir and sluice- Some of these are: (1) the analogy applies to a hy.
gate arrangement and by changing the slope of the pothetical gos having y - 2.0. Thus, changes in flow
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Fig. 11-19 Tomnahacwk Sled with P~arachute
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churatrti.risticn resulting from the difference between where
the actual and hypothetical values must be kept in
mind; (2) since in the analogy the water depth repre- A - Wavelength; and
sents the density, only two other dimensions remain
for the geometric representatioa of the flow field; a Surface tension.

hence, only two-dimensional shapes or bodies can be
geometrically represented; (3) the actual velocity of
the wave propagation its not given exactly hv the equa- 4 tr o82
tion: 4WCin +; - + terms of _

g pA 2  A2

C or OAtier ¶,a ve velocity)

-J(Force of (rruvity x Water Depth). orisherjl/2

as apsumed, but more accurately by the equation rhus, the actual velocity of wave propagation depends

not only on the depth of the liquid. Sw, but also on

_ 2r_ tanh 2�__,, its surface tension, a, and the wavelength, A. and

2w PA A (4) the disturbance wavelength in shallow water is

, --

Fig. 11-20 Water Flow-Channel
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Fig. 11-21 Water Tow-Channel

proportional to the model size; hence, relatively large length of the tow channel; :2) pressure (water-depth)
models should be used during tests to reduce the measurements are difficult to obtain during the tran-
capillary ripples. sient part of the test run; and (3) movement of the

While both the shallow-water flow and shallow-water test model increases the difficulty of measuring and

tow methods have advantages of inexpensive and recording desired parameters.
accurate supersonic flow simulation and provide a 1.3.3.2 Deep-Water Test. The testing of strength,
rapid qualitative analysis of fluid-flow phenomena, even to destruction, of canopies, as well as the
there are inherent disadvantages, as in any type of determination of their opening-characteristics in
testing. For the shallow-water flow test, some of the subsonic flow at relatively high dynamic-pressures.
disadvantages are: (1) non-uniform velocity distribu-tio an tubulncein reestram;(2)trasonc seed may be accomplished most expeditiously and economi-tion and turbulence in free-strewn; (2) transonic speed cally by means of towing canopies in deep water. Be-

cannot be simulated to provide accurate and reliable
data; (3) varying and accelerating free-stream velocity cause of the higher density of water, which is approxi.

are virtually impossible to achieve; (4) due to choking, mately 800 times that of air, high dynamic-pressure-
the size of the model is critically limited; and (5) conditions can be satisfied in water at relatively low

vertical accelerations can become quite large. For towing-speeds.

the uhallow-water tow test, disadvantages are: (1) Testing may be conducted in open water, with a

test time is relatively short and is limited by the boat or ship as the towing means, or iu existing water
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'lAB lE 11.4 SIIAI.IOW.WATElI S .'l1FACE:-WAVE; ANAIL)G;Y

Two-l)ifuernional Comprnisible-Gan Flow I.iquid F'low With Free Surface in
Gravity Field

Flow Medium: Flow Medium:
Hypothetical gas with Incompressible liquid
CP/1Cv - y , 2

Field Geometry: Field Geometry:
Two-dimensional field, model and Shallow water with horizontal bottom
side boundaries geometrica t ly and free top surface. Model and aides
similar geometrically similar.

Corresponding Ouantities: Corresponding Quantities:
Velocity ratio (I' II'max)4 Velocity ratio (V/Vmax)W

Temperature ratio 7' 70 Water depth ratio 8 /8

Density ratio P P, later depth ratio 8,/,

Pressure ratio 1)'. , Square of water
Acpth ratio a/i'o)2

Velocity of sound a Wave velocity CV

Mach number Mah number g

Subsonic flow Streaming flow
Supersonic flow Shooting flow
Shock wave Ilydraulic j ump

tow-channels, such as the ones ai the David Taylor cated test equipment. The canopies can be subjected
Model Basin, Hureau of Na%al Weapons. Carderock, to high dynamic pressures for a long period of time,
Md. (Ref (11-6)). Tests are conducted by towing a making possible an accurate determination of canopy
model or even a full-scale canopy in water over a steady-state characteristics. Transient characteris-
relatively large distance at a known constant speed. tics such as opening time, opening-shock loads, and
The test canopy is initially packed in a stowage con- oscillations can be easily determined over a wide
tainer (Ilef (11 -7)). and the boat or ship (in open-water range of dynamic pressures.
testing), or the tow carriage (in water-tow channel Hiowever, testing of parachutes in deep water can
testing), is iaccelerated to the desired velocity. At be conducted only up to speeds where cavitation, oc-
this time, the test canopy is deployed by remote con- curs. Cavitation takes place when a fluid flows into
trol, eyposing it to the flow. Visual observations, a region where its absolute pressure is reduced to
motion pictures of the parachute's dynamic behavior, its vapor pressure; thus it boils and vapor pockets
as well as continuous force-measurements are pos- develop in the fluid. The vapor bubbles are carried
sible. Quantitative as well as qualitative analyses along with the fluid until a region of higher pressure
of parachute performance may be made, with consid- is reached where the vapor bubbles rapidly collapse.
eration of cloth permeabilities as affected by air and Obviously, after the inception of cavitation, the flow
water (Ref (11-8)). around parachutes in water is not similar to the flow

This testing method has several distinct advantages around parachutes in air. Experience has shown that
over other testing methods in which high dynamic with parachutes towed at a water depth of 8 ft, cavi-
pressure conditions are required. Testing can be con- tation begins to develop at a towing speed of 20.8
ducted at relatively low towing speeds compared with knots (Mach 0.8 equivalent air speed). Mosel size is
air speeds necessary to obtain equivalent dynamic limited in channel testing to avoid wall effects. For
pressure conditions. Significantly lower test-costs a correct analogy of dynamic pressures care must be
are realized due to the utilization of less-sophisti- taken to conduct tests below the "critical" speed.
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'T`he critical speed in that velocity where a shock blocking and wall effects; (2) testing below criti'al
wave in foruned ahead of the body. and is analogoius to Ileyntilds numbers; (3) direct measurement of canopy
the speed of sound in air. side loads. and (4) mounting of models to minimize

IBased upon test results. the following coomparison separation effects.

may be made between parachute perfornance charrac- MIlocking effects arise when the ratio of the model

teristies in water and in air under equivalent veiocity projected area to the tenmt-section area is large. For
and dynamic pressure conditions: (1) The opening. suhsomiit testing, the maxirnin, ratio of model .ire3 to
shock factor associated with a particular canopy type text ne.ction area should not be larger than approxi-

in larger in air than it in for the sanen type in water. ruately 15 per c-nt if blocking effects are to be mini-
'his is because of the difference in the rate of load- siIed. ''hito areu Inti. applies primarily to opening-
ing by the air and water masses. (2) The drag area shock measurements of canopies. For the determina-

of a solid cloth canopy towed in water in higher than tion of aerodynamic coefficients, s•uuller models should
that of the same canopy tested in air, because, of ef- he utili/ed. lII general, for be•t results, the proje ted

fective-porosity differences. (3) Wake effects are ,are'a of the inflated aerodynamic decelerator nmodel
somewhat different in water than in air. Although in should not t•'cecd 10 to 1.5 per cent of the tent •ec-

subsonic flow the drag of a canopy increases as its tion area.

distance behind a primary body in lengthened. this Wind-tunnel tests are generally conducted above the
trend is reversed in water. It in believed that in water critical IRevynlds number in order to avoid scale ef-
there exists a "super-velocity" region in that portion fects. As in aircraft work. an attempt is made to achieve
of the wake to which the aerodynamic decelerator is Ilevnolds numbers equivalent to actual full.scale test

exposed, diminishing with distance behind the fore- or operational conditions; however. this has seldom
body. This accounts for the fact that the drag of a been feasible because of the large diameters of cano-
canopy placed behind a primary body in water in high- pies.

eat "close-in" and decreases as the canopy is moved The system for mounting the model in the wind tun-

downstream. nel should he sufficiently rigid to prevent vibration

1.3.4 WINI)-TI'INNIL. TESTING. The use of wind from causing excessive angles of attack of the model.

tunnels for the measurement of aerodynamic charac- Tlhe extension of wind-tunnel testing into the re-

teristics and the acquisition of performance data for gimes of transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic speeds

the design of aerod.namic deceleration devices has has opened up an entire new field of research in the

proved to be one of the most productive test methods, area of deployable aerodynamic decelerators. Natur-

Results front wind-tunnel tests have contributed signi- ally, there are also problems connected with testing

ficantly to the aidvancement of aerodynamic decelera. in such higher NlacE-number speed regimes, parti-

tar technology. '4lthough wind-tunnel testing in not cularhc with respect to choice of model size and

well wuited for the study and determinstion of all of model placement in the test section.

the aerodynamic and performance characteristics of Some wind-tunnel test facilities which have been

deployable aerodinamic decelerators. this test method used for the testing of deployable aerodynamic de-

nevertheless presents advantages that balance out celerators are listed in Table 11-5.

the shortcomings of some of the data which mav be 1.3.5 IABORA)TO'l'()lY "ENIiNG. Laboratory

obtained. T'he main advantages of using the wind tun. tests are made on components rather than on the com-

nel, compared with other test methods, are: (I) the plete aerodynamic decelerator assembly. The primary

test conditions are subject to close control: (2) inca- area of investigation of fabrics involves permeability,

surements of maximum precision may be made; (3) strength, and elasticity. Subsidiary tests, much as

much data can be obtained within a relatively short the results of chemical analysis, determining weather-

period of time; (4) flow visualization around aerodyna- ing qualities, or determining the friction coefficient of

mic decelerators is possible; and (5) within certain a material, are made with reference to their effect on

limits, comparative relationships and trends deter- the primary characteristics. Since required charac-

mined during wind-tunnel testing usually correlate teristics for textiles in other fields are somewhat

with full-scale free-flight performance. similar, the testing equipment for aerodynamic de-

D)isadvantages arise mainly from the limitation of celerator textiles has been borrowed or adapted from

size of models which can be investigated, from the these other fields. However, characteristics such as

restraint on the freedom of motion of the system in the permeability, and elongation because of load, are more

wind tunnel, and from the limitation of the maximum thoroughly investigated. The methods described in the

dynamic pressure which may be obtained. A number following paragraphs are primarily for textile testing.

of test problems are encountered during wind-tunnel Some testing is done on aerodynamic decelerator hard-

tests, of which the most difficult are: (I) wind-tunnel ware, but this follows the same pattern as any metal
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testing - ouch as bending and hardness testing, and suspension lineas of parachutes deployed at high speeds

pectruographic and chemical analysis. A number (if have occurred under total load conditions which were

instrumentsare commercially available for all of these less than 50 per cent of the total rated strength of the

tests. Iit.e. And failures have resulted in the investigation

1.3.5.1 Air Permeability. Through its control of (if the proerties and behuviors of textile materials

the air maw, inside the canopy and the flow over it, under ispact loading. Impact testing at high rates of

the airpermeability of the fabric is an important factor loading differs from static testing primarily in the

in determining parachute performance characteristics emphasis o) the phenomenon of stress-wave propaga-

such as critical opening-velocity, opening-shock, and tion in both the test specimen and the attachments. In

stability. Air permeability is measured by clamping a static testing, the force applied to extend the speci-

fabric specimen tightly over an orifice. Tlhe air flow ,men is uniforrm throughout the entire length of the test

in either drawn or blown through the fabric spec imen. piece. At impact velocities there is a non-uniform

The standard method has been to measure flow in change in load along the test specimen, which is a

terms of cubic feet per minute per square foot of arta consequence of the stress wave, i.e,, the applied

with 0.5 in. of water pressure-drop across the fabric force on one end of the specimen is not instantly

specimen. measurable at the restrained or clamped end.

1.3.5.2 Strength. The strength ofatextile material In textile material, this stress wave-phenomenon

is usually measured by clamping a specimen between manifests itself at impact velocities in excess of

a fixed and a movable set of grips or jaws and sub- 100 fps. 'rhe resistance offered by the internal iner-

jecting it to tension. The loading can be imposed to tia of the test specimen to an applied impact produces

the point of rupture or to any lesser value. The elon. stress waves which are reflected from end to end until

gation and energy,-absorption can be determined and, the breaking stress of the specimen is reached. In

in some instances, pencil-graphed directly from the ord-r to collect data such asbreaking strength, curves

instrument. Tensile strength is usually expressed in for elongation by load versus time, times to rupture,

terms of pounds, kilograms, or grams: per width of impact velocities, and rupture energies for webbings

the specimen for webbings., tpre. and ribbons; per and for various seams, splices, and joints fabricated

specimen shaped-area with fil~ers. yasrn. threads, from webbings subjected to conditions of high-rate

and cords; and per inch width in the case of canopy loading, an impact test machine was developed (Ref

fabric. Streng factors are measured under many dif- (11-A)). This machine has the capability of rupturing

ferent coaditioans, depending upon the study being specimens with static strengths up to 10,000 lb at

made. But normally, they are expressed in terms of impact velocities ranging from 200 to 750 fps. Neces-
70 F o n ary instrumentation for determining required datamtaadsrd dry-specimen conditions at 7 "- 2 rind

65 per cent +" one per cent relative humidity. 'Ihe parameters is available. The impact lest machine is
schematically showh in Fig. 11-22. A gas gun propelsproper grip or clamp is as important as the tensile- asmlspclydeindmatngisle(ihs

testing instrument. If the specimen is not held cor- a small specialty designed impacting missile (weights
range from 1/2 lb to 10 Ib) at a desired velocity and

rensly, errors will result. A specimen undergormg with sufficient energy to rupture the test specimen
tensile test must have the load applied uniformly mounted on pendulum No. 1. This first pendulum is
acrass the specimen, or a tearing action will result, used primarily as a low-frequency specimen-mounting
regardless of the type of instrunent used. device. Ilowever, if its mass is known and its dis-

1.3.5.3 hligh-Speed Impact Loading. Failure of placement after impact is measured, the velocity and

energy of the missile can be calculated. The missile

ruptures the test specimen, at the apex of the V-shaped
a a a ' configuration and continues on, lodging itself in pen-

(5)DEFLECTION DEVICES dulum No. 2. This pendulum permits calculation ofI a

(I) GAS JUN (, MISSILE SPECIMEN missile velocity and residual energy after rupturing
()lLI .... JP x iM 1  , I the test specimen and al,• serves as a low-frequency

-- [j '• [ j shock mount for stopping and containing the missile.

(3) PENOULUM NO. 1 (4) PENDULUM NO. 2 The multi-flash light source aids the camera in re-
cording impact data. Results from tests conducted
with various webbings, and seam and joint configura.

tions are presented in Ref (11-10).
(7) CONTROL PANEL (6) CAMERA & LIGHT 1.3.5.4 Tear Resistance. Tear resistance is

Fig. 11-22 Schematic I)iagram of Impact-Testing considered an essential characteristic of parachute
vaocine textile fabric and is a physical requirement outlined
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Adjustable spring-loaded brair-shoea, mounted inter. tical descent velocities up to 40 fps and horizontal
nally in the trolley, brake the trolley travel on the wind-drift velocities up to 60 fps. Almost any condi-
horizontal dual rail section. tion of descent and drift may be simulated by combin.

The normal drop zone or impact area is 50 ft wide ing the velocity capabilities available and applying
and 100 ft long. It has a 6 -in. surface of sand spread these to a test item.
over a basic bed of crushed rock. The total available Many types of equipment for testing can be accom-
zone is divided into three distinct areas. The areas and modated, provided the rigged weight does not exceed
their use are: (1) a 25 ft by 25 ft concrete pad, that 25,000 lb. The minimum weight for a test item is ap-
isusedprimarily for loading and rigging oftest vehicles proximately 500 lb if testing under combined horizontal
and for vertical drop-testing on concrete surfaces; and vertical velocities is required. Geometric con-
(2) a 20 ft by 20 ft "sandbox" for vertical drop-test- figurations of the test load generally have no bearing
ing on a sandy surface or, if necessary, any other soil on the Facility's capability. However, test items with
condition that may be required; and (3) the normal a physical length in excess of 35 ft cannot be drop-
impact area, which is used for all tests when testing tested in the lateral or broadside direction.
under combined horizontal and vertical velocities at
ground impact is required.

The Inclined Test Facility is instrumented so that
such data as test-load impact-velocities, gravitational SEC. 2 TEST-VEHICLES
forces, pressure forces, stress forces, and general
performance of the test items at ground impact may he 2.1 Introducti.. Numerous test-vehicles have

accurately measured and recorded. Data recording and been developed and are being utilized to test experi-

facility operation are controlled from the Facility mental deployable aerodynamic decelerators and de-

Control House, the necessary equipment being located ployable aerodynamic decelerator systems under velo-

there. Overall operation of the facility during a test city-altitude conditions that simulate those encoun-

is controlled by a rotating sequencing drum. tered in ultimate use. Current test-vehicles (see Table
Two 16-channel Century Static sad Dynamic Strain 11-6) can be grouped into three categories:

Recording Systems record impact.test data obtained (1) Gravity-drop test-vehicles;
from sensing elements placed on board the test item. (2) Rocket-boosted free-flight test-vehicles; and
Additional data from tests in obtained by high- and (3) Rocket-sled test-vehicles.
low-speed motion-picture cameras and by sequenced
still-cameras located in the test impact area. The 2.1.1 GRAVITY-DROP TFST-VEHICLES. (Ref

combined data (from oacillograph tracings and movie (11-11)) Gravity-drop test-vehicles are test-vehicles
film) give a complete history of an impact sequence which are released from an aircraft or balloon and
during a drop test. achieve, through free-fall, the necessary test deploy-

The Facility is designed to provide a means for meat conditions. These vehicles have bomb-like or
drop-testing parachute-retarded equipment under close- similar ogive-cylinder configurations. Fig. 11-24

ly controlled conditions. Velocities of parachute-de. shows a weight-bomb teat-vehicle used for parachute
livered equipment at ground contact are closely dup- testing in the low subsonic-speed range. Bomb casings
licated at the Facility. It is possible to simulate ver- ringing in weight from 500 to 4,000 lb have been

modified by welding a flat steel plate to them. The
plate distributes the load and facilitates the handling
of the test vehicle. A bomb-to-parachute adaptor plate
is attached to the end of the bomb casing with maxi-
mum allowable design forces an indicated in Table
11-6. This class of test vehicles provides a test
weight-range of 200 to 10,000 lb. There are no para-
chute compartments attached to the test vehicle,
The parachute is tied to the bomb as shown in Fig.
11.24. The usual carrying aircraft is a cargo type
with a rear door, the C.130 being utilized most ex-
tensively. This particular test-vehicle is principally
used for rate of descent tests. A 300-ft drop-line,
attached to the nose of the vehicle, is released by a
timed cutter to determine rate of descent of the test

Fig. 11-24 Weight1-Bomb Teat-Vehicle vehicle and deployed parachute. Another class of test
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TABILE 11-6 IIE.COVl'RY-SY"TEMý

Weight Range Max Max Volume of

Basic AIb) "g " Speed Diameter Parachute Maximum Sizi

Strunlore Min Max Load (Knots or (in.) (wa partmenet Type of Para
Mach No.) (cu ft)

Weight-Blomb Test-Vehicles GP 500 200 1000 15 150 14 None Not applicab.

(, iI c GP 1000 500 3000 10 150 18-1/2 None Not applicabi

General Purpose ad Light Came GP 2000 2500 5000 8 150 23 None Not applicabi

LC 4000 4000 10000 5 150 35 None Not applicabi

Cylindrical Test Vehicles GP 500 400 750 20 500 14 3.85 1 T-10 (35-ft

(I::J7 GP 1000 650 2400 20 500 18.1/2 9.32 1 67-ft extend

General Purpose and Light Case

GP 2000 1500 4000 is 500 23 17.75 1 G-IA (100-

LC 4000 4000 10000 10 500 35 53.30 3 24-ft heavy-,
1 G-IIA and 1

T-10

T-10 7000 36000 7 B-47 37-1/2 Approx 3 G-IIA
290 B-66 60.00

570

Transonic Test Vehicles Mark 83 a, 1500 25 1.1 M 14 2.30 1 16-ft ribbon

Mark 83
Transonic 2000 6000 1ot 1.0 M 24-1/2 1st Stage ]st stage:
II Stage 7.0 1 9-ft ribbon

10 2nd Stage 2nd stage:

2nd 2.5 1 36-ft ribb,
Transonic [if Stage
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''AIIIBE 11-6 IFWCOVERY-SYSTIMS TEST-VE:IIICLIE CHART

Max Volume of Sunpen- No. Avail-
Speed Diameter Parachute Maximum Size. Quantity, and Parachute Methods of lnatrumen- *ion Lug able for

(Knots or (in.) Compartment Type of Parachutems Used to Date Attachment Deployment tation Spacing Immediate
4ach No.) (cu ft) (in.) Testing

150 14 None Not applicable Adapter ring Static line Tensiometer Not 5
or dropline applicable

150 18-1/2 None Not applicable Adapter ring Static line Tensiometer Not 9
or droplime applicable

150 23 None Not applivable Adapter ring Static line Tensiometer Not 3
or dropline applicable

150 35 None Not applicable Adapter ring Static line Tensiometer Not 1
or dropline applicable

500 14 3.85 1 T-10 (35-ft flat circular) Premature Static line Teasiometer5 release or T-2 ejec. or telemeter- 14 7
gun ing

500 18.1/2 9.32 1 67-ft rxtended skirt or 3 T-10 Premature Static line Tensiometer 14
release or T-2 ejec. or telemeter.

gun ing

500 23 17.75 1 G-IIA (100-ft flat circular) Premature Static line Tensiometer 30 9
releaue or T-2 ejec. or telemeter-

gun ing

500 35 53.30 3 24-ft heavy-duty ribbon or Premature Static line Tensiometer 30 1
1 G-IIA and 1 22-ft ring slot release or T-2 ejec. or telemeter-

gun in5

B-47 37-1/2 Approx 3 G-IIA Premature Static line Telemetering 30 2
;0 B-66 60.00 release or T-2 ej ec. or sling

570 gun

1.1 M 14 2.30 1 16-ft ribbon Premature T-2 Ejection Tensiometer 14 0
release Gun

1.0 M 24-1/2 1at Stage 1st stage: Premature Internal Telemetering 30 3$
7.0 1 9-ft ribbon release programming

2nd Stage 2nd stage: timer
2.5 1 36-ft ribbon
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'T'ABILE 11-6 (Ca

Weight flange Max Volume of
llu. ic (Ib) Max Speed Diameter Parachute Maximum Size, Qua.

"Structure M N "g" (Knots or (in.) Compartment Type of Parachutes
l.oad Much No.) (cu ft)

Supersonic Teat Vehicle.
Rocket 2250** 2350'* 10 1.5 M Aft end Test

SBoosted 22.2 x 32.4 1st stage:
bomb Forward 1 4.5"ft ribbonRocket-Bloosted Bomb section 2nd stage:

14 1 7.3-ft ribbon

Recovery

Forward section:
1 16-ft ribbon

Aft bectiom:
1 40-ft conical

Cree
Smissile 2390** 23500 60 2.0 M Booster: Test:

(composed 12 1 6.26-ft ribbon, I
Cree Missle of 3 mis- Missile: and 1 2.02-ft ribbon

miles) 9 Recovei

3 8-ft ribbon (one e

Supersonic 2200"* 3200"* Test 2.0 M 18 Test: 1.0 To be determined a
II* 30 Test Recov:

Supersonic ! Recov 1.0
60 Recovery

3.0

SSupersonic 2000 6000 25 3.0 M 25 Test: 4.0 Test

1"*** Recovery Test parachute

Supersonic 111 3.4.5 Recove

lt stage: 1 11-ft
2nd stage: 2 38-ft

* These vehicles are undergoing acceptance tests.
** The weight indicated is total launch weight.

*** Supersonic Ill test vehicle is in the preliminary design stage.
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TABLE,E 11-6 (C;ont'd)

Max Volume of Suspen- No. Avail-
Speed Diameter Parachute Maximum Size, Quantity, and Pliruchute Methods of lnstrumrnen- ,ion Lug ae for

(Knots or (in.) Compartment Type of Parachute* Ulsed to Date Attahment l)eploYment t~itiosi Spacing Ihm,,tdiate
Mach No.) (Cu ft) (in.) Testing

1.5 M Aft end Test Premature Internal Telemetering 14 0
22.2 x 32.4 lot stage: release programming
Forwar d I 4.5"ft ribbon timer
section 2nd stage:

14 1 7.3-ft ribbon

Recovery

Forward section:
1 16-ft ribbon

Aft section:
1 40-ft conical

2.0 M Booster: Test: Premature Internal Telemetering 30 0
12 1 6.26-ft ribbon. 1 4.12-ft ribbon, release programming

Missile: and 1 2.02-ft ribbon timer
9

Recovery:

3 8-ft ribbon (one each missile)

2.0 M 18 Test: 1.0 To be determined at a later date. - - - - Internal Telemetering 30 2*
Test flecov: programming

1.0 timer
Recovery

3.0

3.0 M 25 Test: 4.0 Test - - - - internal Telernetering 30 0
Recovery Test parachute pnrgramming
3.4.5 timer

Recovery:

1st stage: I 11-ft ring slot
2nd stage: 2 38-ft ring slot

ceptance tests.
ch weight.
,e preliminary design stage.
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Fig. 11-25 Cylindrical Test-Vehicle

vehicles, the oo-ralled "cylindrical" type, in the is attached to the bomb and provision in made for

weight range of 400 to 36,000 lb, in utilized for para- housing a power source (batteries) and the telemetry

chute testing in the medium-subsonic-speed range. equipment.

Like the weight-bomb test-vehicles, the cylindrical The final class of vehicl-.s which are still appli-

tet-veliclea are made by modifying bomb-casings. cable to the gravity-drop category are the Mark 83

A bomb plate assembly ia attached to the end of the and Transonic ili test-vehicles. These vehicle. are

bomb (Fig. 11-25) with maximum allowable design capable of attaining speeds of Mach 1.0 during free-

forces asindicated inTable 11-6. A premature release. fall. The Mark 83 test vehicle is essentially a Mark 83

which is a device providing an automatic release of bomb-casing with modifications similar to those of

the parachute system from the test vehicle in the event the cylindrical teat-vehicles. This vehicle is used

of a premature parachute release, is made a part of mostly for testing single-stage parachutes.

the parachute bomb plate-assembly. This protects the The Transonic III test-vehicle (Fig. 11-26) is a

carrier aircraft from drag loads and is required when- double-stage parachute-test vehicle which has an

ever the test vehicle is carried on externally mounted ejectable test-parachute compartment held in place

bomb-suspension equipment. An open-end cylindrical by four latches, which are released on command of

container is attached to the aft part of the bomb cam- the control system to jettison the test parachute and

ing to house the instrumentation and the main recov- compartment and to deploy the vehicle-recovery para-

cry-parachutes. The instrumentation which can be chute. This test-vehicle is designed for maximum

used in the cylindrical test-vehicle includes a choice parachute loads of approximately 60,000 lb. The

of camera equipment, tensiometers, and telemetry vehicle is 24.5 in. in diameter, and is approximately

equipment to sense and record opening-forces. indi- 175 in. long with the landing spike retracted. The

cated air-speed, dynamic pressure, altitude, and time landing spike can be extended to a maximum of 50

sequence of the recovery. With the cylindrical test- in. The gross weight of the vehicle without parachute

vehicle, deployment can be initiated by either static- can be adjusted from 2000 to 6000 lb in increments of

line or explosive charges. The parachute container approximately 100 lb. Four removable fins, each 12

is closed with a canvas cover in the case of static- in. high, are provided for aerodynamic stability. With

line deployment and with a plywood cover in the case the fins attached, the vertical height of the vehicle

of deployment initiated by the T-2 ejection gun. The is approximately 34.2 in. and the fin span is 48.5 in.

ejection of the parachute-container cover can also be The vehicle is designed for suspension from 30-in.

initiated by starting two timers simultaneously at the Air Force S-4 bomb shackles.

instant of release from the aircraft. At a preset time, 2.1.2 ROCKET-BOOSTED FREE-FLIGHT TEST

these timers close an electrical circuit to fire squibs VEIHICLES. Free-flight testing of deployable aero-

in the specially designed gun-chamber. When telemetry dynamic decelerators at speeds greater than transonic

is employed in a cylindrical test-vehicle, an antenna has necessitated a departure from the gravity-drop
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Fig. I1-2b Transonic Vehicle, 7"-pe II/

test method. Teat minsiles were developed that could Many other aircraft-launched parachute test-min-be powered by means of rocket boosters to the desired siles have been used in recent years. The most suc-test velocities and altitudes. One such test-vehicle, cesaful of theme is the Cree missile (Ref (11-12)).specifically designed for testing the parachutca for This vehicle is a very versatile unit capable of at-
the Q-4 supersonic drone, is tlie rocket-boosted bomb taining a wide range of test conditions due to its(see Fig. 11-27). The vehicle was made by using the adaptability to launching from aircraft, balloon, andnose section of a Mark 83 bomb casing and attaching the ground. The Cree test missile has three configurs-
a nose spike and a tail can with an elliptical cross- tions of 170.200. and 800 lb. Theme three missiles aresection. The none spike houses the pitot static tube employed for the purpose of testing deployable aero-
and telemetering antenna. Ile nose section contains dynamic decelerators under drag loadings of 10 through
the ballast weights and the nose-recovery parachute 150 pmf under conditions of speeds and altitudes in-(a 16-ft ribbon-type canopy). The tail section contains dicated in Table 11-7. The three missiles have basicthe telemetry package, timers, a conical 40-ft ribbon instrumentation and recovery sections which are iden-
recovery parachute, a GSAP camera, two test pars- tical. The only difference in the three missiles ischutes, and two rocket boosters (11,000 lb thrust for the nose ballast-section which is varied to achieve2.2 sec). This test missile is launched from aircraft, the individual weight requirements. Because the indi-

Fig. 11-27 Rocket- Boosted Bomb
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maonic III (Fig. 11.30). and the Arapaho teat vehicles.
Thle first two vehicles are being developed under the

T'ABLE. 11-7 I'VFlll*OIIMAN(:F REGIMES, guidance of the A14'TC, 6511th Test Group (Para-
(:RlEF MISSILE. chute), Auxiliary Lauding Field, El Centro, Calif.

The Supersonic 11 is designed to provide the capa-
bility of testing two-stage deceleration parachute
systems up to Mach 2.0 at 40,000-ft altitude with a

Mlach No. 'ýltitudex x 1000 ft test weight of 2000 lb. The vehicle is 18 in. in dia-

0.5 15 to 30 meter and 25 ft 3-1/2 in. long in its largest configura-
tion (with booster and long nose-spike installed). It

0.75 15 to 30 contains two test-parachute compartments, each with

1.5 15 to 30 a volume of I cu ft, and a 3-cu-ft compartment foir a

30 to 70 missile-recovery parachute. A single-point strain-gage
70 to 100link attachment, capable of 60.000.116 working load, is
70 t 100provided for the two test parachutes. Forces, speeds,

2.0 15 to 30 altitudes, dynamic pressures, and event times are
30 to 70 telemetered. Two GSAP movie cameras are provided
70 to 100 to photograph the parachute functions. The vehicle is

Trhe Cree missile has a parachute compartment 8 in. built to fit the adapter of a number of standard rocket
in diameter and 13 in. long. Each Cree missile has a boosters, This permits programmning tests for different
complete four-channel telemetry system to record and test conditions. The Nike booster is used to obtain
transmit data. The data collected and transmitted performance characteristics undermaximumn conditions.
consists of ram or total preasure, static pressure, drag Lacrosse or Regulus boosters are used to obtain per.
force, and shock force. A high-speed camera photo. formance at lower speeds, altitudes, and weights. In
graphs the test decelerator during and after deployment. a boosted test, the vehicle is dropped from the modi.
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Fig. 11-30 Supersonic V'ehicle. Type ill

fied wing-pylon of a 11-66 aircraft. The booster ac- area of .500 aq in.
celerates the vehicle to the speed and altitude required (c) To record decelerator characteristics and forces
by the test. At booster burnout, a frangible mating-ring by means of photographic and electronic equipment.

is broken by Primacord detonation and the booster (d) To recover the vehicle for re-use, by a pars-
separates. The first test parachute is deployed by a chute recovery-system.
blast bag. After a pre-determined operating titne. the (e) To sustain working load, of 125,000 lb.
first test parachtue is freed and the second test pars- The acceleration of the Supersonic Ill test vehicle

chute is deployed by another blast bag. At the end of to the desired speed and altitude from launch is ac-
the test flight, the aft section, which houses the test- complished by a series or cluster of boosters. The
parachute compartments and cameras, is separated boosters planned for use are the Terrier and Javelin.
from the nose section by breaking the mating ring with The parachute compartment, 4 cu ft in volume, is the

Primacord detonation and is recovered by the second- aft end of the vehicle. Three compartments of 4.5 cu ft
stage test-parachute. The nose section, containing each are located symmetrically wound the fuselage
telemetry equipment, ballast, and programming equip- for recovery systems or other systems as desired. The
ment, is decelerated by the recovery parachute and instrumentation section, programmer section, and hal-
impacts on the landing spike. last compartment wre located in the forward portion

The Supersonic II is currently in the design stage. of the vehicle. The vehicle is equipped with a 45-is.
Studies of feasible designswill considerground launch combinLd impact-spike and antenna. The cameras are
as well as air launch of the test-vehicle. Briefly, the mounted on the tipa of the stabilizing fine.
system requirements are: A supersonic-hypersonic test-vehicle, the Arapaho,

(a) To test under the following test conditions: is presently being studied by Aeronautical Systems
(1) Velocity between Mach 1.5 and 3.0: Division, W-PAFB, Ohio (Ref (11-1)). The Arapaho

(2) Altitude range from 5,000 to 80,000 ft; and test-vehicles are intended to permit testing decelera-

(3) Test weights of 2000 to 5000 lb in 100-lb tion devices over a roage of drag-loadings at various
increments. alitude-velocity text-points. The required drag loading

(b) To have a flow disturbance no greater than that and the wide altitude-velocity range for specified
resulting from a body with an effective cross-sectional test-vehicle weights are shown in Table 11-8. The
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'rAIIl , 11.8 I)I:SIIItED TI'F.'S'-C(APAIIII ITY IIE;QJIll i..MI:NTFS

Comparable Anticipated

Capability Weight, Diameter, Velocity, Altitude Test Drag
lb in. Mach No, Ilange, x 1000 ft Loading,

W/Cl).4, pHf

A 2000 12 min Transonic 2 to 5 100 min
to 3.0

B 250
500 12 max LIS to 40 to 200 10 to 200
B00 5.0

C 250 12 max 5.0 to 10.0 80 to 250 1.0 to 10

data-acquisition system to be incorporated in the sled has been operated on the 10,000-ft track of the
Arapaho will consist of a telemetry system capable Free-Air 'rest Facility atEdwards Air Force Base.
of aseing, converting, and transmitting much perfor. At present, a sled teat-vehicle is being developed
mance data aa shock force, drag force, test-vehicle that will be able to attain velocities up to Mach 3
acceleration, ram pressure, static pressure, atmospheric (Fig. 11-32). It is expected to be available for test
temperature, dynamic pressure, and timing marks. For runs ois the Hiolloman Air Force Base 35,000-ft track
'Feat Capability C, a backup on-board tape recorder, by the summer of 1963. 'The sled is designed to use.
on which all sensed data are stored for subsequent interchangeably, up to five Nike or Genie solid-pro-
recovery and playback, or a delayed-telemetry caps. pellaiat rocket motors. The maximum velocity of Mach
bility, inay be required in the test-vehicle. In addition 3 can be obtained with the combination of five Nikes,
to the telemetry system, two cameras will be used with or with five Genie motors, in the sled, and a first-
the test vehicle. All instrumentation should be capable stage pusher-vehicle with 13 Genie motor*.
of withstanding a force of 100 g's. The weight of the sled, exclusive of rocket motors.

The vehicle for Test Capability A has a test-item is apprrximately 2800 lb. The test vehicle will be
compartment with a volume of at least 5 cu ft, and the .trucutrallv capable of sustaining loads applied at the
vehicle for Test Capabilities 1B and C has a tent-item test-item attachment-point of up to 200,000 and 15.000
compartment of at least 1-1/2 cu ft. 1b in the longitudinal and lateral directions "espec-

The Arapaho teat vehicle will be ground launched tively. 'The test-item attachment-pointis approximately
ftomexistingteat cites, usingstandardbooster rockets. 84 in. above the truck. A rectangular compartment

2.1.3 ROCKET-SLED TEST-VEIlICLES. Two with a volume of 2.5 cuft isprovided for the test item.
different types of rocket-powered sled test-vehicles 2*I*3.2 Liqid-Fuel Rocket Sled. Fig. 11-33
are presently being used for the testing of deployable shows the overall dimensions and configuration of
aerodynamic deceleration devices and systems. this test vehicle. The main structural member of the

2.1.3.1 Solid-Fuel Rocket-Sleds. Fig. 11-31 sled is the high-pressure tank for nitrogen, which is
shows the configuration and dimensions of the Toma. 10 in. in diameter. Box-frame cros-membere are welded
hawk low-aupermonuic-peed test-sled. This sled is
powered by eight JATO units, each having 11,000-lb
thrust for 2.2 see, for a maximum (total) thrust of
88,000 lb. This is sufficient to develop a final velo-
city of Mach 1.2. With the addition of a first-stage
pusher, coataining 14 additional boosters, it is pos-
sible for the sled to attain a maximum velocity of
Mach 1.65. The vehicle weighs approximately 3,300 lb
and is structurally strong enough to withstand para-
chute loads up to 100,000 lb. The Tomahawk sled
supports the test item to be tested approximately
10-1/2 ft above the level of the track. The largest
decelerator that can be tested without undue ground
imtefereace is about 12 ft in diameter. The Tomahawk Fig. 11-31 Tonmahak Sled Test-Vehicle
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Fig. 11-32 h•cah 3 Sled Test-Vehicle

to e.ich end of the nitrogen tank. The alcohol and port between the front of the sled and the decelerator
liquid-oxvgeam propellant tanks are 12 in. in diameter, attachment-point alao acts as an auxiliay source of
and are attached to either side of the nitrogen tank. high-pressure nitrogen for the engine-control system.
with fixed supports at the rear. The front supports The sled in powered by a gas-pressurized, liquid-fuel,
permit longitudinal movemaent to accommodate growth rocket motor. The fuel for this motor is a mixture of
or shrinkage of the tanks. 'l'he tubular diagonal sup- 75 per cent ethyl alcohol and 25 per cent water. The

Fig. 11-33 Liquid-Fuel Rocket-Propelled Sled Tess-Vehicle
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oxidizer is liquid oxygen. A gaseous nuixtureof nitro- perimental stages, or!y exploratory information on

and helium is used for pressurizing the fuel system. perfr'mance of decelerator or system is required.

The thrust in adjustable from 30.AX) to 50.(X)O lb. Therefore, for this test phase, an instrument should

The maximunm duration 'it 50.000.11) thrust is approxi- he ined which will be economical but still capable of

mately 4.5 sec. The w-vighlt of this sled in approxi- recording results with satisfactory accuracy. For this

iiately 40)00 Ib. anti tlhe ,aitim,, npel.e'.l ittiinahle is type of data-gathering mission, an over-all accuracy

approximately 75i0 knots. I'hie thrust chtiambelr of the of ± 5.8 per cent in data acquisition and reduction is

engine is of conventional design, with , riitio ,f chf - usually acceptable. Self-contained recording instru-

her area to throat aiream of 2 to I and air epanniori, nents can be placed in this category. If a deployable

ratio of 3.65 to 1, The injector is of the triplet in- aerodynamic decelerator or system has proved a cer-

pinging type. Ignition is obtained with tvo integgridl tin degree of reliability during the experimental

alcohol-oxygen igniters which tire fired by aircrafi tenting phase of test, and more accurate or different

spark plugs. All valves are pneumatically controlled t ypes of performance data are desired, multi-channel

by 7 5 O-psi ,ritrogeni supplied through solenoid-actuated instrumentation systems (such as telemetry or magne-

valves. Ilere, as in th 'e of the solid-fuel rocket tic-tape data-recording systems) are used. The choice

sled, separate slippers that ride on the rails tire depends upon economy of test and accuracy of data

mounted on the ends of the front and rear cross-mueri- required. Accuracy of data with a variance of one to

bers. I compartment containing ilie parachute is two per cent is obtainable. During the initial stages

mounted (in the top of the sled structure, providing a of research and development on aerodynamic decelera-

decelerator attachment point 108 in. above the rails, torn. static test-facilities, such as wind tunnels. are

Instrumentation. consisting of a multi-channel-tape used to a large extent. Ilere. various instrumentation

recording system, is in a separate compartment located systems are available to measure and record perfor-

on the side of the sled. lBraking is done with techniques mance characteristics, and physical phenonmena that

similar to those described in 1.3.2. tire required, with a high degree of accuracy. The

2.1.3.3 "*eIt-'IId Onto JIqu.-oi.¶ition. The decel- following is a summation of general information on

erator sled test-vetiiilet- discussed above •arrv on- sensing elements. recording instruments, and record-

board instrumentation c.onsisting of load cells tI) mea- ing systems which are commercially available and

sure decelerator dragt-lotadn, a pitot tube to measure which are being employed during data-gathering mis-

ram air-pressure. accelerometers to measure axial sions in the field of aerodynamic deceleratortechnology.

accelerations, and high-speed and low-speed cameras No attempt is made to 'furnish a complete listing of

to record behavior of tested decelerators. Iloth the all instruments that may be used. Only those instru-

Tomahawk and the liquid-fuel rocket-sled record data, ments are mentioned, and their performance charac-

other than photographic. on magnetic tape. The \lach 3 teristics listed. that have been developed especially

sled incorporates a telemetry system to sense. con. for applications in the field of aerodynamic decelerator

vert, and transmit decelerator performance information. te'hnnologv or have proven their suitability during a

In addition, one channel will be reserved to permit large number of aerodynamic decelerator tests.

multiple-poitit measurement of termperatures on the 32 Sensing Elements (Transducers). The

test-decelerator surface. transducer is a device which measures a physical

quantity and converts it into an electrical signal. it

is defined by the Inter-Rlange Instrumentation Group
SEC. 3 TEST INSTRUMENTATION (INtlG) as "a device which responds to a phenomenon

anti produces a signal which is a function of one or

3.1 Introduction. The successful accomplish- more characteristics of the phenomenon" (Ref(l1-13)).

meat of applied reoearch and engineering development Standard nomenclature for transducers has not yet

in the areaof depsoyable aerodynamic decelerators re- been agreed upon by manufacturers and users. Ilow-

quires specialized instruments or systems for acquir- ever, a tentative listing of transducer types used in

ing performance data. Since the design of new de- aerodynamic decelerator technology has been prepared

celerators and the improvement of existing ones in in Table 11-9.

lorgely dependent upon the knowledge of performance 3.2.1 MEASURF•MENT O1F DISPI.ACENMEYNT AND

characteristics of different types of conventional de- POSITION. The more frequently used transducers

celerators, the availability and utilization of accurate are those acted upon by the measurand (which is a

and reliable data-recording instruments or systems generic term designating any physical quantity which

cannot be overemphasized. [or a majority of data- can be ineasured, detected, or sensed, or can be con-

gathering missions, particularly during the early ex- trolled by using these means to cause rectilinearor
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TABLE 11-9 NOMNNCLAII illE FOIR THANSDI)IJ(:IEIIS rad/sec
OP..

Wain houn lb/min
Transducer inch

First Ilodifier (hteasured) degree

Acceleration
Angle of attack rpm

Attitude psi

Displacement 
(etc)

Force angular displacement of one of its integral parts).Foresure The magnitude of displacement corresponding to the

Radiant-heat flux maximum permissible measurand value may be minute

Speed or large. For instance, displacement of the moving

Strain man* of a force-balanced accelerometer is hardly dis-

Temperature cernible, yet a displacement must exist in order to

Velocity obtain a signal proportional to acceleration. Relatively

Vibration large displacements are encountered in pressure ele-
ments such am the bellows and Biourdon tube. Very

Secondi t,,difier (Restricts Veasured) larpte displacement, occur in transducerh which are
Absolute used for measuring position. The conversion of phy-
Angular sica! displacement to electrical signals inay be ac-
Differential complished by taking advantage of such effects as the
Dual change in electrical capacitance between two metal
Gage plates due !o change in distance between the plates;
Linear the change in electrical resistance produced by a
Mass movable contact, as in the potentiometer or rheostat;
Surface the change in self-inductance or mutual inductance
Triaxial produced by a movable magnetic element; tIle voltage
Volumetric produced by force applied to a piezoelectric crystal;

and the variation in electrical resistance of wire be-
Third liodifier (Transducaton Principle) cause of mechanical strain.

E'lectric element
Float 3.2.2 MIIKAS1 IllEMF'NT OF STRAIN. In almost
Force balance aill cases, strain is measured by electrical strain-
(;yro type gages. The strain gage has importance as a trans-
Bonded strain-gage ducer for two reasons. First, it is a basic transducer
Ulnbonded strain-gage itself for measurements of strain. Second, numerous
Capacitance other transducers, notably the pressure transducer and
Inductance accelerometer, often employ a strain gage as the
Ionization electrical pick-off. Strain gages are applied to the
D)ifferential transformer surface of materials in order to sense the strain of
Photo-electric the material. The strain gage is sensitive to elonga-
Piezoelectric tion; that is, the electrical properties change in pro-
Potentiometer portion to the elongation of the gage. Strain elongation
Reluctance is usually small as long as the applied stress does
Resistance not exceed the elastic limit for a material. The most
Thermocouple common form of strain gage consists of a short length
Thermistor of small-diameter (approximately 0.001 in.) wire of
Variable frequency high electrical resistance. To apply the gage, it can

be cemented to the member to be tested; this is a
Range bonded resistance-wire strain-gage.

As applicable Recently, the semiconductor or "solid-state" strain

Units gage has come into being. This operates on the same
g piezoelectric effect which applies to previous metal
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strain-g.igen: the chaunge ;n electrical resistivity of a cause the choice between available alternatives near-
nm.a..,tl b-:-isune of aipplied stress. %ith germanium ly always re 1resents a compromise between desirable
and silicon seniiconductors, the ratio between the and ui.denirahle characteristics, A catalog of commer-
unit strain and the unit resistance change can be up cially available transducers together with their phy-
to 175 is conipared to 2 to 5 for metallic wires. sical and operating characteristics is given in Ref

(11-14). Although this catalog lists transducers for
3.2.3 MIK:ASIJIIINMNINT 01-' I'll SS1IIlE. Force is telemetering applications, the majority of the trans.

equal to the product of pressure and the area over ducers can also be employed in other instrumentation
which pressure is exerted. li the sensing and trans- systems., ,ch an direct recording and magnetic-tape
ducing of pressure (and vacuum), certain mechanical data recording.
elements are usually used to convert the applied force
into a displacement; however, the displacement is not 3.3 S9lf-Contained Recording Instrutments(D'op
always a linear function of the force or the pressure. Test). Self-contained recording instruments can
These mechanical elements are often referred to an nense physical phenomena, measure their quantitiem,
force continuous-recording devices. Those which are and mechanically or electrically translate those quan-
most commonly used for trntslating pressure into dis- tities into displacements or electrical signals recorded

placement are diaphragmn (flat, corrugated, and cap. on a suitable medium versus a known time base. ;n
sule), Ilourdon tubes (circular, twisted), bellows, and the majority of cases, the self-contained recording

straight tubes. Force.peak recording devices provide instruments are capable of sensing and recording only

a displacement as a result of input pressure. and it is one particular datum. These instruments are designed
necessary that this be converted to an electrical para- to contain the sensing. translating, and data-recording
meter which can be fed to, or sensed by. any elec- components., as well as sources of mechanical or
tronic input circuitry; the methods of measuring dis- electrical power and other required components within
placement have been discussed in 3.2.1. above, a single housing.

3.2.4 MF;ASIRIEMENTr OF FI.III) FLOW. To iea- 3.3.1 MEASIIREMFNT AND RECORDING OF Di-
sure volumetric flow values, three basic types of IRc' l'ORCI,0S. The knowledge of the magnitude
transducers are generally employed. Theme are dim- and duration of forces acting on an aerodynamic de-
placement meters, velocity meters, and differential- celerator during its deployment and during steady des-
pressure meters. A great variety of each type exists, cent of the decelerator-load combination is cf the ut-
the selection being dependent upon density, viscosity, most value in aerodynamic decelerator research and
flow rate, and corrosiveness of the fluid to be iea- development. An early method of measuring and re-

sured. Meter flow-range, pressure loss, monitoring cording direct forces acting between the aerodynamic
technique, size, accuracy, reliability, and cost must decelerator and the suspended load consisted of de-
also be considered. A displacement meter is usually termining the amount a small copper column would be
in the form of a fluid pump that is run in reverse by the compressed after being subjected to compression
flowing fluid. In velocity meters, the volumetric flow forces. This compression could then be evaluated in

is inferred an being equal to the velocity multiplied terms of direct load in pounds. Obviously, this mea-
by the cross-sectional area of the flow. The moving surement will only yield maximum force values, and
element is usually a helix, fun. or turbine rotor. Dif- with doubtful accuracy (particularly at the higher rates
ferential-pressure meters consist either of a probe or of force application). To evaluate some of the more
n constriction in a conduit. There is no limit to the significant performance characteristics of aerodynamic
size of these meters, and they can handle corrosive decelerators, especially of canopies, a history of
fluids containing large amounts of suspended matter. force versus time, covering at least the time interval
A flowing fluid has a total (ram or stagnation) pres- equal to that of the inflation or opening period must

sure which is the sum of its static and dynamic pres- be obtained. For the quantitative analysis of canopy
sures. These terms are often referred to as total, ste. opening, amechanical recording-tensiometer has proven
tic, end dynamic (velocity) head, respectively, when to be more advantageous than any electronic sensing
the pressure is expressed in feet or inches of the and recording device used. Two types of tensiometers

working fluid. Fluid-flow rate is directly proportional have been developed and are being used extensively
of fluid velocity and, therefore, to the square root of during exploratory and experimental parachute test-

the differential pressure. programs.

3.2.5 CRITERIA FOR TRANSDUCER SELECTION. 3.3.1.1 Embossing-Stylus Type. The magnitude
The selection of a specific transducer for a particular and duration of forces, as well as a time scale, are
application remains more of an art than a science be- recorded on a moving strip of polished aluminum foil
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by embossing styli.'rhe force stylus follows the move- The caning for the instrument is made out of round-
ment occurring when the force transmitted through the stock aluminum capable of supporting a radial load of
instrument deforms the individual unite of a ('olumn 18,000 lb. The upper and lower clevises are attached
radially tapered di•l, springs. The assembly is shown to the caning end pull rod. An access window in the
in Fig. 11-34. The suspended load in attached to the caning is provided for easy removal of the recording
lower clevis with an appropriate harness, while the unit. Tension applied to the instrument is truasmitted
upper clevi. is attached to the parachute suspension. through the casing and the pull-rod from the clevises.
point or riser. OperatiQn is initiated by a pull-cord. A column of radially tapered steel disk spriags,
The component parts of the instrument can be grouped mounted on the pull-rod is hossed is the lower patios
into four operating units: of the instrument. When compressed, these sprungs

(a) A round aluminum casing to which two clevines have a nearly linear deflection up to maximum rated

are attached; load. To prevent any looseness in the spring assembly,
(b) A column of steel disk springs on a pull rodsup- which would disturb the zero-line, a load is pre-im-

porting the force stylus; posed on the spring system. A* bar, supporting the
(c) The chart drive mechanism, consisting of the force stylus, is screwed in place in a slot across the

recorder assembly and the chart drum assembly; and head of the pull rod. The projecting ends of the bar

(d) "lhe time marker mechanism, consisting of the are used an guides to prevent any rotation of the pull

oscillator and the time marker, rod due to an anguler acceleration acting upon the
instrument. The force stylus is mounted is, two can-
tilever springs, which are soldered into slots near the

-end of the" bar. The stylus must be deflected slightly
when the chart drum is placed in position; than, its
location is important, since the styles must always
act with osly a slight force againat the recording
medium. The natural frequency of this force-recording

osOL.AToR system is approximately 700 cps.

AS" The recorder amembly consists of the escapement-
mechanism and the chart-drum assembly. The construc-

-- tion of the escapement mchaniam is more rigid and
CHAM DRUM shockproof than that commonly used in spring-powered

clocks. The esaonpement is started by the movement of
a slider bar, which is actuated Ly a pull cord. BaItery

.ecoesam current to the oscillator is connected by the some
. ASmotion. After one complete turn of the drive sabft, the

escapement is ntopped and the battery current discos-
aected. The edges of the recarder base plate me

-r .,.vt--- beveled to fit into the dovetails milled into the guide
plate of the instrument. The moment of inertia of the

" Mat-- rotating system is sufficiently low when compared
-ASS• with that of the torque spriag. This is essential to

prevent my slowing down of the clock wn a result of
angular accelerations which might he imposed on the
system externally. The chart drum is desiped to bold
the recording medium in a true cylindrical shape. The
recording medium is a polished aluminum foil auWpoai-
mately 0.003-i.. thick. It is pre-foemed to a cylin&ical
shape slightly smaller in radius than the drum snrface
and firmly held in position on the chart drum.

The function of the oscillator is to intenrupt the
battery current periodically to cause the time-moker
to record the desired time intervals on the recording
medium. The oscillator is of electromechanical design
and should be given particular attention to essua that
it is free of inertia and acceleration effects. The fre-

Fig. 11-34 Embossing-Stylus Tensiometer quency of oscillation depends upon the moment of
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inertia of the two soft-iron disks, each mounted on ing procedure of the recording cycle are identical to
pivot bearings to rotate about its own axis, and the those described for the. previous instrument. The force
value of the restoring torque of the straight-wire springs sensing and recording system operates as follows: An
connecting the two di~k,. The nominal frequency of annular-disk spring in deflected slightly under load,
the oscillator is 20 cpa. The tieme-tuarker is to imple' mid this deflection causes an angular rotation of a
solenoid magnet carrying a peivoted armature, On one small mirror. The image of an illuminated slit is focused
end of thin armture. im it ,jering-lIncd,,l mtivhl,. The on a narrow apertuse in front of a moving strip of photo.
time-marker solenoid is connected in series with the sensitive film after reflection from the rotating mirror.
oscillator solenoid. Thus, each oscillation of the os- As this mirror rotates, the image in caused to move
cillator disk causes the tinte-marker armature to move lengthwise along the aperture, so that the developed
up and down. The time-marker stylus is located slight, film shows the displacement of the image as a curved

ly above the force stylus inside the instrument case. line. A fixed mirror, adjacent to the rotating mirror,
The force-sensing system is calibrated by subjecting provides a stationary image near one end of the aper-.
the instrument to known f,,rce, and recording the ture and produces a straight reference-line on the de-
position of the stylus .n the recording medin-. The veloped film. The natural frequency of the force sens-

deflection of the spring column when subjected to a ing and recording system is approximately 1200 cps.

load of 1000 lb is upproximtrelv 0.014 in. The recorder assembly contains commercially avail-

For the purpose of evaluating the recorded informa- able I,5-mm film and is fam'ened light-tight to the in-

tion, it is necessary to magnify the recorded trace. A ntruecent-case window. When tie recorder is ir,.erted

toolmaker's microscope is satisfactory to evaluate

individual force-values. To obtain histories of force
versus time, other conventionai reproducing devices
may be used.

The overall length of the instrument is 8.5 in.. and
the diameter of the instrument case is 4 in. The weight
of the instrument is 11.2 lb.--' .

Advantages of this instrument are: ..........
(a) The record of the forces recorded may lie s'ea SPRING

read even if the recording medium is the only BATTERY MOE
item to survive destruction of the instrument GPOVE DRNI O

unharmed; and
(b) Relatively inexperienced personnel may be NEGATIVE - ARMING

used for installation, loading, and unloading SPRN~ h.,)0 SWITCH

of the instrument M

Disadvantages are: SHUTTER-
(a) The adjustment of the force stylus is critical,

to produce a visible record and avoid goug-

ing; and FILM T
(b) The frequency response of this instrument is RECORDE

relatively low and, therefore, the application TIMING
of the instrument is limited. LIGHT

The following types have been developed and are
available:
Type I - Capacity 7,.00 lb. 10 sec recording time;
Type 11 - Cupucllt 7,500 lb, 20 acc rccording time; FORCE"SENSINGType III - Capacity 15,000 lb, 20 sec recording time. SYSTEM

This self-recording tensiometer was developed by Ex-

line Fagineering Co., Tulsa. Okia.. and was assigned
the Model No. B-194.

3.3.1.2 Photographic Type. The magnitude and
duration of forces, as well as a time scale, are record-
ed on a moving strip of 3 5 -mm photo-sensitive film by .
means of light-beam recording. The assembly is shown
in Fig. 11-35. The use of this instrument and the start- Fig. 11-35 Photographic Type Tensiometer
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in the instrument, a gear on the toLpe,;•p reel of the- re- sible. The isysteni consist of two basic devices; a
corder meshes with the drive geor of the spring motor self-contained, self-recording accelerometer, which
and the instrument in ready for operittin., provides a coded record of acceleration versus time

The drive motor for the recorder' is It Neg'ator-type on magnetic tape. and a playback unit, which can
spring-motor of sufficient torque, to pull the recording drive conventional permanent recording devices, much
medium past the aperture with ConsHItant speed for i ns those using a light-beam galvanometer. In appli-
minimum period of 20 sec. IRecordling timle may be cation. the tape record is male within the accelero-
changed by adjusting the goevernor on the spring motor. meter. 'l'his it followed by removal of the tape, which

A small neon bulb, located near the aperture, is is then played back in the play-back system.
caused to flash with a constant frequency from a The self-recording accelerometer consists of the
vacuum-tube oscillator. Each flushn illuminates the seismic transducer, the electionic i icuitry, and the
aperture. The developed film then shows a series ,of tape transport-niechlewisni. The self-recording ac-
lines across die film, the distan, v between uny two celerometer provides a 30-sec continuous tape-record
successive lines representing ai time- interval (,f .Ot ste. of shock and acceleration phenomena. It is packaged

The force-sensing system is calibrmted by subjecting within a housing .-I,'2 in. in diameter and 3 in. high,
the instrument to known forces iind recording the post- and weighs 3 lb tiomplete. This accelerometer can be
tion of the deflected light beeuvi in the film strip. An mouunted in relatively inaccessible locations iu mov-
applied maximum rated load to the force-sensing vsy- ing objects. 'fle unit is completely self-contained,
teon of the instrument corresponds to a light-beani de- and oenly the pull of a cord or the action of a contact
flection onthe record medium of approximately 0.75 in. pair is neressary teo stairt the recording action."The recording may be reproduced for evaluation bY
means of a photogruaphic reproduction device, which The seismic transducer in this instrument is a dif-
prints the recorded traces and a calibration grid on i ferential transformer device utilizing a spring suspen-
standard-size sheet of photographic paper. sinn. The undamped natural (resonant) frequency of

'[l'e overall length of the instrument is 11 in., ant the transducer is about 500 Lps. Fluid dampingensures
the diameter of the instrument case is 4 in. The weight fnat frequency-response from 0 to 300 cps. The simic
of the instrument is 11.45 lb. transducer is mounted to the inside of the top plate of

This tensiometer allows the recording of forces of the accelerometer and produces a carrier-modulated
very short duration with great accuracy. While it does output proportional to the instantaneous acceleration.
not require highly skilled personnel to maintain the The entire electronic circuit, cast in resin for ax-
instrument, the recording accuracy that may be ob- treme ruggedness, is fastened to the inside of the
tained is substantially higher than that of the emboss- cover plate and is transistorized. A phase-modulation
ing-stylus tensicitseter. This instrument was also de- technique is employed and both reference and isfonna-
veloped by the Exline Engineering Co.. Tulsa, Okla.. tion signals are recorded on a single track of tape.
and is designated Model No. IIX-101. The following While both are used to lecode the data in the playback
types are available: system, the reference signal may also be used as a

Type I - Capacity 4.000 lb, 10 sec recording time; timing signal on the final playback record.Type I1 - Capacity 7,000 lb, 10 sec recording time; The tape transport-mechanism, electrically drives
Type II - Capacity 7,500 Ib, 10 sec recording time; by a self-contained battery, is designed to drive the
Type IV-Capacity 15,000 lb, 20 sec recording time; magnetic tape at a speed of 15 ipa. This provides a
Type IV-Capacity 15,000 lb, 20 sec recording time; useful running time of 30 seec, using 500 in. of magnetic
Type V - Capacity 30,000 lb, 20 sec recording time; tape (0/4 in. wide). The tape transport-mechaeis. is
Type VI-Capacity 50,0001b, 20 sec recording time, normally supplied with a pull-wire starting-switch de-
3.3.2 MEASURFMENT AND RECORDING OF GRA- signed to energize the complete accelerometer with

VITATIONAL FORCES. A self-recording accelero- 10-lb tension. Other starting devices may be used,
meter was developed by Gulton Mfg. Co., Metuchen, such as relays or acceleration switches.
N.J., for the purpose of measuring and recording gra- A playback system to process the phase-modulated
vitational forces during exploratory parachute drop. tape-recording is aequired to obtain a signal contain-
tests. It was developed for installation in the center ing the required acceleration-time characteristics.
of a parachute dummy. This self-recording accelero- This unit consists of two components mounted in a
meter is designated Glenite Tape Recording System single rack, approximately 22 x 18 x 28 in. The in-
KAT-1. This system has been designed to permit the stantaneous filtered output of the playback unit is fed
instantaneous recording of gravitational forces in mov- to standard recording devices, such as those used with
ing devices when neither wire nor radio-signal connec- galvanometers, oscilloscopes, or meters, or direct-
tion between transducer and recording system is fea- writing recorders.
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3.4 Recording-Instrument Systems (Drop Test). and one reference-frequency channel, while the other
consists of six data-4annels and one reference-fre.

These dngtrumnoft uystems are used for the measuring quency tchannel. The overall dimensions of thin syn.
and recording of u number of aerodynamic decelerutor ten are approximately 5 in. in diameter and 23 in.
phenomena versus a common time n hus. The inatrument long. The auxiliary equipment required fcr the opera-
systems available fall into two general categnries, tion of this system consists of a power-switching
magnetic-tape data-recording systems, and telemetry unit, a calibration unit, and a power supply. The
systems. power-switching unit may be installed in the right-arm

3.4.1 MAGNETIC-TArPE D)A'rA-IE(:(OIHING SYS- tube of a parachute dummy and has an its function the

TI,'S. 'T1he magnetic-tape data-recording system switching from externally to internally applied d-c

used in aerodynamic decelerator drop-testing was de- power. The left-arm tube of the dummy contains the

veloped and constructed by Cook lResearch Labora- calibration unit, which can simulate full-scale sensing-

tories, Morton (;rove. Ill. The purpose of the datza-re- element deflection by switching a known resistance

cording system is to take amplitude-modulated sig- into the input circuits of the data-signal converters.

nasi, either alternating current or direct current, from lhe two leg tubes of the parachute dummy contain a

various types of sensing elements; convert them into 24-volt, d.c power supply for the operation of the sys-

frequency-modulated audio range signals between 3000 tem. Tests have been conducted on this system at

and 4000 cps; and record the resulting signals on mag- altitudes up to 100,000 ft and temperatures down to
netic tape. The magnetic-tape data-recording system -65 I". The tape recorders in both systems are minis-

provides a means of recording simultaneously the data turized and have a recording time of three minutes
supplied by a number of sensing elements. A fixed with an average tape speed of 11 in. per sec. For
frequency of 4000 cps from a reference-frequency os- the three-channel system, I,'-in. magnetic tape is
cillator is also recorded on one channel on the mag- used, while I-in. tape is used for the six-channel ey.-
netic tape for the purpose of compensating for error temn.
and control of tape speed in the play-back system. T'he 3.4.1.3 Vtagnetic-Taop Playback System. The

components of the equipment generally consist of magnetic-tape playback-system converts the fre-
sensing elements, signal converters, a reference-fre- quency-modulated signals recorded previously on mag-
quency oscillator, a magnetic-tape recorder, and a netic tape into analog voltages through discriminator
motor-alternator power supply. Signal converters are action. The recording is a frequency-modulated signal
electronic circuits used to convert the signals ob- with a full-scale swing of 5W0 cycles about a signal
tained from various typea of sensing elements to frequency of 3.5 kc. The tape transport-mechamism
variable frequencies within the audio range. The audio- drives the tape past a pickup head. After amplification.
frequency shift obtained is proportional to the output the signal is clipped and shaped into pulses suitable
received from the sensing element, for triggering a mono-atable-multi-vibrator-pulse-rate

3.4.1.1 Six-Channel Vorinetic-Tape Recording Sys- counter. The resulting pulses are passed to a low-pass
tern (Single Unit). This system, which is used par- filter circuit, which has a cutoff frequency of 200 cps.
ticularly for heavy-cargo drop-tests, contains all com- The d-c voltages at the filter output are then seat to
poaents within one unit. The overall dimensions of an amplifier, which furnishes the power amplification
this unit are 24 in. long, 18 in. wide, and 12 in. high. necessary to drive a galvanometer or light-beam os-
Six data-channels, power supplies, and a reference- cillograph. Since the speed of recording may not be
frequency channel are included in this system. A constant, playback at constant speed would not result
24 -volt, d-c power source is used to power the elec- in faithful reproduction of data. Therefore, a variable-
tronic components and the tape recorder. A calibration speed tape-transport is used for playback. This tape
unit is included so that it is possible to simulate full- transport receives its control signal from the reference-
scale deflection on sensing elements by switching frequency channel on the recorded tape. A 4000 -cps

precision resistors into the sensing-element input cir- fixed-frequency is recorded on this channel. Tape
cuits. The tape recorder in this system can record "flutter" and "wow" appear " a frequency modula-
under sustained gravitational forces of up to 75 g's. tion of the 40 00 .cpa carrier-frequency. This signal is
The overall running-time of this recorder in three detected in a manner similar to that used in the data
minutes and the average tape speed is 30 ipa. discriminator. The signal is amplified and used to

control the capstan-drive speed, where it removes the
3.4.1.2 Miiniataure Tape-Recording System. Two long-term speed-variation problem. The large inertia

miniature tape-recording systems were developed of the system prevents instantaneous action. There-
for installation in the internal tubes of a parachute fore, this reference signal is also used to control the
dummy. One system consists of three data-channels bias on the pulse height-limiting diode of the data-
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discriminator circuits, 'l'he result is as cancellation of sampling.
the noise at the output of the data discriminator. This In the continuous-reading system, each uubcarrier
action achieve* a faithful analog reproduction of the is assigned a single quantity to be measured. The
digital-input data. The six.channel playback system is sequential sampling system accomodates a number of
completely contained in a 70-in. relay-rack cabinet, different measurements by sampling the quantities in
Auxiliary equipment for this magnetic-tape playback- a recurring sequence. This greatly increases the num-
system consists of either a six-channel direct-writing ber of measurements which can be carried over a sin-
recorder or a six-channel light-beam oscillograph, gle radio-frequency carrier. Although sampling has
which converts the output signals of the dota recon- the advantage of increasing the number of data cha.-
verters into permanent records. nels. the penalty for this is a reduction in the change

3.4.2 TELEMETRY SYSTmMS (REF (11 .14)). Tele- of rate of intelligence that can be accurately trans-
metry is defined as a system that takes measurements misted. To recover the intelligence, each subcarrier
at a remote location and reproduces them at a convan- is separated by a band-pass filter and converted into
ient location in a form suitable for display, recording , bursts of amplitude modulated direct current. These
or insertion into data-reducing equipment. To perform bursts are then separated by decommutation before
its basic functions, a telemetry system has a remote recording.
terminal for collecting and transmitting its measure- 3.4.2.1 Subcarrier Oscillators. Subcarrier os-
ment data, a connecting link, and a receiving terminal cillators commonly used in FI/F'M systems fall
for collecting and disseminating the data. A sensor into four general classifications. They are voltage-
located at the remote terminal produces an electrical controlled; resistance bridge; inductance-controlled;
signal which is processed and applied to atransmitter. and saturable reactive oscillators. Each type is used
The transmitter output is carried by the connecting for a specific purpose, and, in general, the four are
(radio) link to the receiving terminal, where it is pro- not interchangeable.
ceased for the combined use of display, storage, and Voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO) are widely
later computer analysis and display, or in fed directly used to measure a-c or d-c voltages. These voltages
into a computer. may be the output of appropriate transducers or may

Although other types of telemetry systems are in be voltages of the quantity being measured. The input
use, the FM/FM system is currently the most widely impedance is usually one megohm. Most of the voltage-
used in the acquisition of performance data for an controlled oscillators are available as plug-in units
aerodynamic decelerator. Wide use of this technique and are pretuned at the factory. Prepackaged plug-in
results from signal-to-noise ratio improvement for filters for harmonic suppression in the 22-kc to 40-kc
increase in bandwidth occupancy, reduction in cross- bands are also available.
talk, and higher efficiency transmnitters. A disadvan- The resistance-bridge oscillator consists of ai phase-
tage is the greater radio frequency bandwidth which is shift oscillator employing a resistance bridge as a
required to improve the ratio of signal to noise. Fre- part of the phase-shift network. A change in the re-
quency modulation (FM) is by definition that type of sistance of may one of the four bridge elements will
modulation in which the instantaneous frequency is produce a proportional change in the oscillator fre-
equal to the constant frequency of the carrier plus a quency. (Ise of two or more active arms in the bridge
time-varying component that is proportional to the increases the sensitivity of the oscillator-bridge com-
magnitude of the modulating wave. In FM/F'M telemetry bination. This type of oscillator is designed for trans-
systems, the quantity (variable) to be measured is ducers employing strain-gage elements and is reconi-
converted by a transducer to an equivalent electrical mended for use in one or more ann, of a four-arm 120-
signal. This signal is used to frequency-modulate a ohm resistance bridge. Subcurier bands from 1.7 kc to
subcanier oscillator in one of the standard subcmrrier 14.5 kc are used with this oscillator.
bands. The outputs of the subcarrier oscillators are Inductance-controlled oscillators are used primarily
mixed and used to frequency-modulate the transmitter. with variable-inductance transducers. The oscillator
After transmission by an, air link, the FM/FM output circuit is basically a Hartley LC with the transducer
is received by a suitable receiver. The composite constituting the inductive portion of the tank circuit.
signal is then broken down into various subcarriers by As the transducer inductance is changed by the action
band-pass filters. Finally, the electrical equivalent of thd, quantity to be measured, the frequency of the
signal is recovered by FM discriminators for record- oscillator is varied, thus producing a frequency-modu-
ing, processing, and display. lated nubcarrier signal proportional to the applied

In a multi-channel FM/FM system, there are basical- stimulus. In general, the inductance oscillators are
ly two systems: continuous reading, and sequential rugged, stable, physically small, and light in weight.
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They tire available in all of the subcarrier bands fro,, 3.4.2.3 7ran.sducera. An important consideration

1.7 ke to 14.5 kc. in the use of "M/-1M system is the mating of trans-

llairtatmice oscillators employ saturable reactors l ducer outputs with the optimum subarrier channel.

which are current-controlled pickups. Coils of the The choice of transducers will, in general, be deter-

reactor are used an inductance elements to modulate mined by the frequency response of the measured

the oscillator. This type of oscillator is used for men- quantity. Once the transducer has been selected, it is

suring current, sm1ll voltages, or temperature, and necessary to choose the subcarrier which has a maxi-
operates in the 1.7-kc to 14.5-kc range of subcarrier mum intelligence-frequency equal to, or slightly great-
bands, er than, the required system-response. The list, given

3,42 Cin Table 11 10, can serve as a guide in selecting
.4,4..2 flata Coeimutation. !?cause of the lini-. subcaerier bands for certain mesawrands.

tation on channel capacity in the '11'FM1 system 3.4.2.4 Transmitter. The transmitter employs
and the relatively slow changes of certain measured conventional techniques. Thus, for F'M systems, the
quantities, it is %ometimes advantageous to sample transmitter is frequency-modulated withthe appropriate
rather than monitor the quantity continuously. This modulating signal.

process is known as commutation. In a practical use 3.4.2.5 Transmission Link. In current and future
of commutation, the various intelligence channels are applications, the mostly used connecting-link is radio.
sampled sequentially. An important consideration in At the present time, telemetry bands for military use
commutation is the rate at %hic-h the input function are 225 to 260 mc and 2350 mc (IRIG).
must be sampled. For optical interpolation, it has 3.4.2.6 Receiver. The receiver, like the trans-
been determined that the sampling rate should be 5.7 mitter, employs conventional equipment.
times the highest frequency of the measured quantity 3.4.2.7 Receivmng TerminaI. It in the function
for a maximum error of ±2 per cent. When automatic of the receiving-terminal processor to recover the
channel-separation is used, the sampling rate can be transmitted information and make it available for one
reduced by a factor of approximately two. Common or all of the following: display, storage, or computa-
methods of commutation include the customary record- tion. For the FM/FM technique, the processor con-
ing of input and output and refer primarily to the iub- mists of filtering, discrimination, and decomimiation,
carrier oscillator, and linally, recording.

TABLE 11-10 SUBCARRIE.R BANDS FOR SEI'ECTED %IFASIIA';NDS

Subcarrier Intelligence
Frequency, Frequency, Suggested Measurands

kc cpa

1.3 20 1. Linear and constant acceleration
1.7 25 2. Equipment supply voltages
2.3 35 3. Slow-varying positions
3.0 4.5 4. Static and slow-varying forces
3.9 60 5. Static and slow-varying pressures

6. Coordinated temperatures

5.4 80 1. Low-frequency vibration
7.35 110 2. Servo-system measurements

10.5 160 1. Pressure surges and shocks
14.5 220 2. Radiated temperatures

22 660 1. Vibration
40 1200 2. Snatch forces
70 2100 3. Monitoring of affecting voltages

4. Rapid motion
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CHAPTER 12
SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR A DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATOR SYSTEM

In order to provide a mathemnatical guide for the calculations used to select and design a deployable

aerodynamic deceleration system for a particular application, tie following sample calculation ia in-

cluded. The initial and terminal conditions of the mission aa well as the staging of the aerodynamic

decelerators are hypothetical. This Chapter incorporates na many individual calculation considerations

as possible. Ilowever, Lite placement of these individual calculations within the Chapter does not re-

flect an exact sequence of steps to be followed in decelerator system design.

SEC. I MISSION CRITERIA D 2 8,831

For the purpose of this sample calculation, the Do -94 ft

following problem is selected, for which a multi-stage
deployable aerodynamic-decelerator system in required: Iecause it is a standard canopy and readily available,
A vehicle of combined ogive-cylinder shape with blunt and since its stability characteristics are within re-

end with a maximum diameter of 20 in. is released quired limits (±20 deg), a 100-ft diameter (D ) solid
from an aircraft in horizontal flight at an altitude of flat circular canopy is initially selected to accomp0iah

40,000 ft at a velocity of 2,130 ft sec. (Mach 2.2). The final recovery of the vehicle.
total weight of the vehicle at time of release from the Having selected the type mad size of the final re-
aircraft is 3000 lb. The vehicle is to be decelerated covery canopy, the termimal conditions for the preced-
and stabilized throughout the supersonic and transonic ing or intermediate aerodynamic-decelerator can be

speed regime with terminal deceleration by means of a approximated. Although canopies of this type and size
recovery parachute to impact at sea level with a rate haIv been deployed under more severe conditions,
of descent not higher than 22 ft sec (limito of system); deployment conditions for the terminal descent canopy
oscillation during the final descent portion of the are chosen to be at a velocity of 175 ft/sec and at an
mission shall be within t20 deg. The maximum load- altitude of 5000 ft. This selection insures reliable de-
ing imposed upon the vehicle during the period of ployment and opening, avoidance of excessive drifts,
aerodynamic decelerator operations shall not exceed and eliminates the necessity fot canopy reefing.
12 g's. 'he analysis shall terminate with pre-impact
conditions and shall not include the attenuation of 2.2 Parachute Canopy for Intemnodiat. Doccl-
ground impact shocks, oration. Considering among other factors the in-

flation characteristics, drag coefficient, stability, and
SEC. 2 SELECTION OF DEPLOYABLE AERO- stress distribution of ribbon parachute canopies of

DYNAMIC DECELERATORS various designs. a conical ribbon parachute canopy is
selected to decelerate the vehicle to a velocity of

1 t ParachuterCanopyforTerinal Deceleration. 175 ft/sec at an altitude of 5,000 ft. Again referring

Since the terminal velowity is specified to be approxi- toChapter2(F'ig. 2-13), the required drag area (Cryc,).
mately 22 ftis c and total weight of the dercen.ing for the intermediate deceleration parachute canopy is
system is approximately 3000c b the drag area, (CDnSd) 94.5 aq ft to give an equilibrium velocity of 175 ft/sec.
required for this parachute canopy, can be obtained Assuming a drag coefficient, CDo, of 0.5, the nominal

from Chapter 2 (Fig. 2-13) to be approximately 5200 sq diameter of the canopyDc, will be 15.5 ft. To insure

ft. Assuming that a solid cloth flat circular canopy can that the desired equilibrium velocity is attained and

be utilized as the final recovery parachute establishes a the stated deployment conditions for the terminal des-

drag coefficient, (CI) ) which permits calculation of tesae elyetcniin o h emnldm
o , ) w cent canopy are not exceeded, a canopy with a nominal

the size of canopy re0qured. Selectng a Co of 0.7, diameter of 16 ft is selected. The deployment initiation
gives speed for the intermediate-stage parachute was se-

lected as Mach 1.3. For this deployment condition, and

D,2 considering the size of the canopy, the canopy will
C9 So (0.75%)(re) .- 5.200 incorporate a cone angle of 20 deg and a geometric

4 porosity of appoximately 27 per cent.
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2.3 Parachute Canopy for First-Stag Decelera- 0 0.337.
tion. The requirements for selection of the first-
state canopy are reliable deployment and inflation at This deceleration is low and should require only aMach 2.2 and an altitude of 40,000 ft. After inflation low ejection velocity to achieve separation of thethe canopy in to insure stability of the vehicle sad cone from the vehicle.decelerate it to a speed of Match 1.3. For this cal- Ily utilizing the data presented in .'ig.;-i.21throug,culation a 6-h-diam llemisflo will be employed with 5;-24ofChapter5 a minimum ejection velocity of 30
a total porosity of approximately 21.5 per cent. (A 2. 18- ft/sec wax selected.
ft Hemiaflo has been auccessfully deployed at speeds
greater than Mach 2 (Hef (12-1)). 3.2 Con* Deployment Time and Required Drag.

Due to the lack of data available on supersonic wakeSEC. 3 TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS characteristics, several assumptions will have to bemade 

to 
determine 

the 

time 

for 

the 

cone 

to 
travel

Upon release from the aircraft, the ogive-cylinder relative distance of five calibers aft of the primaryvehicle is allowed to free-fUll for a period of 0.35 vehicle. It will be assumed that the velocity of thesee before deployment initiation of the decelerator primary body does not decrease during the deploymentsystem. 'T'hi, dorp!oyment delay is considered neces- time, since it has such a low deceleration. It can alsosary to insure separation of vehicle from the aircraft be assumed that the cone produces negligible dragand to allow deployment of the decelerator system during its initial movement of a relative distanceaway from any adverse wake conditions generated by equal to two primary-body diameters. 'Rene are fairlythe aircraft. It is assumed that during the free-fall good assumptions, the latter because in the wakeperiod the vehicle experiences no change in velocity, region behind the primary body subsonic flow existsaltitudes, and attitude. To insure that deployment of (see Sec. 10, Chap. 4). In addition, results from wind-the first-stage canopy is accomplished, a 30-deg tunnel tests with a 30-deg half-angle cone stationedhalf-angle cone with a base diameter of 6 in. and a at various distance behind a primary body showedweight of 3 lb wili he deployed throng. the wake of that the drag coefficient of the cone in this region
the vehicle and will serve as the extraction device based on free-stream dynamic pressure was smallfor the first-stage chute. This device was selected (Ref (12-3)). Therefore, using the relationship
because it has predictable aerodynamic characteris-
tics, An ejection mechanism is employed to give an
impulse to the cone, sufficient to propel it through the (1) -ot + 1/2 at 2

wake of the vehicle a distqnce of five vehicle diame-
tere. This distance is considered sufficient to allow and the above assumptions, the time for the cone toessentially free-stream dynamic pressure to act on travel a relative distance of two calibers is
the cone, 2

3.1 Required Cone-Ejection Velocity. Ref S -(8.33) - 30 t
(12-2) presents curves of required ejection velocities
versus primary-vehicle deceleration, primary-body (12-2) 3.333 0.111 seec
base diameter, primary-vehicle Mach number, and pack 30
weight. (See Fig. 5-21 through 5-24 of Chapter 5.) TheMach-number-altitude flight regime in this sample tioned tests, an average drag-coefficient for the cone
calculation does not fit those in the above-referenced at distances behind the primary body from two to five
curves. However, it is observed from Fig. 5-21 of Chap- calibers was selected. This value was CQ - 0.375.ter 5 that at a given altitude-Mach number condition, Next, the average acceleration of the cone duringas the primary-body deceleration (i6/g) is decreased, the this distance was computed as follows:
required ejection velocity is also decreased. The
deceleration of the primary vehicle in this sample (12-3)
calculation is D 1 (5.8512x10- 4 ) (21029.6)2 (0.375) (o) (6)2

F (Drag) g a ---.
a--- -- -in 2 3/32.05 x 4 x 144or Ftor - 1050 ftisec2

1/2(5.R512x0O-
4) (2129.6)2(0.35) (w) (20)2

t(3000) Solving for the time for the cone to travel a relativeg t (144)(4) distance equal to three calibers,
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S .- (8.33) - (30) 1 +1 (1050) t2 where
5 2

or ]b p (CPS~b 05.8 5 12 . 1024) (0.35) ( 4) (20)2

.- -30 :.t VO- (4) (525) (-5) 2mb 212987\044) (4)

2 (525) S2.39 x lOY6
. .o :-- /90o + TOM, o

1050 ]c C P(CDS), / 2mr°!

-304 106.9 76.9 . 0.0732 sec

1050 1050 Tle drag area, (CDS)c, is the drag area of the cone

Therefore, total deployment time for the cone equals and uninflated Ilemiaflo canopy. It is assumed that
the total drag area of the cone and uninflated canopy

S0.111 + 0.0732 - 0. 1842 sec is only slightly larger than the drag area of the cone
tot which is (Ci)S) cone - 0.147. Therefore, (CI)S)c is

taken to be 0.16.
After deployment the cone must produce sufficient The term, mtot, in the sum of the mass of the cone,

drag to overcome the inertia of a 6-ft Ilemiaflo pack the deployment bag for first-stage canopy, and the
and to break the pack retaining-otraps. The drag of first-stagecanopy without lines. These are as follows:
the cone after deployment is

1 (5.8512x10-4 ) (2129.6)2(0.75) (.) (6)2 3.01).2 =196.6 1b Scone - 2.- -"0 0.094

(4) (144)
2.8

The inertia of the 6-ft Ilemisflo pack, which ha. a Mbag " -2. 0.087

weight of 10 lb. iu

(12-4) 'drag-producing Wt of Canopy-Wt of linen

Inertia Force - (Wt) (No. of g's) - 10 (0.34) - 3.4 lb surface g

- 7.2-5.2- 0.062
Using four strands of MII,-R-5608, Class A, Type II, - 20

Nylon Ribbon, which has a breaking strength per strand 32.05
of 18 Ib, requires that a minimum force of

Force ,, 3.4 + 18 (4) - 75.4 lb Then, ntot - 0.094 + 0.087 + 0.062 - 0.243.

by applied to the Hemiaflo pack. With the drag pro- Substituting these values of (CDS)c and m into the
duced by the cone, equation for /c gives tot

195.6 - 75.4
(a - - 1.6 (5.8512 x 104) (0.16) . 1.92 . 10-4

(12) gnoSety 75.4 - (2) (0.243)

is realized.
It was assumedthat the velocity of the primary vehicle

3.3 Calculation of Hemisflo Deployment Time did not change during deployment of the cone. There-

and Snatch Force. The Ilemieflo first-stage pars- fore, the velocity, vd, equals 2129.6 ft/sec. A trial.
chute has 2-Do-length suspension lines. Therefore, and-error solution (as discussed in 4.2.2., Chap. 4)
using Eq 4-46 in Chap. 4, for t2, is now performed utilizing Eq 4-46 of Chap. 4.

This calculation is shown in Table 12-1.
(12-6) From Table 12-1, t2 is 0.18 sec. This value is sub-

1 1 stituted into Eq 4-47 and 4-48 of Chap. 4 to solve for
Ls - 12' - b In (1 + ]b "d t2) -c In (1 +J.c vd t2) the velocities of the primary and secondary bodies at

suspension-line extension.
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TABILE 12.1 cAICLIIATION Of" DFIPLOYMENT' 'I1ME O, 6-lI' IIEMISPIXI CANOPY

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) Ls

t2  lbvdt2 Jc0dt2 I # (2) 1 + (3) In (4) In (5) 1 (6) 1 (7) (8).(9)

5.0OlxlO. 3t 2  0.409t 2

0.3 1.527a10. 3  0.1227 1.001527 1.1227 0.001527 0.1156 640 603 37

0.2 l.O18XIO,3 0.0818 1.001018 1.0818 0.001018 0.0786 426 410 16

0.18 0.916,100 0.0736 1.000916 1.0736 0.000916 0.0710 383 371 12

I'd 2129.6 It is assumed that drag produced by uninflated Iiemis-

"1.2 (2( 9flu is negligible, and therefore is not added to the
,+ 1 (2.39 .10-6) (2129.6) (0.18) +1 force (P).

- 2128 ft secC 3.4 Calculation of Hemisflo Filling Time and

"d 2129.6 Opening Shock. The 6-ft Ilemiaflo inflates under
infinite-mass conditions. Therefore the filling time

Vii, "d (2  10-4) (2129A (0.18)+ is calculated as discussed in 5.1.2.1 of Chap. 4.

1%5ft/sec tr/D° . Ag

Then

VI, 2 (rel -Al" - 'l, 2-V 2 - 2128 -.1985 The velocity, I's. is equal to the velocity, V, 9 cal.
culated in the preceding paragraph (see Eq 4-49 of

S143 ft,'sec 
Chap. 4). Then

(0.65) (21.5) (6)

Utilizing Ea 4-26 of Chap. 4. the snatch force can tf 2 128 ( 009 seC
now be calculated.

)2 The opening-shock equation for infinite-mass condition
P - Mc (VII, 2 (rel) P' is

V L,4 FO Co SO qX

where Z - Number of suspension lines - 20; where X - the dynamic opening shock factor - 1.3 for

P' = Suspension-line breaking-strength llemisflo canopy (Ref (1213)); and

- 2300 Ib; Co 0.25 for llemisflo canopy deployed at Mach 2.2

' Percentage of elongation of suspension (Ref (12-1)).
line under force equal to P V This value
is 22.5 per cent and Substituting,

Ic - Mass of canopy drag-producing surface Fo = (0.25) (28.3) (1327) (1.3) - 12.190 lb

only,
1'he llemisflo canopy decelerates the vehicle to a

Therefore, speed of Mach 1.3. A trajectory calculation is made

to establish the altitude, trajectory angle, horizontal

P (00624) 4610 lb displacement, and time elapsed until the point where
S (I•2".0.225) Mach 1.3 is reached. The method utilized for this
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computation is discussed in detail in liRef (12-4). Trho 1 tA
basic equations utilized are derived as follows. a+1 " - -

The force equilibrium tangential and perpendicular g con%

to the flight path yield the following equations respec- Time can then be calculated by a step-by-step mum-
tively: ericel method.

F"dv The preceding trajectory equation can be solved by
S + Kv2+ si-T 0 memas of uanlogue or digital computers. For a limited

number of solutions of a trajectory problem, however,
F 2 it might be more economical and less time-consuming

Ir con a- o . 0 to calculate the trajectory by a step-by-step numerical
method. For such asn approach, the equation my be

With V - written for finite increments (with T - 0) of x in the
following form:

and wi - - da/ds

At.÷l- tan% + CO V2" Pva.A%+ 1
where IF - Weight; coo %

K - pCOS/2
v - |aetantaseaos velocity; where the subscripts a, +,, represent the nacre-

Kv 2 - A erodyummic drlg;
T - ThUat;
g - Acceleration due to gravity; Trhe initial portion of these trajectory calculations
w' - Anuplar velocity; and we shown in Table 12-2. The final results of this

I - Time. calculation me as follows:

The above equation yields Altitude: 37,000 ft
Trajectory angle: 15° 10'

"- o Time elapsed from release: 14.354 sec
r V coo a Velocity: 1254 ft/sec

Introducing 3.5 Ie.,.edl.e P,. c m Deploymeat Tim

dv dv do Mad Sngeh Fofte. Initial maatch-rce calcula-
7, " Z is tions in which the 6-f Hemisflo was used to extract

the 16-ft conical ribbon canopy resulted in a force
andsubotitutingthisito the first equation one obtains exceeding the 12-g limitation (see Sec. 1). Therefore,

a deployment system wan designed whereby the Hlemis-
IF sin a + KV2 - T - F con a1dv flo canopy is atilined only to extract the conical

v W ribbon canopy from the vehicle, at which time it is
or disengaged from the conical ribbon canopy by means

Ky 2  T of a knife-lanyard arrangement and the conical rib-"du - (ta- a + - -) vda boa canopy continues deployment due to its own
dreg. An extended riser between the Hemisflo canopy

Derivations as functions of a yields: and conical ribbon deployment bag provides for the

12 1 2removal of the bag from the conical ribbon canopy at
dx - - - v da; dy -- v2 tan a da line stretch. The co.'cal ribbon canopy has suspen-

9 9 sion lines 20 ft long. it is assumed the canopy de-
I v ploys a relative distance of 18 ft after the Hemisflo

d -- - d canopy is cut away. Thus, by utilizing the same
Scoosa equations as in 3.3 of this Chapter, the deployment

time and snatch force can be calculated.
If finite increments of angle a are taken for constant 1
values of v, these equations c€n be written as:+ K d 2 -

Ax l-lvn. 2 A an+1; A yn+I v2 a tan aX+0
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TABIE 12-2 'I'l EAJIr OTYI Y CALIC ATifN

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Atn aa.I Aan an an

(1) - (l).1 rn-I (Oladian.) cos an. *. (I)n(2)n (4) + (6)

(3)n (Radians) (Degrees)

0.000 - -. - - - -0.00000 -0"O'0"

0.100 0.100 2130.00000 - 0.00000 1.00000 - 0.00150 - 0.00150 - 0 0 5' 11"

0.200 0.100 2128.91888 -0.00150 1.00000 -0.00150 -0.00300 - 00 10'19"

0.300 0.100 2127.84421 -0.00300 .99999 -0.00150 - 0.00450 - 00 15'29"

0.400 0.100 2126.77596 - 0.00450 .99998 - 0.00150 - 0.00600 - 00 20'38""

0.500 0.100 2125.71401 - 0.00600 .99997 - 0.00150 - 0.00750 - 00 25"27-

0.600 0.100 2124.65860 - 0.00750 .99997 - 0.00150 - 0.00900 - 0o 30'56"

0.700 0.100 2123.60948 - 0.00900 .99996 - 0.00151 - 0.01051 - 0o 36'9"

0.714 0.014 2122.55975 - 0.01051 .99995 - 0.00021 - 0.01072 - 00 36'52"

0.724 0.010 2122.41465 - 0.01072 .99994 - 0.00015 - 0.01087 - 00 37'23"

0.734 0.010 2122.31110 -0.01087 .99994 -0.00015 -0,01102 - 00 37'54"

0.744 0.010 2121.96018 - 0.01102 .99993 - 0.00015 - 0.01117 - 00 38'25"

0.754 0.010 2121.36046 -0.01117 .99993 -0.00015 -0.01132 - 00 38"56".

0.764 0.010 2120.51401 - 0.01132 .99993 - 0.00015

(9) (10) (Q1) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

KlW cos an
te m 3  coana (CanS ) , ( 1l)n P ax 010 + (12 )/(1 0) v 2 1 W con

6000 (x 10+7) an vna u , 2%coaa

(13)n x (15)4

- O.O(O00 1.00000 .762 .74583 .74583 2130.00000 4.53690 0.33838

- 0.00150 1.00000 .762 .74583 .74583 2128.91888 4.53230 0.33803

- 0.00300 .99999 .762 .74583 .74584 2127.84421 4.52770 0.33769

- 0.00450 .99998 .762 .74583 .74584 2126.77596 4.52318 0.33736

- 0.00600 .99997 .762 .74583 .74585 2125.71408 4.51866 0.33702

- 0.00750 .99997 .762 .74533 .74585 2124.65860 4.51417 0.33669

- 0.00900 .99996 .762 .74583 .74586 2123.60948 4.50972 0.33636

- 0.01051 .99995 .762 .74583 .74587 2122.55975 4.50526 0.33604

- 0.01072 .99994 .762 .74583 .74587 2122.41465 4.50464 0.33596

- 0.01067 .99994 2.525 2.47142 2.47157 2122.31110 4.50420 1.11318

- 0.01102 .99993 4.300 4.20875 4.20904 2121.96018 4.50272 1.89520

- 0.01117 .99993 6.065 5.93630 5.93588 2121.36046 4.50017 2.67126

- 0.01132 .99993 7.837 7.67070 7.67016 2120.51401 4.49658 3.44896

(Continued on nezt page)
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TABLIE 12-2 ((;ont'd)

(17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24)

tan an 4 2 Avg (22) (23)x A%+ 1I., ' (1 1). x nan I .. + 1 n, x tan a, {22)n + (22)n 19
Il P a(I 1- (23) x (19)" (17)n x (I4),, (l1,adiaW) (18)n X (to)n (14), + (20)n (15) x (9) 2
(Q)n , (16)n

0.338:38 720.7"4940 - 0.00150 - 1.08112 2128.91888 - 0.00 - -

0.33653 716.44507 - 0.00150 - 1.07467 2127.84421 - 6798.45 - 3399.23 5.09885

0.33469 712.16818 - 0.00150 - 1.06825 2126.77596 - 13583.10 - 10190.78 15.28617

0.33286 707.91865 -0.00150 - 1.06188 2125.71408 - 20354.31 - 16968.71 25.45307

0.33102 70:1.65387 -0.00150 - 1.05548 2124.65860 -27111.96 - 23733.14 35.59971

0.32919 609.416.6 - 0.00150 - 1.04912 2123.60948 - 33856.28 - 30484.12 45.72618

0.32736 605.18480 - 0.00151 -. 1.04973 2122.55975 - 40587.48 - 37221.88 55.83282

0.32553 690.9.5688 - 0.00021 - 0.14510 2122.41465 - 47350.28 - 43969.38 65.95407

0.32.526 690.33659 - 0.00015 - 0.103.55 2122.31110 - 48289.74 - 47820.01 71.73002

1.10231 2339.44475 - 0.00015 - 0.35092 2121.96018 - 48960.65 - 48625.20 72.93780

1.88418 3998.15493 - 0.00015 - 0.35092 2121.36046 - 49619.97 - 49290.31 73.93547

2.66009 5643.00975 - 0.00015 o- 0.59972 2120.51401 - 50266.90 - 49943.44 74.91516

3.43764 7289.56378 - 0.00015 - 0.84645 2119,42058 - 50901.29 - 50584.10 75.87615

(25) (26) (27)

ft

,AV 1 Avk h•
nI V

(24)'-g a 40,000 + (26)X• (25)k

- - 0.00000 40000.00000 w

- 0.1.5908 - 0.15908 39999.84092 U

-0.47693 -0.63601 39999.36399

- 0.79414 - 1.43015 39998.56985

- 1.11072 - 2.54087 39997.45913

- 1.42666 - 3.96753 39996.03247 
a

- 1.74199 - 5.70952 39994.29048

- 2.05778 - 7.76730 39992.23270

- 2.23799 -10.00529 39989.99471

- 2.27567 -12.28096 39987.71904

-2.30680 -14.58776 39985.41224 O+ W SINa W COS a

- 2.33737 -16.92513 39983.07487

- 2.36735 -19.29248 39980.70752
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where vd - 1254 ft/sec - 1252.7 ft/sec

p at 37,000 ft - 6.71 x 10-4 Ud 1254

Assume CD of the ogive cylinder atMach 1.3 is 0.385. VII, 2 " VJe 2 + 1" (3.77 x 10-4) (1254) (.25) +1

=b - Wt of vehicle at relebae minus Wt of come minus - 1122 ft/sec
Wt of first-stage canopy and beg minus Wt of
second-su ge canopy and bag

- 30002 - 3.0 - 10.0 - 103.5 VI1, 2  l - AV - VI, 2 - VII, 2 - 1252.7 - 1122 130.7
- 2883.5

Mb 32b = 2.0 . 90.0 p - ](C)(VlI, 2l2 Z p,

Substituting:

(6.71 z 10-) (0.385) (w) (20)2 where mc Wt of drigpnrducing surface

S" (2) (90.0) (4) (144) - 3.14 x 10" c
77

2Iots Z - No. of suspension lines - 32;

P' - breaking strength of lines - 3000 lb;
where L - Suspension-lime length - 20 ft; end

Wt Canopy - Wt Soap. Lines . Wt Deploy. Bal - Elonption of suspension line under load of
,Mtat o3000 lb - 40 per cent.

Substittinng:

From test data (Ref (12-5)), the uninflated drag ares P .(2.40) (130.7)2 (32) 3000 391 8 107

of a 16-ft roaicnl ribbon canopy is assumed to be 20 (0.4) 8
(CDS)€ - 3.15 ft2 .

- 22,100 lb

90- 13 + 13.5
Not 32.06 2.805 To obtain total match-force, the drag of the unin-

flted 16-ft conical ribbon croopy in added to the

Substituti-,g in values, above value. (See Eq 4-51 of Chap. 4.)

Ce (6.71 x10-4) (3.15) -3 i0- Fc1,2+ i, 2 1

(2)(2.805) 2 (CS) I 2 V2

Deployment time c2 an now be calculated by the __(6.71 , 10-4) (3.15) [(1122)2 + (1252.7)21
trial end error method. This calculation is shown in 2 2 2
Table 12-3. With the value of deployment time deter-
mined, 0.25 sec, the velocities VI,2 end V11, 2 are - 1492 lb
mow found.

"vd 1254 Therefore, total snatch-force equals

VI1, 2
Ib "d*2 + 1 (3,14 , 10-6 ) (1254) (.25) +1 FS - P + Fe . 22,100 + 1,492 - 23,592 Ib
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It ,hould be noted that the filling-time and amatch- F. . 1 2 , Cs 1 (6.7x10-4) (1252.7)2 (50) (1.05)

force equations utilized in the preceding calculation 2 2

are based am the assumption of horizontal flipit. F - 27,700
Since the trajectory angle (15° 101) at deployment of °

the 16-ft comical ribbon canopy in small, theme cal- The conical ribbon canopy remains in the reefed

culationa are valid approximations. condition fur 10 sec. The canopy in then diereefed.

3.6 1 teimedlee-Canopy Filling Time and Accompanying the diereefing of a parachute canopy

Opening Shack. To maintain the 12-g limitation is a diareefing force. In this case the velocity of the

for the vehicle, this chute has to be reefed. The fol- system has decreased significantly (1252.7 fps to

lowing calculation is made to determine the amount 434.1 fps),an calculated by a- ehtension of the method

of reefing required. shown in Table 12.2. Therefore, this force is neg-

ligible compared to the reefed opening-shock, and it

121g p v. 2 (COS) (reefcd)X is not calculated. However, the time to dinreef hen

2 to be deLermined for use in a trnject.r-, calculaion.
Since there is no prescribed method for calculating

X = Opening-shock factor - 1.05 for conical ribbon this duration, the following procedure is used.

parachute The volume of tIte 16-ft drag-producing surface fulI,
opened is 276.0 ft . The volume, reefed, is 154.5 ft
The difference is 121.5ft3 . A drag-producing surface

(CPS) reefed with this volume has a D) of 12.15 ft.

24 g's (24) (2987) Diereefing time can then be calculated to be

P t.2X " (6.71 x 10-) (1252.7)2 (10.r) (0.65) (27.0) (12.15)

64. ft2  f 434.1 - 0.49 sec

The 16-ft canopy is required to decelerate the vehicle

(Cly) fully opened - 100 ft2  ton& velocity of 175 fps at - altitude of 5000 ft. With
knowledge of the relationship of CDS vn time of the

Therefore, the 16-ft conical ribbon parachute is reefed dece'eratior, system up to diareefing of th'e 16.ft coni-

to provide a 50 per cent reduction in drag mee. cal ribbon canopy, a trajectory calculation can be

To approximate the reefed opening-shock, it is conducted by computer to check the force calculations

assumed that the reefed chute in a fully opened chute previously made and to determine if the required de-

of nomi|al dimeter (DO) which produces a drag area ployment conditions for the final.recovery canopy we

of 50 ft . achieved. The CoS vs time relationships are shown

2 in Fig. 12-1 Initial velocity, attitude, and vehicle

CDf21 _ 50 attitude and weight conditions are the perameters

necessary for computer calculation. Results have
shown that forces as calculated in this sample cal-
culation agreed with those computed. In addition, the

1O ,1 - 11.28 ft following trajectory conditions existed at an altitude
0 0 -5. of 5000 ft:

Thin canopy in also inflating under infinite-mass con- Velocity - 170 fps; mad
ditions, so to calculate if: Trajectory angle - 90 deg.

0.65 A5  3.7 Calculation of Final-Recovery Canopy-
V/o 0.__ Filling Time and Opening Shock. The derivation

" " s of the force equations in Chap. 4, Sec. 5, for the

finite-case assumed horizontal-deployment conditions.

(0.65) (27.0) (11.) Results from the computer run show that deployment

0 ] 0.158 sec of the final-stage canopy will occur under vertical-
F - 1252.7 flight conditions. Therefore, these equations must be

re-derived. The match force will be small compared

The opening force is to opening-shock force, so its calculation is neglected.
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Rewriting Eq 4-93 of C(hapter 4 to include the veh icle Substituting
weight tenat gives:

d pC.2 +2 - 4 .
(12-9) +M. + 4 M t E CS' + W ".

( m+ ni+ , +(- ma ± V -P C SV2 + 1i (.me T, 2  ll , 10 It

\g'A/d t da) T Do )3 +0)

Substituting fronm Chapter 4:
22.5v B" 't Tv2

+13 (12-10) d A _ 22.5v .4 +f22.5 T
1.1 -1 dT 42.T -42.T

Vdta A '+ 22.5 T

9l8.2x 10.6 (D _1.31 where 4 - 10
IfI IfJ whr A' - ela3

[1.5.2x10-6 O°Do 3 ((i/1 B/ . 120 (CD8)ma

If 1) D0
3

Oop (CS) Wt/ tV 2 + C'A'X g"--"2 (C))max . +?

Eq 12-10 camnot be directly integrated to obtain a

Rounding off numbers, and substituting dt - dT and solution for the instantaneous velocity v. However,

T -rewriting Eq 4-74 of Chapter 4,

if 
2

Ir 06 ~~~~~dV DO if0IT 4/ c2 ýg v o.3 0 + 5 [ 1.71 - (T _ , .302] + 3 (T),5/2, or
or"

du C3(T)3/ 2 -4(T- 1.31)) f 0  2
+ (12-11) v - 11f 0tI.T) (T 4 / 3) -

-120 12 W-15 0 0
",•• (CS)max Tv 2 + f

DD3 01o 3  2 cT (1-T)] ,, dT

From Chapter 4

3 57 1.)2]_ By utilizing Eq 12-10 and 12-11 a filling time can be
3(sl f)5/2 + 517 13 11.25T calculated by trial-and-error methods. By selecting a

f value for tI, values of instantaneous velocity, v, can

be ohtainea by solving Eq 12-10 for values of T from
3(,/Sf)3/2- 4'--- 1.31 45 0 to 1. Using the values of v from Eq 12-10, substi-

f ) tuting theme into Eq 12-11, values can be calculated
for the right-hand side of F q 2-11 for T varying from
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T9

(CDS)

Ft
2

TT7

TTI

TA

0t

4 (see)

T

Running Tim At COS (FT 2 ) Ever Runilng Tim At CDS (FT) Evem

T - 0.004 0 0.742 INITIAL DROP T7 - 14.762 0.136 50.44 TIME TO OPEN (REEF)T, = 0.350 0.35 0.762 END OF INIT. DROP To - 24.764 10.000 50.64 TRAJ. (REEFED 16 PT)

T2 - 0.534 0.764 0.742 CONE DEPLOY T9 - 25.252 0.49i 100.64 TIME TO DISREEF
T3 - 0.714 0.130 0.742 TIME TO SNATCH
T4 - 0.754 0.040 7.337 TIME TO FILL 6 FT T R0 -CONTINUE RUN UNTIL ALTITUDE OP N0 PT
Ts 14.354 13.60 10.74 TRAJ. WITH 64T REACHED.

T6 14.604 0.250 0.3 TIME TO SNATCH 16 PT NOTEI CHANGE IN (CD$)S ARE LINEAR CHANGES WITH

TIME.

Fig. 12-1 (CDS) vs Time

TABIE 12-3 CAICUIATION OF DEPLOYMENT TIME - 16' CONICAL RIBBON CANOPY

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

'bvd t2" Jcvd t2" 1 L -

12 3.94xi0 43 2 0.473 12 1 + (2) 1 + (3) In (4) In (5) 79(6) c(7) (8)-(9)

0.2 7.88xi0"4  0.0946 1.000788 1.0946 0.000788 0.0904 251.5 240 11.5

0.25 9.85x10"4  0.1185 1.000985 1.1185 0.000985 0.112 314 296 18
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14 - - - - -\
1K --

0 . .2 . .1 4 , .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1
T O0 .2 .3 5 A4 J8 A9 |. J1

Fig. 12-2 Velocity ve T for the Filling-.Time Values T
tf - 5.2 Sec Fig. 12-3 Opening-Shock Force t Redo of T f-

1O0.[it.fOmeter Canopy
0 to 1. These values aue plattd versus T. and the

aea is measured under the curve. If the correct if was
assumed, this area should equal the volume of tie in- SEC. 4 DESIGN CRITERIA
flared canopy that is the solution of the integral of
the left-hand side of Eq 12-11. If these values wre not
equal, smother if must be assumed and complete cal- 4.1 Canopy and Supensiow-Line .Cliecials-
culation most bi done again. Since this is a lengthy tics. In the snatch-force sad opeeiagabock calcu-
procedure, solution for if was obtained by a comnputer lations, the canopy and oaopeasioe-lime chsarcteria-
utili-ing Eq 12-10 and 12-11. The solution is pre- tics are assumed. Now with ma-tch end opemiag cai-

sented in Fig. 12-2 an a plot of velocity versus T for culatioas complete, the *uspeasioe4ims strengt,
the filling-time value if -5.2 see, which fit Eq 127M. reefing-line length, and porosity caiculauems cn he

To solve for opening-shock force for the case of made.
vertical descent:

Required Slappesion.Liae Strengsk.
(12-12 Fr _EL W dV

(12-12) F . - d' Design strength of suspension limes - Fa a Desip
gf di Factor. From Table 7-1, the Design Factw - 2.91 for

where F - Fo-'. the first and intermediate chutes, and 2.305 for the

final-recovery chute.

Eq 12-10 is substituted in Eq 12-12 to give 6-ft hlemieflo-

(12-13) Design Strength - 12,190 x 2.91 - 35,470 lb
Design Strength per line - D~esign 35470!__•

Number of Lime e

F (C' tf -Bif Tv2 - 22.5 v) - 1774 lb
igf ,A" + 22.5 T) 2300-lb lines wre sued for this canopy.

By knowing the instentaneous velocities, v, for any 16-ft Conical Ribbon -

vlaue of T (obtained from Fig. 12-2), Eq 12-13 can be Desig n Strenoth - 27,700x 2.91 -80,607 lb
solved for opening-shock force. This calculation is Design Strength per lime .80,6 2,519 lb
shown in Table 12-4 and a graph of instantaneous 32
force versus T is shown in Fig. 12-3. The peak value 3000-lb lines are used for this chute.
of force from this curve, 11,813.5 lb, represents the 100-ft Flat Solid Circular
opening mhock. Design Strength - 11,813.5 x 2.305 - 27,230 lb
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Desip Strength per line - 27,2_ . 227 lb
120

375-lb lines are used for thim chute.

4.2 Roefing-Line Length- (16.ft Canopy).

Do - Nominal diameter of unreefed canopy - 16 ft;

DR,- Diameter of reefing line of the reefed r'anopy;
(CDS)R - Drag area of the reefed canopy - ',0 ft2 ;

(C&S)o - Drag areaof the unreefed fully inflated canopy
- 100 ft 2 ;

C - Ratio of reefing-line diameter to nomiLal canopy
diameter - DR o/DRI ;

8 - Ratio of reefing-line diameters DR" DRo, to
various drag area ration (CAS)R /k'DS)o;

(CDS) R so
- -C -0.5

This chute has 32 gores; therefore, referring to Fig.
12-1 in Sec. 3. C - 0.631. For a drag-area ratio of 0.5
(see 3.6) 8 - 0.55.

The values of C amd 8 utilized in this reefing-line
length calculation were established for flat circular
canopies. The lack of sufficient data to establish
these parameters for a conical canopy necessitates
the wse of values of C and 8 above in this calculation.
It is felt that any error introduced by their use is
small and therefore can be neglected.

With this data, the diameter of the reefing-line circle
in

DR, - Do 8 C - (16) (0.55) (0.631)

DR 1 5.56 ft

So reefing-line length equal-

wDR - n(5.56) - 17.48 ft
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS:

DESIGN E(UJATIONS FORIl HIMISPIIERICAL CANOPIES

(a) Liat of Symbols:

a Percentage of ) skirt extension (use an a decimal " in equations)

40 Open area of a gore including vent area

A,1/ Open area between horizontal ribbons of one gore

b The length of suspension lines divided by diameter I)

B11R Ilorizontal-ribbon width
RRR Rladial-ribbon width

B IL Vent-line width

R PR Vertical-ribbon width

I) Circumferential distance of the hemisperical portion only (skirt extension is not included) measured
alngr the radial seams from skirt to skirt over the apex

eg Gore width

egb Gore width at skirt of hemispherical portion

egsn IThe distance between radial ribbon centerlines measured along the centerline of the nth open space

"The average width of each open space between horizontal ribbons after the width of the vertical (a) and
one radial ribbon have been subtracted

"eg, ;Gore width at the vent

eg2 Gore width at the skirt of the extension

A e •A varying increment added to the length of the horizontal ribbons for fullness

h Distance along the centerline of a gore starting at the skirt of the henispherical portion and measuring
to th.z apex

k. sn Distance from skirt of hemispherical portion to the centerline of the nth open space between
horizontal ribbons

1csI Distance measured from the skirt of the hemispherical portion to the ceaterline of the space between
the vent ribbon and the adjacent horizontal ribbon

hie Ileight of the skirt extension measured along gore centerline

Armax Maximum height of a gore of the hemispherical part

hn Distance from the apex to the centerline of the nth space

IV Length of vent line divided by two

n Number of gores

n11R Number of horizontal ribbons

n/L' Number of vent lines

Ra lieight of space between horizontal ribbons

r Radius of hemisphere

So Total enclosed surface area including all open spaces between ribbons

so Total vent area
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% 01 Area of the hemispherical portion of the canopy

So 2  Area of the skirt extension

URS Usable ribbon space

0 An angle varying from 0 deg to 90 deg (see Fig. 12-5)

y The included angle between adjacent suapenmion lines

A Geometric porosity

Note: The following equations are useful in designing a solid hemispherical canopy without a kirt sextesion:

Eq 12-1, 2, 3, 17, 18, 19, 20, 28, 42.

(b) Factors and Equations: *

Total cloth area (So) - 4069.44 sq in 
.

Number of gores (N) - 20
Skirt extension (a) - 0.10
Suspension line lengtu divided by ) - (b)- 2.0

D V i 2 180 1xcon180 + a + 26 s o

sO n mc s - r....in L_' corn
a a L+b.J a 2

Numbers standing alone in parentheses refer to the value obtained -- a result of
that numbered step in the calculation, and substitution of th," actual value follows

(1) L. - 203.47a

(2) sin L80O= 0.156

(3) cos 180 . 0.9877 7.-- - - -
a

(4) (a +2b) - 4.10 .0

(5) w(a+b) =6.59 T
(6) a(a+2b) - a(4) - 0.410

m7 in LBO
-in . (2) . 0.156 -0.0237

r (a + b) (5) 6.59

(8) 1 - min- 1 (7) - min"1 0.0237 - .. 6 d1.g

(9) coo Y - cos (8) - coa 1.36 deg - 0.999

7;10.2 0.2028

(11) (10) (2) (3) - 0.203 x 0.156 x 0.988 - 0.0314

(12) (6) o .410 - 0.0623
M) 6."9

(13) (12) (2) (9) - 0.0623 x 0.156 x 0.999 - 0.0097

(14) (11) + (13) - 0.0314 +0.0097 - 0.0411

(15) () . 203-47 - 4960
(14) 0.0411

(16) D -=v'T•" = - 70.5 Fig. 124- rore pauem of CaM,,y lac SUN
Fuentiom
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ISO

I/ h2

2

___. ... ..__________ hsss -ham

Fig. 12-5 D~imnseions measured onm HemaisphericalCanopy Fig. 12-6 Dimsensions measured on Hemispherical

Ribbon Canopy

(17) • - /. (16) . 70.5 22.5
IF I7

(18) eg - 2r sin 180 co a - 2(17) (2) con a - 2 x 22 .5 x 0.156 x coo a - 7 .0 coo a
a

(19) h - racoo M-0 (17)(3)a - 2 2 .5•x0. 9 88 - 22 .2a where 0S a *i<
a 2

(2 0) A r.! coo 180 - (17) (3) ! -
22 .5x0.988 -1 34.9I 2 4 2 2

The area per half-gore is calculated by integrating the half-gore width (e,/2)overthe full height (A) or from a - 0
to a =,r

2

Sol fhma h f v2 8 g
(21) e dlf. (r sin i80 cona) (r8con !) d r - r2 . 180 180

2n 0 2 0 a

- (17) (17) (2) (3) - 22.5 x 22.5 x 0.156 x 0.988 . 77.8

(22) So 2 a (21) -' 2  20 x77.8 w 3112

(23) egb - 2r sin 80- 2 (17) (2) 2 x,22.5 x 0.156 -7.0
n
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(24) eg2 . 2b/) sin Z - 2b (16)i(7) 2 ! 22 70.5k 0,0237 ( 0.67

(25) a/aD cos (1 (16) (Q) 0)10 705 % 0.Q4)Q - 7.05

(2') he 2at n •n ~(26) %., -!n ros(23) 4 (24 (25)10 7.05n96

(.2-) s" s" So- (22) # (26) :.3112+'063 ~- 4071

Co 1800

where s- I 1C SO

L, 1 0, 3.6
--(2) (3) 0.154

A vent area of one per cent of the total canopy surface area in the standard value selected for this •omputation.
However, a check should be made to insure that use of this ares permits sufficient vent circumferential distance so
the radial ribbons do not overlap near the vent. This check can be made as follows:

Required circumferential distance 8 RR (n) " I's (20) - 25 in.

Available circumferential distance - 2L *in 8L0 Wn) - 2 (3.63) (0.156) (20) - 22.65 in.

i' t

Therefore, in this case. the radial ribbons would overlap and the vent line length (I.t,) must be increased. The calcula-
tion of the minimum vent line length (Ld) required to insure that the radials do not overlap in as follows:

25"- 2 (LV) si _a•L 5) - 2 LV (0. 16) (20)

I. 2 4 in.
Lv - 40(0.156)

(29) URS - Ama! + he - I.,, coo L. - (20) + (25) - (28) (3) - 34.9 + 7.05 - 4.00 x 0.988 - 38.0

(30) RS . UR$ -(RI R)(nIlR) (29) -(flt//t)(alR) 38- (2x 13)

(n'IR - 1) (n'IR - 1) 12 1.0 in.

The geometric porosity is determined by finding the sum of the open area of a gore and dividing by the total area of
the gete. This is easily done in tabolar form as follows:

(31) SUMMATION OF 1IIK AVERAGE I Il)'ll OF TIlE OPEN SPACE

RETWEF:N '1HE RADIAI.US

Space Acs a a con e ges e ,oi!
No. (rad) (deg) a

1 28.4.5 1.28 73.5 0.287 2.009 0.26
2 25.45 1.145 65.6 0.410 2.870 1.12
3 22.45 1.01 58.0 .532 3.724 1.97
4 19.45 0.875 50.1 .640 4.480 2.73
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(311) Continiued Spisce AS a :on NS a
No. "r (red) (dog) a

5 16,45 0,74 42.5 .730 5.166 3.41

6 13.45 0.605 34.7 .820 5.740 3.99

7 10.45 0.470 27.0 .891 6.237 4.49
8 7.45 0.3.36 19,3 .942 6.494 4.74
9 4.45 0.20 11.5 .980 6.860 5.11

10 1.45 .065 3.7 .99R 6.986 5.23
11 6.94 5.19
12 6.82 5.07

n -na

1o1/ . 43.31

n-I

Note: For higher number of "paces, calculation in carried on in the
some manner.

Rs

. 2(b W)con. f ilIR + -.•

- 2 [2.0 x 70.5 x 0.999 + 2.0 + 0.5] 0.02374

. 2 x 143.5 x 0.02374

6.82

2'011) coo 4 + 2 111R + Rs) too 2regs I 1I 2

2 2 x [2x(70.5) xO.9 99 + 4.0+ 1. 0.02374 6.94

(32) Example for finding the An'$:

go R (30) 1.0
A corn + BIIR + -s - (28) (3) + BI'/ + T 4.0 x 0.988 + 2.0 + `6.45

(33) Acsn - Amax - An - (20) -An - 34.9- 6.45 - 28.45

hes (33) - 28.45 1.28
(34) a "rco80 - (17) (3) 22.5 x 0.988

v

(35) egos - 2r sin L80 cosa - 2 (17) (2) com a - 2 x 22.5 %0.156 x 0.287 - 2.01
n

036) e.,, 1  - egcs- BRR - RVRI - BVR 2 . RVR - 2.01 - 1.25-0.25-0.25 - 0.2

(37) .41 - RS egol, - (30) (31) - 1.0 x 43.31 - 43.31

(38) Vent closed Area (per gore)- 2 --- - 2 [2-1(4.0 - 2.11
U 2 ~' 8 tan - L2 8(0.158)J

(39) Vent open area (per gore) -s - Vent closed area

LI) 1802 18•0o Co . (38) - (4)2 (0.156) (0.988) - 2.11 - 2.47- 2.11 - 0.36
n n
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(40) A0 , A0 11 Vent open area (per gore) - (37) + (39) - 43.31 + 0.36 - 43.67

(41) A g 4 10 (40) 43.67
(4)A •... iIO3 - - £100- - x 100-21.5

so/" (1) 203.47

(42) Ae - 12.5% fullness (egv)" - 12.5% [2 (28) (2) (19)]

r[.2 x 4.0 x 0.156 x 22.2.
0.125 r4.9 _-4.0 1 0.98 - 0.11J

The gore coordiates for layout are given is tabular forn.
a a

(do,) (r:d) coa a 9 • it e .e +Aeg + (eg + Ae.)

2

90 1.5706 0.0 34.9 0 - -
80 1.3963 0.1736 31.1 1.22 0.155 1.375 0.688
70 1.2217 0.3420 27.1 2.40 0.135 2.535 1.268
60 1.0472 0.5000 23.3 3.50 0.!16 3.616 1.806
50 0.8727 0.6431 19.35 4.50 0.097 4.597 2.298
40 0.6981 0.7660 15.50 5.36 0.078 5.438 2.719
30 0.5236 0J660 11.60 6.07 0.058 6.128 3.064
20 0.3491 0.9397 7.75 6.58 0.038 6.618 3.309
10 0.1745 0.9648 3.88 6.90 0.019 6.919 3.459

0 0 1.00 0 7.00 0 7.00 3.50
IN92 " -7.0 3.34

The coordinates of the skirt extension are obtained from trigomometric relations (Fig. 12-4).

Plot A " the centerline of the gore against + (e + AY

-- 2

16-Ft Conical Ribbon

POROSITY CAI.CULATION FOR RIBBON CANOPIES

(a) List of Symnbol

8 HR Horizontal-ribbon width (inch) Lo Length of gore (inch)

BRR Radial-ribbon width (inch) a Number of gores

BPR Verticml-ribbon width (inch) AIIR Number of horizontal ribbons (inch2 )

aVL Vent-line widthr (inch) so Area of vsent

Do Nomiml canopy diameter W SG Area of gore (nch 2)

Base width of @oreo (inch) SHR Area covered by horizontal ribbons (inch 2)

#8 Gore width vent (inch) So Total surface area of cnopy,
dat including slots and vent (vent not

A6  Actual constructed height of gore (inch) included if larger than 0.01 So)

A Heigbt of lore (inch) SRB Area of reinforcing band. (ich
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*RR Area covered by radial ribbons (inch 2) a Come mngle for comical canopies (degree)

STe Total closed canopy area (inch2) fl Apex angle of gore (degree)

STy) Total open canopy area (inch 2) Ag Geometric canopy porosity (per cent)

S5R Area covered by vertical ribbons (inch2)
(not including area overlapped by
horizontal ribbons)

(b) Factor, and Vquationu.

Nominal diameter D, 16 ft
Number of gore. (a) - 32
Comical angle (a) - 20 deg

I. Gore Dimensions:
D o2 1622

(M) S 144x! --- 36w - 904in.2
4 a 32

(2) (coso ) sin 1m - (coo 2D) (aim 5.63) . 0.9387 z 0.0981 - 0.0922
a

(3) s.-i (coo leoa) -im L . sim" (2) - aim-' (0.0 1) - 5.290
2 a

(4) coon - coo (3) - con 5.29 - 0.9957
2

(5) ten - ta (3) - tn 5.290 - 0.4926

(6) Lo M . - - 99.30 in.cooco A (4) T.0922 ,x 0.i•5

(7) "11 - Loaia - (6) (2) - 9.15in.

(8) A - (I.o) a(coa.A) - (6) (4) - 99.30x .9957 -99 in.
2 2

(9) - ISG IS (1) - 0.01 x 904.9.04 in. 2

(10) i - 0_- 92 -0 7.6 - 9.W in. Lh

e - A ISO -(10) (5) - 9.88xO0.092 - 0.914 in. I
2 2

(121)As -A 9 - (8)-(10)- 99-9.81 -89.12 in.

(13)1-, (10) _ 9.88 , 9.92 in.
( Cos " 12 T-(4) 0.9957 9.-

11. Calculation of Closed Area: L

Radial ribbon width (ORR) 2
(14) i -.- orn.

2 2 Fig. 12.7 Diagram of Half-Core
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( e 1/2RRR (1(4) 9006)

coan ý % 0.9957(15)~ - -(17)- - - 9.15 - - 9.15-1.002-8.148 in. ".4 (1)4 -

(16) e - 1/2 BRR - --- .914 - 1 0.914 - 1.002 - -0.088 in. 0
2 cor (4) 0.9057

2 c.-VP2

"• (15) .8.148 879i.

(17) h - . (IS -. 14 87.95 in. NOTEi 9 diabonsionsa.re ito.

1 ~voticei ,imbhs.(18) - ,- _1-. , 10.80
t( f 51 0.0926

2

Four vertical ribbons per gore are utilized. / X 3 Xs XS

X, . (18 x (e 1 ) -10.
80 x2.806 - 30.31 in.

* - (18) x e2) 10.80 x 6.369 68.70 in, "1
-TX3 - (18) W (r'31 ....... x ....... W .......

X4  (18) z (e 4) . ....... x ....... ....... 3

X5 - 18) x (e5) ....... X ....... ........--

X6 ha Fig. 12-8 Vertical Ribbon Placement on Ialf-Gore

* If an even number of ribbons is used in the full gore, disregard calculations of X6 or its equivalent. (Number of
lengths to be found dependent on number of ribbons used in 1/2 gore.

(19) Area of radial ribbon (SRR!- 6)- (13] (14) - [99.3- 9.92] x I 89.38 x - 89.38 in. 2

(20) Number of horizontal ribbons (nHR) - 26

(21) Hlorizontal ribbon width (BHR) - 2 in.

(15) + (16) 8.148 + (0)
(22) Average horizontal ribbon length 2 4.074 in.2 2

(23) Horizontal ribbon area (SHR) - (22) (21) (20) - 4.074 x 2 x 26 - 212 in. 2

(24) Total spacing - (12) - (20) (21) - 89.12 - (26 x 2) - 89.12 - 52 - 37.12 in.

(24) 37.12 37.12
(25) - - - - - - 1.482 in. per space

(20)-1 26-1 25

(26) (25) + (21) - 1.482 + 2 - 3.482 in.

(27) Vertical ribbon width BVR - 0.5625 in.

Spaces covered by XI - L, 30.31 9.0 (Ce1)
(26) aT42.4 w
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X2 68.70
Spaces covered by X2 - - - - - 20.0 (nC2) *(26) 3.482

Spaces covered by X3 --- X3 = .. . (sý3) *
(26) 3.482

Spaces covered by V4 - X4 - "" - . .. (sc4) *
(26) 3.482

Spaces covered by X5  - - - ." (

(26) 3.482

Spaces covered by Y6 - -6 - - ... (a 6)

2-6) 3.482

• Use nearest whole number.

E:xposed area covered by Xi (sc 1) (27) (25) - 9.0 x 0.5625 x 1.482 = 7.5 in., (Sv 1 )

Exposed ares covered by X2 - (nC2) (27) (25) - 20.0 x 0.5625 x 1.482 - 16.68 in. 2 (Sv 2)

Exposed area covered by X3  - (&c3) (27) (25) . ...... x ........ x ........ ....... in. 2  (S" 3)

Ixposed area covered by -Y4  = (nc 4) (27) (25) . ...... x ........ x ........ ....... in. 2  (jv 4)

Exposed area covered by X5  = (sc 5) (27) (25) . ...... x ........ x ........ ....... in. 2  (.Iv5)

IExpoaed area covered by X6  ( (rc6 )(27) *(25) . ...... x ........ x ........ ....... in. 2  (Sv6 )
2 Divide by 2 to,,.y if odd number of ribbons are used.

(28) Total 24.18in. = S,

(29i Vent cloaed area (BFL ( 13) VL)2 -.. 375 x 9.92 - C75)2 3.72 - 0.076 - 3.644.
2 8(5) 8 x 0.0Q26

Ill. Porosity

(30) Total closed area (STC) (19) 89.38

+ (23) 212.00

+(28) 24.18
4 (29) 3.644

Total 329.204 in. 2

(1)
(31) Total open area (STO) (- - (30) - 452 - 329.204 - i22.796 in. 2

2 (31) 100 x 122.796
(32) Geometric porosity (Ag) - -"- x I00 - 2 - -_w_27%

2 904
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4.3 Porosity Calculotion. Porosity has to be sheets.
calcdlated for ribbon parachutes. The calculation for 4.4 Constnuctiod Specifications. lased on the
the 6-It Heminflo canopy is an example of the method remlts of theme calculation., construction details of
used for a curved-pre parachute, and the calculation the three parachutes need we given in the tebles be-
for the porosity of the i6-ft conical ribbon canopy is low.
an example of the method used for a str•gbt-gore type. The first-otage stabilization parachute haa a 6-ft
The porosity d the solid flat circular parachute in Hmisnlo ribbon canopy. Table 12-5 lists the coestrac-
a charncteristic of the cloth chosen for the canopy, ties details for this parachute.
and need not be calculated, since it is usually already The eecond-ate parachute ien a I6-ft comical 64b
known. The final recovery parachute ses 1. I-ox. bTe aaopy. Table 12pr liast the construction details
Nylon cloth. The porosity (in terms of permeability) oa tsoparac le 2
of this cloth is 80 to 120 cfn per sq ft at 1/2 in. of of thin parachute.
water. cThe final.recovery chute b2 u a t00-ft solid, fiat.

The ralculations for the porosity of the two ribbon circular cahpy. Table 12.. lists the constmuction do-
parachutes are presented am standard mlculation tails of thin chute.

TABLE 12-5 CONSTRUCTION DETrAILS OF 64FT IIPAISFiO PARACHUTE

Break
Item Name Ply Width, in. Strength, lb Specificatios

1 Horizontal ribbon 1 2 460 Mil-T-SGWE.
Class D. Type II

2 Radial ribbon 2 1 1/4 185 Mil-T-S608E
rhass C, Type IV

3 Vertical ribbon 2 1/4 22 Mil-T-SWE
Class B, Type I

4 Skirt reinforcing bued I 1 1000 Mil-T-50U38
Type IV

5 Vest reinforcing band 2 1 3500 MilII-W625
6 Vast lime 1 3/4 2300 Mil-W-S625
7 Suspension line 1 3/4 2300 Mil-W-562S
8 Pocket band - - -

TABLE 12.6 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF 16-FT CONICAL RIBBON PARACHUTE

Item Name Ply Width, in. Strength. lb Specificatiom

1 Horizontal ribbon No. 1.18 1 2 1000 Mil-T-MS ClIas E Type B
2 Horizontal ribbon No. 18-26 1 2 460 Mil-T-s8 amm D Type If
3 Radial ribbon 2 2 1000 MiI-T-5606 Clho E Type II

4 Vertical ribbon 2 9/16 500 MilI-T-5038 Type V
5 Radial seam reinforcing 1 3/4 3000 Mil-W-276S7 Type I

webbing
6 Skirt reinforcing band 1 1.23/32 3600 Mil.L.40MD Type VIII

7 Vent reinforcing band 2 1.23/32 3600 Mil-W-41088D Type VIII

a Vent line 1 3/4 3000 Mil-W-27657 Type I
9 Suspension line 1 3/4 3000 Mil-W-27657 Type I

10 Reefing line 1 1 6000 Mil-W-4080D Type XVIII

11 Pocket bands 1 1-23/32 3600 Mil-W-4088D Type VIII
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TAIBLE 12-7 (:CONSrI'lII'rlON DETrAIIS O1. I004-F I.AT CIRCIL(:IAII PAIIACHII U'I1:

Bireak
Item Name Ply Srenagth, lb Width, in. Specification

I Cloth surface 1 MiI-C-70201) (Type I)

2 Skirt reidorcing 1 3500 1 Mil-W-5625
bands

3 Vent reinforciug I 8700 1 Mil-W-4088D (Type X)
benda

4 Vent line 1 375 MiI-C-S040B (Type 11)
5 Suspension line 1 375 Miil-C-5040B (Type i1)
6 Pocket bands 1 1000 I Mil-T-MO38B (Type IV)

4.5 Packing Volume (Pressure Packing). - 307.2 lb. Referriag to Fig. 7.4 of Chapter 7, an aver-
Knowledge of the weight of each parachute along with age pack density of 20 lb per cn ft for hand packing is
the pressure used in the packing of the parachutes selected to determine if this method of packing is
permits computation of the parachute-compartment sufficient.
volume required. 307.2 lb

The dimensions of the available cylindrical space Volume - 20 Ib per cu ft " 15.36 ft3

for packing the decelerater system are: Diameter -20 in.
length - 4.0 ft. Therefore the available packing vol- This calculation indicates pressure packing will
ume is be needed to pod the decelerator system is the space

D2& (vr) (20)2 available. Referring again to Fig. 7.4 of Chapter 7;Volume -(4.0)4 (144) (4) and assuming a pressure of 80 psi will be utilized is

the pecking of the canopies, a corresponding pack

- 8.74 ca ft density of 42 lb per cu ft is obtained. This value of
pack density is used to calculate the pack volume of

'The total weight of the canopies is: 7.2 +.90.0 210.0 the canopies an shown is Table 12-8.

TAIIE 12-8 PACK DF4SITY

Pack Iýejwity
Parachute Ib/ftr 't, lb Volume, cu it

6' lemiaflo 42 7.2 0.17

16' Comical 42 90.0 2.14

100' Flat Circular 42 210.0 5.00

Total 307.2 7.31

RIFERENCF-S Aerodynamic Drag Devices", ASD TR 61 - 188,

Nov. 1961.
(12-1) Engstrom, B.A.: "Perfornance of Trailing (12-3) Bimonthly Technical Progress Report No. 5,

Aerodynamic Decelerators at High Dynamic Pres- "Study, Design, and Fabrication of a Supersonic
sures, Phase V and VI," ASD TR 58.284 Part V. Parachute Sled Teat Vehicle", Contract No. AF

(12-2) Broderic'z,M.A.,Tumer, R.D. "Design Criteria 33 (616).7407, 27 April 1961.
sand Techniques for Deployment and Inflation of (12-4) Heinrich, F1.G., and Rust, L.W., Jr. Lecture
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note. from IUnivermity of Minnesota I'iaraihute I ni. (12-5) Final Daits Report, WADII) leavy-I)uty Para.
gineerig and l•etardation, Summi.er (:ourue, July chute Tlent Program. Contract No. Al" 33 (616).

17-28, 19601 Chap. II: T'rajectcry Callculation,. 3261. D)ec. 1960 (tUnpublished)'
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CHAPTER 13
SPECIFICATIONS

MII,-A-811811 Aerial Delivery Kit Asprmtiiy, Car- MII.-)-9056 (2) l)ecel'nition Parachute Systemm,

go. General Specification for Aircraft, (eneral Requirement,* for

MIL..A-.865 Airplane Strength and Iligidity. %lis- MI,-1 .- 592611 (2) Extructiom Kit, Aerial 0elivery,
cellaneous I oads (argo. Type A-1A

C(:(::-C-419 Cloth, Cotton, I)uck, Vnbleached. P'lied %1111,11-7195 (1) Hardware. Pa'rachute, Genemrl Re.
Yarns (Army and Numbered) qu;t•vtenets for

MIll,-C-4232A (USA F) Cord IRayon, Uithmt Core. MII,-lI-7750 (0) Housing. Parachute, Hlipcord
Braided MI,-1-9884 honeycomb, Material, Cushioning,

MII.-C-427QA (IS•A1) (:loth. Cotton. Multdin paper

MI1L-C-50401 (ASG) Cord. Nylon Ml,-.-6903A (1) Ink, Marking (For Parachutes and

MII..(-6346A (:ontainer Kit, Aerild Deliverv, Tlpe Other Textile Itemr)

A-22 MII.-I-8063 Ink, Marking

MII..(C-65Q6( Container, Aerial Delivery, hlemcue GG.P-1 15 Parachute, Meteorological
Radio and Accessories. Metal, Type A-20 M Parachute, cargo, Type C-1

MI1.-C.663514 (1) Canopy. Parachute. FIST Ribbon. MIL-lp-5610 Parachutes and Parachute Coeeponent
General Specification for Construction of Parts, Packaging and Packing for Domestic

MIL.-C-7020D Cloth. Nylon. Parachute and Overseas Shipment of

M1l.-(C-721Qlt Cloth. Nylon, Duck, Plied Yarns, MI!.-P-5905A Parachute, Ribbed Guide Surface,
For Parachute Packs General Specifications for Construction of

MIL-'C-73.5C (ASC) Cloth, Nylon, Parachute, Cargo MII,-P-591SC Parachute, Cargo, 100 ft din , Type
G-IIA

1L,-C-75l5B1 (ISAF) Cord. Nylon. Coreless MII,-P-6031 Parachute, Experimental, Inspectcon

MlI.-C-7554 (1) Container Kits, Aerial Delivery and Testing of

MIL..C-80O6A (ASG) Cloth, Rayon, Perachute (Non- MII-P-6364A Parachute, Aerial Cargo Delivery,
Personnel) Type G-1A

MIL.-C-80211 (ASG) Cloth, Nylon. Parachute. Drag MII,-P-663411(l) Parachute, Cargo. 500-lb Capa-

!1L,.(C-8121 Canopy Tower Parachute Free Fall, city, Type G.13
Type J-1 (Supersedes 40713-A) MIl-P-6645D(2) Parachutes, Personnel. General

MlI..C-R137 Canopy Tower Parachute, controlled -Specification for
Fall Type J-2 (Supersedes 40745) MII,-P-7567(I) Parachutes, Personnel, Detail Manu-

MIi,-C-9401A Canopy. Parachute, Ring Slot, Gen- facturing Instructions for

eral Specification for Construction of MII.-P-7620A(2) Parachutes, Cargo, General Speci.

MI.-C-10362 (:utter, Reefing Line. M2 fications for

MIl,.C.10967 Cutter, Reefing Line, M2, Metal Parts MII,-P-8322 Parachutes, Personnel, Assembly and

for Rigging Instructions

MI1,-C-25174 (IJSAF) Cloth, Dacron, Drag Parachute MIL,-P-9727 Parachute, Meteorological MIL-524-DMQ

Mill-C-25312 (JSAF) Cloth, Dacron, Parachute MIL-P-10595A Parachute Assembly, For Shell,

MIl.D-)-7626(1) Drop Kit Components, Ileavy, Pack- 81-MM, Illuminating, N1301

aging, Packing and Marking for Shipment of MIL,.P-11126A Parachute Ml0-132
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Ml .-P.-12855 Parachute, Ciargo (luaraschule I'(G-Iq) matic, Cargo Parachute, 500-Pound Capacity

( 'All) Type MA- i)

MI-,-1 334214 Parachute and Container, Blomb, DDI)-S-751 Stitches, Seams, and Stitching
10 !b MI MIl,-T-5038C Tape and Webbing, Textile, Rein-

M!L,-1'-17942(1) Parachutes and Parachute Conm- forcing Nylon
ponents, Personnel, General Specifications for M ,.''-56013 (AS(C) Tape, Textile, Nylon, Parachute

MIL-P-18545 I'arachutes, Paper, for Pyrotechnic Canopy

Signals MILT-'|5- A (ASG) Thread, Cotton, High-Tenacity

MIL-P-20374 Parachute-ulnits, M6 and M7, for GI.P. Mii,:rri66 'rape and Webbing, 'Jetile, Cotton
Bombs

Reinforcing, Woven
MIL,-P-50408 Parachute Units for B~omb. rpTxie(PrcaeCnbcmHl:r-5%63A Trape, rextile (Parachnte Construe-
MIL-P-20516 Parachutes for BIombs tion)

MIL-P-21904 Parachutes for Underwater Mines, MII-T-613411 Tape, Textile, Nylon, Parachute Con-
General Specification for struction

MIL-P-25062A Parachute Recovery Systems, Mi*.- Ml:r.-7807B Thread, Nylon
mile ad Drone, General Requirements for De- ml,:r.-8363A (WSAF) Tape and Webbing, Textile,
velopment of Woven, Nylon

MIL-P.25373 Parachute Assembly. Meteorological MIL-T-40040A Thread, Polyester
Balloon MX-1704-DMQ
(Supersedes MIL-P-25108) MII-W-40aDW(USAF) Webbing, Textile, Waves Nylon

MIL-P-25387 Parachute, Cargo, 28 ft , Diameter, MII-W.006W2C (USAF) Webbing. Textile, Nylon

350 Pound Capacity Type MA-2 Tubular

MIL-P-25716A Parachute System Heavy Duty, Gen- MIL-W-5665D Webbing, Textile, Cotton Warp

eral Specification for Ml,-W-5666A Webbing, Textile, Nylon, Multiple

MII,-R5-335E(I) Relerse, Parachute Ripcord, Auto- Tubular

matic Type F-IA MlI,-W-5787C Webbing, Textile, Nylon, Heavy Duty

MII-R-5897A(I) Release, Parachute Harness, MH,-W-90491(ASG) Webbing, Textile, Nylon, Lock-
Quick. Type B-2A (Supersedes 40940) ing Loop

MIL-R-6361(l) Release Kit Assembly, Aerial De- MIl-W-25339A (ASG) Webbing, Textile, Polyester
livery Container, Type A-.1 (Supersede. MII-W-25361 (USAF) Webbing, Textile, "'Dcrom",
MIL-R-6459) Low Floagation

MIL-R-21468 Release, Parachute Ripcord, Auto- MIL-W-27265(USAF) Webbing, Tex:ile, Woven Ny-
matic Ion, Impregnated

MIL-R-25565A(M) Release, Parachute Ripcord, MIl-W-27657 (USAW) Webbing, Textile, Woves Ny-
Automatic Type F-.B lon, for Decelerator

MlI,-R-27211A Release, Cargo, Parachute, 500- MS-22006 Release -Parachute Canopy Quick Dis-
Pound Capacity, Type MA-I (Release, Auto- conmect
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INDEX

Accelerometera., 495 llanchard, Jean Pierre, .3

Actuating devices, 411-421 Iourget, 5

Adapters, 408 Cabinet, drying, 478

Aerospace vehicle recovery, 297-305 Canopy,
Low dynamic pressure regimr, 300W Aerodynamic heating, 2,52-259
Iligh dynamic prc,!!ure regime, UK) Apparent mass, 151

Aircraft Applirations, 63-112, 275-776

In-flight tow testing, 463 Construction, 395-403

Landing approach, 313 Design, 359-394

Landing deceleration, 307 Deployment, 770-372

Landing roll, calculation of, 311-313 Drag coefficient, 66-67
Runway tow testing. 463 Filling time, 150-163
Used for air-drop, 282 Geometry, 168-369

Air-drop, 280.293 Gliding, 172-173
Idealized shape. 150-151

Air-drop parachutes Included mass, 153
Canopies, 288 1L4yout, 396
Ixtraction parachutes, 288 I.oading, 363-365
Deployment, 292 Materials, 137-358
D)esign requirements, 284-288 Opening force, 159, 162-164

Airfoil canopy, 99 Opening shock factor, 164
Oscillation, 66-67

Angular velocity, 2"4,-240 Reliability, 259-271

Anti-spin parachute, 295-29/ Snatch force, 141-149

Anti-toppling devices, 290 Stability, 224-252Stress analysis, 198-204

Applications for aerodynamic decelerators, 275-136 Total ma.., 153

Aerospace vehicle recovery, 297-105 Types, 66 15

Aircraft deceleration, 705-316 Volume, 170

Air-drop, 280-293 Weight, 370

Personnel, 719-331W

Special weapons, 317-319 Cayley, Sir George, 4

Stabilization, 293-297 Clevisen, 410
Target, 131-735 Cloth material, 353-356

Atmosphere Cloth permeability, 3"53-356, 369
Earth, 122-129
Merm, 130-131 Clustering effects, 181

Venus, 129 Coefficients

Balloon, carrier, 452 Drag, 66-67, 367
Moment, 226, 230-233, 235

Ballute, 101 Normal force, 226, 230-234

Bands, pocket, 386 Orifice, 430

Barnes, Richard, 8 Tangential force, 165

Bins, 441 Cocking, Robert, 4
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Compartiient. parachute, ?0'2-307 F ffectiv, i orosity. 1.1-1 11

( ot) I tIII t. III duo, -,,.I r to ., 419 E j v C t i on
Compoinent testing. laboratory. 471. 476-477 Ilardware for. 4.20-421
Conical ribbon canopy, R7, 'JR.) Metlhods for air-drop, 284

Seat stabilization. 295
(onical solid cloth canopv. 70 Klherge-ncY escape capsule statilization, 295

Connector links, 408 Eimwironnment, effect of, on materials, 340-743
(Control systems. 104-3t05 , 4 .11-42H ý oquiflo catnopy. W'

Conversion factors, ?4 FKiperdable materials. 344

Cord line profile, 198-201 Extended skirt .anopies. 74. 38)
(Cord material, "fil V tidction parachutes. 288, 2Q1

Cu* knives..410 1- iling time, 150-167

Cutting of canopy material, '19( Final-stage recovery parachutes. 700M-301

da % inci. I.eonardo, 2., 4 Finite mass operating conditions. 149-162

Decelerators, aerodynamic, 6?-112 Flat circular ribbon canopy, R5, 381
Inflatable, conical, 101
Inflatable, spherical, 99 llat circular solid cloth canupy. 68. 379
Parachute canopies. 8-99 Flat non-circular canopies, 99
Rotor blade type. 106 Flotation. 705
Spherical segment type, !0.1 l ow. 30oI~eplymentF'law, measurement of, 492

D~eploymuentFrc
fags. 372, 389- 792 O pe

Of canopies. '70-M -72 Opening shock. /59. 12-1-4
Of pilot chutes. 372 Snatch. 141-149
Speed limitations, h,-99, 367 (;arneri," Andrew Jacques. 3-4

Descent Gliding cenopy. 172-173
Characteristics of canopies. 170-174 Gore
Rate of. 173-174 Centerlinc profile. 198-201

Displacement, measurement of, 490 Design. 377
I)rig Ground impact

A,!rodynamic. 165-182 Shock absorption. 305
Area of canopies. 166 Shock attenuation devices. 428-435
Area control. 183-188 g-Switches, 426
Coefficient. 767
Coefficient of canopies, 1P7 "-;uardian Angel" parachute. 6
Efficiency, 369-770 Guide-surface canopies
Mach number effects on, 174-179 Personnel, 81, 379
Of squidded canopy. 367 Ribbed, 79, 380
Of system. 218-224 Ribless. 77, 380
Reynolds number effects on. 179-181 Itibless., modified, 83. 380
Wake effects on. 21C. 217 Hardware

Drag producing surface Actuating devices, 411-42.
Construction of, 374-777. 195.403 Adapters, 408
Strength of, 375-377 Clevises, 4V0

Drying Compartment door release, 019-420
Cabinet. 438-439 Connector links, 408
Tower, 43R Control devices, 421-428

Cut knives, 410Dynami. pressure. 165. 768 Disconnects, 41!-414

Effective drag coefficient, 170-174 Display board of, for air-drop, 409
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Ejectionli davi it'. 1L20-42i Illigh temlperature, 1,42
g-Svittches. 1.)6) Light Weight, I,'ll

(;roand-itiiact shock-aittenowation devite., 12.I-175 Tapme, 748-'350

pressure switc'hes, .20-1-"8 T'hrnad, 151- '5•7
Ilterfing linte utterm. 11.1- $1H W'ebbing. 745-748
lReefing rings. 410 McCom.,l,, W'illiham, 8
IReleases. -11141,4. IIH-Q 1 28
Ilings. 4t) Modular 4s08tem for air-drop.8

Snaphl•oks, 410 Mloment coefficients, 22-6, 2.30-237, 235
Timing devices. 121-421P Monment of inertia, apparent. 240-2.42

Ilarnts, pern.nnel parachute, 1.18. 730-731 Montgolfier. Joseph. I

Ileaiting, awrudynaeica.c, 252-259 Normal force coefficients. 226, 230-234

Ileincke Sack parachute, 6i Opening

Hleinrich. Ilelmut (;.. R(ritical conditionm for. 767-768
Ilemisflo canopy. 89 lorces, 141-A4

Shock factors. l0
liens, ?79-40.1 Opening force, calculation, 159-161

Ilengler. L.orenz. 4 Pack

High temperature material., 31- l)esign, 772
Infinite-mass operating conditions. 162 Material, .356

Inflatable decelerators, 99-!00, 298-299 Personnel parachutes. 327-32R

In-flight deceleration parachute. ?317- 116 Packing
hacilities, 439-142

Inspection Presses. 442
IVacilities. $39-442 Pressure, 372
"rabies. 140-441 Tables. 440

Instrumentation for t-sting, 490-L498 'ools. 440, 441-442

Instruments, recording, self-contained, 49.2-495 Paratroops, 7

Joints. strength of. sO1,-.40' Permeability
Keeperp. 189( Cloth, 353-356, 369

Measurement of, 492

Knucke. Theodore, 8 Personnel guide-surface canopy. 81,. 379

Knives. cut. 410 Personnel parachutes
Kuparento, Tordaki. 4 Canopies, 321-327

Landing, simulation of conditions, 477 Deployment, 331
D~esign requirements, 319Ldncwing deceleration, aircraft, 307 aress, 328, 303Hlarness, 328, 330-331

Landing-impact shock-absorption, 305, 428-435 Pack, 327-328
Layout, canopy. 396 Photographic recording instruments, 494-495

Mach number effects on drag. 174-179 Pilot chute

\1adelung, G.. 8 Deployment. 372

Magnetic tape datu recording, 496-497 Performance, 392-393

Marking, for ýanopy construction, 396 Pino, 5

Mess Platforms for air drop, 284. 288
Appeoent, 153 Porosity
lniuded, 15.3 Effective, 1.4i-i41

\lI',terials Geometric, 369
C:ord. )51 Mechanical, 27Nominal, 131-132%lardware. 108-41l Total, 27
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Porosity, effective Risers, 386

Calculation, 140-141 Rocket slets. parachute test, 465, 488-490
''ffects on drag, 165-170

Effects on stability, 226 Hotafoil canopy, 95

Measurement of, 133-140 Rotating canopies, 95-97

Presseom, packing. 442 Rotor blade decelerator., 106

Pressure Seams, 397-403

Measurement of, 492 Desigmation of, 402-403

Packing, 372 Strength of, 402-403

Pressure distribution, canopy Sewing, 396
Full open, subsonic and transonic flow, 188-193 Sewing machines, 442

Full open, supersonic flow, 193-196 Shaped gore canopies, 72, F19, 385

Inflating, subsonic flow, 196

Pressure packing, 372 Shepard-o. W.P., 8

Pressure switches, 426-428 Silver, for target parachutes, 334

Recovery of aerospace vehicles, 297-305 Skids,. for air-drop, 284, 288

Reefing, 183-188 Skirt besitato., 290

Calculation, 185-186 Sasphooks, 410

Lines, 184-185 Snatch force
Line cutters, 414418 Calculation, 146-146
Multiple, 185 Reduction of, 148-149
Supersonic applications, 187-188
Rings, 188 Special wespoas deceleration parachutes

Release devices, 411-414, 418-420 Canopies, 319

Release systems, 304 Deployment, 318-319

Reliability, 259-271, 365 Deployment bags, 319

Assessment. 262-270 Spherical decelerator, 99-101
Component. 266-270 Spherical segment decelerator, 104-106

Improvement of. 271
Overall system, 264-266 Spin recovery parachute, 295-297

Requirements, 259-260 Squidding canopy. 367

Restraining systems, air-drop, 284 Stability, 224-252

Retrieval, 305 Dynamic, 228-252

Reynolds number effects on drag, 179-181 Static, 225228

Ribbed guide-surface canopy, 79, 380 Stability of canopies, 66-67

Stabilization in air-drop, 293-297
Ribbon canopies Bomb, 293-294

Conical, 87, 382 Droppable-wheel recovery, 294-295

Equiflo, 89 Fuel tanks, 293

Flat circular, 85, 39 Static line deployment, 371
Ilemiaflo, 89
Riugail, 93 Steerable canopies, 99, 321

Ringslot, 90, 384 Stitching, 402

Wako, 99 Strain, measurement of, 491
Ribless guide-surface canopy, 77, 380 Stress
Ribleso guide-surface canopy, modified, 83, 380 Cloth, 201-203
Rings, 408 Distribution calculation, 198-204

Ring slot canopy, 90, 384 Suspension lines, 377-378

Ring sail canopy, 93 Effect of length, 367
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'rangential |erce coefficientsi. ( Toolsa, acking, 441
Tape. textile, .148-350 Tlnjectary
"Tlurget pars, ,ute. 731-35 (Calculation, 504-514

Telemetry systems, 497-498 Control, 365
Curmea, parametric., 35-53

"T enaiometer, 492-495 Trsanducers, 490-492
Test instrumentation. 490-498 Veranio, Fanusto, I
Test vehicles., 478-490 Vortex riag canopy. 97

Testinmg Wake effects, primary body. 204-224
Aircraft tow, 463-465 Subsonic flow, 204-211
Gravity drop, 452-459 Transonic and superonic flow, 211-224
Inclined test facility, 477
Rocket boosted free flight, 459-463 Wako canopy. 99
Rocket boosted sled, 465 Water tow testing
Water tow, 465-471 Deep water, 469-471
Wind tunnel, 471 Shallow water, 466-469

Thread, 3aa-353 Webbiuna. 345-348
Time Wheeler, Richard. 8

Filling. 149-159, 162 Whirl tower teatiag, 458-459
Opening, 30 Wind tunnel testing, 471

Timing devices., 421-426
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